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TO THE HONORABLE MARTIN GLENN
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE:

The ResCap Liquidating Trust (the “Liquidating Trust”), established pursuant to the 

terms of the Chapter 11 plan confirmed in the above captioned bankruptcy cases (the “Chapter 

11 Cases”) [Docket No. 6065], as successor in interest to the above captioned debtors 

(collectively, the “Debtors”), hereby submits this objection (the “Objection”) seeking to expunge 

and disallow (i) proof of claim No. 5275 (the “Initial Claim”) filed against Debtor GMAC 

Mortgage, LLC (“GMACM”) by James Malphurs on behalf of The Law Office of David J. Stern, 

P.A. (“DJSPA” or “Claimant”) as well as (ii) proof of claim No. 7464 (the “Amended Claim,” 

together with the Initial Claim, the “Stern Claims”) against GMACM filed by Jeffrey Tew on 

behalf of DJSPA, pursuant to section 502(b) of title 11 of the United States Code 

(the ”Bankruptcy Code”) and Rule 3007(a) of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the 

“Bankruptcy Rules”) on the grounds that the Stern Claims are without merit and do not include 

colorable claims against GMACM.1 Accordingly, the Liquidating Trust seeks entry of an order 

substantially in the form annexed hereto as Exhibit 1 (the “Proposed Order”) granting the 

requested relief.  In support of the Objection, the Liquidating Trust submits the Declaration of 

David Cunningham (annexed hereto as Exhibit 2-A, the “Cunningham Decl.”) and the 

Declaration of John W. Smith T (annexed hereto as Exhibit 2-B, the “Smith T Decl.”) and 

respectfully represents as follows:

                                                
1 The Liquidating Trust reserves all its rights to amend this Objection should any further bases come to light.
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JURISDICTION, VENUE AND STATUTORY PREDICATE

1. This Court has jurisdiction over this Objection under 28 U.S.C. § 1334.  This 

matter is a core proceeding under 28 U.S.C. § 157(b).  Venue is proper before this Court under 

28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409.

2. The statutory predicate for the relief requested herein is section 502(b) of the 

Bankruptcy Code and Bankruptcy Rule 3007(a).

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

3. DJSPA was one of GMACM’s highest-volume legal service providers in Florida, 

especially as it concerns pursuing foreclosures against delinquent borrowers.  It filed a claim 

against GMACM in excess of $6 million for alleged unpaid prepetition invoices.  However, the 

Claimant’s prepetition course of conduct nullifies its entitlement to any sums from GMACM, 

because its material breaches of the terms of the Master Services Agreement and related 

Statements of Work with GMACM absolve GMACM of any responsibility to DJSPA for any 

outstanding sums.  Controlling law is clear that a party who materially breaches a contract cannot 

complain if the other party subsequently refuses to itself perform. The Master Services 

Agreement between GMACM and the Claimant contains numerous material promises by the 

Claimant that formed the foundation of the parties’ relationship.  For example, DJSPA 

contractually agreed that its ability to provide legal services would never be compromised by 

investigations, ethical violations, or loss of authorizations needed to represent GMACM.  DJSPA 

also promised that it would always perform legal services in a diligent manner consistent with 

industry practices, utilizing personnel of proper training and skill; however, DJSPA repeatedly 

flouted these and other material obligations during its handling of GMACM matters.  For 

example, as described more fully below, in 2009, DJSPA attorneys failed to give notice or 

provide any defense against a borrower’s counterclaims, which led to a substantial default 
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judgment being entered on a loan serviced by GMACM.  In its order denying GMACM’s request 

to vacate the award to the borrowers, the court found that there was a “complete breakdown of 

the system at the Stern Firm” and that “the Stern Firm was guilty of gross negligence.”  As 

described in greater detail herein, DJSPA’s material breaches of the MSA (and related SOWs) 

were numerous and were committed over an extended period of time.  The consequence of the 

Claimant’s actions is that DJSPA should be barred from any recovery on the Stern Claims.

4. The $6.1 million proof of claim at issue is comprised of four elements: (i) 

invoices related to loans owned by the Federal National Mortgage Association (“FNMA”) 

allegedly totaling $411,687.15; (ii) invoices related to loans owned by the Federal Home Loan 

Mortgage Corporation (“FHLMC”) allegedly totaling $271,820.73; (iii) invoices for services 

rendered on non-GSE loans allegedly totaling $2,498,475.82; and (iv) sums purportedly due and 

owing for “curative work” discussed by DJSPA and GMACM in fall 2010 allegedly totaling 

$2,979,500.  For reasons discussed in greater detail herein, due to a prior stipulation of the 

parties in pending litigation, the Claimant agreed that it would not recover from GMACM 

damage categories (i) and (ii).  In addition, a substantial portion of the alleged unpaid invoices 

are resubmissions by the Claimant of invoices previously rejected by GMACM, some of which 

date back to 2007.  Those invoices are no more valid at this time than they were when first 

rejected by the Debtors.  Moreover, DJSPA is not entitled to any payment for the “curative 

work” because the firm never fulfilled its agreed-upon services.      

5. Even if not barred by the material antecedent breach doctrine, DJSPA is, at most,

left with a general unsecured claim of $1,339,590.78. See ¶¶ 68-71 infra.  However, this figure 

does not account for the millions of dollars of GMACM’s counterclaims and offsets, which 

include timeline penalties paid to FNMA and FHLMC, the costs to transfer thousands of loans to 
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new law firms in late 2010 once the Claimant lost its ability to handle FNMA and FHLMC-

backed loans, as well as damages GMACM incurred arising from the Claimant’s gross 

incompetence and blatant mishandling of loan files.  Ultimately, the Liquidating Trust has no 

residual liability to DJSPA.  In fact, DJSPA actually owes GMACM for all the damage it caused 

GMACM in the past four years due to its overwhelming malfeasance.  

6. Therefore, the Stern Claims are entirely without merit and should be disallowed 

and expunged in their entirety.2  

BACKGROUND

7. On May 14, 2012, each of the Debtors filed a voluntary petition in this Court for 

relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  These Chapter 11 cases are being jointly 

administered pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 1015(b).

8. On May 16, 2012, the Court entered an order [Docket No. 96] appointing 

Kurtzman Carson Consultants LLC (“KCC”) as the notice and claims agent in these Chapter 11 

Cases.  Among other things, KCC is authorized to (a) receive, maintain, and record and 

otherwise administer the proofs of claim filed in these Chapter 11 Cases and (b) maintain the 

official Claims Register for the Debtors (the “Claims Register”).

9. On August 29, 2012, this Court entered the Bar Date Order, which established, 

among other things, (i) November 9, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. (Prevailing Eastern Time) as the deadline 

to file proofs of claim by virtually all creditors against the Debtors (the “General Bar Date”) and 

prescribed the form and manner for filing proofs of claim; and (ii) November 30, 2012 at 5:00 

p.m.  (Prevailing Eastern Time) as the deadline for governmental units to file proofs of claim (the 

“Governmental Bar Date” and, together with the General Bar Date, as applicable, the “Bar 

                                                
2

At the appropriate time, the Liquidating Trust will file an appropriate proceeding before the Court in order to 
effectuate the release of the funds currently held in escrow to the Liquidating Trust.
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Date”).  (Bar Date Order ¶¶ 2, 3).  On November 7, 2012, the Court entered an order extending 

the General Bar Date to November 16, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. (Prevailing Eastern Time) [Docket No. 

2093].  The Governmental Bar Date was not extended.

10. On March 21, 2013, this Court entered an order approving procedures for the 

filing of objections to proofs of claim filed in these Chapter 11 Cases [Docket No. 3294] (the 

“Procedures Order”).

11. On December 11, 2013, the Court entered the Order Confirming Second 

Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan Proposed by Residential Capital, LLC et al. and the Official 

Committee of Unsecured Creditors (the “Confirmation Order”) approving the terms of the 

Chapter 11 plan, as amended (the “Plan”), filed in these Chapter 11 cases [Docket No. 6065].  

On December 17, 2013, the Effective Date (as defined in the Plan) of the Plan occurred [Docket 

No. 6137]. 

12. The Plan provides for the creation and implementation of the Liquidating Trust, 

which, among other things, is “authorized to make distributions and other payments in 

accordance with the Plan and the Liquidating Trust Agreement” and is responsible for the wind 

down of the affairs of the Debtors’ estates.  See Plan, Art. VI.A-D; see also Confirmation Order ¶ 

22.  Pursuant to the Confirmation Order and the Plan, the Liquidating Trust was vested with 

broad authority over the post-confirmation liquidation and distribution of the Debtors’ assets.  

See generally, Confirmation Order ¶¶ 26, 30, 48; Plan, Art. VI.

(1) GMAC Mortgage’s Relationship With The Law Offices of David J. Stern, 
P.A.

13. DJSPA is a Florida law firm that held itself out as specialists in handling

residential mortgage foreclosures, bankruptcy, evictions, the sale of real estate owned properties 
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by foreclosing lenders, and other foreclosure-related litigation in Florida.  At all relevant times, 

David J. Stern (“Stern”) was the principal of DJSPA.3 See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 5.

14. GMACM retained DJSPA to provide legal services in connection with mortgage 

loans for Florida properties that GMACM was servicing on behalf of various financial 

institutions, including, but not limited to, FNMA and FHLMC.  On January 17, 2007, GMACM 

formalized its pre-existing attorney-client relationship with DJSPA and entered into a Master 

Services Agreement (“MSA”) and Statement of Work (“SOW”), which was amended and 

modified from time-to-time, and obligated DJSPA to handle residential mortgage foreclosures, 

bankruptcy, evictions, and the sale of real estate owned properties in the State of Florida.  See

Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 6. A copy of the MSA and the subsequent SOWs (entered into prior to 

the 2010 termination of the GMACM relationship) are collectively attached to the Cunningham 

Decl. as Exhibit A.

15. Among other things, pursuant to the MSA between DJSPA and GMACM, 

DJSPA4 agreed as follows:

6.1 Company represents and warrants that the Services will be 
performed in a diligent and workmanlike manner in accordance 
with good industry practices, by individuals of suitable training 
and skill.

6.2 Company represents and warrants that the Services and all 
Deliverables provided under this Agreement shall comply with and 
function in accordance with the requirements set forth in this 
Agreement and the Statement of Work.

…..

                                                
3 The Florida Secretary of State’s website confirms that DJSPA was organized in 1993 and until 2011, Stern was the 
lone director and registered agent.  As of 2014, Stern remains the sole director of the company. (See Smith T Decl. 
at ¶ 6).

4 DJSPA is designated as “Company” in the MSA and as the “Supplier” in the SOW.
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6.4 Company represents and warrants that Company’s actions and 
performance of the Services are and will be in full compliance with 
all applicable federal, state, and local requirements, including but 
not limited to, federal banking laws, federal consumer protection 
and privacy laws; all applicable state laws and regulations; any 
valid and effective order (including regulatory orders), verdict, 
judgment, consent decree or agreement.

…..

6.6 Company represents and warrants that it has, and will maintain 
throughout the Term of this Agreement, all licenses, franchises, 
permits, authorizations and approvals materially necessary for the 
lawful conduct of its business.

…..

6.8 Company represents and warrants that there is no action, suit, 
claim, investigation or proceeding pending or, to the best of its 
knowledge, threatened against it that, if adversely decided, might 
adversely affect Company’s ability to enter into this Agreement or 
performance of its obligations hereunder.

…..

8.1 Place of Performance: Performance by Company of the Services 
shall take place in the fifty (50) states of the United States of 
America or the District of Columbia (the “United States”). 
Company may perform any of the Services outside of the United 
States, and on such additional terms and conditions as may be 
acceptable to Client, only if expressly agreed to by Client in the 
Statement of Work or otherwise.

…..

8.8 Company shall take appropriate measures to select, supervise and 
monitor the personnel performing Services.  Company shall 
maintain current employment eligibility verification records, 
including necessary certification and documentation and insurance 
for its employees performing Services hereunder.  Company will 
not conduct disciplinary actions with respect to Company 
personnel while on Client’s premises, including but not limited to 
terminating employment of Company personnel. 

….
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13.2 Indemnification.  Each party (each an “Indemnitor”) shall, at its 
own expense, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other party 
and its employees, officers, directors, licensees, representatives, 
attorneys, parents, subsidiaries, successors, assigns and agents 
(each of the foregoing an “Indemnitee”) from and against any and 
all liabilities, claims, actions, losses, costs and expenses (including, 
without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and disbursements) 
relating to or arising out of any third-party claims(s) for bodily 
injury to or death of any person or for damage, loss or destruction 
of tangible real property or tangible personal property caused by 
the negligent acts or omissions, recklessness or willful misconduct 
of Indemnitor and its employees, agents, and representatives.  The 
Indemnitor will defend Indemnitee against such claims at 
Indemnitor’s sole expense and pay all court awarded damages 
relating to such claims.  The Indemnitee agrees to notify the 
Indemnitor in a timely manner in writing of the claim, and grant 
Indemnitor the right to control the defense and disposition of such 
claims provided that no settlement requiring any financial payment 
from Indemnitee or admission of liability by Indemnitee shall be 
made without Indemnitee’s prior written approval.

….

18.1 Company shall not assign, in whole or part, any of its obligations 
under this Agreement without Client’s written consent.  Company 
shall not subcontract any portion of its performance obligations 
under this Agreement without Client’s prior written approval.  
Client’s approval with respect to any subcontracting shall not 
relieve Company of its responsibility for the performance of its 
obligations under the Agreement.

(Ex. A (MSA)).  The MSA further provides that it is to be governed by Delaware law (id., at 

¶ 19), that it was negotiated at arm’s length, and that it is to be interpreted neutrally (id., at 

¶ 21.9).

16. The MSA further incorporates GMACM’s expectation guidelines (the 

“Guidelines”), which provide additional requirements that outside counsel are expected to meet 

in providing legal services on behalf of GMACM.  (Ex. A (SOW), at ¶ VII).

17. According to the invoices submitted by DJSPA that purport to substantiate the 

Stern Claims, during the period from 2007 until November 2010, DJSPA performed legal work 
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on thousands of mortgage files serviced by GMACM.  Certain support services for the legal 

work that was to be provided by DJSPA to GMACM were instead performed by one or more 

separately-incorporated entities in which Stern held a substantial personal interest and over 

which Stern maintained substantial control.  One of these entities was DJS Processing, LLC, 

which was created by DJSPA to provide non-legal services needed to process foreclosure files 

and ancillary services for DJSPA.5

(2) Stern’s Improper Business Practices

18. On August 10, 2010, the Florida Attorney General publicly announced an 

investigation into allegations of unfair and deceptive actions by DJSPA regarding its handling of 

foreclosure cases in Florida.6  Subsequent news reports were circulating, detailing more 

“questionable practices” by DJSPA.7  Among other things, sworn deposition testimony from 

employees of DJSPA became publicly available, describing unethical foreclosure-related 

practices engaged in by DJSPA, including widespread and improper practices in the preparation, 

execution and submission of assignments, affidavits of indebtedness and other papers in 

mortgage related cases that had been handled over the years by DJSPA in Florida.  (See, e.g., 

Smith T Decl. at ¶¶ 7, 9 (citing testimony of DJSPA employees Cheryl Sammons, Tammy Lou 

Kapusta and Kelly Scott)). 

                                                
5  According to the Florida Secretary of State’s website, DJSPA is the managing member of DJS Processing, LLC, 
which is a Delaware entity that was organized in 2009.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 6, available at
http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/ConvertTiffToPDF?storagePath=COR%5C2009%5C1005%5C0
0209278.Tif&documentNumber=M09000003832 (last visited April 23, 2015)). 
6  These reports and many other details surrounding DJSPA’s misconduct are detailed in publicly filed documents, 
including the investigation into Stern attorneys and several of the firm’s administrators conducted by the Florida 
Bar; and in numerous related lawsuits. See Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation’s Answer and Affirmative 
Defenses to Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint and Defendant/Counter Plaintiff’s Counterclaim at ¶¶ 18-39, The Law 
Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., No. 11-CV-60623-RSR (S.D. Fla. Mar. 30, 
2012 (ECF No. 63).  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶¶ 7-8 & 12).
7 (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 9).
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19. These reports and related events, which were highly publicized, led FNMA, 

FHLMC and other mortgage service providers to terminate their relationships with DJSPA.  

FHLMC terminated its relationship with DJSPA by letter dated November 1, 2010, which meant 

that DJSPA was no longer authorized to participate in the designated counsel program with 

FHLMC.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 12 (citing FHLMC Suit, at Doc. 63-2)).  On November 10, 

2010, FNMA notified GMACM that FNMA had “terminated its relationship with the Law 

Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.” and barred all loan servicers from referring “any future Fannie 

Mae matters to the Stern Firm.”  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 14).  Both FHLMC and FNMA 

required GMACM to transfer all matters to other approved firms and that such files should be the 

first priority for file set-up and review at the new firm(s). Id.  

20. After confirming that DJSPA was the subject of a formal investigation by the 

Florida Attorney General, in connection with DJSPA’s loss of approval to prosecute foreclosures 

of loans owned by FNMA and FHLMC, and because of the serious ethical cloud hanging over 

DJSPA, GMACM terminated its relationship with DJSPA in November 2010.  (See Cunningham 

Decl. at ¶ 15).  

21. GMACM sought to and ultimately did recover substantially all of its files from 

DJSPA.  DJSPA refused to release any files to GMACM until GMACM placed funds allegedly 

owed to DJSPA into escrow.  In light of GMACM’s need to expeditiously transition its loan files 

to new law firms to be serviced, on November 5, 2010, GMACM agreed to enter into an Escrow 

Agreement with DJSPA, wherein the law firm of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

(“BABC”) agreed to serve as Escrow Agent and hold the sum of $3 million in escrow while 

GMACM and DJSPA resolved their dispute over attorneys’ fees and expenses.  These funds 

remain in escrow with BABC at this time.  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 13).  Section 2 of the 
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Escrow Agreement provides, in pertinent part, that “Upon receipt and approval of … any Court 

Order from a Court of competent jurisdiction, after appeals have been exhausted, Escrow Agent 

shall remit the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds in accordance with any agreement or Court 

Order.” (See Exh. D to Cunningham Decl.).8    

22. GMACM subsequently transitioned its files to other law firms and directed these 

firms to review the recovered files and to take appropriate steps to attempt to remedy any errors 

committed by DJSPA.  In connection with this review and through other developments, 

GMACM discovered that DJSPA had committed serious acts of malpractice in the handling of a 

number of GMACM matters, acts that pre-dated the termination of the relationship between 

GMACM and DJSPA. (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14).  These instances of malpractice and 

negligence are described in greater detail below.9

(3) Curative Work

23. During the time period of the Florida Attorney General’s investigation of DJSPA, 

GMACM became aware of potentially improper or questionable affidavits that had been filed in 

connection with GMACM’s mortgage loan files.  On or about August 23, 2010, GMACM sent 

attorneys and staff to meet with Stern at DJSPA’s offices to discuss the potential defects with 

affidavits of indebtedness (the “Affidavits”) submitted in judicial foreclosures in Florida.  

GMACM thereafter immediately sought to address remediation of the Affidavits, including 

submitting corrected affidavits.  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 9).

24. On September 27, 2010, Stern sent a letter to GMACM (the “September 27 

Letter”) requesting flat fee billing for specific services that DJSPA proposed to provide to assist 

                                                
8

The Liquidating Trust expressly reserves all rights with respect to the escrow maintained with BABC, including 
the right to challenge the validity of the escrow and the necessity to maintain it.
9 See ¶ 79 infra.
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GMACM with completing remediation.  (See Exh. B to the Cunningham Decl.).  The September 

27 Letter contemplated a specific flat fee for services for each population of foreclosure files that 

required affidavit remediation.  (See id.). The scope of services varied depending on the 

procedural status of the foreclosure file.  For example, for those matters in which a motion for 

entry of a foreclosure judgment was filed (but no hearing was pending), DJSPA was required to 

prepare and file a notice as well as filing an amended affidavit containing current judgment 

figures.  By comparison, for those matters in which a foreclosure judgment was entered and a 

foreclosure sale conducted, DJSPA was required to file a motion with the court to reveal the 

defect in the affidavit as well as prepare a motion to cancel the foreclosure sale.  (See Id.). On 

October 14, 2010, GMACM responded to DJSPA’s billing proposal agreeing generally to the 

proposed rates so long as DJSPA met specific timing expectations.  (See Exh. C to the 

Cunningham Decl. (the “GMACM Letter”)).  The GMACM Letter made clear, however, that 

DJSPA was only authorized to proceed with work on a portion of the files requiring remediation.  

(See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 10).

25. As part of its ongoing remediation efforts at the time, GMACM had both its own 

employees as well as outside counsel on site at DJSPA’s offices reviewing the loan files and the 

affidavits in need of remediation.  Because the work provided by DJSPA was incomplete and 

untimely, GMACM’s in-house personnel ultimately prepared the information (rather than using 

DJSPA) and thereafter, supplied DJSPA with a letter documenting the corrections made to each 

original affidavit.  Therefore, the only “curative” services DJSPA provided were limited to 

pulling files, providing original or copies of affidavits and simply incorporating the changes 

needed to correct the affidavits, which was significantly less than the scope of curative services 

agreed to by GMACM.  Furthermore, as a result of the files having to be transferred to other 
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firms due to DJSPA’s misconduct, not one of the “corrected” affidavits that were drafted by 

DJSPA was ever used to remediate the subject foreclosure matters based upon the terms agreed 

to in the September 27 Letter.  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 12).

26. On or about February 25, 2011, DJSPA sent GMACM a letter demanding the sum 

of $6,161,483.70 for unpaid legal services it purportedly provided to GMACM.  When the 

demand went unsatisfied, DJSPA commenced a lawsuit against GMACM.  (See Cunningham 

Decl. at ¶ 16).

27. On March 4, 2011, DJSPA sent correspondence to the judges of the various 

judicial circuits in which it was the firm of record concerning thousands of mortgage-related 

cases pending throughout Florida.  The correspondence stated that the “firm suffered a 

tremendous reduction of both clients and personnel,” requiring it to “withdraw from 

approximately 100,000 files statewide.”  The correspondence further stated that DJSPA would be 

“ceasing the servicing of clients with respect to all pending foreclosure matters in the State of 

Florida as of March 31, 2011.”  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Complaint at ¶ 100, The Florida 

Bar v. David James Stern, Florida Bar File Nos. 20-51,725(17I) (Fla. 2013)).

(4) Prepetition Litigation Between GMACM And DJSPA

28. On June 2, 2011, DJSPA filed a Complaint in Florida state court against 

GMACM alleging Breach of Contract (Count I), Open Account (Count II), and Account Stated 

(Count III) (the “Florida Lawsuit”).  The Complaint seeks $6,161,483.70, the amount DJSPA 

contends GMACM owes for legal work that DJSPA allegedly performed.  (See Smith T Decl. at 

¶ 11).

29. On July 11, 2011, GMACM removed the case to the U.S. District Court for the 

Southern District of Florida, and the case was assigned to U.S. District Judge Marcia G. Cooke.  

GMACM also answered and filed counter-claims against DJSPA alleging Legal Malpractice 
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(Count I), Breach of Contract (Count II), Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Count III), violations of 

Florida’s Deceptive and Unfair Trade and Practices Act (Count IV), and 

Misrepresentation/Suppression (Count V).  More specifically, GMACM’s contract 

claims/defenses are based upon the MSA and related SOWs.  In its answer and counterclaims, 

GMACM asserted as a defense that DJSPA’s material breaches of the MSA and SOW barred 

DJSPA’s recovery.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 11).

30. GMACM’s counterclaims against DJSPA in the Florida Lawsuit are based, in 

part, on DJSPA’s negligence and breach of fiduciary responsibilities owed to GMACM.  (See 

Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14 (citing GMACM Answer and Counterclaim)).  For example, in one 

foreclosure matter assigned to DJSPA for handling in August 2009, DJSPA failed to 

communicate to GMACM that counterclaims had been filed by the borrowers on September 11, 

2009.10  DJSPA neglected to answer or defend such counterclaims, with the result that a default 

judgment was entered against the loan investor on October 21, 2009 and made final on May 5, 

2011 in the amount of $469,470.27.  DJSPA has acknowledged that it was obligated but failed to 

defend against the counterclaims or provide any notice to GMACM.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14 

(citing Deposition of Forrest McSurdy, at 20–21 & 72-74; and Transcript of Testimony of 

Forrest McSurdy, at 16-18 & 21)). 11

31. GMACM subsequently hired outside counsel to seek to have the judgment 

vacated.  On February 26, 2013, the Florida Circuit Court for the Twentieth Judicial Circuit for 

                                                
10 (Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14(a)).  The case is entitled Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas as Trustee for RALI 2007QS3 
v. Barry F. Mack, et al., 09-7336-CA (20th Judicial Circuit for Collier County, Florida) (the “Mack Case”).  
GMACM was the servicer on the loan at issue in the Mack Case, which is the subject of contested Proof of Claim 
#386 filed on August 8, 2012 by Creditors Barry F. and Cheryl M. Mack, in the amount of $32,850,000.00, against 
GMACM, of which $30 million is on account of alleged punitive damages.

11 DJSPA billed GMACM for its work on the Mack case.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14 (citing McSurdy Depo., at 
22:72–74)).
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Collier County (“Florida Trial Court”) vacated a portion of the judgment but affirmed 

$321,970.77 of the original award.  After receiving the evidence, including testimony from 

DJSPA, the trial court found “conclusively . . . that there was a complete breakdown of the 

system at the Stern Firm.”  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14(a) (citing Final Order on Plaintiff’s 

Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set New Trial, entered Feb. 26, 2013) (the “Final 

Order”)).  The court ruled that “the Stern Firm was guilty of gross negligence” through its failure 

to defend the counterclaims beginning in September 2009 when the counterclaims were filed.  

(Final Order at 2).  GMACM incurred considerable attorney’s fees and expenses, as a result of 

DJSPA’s malpractice, in opposing these rulings.  (Exhibit S to Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14).  DJSPA 

has at all times declined to defend or indemnify GMACM pursuant to its obligations under the 

MSA.

32. There are other matters presently known to GMACM that were assigned to 

DJSPA for handling and which DJSPA failed to handle competently.  A summary of these 

matters and the damages incurred by GMACM is attached as Exhibit S to Smith T Decl.

33. On May 25, 2011, the parties mediated their dispute, but the mediation was 

unsuccessful.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 11).

34. Prior to the Petition Date, the parties engaged in initial written discovery and 

document productions but no depositions or other discovery occurred as of the Petition Date, at 

which time the Florida Lawsuit was judicially stayed and remains stayed.  (See Smith T Decl. at 

¶ 11).

(5) Proof of Claim No. 5275

35. The Claimant filed proof of claim number 5275 against GMACM in the amount 

of $6,161,483.70 on account of outstanding sum purportedly due and owing as of February 2011.  

A copy is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.  The Claim is premised on the Complaint filed in the 
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Circuit Court of the 17th Judicial District, In and For Broward County, Florida against GMACM 

on June 2, 2011, alleging Breach of Contract (Count I), Open Account (Count II), and Account 

Stated (Count III).  There are multiple components to the Claim: alleged unpaid invoices for (a) 

“curative” work GMACM requested of the Claimant in 2010 (in the amount of $2,979,500), (b) 

services rendered before GMACM terminated its relationship with the Claimant (in the amount 

of $2,498,475.82), and (c) sums related to FNMA and FHLMC matters (in the amount of 

$683,507.88).

(6) Proof of Claim No. 7464

36. On May 12, 2014, DJSPA filed Claim No. 7464, which amended Claim No. 5275.  

There were no substantive changes to Claim No. 5275.  The only changes reflect new contact 

information for Jeffrey Tew, DJSPA’s authorized agent. 

RELIEF REQUESTED

37. The Liquidating Trust files this Objection pursuant to section 502(b) of the 

Bankruptcy Code to expunge and disallow each of the Stern Claims in their entirety and have the 

Court authorize the release of funds currently being held in escrow to the Liquidating Trust.

OBJECTION

38. A filed proof of claim is “deemed allowed, unless a party in interest . . . objects.”  

11 U.S.C. § 502(a).  A properly completed proof of claim is prima facie evidence of the validity 

and amount of a claim.  See FED. R. BANKR. P. 3001(f).  A party in interest may object to a proof 

of claim, and once an objection is made, the court must determine whether the objection is well 

founded.  See 4 COLLIER ON BANKRUPTCY ¶ 502.02[2] (16th ed. rev. 2012). 

39. Although Bankruptcy Rule 3001(f) establishes the initial evidentiary effect of a 

filed claim, the burden of proof “[r]ests on different parties at different times.”  In re Smith, 

No. 12-10142, 2013 WL 665991, at *6 (Bankr. D. Vt. Feb. 22, 2013) (citation omitted).  The 
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party objecting to the proof of claim “bears the initial burden of providing evidence to show that 

the proof of claim should not be allowed.”  In re MF Global Holdings, Ltd., Nos. 11-15059 

(MG), 11-02790 (MG) (SIPA), 2012 WL 5499847, at * 3 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Nov. 13, 2012).  If 

the objecting party produces “evidence equal in force to the prima facie case,” then the objector 

can negate a claim’s presumptive legal validity and shift the evidentiary burden back to the 

claimant.  See Creamer v. Motors Liquidation Co. GUC Trust (In re Motors Liquidation Co.), 

No. 12 Civ. 6074 (RJS), 2013 WL 5549643, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 26, 2013).  If the objecting 

party satisfies its initial burden and the presumption of prima facie validity is overcome—e.g., 

the objecting party establishes that the proof of claim lacks a sound legal basis—the burden 

shifts to the claimant to support its proof of claim and demonstrate why the claim should be 

allowed.  Id.  (citing In re Oneida Ltd., 400 B.R. 384, 389 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2009), aff’d sub 

nom., Peter J. Solomon Co. v. Oneida, Ltd., No. 09-cv-2229 (DC), 2010 WL 234827 S.D.N.Y. 

Jan. 22, 2010)) (“A proof of claim is prima facie evidence of the validity and amount of a claim, 

and the objector bears the initial burden of persuasion.  The burden then shifts to the claimant if 

the objector produces evidence equal in force to the prima facie case . . . which, if believed, 

would refute at least one of the allegations that is essential to the claim’s legal sufficiency.”)).  

Once the burden is shifted back to the claimant, it must prove its claim by a preponderance of the 

evidence.  Motors Liquidation Co., 2013 WL 5549643, at *3.

40. Section 502(b)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code provides, in relevant part, that a claim 

may not be allowed to the extent that “such claim is unenforceable against the debtor and 

property of the debtor, under any agreement or applicable law….”  11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(1).  

Whether a claim is allowable “generally is determined by applicable nonbankruptcy law.”  In re 

W.R. Grace & Co., 346 B.R. 672, 674 (Bankr. D. Del. 2006).  “What claims of creditors are 
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valid and subsisting obligations against the bankrupt at the time a petition is filed, is a question 

which, in the absence of overruling federal law, is to be determined by reference to state law.”  

In re Hess, 404 B.R. 747, 749 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2009) (quoting Vanston Bondholders Protective 

Comm. v. Green, 329 U.S. 156, 161 (1946)).

(a) DELAWARE LAW BARS ANY RECOVERY BY DJSPA

(1) Delaware Law Recognizes The First Material Breach Doctrine.

41. Delaware courts have held that “[a]s a general rule, the party first guilty of a 

material breach cannot complain if the other party subsequently refuses to perform.”  Edelstein v. 

Goldstein, No. 09C-05-034 (DCS) , 2011 WL 721490, at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Mar. 1, 2011) 

(quoting Hudson v. D & V Mason Contractors, Inc., 252 A.2d 166 (Del. Super. Ct. 1969)); see 

Preferred Inv. Servs., Inc. v. T & H Bail Bonds, Inc., No. 5886VCP, 2013 WL 3934992, at *2 

(Del. Ch. July 24, 2013) (finding that the party who breached first was barred from recovery on 

the contract); see Asset Recovery Servs., Inc. v. Process Sys., Integration, Inc., No. CIV.A1999-

10-124, 2002 WL 31999347, at *3 (Del. Ct. Com. Pl. Feb. 6, 2002); Commonwealth Constr. Co. 

v. Cornerstone Fellowship Baptist Church, Inc., No. 04L-10-101-RRC, 2006 WL 2567916, at 

*19 (Del. Super. Ct. Aug. 31, 2006) (excusing contractor who stopped work after the owner 

materially breached the contract by failing to pay the contractor for work completed). See also

17A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 606 (2015); 23 Williston on Contracts §§ 63:3, 63:8 (4th ed. 2014); 

5 Brunner & O’Connor Construction Law § 18:16 (2014).

42. A Florida federal district court, sitting in diversity and hearing a contractual 

dispute based on Delaware law, has also recognized this rule.  Direct Mail Holding, LLC v. Bush, 

No. 8:12-CV-145-T-30EAJ, 2012 WL 1344823, at *5 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 8, 2012) (“A party may 

be excused from its obligations under a contract by a material, antecedent breach of another 

party.”).
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43. The breach must be material, meaning it “go[es] to the essence of the contract 

[and not] only to a minor part of the consideration.” 17A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 606; see 23 

Williston on Contracts § 63:8.  Delaware courts utilize several factors to determine whether a 

failure to render performance is material and thus justifying repudiation of the contract.

These factors include: (a) the extent to which the injured party will be 
deprived of the benefit which he reasonably expected; (b) the extent to 
which the injured party can be adequately compensated for the part of that 
benefit of which he will be deprived; (c) the extent to which the party 
failing to perform or to offer to perform will suffer forfeiture; (d) the 
likelihood that the party failing to perform or to offer to perform will cure 
his failure, taking account of all the circumstances including any 
reasonable assurances; and (e) the extent to which the behavior of the 
party failing to perform or to offer to perform comports with standards of 
good faith and fair dealing.

BioLife Solutions, Inc. v. Endocare, Inc., 838 A.2d 268, 278 (Del. Ch. 2003) (quoting

Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 241 (1981). 

44. There is no legal significance to whether a later breaching party knew or did not 

know of the first party’s material breach of the contract at the time of the later breach. 14 

Williston on Contracts § 43:12 (4th ed. 2014) (quoting H.D. Williams Cooperage Co. v. Scofield, 

115 F. 119, 121 (8th Cir. 1902) (“The legal effect of an act amounting to a breach of contract 

must be the same whether it is known or unknown to the opposite contracting party. Indeed, 

when it becomes known to the opposite party, he may in turn do some act that will operate as a 

waiver of the breach, which he cannot well do until he is aware of the breach.”)). In fact, “[a]ll 

that the plaintiff must show is freedom from fault with respect to performance of dependent 

promises, counterpromises or conditions precedent.”  Hudson, 252 A.2d at 170 (citation 

omitted).  

45. Several Delaware courts have applied the first material breach doctrine. See 

Eureka VIII LLC v Niagara Falls Holdings LLC, 899 A.2d 95, 117 (Del. Ch. 2006), aff’d, 918 
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A.2d 1171 (Del. 2007) (barring limited liability company member from recovery against another 

member because of prior “material[] breach” of LLC agreement); Asset Recovery Servs., Inc., 

2002 WL 31999347, at *3 (finding a material breach when a purchaser put a stop payment on a 

payment check and applying the first material breach doctrine).  Delaware courts have applied 

this rule to disputes involving contracts for legal services.  See Edelstein, 2011 WL 721490, at *5 

(“As a general rule the party first guilty of a material breach of contract cannot complain if the 

other party subsequently refuses to perform.” (internal quotations omitted)).

46. As described herein, even without the benefit of full discovery, it is clear that 

DJSPA materially breached the Contract with GMACM in several material respects, including, 

for example, by allowing its attorneys to engage in widespread misconduct.  As the evidence 

presented below demonstrates, the material breaches committed by DJSPA involve conduct 

dating back to the formation of the parties’ contractual relationship.  These material breaches 

comprise widespread ethical misconduct by DJSPA attorneys and staff resulting in bar 

investigations and, ultimately, disbarment; acts of negligence and malpractice in the handling of 

GMACM loan files; and other clear violations of the MSA and SOW, all of which materially 

impacted DJSPA’s ability to provide competent legal services to GMACM to such a degree that 

GMACM could no longer work with DJSPA and was forced, at great expense to GMACM, to 

transfer thousands of loan files to new law firms.  Consequently, the Stern Claims should be 

denied in toto.

(2) DJSPA Committed Numerous Material Breaches of the Contract with GMACM.

a. Florida Attorney General/Florida Bar Investigation.

47. The MSA states: “[DJSPA] represents and warrants that there is no action, suit, 

claim, investigation or proceeding pending or, to the best of its knowledge, threatened against it 

that, if adversely decided, might adversely affect [DJSPA’s] ability to enter into this Agreement 
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or performance of its obligations thereunder.”  Id. at ¶ 6.8.  The MSA also states that the “terms 

and conditions of this [MSA] shall be applicable to each Project and are incorporated by 

references into each Statement of Work.” Id. at ¶ 1.

48. The Florida Attorney General launched an investigation into DJSPA, entitled In 

re: Investigation of Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A., AG#L10-3-1145, issuing a subpoena 

duces tecum on August 6, 2010.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7(a)).12  The subpoena sought 

documents relating to various business practices of DJSPA’s handling of mortgage foreclosure 

cases dating back to 2007.  Shortly after issuing the subpoena, the Florida Attorney General 

deposed several DJSPA employees as part of its investigation.13

49. At about the same time – and prior to or contemporaneous with the termination of 

the relationship between DJSPA and GMACM -- numerous instances of unethical conduct led to 

bar grievance investigations being pursued against Stern, which were ultimately consolidated 

before the Supreme Court of Florida in a 2013 filing, The Florida Bar v. David James Stern, 

2010-51,725(17I), et al. (“the Florida Bar Investigations”).  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8).  The 

Florida Bar also conducted investigations into the actions of other DJSPA attorneys, including 

Gail Trenk and Miriam Mendieta, who was suspended from the practice of law in Florida in 

connection with her work at DJSPA.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8(b) (citing Report of Referee, at 

16) and ¶ 8(e) (citing Order of Suspension)).  The Florida Bar also investigated DJSPA’s paid 

consultants such as Jorge Luis Suarez who entered a guilty plea for a consent judgment in The 

Florida Bar v. Jorge Luis Suarez, Florida Bar File No. 2012-51,389(17I) (Fla.  Jan. 14, 2014).  

                                                
12  The Florida Court of Appeals subsequently ruled, on January 6, 2012, that the subpoena had been improvidently 
issued.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7(a)).
13   Among those deposed were paralegals Tammy Kapusta on September 22, 2010; and Kelly Scott on October 4, 
2010.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7).
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(See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Report of referee, at 19)).  Suarez admitted to executing 

thousands of improper affidavits while performing work for DJSPA’s clients at DJSPA’s 

direction during the years 2006-10, in violation of numerous Rules Regulating the Florida Bar.  

(See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Conditional Guilty Plea For Consent Judgment, at 2-5)).

50. These investigations reached all aspects of DJSPA’s mortgage foreclosure law 

practice covering legal work performed over many years for all of the firm’s clients.  The 

investigations uncovered numerous violations of the Florida rules of professional conduct 

governing DJSPA’s attorneys and resulted in discipline of DJSPA attorneys, including Stern.  

The Florida Supreme Court disbarred Stern on January 7, 2014.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (The 

Florida Bar v. David James Stern, Case No. SC13-643 (Fla. Jan. 7, 2014)). Consequently, there 

is no doubt that at the time they began, these investigations were likely to result in adverse 

decisions affecting DJSPA’s ability to perform its obligations owed to GMACM, thereby 

breaching ¶ 6.8 of the MSA between DJSPA and GMACM.  

b. Losing FNMA/FHLMC Designation.

51. The MSA also provides, in pertinent part, that “[DJSPA] represents and warrants 

that it has, and will maintain throughout the Term of this Agreement, all licenses, franchises, 

permits, authorizations and approvals materially necessary for the lawful conduct of its 

business.”  MSA at ¶ 6.6.  Over the years, Stern and other attorneys working for DJSPA 

committed numerous violations of their obligations under the applicable Florida Rules of 

Professional Conduct that resulted in the loss of their licenses to practice in Florida.  (See 

discussion supra at ¶¶ 49-50; Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8).  In addition, the firm was denied permission 

to prosecute FHLMC and FNMA foreclosures in November 2010.  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶

14 (citing FNMA Servicing Notice, Nov. 10, 2010); Smith T Decl. at ¶ 12). GMACM frequently 

represented FHLMC and FNMA in connection with mortgage loans guaranteed by those entities.  
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For example, in 2010, GMACM’s inventory of Florida loans in foreclosure totaled 15,412.  Of 

that loan population, there were 1,483 FHLMC loans and 2,995 FNMA loans.  DJSPA handled 

the majority of GMACM’s Florida loans in foreclosure.  See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 7.  As a 

result, DJSPA’s removal from the approved attorney network list of FHLMC and FNMA meant 

that DJSPA was no longer authorized to manage thousands of foreclosed loans for GMACM.  In 

fact, Stern admits that within two weeks of FNMA and FHLMC disqualifying DJSPA, most, if 

not all, of the other servicers pulled their business from DJSPA. (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 10 

(citing Stern Depo., 186:22–25)). This constitutes a material breach of ¶ 6.6 of the MSA between 

DJSPA and GMACM, thereby barring DJSPA from recovery.

c. Failure to Provide Competent Legal Services in Accordance with Good 
Industry Practices.

52. Paragraph 6.1 of the MSA requires DJSPA to provide services “in a diligent and 

workmanlike manner in accordance with good industry practices, by individuals of suitable 

training and skill.”  Paragraph 6.4 of the MSA further provides that DJSPA’s actions and 

performance of the work will comply with all applicable federal, state and local requirements,” 

which includes of course, the attorneys’ professional obligations as set forth in the Florida Rules 

of Professional Conduct and the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar.

53. The Referee, who reviewed the considerable evidence compiled during the 

Florida Bar investigation into the numerous grievances against DJSPA, including the testimony 

of numerous attorneys and non-attorney supervisors at DJSPA, observed that the widespread 

incompetence and unethical conduct by DJSPA persisted between 2005 and 2009, and in some 

instances, extended as far back as 1999.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Report of Referee, at 

16-17)).
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54. For example, as recounted in the Florida Bar investigations, DJSPA’s failure to 

appear for court-ordered hearings and conferences are described in an Order entered on October 

20, 2009 by the Honorable Stanley H. Griffis III, in BAC v. Noonan-Smith, 2009CA000126 

(Gilchrist Co. Cir. Ct.).  Judge Griffis’ order summarizes the fifteen previous lawsuits that the 

court had dismissed due to DJSPA’s “failure to appear at court ordered hearings.”  (See Smith T 

Decl. at ¶ 8 (Complaint of the Florida Bar, at ¶¶ 66-69)).14

55. On October 28, 2013, a Florida Bar Referee issued a Report as to the seventeen-

count Complaint, concluding that “one attorney, David Stern, either in his capacity as the sole 

managing partner of his firm or in his individual capacity, created chaos on the courts of the 

State of Florida, prejudicing the system as a whole.”  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (Report of 

Referee, at p. 4 (emphasis added)).  The Referee’s lengthy and detailed report is, in all respects, 

damning of DJSPA’s extensive and protracted misconduct, observing that all of the 

“mishandling and inaction are on the Stern firm.”  (Id. (citing Report of Referee, at p. 13)).

56. For example, there was unrefuted evidence, in the form of testimony from DJSPA 

employees, that before clients would come to audit the files being handled by the firm, DJSPA 

employees would “chang[e] the client code in the file and hid[e] [the files] from the client.”  (See 

Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 (citing Deposition of Kelly Scott, 39:13–18)).  Ms. Scott elaborated

If certain files weren’t updated correctly and there was lack of process, 
they would change the client code in the file by – if it was Countrywide 
they would change it into a different client name with a sticker and print it 
out and then these files were transferred into a room where they would 
hide them and then keep them behind closed doors until the client would 
leave.

                                                
14 Similar lapses by DJSPA in other courts are recounted throughout the Complaint of the Florida Bar, including in 
10 separate cases pending in Florida’s Second Judicial Circuit between July 28, 2010 and September 10, 2010.  (See 
Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Complaint of the Florida Bar, at ¶ 94)).  As described elsewhere further below, DJSPA’s 
gross incompetence and malpractice are known to have occurred as to GMACM files. See discussion at ¶¶ 31-32 & 
80 herein. 
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(Id. at 39:21–25, 40:1–2).

57. Additionally, employees report that the signing and notarizing systems in the firm 

did not conform to good industry practices. It was determined that DJSPA submitted attorney 

affidavits to support the recovery of attorney’s fees in mortgage foreclosure actions that 

“contain[ed] falsehoods” and were plagued by other “improprieties and irregularities.”  (See 

Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Complaint of the Florida Bar, at ¶¶ 62-63)).  With regards to 

notaries, Ms. Kapusta acknowledged, “[a]s far as notaries go…I don’t think any notary actually 

used their own notary stamp. The team used them.” (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 (citing Kapusta 

Depo., 22:12–14)).  When documents were ready for an authorized signature, documents would 

be placed on a conference table and twice each day, the authorized signer would come by and 

sign thousands of documents, without reading or reviewing them.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 

(citing Scott Depo., 12-15)). Further, the execution and the notarization would not occur 

contemporaneously. (Id.) Witnesses who had not been present when the document was signed 

would sign their names as witnesses anyway. (Id.)

58. As the Complaint in the Florida Bar investigation and the Report of the Referee 

demonstrate, the malfeasance perpetrated by DJSPA’s staff, under Stern’s direction and control, 

pervaded the culture of the firm throughout the period of time when DJSPA represented 

GMACM.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (Complaint of the Florida Bar, at ¶¶ 34, 45-53, 56-62; 

Report of Referee, at 31)).  The Referee found that Stern personally was guilty of numerous 

violations of the rules of professional conduct, much of which involved intentionally deceiving 

the clients of DJSPA about the status of their files.  (Id.; Report of Referee, at 19-24, 31).  The 

Referee recommended disbarment of Stern.  (Id. at 29-33).
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59. Although the Florida Bar investigation implicates the entirety of the DJSPA 

operation in its representation of all of its mortgage lender clients, GMACM is able to 

demonstrate numerous instances of misconduct perpetrated by DJSPA on GMACM matters 

thereby violating the MSA.  Without the benefit of full discovery, the matters of which GMACM 

presently has knowledge involving negligence by DJSPA are summarized in Exhibit S to Smith 

T Decl. and are described elsewhere herein.

d. Failure to Provide Adequate Oversight and Suitable Training.

60. As noted above, Paragraph 6.1 of the MSA requires DJSPA to utilize “individuals 

of suitable training and skill.”  Paragraph 8.8 of the Contract requires DJSPA “to select, 

supervise and monitor the personnel performing” the work for GMACM.

61. Among other things, the Florida Bar Referee pointed out that the “root cause” of 

many of the problems behind the widespread misconduct of DJSPA was the firm’s decision to 

handle an “excessive volume of files,” a decision that was within “the exclusive authority of its 

sole managing partner, David Stern.”  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Report of Referee, at p. 

13)).  According to the Report, the inevitable result was that the firm failed to provide “proper 

support, mentoring, and supervision,” such that firm “associates were being ‘set up for failure.’”  

(Id. at 14 (emphasis supplied)).15

62. In sworn deposition testimony, numerous DJSPA employees described the gross 

lack of training and supervision at DJSPA.  Paralegals were trained by non-lawyers on how to 

                                                
15 The Referee found that Stern was “the only partner and sole managing partner” who bore “ultimate responsibility 
for his firm,” under Rule 4-5.3(c) of the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar.  (Id. at 20).  The Referee found “the lack 
of supervision” to be “massive” which represented “the culture of the firm, as to the low level of competence and 
ethics.” (Id. at 31).  She recommended that Stern be found guilty for violating, inter alia, Rules 4-5.1 and 4-5.3, 
which govern his duties to supervise others to act in conformance with the attorney’s professional obligations.  (Id.
at 27-28).
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prepare motions and defaults.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 (Depo. of Kelly Scott, at 54)).  Ms. 

Kapusta acknowledged

[w]e had a lot of people that were hired in the firm that were just hired as 
warm bodies to do work. The training process was very stupid and 
ridiculous. The girls would come out on the floor not knowing what they 
were doing. Mortgages would get placed in different files. They would get 
thrown out. There was just no real organization when it came to original 
documents. (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 (citing Depo. of Tammy Lou 
Kapusta, 44:2–11)).

These examples demonstrate the lack of care in selecting, training and supervising employees, 

which constitutes an obvious and material breach of the MSA.

63. The Florida Bar finding that DJSPA failed to train and supervise its personnel  

manifested itself in cases DJSPA handled for GMACM, including the Mack case.  As the 

pleadings reflect, one of the DJSPA attorneys assigned to supervise the Mack case was Miriam 

L. Mendieta.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14 (citing Answer to Complaint to Foreclose Mortgage, 

Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaims of Barry and Cheryl Mack)).  Mendieta was suspended 

by the Supreme Court of Florida, which ruled that as a supervising attorney for the Law Offices 

of David J. Stern, P.A., Mendieta failed to exercise her authority to ensure that the actions of 

those she managed comported with Florida Bar rules.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 8 (citing Order of 

Suspension, The Florida Bar v. Miriam L. Mendieta, Case No. SC13-2424 (Fla. Feb. 10, 2014), 

available at 

http://www.floridabar.org/DIVADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsf%2FdaToc!OpenForm%26AutoFramed

%26MFL%3DMiriam%2520L%2520Mendieta%26ICN%3D201150538%26DAD%3DSuspensi

on)).  Those actions included a failure of attorneys she supervised to appear in court for 

conferences or hearings and inadequate oversight and handling of mortgage foreclosure files.  
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(Id.)  This is exactly what happened in the Mack case in which counterclaims, default judgments, 

discovery requests, court notices, and numerous correspondence from opposing counsel went 

unanswered during the period from September 2009 until May 2011.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 14 

(citing Final Order on Plaintiff’s Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set New Trial)).

e. Assigning Obligations Without Approval.

64. The MSA also states that “[DJSPA] shall not assign, in whole or part, any of its 

obligations under this Agreement without Client’s written consent.  [DJSPA] shall not 

subcontract any portion of its performance obligations under this Agreement without 

[GMACM’s] prior written approval.”  Id. at ¶ 18.1.  In 2009, Stern divested his “back office” 

operations into several separate publicly-traded entities, including DJSP Enterprises, which Stern 

exclusively used from that point to assist in the foreclosure processing.  (See Smith T Decl. at 

¶ 10 (citing Deposition of David J. Stern, The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. v. Bank of 

America, Corp., No. aa-21349-CIV-MORENO, dated Aug. 16, 2012 at 21)).  As noted above, 

under the MSA, DJSPA was prohibited from assigning out such functions absent written 

approval by GMACM and, therefore, this too constitutes a material breach of the MSA between 

DJSPA and GMACM.  Upon information and belief, GMACM never consented to allowing 

DJSPA to assign its obligations under the MSA to a third party. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 8).

f. Offshoring of Work.

65. The MSA states that DJSPA “may perform . . . Services outside of the United 

States, . . . only if expressly agreed to by [GMACM] in the Statement of Work or otherwise.”  

MSA at ¶ 8.1 (emphasis added).  Stern admitted under oath that DJSPA outsourced work on files 

DJSPA handled to individuals working in the Philippines, starting as early as 2007.  (See Smith 

T Decl. at ¶ 10 (citing Stern Depo. 177:10–12, 17–25; 178:1)).  The employees in the Philippines 

inputted all of the information into the software that created the foreclosure documents.  (See 
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Smith T Decl. at ¶ 7 (citing Depo. of Tammy Lou Kapusta, 69: 4–8)).  Kapusta acknowledged 

that this created “huge problem[s]” for the firm’s handling of matters because of educational 

differences.  (Id. at 69:11–13).  GMACM was not informed of and did not approve – expressly or 

otherwise -- this offshoring operation. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 8).

(3) In Related Litigation, DJSPA has been Barred from Recovery as a Result of 
its Material Breaches. 

66. DJSPA represented numerous mortgage service providers, including 

CitiMortgage, Inc. (“CMI”).  At about the same time it sued GMACM, on March 18, 2011, 

DJSPA also brought suit against CMI, claiming CMI owed $4,439,794.53 for unpaid legal 

services.  CMI moved for summary judgment, and on February 20, 2013, Judge Cooke entered 

an order granting summary judgment to CMI against DJSPA’s claims.  The filings were 

submitted under seal and the Judge’s opinion is not publicly available.

(b) THE CLAIMS ARE OVERSTATED AND SUBJECT TO OFFSETS. 

(1) Stern Is Not Entitled To Recover Certain Elements Of The Claims.

a. Sums Related to FNMA & FHLMC Loans.

67. As of the Petition Date, DJSPA asserted that sums were due and owing to them by 

GMACM related to 10,203 outstanding invoices.  Two thousand four hundred sixty-eight (2,468) 

of these invoices related to agency loans16 and 7,735 invoices pertain to non-agency loans.  More 

specifically, DJSPA asserts that $411,687.15 is owed for work related to FNMA loans and 

$271,820.75 is owed for work related to FHLMC loans.

68. As noted above, contemporaneous with the prosecution of the Florida Lawsuit 

between DJSPA and GMACM, DJSPA was also in litigation involving alleged unpaid fees for 

legal services against FHLMC and FNMA as well as other mortgage lenders.  (See Smith T Decl. 

                                                
16 Agency loans mean those loans owned by either FNMA or FHLMC.  
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at ¶ 12-13 (citing The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage 

Corp., Case No. 11-60623-CIV-Seitz/Simonton (U.S. Dist. Ct. S.D. Fla. Mar. 23, 2011) (the 

“FHLMC Suit”); Federal National Mortgage Assoc. a/k/a Fannie Mae v. The Law Offices of 

David J. Stern, P.A., No. 32-194Y-0016411 (American Arbitration Association) (the “FNMA 

Arbitration”)).  In connection with their legal disputes, FHLMC and FNMA requested that 

DJSPA invoices relating to FHLMC and FNMA loans (except those invoices relating to 

“curative work” as described below) be transferred, respectively, to the FHLMC Suit and FNMA 

Arbitration.  (See Smith T Decl. at ¶13).  Pursuant to filed stipulations of DJSPA and GMACM, 

the FHLMC and FNMA loans were transferred from the Florida Lawsuit to the FHLMC Suit and 

the FNMA Arbitration and were no longer part of the Florida Lawsuit at the time of the filing of 

these Chapter 11 cases.17  (See Id.).  Therefore, the total sum of $683,507.90 is not recoverable 

through Claim Nos. 5275 and 7464 filed by DJSPA.

b. Further Reductions to Asserted Claim Amounts.

69. Therefore, only two elements of the claim remain – “curative” work and other 

alleged outstanding amounts.  As noted above, DJSPA asserts GMACM failed to pay his firm 

$2,498,475.82 for services provided before the Petition Date. 

70. Upon information and belief, among the invoices for which DJSPA seeks 

payment are ones in the collective amount of $1,158,885.04 that were submitted to (and denied 

by) GMACM before the Petition Date. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 19).  It was GMACM’s 

practice to provide their outside counsel, such as DJSPA, with fee payment guidelines that set 

forth the items that counsel could and could not bill to GMACM.  These guidelines were 

encompassed within an “Attorney Expectation Document.”  GMACM issued this document 

                                                
17

   To the extent any work performed on these loans related to curative work, such invoices remained a part of the 
Florida Lawsuit.
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because, as a loan servicer, it managed an enormous volume of loan files and had its servicing 

costs (including fees of its outside foreclosure counsel) reimbursed by the investor for the 

underlying loan.  Therefore, in order to ensure that GMACM could obtain reimbursements from 

the investors equivalent to the costs it incurred, GMACM issued a set of guidelines for its 

outside attorneys that described the services that the firms could bill for, how much could be 

billed for the particular services and the time within which bills had to be submitted to GMACM 

for repayment, as well as the consequences of failing to submit timely invoices.  This document 

provides, in pertinent part, that charges by counsel over the amount allowed for investor 

reimbursement that do not have GMACM/investor approval will not be paid by GMACM.  In 

addition, within the Attorney Expectation Document, GMACM advises counsel that GMACM 

reserves the right to decline payment of the invoice if it is not submitted within the required 

timelines. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 19).  DJSPA invoices totaling $1,158,885.04 were denied 

for payment because either the invoice amounts were above the payment thresholds set by the 

applicable investor(s) and/or the invoices were not submitted on a timely basis to GMACM.  

(See Id.).  Therefore, even if the Stern Claims are not disallowed in their entirety under the first 

breach doctrine, DJSPA may be entitled to a claim of no greater than $1,339,590.78 on account 

of unpaid prepetition invoices.

71. As previously noted, DJSPA seeks $2,979,500 from GMACM for the “curative 

work” it contends to have performed at GMACM’s request.  As described above, as part of its 

ongoing remediation efforts at the time, GMACM had both its own employees as well as outside 

counsel on site at DJSPA’s offices reviewing files in the fall 2010.  In fact, the curative work 

provided by DJSPA was untimely and of a very low quality.  In order to complete the initial 

process of securing a corrective affidavit, GMACM’s in-house personnel (and not DJSPA) 
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prepared the information and thereafter, supplied DJSPA with a letter documenting the 

corrections made to the original affidavit.  Therefore, the only purported curative services 

DJSPA provided were limited to pulling files, providing original or copies of affidavits and 

making corrections to affidavits, which was significantly less than the scope of curative services 

ultimately invoiced by DJSPA and contemplated by the September 27 Letter.  Furthermore, as a 

result of the files being transferred to other firms, not one of the affidavits that were drafted by 

DJSPA were used by other firms or DJSPA to remediate loans as required by GMACM.  (See

Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 12).  As a result of DJSPA not providing the services for which it is 

seeking payment, DJSPA is not entitled to the amounts requested in the Stern Claims related to 

curative work purportedly performed in the fall of 2010. 

(2) Potential Offsets Against Any Allowed Claim Amounts.

72. Delaware courts make clear that “in order to recover damages for . . . breach of 

contract, plaintiff must demonstrate substantial compliance with all the provisions of the 

contract.” Emmett S. Hickman Co. v. Emilio Capaldi Developer, Inc., 251 A.2d 571, 573 (Del. 

Super. Ct. 1969) (citing Carroll v. Cohen, 91 A. 1001, 1003 (Del. Super. Ct. 1914)).  A contract 

has been substantially performed “where all the essentials necessary to the full accomplishment 

of the purposes for which the thing contracted for…” are performed. Trader v. Grampp Builders, 

Inc., 263 A.2d 304, 305 (Del. Super. Ct. 1970).

73. Relatedly, Delaware courts determine damages in a breach of contract action “as 

if the parties had fully performed the contract.” Reserves Dev. LLC v. Crystal Props., LLC, 986 

A.2d 362, 367 (Del. 2009). If the performance of the party bringing the breach of contract action 

does not meet the contractual requirements, the trial judge shall deduct from the damages 

amount, an amount attributed to the non-conforming work.  Id.; see also Frunzi v. Paoli Servs., 

Inc., No. N11A-08-001-MMJ, 2012 WL 2691164, at *9 (Del. Super. Ct. July 6, 2012) (reducing 
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contract damages by the cost of the work that was not fully performed). Florida courts also apply 

the same offsetting principle. Ocean Ridge Dev. Corp. v. Quality Plastering, Inc., 247 So. 2d 72, 

75 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1971) (“Substantial performance is that of a contract which, while not full 

performance, is so nearly equivalent to what was bargained for that it would be unreasonable to 

deny the promise the full contract price subject to the promisor’s right to recover whatever 

damages may have been occasioned him by the promisee’s failure to render full performance.”)

74. Delaware contract law further provides that any damages awarded to a party 

claiming breach of contract be offset against amounts incurred by the other party to the contract. 

Reserves Dev., 986 A.2d at 367; Frunzi, 2012 WL 2691164, at *9; Rothensies v. Elec. Storage 

Battery Co., 329 U.S. 296, 299 (1946).  

75. Accordingly, if the Court does not disallow the Claims in their entirety due to 

DJSPA’s material breaches of the MSA and SOWs, then any amounts that the Court determines 

DJSPA is entitled to recover must be offset against GMACM’s damages flowing from DJSPA’s 

failure to provide substantial performance.  

76. In particular, as a result of the Claimant’s inability to provide the requisite 

services contemplated by the MSA, GMACM not only had to retain new counsel, at a significant 

cost, to handle all of the foreclosure files being handled by the Claimant, but also had to pay 

significant monetary penalties to both FNMA and FHLMC because of the delay in prosecuting 

foreclosures being handled by the Claimant, as well as other costs associated with litigations 

mishandled by the Claimant prior to the termination of its relationship with GMACM.   

a. Timeline Penalties.

77. From February 2011 through February 2013, GMACM was delayed in pursuing 

foreclosure proceedings against delinquent borrowers because i) appropriate procedures were not 

followed by DJSPA during the time such files were in its possession and under its responsibility, 
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which required other firms to perform new foreclosure services and initiate new actions or 

amend prior actions, and ii) the courts became backlogged due to a significant amount of new or 

amended actions having to be filed with the court in order to remedy DJSPA’s mistakes.  As a 

result of having to reassign the files being managed by DJSPA and incurring delays pursuing 

foreclosures, GMACM incurred timeline penalties of $1,220,865.96, which it had to pay to 

FNMA and FHLMC.  More specifically, there are 21 FHLMC loans that took more than two 

years (and in some instance, five years) to complete the foreclosure sale from the date when the 

loan was first referred to foreclosure, which led to penalties of $345,570.00.  Similarly, there are 

58 FNMA loans that took more than two years (and, in some instances, well over four years) to 

complete the foreclosure sale from the date when the loan was first referred to foreclosure, which 

led to penalties of $875,295.56.  Therefore, but for DJSPA’s actions, GMACM would not have 

incurred such penalties.  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 19).

b. File Transfer Costs.

78. Upon the termination of its professional relationship with the Claimant, GMACM 

had to transfer 9,206 loan files that were being handled by Claimant to new law firms.  This 

included 6,549 non-agency loans (i.e., loans where neither Fannie Mae nor Freddie Mac were the

investor).  At the time, GMACM and the new firms agreed that GMACM would pay each firm 

$300 per loan file to cover the time the firm would need to familiarize itself with the facts of 

each file.  GMACM was not entitled to have these file transfer costs reimbursed by the loan 

investors.  As a result, GMACM was damaged in the amount of $1,964,700 (the “Transfer 

Costs”).  But for the Claimant’s inability to provide the professional services it promised to

GMACM, which required GMACM to transfer all of its files to new law firms, GMACM would 

never have incurred these costs. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 22).  Therefore, GMACM is 
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entitled to offset the Transfer Costs against any allowed claim the Claimant may have against 

GMACM in these Chapter 11 cases.     

Stern’s Negligent Handling of Loan Files.

79.   As referenced above, GMACM’s investigation has documented numerous 

instances in which loan files were poorly managed and mishandled by DJSPA, resulting in 

damage to GMACM.  (See supra ¶¶ 30-32).  These matters are summarized in Exhibit S to the 

Smith T Decl and incorporated herein.  These matters involved the submission of invalid 

documentation by the Claimant to the Florida courts, loss of loan documents, failure to respond 

to discovery propounded by adversaries, failure to respond to dispositive motions, and failure to 

respond to counterclaims which, in several instances, resulted in default judgments being entered 

as to loans owned or serviced by GMACM.  GMACM was prejudiced by DJSPA’s acts of 

malpractice, including having to pay legal counsel to attempt to correct DJSPA’s flagrant errors.  

The amount of damages presently known to GMACM resulting from DJSPA’s negligence is at 

least $865,104.33.  

80. Beyond its inability to properly manage litigation on behalf of GMACM, the 

Claimant failed to recover costs from borrowers that the servicer was rightly entitled to receive 

when it enforced its remedies against the borrower.  For example, in chapter 13 cases, the 

Claimant failed to recoup from the debtor-borrower all of the costs incurred by GMACM in 

enforcing the loan terms because the borrower completed a chapter 13 repayment plan that was 

predicated on a cure amount that was not inclusive of all of GMACM’s costs.  As a result, 

GMACM paid the Claimant for its work, yet the Claimant never took the appropriate steps to 

ensure that GMACM was made whole.  Similarly, the Claimant would file a stay relief motion 

against the borrower, but fail to include all of GMACM’s costs in the order granting relief from 
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the automatic stay that also awarded GMACM its costs.  In other instances, the Claimant would 

file a motion for stay relief against a borrower that was not warranted yet still invoice GMACM 

for its time on a meritless motion.  On other occasions, the Claimant took so long to foreclose on 

a property that the loan investor (e.g., the Veterans Administration or “VA”) would not 

reimburse GMACM for its property preservation costs because the inordinate delay in 

foreclosing on the loan was beyond the acceptable foreclosure period permitted by under VA

servicing guidelines.  As a result, GMACM lost the opportunity to have its costs reimbursed in 

these circumstances.  Similarly, other investors had their own limited timeframes within which 

they would reimburse a servicer for its costs, including professional fees.  Accordingly, in certain 

instances, the Claimant submitted bills beyond an investor’s deadline, GMACM paid the 

Claimant but lost the ability to have that cost reimbursed.  In sum, GMACM was damaged by the 

Claimant because, but for the Claimant’s actions, GMACM would have been able to rightfully 

recover the fees it paid to the Claimant.  These matters are identified by Loan ID # in the 

Cunningham Decl. and incorporated herein.   The amount of damages presently known to 

GMACM resulting from DJSPA’s negligence is at least $57,139.98. (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 

21).

(c) DJSPA’S CLAIMS FOR OPEN ACCOUNT OR ACCOUNT STATED ARE 
REDUNDANT AND OTHERWISE INVALID.

81. In the Florida Lawsuit, DJSPA also asserted causes of action for Open Account 

and Account Stated, but these claims are redundant to its Breach of Contract claim.  The Stern 

Claims do not suggest that these additional claims seek amounts any different from the amounts 

sought pursuant to the alleged breach of contract claim.  Nor could they, since the parties’ 

relationship was expressly made subject to the written agreements between them.  (MSA, 21.11 

(providing for Exclusion of Other Terms and Conditions).
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82. Regardless, a claim for Open Account is unavailable to DJSPA since there must 

be at least some expectation that the parties will work together again in the future. See Robert W. 

Gottfried, Inc. v. Cole, 454 So. 2d 695, 696 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984) (explaining that open 

account requires “the expectation of further transactions subject to future settlement and 

adjustment”).  As Stern has been individually disbarred and DJSPA dissolved, there is of course 

no chance that the parties will resume working together in the future.18

83. Second, for an account stated to exist as a matter of law, there must be an 

agreement between the parties that a certain balance is correct and due and an express or implicit 

promise to pay this balance. Harold R. Clune, Inc. v. Healthco Med. Supply, 78 A.D.2d 914 

(1980). Something more than one party simply sending hundreds of invoices is required for the 

court to find an agreement between the parties that a certain balance is correct and due. Breezy 

Bay, Inc. v. Indusria Maquiladora Mexicana, S.A., 361 So. 2d 440 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1978).  

Here, DJSPA cannot prove that it did the work shown on the claimed invoices and GMACM 

never agreed, explicitly or implicitly, to pay a certain balance. Thus, to the extent that DJSPA is 

entitled to seek recovery, it must do so under breach of contract, not open account or account 

stated.

                                                
18 Stern wrote GMACM on March 1, 2011 confirming that the widespread firings of the firm by firm clients resulted 
in DJSPA being prevented “from performing any services to facilitate keeping [GMACM] cases active” and 
informing GMACM that “as of March 31, 2011 [sic], this firm will completely cease any and all services on 
[GMACM’s] behalf.”  (See Cunningham Decl. at ¶ 17).
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NOTICE

84. The Liquidating Trust has provided notice of this Objection in accordance with 

the Case Management Procedures Order, approved by this Court on May 23, 2012 [Docket 

No. 141] and the Procedures Order.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, the Liquidating Trust respectfully request entry of the Proposed Order (i) 

disallowing the Stern Claims in their entirety with prejudice, and (ii) such other and further relief 

as the Court may deem proper.

Dated: April 27, 2015 /s/ Jordan A. Wishnew
Norman S. Rosenbaum
Jordan A. Wishnew
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP
250 West 55th Street
New York, New York 10019
Telephone: (212) 468-8000
Facsimile: (212) 468-7900

- And -

John W. Smith T (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
One Federal Place
1819 Fifth Avenue North
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
Telephone: (205) 521-8521
Facsimile: (205) 488-6521

Counsel for the ResCap Liquidating Trust
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MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP
250 West 55th Street
New York, New York 10019
Telephone: (212) 468-8000
Facsimile: (212) 468-7900
Norman S. Rosenbaum
Jordan A. Wishnew

Counsel for the ResCap Liquidating Trust

BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
One Federal Place
1819 Fifth Avenue North
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
Telephone: (205) 521-8521
Facsimile: (205) 488-6521
John W. Smith T (admitted pro hac vice)

Co-Counsel for the ResCap Liquidating Trust

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et al., 

Debtors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-12020 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

NOTICE OF RESCAP LIQUIDATING TRUST’S OBJECTION
TO PROOFS OF CLAIM NOS. 5275 AND 7464 FILED BY

THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned have filed the attached ResCap 

Liquidating Trust’s Objection to Proofs of Claim Nos. 5275 and 7464 Filed by The Law 

Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. (the “Objection”).

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that a hearing on the Objection will take 

place on June 23, 2015 at 10:00 a.m. (Prevailing Eastern Time) before the Honorable 

Martin Glenn, at the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New 

York, Alexander Hamilton Custom House, One Bowling Green, New York, New York 

10004-1408, Room 501.
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that responses, if any, to the Objection 

must be made in writing, conform to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, the 

Local Bankruptcy Rules for the Southern District of New York, and the Notice, Case 

Management, and Administrative Procedures approved by the Bankruptcy Court [Docket 

No. 141], be filed electronically by registered users of the Bankruptcy Court’s electronic 

case filing system, and be served, so as to be received no later than May 18, 2015 at 4:00 

p.m. (Prevailing Eastern Time), upon: (a) Chambers of the Honorable Martin Glenn, 

United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York, Alexander 

Hamilton Custom House, One Bowling Green, New York, New York 10004-1408; 

(b) counsel to the ResCap Liquidating Trust, Morrison & Foerster LLP, 250 West 55th

Street, New York, NY 10019 (Attention: Norman S. Rosenbaum and Jordan A. 

Wishnew); (c) co-counsel to the ResCap Liquidating Trust, Bradley Arant Boult 

Cummings LLP, One Federal Place, 1819 Fifth Avenue North, Birmingham, AL 35203 

(Attention:  John W. Smith T); (d) the Office of the United States Trustee for the 

Southern District of New York, U.S. Federal Office Building, 201 Varick Street, Suite 

1006, New York, NY 10014 (Attention: Linda A. Riffkin and Brian S. Masumoto); 

(e) The ResCap Liquidating Trust, Quest Turnaround Advisors, 800 Westchester Avenue,

Suite S-520, Rye Brook, NY 10573 (Attention: Jeffrey Brodsky); and (f) The ResCap 

Borrower Claims Trust, Polsinelli PC, 900 Third Avenue, 21st Floor, New York, NY 

10022 (Attention:  Daniel J. Flanigan); and (g) counsel to The Law Office of David J. 

Stern PA, TEW Cardenas LLP, 1441 Brickell Avenue, 15th Floor, The Four Seasons 

Tower, Miami, FL 33131-3407 (Attention:  James Malphurs).
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that if you do not timely file and serve a 

written response to the relief requested in the Objection, the Bankruptcy Court may deem 

any opposition waived, treat the Objection as conceded, and enter an order granting the 

relief requested in the Objection without further notice or hearing.

Dated: April 27, 2015 /s/ Jordan A. Wishnew
Norman S. Rosenbaum
Jordan A. Wishnew
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP
250 West 55th Street
New York, New York 10019
Telephone: (212) 468-8000
Facsimile: (212) 468-7900

- and -

John W. Smith T (admitted pro hac vice)
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
One Federal Place
1819 Fifth Avenue North
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
Telephone: (205) 521-8521
Facsimile: (205) 488-6521

Counsel for the ResCap Liquidating Trust
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et al., 

Debtors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-12020 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

ORDER GRANTING RESCAP LIQUIDATING TRUST’S
OBJECTION TO PROOFS OF CLAIM NOS. 5275 AND 7464
FILED BY THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A.

Upon the objection (the “Objection”)1 of The ResCap Liquidating Trust (the “Liquidating

Trust”), as successor to Residential Capital, LLC and its affiliated debtors (collectively, the 

“Debtors”), seeking entry of an order, pursuant to section 502(b) of the Bankruptcy Code and 

Bankruptcy Rule 3007, disallowing and expunging the Stern Claims (Claim Nos. 5275 and 7464) 

against GMACM, all as more fully described in the Objection; and the Court having jurisdiction 

to consider the Objection pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334; and consideration of the 

Objection and the relief requested therein being a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 157(b); and venue being proper before this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409; and 

due and proper notice of the Objection having been provided, and it appearing that no other or 

further notice need be provided; and upon consideration of the Objection and the Declarations of 

David Cunningham and John W. Smith T, annexed to the Objection as Exhibit 2-A and Exhibit 

2-B, respectively; and the Court having found and determined that the relief sought in the 

Objection is in the best interests of the Liquidating Trust, the Liquidating Trust’s beneficiaries, 

the Debtors, their estates, creditors, and other parties in interest, and that the legal and factual 

                                                
1    Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the             

Objection.
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bases set forth in the Objection establish just cause for the relief granted herein; and responses to 

the Objection, if any, having been resolved, withdrawn or otherwise overruled by this Order; and 

after due deliberation and sufficient cause appearing therefor, it is hereby

ORDERED that the relief requested in the Objection is granted to the extent provided 

herein; and it is further

ORDERED that, pursuant to section 502(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Stern Claims

are disallowed and expunged with prejudice; and it is further

ORDERED that Kurtzman Carson Consultants LLC, the notice and claims agent in these 

Chapter 11 Cases, is directed to disallow and expunge the Stern Claims so that such claims are

no longer reflected on the claims register maintained in the Chapter 11 Cases; and it is further

ORDERED that entry of this Order is without prejudice to the Liquidating Trust’s right to 

object to any other claims in these Chapter 11 Cases; and it is further

ORDERED that the Liquidating Trust and the Debtors are authorized and empowered to

take all actions as may be necessary and appropriate to implement the terms of this Order; and it 

is further

ORDERED that notice of the Objection, as provided therein, is deemed good and 

sufficient notice of such objection, and the requirements of Bankruptcy Rule 3007(a), the Case 

Management Procedures entered on May 23, 2012 [Docket No. 141], the Procedures Order, and 

the Local Bankruptcy Rules of this Court are satisfied by such notice; and it is further

ORDERED that the terms and conditions of this Order shall be immediately effective and 

enforceable upon its entry; and it is further

ORDERED that this Court shall retain jurisdiction to hear and determine all matters 

arising from or related to this Order.
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Dated: __________, 2015
New York, New York

THE HONORABLE MARTIN GLENN
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et al., 

Debtors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-12020 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

DECLARATION OF DAVID CUNNINGHAM IN SUPPORT OF 
RESCAP LIQUIDATING CLAIMS TRUST’S OBJECTION TO 

PROOFS OF CLAIM NOS. 5275 AND 7464 
FILED BY THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A.

I, David Cunningham, hereby declare as follows:

1. I serve as Director of Regulatory and Compliance for the ResCap 

Liquidating Trust (the “Liquidating Trust”), established pursuant to the terms of the Second 

Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan Proposed by Residential Capital, LLC, et al. and the Official 

Committee of Unsecured Creditors [Docket No. 6030] confirmed in the above-captioned Chapter 

11 Cases.  During the Chapter 11 Cases, I served as Director for Residential Capital, LLC 

(“ResCap”), a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of Delaware and 

the parent of the other debtors in the above-captioned Chapter 11 Cases (collectively, the 

“Debtors”).  I have been employed by affiliates of ResCap since August of 2001.  I began my 

association with ResCap in 2001 working as a Foreclosure Specialist in the Loan Servicing 

Operation.  In 2002, I became a Team Leader in the Foreclosure Department, a position I held 

until 2003 when I became a Manager.  In 2007, I became the Director, Foreclosure Operations.  

In February of 2013, I became Director of Regulatory and Compliance.  In my current position, I 

am responsible for ensuring that ResCap satisfies its obligations under settlements entered into 
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with the Department of Justice and the Federal Reserve Board.  I am authorized to submit this 

declaration (the “Declaration”) in support of the ResCap Liquidating Trust’s Objection To Proofs 

of Claim Nos. 5275 and 7464 Filed By David J. Stern (the “Objection”).1   

2. Except as otherwise indicated, all facts set forth in this Declaration are 

based upon my personal knowledge of the Debtors’ operations, information learned from my 

review of relevant documents and information I have received through my discussions with other 

former members of the Debtors’ management or other former employees of the Debtors, the 

Liquidating Trust, its professionals and consultants.  If I were called upon to testify, I could and 

would testify competently to the facts set forth in the Objection on that basis.

3. In my capacity as Director, I am familiar with the claims reconciliation 

process in these Chapter 11 Cases and I assist the Liquidating Trust with the claims 

reconciliation process.  Except as otherwise indicated, all statements in this Declaration are 

based upon my familiarity with the Debtors’ books and records, the Debtors’ schedules of assets 

and liabilities and statements of financial affairs filed in these Chapter 11 Cases (collectively, the 

“Schedules”), and/or my review of relevant documents.  I or my designee at my direction have 

reviewed and analyzed the proof of claim form and supporting documentation filed by the 

Claimant.  Since the Plan went effective and the Liquidating Trust was established, I, along with 

other members of the Liquidating Trust have participated in the claims reconciliation process, 

analyzed claims, and determined the appropriate treatment of the same.  In connection with such 

review and analysis, where applicable, I or other Liquidating Trust personnel, together with 

professional advisors, have reviewed (i) information supplied or verified by former personnel in 

departments within the Debtors’ various business units, (ii) the Books and Records, and (iii) the 

Schedules.

                                                
1 Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Objection.
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4. The Claimant filed proof of claim number 5275 against GMACM in the 

amount of $6,161,483.70 on account of outstanding sums purportedly due and owing as of 

February 2011.  The Claim is premised on the Complaint filed on June 2, 2011 in the Circuit 

Court of the 17th Judicial District, In and For Broward County, Florida against GMACM, which 

alleged Breach of Contract (Count I), Open Account (Count II), and Account Stated (Count III).  

The Complaint seeks $6,161,483.70 (plus interest and costs), which Stern contends GMACM 

owes his firm for legal work allegedly performed but for which he was not compensated. There 

are multiple components to the Claims: alleged unpaid invoices for (a) “curative” work 

GMACM requested of the Claimant in 2010, (b) services rendered before GMACM terminated 

its relationship with the Claimant, and (c) sums related to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac matters.

GMAC Mortgage’s Relationship With The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.

5. The Claimant, Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. (“DJSPA”), is a Florida 

law firm that held itself as specialists in handling residential mortgage foreclosures, bankruptcy, 

evictions, the sale of real estate owned properties by foreclosing lenders, and other foreclosure-

related litigation in Florida.  At all relevant times, David J. Stern (“Stern”) was the principal of 

DJSPA.

6. GMACM retained DJSPA to provide legal services in connection with 

mortgage loans for Florida properties that GMACM was servicing on behalf of various financial 

institutions, including, but not limited to, Federal National Mortgage Association (a/k/a Fannie 

Mae, hereafter “FNMA”) and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. (a/k/a Freddie Mac, hereafter 

“FHLMC”).  On January 17, 2007, GMACM formalized its pre-existing attorney-client 

relationship with DJSPA and entered into a Master Services Agreement (“MSA”) and Statement 

of Work (“SOW”), which was amended and modified from time-to-time, and provided for 
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DJSPA to handle residential mortgage foreclosures, bankruptcy, evictions, and the sale of real 

estate owned properties in the State of Florida. A copy of the MSA and the subsequent SOWs 

(entered into prior to the 2010 termination of the GMACM relationship) are collectively attached 

hereto as Exhibit A.

7. According to the invoices submitted by DJSPA that purport to substantiate 

the Stern Claims, during the period from 2007 until November 2010, DJSPA performed legal 

work on thousands of mortgage files serviced by GMACM.  For example, in 2010, GMACM’s 

inventory of Florida loans in foreclosure totaled 15,412.  Of that loan population, there were 

1,483 FHLMC loans and 2,995 FNMA loans.  DJSPA handled the majority of GMACM’s 

Florida loans in foreclosure.  Certain support services for the legal work provided by DJSPA to 

GMACM were performed by one or more separately-incorporated entities in which Stern held a 

substantial interest and over which Stern maintained substantial control.  One of these entities 

was DJS Processing, LLC, which was created by DJSPA to provide non-legal services needed to 

process foreclosure files and ancillary services for DJSPA.2     

8. Under the MSA, DJSPA was prohibited from assigning out such functions 

absent written approval by GMACM.  Upon information and belief, GMACM never consented 

to allowing DJSPA to assign its obligations under the MSA to a third party. The MSA further 

states that Stern “may perform . . . Services outside of the United States, . . . only if expressly 

agreed to by [GMACM] in the Statement of Work or otherwise.”  MSA at ¶ 8.1. Upon 

information and belief, GMACM was not informed of and did not approve – expressly or 

otherwise -- this offshoring operation. 

                                                
2 According to the Florida Secretary of State’s website, DJSPA is the managing member of DJS Processing, LLC, 
which is a Delaware entity that was organized in 2009.  See Smith T Decl. at ¶ 6 (DJS Processing, LLC Application 
for Authorization to Transact Business in Florida, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE – DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS, 
http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/ConvertTiffToPDF?storagePath=COR%5C2009%5C1005%5C0
0209278.Tif&documentNumber=M09000003832).
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Curative Work

9. During the time period of the Florida Attorney General’s investigation of 

DJSPA, GMACM became aware of problems with the potentially improper or questionable 

affidavits that had been filed on GMACM’s mortgage loan files. On or about August 23, 2010, 

GMACM sent attorneys and staff to meet with Mr. Stern at DJSPA’s offices to discuss the 

potential defects with affidavits of indebtedness (the “Affidavits”) submitted in judicial 

foreclosures in Florida.  GMACM thereafter immediately sought to address remediation of the 

Affidavits, including submitting corrected affidavits.  

10. On September 27, 2010, David Stern sent a letter to GMACM (the 

“September 27 Letter”) requesting flat fee billing for specific services that DJSPA proposed to 

provide to assist GMACM with completing remediation.  (See Exhibit B hereto).  The 

September 27 Letter contemplated a specific flat fee for services for each population of loans 

that required affidavit remediation. (See Id.).  On October 14, 2010, GMACM responded to 

DJSPA’s billing proposal agreeing generally to the proposed rates so long as DJSPA met specific 

timing expectations.  (See Exhibit C hereto (the “GMACM Letter”)).  The GMACM Letter 

made clear, however, that DJSPA was only authorized to proceed with work on a portion of the 

files requiring remediation.

11. Based on my review of the Debtors’ books and records, it is my 

understanding that four thousand two hundred and ten (4,210) Affidavits required remediation, 

which included two thousand nine hundred forty-one (2,941) foreclosures that were filed against 

a borrower but for which no judgment was entered as well as one thousand two hundred sixty-

nine (1,269) foreclosures in which a judgment has been entered but for which a sale had not yet 

been held. 
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12. As part of its ongoing remediation efforts at the time, GMACM had both 

its own employees as well as outside counsel on site at DJSPA’s offices reviewing the files in the 

Fall of 2010.  The curative work provided by DJSPA was untimely and of a very low quality.  In 

order to complete the initial process of securing a corrective affidavit, GMACM’s in-house 

personnel (and not DJSPA) prepared the information and thereafter, supplied DJSPA with a 

letter documenting the corrections made to the original affidavit.  Therefore, the only purported 

curative services DJSPA provided were limited to pulling files, providing original or copies of 

affidavits and making corrections to affidavits, which was significantly less than the scope of 

curative services ultimately invoiced by DJSPA and contemplated by the September 27 Letter.  

Furthermore, as a result of the files being transferred to other firms, not one of the “corrected” 

affidavits that were drafted by DJSPA were used by other firms or DJSPA to remediate loans as 

required by GMACM.  As a result, DJSPA is not entitled to any sums for its efforts in fall 2010 

to provide curative work. 

Termination of Relationship With Claimant

13. In light of GMACM’s need to terminate its professional relationship with 

DJSPA and obtain possession of the loan files and move them to new law firms to be serviced, 

on November 5, 2010, GMAC and DJSPA entered into an Escrow Agreement (a copy of which 

is attached hereto as Exhibit D), wherein the law firm of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

(“BABC”) agreed to serve as Escrow Agent and hold the sum of $3 million in escrow while 

GMACM and DJSPA resolved their dispute over attorneys’ fees and expenses.  These funds 

remain in escrow with BABC at this time. With the Escrow Agreement in place, GMACM 

instructed DJSPA to return all of GMACM’s files.  
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14. FHLMC terminated its relationship with DJSPA by letter dated November 

1, 2010, which meant that DJSPA was no longer authorized to participate in the designated 

counsel program with FHLMC.   On November 10, 2010, FNMA notified GMACM that FNMA 

had “terminated its relationship with the Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.” and barred all loan 

servicers from referring “any future Fannie Mae matters to the Stern Firm.”  (See Servicing 

Notice, Nov. 10, 2010), attached hereto as Exhibit E).  

15. In light of the serious ethical cloud hanging over DJSPA arising from the 

formal investigation by the Florida Attorney General, together with DJSPA’s loss of approval to 

prosecute foreclosures of loans owned by FNMA and FHLMC, GMACM officially terminated 

its relationship with DJSPA on or about November 15, 2010. 

16. Thereafter, on or about February 25, 2011, DJSPA sent GMACM a letter 

demanding the sum of $6,161,483.70 for unpaid legal services it purportedly provided to 

GMACM.  When the demand went unsatisfied, DJSPA commenced a lawsuit against GMACM.

17. Moreover, on March 1, 2011,3 Stern wrote GMACM (and all of the other 

firms DJSPA did work for in Florida) confirming that the widespread firings of the firm by firm 

clients resulted in DJSPA being prevented “from performing any services to facilitate keeping 

[GMACM] cases active” and informing GMACM that “as of March 31, 2011 [sic], this firm will 

completely cease any and all services on [GMACM’s] behalf.” (see Letter dated from DJSPA

attached hereto as Exhibit F).

                                                
3 The letter was incorrectly dated March 1, 2010. 
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Unpaid Invoices

18. As of the Petition Date, DJSPA asserted that sums were due and owing to 

them by GMACM related to 10,203 outstanding invoices.  Two thousand four hundred sixty-

eight (2,468) of these loans related to agency loans, and seven thousand seven hundred thirty-

five loans (7,735) were non-agency loans.  

19. Upon information and belief, among the invoices for which DJSPA seeks

payment are ones in the collective amount of $1,158,885.04 that were submitted to GMACM 

before the Petition Date (and denied by GMACM before the Petition Date).  It is my 

understanding that such invoices were denied for payment because either the invoice amounts 

were above the payment thresholds set by the applicable investor(s) and/or the invoices were not 

submitted on a timely basis to GMACM.  More specifically, based on the loan-level detail 

maintained in the Debtors’ books and records, DJSPA re-invoiced GMACM for 1,515 loans 

totaling $647,175.94 that had been submitted previously to GMACM for payment and denied, 

and submitted 1,384 invoices totaling $511,709.10 well after the permissible period of time for 

reimbursement.4  It was GMACM’s practice to provide its outside counsel, such as DJSPA, with 

fee payment guidelines that set forth the items that counsel could and could not bill to GMACM.  

These guidelines were encompassed within an “Attorney Expectation Document.”  GMACM 

regularly issued this document because, as a loan servicer, it managed an enormous volume of 

loan files and had its servicing costs (including fees of its outside foreclosure counsel) 

reimbursed by the investor for the underlying loan.  Therefore, in order to ensure that GMACM 

could obtain reimbursements from the investors equivalent to the costs it incurred, GMACM 

issued a set of guidelines (that was updated and distributed to DJSPA periodically) for its outside 

                                                
4 Due to the sheer volume of paper that would be required to substantiate this statement, the Trust has not attached is 
to the declaration, but it can be made available to DJSPA or the Court upon request. 
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attorneys that described the services that the firms could bill for, how much could be billed for 

the particular services and the time within which bills had to be submitted to GMACM for 

repayment, as well as the consequences of failing to submit timely invoices.  This document 

provides, in pertinent part, that charges by counsel over the amount allowed for investor 

reimbursement that do not have GMACM/investor approval will not be paid by GMACM.  In 

addition, within the Attorney Expectation Document, GMACM advises counsel that GMACM 

reserves the right to decline payment of the invoice if it is not submitted within the pre-

determined timelines.  A copy of the most recent Attorney Expectation Document that was 

provided to DJSPA in March 2010 is attached hereto as Exhibit G.

Timeline Penalties

20. From February 2011 through February 2013, GMACM was delayed in 

pursuing foreclosure proceedings against delinquent borrowers because i) appropriate procedures 

were not followed by DJSPA during the time such files were in its possession and under its 

responsibility, which required other firms to perform new foreclosure services and initiate new 

actions or amend prior actions, and ii) the courts became backlogged due to a significant amount 

of new or amended actions having to be filed with the court in order to remedy DJSPA’s 

mistakes.  Servicing guidelines set by FHLMC and FNMA impose deadlines by which a 

servicer, such as GMACM, must obtain a foreclosure judgment on delinquent loans for which 

either FNMA or FHLMC is the investor.5 If the deadline is not met, then FNMA and FHLMC 

are entitled to compensatory damages from the loan servicer in the form of a per diem fee.  

                                                
5 See excerpt from FNMA Servicing Guide, dated August 31, 2010, which discusses foreclosure time frames and 
compensatory fees for breach of servicing obligations.  Based on my servicing experience, FHLMC’s servicing 
practices, as it relates to foreclosure time frames and compensatory fees, are generally consistent with those of 
FNMA. A copy of the excerpt is attached hereto as Exhibit H.  
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FNMA and FHLMC regularly provided compensatory damage reports to GMACM, which were 

maintained in GMACM’s books and records.

21. As a result of having to reassign the files being managed by DJSPA and 

incurring the aforementioned delays pursuing foreclosures, GMACM incurred timeline penalties 

of approximately $1,220,865.96, which it had to pay to FNMA and FHLMC.  More specifically, 

there are 21 FHLMC loans that took more than two years (and in some instance, five years) to 

complete the foreclosure sale from the date when the loan was first referred to foreclosure, which 

led to penalties of $345,570.00.  Similarly, there are 58 FNMA loans in which it took more than 

two years (and in some instances, well over four years) to complete the foreclosure sale from the 

date when the loan was first referred to foreclosure, which led to penalties of $875,295.56.  

Therefore, it is my understanding that but for DJSPA’s actions, GMACM would not have 

incurred such penalties.  A worksheet, together with the relevant loan level data, setting forth the 

information above is attached hereto as Exhibit I.

Transfer Fees

22. Upon the termination of its professional relationship with the Claimant, 

GMACM had to transfer 9,206 loan files that were being handled by Claimant to new law firms.  

This included 6,549 non-agency loans (i.e., loans where neither FNMA nor FHLMC were the 

investor).  At the time, GMACM and the new firms agreed that GMACM would pay each firm 

$300 per loan file to cover the time the firm would need to familiarize itself with the facts of 

each file.  GMACM was not entitled to have these file transfer costs reimbursed by the loan 

investors.  As a result, GMACM was damaged in the amount of $1,964,700 (the “Transfer 

Costs”).  But for the Claimant’s inability to provide the professional services if promised to 

GMACM, which required GMACM to transfer all of its files to new law firms, GMACM would 
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never have incurred these costs. A worksheet, together with the relevant loan transfer data, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit J.

Other Sums Owed by Claimant

23. The Claimant failed to recover costs from borrowers that the servicer was 

rightly entitled to receive when it enforced its remedies against the borrower.  For example, in 

chapter 13 cases, the Claimant failed to recoup from the debtor-borrower all of the costs incurred 

by GMACM in enforcing the loan terms because the borrower completed their chapter 13 

repayment plan that was predicated on a cure amount that was not inclusive of all of GMACM’s 

costs.  As a result, GMACM paid the Claimant for his time, yet the Claimant never took the 

appropriate steps to ensure that GMACM was made whole.  Similarly, the Claimant would file a 

stay relief motion against the borrower, but fail to include all of GMACM’s costs in the order 

granting relief from the automatic stay that also awarded GMACM its costs.  In other instances, 

the Claimant would file a motion for stay relief against a borrower that was not warranted yet 

still invoice GMACM for its time on a meritless motion.  On other occasions, the Claimant took 

so long to foreclose on a property that the loan investor (i.e., the Veterans Administration 

(“VA”)) would not reimburse GMACM for its property preservation costs because the inordinate 

delay in foreclosing on the loan was beyond the acceptable foreclosure period permitted under 

VA servicing guidelines.  As a result, GMACM lost the opportunity to have its costs reimbursed

in these circumstances.  Similarly, other investors had their own limited timeframe within which 

they would reimburse a servicer for its costs, including professional fees.  Accordingly, in certain 

instances, the Claimant submitted bills beyond an investor’s deadline, GMACM paid the 

Claimant but lost the ability to have that cost reimbursed.  In sum, GMACM was damaged by the 

Claimant because, but for the Claimant’s actions, GMACM would have been able to rightfully 
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recover the fees it paid to the Claimant.  In the ordinary course of the Debtors’ business, these 

matters were tracked in the Loss Control Database (“LCD”), which was utilized by GMACM’s 

loan servicing group.  The relevant losses, which are itemized in Exhibit K hereto, are identified 

by Loan ID number and include excerpts from the LCD that were inputted at the time of the loss 

by an associate in GMACM’s loan servicing department.  The amount of damages presently 

known to GMACM resulting from DJSPA’s negligence is at least $57,139.98.
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct.

Dated:  April 24, 2015

/s/ David Cunningham
David Cunningham
Director for ResCap Liquidating Trust
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MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT 
LAW-04018 

li1J 0 01/013 

This Master Services Agreement (the "Agreement") is made as of January 17, 2007, , (the "Effective 
Date") by and between GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC, a limited liability company, having a pl11Ce of business at 
100 Witmer Road, Horsham, PA 19044, and Law Firm of David J. Stern, a Florida corporation, having illl 
principal place ofbUlliness at 801 S. University Drive, Suite 500, Plantation, FL 33324 ("Company"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC wishes to engage the services of Company, to provide certain services, 
as defined below, upon the terms and conditions specified herein, for the benefit of GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC 
("Client') and the direct and indirect subsidiaries of Residential Capital, LLC (collectively "GMACR") 

WHEREAS, it is the intention of the parties to establish this Agreement to govern the respective rights, duties and 
obligations of the parties. 

THEREFORE, in COll$ideration of the mutual covenants, agreements, warranties, and representations made and 
contained herein, the receipt and suffic\1>11cy of which are hereby acknowledged, and intending to he legally bound 
hereby, the parties b.ereby agree as follows. 

Services shall be performed in accordance with the attached Terms and Conditions, Statement(s) of Work and all 
other documentation referred to herein and attached hereto. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the Effective Date. 

GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC8 

By:~ 

Printed Name 

Title Title President 

This Agreement has been approved by the fo wing Client business unit; 

Business Unit: 

B: 

Printed N rune 

Title 

Address for legal notice: 
GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC 
100 Witmer Road 
Horsham, PA 19044 
A TIN: General Counsel 

Law Firm of David L. Stem 
801 S. University Drive 
Suite 500 
Plantation, FL 33324 
AITN: David J. Stem 

Page I of 13 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

FOR TIIE MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT 

I. Project: During the Term (as defined herein), Client or Company may identify services that Company can 
provide to the Client ("Project(s)"). Each Project may include provi$ions of services ("Services") and/or 
delivery of certain products or other items (''Deliverables"), Each Project will be described, along with any 
tem:lll and conditions that art additional to the texms and conditions of this Agreement, in a Statemeut of Wo!'k, 
which may contain ~ifications, schedules, milestones, payments, or any other terms and conditions mutually 
agreed upon by the parties, The term.$ and conditions of th.is Ag=ment shall be applicable to each Project and 
are incorporated by reterenco into each Statement of Work. Incorporation of third-party products or services 
intQ a specific; Project lllll.lt be approved in advance and in writing by Client. If Client agrees that any thin!· 
party products or services are necessary for integration into a specific Project, Client will pn1vide Company 
with reasonable access to the vendor of such third·party products or services, when Client, in its sole discretion, 
agrees that it is necessary and appropriate. During the Tenn of this Agreoment and 1U1til the expiration of the 
applicable warranty period, Company will respond diligently and within a commercially reasonable ~riod of 
time to all inquiries and requests for assistance by the Client. Client does not guarantee that Company will be 
asked to perform any minimum amount of Seivices bereundet. 

2. Pricing and Invoices: 

2.1, Pricing; Client agrees to pay tho fees set forth in the Statement of Work for Services satisfactorily 
peifonned, in U.S. dollars. 

2.2. Ta:i:e1: Except for those taxes noted herein, no extra charges of any kind, including without limitation, 
transportation charges, shall be allowed unless agreed '!Qin wrtting by Client prior to the petfomiance 
of the Services. Client shall pay all sales, excise, or use taxes due on the transactions hereunder or 
provide Company customary proof that the transactions are exempt from.sales taxes. Invoices shall 
separnrely identify any tax and shall lncludl> either Colnpiiuy's s•les tax- or use tax pennit numbet. 
Company shall pay any other taxes and charge$, including without limitation, assessments OI' fines 
arising from Company's peiformanc:e of the Services under the Agreement, Including taxes based upon 
Colllpillly'S net income and penalties or fees imposed due to fuilure to file or pay collected sales or WIC 

taxes, failure to verify taxability of a purchase, or failure to calculate or remit taxes in a timely 
manner. 

2.3. Invoices: Company shall invoice Client fgr Servwes within thirty (30) days from completion of the 
Services. Each invoice shall include identification information required by Client, a description of tho 
services provided, and shall be subject to approval by the Client. Unru.q,uted invoices shall be due 
thirty (30) days from receipt by Client. 

2.4. Interest: Interest on undisputed past due amounts will be charged at the rate of one percent (1 o/o) per 
11Wnth or the maximum rate allowable by law, whichever i!I less, provided that Company bas given 
written notice of such detilult and an opportunity to cure in accordance with Section 3.3. J. Neither 
this provision, not any other penalty and/or termination provisioo contained with:i:n this Agreement, 
shall apply if Client withholds payment becawie a good faith dispute exists regarding a material duty, 
obligation or term contlli:ned in this A.grcc:ment. Ulliess otherwise requested by Client, Co01pany shall 
continue to perfonn fully under this Agreement wbile any dispute between the puties is being 
resolvM. 

2.5. Acceptance: No payment made by Client shall be considered an acceptance of satisfllctory 
perfonnance of Company's obligations under this Agreement, nor shall any payment be construed a.s 
relievillg Company from its full responsibility under this Agreenwit. 

3. Term and Termination: 

3.I. Term: The term of this Agreement (tho "Term') shall coD11Mnce on the Effective Date as stated 
above and will remain in force unless temlinated in accordance with pwvisions of the Agreement. 

3.2. Termination for C1Jnvenlence: Unless otb«wise provided herein, Clieot may temiinate the 
Agnement or any Statement of Work issued hereunder without cause, hy providing at least thirty (30) 
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days written notice of suoh termination to Company. Upon such tennillation, Company shall recover, 
as its sole remedy, payment for work satisfactorily completed md not previoU11ly paid. Company 
hereby waives aod forfeits all oilier claitnii for payment and damages inclw:ling wi1hout limitation, 
anticipated profits or revenue or other economic loss a.ril:ing out of or resulting from such tennination. 

3.3. Termination for Defanlt; 

3.3.1. Bither party may terminate this Agreement for cause upon a material default by the other party 
(illcluding any default for which specific remedies are provided herein), which default remains 
uncured thirty (30) days after written notice thereof is given to the defaulting party. 

3.3.2. If either party becomes or is declared inllolvent or bankrupt:, is the subject of any pro.ceedings relating 
to its liquidation or insolvency or for the appointment of a receiver for it, makes an assignment for 
the benefit of all or substantially all of its creditors, or enters into an agtlllllllelll for the composition, 
extension, or readjustment of all or substantially all of its obligations, then the other party may, by 
giving written notice thereof to such party, terminate this Agreement as of a date specified in such 
J10tice of termination. 

3.3.3. If any of the iwlil"lllce coverage or policies required to be maintained by Company under this 
Agreement is terminated, lapses or for any reason does not remain in full force aod effect, or any 
such coverage or policl( is replaced or materially modified without the prior written consent of 
Client, then Client may, by giving written notice thereof to Company, termimite this Agreement upon 
the date specified in the notice, which date may be the date of the notico. 

3.3.4. If Company or its employees appear on or sre members of any organization that appears on aoy 
govem:mcnt list, including, but not limited to, the Control List prepared by the Office of Foreign 
Assets Control ("OFAC") of the Departmmit of the Treasury, then Client may take all measures 
authorized under applicable Jaw and may, by giving written notice thereof to Company, ~te 
this Agreement upon the date specified in the notice, which date may be the date of the notice. 

3.4. Termination Assistance:· In conoection with the termination of this Agreement for !tlly reason, and 
ootwllhstanding any dispute between the parties, Compaoy shall provide to Client such termination 
assistance as it lllllY r<oa$onably request in order to provide an orderly transition from Company to 
another provider (the "Termination Services"), If any sw:h T~rmination Services requires resources in 
addition to 1hose being used by Company in the perfonnance of the Services, Client shall pay 
Company therefore on a mutually acceptable basis. Client shall continuo to pay for all Termination 
Services requested by Client and performed by Company after the termmation date, provided that if 
terrolPation was by reason of a payment default by Client, Company shall be entitled to reasonable 
assurances acceptable to it prior to commencing such Termination Services that it will be fully 
compensated for such Termination Services. 

4. Non-Exclusivity: The Agreement is a DOn-exclusivc arrangement to purchase specified Services ftom 
Company. 

S. Future Acquisitions: If during the term of the Agreement, Client acquires control of an entity {"Acquired 
Entity") under an existing contract with Company covering or relating to the subject matter of 1he Agreement:, 
Client, at iu option, may (a) keep the Acquired Entity's existing contract in effect until the date of termination 
of the existing contract, after which, such Acquired Bntity may receive the benefits of the Agreement; {b) 
immediately cancel such existing contract after which, such Acquired Entity niay teceiYe the benefits of the 
Agreement or (c) asswne the better of the contncts. 

6. Representations and Warranties; 

6.1. Company represents and warrants that the Services will be performed in a diligent and workmanlike 
manner in accordance with good industry practices, by individuals of suitable training and skill. 

6.2. Company repr<osenu and warrants that the Services and all Deliverables pro\'lded under this 
Agreement shall comply with aod function in accordance with the requirements set forth in this 
Agreement and the Sta~nt of Work. 

6.3. Coropany represents and warrants that its performance of Services and provision of Deliverables and 
Client's subsequent use of such SetVioes and Deliverables does not and will not violate any copyright:, 
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pat.int, trade secret, trademark or other intellectual property or proprietary right of any third party. 

6.4. Company represents and Wlllil1lllll that Company's actions and pOrrormance of the Services are md 
will be in full compliance with all applicable fedmal, state, and local requirements, including but not 
limited to, federal banking laws, federal cpnswner protection and privacy laWll; all applicable state 
laws and regulations; any valid and effective order (including regulatory orden), verdict, judgment, 
coruent decree or agreement 

6.S. Company warranlll that the pricos cbatged to Client shall be no less favorable than those cWDlllly 
extended to any other customer of Company for similar services. 

6.6. Company represents and warrants that it bas, and will maintain throughout the Tenn of this 
AgreemeDt, all licenses, franchises, pennits, authorizations aud approvals materially necea&ary fur the 
law:IUI conduct ofim business. 

6. 7. Company and Client each represent and WlllJant to tbe other that the exewtiOll, delivery and 
performance of this Agreement by such party (a) bas been duly authQrized by all necessary COIPQrate 
action (b) does not conflict with, or result in a material breach of, the articles of incorporation or by
laWll of such party, and any material agreement by which such party is bound, or any law, regulation, 
rule, judgment or decree of any governmental instrnmflntality or court having jurisdiction over such 
party, and (c) and comti!utes a valid and legally binding obligation of such party enforceable in 
accordance with its terms. · 

6.8. Company represents and warrants that there is no action, suit, claim, investigation or proceeding 
pending or, to the best of its knowledge, threatened against it that, if adversely decided, might 
adversely affect Company' B ability to enter into this Agreement or performance of ill> obligations 
hereunder. 

6.9, Company represents and wammts that no representation or warnmty contained in th.is Agreement 
(including in any Attachment or addendwn hereto) contains any untrue statement of material fruit or 
oinilll to state a material fact necessllry to make the statements and facts contained herein not 
materially misleadillg. 

6.10. Tue warranties provided herein arc cumulative of and in addition to any other wamuities provided by 
law. The representations and waminties shall survive expiration or temi:ination of this Agreement 

7. Security and Use of Cllent Systems: When Company is performing Services on Client's premises, Company 
shall comply With Clienrs security, safety, and firo protection procedures. 1f Company is given a key, code, 
combi1111tion or other access device to Client's premises, Company shall: (a) safeguard it with the same degree 
of care as Company safeguards keys to its own prcmi$es, but in no event with less than reasonabl<! care; (b) 
account for all keys aud access devices whenever requested to do so by Client; ( c) maintain a log of the names 
of personnel and times when they have possession of such keys or access dovices, and (d} rerurn all such keys 
and access devices Immediately upon request by Client. Client shall have the right to inspect the contents of all 
containers or packages being brought into or removed from Clienl's locations. Company's and its employees, 
agents and subcontractors use of Client's computers, equipment and systems ("Client Systems") shall be only to 
the extent necessary to perfonn the Services hereunder. Client may monitor such use of the Client Systems. In 
the event Clien~ in its sole discretion, detennines that Company failed to colllPIY with this provision, Client 
may immediately tenninate this Agreement or take such action as it deems appropriate, and Client's sole 
liability shall be for payment of Services already rendered. 

8. PerCormance and Personnel: 

8.1. Place of Performance: Performance by CoDijJBDy of the Services shall take place in any of the fifty 
(50) states oftbe United States of America or the District of Colwnbia (the "United States"). Company 
may perform any of the Services outside of the United States, and on such additional terms and 
conditions II.Ii may be acceptable to Client, only if expressly agreed to by Client in the Statement of 
Work or otherwise. 

8.2. Coqtact List: Company shall provide Client with a contact list for servicing needs containing the 
names, addrll$ses, telephone and fax numbem, mobile and pager numbors, e-mail or Internet addresses 
and such other information as Client may re8$0llably request. 
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8.3. At the request of Client; Company shall provide assurances satisfactcry to CliJlnt, 1hat Company's 
personnel meet the rules and requirements of Client pertaining t.o WOl'k history and qualificatiom. 

8.4. Company shall provide Client with the wuno of each person assigned to work on Client's premises, 
and shall immediately update such infonnation whenever changes occur. 

8.5. While at 1111y Client looation or if Company or its agents or rcpi:esontatives a.re given access to any 
Client computing equipment, applicatiom or the Client computer network, Compmy and Company's 
personnel shall follow all reasonable dinlctiow and instluctions given by Client Upon the request of 
Client, Company shall reassign or otherwise amuige so that a particular employee or agent of 
Company does not work at any Client location. 

8.6. Client may require that Company s11bmit any and all Company personnel to be assigned in connection 
with the performance of Services hereu.oder to a screening process, including bill not limited to, 
employnient eligibility verification and criminal background investigation. Co!llplUly repl'O'!lents that 
all such investigatious, inquiries, or tests required by Client will be conducted as a precondition of 
assignment to thc performance of Services and provision of Deliverables hereunder, with 1he 
knowledge and consent of Comp&11y's personnel involved, and in compliance with all applicable state 
and federal laws and regulations. In addition to any criminal backgroWld checks that Client may 
require purswt11t to the foregoing, it is mandatory fbr Company to conduct, and document in 
Company's files, a ,criminal backgroWld check for Company personnel pcrlorming Services for Client 
who. hits key or card by access to Client's offices. The backgrouud check must take place prior to 
such individual beginning to perlbmi Services on Client's premises or networks. The background 
check should be conducted in accordance with Client's current policies. 

8. 7. Compmy' s personnel nmst carty identification idontifyiug themselves as employees of the Company. 

8.8. Company shall lalre appropriate measures to select, supervise and monitor the penonnel performing 
Services, Company shall maintain cummt employment eligibility verification record$, including 
necessary certification and documentation and insurance for its employees performing Services 
hereunder. Company will not conduct disciplinary actions with respect to Company personnel while 
on Client's premises, including but 110t limited to terminating employment of Company personnel. 

9. lndependePt Contractor Status: 

9.1. The Services ofComp11ny are to be rendered as an independent contractor. Company and Company's 
employoes, consultants, subcontractors, agents and representatives shall not be, or represent 
themselves to be, officen, employees, agents or representatives of Client and shall not bind, or attempt 
to bind, Client to any agreement, liability or obligation of any nature. 

9 .2. Company's personnel shall not be comidered employees of Client within the meaning or application 
of my federal, state, or local Jaws or regulatiow. Company shall be responsible for 1he payment of 
wages, salaries, and other amounts due its employees in connection with the services performed 
hm:eunder, and shall be i:espomible for all payroll reports and obligations, including but not limited to 
withholding, social security, wiemployment insurariee, workers' compensation, immigration and 
naturalizatio11, and similar items. 

10. Change Orden: Both partil)s acknowledge that the scope of work for the Services to be provided by Company 
under a Statcll!ent of Work may change over the course of a project, and agree that no additiolllll fees shall be 
due for any changes that do not materially alter the obligations of Company relating to such Statement of Work. 
Company will not charge additional fees until such changes are greater than a five percent (5%) incteasc of the 
time and materials specified in the Stat.ement of Work. If the Client requesm Company to provide additional 
services l'O'!lultiog in fees of greater than five percent (5%) for such increased time and materials, then Company 
may, as muwally agreed upon by the plllties, respond to such requests fi:om the Client as a change i:o order 
("Change Order"), provided how1111er, that all Change Orders must be agreed upon in writing and signed by an 
authorized representative of both parties prior to commencing such additional servU:es. Such Change Orders 
shall be amendments to the Cllt'te1lt Project and Statement of Work and will be paid as mutually agreed upon by 
the parties but in no event less than thirty (30) days following receipt of an undisputed invoice. 

11. Remedies Relating to Services: Client shall have the right to reject the Services and/or Deliverables based 
upon Company's non-compliance with any teim of this Agreement, including without limitation a breach of any 
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of the representations and wammties set forth herein. This remedy shall be cumulative of and is in addition to 
any other remedies provided herein or existing at Jaw or in equity. 

12, Ownersblp: 

12.1. Work for Hire: Company agrees that all right, title, and interest in and to the Services and 
Deliverables, includllig, without limitation, source and object code and all works derivatiye thereof, 
and all docwnentation thereof, and all intl:lllcctual properly rights therein (the "Work") llball be the 
sole and exclusive property of Client and shall be deewed "Works Made For Hire" under Title 17 of 
the United States Code as it may be revised and amended ftom time to time. To the extent such Work 
or any portion thereof does not qualify as Work Made For Hire, Company hereby a.ssJ&ns all right, title 
and interest, including but not limited to all intellectual property rights and proprietary ri:ghtll 
Company may have, whether directly or appurte111111t thereto, in the Work to Client Without further 
compoll$11tfon than that specified in the applicable Statement of Work. Company will, at its own 
expense, cause any and all of its employees, independent consultants, and all other parties it engages 
for the Projects to urulc:rtake all 1111tioD!l and execute all appropriate documents llOOOSIMll)' to cauy out 
the intent of the paragraphs of this Section, incll.lding but not limited to, waivers, releases of liens and 
as8igmnents. Company agrees to indemnify, waive and release Client against any third-puty liens on 
the Work. 

12.2. Exduded Property: Notwithst8nding Section 12.1, excluded from the Work sball be the following: 
ideas, concepts, know-how, techniques 1111d processes of a general nature that are discovered, invented, 
c:reated, conceived, made or reduoed to practice by Company (a) prior to pedolllling Services or 
providing Deliverables; or (b) that are not a part of the Deliverables or necessary to the Deli\ler&bles or 
the function of the Deliverables, but (i) were developed by Company in support of the build effort as a 
tool, test, platform or development method and 110t as a specific l\wction or fearure of the actual 
application of the Deliverables; and (ii) are not based on or derived from Client Confidential 
Information (collectively the "Company Property'?· 

.12.3. License to Compaay l'roperty: As part of the consideration tendered by the Client to Company for 
any Project, Company grants to Client a fully-paid, royalty-free, in:evocable, perpetual, UDJimited, 
worldwide, non-exclusive licCD!le to the Company Property to use, execllb'J, perfonn; display, 
reproduoe, tramfer, modify, and create derivative work of such Company Property as part of or in 
connection with the Clillnt Property. Unless otherwise provided in an applicable Statement: of Work, 
all licenses gmnted under this Agreement al.so inelude the right for the GMACR entities to use such 
license provided hereunder in accordance with this Agreement . Client ill responsible for compliance 
by the GMACR entities with the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement unless otherwiJle 
specified in a $t8tewent of Work. Except as set forth herein, all right, title and interest in Company 
Property remains with Company. 

12.4. Third l'arty Escrow: As necessary during a Project, Company agrees to'promptly disclose. to Client 
all Company Property and establish a third·pariy escrow account for any such Company Properly 
souroe code determined by Client to be requirl!d, The terms of any third-party eserow account shall be 
as mutually agreed between the patties. 

12.S. A&slstance In Enforcement: Company agrees to provide all assistance reasonably requested by 
Client in the establishment, pl'esllt'Vatiou and enforcement of Client's copyright, trade secret, and other 
proprietary interests in the Work, including executing documents, ttlstifying, and all similar activity, 
such assistance to be provided at Client's expense. 

13. Indemnification: 

13.1. Infrhi1ement Indemnification by Company: Company shall, at its own Cl<J)fllH, derend, indemnify" 
and !mid harmless GMACR and its employees, officers, directors, licensees, representatives, attorneys, 
parents, subsidiaries, successors, assigns and agents ftom and against any and all liabilities, clahns, 
actions, losses, costs and expeD!lea (including, without limitation, reasonable attomey11' fees and 
disbursements) relating to or arising out of any third-party clalm(s) that the Sel'Vices and DeliVt!ll'llbles 
provided put$uant to this Agreement by Company or any of its employees, agents, representatives, or 
con1?aetors, subcontractors, aruVor cQOSultants inliinge any United States palellt, or any· license, 
trademark, copyrigh~ trade secret or any other intellectual property right Company will defend 
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GMACR against mch claims at Company's solo expenBe awl pay all cimn awmled dam!!ges relating 
to such clai11111. GMACR agrees to notify Company In a timely nwmer in writing of the claim, and 
grant Company the right to control the defense and disposition of such claims provided that no 
scrttlement tequiring any financial payment from GMACR or·admission of liability by GMACR shall 
be li:Ulde without GMACR's prior written approval. If an illftingement claim is made or appnrs 
possible, Company will, at GMACR's sole option: (i) secure for GMACR the right to continue to use 
the Services and/or Deliverables; (ii) DK>dify or teplace the Services anti/or Deliverables so that they 
are non-infriuging but tbru:tioll<llly equivalent; or (iii) accept the return ofthe: Services or Deliverables 
from GMACR and pro\lide a rcfutld of fees paid by GMACR. Howover, Company has no obligation 
lo the exteut any claim ill based in whole on modification of the Services or Deliverables by GMACR 
not otherwise authorized or diret":ted by Company. A failuno by GMACR IUlder this Section 13.1 shall 
only affect Company's obligations under this Section to the extent such failme materially prejudices 
Company's ability to defend a claim under this Section 13.1. 

13 .2. Iudemnffiutlon: Each party (each an "ludemnitor'') shall, at ii:! own expense, defend, indemnify and 
hold harmless the other party aud its employees, offio""s, directors, lic11>11Sees, representatives, 
attorneys, parents, subsidiaries, successors, assigns and agents (each of the foregoing an "Indenmitee") 
from and agaiIIBt any and aU liabilities, claims, actions, losses, costs and expenses (including, without 
lim:ilation, teasonable attorneys' fees and disburse11Je11ts) relating to or arising out of any third-party 
claim(s) for bodily injury to or .. death of any pcllon or for ~ge, loss or destruction of tangible real 
property or taagfble pei:soual property caused by the negligent acts or omissions, recklessness or 
willful misconduct of Indemuitor and its employees, agents, and representatives. 'The Indemnitor will 
de!i:nd Indemrlitee against such claims ~t Indemnitor's sole expense and pay all ooult awarded 
damages relating to such claims. The Indemnitee agrees to notify th<' Indemnitor in a ti:mely maiwer 
in writing of the claim, and gmut Indcnwitor the right to control the d:Miense and disposition of such 
cla:iw provided that no settlement requiring any t"inancial payment from llidemnitee or adinission of 
liability by Indemrdtee shall be made Without Indemnitee's prior written approval. 

13,3. Survival: The provisionB of this Section 13 shall survive the termination or eJr;pimtion ofall or any 
pmt of this Agieenllllll:. To the extent that OMA.CR is named in a legal action covered Wlder this 
l!iilemnification, GMACR n:oserves the right to approve counsel selected by Company. 

14. Insurance: For and during the Tenn ofthi.s Agreement, Company shall secUl:'lll nnd maintain at its own expcme 
iusura.nce of the type and in the amounts set fotth below. 

14.1. Workers' Compensation in accordance with all federal and state statutory requirements and 
Employer's Liability lnBurance in an amount of not less than $500,000 per accident for bodily injury 
by accident and $500,000 per employee/aggtegate for bodily illjw:y by disease. Company and its 
underwriter shall waive subrogatiou against Client. 

14.2. Commercial Geuera1 Liability lnsurauce in an amount of not less than $1,000,000 pm- occurrence, 
subject to a $2,000,000 aggi:egate covering bodily injury (Including death), penona1 Injury; property 
damage including, and without litnitation, all contractual liability for such injury or damage· assumed 
by Company 11.Dder this .Agreetnent. This policy shall cover liability arising from premises and 
operations, indepMldent contractors, produots/corqpleted operatlous, personal and advertising injury, 
and b!Wet cont.actual liability. 

14.3, Commercial Automobile Liability 1Mlll1Ulce in au amount ofnot less than $5,000,000 combined single 
limit covering bodily injury (including death) and property damage for all ownod, hired iuid non
owned vehicles used by Company, including all statutury coverage fur all pro\linces of operation, 

14.4. Umbtella Liability Insurance with respect to Workers' Compensation, Commercial General Liability, 
and Commercial Automobile Liability in an amount ofnot less than $5,0000000 combined single limit. 

14.5. Blanket Crime Covmige including employee dishonesty Ct>vering liability against direct and 11erifiablc 
losses of money, securities, products, equipment, material and other property of Client caused by theft 
or forgery by identifiable cniPloyees of Company acting alone or in eottusion with others, in au 
amount of not less than $2SO, 000. 

14.6. Professional Errors and Omissions Liability InsUQlnce appropriate to Company's profession. 
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Coverage should be for a professiom.1 error, act or omission arising out 0fthe scope of services shown 
iD this Agreement, Jn an amount not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. 

14. 7. Client; its director$, officers, employees, agents, subsidiaries and affiliates shall be named as 
additional insured on the Commercial General Liability and Commercial Automobile Liability 
policies. All of the fun:,going policies shall be issued by imuraoco companies having an "A" rating by 
A.M. Best Company. These insuraoc~ provisions set forth the minimum WWUllts aud scopes of 
wverage to be maintailled by Company md 11re not to be conattued in any way as a lilnitation or 
release of Company's liability 1.lllder this Agreement or as a representation that coverage aDd limits 
will necessarily be adequate to protect Company. Company shall not selif-insure any of its ,obligations 
under this A~nt witbout ftlll disclosure to Client of its intention to self-insure and without 
obtaining Client's prior written consent. Any and all deductibles specified in the above-referenced 
insurance policies shall be assU111ed by, for the account of, and at the sole risk of Company. All 
polfoies of insurance procured by Company sball be writte11 as primlu:y policies, not colltributing with, 
nor in eitcess of coverage carried by Clie11~ 

14.8. Upon request from Client; Company shall l\rmish Certificates of Insurance evidencing all of the 
forgoing iD.surance coverage. All of the above-described policies shall provide that no less.than thirty 
(30) days prior written notice of cancellation, material moditicatio11, reduction in coverage or DOii· 
renewal shsll be given to Client, In the event that any Services under this Agreemenl a:re to be 
rendered by persons other than the Company's own employees, Conqiany $ill arrange for soch 
pcm1ons to· fol"Wtll'd to Client prior to commencement of Servic0$ by them, Certifii:ates of Insurance 
cvide11cing such amounts, in soch form, and with soch in.sWlll!Ce comjlanies as are satmfactory to 
Client. · 

15. ConfidenttaJ I11formation: 

15.1. For the puipose of this Section, the "Discloser" is the party disclosing its Confidential Information aDd 
the "Recipient" is the party receiving and/or accessing Confidential Information. Client and Company 
cacli agree that any information and documents that a.re furnished for the pwposes of pcrfomiing 
Ullder this Agreement or which a:re produced or come to the attentio11 of either party are proprietary to 
the disclosing party and shsll be u.sed only for the puiposos of this Aiireemcnt. This information 
includes, without limitation: the ternts of this Agreement, technical specificatiom and operating 
llllllluals, services and information concernii:\g current, future, or proposed products and' services; 
product and services descriptions; financial information; information related to mergers or 
acquisitiom; puswords and security procedures; computer programs, software, and software 
documentation; customer and/or prospective client lists , 1110rtgage loan files, and all other information 
relating in any way to the customer and/or prospective client; printouts; records; policies, practices and 
procedures; and any or all other informatio11, data or materials relating to the bll.$iness, trade secrets 
and technology of either party, its customers, clients, employees, buainess affairs, affiliates, 
subsidiaries and the afl'iliates of its parent organization (all of the foregoi:ag collectively refeited to aa 
"Confidential Information''). Client may require that any represi!tlltative, agent or subcontractor of 
Company shall enter into a DOn·disclosure agreement with Client to protect the Confidential 
lnforination of Client and Company $hall comply with such request. If and to the extent such 
Collfidential Illformatio11 consists of information related to Discloser's customers, including without 
limitation llllY ·~ublic penom.1 information" as defined w:ider the Gl:amm-Leach-Bliley Act of 
1999 (Public Law 106-102, 113 Stat 1138). as amended from time to time (the "GLB Act") and 
relllliations prollllllgated thereunder in any follll, whether or not owned or developed by the Discloser 
(collectively "Nonpublic Persolllll Information''), the requirements set fotth in Exhibit A to Master 
Services Agreement, Confidllllt:iali!Y, Non-Disclosure aru:I Security Requirements, attached hereto and 
incoiporated herewith, shall apply to such Nonpublic Persolllll Information in addition to the 
provi!!ions of this Section 15. In the event of a conflict between the provisions set forth in Exlubit A 
and those set forth herein, the provisions set forth in Exhibit A shall control for such Nonpublic 
Persowil Information. 

IS.2. Bach party shall mailltain the COllfidential l'.nfonnation of1he other in confidence llSing the same care 
aDd discretion to avoid disclosure of Confidential Information as it uses to protect its o~ confidential 
information that it does not want disclosed. Each party ti.u:ther agrees to restrict disclosure of 
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Confidential Jnfonnation of Discloser solely to (i) persom who need to know the Confidential 
Infonnation to perl'onn Ullder this Agroement, all of whom shall be under a written obligation of 
confidentiality, which is Jl(l Jess stringent that those set forth herein, and (ii) regulators and auditors. 
Recipient agrees that it shall remain fully responsible for any disclosure of Confidential Information. 
Each party shall, as soon as reasonably pi:acticablo, notify the other party of any unauthorized 
polllle&Sion, disclosure, use or knowledge, or attempt theroot; of the other party's ConJ5deDtial 
Iufbrma\ion of which it becomes aware, including any material breach of security on a $ystem, LAN 
or tclecotntmm.lcations network which contains, processes or transmits Confidential Iilformation. 
Bach party shall, as soon as reasombly practicable, filmish to the other fWI details of the unauthorized 
possession, disclosure, use or knowledge, or attempt thereof, and U$e reasonable efforts to assist the 
other in investigating or preventing the recurrence of any Ulllluthorized possession, disclosure, use or 
knowledge, or attempt thereof, of the other party's Confidential lnfonnation. 

15.3. The obligations imposed under this Agreement shall not apply to Confidential lnfonnation that is (a) 
made public by Discloser, (b) generally available to the p11blic other than by a breach of this 
Agreement by Recipient, its employees, agents or contractors, and/or (c) rightflllly received from a 
third person haviDg the legal right to disclose the Confidential Jnfonnaiion free of any obligation of 
confideuce. ID. the event that Recipient, or any of such party's agents, contractor's or employees, 
becomes legally compelled (by deposition, interrogatory, request for doclllllellts, subpoeoa, civil or 
criminal. investigative demand or similar process) to disclose any Collfidential Information of 
Discloser, such Recipient shall provide prompt prior notice to Discloser so that it way seek a 
protective order or other appropriate remedy. In the event that such protective order or otli.er remedy 
is not obtained, or that Discloser waives compliance with the provisions of this Section 15, the 
Recipient will fiu;a.ish only that portion of the Confidential Information which is legally required and 
will exercise reasonable efforts to obtain assurances that confidential trealmlmt will be accorded such 
Confidential lllfonnation. 

15 .4. Each party acknowledges and agrl'es that any breach or threatened breach of any of the provisions of 
this Section IS by the other party will rosulr in Immediate and lrropsrable harm and duu any remedies 
at law in such event will be inadequate. The parties agree thal such breaches, whether threatened or 
actual, will give Discloser the right to terminate this Agreement immediately and obtain ·it\lunctive 
roliof tO restrain such disclosore or use. This right shall, however, be in addition to and not In lieu of 
any other remedies at law or in equity. 

15.S. Upon termination of the Agreement, all copies of the Confidential Information will either be •destroyed 
or returned to Discloser imml!diately upon Discloser's req11est. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained herein, Client shall in no event have any obligation herellllder to destroy: mortgage 
loan files or any docwnonts related thereto. 

15.6. The )1IOvisions ofthis Section IS shall survive the termination or expiration of this Agroement 

16. Audit$; The audit personnel of Client, as ·well as examiners and representatives of Client's regulatory agencies, 
will have the right to make examinations and inspections, upon reasonable written notice, of Company's 
financial records, facilities, procedures, tccllnology security policies and procedures and such other 
documentation pemining to Company's Services under this Agrei!lment. Company may ieqoire such persons 
to provide reasonable evidence of their authority before being admitted to Company's facilities. ComiJany shall 
preserve for a period of tbree (3) years after the completion or termiiiation of. services under l!Wi Agrccmenl all 
documents related to the Servfoes hereunder which shall be made available to Client:at Client's request. 

17. Force Majeure: Any t\\ilure or delay by a party in the performance of its obligations under the Agreen"ll!ut shall 
not be deemed to bo a default under the Agreement provided that such failure or, delay could not have been 
prevented by reasonable precautions and cannot reasonably be circumvented by the non-perftmning party 
through the Ulle of alternate sources, work-around plans or other means to the exte:at such failure or delay is 
ca0$ed by fire, flood, earthquake, eleIIICllts of nature or acts of God, court order, public utility electrical tailure, 
acts or war, terrorism, riots, civil disorders, rebellions or revolutions in any country er any similar cause beyond 
rho rcouonable control of such party and without the fault or negligence of S\ICh pal:ty (each a "Force Majeure 
Event"). The occurrence of a Force Majeure Bveut does not limit or otherwise affect Company's obligation to 
provide normal recllvmy procedures or any disaster recovery services to the extent pi:acticable iu the 
circumstances. Noth.in& colltlliued in 1!Wi section shall be construed as entitling Company to any delay 
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resulting frmn labor di11p11tes involving its own employees or employees of its conttactom and/or 
subcontractors, agents, or riipresentatives. The party affected by a Force Majeure event will adviSe the other 
party in reasonable detail of the event as promptly as prscticable (including the esthnated duration of the e\11!Jnt) 
and keep lhe other party reasonably apprised of progress in resolving the event. Any wammty period affected 
by a Force Majeure event shall be extended fur a period equal to the duration of such Force Majetllll ,event. 

18. Subcontracts and Assigument: 

18. !. Company shall not assign, in whole or part, any of its obligations under this Agreement without 
Client's written consent. Company shall not subcontract any portion of its performance obligations 
under this Agreement without Client's prior written approval. Client's approval with tespect to any 
subcontracting shall not relieve Company of its respoWlibility for the performance of its obligations 
uuder the Agreement. 

18.2. In the case of any subcontract for which Client has issued its written consent, each subcontract entei:ed 
into by Company shall be in such form and substance as will not create any relationship, contractual or 
otherwise, between the subcontractor and Client, and will not pennit subcontract to pass, through to 
Client, as agent for subcontractor w otherwise, PllY claims of subconttactor. Company shall be solely 
tespomible for the job perfonnance, payment, actiollJI, and omissions of the subcontractor's,mr:q:iloyees 
through completion of the subconttactor's perfomiance of any such servie1ts. 

18.3. CoinpPny shall include in each subconttact terms and conditions consistent with the intent of the 
A8f=nt, including all Bpl!lCial perfbrmance requirements hereunder. Additionally, Company shall 
include in each such subcontract, a provision giving Client the right to audit and inspect the 
suhcontracttlr's filcilities and procedures in acco1dance with the "Audit" requirements of the 
Agreement. 

19. Governing Law: This Agreement sba.11 be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance with, the 
laWi of the State of Delaware, Without regard to its conflicts oflaw rules. 

20. Disaster N.ecovecy Plan; Company shall provide disaster recovery and back up capabilities and filcilitios 
through which Company will be able to reode1 the Services to Client with minimal disruptions or delays. 
Company shall provide to Client copies of the written plan or pllrns for disaster recovery and back up 
arrangements prior to or upon execution of this Agreement. 

21. Miileellaneom: 

21.I. Remedies: No remedy herein conferred is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy, and each and 
every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given hereunder 
or now or hereafter existing at law 01 in equity or by ststute or otherwise, · 

21.2, No Waiver: No delay or omissicin by either party to exercise any right or power it has under this 
Agreement shall impair or be cou.strued as a waiver of such right or power. A wsiver by any party of 
any breach or covenant shall not be 00X1Strued to be a waivot of any succeeding breach or any other 
covenant. All wsiven must be sigued by the party waiving the rights. 

21.3, Amendments/Modifications: No amendment to, Q.l' change, waiver or discharge of, any provision of 
this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and slgnM by an authorized reptescntative of each of 
the parties. 

21.4. Headings: The beadings in this Agreement a.re for convenience of reference only alld in no way 
define or limit any of the provisiollJI hereof or otheiwise affect their collBtruction or effl!Ct. 

21.S. Survival: Tetmination or expirstion of this Agreement shall not rolease either party from their 
respective obligatiollJI hereunder with regard to (a) confidentiality, (b) indemnifioation, and (c) 
Services already delivered or performed, including, without limitation, obligations of payment, 
wammty, and representatiollJI. 

21.6. Severabllity: If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be 
contrary to law, WI\ the remaining provisions of this Agreement, if capable of substantial 
perlbrmance, shall remain in full force and effect. 

21.7. Use or Name: Company shall not we Client's or its affiliates name, trademarks and/or logos for 
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advertising or any other similar purpose including, but not limited to, brocllum, advertiJle:inents, preq 
releases, testimonials, websites, customer reference lists or other implied or expressed endorsements, 
without the prior written approval of Client, which can be withheld and withdrawn in its sole 
dBcretion. Company shall not represent direotly or indirectly that the Services or Deliverables 
provided by Company to Client have been approved by or endorsed by Client. Company 
acL;oowledges 1hat this Section 21. 7 is a material provision to Client md further acknowledges drat 
remedies at law may be inadequate to protect Client against breach of this provision. Company hereby 
agrees in advance that Client will be entitled to the grantiug of injunctive relief in its favor without 
proof of actual dltmages In 1he evt!'.ttt of breach of this provision by Company. Such remedy shall not 
be deemed to be the exclusive remedy for any breach of tills Agreement, but shall be in addition to all 
other remedies at law or in equity available to Client. 

21.8, California Personal Information Statute: Company aclrnowledges that Client Confidential 
Information may include personal information pertaining to California residents. Company shall 
ensure that its system and/or the 11etworks comply wi1h the requirements of California Civil Code 
§1798.82 et. seq.; or any similar fedll>ral or state statute that may enacted (the "California Statute"), 
including the encryption of all personally-identifiable Client CODfidentlal Information. If Company 
believes that personally-identifiable Client Confidential lllformation bas been accessed without proper 
authoril1.ation, or there has been an unsuccessful attempt to access such Confidential Information, 
Company shall provide written notice 10 Client within twenty-four (24) hours. If Client detennines 
that actioll!I must be 1Bken to comply with the CaliComia Statute, Company shall fully cooperate with 
Client to achieve such compliance. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to release Company 
from its indemnification obligations as sel for1h in the Agreement. 

21.9. Representation of Counsel; Mutual Negotiation: Each party acknowledges that it bas had an 
opportunity to be represented by counsel of iw choice in negotiating this Agreement. This Agreement 
will therefore be deemed to have been negotiat.ed and prepared at 1he joint request, cfuection, and 
coW1truction of the parties, at arm's lengtb, with the advice and partioipation of counsel, and will be 
intetpreted in accordance with its terms without favor to ei1her party. 

21.10. N otlces: Any notices required or pennitted hereunder will be in writing and sent to a party at the 
address on the sigqature page of this agreement (or to such other address of which eilher party may 
notify the other in a notice that complies with the provision of Ibis section), Notices shall be effective 
upon receipt and shall be sent (i) by private carrier or reputable overnight carrier wilh package tracing 
capability; or (ii) by personal service; or (iii) by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return 
meipt requested. · 

21.11. Order of Precedence; E:.:cluslon of Other Terms and Conditions: This Agreement constitutes the 
entire and ~lu.sive statement of the agreement between the parties and supemedes 1111 prior 
representations, understandings or agreements between the parties with respect to such subject matter. 
The documents refemd to herein and attached hereto (" Attaclrments") shall be read together with this 
Agreement to dclelllline 1he parties' intent. If 1hore is a conflict between or among such documents, 
1his Agrl!<!Jrnent shall be the final expression of the parties' intent and shall prevail over any 
inconsistent temu set for1h in any Attachments. Any other terms or conditions included in any click
wrap Hcouse agreements, shrink wrap license agreements, quotes, invoices, ackoowledgeme11ts, 
purchase orders, bills of lading or other forms utilized or exchanged by the parties shall not be 
incorporated in 1his Agreement or be binding upon the patties unless the parties expressly agree in 
writing or uoless othexwise provided in this Agreement, 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
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Exhibit A 
To Master Services Agreement: LA W-04018 

Confldentialjty. Non-Disclosure and Security Requtremegts 

The Oranun-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (Public Law 106-102, 113 Stat. 1138), as amended from ti.mll to ti= (tbe 
"OLB Act'') and the regulatiom promulgated ~r impose certain obligations on financial institutions with 
respect to the confidentiality and security of the custo~ dsta of $uch financial institutions. This Exhibit A to the 
Master Services Agreement sets forth the Confidentiality, Non-Disclosure and Security requirements for 
confidential infomJation related to customers, including without limitation any ''nonpublic personal information'' as 
defined under the OLB Act and regulatiml$ promulgated thereunder. 

I. ConDdeutlal Information. 

I. I. For the puxpose of this Agreement, the "Disclos<!lt" is the party disclosing, its Confidential Information 
and the "Recipient" is the party receiving and/or acc,ssing Confidential Information. 

1.2. For the purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential lnformatiOJl" shall mean all information related to 
customers, including without limitation any ''no11public personal infonnatfon" u defined 'under the 
GLB Act and regulations pro1D11lgated thereunder in oral, d<!ltnonstrative, written, graphic or machine
readable fonn, whether or not owned or developed by the Discloser. 

2. Disclosure and Protection of Confidential lnformation. 

2.1. Discloser wamllllli that their disclosure ofConfideoli.111 Infonnation to Recipient is in accordsnce witb 
applicable state and fcdm:al laws and tbe Discloser's own privacy policy. 

2.2. Recipient' agrees not to use Confidential Illformation for any pmpose other than the fulfillment of 
Recipient's obligations to the Discloser. Recipient shall not disclose, pllhliah, reloil.!e, transfer or 
otherwise make available Confidential lnfbrmation in any form to, or for the use or benefit of, any 
third party without Discloser's prior writt1;n coment. Recipient sball, however, be pennitted to 
disclose relevant aspects of the Confidential lnformation to its employees, agents and subconliactors 
to the extent that such disclosure is reasonably necessary for the performance of its functiOlli! and/or 
contmctual duties and provided that .such disclosure ill not prohibited by the GLB Act, and the 
regulatkmli prollllllgated thereunder or other applicable Jaw. Recipient agrees that it will not we non· 
public personal infonnation about Client'$ customers in any manner prohibited by the OLB Act. 
Recipient a~s that it shall remain fully responsible for any disclosure as set forth in the preceding 
sentence. Recipient further agrees to advi!e Discloser promptly in writiug of 1111y lllisappropriation, or 
unanthoriud disclosure or we of Confidential fnformation which may come to the atttntion of 
Recipient, and to take all steps reil.!Onably requested by Discloser to limit, stop or otherwise remedy 
such misappropriation, or unauthorized disclosure or use. If the GLB Act or other applicable law now 
or hereafter in effect imposes a higher standard of confidentiality and/or pmrection to the Confidential 
Information, then such standard shall bike piecedence over the pro11isio1U of this Section. 

2.3. Recipient will make no more copies of the Confidcntial lnformation than is necessary for Recipient's 
use. All copies made, in any medi\U11 whatsoever, shall be covered by the tenns and cooditiQn.s of this 
Agreement. 

2.4. Each party shall develop, implement and maintain a comprehensive intorrnation security program (the 
"Security Program'') to protect Confidential Information that includes administrative, technical and/or 
physical safeguards appropriate to sucb party's size and complwty and the nature and scope of its 
activities in compliance with the GLB Act and regulatiOlli! promulgated thereunder. The objective of 
each such security Program shall be to (i) insure the security and confidentiality of Confidential 
Information, (ii) protect agaiilst any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of 
Confidential lnformation that could result in substantial harm or mconvenience to any customer, and 
(iil) have a program to respond to a security breach and to notify its cust.omers affected by tbe breach 
where required by law or regulation. 

2.5. Recipient will ensure that any third party to whom it transfers Confidential Information enters into an 
agreemeot to protect the confidentiality and security of Confidential Information in a =er no less 
stringent than nquircd by this Agreement. 

Page 12of13 
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2.6. Upon request, a party shall provide to the other party infbmlation such as audits or S1lllllllaries oftest 
reaults demonstrating the effectiveness of i111 Security Program. 

3. Return of Materials. 

3.1. AU Confidential l"nformation, including copies thereof; shall be promptly ret:urued to Diseloser upon 
request, except that copies may be retained, if required, for legal or finru!cial compliance purposes. 

3 .2. Upon tennination or el<piration of the business relationship and/or Contract, all Confidential 
Illformation, including copies thereof, shall be promptly retumed to such party or destroyed, except 
that copies may be retained, if required, fur legal or financial compliance pwposes and the terms and 
conditions of this Exhibit shall continue to apply for the period sllch information is retained, 
notwithstanding any termination or expiration of 1he Agreement. 

3.3. Recipient shall implement and monitor procedures to comply with Fair and Accurate Credit 
Transactions Act of 2003 (Public Law 108-159, 111 Stat 1952), as amended from time to~ (the 
''FACTA") and implementing regulations concerning the safeguarding and disposal of Confidential 
lnformation. Such policies and procedures shall include, but are not limited to, destroying records and 
files containing Confidential Information. All such paper records will be shredded and all electronic or 
digital records and files will be erased or otherwise reudered Wlflladable in a way that prevents reo;onts 
and riles ftom being practically read or reconstructed. Recipient will provide Discloser with all 
information that Discloser reasonably requests regardlng the disposal of records and files cont.ainlng 
Confidential Info1I11ation including, but not limited to, releV'llllt ponions of Oiscloser's irtfolllllition 
security policies and procedures. 

Page 13 of13 
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Amendment Number l 
to the 

Master Sen-ice Agreement 

As of the 21" day of March, 21J07, this Amendment Number I (the "Amendment'') is hereby incorporated into the 
Master Service Agreement t·etween GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC ("CUent'') and Law Firm of David J. Stern 
("Compa!ly'') dated January I'.!, 2007 (the "Agreement"). 

WHEREAS, Client and Crmpany entered into the Agreement so that Company would provide certain direct 
sourcing for foreclosure and bmkruptcy services to Client; 

WHEREAS, Client and Co ·11 '.lany desire to amend the Agnement upon the terms and conditions noted below; 

NOW THEREFORE, in c1msideration of the mutual covenants, agreements, warranties, and repr-ntations made 
and contained herein, the re ciiipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally 
bowid hereby, the patties bi "'"by agree as follows: 

Amended Terms 

~001/001 

I. All references 11> GMAC Mortg.age Group, LLC are hereby deleted from the Agreement and replaced 
with GMAC Mortgage, LLC. 

2. Except as set forth herein, all other terms a11d conditions of the Agreement shall r•mai11i11g full force 
and effect. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, die parties hereto have executed this Amendment as of the day and year first written 
above. 

GMAC Mort¥a~e,, LLC 

/$? ,_ ,.. f..18~1•::._: -..lt./~,.~~.._/4.."7:;-..., 
Printed Name 

,J, Maguire 
"!A .., • .~ 

W1Ulam - - ,,~ 

Title 

Add""' fur legol notice: 
OMAC Mortw<. Ll..C 
I 00 Witmer Road 
Horohatn, PA J 9044 
Attention'. Cte"t'.nrl CouJl~cl 

' 

Low Olli•• of David J. Stern ... -

By; ~llUY .\ ,'\. 1 

Davlri .Stem 
Printed Name 

Pr~idcnt 

Tide 

LowOftlce ofOavld J, Stern 
801 S. UnlvCl"lioity Dtlvci 
Sul\1' 500 
Pl•ntll!ion, FL JJ3i4 
Attention: Dnvid Stern 
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STATEMENT OF WORK 

FOR DIRECT SOURCING OF FORECLOSURE AND BANKRUPTCY 

FEBRUARY 2007 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Statement of Work (SOW) Is Issued pursuarit to and in accordance with the terms and 

conditions set forth in the Master Service Agreement (Agreement) dated as of February 

J!.1:'2007 between (Company) and GMAC Mortgage, LLC (Client). This SOW reftects the 

final pricing and requirements for Services, except as may be subsequentiy modified by the 

parties upon mutual written agreement. All capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein 

shall have the meaning ascr1bed to them In the Agreement. Any services not specifically 

defined and/or detailed In this SOW will be provided as no additional cost to Client upon 

mutual agreem.;;nt. 

Any changes to or modifications of this SOW will be completed through execution of a 
change order In a similar form to Attec:liment A (Change order form) as attached hereto 

which will then be Incorporated into the SOW. 

11. DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 

Company will receive direct referrals for foreclosure and bankruptcy actions through New 

Trak. Company will be responsible for paying to Fidelity all fees associated with New 

Trak usage. Company will be responsible for all required actions in order to protect the 

Interest of Client. 

llL BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 

Foreclosure 

• Prioritize all new foreclosure referrals by obtaining all relevant and required 

Information end documentation for completing the first legal action and the foreclosure 

process. 

• Adhere to all investor ~meframes by completing each step in the foreclosure process 

within established industry standards. Make Client whole when Client has been 

assessed a penalty for failure to adhere to established standards. 

• Update New Trak and Client's system of Record (MortgageServ "MS") with all 

applicable events in the foreclosure process and update comments with the ongoing 

status of specific matters. All delays In the foreclosure process must be updated in 

MS with reasonable explanations. All pending foreclosure matters must be updated at 

least monthly w~h a current status of the applicable matter. 

li1l 001/008 
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• Pull all information from MS that Is needed to effectuate the foredosure process. This 

Information includes, but is not limited to. obtaining judgment figures, payoff quotes, 

reinstatement quotes, payment histories, etc. 

• Prepare foreclosure bids in accordance with Client or investor specifications that may 

be updated from time to time. 

• Report all oompleted foreclosure sales to Client on the day of the sale so that the sale 

results can be reported to the investor timely. Client may give Company the ability to 

report sale results directly to the investor. Company will be responsible for any 

penalties imposed by investor for failure to report timely. Failure to report timely 

means either ( 1) no reporting sale results on the day of the sale to Client or (2) not 

reporting sate results directly to investor timely. 

Bankruptcy 

• Immediately prioritize all new referrals by obtaining all relevant required information 

and documentation to the matter. That would Include reviewing all notices, debtor 

schedules, court docket notices, pleadings, and loan history to Identify matters for 

immediate action, Including but not limited to dismissal, stay relief, and abusive ftllng. 

• Immediately flle a notice of appearance so that law ftrm receives all Mure notice$ and 

pleadings relevant to the matter. 

• Prepare the file and proo~ of claim in accordance with local rules and practices, 

• Send out all ARM and escrow change letters to the trustee and debtor's attorney. 

• Analyze filed bankruptcy plans and recommend an appropriate action or automatically 

take appropriate action, based on Client authorization, to ensure that the Interest of 

Client is protected. 

• File dismissals, stay relief, bankruptcy plan objections, or any other'ralevant 

proceeding in a timely mat'ter. 

• For all chapter 11, 12 and 13 bankruptcy matters that are reflecting as 60 days or 

greater post petition delinquent in MS and have not been referred for dismissal or a 

motion for relief, Company must update MS comments on a monthly basis with an 

explanation as to why the loan has not been referred. 

• Perform ongoing analysis of the legal action and review all relevant court notices, 

pleadings, oorrespondence, docket review, etc. 

• Update MS will all applicable events associated with the bankruptcy and document 

comments with the ongoing status of the particular case. 

• Review the bankruptcy cases for ongoing payment compliance and take appropriate 

actions when payments are not being received. This Includes following up with the 

bankruptcy trustee to ensure the timely receipt of trustee furids and also includes 

2 

~ 002/008 
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IV. 

imely initiations of dismissals, motions for relief and/or timely filings of default in the 

vent the borrower falls to comply with the terms of an agreed order. 

• erform a complete audit on every Chapter 13 (C-13) case approaching discharge (90 

ays prior to scheduled discharge) to en$Ure that all amounts owing are accounted for 

nd determine if any amounts can be changed back to the mortgagor or need to be 

• espond to and assist Client on all routine inquires in a timely manner 

• eimburse Client for any documented errors by the law firm such as Proof of Claim 

POC) errors resulting in shortages, agreed order errors resulting in shortages, eto. 

• lient will notify Company when a new foreclosure referral or bankruptcy filing 

eceived from the Company's referral datebase or from its third party service provider, 

rrently SANKO. 

• lient will update all the MS information required for a new filing 

• llent wlll provide the Company with a monthly report detailing the ARM and escrow 

ange letters needed. 

• llent reserves the right to add additional states and Service levels through a change 

rdef' request-Attachment A. 

• mpany will follow all of the detailed policies and procedures provided by the Cfient. 

V, M AGEMENT REPORTS 

Com any will provide Client with the reports lden~fled below by the 314 calendar day of 

each onth for the prior month's activity. 

• eport #1 • % of notices of appearanCGs sent to the court within 10 business days of 

he bankruptcy filing. 

• eport #2 • % of C-13 plans reviewed 10 calendar days prior to confirmation hearing 

• eport #3 •%of POC filed with 15 calendar days of the notice of bankruptcy 

• eport #4 • % of Motion for Relief (MFR) filed within 60 calendar days of the post 

etition due date 

eport #5 - % of Notice of Default (NOD) requested before the 60" calendar day of 

elinquency 

• eport #6 " % of completed bankruptcies where Client was notified within 1 O calendar 

ays of release date 

• eport #7 - % of Fil'$! Legal actions completed. Company will establish state by state 

tandards for timeliness of filing the flrst legal to be referenced as Attachment B. 

• eport #8 - % Completed foreclosure sales. These would be in accordance with the 

hortest available investor time standard. Attorney would be permitted to carve out 

ankruptcy and loss mitigation delays from the time standard 

3 
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. 

• Report #9 - Report listing all reinstated and paid off loans from prior month. Attorney 

would be responsible for validating that funds were posted to each account by Client. 

VI. SE f{VICE LEVEL AGREEMENT 

SLA MEETS NEEDS BREACH 
IMPROVEMENT 

% of nO\lces o appearance sent to the court within 10 calendar days o t 96%-100% 90%·9M% <90% 

banl<ruptcy flll gnotifli:atlon 
% of C.13 pla1 s 1'8Vlil!i'N9d 1 O eal1ndar days prior to eonflrmi!tlon hearing 98%-100% 90%-95.5% <90% 
% of POO.fil Id Within 15 calendar days o1 t.he nottce of SK 96%-100% 90%-95.5% <90% 
%ofMFRofil ~ within 60 QI.lender days af the past petition due date 96%-100% 90%-95.5% <90% 

% of NODs re u .. led before 60'" colendor doy of delinquency 96%·100% 90%-95.5% <90o/Q'. 
% ofcomploto ~ bankruplcle• where Client wa• notified within 1 O ealendar 96%-100% 90%-95.5% •90% 
business day.;i of relea&e date 
% of First Leg ~ actions oompleled. Company WIR establish slate by state 96%-100% 90%-95.5% •90% 
standards for mellneas of 1111ng lh• ftl'llt legal to be merenced •• 
Attachment B. 

% C<impl<i!!$d rorAdosura salH, The!if: would be In accordance wfth th8 96%-100% 90%-95.5% "90% 
shortest avail• lite inve.tor time otondord. Attorney would be permitted lo 
cerve out bani lruptcy and lost1 mitigation delays 'from the time standard 

Report lls~ng II reinstated and paid off loans from prior month. Attomey 98%·100% 90%-95.5% <903 
..,uld be reop nalbla 1or valldatlng that funds WM!! posted to eaai account 

by Cllenl. 

SCORING LEGEND 
MEETS/EXCEEDS STANCARO 96%·100% 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 90%-95.5% 
a REACH <90% 

VII. PR CING 

• Company will bill Client in accordance with investor allowable and normal Industry 

~aimable Items that are mutually agreed upon by the parties, 

• l\ny charges that are over the allowable amount of the investor relmbUl'$ement will be 

~illed back to Company. Reimbursement of such bill back amounts shall be sent to 

~lien! within 1 O days of demand. 

• nvoloes will be delivered to Client's third party invoice dearlnghouse within 3 days of 

he conclusion of en eotion. 

• bompany will be responsible for the cost of the communication T1 line installation as 

1Vell ,as the monthly and other associated charges. 

4 
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• lient reserves the right to transfer to Company foreclosure and bankruptcy matters 

lready in process with another firm at the sole discretion of Client. Company agrees 

o handle these matters In accordance with investor requirements and to do so without 

harging a "transfer fee" and to complete the process by charging the remaining 

nvestor allowable fee that has not been paid to the prior flrrn. 

VIII. IN OICtNG 

For p rposed of this SOW only and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section VII 

"Prici g", Company shall submit all invoices to Client using the electronic Invoicing system 

Cllen presently uses. Client shall ·not be r$$ponslble for paying any invoices submitted by 

Com any w1iioh have not been submitted using electronic Invoicing unless mutually agreed 

to in 'ting in advance by the parties. 

I nvoi are to be submitted 3 business days after the conclusion of an action iden~fied 

steps in the foreclosure process, speomoally, (1) filing of the complaint, (2) writ of execution 

and (3) flnal statement 

IX. FAILURE TO MEET SERVICE LEVELS 

Company will perform the required Services in a manner that meets the SLAs herein or 

attached. If Company fails to meet any of the committed SI.As, Client will take the following 

actions: 
! 

• Provide Client with a single point of contact for the prompt resolution of all SLA 

failures 

• Report a failure to Client within 48 hours 

• Promptly Initiate an investigation to identify the root cause of the failure 

• Notify Client of the plan to resolve the problem within five (5) business days 

• Correct the problem or provide capablllty to work around the problem depending on 

the severity of the problem 

• Advise Client of the status of corrective efforts being undertaken with respect to 

solving this type of problem. Begin meeting the committed service levels with ten (10) 

business days 

The remaindar of this f)8ge 1$ Intentionally left blank. 

5 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Statement of Work as of the date 

first written above. 

For Client; For Company: 

~ 008/008 

GMAC Mortgagei LLC 
La1f 
co 

Stern, P.A. 

BY: v~ { d't<A>-/ -6 
Wllliam J. Magui~e 
PRINTED NAM!i 

· Senior Vice President 

T111• 

6 

David .J. Stern 

PRINTED NAME 

President 

TI He 
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Attact&nent A- Change Order Form 

7 
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EXHIBITB 

FIRST LEGAL TIMELINE SCHEDULE 

STATE #OF DAYS 

AK 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

AL 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

CA 10 CALENDAR DAYS 

DC 20 CALENDAR DAYS 

DE 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

FL 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

GA 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

HI 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

KS 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

KY 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

MA 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

MD 20 CALENOAR OAYS 

Ml 10 CALENDAR DAYS 

MO 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

MS 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

NC 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

NH 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

.NJ 10 CALENDAR DAYS 

NY 10 CALENDAR DAYS 

OH 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

PA 10 CALENDAR DAYS 

RI 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

SC 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

TN 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

TX 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

UT 15 CALENDAR DAYS 

VA 20 CALENDAR DAYS 

WV 20 CALENDAR DAYS 

8 
I 
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'' 
' 

... 

Change Order- Number 1 dated April 18, 2007 

To 

Statement of Work For Law Finn of David J. stem dated February' a, 2007 

To establish incident escalation and notlticatior1 guidelines for breaches 

in security of consumer data. 

For this change order Client and Company agree as follows: 

1. The following Is added as a new section to the Statement of Work: 

Incident Escalalion and Nolification Guidelines· Company has implemented the following information 

seculity Incident escalation and notification process with regard to Client: 

./' Notification of any Incident that Impacts the confidentiality of Client informa1ion will be made no later 

than 24 hours after the identification of the incident. 

v" Whenever there is an incident that impacts the confidentiality of Client Information the following 

procedures will be followed: 

I 

o A representative of Company will notify the Client security contact Becky Stoffel (952-979-

4706 Becky.Stoffel@Qmacrfc) and relationship manager Linda Walton (215-e82-1827 

Unda.walton@gmacm.com ) by phone and email within 24 hours oj' the Incident being 

Identified. Client may upon wrlttan notice to Company change eith~r the Client security 

contact or relationship manager as necessary . 

./' Client requires that prior to distribution to Client customers, all notifications must be reviewed and 

approved by Client. 

In the event of a conflict between this Change Order and the Statement of Work with respect to the 

Services provided under this Change Order, this Change Order shall control. 

Except as set forth herein. all other tenns and oonditions of the Statement of World shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

Change Request Approved by; 
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(Name>: 

(Phone#): 

{E-Mail); 

(Signature & Date): 

Company Change Request#: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Change Order as of tHe day and year first 
wrttten aboVe. 

GMAC Mortaaae. LLC Law F. rm of David J. stem 
' 

Bv:~ .~ / --;'-"' I rw\1 1 I\. I 
- ' By: ' 

• (/ ... c I ·, 
Wllllam J. Maguire I Pl.11'1 t\ I . ~ J• ..... t-tJ 
Printed Name Printed Name 

.~ 

r-;E:"~ Senior Vice Pnisldent I 
I 

Title Tltle 
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Change Order Number 02 dated December 3, 2007 

To 

Statement of Work for Direct Sourcing of Foreclosure &. Bankruptcy 
for Law Firm of David L. Stern 

Add to Section m, ausiness Requirements under the aankruptcy this Wiii be added as the e~ bullet point: 
• "Oetennlne debtors lntenHon of the property and properly update the company servicing system. Take approprtate 

acHons, based on client authorlHHon, to ensure the Interest of the client Is prQtected." 

In the event or a confilct between this Change Order.and lhe Stlltement or Work with respect to the Servltes provided under this 
Change Order, this change shall conlrol. 
1he capltallzed temis used herein, unless otherwise defined, shall have the meaning set !'Orth In tile Agreement. 
i:xcepc as set forth, all other terms and conditions or the St!ltement or Work shall remain In full force and effect. 

Conoult!lnt Chonge Requost #: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Ch~nge Order as of the day and year first 
w~tt:en above. 

Senior Vice President 
Title 

1/1 
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GMAC Mort:gage 
Change Order Number 03 dated March 20, 2008 

To 

Statement of Work for Direct Sourcing of Foreclosure 8r. Bankruptcy for the Law firm 
of David L. Stern 

Service Levels 

:

1iR6rhfil ~s·t'iti'itit!Rt~·.o· ,.. Re··: Li retnents~i:~ir~·~; Nl(~Q~1~i.: l~~~·.\.";i.!·'.I.~~: r·1~i:"~1~ i1 ·~!1i', ~ ;'~~.~;'.~.)~ ;~ ;f.: :!'.'.' :1~ ·;:.'..~~fi . , ;r :-.'.i:~·;;;::,. ~:~ ~.!:"·: -~·.~~~~::~1 :~~~, !V?;f~( · :~).'.fi!~~~i~i~; :;-~;~:: 
For this change order 03 Cllent and Company agree as follows: See attached "Change Order Terms". 

In the event of a conmct between this Change Order and the Statement of Work with respect to the 
Service provided under this Change Order, this change order shall control. 
The capitalized terms used herein, unless otherwise defined, shall have the meaning set forth In the 
Agreement. 
Except as set forth, all other terms and conditions of the Statement of Work shall remain In full force and 
effect. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Change Order as of the day and 
year first written above. 

GMAC Mortaaae. LLC Comoanv 

Bv: \\);' \ 
I'\. I ~ 

Bv: /~ 4. 
,,....., 

. - I " ' ,, - u L I -
Wllllam l. Maguire David l. Sterl'I 

Printed Name Printed Name 

Senior Vice President President 
Tl tie Title 

1 

1/1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

STATEMENT OF WORK (LAW-15696) 
TO 

MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT (LAW-04018) 
FOR DIRECT SOURCING OF FORECLOSURE AND BANKRUPTCY 

EFFECTIVE January 31, 2010 

This Statement of Work (SOW) is issued pursuant to and in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in 
the Master Service Agreement LAW-04018 (Agreement) dated as of 1/17/2007 between Law Firm of David Stern, 
(Supplier) and GMAC Mortgage, LLC (GMAC). This SOW reflects the final pricing and requirements for Services, 
except as may be subsequently modified by the parties upon mutual written agreement. All capitalized terms not 
otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement. Any services not specifically 
defined and/or detai led in this SOW will be provided at no additional cost to GMAC upon mutual agreement. Any 
changes to or modifications of this SOW will be completed through execution of a change order form in a similar 
form to Exhibit A (Change Order Form) as attached hereto which will then be incorporated into the SOW. 

This Statement of Work supersedes the prior Statement of Work for Direct Sourcing of Foreclosure and 
Bankruptcy dated 2/8/2007 and all subsequent change orders between the Parties related to the Services 
described herein. Further, the Agreement is only the effective Master Service Agreement in place between the 
parties related to the services described herein. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 
Supplier will receive direct referra ls for foreclosure and bankruptcy actions through Process Management ("PM") 
or any other applicable system. Supplier wi ll be responsible for paying to LPS all fees associated with PM 
usage. Supplier will be responsible for all required actions in order to protect the interest of GMAC. 

III. INODENT ESCALATION AND NOTIFICATION 
Incident Escalation and Notification Guidelines- Supplier will implement the following information security 
incident escalation and notification process with regard to GMAC: 
Supplier must notify GMAC of any incident that affects the confidentiality of GMAC information no later 
than 24 hours after the Supplier identifies an incident may have occurred. 
Whenever there is an incident that may impact the confidentiality or security of GMAC information Supplier 
must notify the GMAC security contact Privacy.Office@gmacm.com and relationship manager Linda Walton 
(215-734-5074 Linda.walton@gmacm.com) by phone and email within 24 hours of the identification of the 
potential incident. GMAC may upon written notice to Supplier change either the GMAC security contact or 
relationship manager as necessary. 
In the event Supplier suffers a security breach notification event involving GMAC data, Supplier must 
coordinate its response to such incident with GMAC. Supplier will not distribute security breach notices to 
GMAC's customers without GMAC's prior written consent. 

IV. PRIVACY STATEMENT 
Supplier affirms its commitment to treat any and all information pertaining to the borrowers, including but 
not limited to their name, address, phone number, loan number, principal balance, monthly payments, 
default status, Social Security number, employment information or any other information provided to it 
under this sow as non-public, confidential and private information, and comply with all applicable laws 
pertaining thereto. 
Supplier will not use such information for .any purpose other than the specific business purpose for which it 
is furnished to Supplier. 
I nformation will be released to third parties, independent agents, or independent sub-contractors, only to 
the extent necessary for the performance of the services requested hereunder. 
Supplier will monitor the handling of documents, data and reports to assure they remain secure and 
safeguarded against anticipated threats or hazards to the security of such information. 

V. PRIVACY TRAINING 
During the term of this Statement of work and annually, Supplier will be responsible for Privacy training 
each year beginning 2010. Completion of the privacy training must be done annually and 
acknowledgement form, Exhibit C returned to Linda Walton, Relationship Manager, 
linda.walton@gmacm.com by October 31st of each year. Non compliance will be considered a breach in 
security and could result in termination. 

VI. DELIVERABLES 
Supplier is required to install hard drive and email encryption on machines/ computing equipment which 
will be used to fulfill GMAC RFG contractual obligations. All emails sent to GMAC with any 
personal/confidential information on a borrower. 
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Supplier is required to respond to all intercoms, emails, phone calls, and status requests within 2 business 
days of receipt. 
All items deemed non recoverable must be itemized as such within Invoice Management and the 
appropriate issue must be immediately raised in Process Management. 

FORECLOSURE 
Prioritize all new referrals by obtaining all relevant and required information and documentation for 
completing the first legal action and the foreclosure process. 
Adhere to all investor timeframes by completing each step in the foreclosure process within established 
industry standards. Make GMAC whole when GMAC has been assessed a penalty for failure to adhere to 
established standards. 
Update PM including servicer steps listed in Exhibit F and GMAC's system of record (FiServe "FS'') with all 
applicable events in the foreclosure process and update comments with the ongoing status of specific 
matters. All delays in the foreclosure process must be updated in PM or FS with reasonable explanations. 
All pending foreclosure matters must be updated at least monthly with a current status of the applicable 
matter. 
Monitor, complete and reply when necessary to CITs found in individual and general FiServe queues within 
the timeframe specified in Exhibit E. 
Pull all information from FS that is needed to effectuate the foreclosure process. This information includes 
but is not limited to, obtaining judgment figures, payoff quotes, reinstatement quotes, payment histories, 
etc. 
Prepare foreclosure bids in accordance with GMAC/Investor specifications that may be updated from time 
to time. 
Report all completed foreclosure sale to GMAC no later than 12:00PM Eastern Standard time (EST) on the 
business day following the sale so that the sale results can be reported to the investor timely. GMAC may 
give Supplier the ability to report sale results directly to the investor. Supplier will be responsible for 
penalties imposed by investor if the failure to meet the timeline was within their control. Failure to report 
timely means either (1) not reporting sale results to GMAC by 12:00pm EST on the business day following 
the sale, or (2) not reporting sale results directly to investor timely. 

BANKRUPTCY 
Immediately prioritize all new referrals by obtaining all relevant required information and documentation to 
the matter. That would include reviewing all notices, debtor schedules, court docket notices, pleadings, 
and loan history to identify matters for immediate action, including but not limited to dismissal, stay relief, 
and abusive filing. 
If supplier learns of a new BK filing they must open CIT895. 
GMAC relies on the expertise of Supplier to appropriately manage and handle all bankruptcies. Supplier 
should always proceed in the most economical manner and with GMAC's best interest in mind. 
Adhere to all investor timeframes by referring and completing each step in the bankruptcy process within 
established industry standards. Ensure all POC, stay relief, bankruptcy plan objections, or other relevant 
pleadings are filed in a timely manner. Make GMAC whole when GMAC has been assessed a penalty for 
failure to adhere to established standards. 
Update PM including servicer steps listed in Exhibit F and GMAC's system of record (FiServ "FS'') with all 
applicable events in the bankruptcy process and update comments with the ongoing status of specific 
matters. All delays in the bankruptcy process must be updated in FS with reasonable explanations. 
Monitor, complete and reply when necessary to errs found in individual and general FiServ queues within 
the timeframe specified in Exhibit E. 
Pull all information from FS that is needed to effectuate the bankruptcy process. This information includes 
but is not limited to, POC/MFR figures, payoff quotes, reinstatement quotes, payment histories, etc. 
Review the bankruptcy cases for ongoing payment compliance and take appropriate actions when 
payments are not being received. This includes following up with the bankruptcy trustee to ensure the 
timely receipt of trustee funds and also includes timely initiations of dismissals, motions for relief and/or 
timely filings of default in the event the borrower fails to comply with the terns of the agreed order. Refer 
out Motion for Relief in accordance with GMAC/Investor specifications including the timelines in Ex.hibit B. 
Timely review all bankruptcy plans and if appropriate refer out the Proof of Claim. Ensure the Proof of 
claim is accurately and timely filed within the SLA timeframe. 
Complete reconciliation within 45 business days when the Poe (including amended Pocs) is filed, the plan is 
confirmed, or an agreed order is filed with the Court. This reconciliation includes ensuring that all 
documents filed with the Court are accurate and FS is appropriately updated including all system figures. 
Complete all closings within the SLA timeframe ensuring that prior to closing out the loan the final bill has 
been paid and all fees and costs have been reconciled and all non-recoverable amounts removed from the 
loan prior to close out. 
When Supplier is notified of a Chapter 13 discharge they are to ensure that the account is contractually 
current, that there is $350 or less in fees and costs, and escrow does not have a shortage. If there are 
fees of $350.00 or less open a 'BK Non Recoverable Fee - Closing" issue and wait for the fees to be 
properly removed. If these conditions are not met, Supplier is to complete a full audit of the loan. The 
loan must remain in active status with the delinquent counselor code updated ,o BKD and the audit must 
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be completed within 45 business days from the date of discharge. Supplier must document the Global 
Notes in FiServ as to their initial research and all continued research throughout the reconciliation process, 
induding full notating any delays or extenuating circumstances that cause the loan to exceed the 45 
business day timeframe. A report will be run daily to review loans that exceed the timeline and Supplier 
will need to provide an update to the extenuating circumstances. 
Perform ongoing analysis of the legal actions and review all relevant court notices, pleadings, 
correspondence, docket review, etc. 
Update PM servicer steps and FS with all appropriate events associated with the bankruptcy and document 
comments with the ongoing status of the particular case. 
Perform a complete audit on every Chapter 13 (C-13) case approaching discharge (90 days prior to 
scheduled discharge) to ensure that all amounts owing are accounted for and determine if any amounts 
can be charged back to the mortgagor or need to be written off. 
Respond to and assist GMAC on all routine inquiries in a timely manner. 
Supplier must immediately notify the appropriate GMAC litigation representative of all litigation (excluding 
objections to POC) including but not limited to adversaries, motions for sanctions, Title issues, discovery 
requests, QWRs, lien strips, cram downs, evidentiary hearings, etc upon receipt 
Reimburse GMAC for any documented errors by the laws firm such as Proof of Claim (POC) errors resulting 
in shortages, agreed order errors resulting in shortages, etc. 

VII. CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

VIII. 

GMAC will notify Supplier when a new foreclosure referral or bankruptcy filing 1s received from the 
Supplier's referral database or from its third party service provider, currently BANKO. 
GMAC will update all the FS information required for a new filing 
GMAC will notify the Supplier of all ARM and escrow change letters on active bankruptcies. 
GMAC reserves the right to add additional states and Service levels through a change order request, Exhibit 
A. 
Supplier is to follow the P&P manual and attorney expectation document as reference for operational 
procedures and responsibilities. 

PROJECT ORGANIZATION 
Brett Larson VM Anal st - BK 215-734-5156 
Geoff H nes VM Anal st - FCL 215-734-5317 
Will Watson Team Lead 215-734-5316 
Linda Walton Mana er 215-734-5074 
Pat Ford Director 215-734-5258 

IX. MANAGEMENT REPORTS 
GMAC will provide supplier with the reports identified below by the 1st business day of each month for the prior 
month's activity. Supplier will return the reports with any exceptions by 12pm (noon) of the 3rd business day of 
each month. 

Report #1 - % of C-13 plans reviewed 10 business days of the notice of bankruptcy. 
Report #2 - % of POC filed within 45 calendar days of the notice of bankruptcy 
Report #3 - % of Motion for Relief (MFR) referred within timelines given in Exhibit D 
Report #4 - % of Motion for Relief (MFR) filed within 30 calendar days of referral 
Report #S - % of Notice of Default (NOD) requested before the 60th calendar day of delinquency 
Report #6 - % of closed bankruptcies within 10 calendar days of notification date 
Report #7 - % of Discharge Not Current (DNC) bankruptcies released within 45 business days of discharge 
Report #8 - % of first legal actions completed within state by state timelines given in Exhibit B 
Report #9 - % of bids completed 10 calendar days prior to sale 
Report #10 - % foreclosure sales completed within state by state timelines given in Exhibit B. 
Report #11 - Delinquent Direct Source steps in PM as a % of BK and FCL inventory in Exhibit F 
Report #12 - Delinquent Direct Source errs as a % of open BK and FCL inventory in Exhibit E 

Supplier will provide GMAC with the reports identified below by the 3rd calendar day of each month for the prior 
month's activity. 

Report # 1 - Report listing all reinstated and paid off loans from the prior month. Attorney would be 
responsible for validating that GMAC posted the funds to each account. 

X SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT 
SLAs EXCEEDS MEETS NEEDS BREACH 

IMPROVEMENT 
% of C-13 plans reviewed 10 business days of the notice of >99% 96%-99% 90%-95.9% <90% 
bankruotcv. 
% of POC filed within 45 calendar davs of the notice of >99% 96% - 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
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bankruptcy. POCs must be filed with a complete breakdown 
of all fees and costs and have the loan documents attached 
% of POC's and Amended POC's accurately reconciled on >99% 96% - 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 

Fiserv within 45 business days of the POC's filing date with 
the court. 
% of Motion for Relief (MFR) referred within timelines given >99% 96% - 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 

in Exhibit D 
% of Motion for Relief (MFR) filed within 30 davs of referral >99% 96%-99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
% of Notice of Default (NOD) requested before the 60th >99% 96% -99% 90%-95.9% <90% 
calendar day of delinauency 
% of completed bankruptcies where FiServ and Process >99% 96% -99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
Management were dosed within 10 calendar days of release 
date 
% of Discharge Not Current (DNC) bankruptcies audited and >99% 96% - 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
released within 45 business days of discharae 
% of first legal actions completed within state by state >99% 96% -99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
timelines qiven in Exhibit B 
% of bids comoleted orior to 10 calendar days of sale. >99% 96%- 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
% foreclosure sales completed within state by state >99% 96% - 99% 90%-95.9% <90% 
timelines given in Exhibit B. Attorney would be permitted to 
carve out bankruptcy and loss mitigation delays from the 
time standard. 
Delinquent Direct Source steps (all vendor steps plus >99% 96%-99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
servicer steps listed in exhibit F) in PM as a % of BK and FCL 
inventorv. 
Delinquent CITs as a% of open BK and FCL inventory. Firm >99% 96% - 99% I 900/o - 95.9% <90% 
must complete or reply to errs (found in individual and 
aeneral Fiserv aueues) within timelines oiven in Exhibit IE. 
Report listing all reinstated and paid off loans from the prior >99% 96% - 99% 90% - 95.9% <90% 
month. Attorney would be responsible for validating that 
funds posted to each account by GMAC. 

SCORING LEGEND 
>99% EXCEEDS 

96% - 99% MEETS 
90%-95.9% NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

<90% BREACH 

Quality Control 

Quality control reviews will be conducted monthly on FC and BK related operational tasks (as outlined 
in the FC and BK policy and procedures guidelines and the attorney expectations, such as updating 
the system accurately, using accurate figures, appropriate follow up etc) as well as auditing the 
applicable legal filings to ensure they are accurate and comply with jurisdictional and GMAC 
requirements. A sample testing will be reviewed and any monetary errors will result in an immediate 
action plan and non-monetary errors must be 96% or greater to achieve a Meets, 90%-95.9% to 
achieve a Needs Improvement, and below 90% will be a Breach and result in an action plan as set 
forth in XIII. 

The official reporting on new SLAs and credits as referenced below will not be charged until 60 days after "Go Live" or a 
mutually agreed upon new date furthermore, if the Supplier fails to satisfy a Breach for two consecutive months a service 
level credit will be imposed as described below. 

XI. PRICING 

Processing Errors- The Supplier will be responsible for any and all hard costs incurred by GMAC 
resulting from processing errors or omissions from the Supplier performing the services. If GMAC 
suffers a hard cost loss, GMAC will request reimbursement and said reimbursement will be delivered 
to GMAC within ten (10) business days of request. 

Supplier will bill GMAC in accordance with investor allowable and normal industry claimable items that are 
mutually agreed upon by all parties. All billing must be prorated to reasonable relate to the work actually 
performed and the allowable should not be billed unless the action being billed has been completed. All 
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actions requiring additional fees must be approved by GMAC Mortgage/ nvestor prior to the action 
commencing unless the action Is required to urgently protect the dient's interest. Those items 
determined non recoverable by state or federal statue will be taken as a cost of doing business to GMAC. 
Any charges that are over the allowable amount of the investor reimb..irsement, and do not have 
GMAC/investor approval, will be bill back to the Supplier. Reimbursement of such bill back amounts shall 
be sent to GMAC within 10 days of demand. 
GMAC reminds Supplier that fees charged to borrowers must be permitted under the terms of the note, 
security instrument, and applicable laws and be prorated to reasonably relate to the amount of work 
actually performed. If Supplier determines that fees are non-recoverable µ ease ensure the appropriate 
issue in process management is opened at the time of bill submission. 

Supplier will be responsible for the cost of the communication Tl line installation as well as the monthly 
and other associated charges. 
GMAC reserves the right to transfer to Supplier foreclosures and bankruptcy matters already in process with 
another firm at the sole discretion of GMAC. Supplier agrees to handle these rnatters in acc.ordance with 
investor requirements and to do so without charging a "transfer fee" and to co'Tlplete the process by 
charging the remaining investor allowable fee that has not been paid to the pr or firm. 

XII. INVOICTNG 
For purposes of this SOW only and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section VII "PRICING", 
Supplier shall submit all invoices to GMAC using the electronic invoicing system GMAC presently uses. 
GMAC shall not be responsible for paying any invoices submitted by Supplier \' hich have not been 
submitted using electronic invoicing unless mutually agreed to in writing In ad ance by the parties. 
Invoices will be delivered to GMAC's third party invoice dearinghouse no later than: 

Bankruptcy Invoices - S days of Bankruptcy resolution (dismissal, discharge or relief) 
Foreclosure Invoices - 15 days of Foreclosure acquisition (FCl sale, end of redemption, 
ratification or confirmation) 
This supersedes all other instructiOns received for invoice subMission. 

XIII. NON SOLICITATION OF EMPLOYEES 
During the Term and for a period of one year following termination of this Stateme1t of Work, neither Party 
shall, without the prior consent of the other Party, intentionally solicit for employment any personnel of the 
other Party. The phrase "intentionally solicit" shall not Include consideration of responses to advertising or job 
postings directed at the general public or unsolicited resumes. The Parties agree to inform their personnel of 
the applicable terns of this policy. 

XIV. FAILURE TO MEET SERVICE AND QUALITY CONTROL LEVELS 
Supplier will perform the required Services In a manner that meets the SLAs and qua ty control standards herein 
or attached. In the event the overall seivice level is 90% or lower for any two (2) consecutive months Supplier 
and GMAC will take the following action: 

During our SLA/Quality can - Provide GMAC with a single point of contact for the prompt resolution of all 
SLA failures 
Following the SLA/Quality call - Promptly initiate an investigation to identify the root cause of the failure 
Notify GMAC in writing of the action plan to resolve the problem within five (5 business days from the SLA 
call. 
Correct the problem or provide capability to work around the problem depending on the severity of the 
problem 
Advise GMAC of the status of corrective efforts being undertaken with respect .o solving this type of 
problem. 
By the end of the 2nd month of a service or quality control failure if all action p ans have not been 
successful, Supplier will be penalized $7,500. Once demand is made the Supplier will tender penalty 
payment within ten (10) business days of demand. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Statement of Work as of the date first written above. 

For GMAC: For Supplier: 

;i\01!;-
PRINTED NAME PRINTED NAME 
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Title 

Exhibit A - Change Order Form 

Change Order Form 
11 

Date Submitted: I l Number: I 
Reauester: I 
(E-Mail) I 
Brief Descriotion of Need(s): I 

Formal Statement of Requirements: l 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Change Order as of the da and year first written above. 

GMAC Mortaaae. LLC Suoolier 

Bv: Bv: 

Printed Name Printed Name 

Title Title 
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Exhibit B - FIRST LEGAL AND SALE TIMEUNE SCHEDULr 
Note: Schedule is for GMAC internal use only and does not excuse vour firm from meeting 01-ner applicable timelines) 

Referral to I s1 Legal Referral to Sale 

Alabama 30 90 
Alaska 15 150 
Ari1.ona 15 125 

Arkansas 15 130 
California 10 150 
Colorado 15 165 
Connecticut 15 220 
District of Columbia 20 120 
Delaware 15 250 
Florida 30 170 
Georgia 40 80 
Guam 15 120 
Hawaii 15 150 
Idaho 15 190 
Illinois 15 275 
Indiana 15 265 
Iowa 15 315 
Kansas 15 180 
Kentucky 15 265 
Louisiana 15 220 
Maine 30 355 
Maryland 75 150 
Massachusetts 15 195 
Michigan 35 100 
Minnesota 30 110 
Mississipoi 15 130 
Missouri 15 85 
Montana 15 205 

INcbrasl.a 15 155 
Nevada 15 155 
New I lrunpshirc 30 110 
New Jersey 15 300 
New Mexico 15 250 
New York 15 280 
North Carolina 15 120 
North Dakota 15 190 
Ohio 15 265 
Oklahoma 15 250 
Oregon 15 180 
Pennsylvania 15 300 
Puerto Rico 15 360 
Rhode Island 60 90 
South Carolina 15 215 
South Dakota 30 150 
Tennessee 15 90 
Texas 40 90 
Utah 15 165 
Vermont 30 360 
Virgin Islands 15 300 
Virginia 30 60 
Washington 15 160 
West Virginia 30 150 
Wisconsin 15 310 
Wvoming 15 100 
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EXHIBIT C 
PARTICIPANT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM INDIVIDUAL 

20_ Information Protection Training 
Acknowledgement Form 

By signing this form I acknowledge that I have completed the 20_ Information Protection T'Clining. 

Name: Signature: 

Organization: Date: 

Please fax this form to Linda Walton at 866-340-2924 or email to Linda.wa.ton@qmacm.com 
Or 

William Watson at William.watson@gmaan.com 
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EXHIBIT D 

MFR Referral Timelines 
All days are business days 

All FHLMC MFRs must be referred out by the following timeframes: 
i. Chapter 7 (not delinquent at BK filing) - referred no earlier than 3G days and no later than 44 

days from contractual delinquency 
ii. Chapter 7 (delinquent at BK filing) - referred no later than 3 business days from BK notification 
iii. Chapter 13 - referred no earlier than 45 days and no later than 59 days from post petition 

delinquency 

All FNMA MFRs must be referred out by the following timeframes: 
i. Chapter 7 ( <=60 days delinquent at BK filing) - referred no earlier than 60 days and no later 

than 74 days from contractual delinquency 
ii. Chapter 7 (> 60 days delinquent or in FCL at BK filing) - referred ro later than 7 days from BK 

notification 
iii. Chapter 13 - referred no earlier than 60 days and no later than 74 days from post petition 

delinquency 

All other investors' MFRs must be referred out by the following timeframes: 
i. Chapter 7 - referred no earlier than 45 days and no later than 59 days from contractual 

delinquency 
ii. Chapter 13 - referred no earlier than 45 days and no later than 59 days from post petition 

delinquency 
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EXHIBIT E 

CIT Completion/Response Timelines 

Firm will complete or reply to errs found in individual processor queues and general queues ocated in FiServe. These 
errs must be completed or replied to within the specified number of days from CIT originatiori . 

CIT# 809 (Property preservation CIT, Individual Queues) - 2 days 
CIT# 886 (Oose Reo module CIT, Individual Queues) - 2 days 
errs 904,905,906,907,908,909 (Investor Reporting CIT, Individual Queues) - 5 da,s 
CITs 648, 649 (Payment reversal errs, Individual Queue) - 3 days 
CIT# 733 (Permission to pay Taxes BK, General Queue - Sort by state) - 10 days 
CIT# 770 (Urgent permission to pay Taxes BK, General Queue - Sort by state) - 5 days 
CIT# 950 (CIT from property preservation, General Queue) - 21 days 
CIT# 957 (cash movement CIT, General Queue) - 5 days 
CIT# 967 (BK analysis not processed CIT, Individual Queue) - 1 day 
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EXHIBIT F Direct Source Servicer 

Steps r 
Accounting Adjustment Complete 
Amended Proof of Claim Referred to Attorney 
Adequate Protection Referred to Attorney 
Agreed Order Default Cured.Client System Updated 
Agreed Order Default Referred to Attorney 
Agreed Order Setup on Client System 
All Payments Received, AO Cured 
Amended Proof of Claim Referred to Attorney 
Attorney Notified to Close File 
Bid Approved 
Bid Calculation Completed 
Bidding Instructions To Attorney 
Chapter 13 Closing Reason 
Chapter 13 Closing Reason Effective Date 
Ch 13 Dishcarge Audit Requested 
Ch 13 Discharge Audit Completed 
Chapter 13 Discharge Review Complete 
Chapter 13 Processes Closed in NewTrak 
Chapter 13 Trustee Ledger Reconciled 
Chapter 7 Asset Review Complete 
Chapter 7 Closing Reason 
Chapter 7 Closing Reason Effective Date 
Chapter 7 Processes Closed in NewTrak 
Client Review for Workstation Closing 
Client System Closed 
Client System Updated 
Defense of Proof of Claim Referred to Attorney 
Escrow Analysis Completed 
Executed Document Received Sent to Attorney 
Fees and Costs Reconciled 
File Closing Complete 
Filed Agreed Order/APO Reconciled 
Filed Amended POC Reconciled 
Filed POC Reconciled 
Hearing Results Reviewed 

HUD Conveyance Extension Requested 
HUD Conveyance Extension Response Received 
Hud Extension Referral Sent to Attorney 
In rem Motion for Relief Referred to Attorney 
Judgment Figure Data Referred 
Motion for Relief Referred to Attorney 
Motion to Deem Current Referred to Attorney 
Motion to Dismiss Referred to Attorney 
Motion to Sell Referred to Attorney 
Motion to Sell Order Entered 
No Stay Order Referred to Attorney 
Objection to Motion to Extend Stay Referred to Attorney 
Objection to Motion to Impose Stary Referred to Attorney 
Payoff Quote Request Submitted 
Plan Review Referred to Attorney Step 
Plan Objection Referred 
Plan Objection Results 
Plan Objection Review Complete 
POC Screen Modified in Client System 

Post Redemption Codes Changed in Clients System 
Proof of Claim Referred to Attorney 
Proof of Claim Screen Set Up in Client System 
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Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 

900 South Pine Island Road, Suite 400 

Plantation, Florida 33324-3920 

Joseph A. Pensabene 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Servicing Officer 

1100 Virginia Drive 

Fort Washington, PA 19034 

joe.pensabene@gmacrescap.com 

Primary Phone (954)233-8000 

Auto Attendant (954)233-8400 

Primary/Foreclosure Fax (954)233-8333 

Internet E-Mail dstcrn@dstern.com 

September 27, 2010 

David J. Stern 
Managing Partner 

Re: GMAC/ Ally Affidavits in Support of Summary Judgment - Corrective Work on 

Current GMAC Foreclosure Files in the State of Florida 

Dear Joe, 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me on Friday and discussing our continued 
partnership and on moving forward to correct the foreclosure files our office currently has that 
may have a potentially defective affidavit. As you are aware, we have been in constant and close 
communication with our ethics counsel. After analyzing and reconciling the general Florida Bar 
opinion he received with the black letter law of the Rules of Professional Responsibility 
regulating members of the Florida Bar and taking into account other legal considerations, 
including protecting GMAC's interests, we are pleased to provide you with our plan of action. 

It was further discussed during our meeting that GMAC has agreed to continue to send to my 
firm normal referral volumes across the board once all the corrective pleadings in the pending 
cases are filed. We further spoke about billing these files on a spreadsheet sent directly to your 
business group. To keep things simple, we are proposing flat fee billing for each bucket or stage 
the foreclosure case is at. I believe this will be the most efficient way to manage the number of 
files that need curative work. My firm will provide GMAC with spreadsheets containing files 
separated into different buckets. Should the case not be resolved as proposed and become 
contested, we will request additional fee approval for the litigation at $180 per hour. The 
proposed flat fees do not include any costs that my firm may incur - such as retrieving files from 
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storage, documents from the court file, post judgment filing fees and publication fees to name a 
few. These fees are not all inclusive. 

The following are the proposed buckets, the work needed to be done in each bucket and the 
suggested flat fee for that group of cases. 

1) Judgment motion filed but no hearing pending - Flat Fee $500 

- a notice will be prepared and filed with the court in each case; 

- thereafter or simultaneously where feasible, a properly verified amended affidavit containing 
current judgment figures will be filed with the court before proceeding with hearing on the 
motion for summary judgment. 

- a hearing will be set or requested at the time the amended affidavit is filed. 

(2) Judgment motion filed with hearing pending - Flat Fee $750 

- a notice will be prepared and filed with the court in each case; 

- thereafter or simultaneously where feasible, a properly verified amended affidavit containing 
current judgment figures will be filed with the court before proceeding with hearing on the 
motion; 

- if the amended affidavits are not able to be produced and verified in sufficient time for filing 
with the court at least 25 days prior to hearings currently scheduled on the pending motions, we 
will cancel the hearings at issue. 

- many counties are requiring that motions be filed to cancel summary judgment hearings setting 
forth the reason for the cancellation. 

- the hearing will be re-scheduled upon receipt of the properly verified amended affidavit. 

(3) Judgment entered based on affected affidavit and sale pending- Flat Fee $1,000 

We cannot allow the court to proceed with a pending judicial sale where we are on notice of a 
potential defect in the summary judgment evidence presented to the court upon which it relied in 
granting the judgment. 

- we must file a motion with the court which reveals the defect in the affidavit, attach a properly 
verified supplemental affidavit that confirms the accuracy of the previously filed affidavit 
(mirrors the affidavit the court relied on in entering judgment) and seek as a suggested remedial 
measure, that the court ratify the summary final judgment nunc pro tune to the original date of 
entry. 

- where time constraints necessitate more expedient notice to the court because the supplemental 
affidavit review and execution are delayed, we will file a similar notice to the pre-judgment 
matters advising the court that a supplemental affidavit and motion will be forthcoming. 

- a motion to cancel the sale will be drafted and may need to be set for hearing depending on the 
county where same is being filed. 

- the motions seeking ratification of the judgment will require a hearing with notice to all parties. 
The purpose of the motion is to make certain the matter is properly before the court to propose a 
remedial measure to the court that is in the best interest of GMAC and its investors. The actual 
result or remedial measure will ultimately be at the discretion of the court. 
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(4) Judgment entered based on affected affidavit and sale held - Flat Fee $1,200 

The same action as bucket 3 as we cannot allow further action to be taken in a matter where we 
are on notice of the issues stated herein. Thus, no pending evictions, REO sales, HUD or VA 
conveyances affected by this issue can move forward until the action in bucket 3 is taken. 

- we must file a motion with the court which reveals the defect in the affidavit, attach a properly 
verified supplemental affidavit that confirms the accuracy of the previously filed affidavit 
(mirrors the affidavit the court relied on in entering judgment) and seek as a suggested remedial 
measure, that the court ratify the summary final judgment, sale and certificate of title nunc pro 
tune to the original date of entry. 

- the motions seeking ratification of the judgment, sale and CT will require a hearing with notice 
to all parties. The purpose of the motion is to make certain the matter is properly before the court 
to propose a remedial measure to the court that is in the best interest of GMAC and its investors. 
The actual result or remedial measure will ultimately be at the discretion of the court. 

- motions will be filed in instances where the property reverted back to the Plaintiff and where 
the property went to a third party bidder. 

- in evictions cases we will need to cancel lockouts and bill the file. 

- GSE REO files have been placed on hold until the curative action has been taken. We have 
approximately 300 GMAC non-GSE files that have been transferred out, there has not been a 
commitment to return the files to our firm. Unless otherwise advised, we will bill the files for 
work performed to date. Please note that these files will need the curative work set forth above 
which we will undertake and bill regardless of whether they are returned to our office or not.. 

- we need instructions as to how GMAC would like us to handle the VA - FHA reconveyances. 

Note that under Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.540 a motion for relief from judgment may be 
brought not more than one year after the entry of the final judgment. However, this rule does not 
limit the power of a court to entertain an independent action to relieve a party from a judgment 
for fraud upon the court. Therefore, we recommend that the curative action should encompass 
the entire period during which affected affidavits were identified by GMAC to have existed and 
been used in support of summary judgment motions. 

Please confirm the dates in question. Based on information received from GMAC it is our 
understanding that the potentially defective affidavits stem back to June 1, 2008 and that the 
verification process was rectified the week of July 6, 2010 with no date certain within that week 
stated, thus, the following Monday, July 12, 2010, was used as a benchmark to err on the side of 
caution. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns about our 
proposed course of action. If this letter contains anything that does not reflect your understanding 
of our meeting kindly let me know immediately. After review, please confirm in writing that the 
suggested course of action and billing schedule set forth above are agreed to and approved by 
GMAC. 

Cordially, 
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GMAC ResCap 

David Stern 
The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 
900 South Pine Island Road 
Suite 400 
Plantation, FL 33324 

Dear David: 

The purpose ofthis letter is to confirm and document our agreed upon plan of action for GMACM's 
ongoing remediation work at your office. 

As you know, GMACM is completing a comprehensive review of its foreclosure files to determine 
whether any remedial measures will be taken pursuant to procedures established by the company. 
Pursuant to this review, we currently have several employees working at your office and executing 
affidavits where called for. It is of paramount importance to GMACM that this work continue, and that it 
be completed no later than October 29, 2010. This deadline is a deadline for all affidavit review and 
revision - not for any subsequent motion practice necessitated by revised affidavits. 

In response to our request for an accounting of the GMACM files in your office, you provided us with 
information indicating that there are 1,352 pre-judgment (bucket 1) and 1,262 post-judgment and pre
sale (bucket 2) files. Of these 2,614 f iles, we believe approximately 1,900 have not yet been reviewed. 
We believe the best way to ensure that GMACM can complete its remediation work by the October 29 
deadline is for your office to immediately begin uploading the affidavits in these files to LPS. Once they 
are uploaded, our teams in Fort Washington and Dallas can be enlisted to assist with the effort of 
verifying the information in the affidavits. We can then send any needed revisions to you. Christy 
Hancock has advised that you have agreed to this process, and that your office will immediately begin 
uploading affidavits in these 1,900 files. We appreciate your prompt action on our request. 

Additionally, for reviews in your office, we ask that your employees promptly make requested affidavit 
revisions. Since we resumed our review we have periodically received purportedly revised affidavits 
from your employees that include language we previously requested to be deleted or corrected. Timely 
processing of our revisions will expedite our remedial efforts. 

With respect to bucket 3 files, we will contact you shortly with our plan of action. Until then we ask that 
you focus on buckets 1 and 2. 

GMAC ResCap 
1100 Virginia Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 19034 
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With respect to payment, as I advised in an email to you on October 13th, GMACM has agreed to pay you 
for your work in support of remediat ion at the rates set forth in your September 2J1h letter. We will pay 
these rates upon completion ofthe work and receipt of the invoice. Additionally, you are advised that in 
the event it is necessary for you to hire temporary employees, pay overtime to your current employees 
or incur other reasonable expenses to comply with the deadline, GMACM is willing to reimburse you so 
long as the work is completed by the October 29th deadline. 

If you are aware of any issues that you believe will prevent us from completing our remediation efforts 
by 3:00 p.m. on Friday, October 29th, please advise me in a written response to this letter by the close of 
business on Friday, October 15th. 

We appreciate the assistance you have provided us as we work through the various issues we face, and 
look forward to concluding remediation in your office by the end of the month. 

~o~g,~~ 
Chief Servicing Officer, EVP 
GMAC ResCap 

GMAC ResCap 
1100 Virginia Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 19034 
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ESCROW AGREEMENT 

This Escrow Agreement is executed this 5 nt day of November, 2010, by 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP (the ''Escrow Agent"), Law Offices of David J . Stern, 
P.A. (the "Stern Firm") and GMAC Mortgage, LLC ("GMACM"). 

Recitals 

A. GMACM has agreed to place into escrow with the Escrow Agent, and the Stern Firm has 
agreed to the appointment of such Escrow Agent, by deposit into the trust account of Escrow 
Agent the sum of Three Million and Noll 00s Dollars ($3,000,000.00) (the "Attorney Fee & 
Expense Funds"), for the purpose of holding funds available until certain disputes over attorneys 
fees and expenses are resolved (the "Agreement"). 
B. Under the terms of the Agreement, the Escrow Agent is to hold the Attorney Fee & 
Expense Funds (as defined herein), subject to the terms of this Escrow Agreement. 

Agreement 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the Recitals, the parties agree as follows: 
(1) The Escrow Agent acknowledges receipt of a wire transfer of the Attorney Fee & 
Expense Funds. 
(2) The Attorney Fee & Expense Funds shall be deposited by GMACM in a deposit trust 
account at RegionsBank, 1900 5th Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama 35203, ABA 
062005690, Account 0049604686, Name: Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP Attorney Trust 
Account, and the proceeds held and disbursed in accordance with the terms of the Agreement. 
Upon receipt and approval of any written agreement executed and notarized by both parties 
between Stem Firm and GMACM and/or any Court Order from a Court of competent 
jurisdiction, after appeals have been exhausted, Escrow Agent shall remit the Attorney Fee & 
Expense Funds· in accordance with any agreement or Court Order. Either GMACM or Stern 
Firm may exercise its right to file suit as to the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds at any time 
pursuant to applicable limitations periods. 
(3) In the event of any dispute or doubt as to the genuineness of any document or signature, 
or uncertainty as to Escrow Agent's duties, then Escrow Agent shall have the right either to 
continue to hold the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds in escrow or to pay the Attorney Fee & 
Expense Funds into court pursuant to relevant statute or rule of court. 
( 4) The parties agree jointly to defend (by attorneys selected by Escrow Agent), indemnify 
and hold harmJess Escrow Agent against and from any claim, judgment, loss, liability, cost or 
expense resulting from any dispute or litigation arising out of or concerning Escrow Agent's 
duties or services hereunder. This indemnity includes, without limitation, disbursements and 
reasonable attorneys' fees either paid to retain attorneys or representing the fair value of legal 
services rendered by Escrow Agent to itself. 

· (5) Escrow Agent shall not be liable for any error in judgment or for any act done or step 
taken or omitted in good faith, or for any mistake of fact or law, except for Escrow Agent's own 
gross negligence or willful misconduct. Stern Firm and GMACM acknowledge and agree that 
(a) the amount of the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds may exceed the amount of FDIC insurance 
coverage applicable to the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds in the deposit account in which the 

112102489.J 
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Attorney Fee & Expense Funds is deposited, (b) the Escrow Agent has deposited the Attorney 
Fee & Expense Funds in the deposit account at the direction of Stem Firm and GMACM and has 
not exercised (and does not have) investment discretion over the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds, 
and (c) the Escrow Agent shall have no liability to Stern Firm, GMACM, or any other person or 
entity in the event of any diminution in value of, or failure of the bank in which the Attorney Fee 
& Expense Funds is deposited to pay, any deposit account in which the Attorney Fee & Expense 
Funds or any part thereof is deposited at any time. 
(6) The parties acknowledge that Escrow Agent is merely a stakeholder. Upon payment of 
the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds pursuant to Paragraph 2 hereof, Escrow Agent shall be fully 
released from all liability and obligations with respect to the Attorney Fee & Expense Funds. 
(7) It is acknowledged that Escrow Agent is not the attorney for Stern Firm. 
(8) Escrow Agent shall serve without compensation. 
(9) The signing of this Escrow Agreement by Escrow Agent is only to evidence Escrow 
Agent's acceptance of the terms and conditions of Paragraph 2 of the Agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this Escrow Agreement as of the date 
first set forth above. 

1/2102489.1 

BRADLEY ARANT BOUL T CUMMINGS LLP 

By d-~ 
Its Partner 

:;~y~~-· - Its~&-
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Termination of Relationship with the Stern Law Firm 

November 10, 201 O 

This Notice affects existing and future mediation, foreclosure, bankruptcy, and litigation referrals 
of mortgage loans in the State of Florida. Fannie Mae has terminated its relationship with the 
Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. (the "Stern Firm"). Servicers may not refer any future Fannie 
Mae matters to the Stern Firm. 

Servicers that have existing Fannie Mae matters at the Stern Firm must take immediate action 
to transfer those matters to other firms in the Fannie Mae Retained Attorney Network in Florida. 
Fannie Mae is in the process of adding firms to the Retained Attorney Network list for the State 
of Florida. The list, which is posted on eFannieMae.com, will be updated with additional firms 
from time to time. 

By November 15, 2010, servicers must: 

• determine transfer locations for the Fannie Mae matters currently at the Stern Firm, 
• notify the new firms that they will receive the matters, and 
• notify Fannie Mae via retained attorney@fanniemae.com of the destination for the matters. 

The new law firm(s) should be instructed to work with Fannie Mae and the Stern Firm to execute 
an orderly transfer of the collateral files and any additional information needed to conduct the 
matters being transferred. Servicers must work with the new law firm(s) to ensure that all 
mediation, foreclosure, bankruptcy, and litigation matters that require immediate intervention 
and action on the part of the law firm(s) over the next thirty calendar days be the first priority for 
file set-up and review at the new firm(s). 

Servicers are reminded of their responsibility to monitor and manage the attorney's performance 
with respect to the matters transferred from the Stern Firm. 

© 2010 Fannie Mae. Trademarks of Fannie Mae Page 1 November 10, 2010 
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LAW OFFICES OF DAVID STERN 
900 South Pine Island Drive, Suite 400 

Plantation FL, 33324 
(954) 233-8000 

VIA OVERNIGHT AND EMAIL 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC 
1100 VIRGINIA DRIVE 
FT. WASHINGTON , PA 19034 

Re: Cessation of Legal Services 

Dear Client: 

Date: March 1st, 2010 

As you know, on or about November 15, 20 I 0, you demanded that all mortgage 
foreclosure and bankruptcy cases which we were handling on your behalf be immediately 
transferred to new counsel. We responded to your demand by either allowing you to remove our 
files or quickly transferring all such files and records to you or your designee. You assured us 
that your new counsel would promptly substitute in as counsel thereby releasing this Jaw firm 
from any counsel role with regard to your cases. 

As a result of the termination of our firm's services, we have been forced to drastically 
reduce the attorney and paraprofessional staff within the law firm. The result of these significant 
cuts has created a situation that prevents us from performing any services to facilitate keeping 
your cases active within the applicable jurisdictions in Florida where they are pending. 
Accordingly, be advised 'chat as of March 31 , 20 l l , this law firm will completely cease any and 
all services on your behalf. We urge you once again for your protection to have your new 
counsel appear as counsel in your cases as soon as possible. Be advised that yotu· failure to have 
new counsel appear and substitute in for our firm may result in dismissals of the pending cases. 
Also, your delay in having new counsel appear has resulted in our finn suffering significant 
needless costs and expenses. 

We regret that your fai lure to timely arrange to have new counsel take responsibility for 
the handling of your files by making the appropriate appearance in the applicable court cases has 
caused us to take these steps. 

Sincerely, 

David J. Stern 

I t ;.~ I \ I' :)17/~() I I l ·1:W l.1 
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UPS CampusShip: Shipment Label 

UPS CampusShip: View/Print Label 

1. Print the label(s ): Select the Print button on the print dialog box that appears. Note: If your 
browser does not support this function select Print from the File menu to print the label. 

2. Fold the printed label at the solid line below. Place the label in a UPS Shipping Pouch. If 
you do not have a pouch, affix the folded label using clear plastic shipping tape over the entire 
label. 

3. GETTING YOUR SHIPMENT TO UPS 
Customers without a Daily Pickup 
Schedule a same day or future day Pickup to have a UPS driver pickup all your Campus~hip 
packages. 
Hand the package to any UPS driver in your area. 
Take your package to any location of The UPS Store®, UPS Drop Box, UPS Customer Center, 
UPS Alliances (Office Depot® or Staples®) or Authorized Shipping Outlet near you. Items sent 
via UPS Return ServicesSM (including via Ground) are also accepted at Drop Boxes. 
To find the location nearest you, please visit the Resources area of CampusShip and select 
UPS Locations. 

Customers with a Daily Pickup 
Your driver will pickup your shipment(s) as usual. 

FOLD HERE 

Page 1 of 1 

https://www.campusship.ups.com/cship/create? ActionOriginPair=print_ Rcceipt&POPUP _LEVE... 3/7 /20 I l 
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GMAC  
ATTORNEY EXPECTATION DOCUMENT 

 
Firms shall utilize Process Management to update all files via intercoms, issues, and holds.  Firms will utilize Document 
Management to retrieve and return documents.  Firms will utilize Invoice Management to invoice their fees and costs for 
foreclosure and bankruptcy actions.  An overview of the general processes and procedures are outlined below.  If you have 
additional questions, please direct them to your GMAC contact.   

PROCESS MANAGEMENT, DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND INVOICE MANAGEMENT ................ 3 
PROCESS MANAGEMENT ............................................................................................................ 3 
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT ......................................................................................................... 3 
INVOICE MANAGEMENT ............................................................................................................ 3 

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS ...................................................................................................... 5 
FEES .................................................................................................................................... 5 
ADDITIONAL FEES ................................................................................................................... 5 
NON-RECOVERABLE FEES AND COSTS .......................................................................................... 5 
PRIVACY STATEMENT ............................................................................................................... 5 
PRIVACY TRAINING ................................................................................................................. 6 
BPO’S .................................................................................................................................. 6 
COMMUNICATION AND CONTACTS ............................................................................................... 6 
DOCUMENT EXECUTION ............................................................................................................ 6 
FEE AND COSTS REQUESTS ........................................................................................................ 6 
LOSS MITIGATION .................................................................................................................. 6 
MISSING DOCUMENTS .............................................................................................................. 6 
ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS ............................................................................................................ 7 
DEMAND LETTER AND RE-DEMAND LETTER .................................................................................... 7 
REINSTATEMENTS AND PAYOFFS ................................................................................................. 7 
RECEIPT OF FUNDS .................................................................................................................. 8 
FUNDS FOR REINSTATEMENTS AND PAYOFFS, 3RD PARTY SALES AND CERTIFIED CHECKS: ...................... 8 
NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS .................................................................................................. 8 
SECURITIZED HOUSING ASSETS ................................................................................................. 9 
QUALIFIED WRITTEN REQUESTS ................................................................................................ 9 
OTHER SERVICES .................................................................................................................... 9 
SERVICE LEVELS ..................................................................................................................... 9 

FORECLOSURE ..................................................................................................................... 11 
BANKRUPTCY FILINGS DURING FORECLOSURE ............................................................................. 11 
BIDS .................................................................................................................................. 11 
FORECLOSE IN THE NAME OF ................................................................................................... 11 
MERS ................................................................................................................................ 11 
SSCRA .............................................................................................................................. 11 
JUDGMENT FIGURES .............................................................................................................. 11 
SALE POSTPONEMENT ............................................................................................................ 12 
JUNIOR LIENS ...................................................................................................................... 12 
VA APPRAISALS ................................................................................................................... 12 
HUD OCCUPANCY LETTERS ..................................................................................................... 12 
SALES RESULTS .................................................................................................................... 12 
VA POST SALE REQUIREMENTS ................................................................................................ 13 
MOBILE/MANUFACTURED HOMES ............................................................................................. 13 
TAX ISSUES ......................................................................................................................... 13 
TITLE ORDERS ..................................................................................................................... 13 
TITLE AND LITIGATED/CONTESTED MATTERS .............................................................................. 13 
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POST SALE INSTRUCTIONS ...................................................................................................... 14 
BANKRUPTCY ....................................................................................................................... 15 

PROOF OF CLAIM AND PLAN REVIEW ......................................................................................... 15 
PLAN OBJECTION GUIDELINES ................................................................................................. 16 
MOTIONS FOR RELIEF ............................................................................................................ 17 
RELIEF ORDERS .................................................................................................................... 17 
AGREED ORDER DEFAULT ........................................................................................................ 17 
CONSENT ORDERS/AGREED ORDERS/STIPULATIONS ................................................................... 18 
MOTIONS TO DEEM CURRENT ................................................................................................... 19 
MOTIONS TO EXTEND OR IMPOSE STAY ...................................................................................... 19 
MOTIONS TO VACATE RELIEF ................................................................................................... 19 
MOTIONS TO VALIDATE .......................................................................................................... 19 
MULTIPLE FILINGS ................................................................................................................ 19 
PAYMENT NOTIFICATION REQUESTS .......................................................................................... 20 
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BANKRUPTCY LOSS MITIGATION .............................................................................................. 20 
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Process Management, Document Management and Invoice Management 
 
Process Management  
Your firm is required to update all files via Process Management. 
 
Document Management   
All referral cover sheets will be delivered via Document Management.  Referrals received from GMAC will have documents 
attached to the referral via Document Management.  All return foreclosure or bankruptcy documents must be browsed into 
Document Management. If you do not receive the loan documents within 7 days, please obtain copies at a cost not to exceed 
$50.00.   If a lost note affidavit can be utilized please raise an issue and image one for execution. Please ensure you provide the 
cost for the affidavit, and indicate clearly if any delay will result in the utilization of the lost note affidavit.   Additional costs 
require prior approval 
 
 
Invoice Management  
All invoicing will be processed in Invoice Management.  DO NOT submit your invoices directly to GMAC.  All invoices 
must be submitted within the timelines below: 
 Bankruptcy Invoices – 5 days of Bankruptcy resolution (dismissal, discharge or relief) 

Foreclosure Invoices – 15 days of Foreclosure acquisition (FCL sale, end of redemption, ratification or confirmation) 
This supersedes all other instructions received for invoice submission. 

In Pennsylvania, the attorney timeline will be extended to 45 days for the sheriff cost invoice, which would include the sheriff’s 
cost and the deed recording cost for all FNMA loans and all investors who follow the FNMA guidelines.  For FHLMC loans, all 
sheriff’s cost invoices submitted greater than 30 days must have the 104DC submitted and have FHLMC approval for late 
submission attached to the invoice.  The 15 day timeline will still be in effect for the final attorney invoice that will include all 
other attorney fees and costs associated with the sale of the property. 
 
If a bankruptcy is filed on the subject property or if the loan is put on hold due to loss mitigation, the attorney must submit all 
outstanding foreclosure and/or eviction invoices up through the bankruptcy filing date or loss mitigation hold date within 5 
business days after learning of the bankruptcy filing or the loss mitigation hold.   All adjusted and rejected invoices must be 
reviewed and responded to within five (5) business days. 
 
GMAC wants to remind counsel that we encourage counsel to interim bill at the end of each critical stage for all fees or costs that 
have reasonable been incurred to date.   We allow interim billing to assist with the tight timeframes we have for final invoicing.   
For example, the POC filing may be billed once the POC is filed with the Court and MFR invoicing should be submitted once the 
hearing has been held.    In order to ensure a bankruptcy loan is properly closed out we must have all invoices paid and reviewed 
for recoverability before closing the loan out of bankruptcy.    Foreclosure must ensure final invoices are paid as the investors 
have very tight claims deadlines.  When the foreclosure process is stopped, interim billing occurs or the file is placed on “Hold” 
at any time during the foreclosure process, the attorney is allowed to invoice a certain percentage of the allowable fee depending 
on the last process completed, based on the Graduated fee Schedule (below).    
 
GRADUATED FEE SCHEDULE FOR NON-JUDICIAL FORECLOSURES 
Event Modified ResCap Allowable Fee 

A. File received by Firm 25% of the fee 

B.  1st Action Complete 50% of the fee 

C.  Sale Scheduled 100% of the fee 

GRADUATED FEE SCHEDULE FOR JUDICIAL FORECLOSURES 

Event Modified ResCap Allowable Fee 

A. File received by Firm 25% of the fee 
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B.  1st Action Complete 50% of the fee 

C.  Service Complete  75% of the fee 

D. Sale Scheduled 100% of the fee  
 
 
All items deemed non recoverable must be itemized as such within Invoice Management and the appropriate issue must 
be immediately raised in Process Management  
 
If you do not invoice your file timely, GMAC reserves the right to decline the payment of the invoice.  You may not charge 
for “soft costs” such as postage (including overnight mail), copies (non-certified), long distance (unless part of pre-approved 
litigation fees), bankruptcy service costs, faxes or PACER.   
 
For litigated matters where GMAC’s Legal Department is the point of contact and the attorney has signed an engagement letter 
from GMAC Legal, the attorney must submit invoices for litigation fees and costs to GMAC Legal Department in accordance 
with the terms in the engagement letter.  Invoices for standard foreclosure or bankruptcy fees and costs must be billed separately 
via Invoice Management. 
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General Expectations 
 
Fees 
Counsel will bill GMAC in accordance with investor/insurer (FNMA, FHLMC, HUD, VA, RFC, etc.) allowable and normal 
industry claimable items that are mutually agreed upon by all parties. Private label serviced loans and Private Investor loans must 
comply with the Fannie Mae fee schedule.  All billing must be prorated to reasonably relate to the work actually performed and 
the allowable fee should not be billed unless the action being billed has been completed.   All actions requiring additional fees 
must be approved by GMAC Mortgage/Investor prior to the action commencing unless the action is required to urgently protect 
the client’s interest.   Those items determined non recoverable by state or federal statue will be taken as a cost of doing business 
to GMAC. 
 
Any charges that are over the allowable amount of the investor reimbursement, and do not have GMAC/investor approval, will be 
a bill back to Counsel.  Reimbursement of such bill back amounts shall be sent to GMAC within 10 days of demand. 
GMAC reminds Counsel that fees charged to borrowers must be permitted under the terms of the note, security instrument, and 
applicable laws and be prorated to reasonably relate to the amount of work actually performed.   If Counsel determines that fees 
are non-recoverable please ensure the appropriate issue in Process Management is opened at the time of bill submission. 
 
For chapter 13 bankruptcy matters attorneys are expected to adhere to the investor allowable fee schedules.  All applications for 
fees should be filed with the Court when deemed necessary by jurisdiction and local rules.  Counsel must ensure the filing is 
appropriate under the circumstances and obtain attorney fee approval if there is a fee related to the filing.   
 
Processing Errors - Counsel will be responsible for any and all costs incurred by GMAC resulting from processing errors or 
omissions from Counsel performing the services.  If GMAC suffers a hard cost loss, GMAC will request reimbursement and said 
reimbursement will be delivered to GMAC within 10 business days of request.   
 
 
 
Additional Fees 
All actions requiring additional fees must be approved by GMAC Mortgage/ Investor prior to the action commencing, unless the 
action is required to urgently protect the client’s interest.  Firms are to open the “Additional Fees-BK”, “Additional Fees-FC” or 
“Additional Fees-Contested” Issue in Process Management providing specific detail regarding the required action and the fee 
breakdown (e.g. 1 hour to prepare motion, 1 hour to research case law, 2 hours for attendance of hearing, etc.).    Firms are 
allowed to bill up to a rate of $180.00 per hour.  Additional fees are not to be requested should an action be necessary as a direct 
result of an error made by the firm or the firms associate.   
 
 
Non-Recoverable Fees and Costs 
If any fees and/or costs have been determined by counsel or by the Court to be uncollectible from the debtor, you must provide 
immediate notification to GMAC.  The notification should provide specific details of (1) the amount of fees and costs that are 
not recoverable, (2) the reason the fees and costs cannot be recovered (i.e., inappropriate charges, court order, etc), and (3) 
whether any portion or all of the fees and costs would be recoverable from the debtor should the Bankruptcy matter be 
dismissed or if GMAC obtains relief from stay.  GMAC will move all uncollectible amounts from the recoverable bucket so they 
do not show as a collectible item on the account during the Bankruptcy matter.  Please ensure you utilize the issues in Process 
Management entitled “BK Non Recoverable Fees” and “FC Non Recoverable Fees”.  Please image all supporting documentation 
into Process Management.    
 
 
Privacy Statement 
Counsel affirms its commitment to treat any and all information pertaining to the borrowers, including but not limited to their 
name, address, phone number, loan number, principal balance, monthly payments, default status, employment information or any 
other information provided to it under this engagement as non-public, confidential and private information, and comply with all 
applicable laws pertaining thereto.  Counsel will not use such information for any purpose other than the specific business 
purpose for which it is furnished to Counsel.  Information will be released to third parties, independent agents, or independent 
sub-contractors, only to the extent necessary for the performance of the services requested hereunder.  Counsel will monitor the 
handling of documents, data and reports to assure they remain secure and safeguarded against anticipated threats or hazards to the 
security of such information.  Counsel is required to install hard drive and email encryption on machines/computing equipment 
which will be used to fulfill GMAC contractual obligations. 
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Privacy Training 
During the term of this Statement of work and annually, Counsel will be responsible for Privacy training each year beginning 
2010.  Completion of the privacy training must be done annually and acknowledgement form (Exhibit 1) returned to Linda 
Walton, Relationship Manager, linda.walton@gmacm.com  or Will Watson, Vendor Management Team Lead, 
William.watson@gmacm.com by October 31st of each year.  Non compliance will be considered a breach in security and could 
result in termination. 
 
 
BPO’s  
GMAC will order BPO’s as per their internal procedures.  If a BPO is missing or needs to be updated, firms should open the 
“Appraisal/BPO Needed” Issue or Hold in Process Management.   
 
 
Communication and Contacts 
Firms should utilize Process Management intercoms, Issues or Holds for all communication.  The reprojection process in Process 
Management is not to be used for requesting additional information from GMAC.  Any requests for additional information from 
GMAC must be submitted through the Issues or Holds process.  It is GMAC’s expectation that telephone calls will be returned, 
correspondence will be answered and requests for specific information will be responded to within 24 hours of receipt.  You 
should expect the same from the GMAC Processor.  If you do not receive a timely response, please send a second request, and 
escalate to the appropriate senior or team lead.  Firms are responsible for updating their scheduled steps through Process 
Management daily.  
 
 
Document Execution 
The Signature Required Module is to be used for all documents which require execution.  Please ensure all documents uploaded 
for signature are accurate and necessary.  If you are experiencing delays in receiving executed documents please send an 
intercom to the appropriate team player and, if necessary, elevate per the team matrix.  Do not open multiple issues for the same 
document. 
 
 
Fee and Costs Requests 
All fees and costs requests will come through Process Management via the fees and costs module, and are to be responded to 
within 4 hours. GMAC is requiring firms to identify the itemized fee or cost as either recoverable or non-recoverable from the 
mortgagor in the description field within the Fees and Costs Module.  In addition, the attorney is responsible for obtaining and 
documenting outstanding fees and costs from their downstream counsel, if applicable.   
 
 
Loss Mitigation 
Calls from mortgagors for loan workouts while in Foreclosure must be referred to GMAC’s loss mitigation department at (800) 
850-4622. 
 
GMAC has a dedicated loss mitigation team for loans that are active in bankruptcy.  Below are the email addresses to utilize to 
contact GMAC’s bankruptcy loss mitigation department: 
BK_LM_Escalated@gmacm.com  For all escalated bankruptcy loss mitigation requiring immediate attention. 
BK_LM_New_Referrals@gmacm.com For all new loss mitigation referrals on active bankruptcy accounts. 
Legal_LM_New_Referrals@gmacm.com For all new contested or litigated matters requiring loss mitigation to resolve the 
proceedings. 
 
 
Missing Documents  
If you determine that necessary documents are missing from the referral file, you must review the systems you have access to 
determine if the documents can first be obtained.  For all other document requests you must open the applicable Issue in Process 
Management specific to the document(s) missing and complete the comment box.  GMAC will review the Issue, obtain the 
documents, if available, and upload the required documents into Document Management.  Assignments out of the name of MERS 
are not billable and are included in the investor allowable fee. 
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Original Documents  
Where required, original documents will be mailed directly from GMAC to your office.  It is GMAC’s expectation that original 
legal documentation (including Note/LNA, recorded Mortgage, Assignment, Title Policy) used in proceedings should be returned 
immediately upon foreclosure reinstatement/completion. The original legal documents are required in order to meet securitization 
and investor requirements. 
 
Return all GMAC original documents to the following address: 
 GMAC c/o ACS, Inc. 
 9401 James Avenue South, Suite 140 
 Minneapolis, MN  55431 
 ATTN:  Trailing Mail 
 
 
Demand Letter and Re-demand Letter 
If a copy of an ACT/Demand Letter is needed, firms should first request the document by opening the applicable issue.  If the 
breach letter is not found, then firms should open the Hold or Issue in Process Management for “Copy of ACT/Demand Letter”.  
You are required to ensure all applicable acceleration letters, notices of default requirements, demand letters, etc. were performed 
and are within state regulations.  If new notices are required and not received within 7 days, please prepare notices that fully 
comply with all state requirements and comply with the loan documents.  A fee of up to $50.00 is approved to prepare the notice.  
If more than $50.00, an additional fee request must be made.  The fee may not exceed $100.00.  Also, please ensure that when 
you review title, notices have been provided to all required parties. 
 
When a file comes off a bankruptcy or forbearance hold, the firm must determine whether the account needs to be re-demanded.  
If a new Demand is required, the firm will raise the “ACT (PA) Letter/Demand Letter/NOI Expiration” Hold in Process 
Management.  GMAC expects firms to send a new demand and set the hold to expire on the demand expiration date.  The firm 
will receive notification that the “ACT (PA) Letter/Demand Letter/NOI Expiration” Hold in Process Management ended and will 
proceed with foreclosure.  
 
 
Reinstatements and Payoffs 
Reinstatement and payoff requests received from a borrower or borrower’s representative should be requested by the firm 
opening the appropriate Issue in Process Management.  All reinstatement/payoff quotes must be sent through GMAC counsel 
and supplied on Counsel’s letterhead.   Firms must include outstanding Foreclosure and Bankruptcy fees and costs describing 
each as recoverable or non-recoverable from the mortgagor, (including fees and costs from their downstream counsel, if 
applicable) and a good through date.  For payoffs, the Issue must include a fax# to which the statement can be sent.  GMAC will 
send the quote back to the attorney for distribution to the requesting party.  There may be instances where a borrower contacts 
GMAC directly for a reinstatement or payoff quote.  In these cases GMAC will send the quote back to the attorney’s office with 
direction to add fees and costs to the quote.  It will be the responsibility of the applicable law firm to send these quotes directly to 
the borrower on firm letterhead.  Firms are required to review all quotes prior to communicating figures to the borrower or 
borrower’s representative to ensure recoverability follows all applicable statutory guidelines. Review the reinstatement quote for 
accuracy and compliance with the laws of your state and pursuant to the note and mortgage.  GMAC relies on Counsel to ensure 
that all figures comply with local and federal bankruptcy requirements, statutory requirements, state laws, local rules, note and 
mortgage terms, etc.   Amounts that cannot be recovered must be communicated back to GMAC in Process Management and 
must not be included in the final quote that is sent to the borrower. Once the figures have been provided to the debtor, a copy of 
the final quote is to be uploaded into Document Management.   
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Receipt of Funds  
When funds are sent to GMAC for posting, firms should raise an “Awaiting Funds to Post” Hold in Process Management for files 
in foreclosure, and the “BK Awaiting Funds to Post” hold in Process Management for files in bankruptcy, stating that the funds 
have been forwarded to GMAC.  Firms must document in Process Management a breakdown of all funds received.  Firms must 
remit all funds and are not permitted to retain their fees and costs on payoffs, reinstatements or 3rd party sales.  Firms must wire 
all payoff, reinstatement, redemption and 3rd party funds in accordance with the below instructions.  If a check is received that is 
payable to GMAC, forward to: 

Attn: Payment Processing 
GMAC Mortgage, LLC 
3451 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo, IA 50702 

 
 
Funds for Reinstatements and Payoffs, 3rd Party Sales and Certified Checks: 
 Wiring Instructions 

 Payoffs / 3rd party / redemption / reinstatements & attorney refunds: 
 ABA information: Wire – 021000021, New York, NY 
 Bank Account: 699282885 
 Bank Name: JPMorgan Chase 
 Beneficiary: GMAC Mortgage 
 Additional credit information: Include GMAC Mortgage account number 
 Send an excel spreadsheet with a breakdown of funds to:  paymentwires@acsgs.com 

 
 
 
Notification Requirements 
Your firm must notify us via Process Management of the following events as they occur: 
1. Date First action sent (i.e. Notice to quit, demand letter, etc.) 
2. Date First legal action completed (i.e. summons and complaint, complaint and ejectment, show cause order, etc.) 
3. Date Service complete (in those states that apply) 
4. Date Judgment entered (in those states that apply) 
5. Scheduled Sale Date (as soon as notified) 
6. Sale results are to be reported the same day as the sale date 
7. Date redemption expires, sale confirmation or ratification (in those states that apply) 
8. Hearing/trial dates with results within 5 business days 
9. Date Writ issued 
10. Lockout date and time (i.e. date, time, sheriff information and special instructions. This will be communicated via a DDF in 

Process Management) 
11. First time vacancies need to be reported within 24 hours of receiving the vacancy information via the Process Management 

Issue ‘Vacant Property’. 
12. Stipulation to vacate 
13. Bankruptcy filings and resolutions (i.e. dismissals, discharges and relief granted) 
14. Objections filed to any Bankruptcy Pleadings and any adversary or motion for sanctions. 
15. Bankruptcy Hearing dates (as soon as notified) 
16. Entry into an agreed order including the terms of the agreed order. 
17. Contested evictions  
18. Rent Control updates 
19. Deed recording information - Process Management will be updated upon a deed being recorded. If your state has the ability 

to utilize a direct deed in some cases rather than recording a deed to GMAC, we require you notate Process Management at 
the time the eviction is started. 

20. Any witness needed for hearings/trials as soon as notified of the hearing/trial date. 
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Securitized Housing Assets 
GMAC expects that firms understand relevant securitization transactions, and related custodial practices, in sufficient detail for 
which they act to explain and prove those terms and the resulting ownership interests to courts and government agencies.  It is 
expected that firms foreclosing on a property mortgaged to a securitization trust should name the securitization as “[Name], 
Attorney for [Servicer Name], Acting for [Name of Trustee] as Trustee of the [Name of Trust]”.  In no event should the firm 
mislead any 3rd party into believing that the Trustee directly controls the foreclosure process or any related litigation process.  In 
addition, the Trustee should never be described as the party who “made” or is “in the business of making/securitizing loans as 
such descriptions inaccurately reflect the role of a securitization trustee. 
 
 
Qualified Written Requests 
If, during the course of a Foreclosure or Bankruptcy, a Firm receives a Qualified Written Request (“QWR”) as defined in the Real 
Estate Settlement Practices Act (“RESPA”), the Firm must immediately: 1) place the file on hold, 2) enter the applicable hold 
reason code into the Process Management system, and 3) forward the QWR immediately upon receipt to the GMAC Voice of the 
Customer group (the “VOC”) by faxing to 866-273-2413 or overnight to GMAC Mortgage, [Robinson, Sharon - IA] 3451 
Hammond Ave, Waterloo IA 50702.  All bankruptcy Qualified Written Requests should also be sent to the correct bankruptcy 
litigation team member at GMAC that can be found on the department matrix. GMAC may ask its Firms to assist in answering 
certain foreclosure or bankruptcy related QWR questions.  Because response time is of the essence, GMAC expects that these 
requests receive expeditious attention.  If a Firm needs additional information from GMAC, it should elevate the request by 
utilizing the “escalation matrix”. 
 
 
Other Services 
It is the expectation of GMAC that law firms gain the best execution possible on all services contracted for by the law firm to 
effectuate the foreclosure and bankruptcy processes.  GMAC expects the law firm to choose vendors (service of process, posting 
and publication, auctioneer fees, etc.) who will provide these services efficiently, expeditiously, economically and ethically.  In 
the event that the law firm selects a vendor whose fee and cost schedules exceed the current market rate, or contain a vendor 
imposed surcharge, the law firm will be expected to provide GMAC and its investors with written justification as to the reasons 
for the imposed charges, as well as an indemnification for same.  The law firm is prohibited from passing through to the borrower 
or to GMAC any amounts in excess of the reasonable and customary charges for these services. 
 
 
Service Levels 
The below tasks will be reviewed by GMAC and firm performance assessed on a monthly basis. 
• 1. Delinquent vendor steps in Process Management.  Scores will be based upon the total delinquent steps as a % of Process 

Management inventory. 
• 2. First legal actions filed.  State by state standards for timeliness of filing the first legal are attached as Exhibit 2.  Scores 

will be based upon the % of first legals filed within the state standard. 
• 3. Sales held.  State by state standards for allowable days from referral to sale are attached as Exhibit 2.  Scores will be based 

upon the % of sales held within the state standard. 
• 4. POCs filed.  Scores will be based upon the % of POCs filed within 30 days of the POC referral date. 
• 5. MFRs filed.  Scores will be based upon the % of MFRs filed within 30 days of the MFR referral date. 
 
The scale for all performance measures will be: 
 MEETS STANDARDS  96% - 100% 
 NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 90% - 95.9% 
 BREACH   <90% 
 
If Supplier fails to meet any of the committed service levels, upon GMAC's request, supplier will take the following actions: 
• Provide GMAC with a single point of contact for the prompt resolution of all service level failures 
• Promptly initiate an investigation to identify the root cause of the failure 
• Notify GMAC of the plan to resolve the problem within five (5) business days 
• Correct the problem or provide capability to work around the problem depending on the severity of the problem 
• Advise GMAC of the status of corrective efforts being undertaken to solve the problem. 
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• Begin meeting the service levels, going forward, with ten (10) business days 
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Foreclosure 
 

Bankruptcy Filings during Foreclosure 
Upon receipt of a new foreclosure referral, and at the time of sale, firms must run PACER to ascertain if a bankruptcy has been 
filed.  If a bankruptcy is filed during a foreclosure action, raise the “Bankruptcy Filed” Hold in Process Management.  Firms must 
provide complete bankruptcy information including:  Debtor(s) name; filing date; chapter; case number; state, district and 
division, trustee name, debtor’s attorney  name, address and phone number, and sale date, if set.  If a sale was held, 
indicate whether it is valid or not.  A Fees and Costs Request will be opened to document these items.  All firms are required to 
search for bankruptcy filings, filed by the primary borrower, co-borrower, or real owner, via pacer in all districts in the property 
state within 48 hours prior to the sale date.   Firms do not have automatic proceed approval for the bankruptcy matter.     
 
 
Bids 
In accordance with GMAC guidelines, GMAC will calculate foreclosure sale bids and deliver bids to firms via Document 
Management.  If the firm has not received the bid within 3 days of the sale, raise the “Missing Bid” Issue.    GMAC will provide 
FHLMC Designated firms with total debt figures. FHLMC Designated firms will continue to prepare bids as per existing 
procedures. If a bid has not been provided within 72 hours of either the sale or the state bid deadline requirement, please raise the 
“Missing Bid” issue. 
 
 
Foreclose in the Name Of 
Review the referral cover letter for the Action in the Name of instructions.  If upon review of the referral you cannot clearly 
identify who to file in the name of, open the “Action in the Name of” Issue if the attorney can proceed with the foreclosure or the 
“Vesting Issue” Hold if the attorney cannot proceed.  It is possible that at some point during the foreclosure process that the name 
of the initial beneficiary may change.  Any changes in beneficiary will be communicated to the attorney at the time the bidding 
instructions are sent to the attorney.  Firms are required to ensure that all final vesting occur in the name of the final beneficiary.  
Please ensure that the chain of title corresponds with the name that you are foreclosing in, if there are any discrepancies contact 
GMAC and do not file the first legal action. 
 
 
MERS 

• For all loans referred to foreclosure in judicial states that have been assigned to MERS, GMAC will require the attorney 
to prepare an assignment out of MERS and into the name of GMAC Mortgage, LLC or the designated beneficiary 
named in the foreclosure referral.  GMAC considers the cost associated with preparing the assignment to be part of the 
foreclosure fee and we will not pay a document preparation fee associated with preparing the assignment.  We will 
reimburse the attorney any cost associated with recording the applicable assignment.  The cost for recording the 
assignment should be submitted through Invoice Management as a non-recoverable advance. 

• Attorneys are authorized to proceed with the foreclosure action in the name of MERS in non-judicial states.  If there are 
any concerns with proceeding in this manner please alert GMAC. 

 
 
SSCRA 
When notification of active military duty is received, please raise the Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act Hold in Process 
Management.  After raising the hold request, please upload all supporting documentation for review.  Once GMAC reviews, we 
will notify your office on how to proceed. 
 
 
Judgment Figures 
A Judgment Figures form will be provided for the Judgment Figures via Document Management.  The Fees & Costs Module in 
Process Management should be reviewed prior to completing the final figures for outstanding fees and costs due to parties other 
than the firm.  Do not complete the figures until the most recent request through the module has been closed.  All attorneys 
addressing outstanding Fees & Costs within the module must take into consideration outstanding dollar amounts due to their 2nd 
party firms.  Firms are expected to adjust the figures provided as per state law. Firms are to prepare the Affidavit and return via 
the Signature Required process for execution.   
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Sale Postponement 
Your office is not authorized to postpone a sale without authorization from GMAC.    A postponement requested must include: 
the next possible sale date and any additional fees and costs that would apply if the sale postponement would be approved. 
 
 
Junior Liens 
GMAC requires that firms handling a junior lien foreclosure or a senior lien monitor file provide a monthly senior lien status 
update in Process Management.  Firms are expected to obtain a senior lien payoff amount on behalf of GMAC at least 5 days 
prior to the sale and upload the payoff into Document Management.  The firm is expected to return all funds advanced for a 
senior sale or excess funds after the senior sale back to GMAC within 3 days of the sale being held.  If you do not return senior 
lien advance funds or excess funds back to GMAC timely, the firm will be charged per diem interest for the advance amount as a 
result of any delays. 
 
 
VA Appraisals 

• Prior to ordering the appraisal, the attorney must place a message in Process Management requesting the occupancy 
status and any phone numbers.  

 
• Register on the VA’s website using GMAC Mortgage’s information so we can retrieve the appraisal and invoice: 

 
• GMAC Mortgage’s VA SERVICER NUMBER:  7250160000  PIN NUMBER:  0000 

 
1. Email address – this would be the GMAC Mortgage rep’s email address (request in Process Management)  
2. Your name and phone number 
3. This would be the GMAC rep’s name and number.  (request in Process Management) 
4. Enter Condo # if property is a Condo 
5. Enter the property address 
6. Enter the legal description 
7. N/A 
8. This would be GMAC Mortgage as it is used by the appraiser for mailing purposes.  GMAC Mortgage, 1100 

Virginia Drive Fort Washington, Pa 19034 
9. Borrower’s name – address optional – phone number if we provide it. 
10. Based on GMAC Mortgage’s response to occupancy request on Process Management 
11. N/A 
12. Contact person is the borrower if property is occupied.  GMAC reps are the contact ONLY if the property is vacant. 
13. Based on GMAC’s response to occupancy request in Process Management 
14. & 15.  N/A 
16. Only if Vacant, then it would be GMAC rep as noted in Process Management. 
17. thru 21.  N/A 
22. Only if we know it’s a mobile home. 
23. GMAC’s Loan Number 

 
 
HUD Occupancy Letters 
Firms will prepare and send the HUD Occupancy letters in all states.   
 
 
Sales Results 
GMAC requires that firms place all sales results in Process Management on the same day that the sale was held. There are two 
fields within the DDF in Process Management for completing the sale results to indicate whether the property went to a third 
party or was acquired.  The comment box within the DDF needs to include:  sold to, sale amount, and if applicable, the 
redemption/confirmation/ratification with the anticipated date to expire. Copies of any and all checks should be uploaded to 
Document Management. 
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VA Post Sale Requirements 
You must put the following information in Document Management upon completion of the foreclosure sale: 

• Deeds which need to be executed, need to be provided right after sale 
• Copies of all recorded foreclosure deeds 
• Copies of title policy sent to Countrywide 
 

 
Mobile/Manufactured Homes 
Mobile, manufactured and/or modular homes (collectively referred to as “MH”) must be converted or prepared to be converted to 
real property at the time of foreclosure sale. GMAC requires the attorney to obtain the certificate(s) of title and any other state 
applicable documentation to the MH in order for the investor to market and sell the property.  State guidelines should be used for 
verification. 

• The MH should have been specifically and accurately described in the legal description of the security deed and/or 
manufactured housing rider. 

• The lending institution should have been referenced as “secured party” on the motor vehicle certificate of the title 
to the mobile home. 

 
 
Tax Issues 
After reviewing title, if it is determined that there are delinquent taxes on the account, firms must open the Delinquent Tax Issue 
via Process Management and complete the comment box.  Firms are to provide tax information up to and including the year(s) for 
which the taxes are due, amounts due for each year, a good through date, information as to whom the taxes are payable, whether 
the taxes must be paid prior to attending the sale, and whether the client is in jeopardy of losing the property.  If any of the 
necessary information is not available, please indicate within the Issue comment box. 
 
 
Title Orders 
GMAC does not direct attorneys to use a specific title company for the foreclosure process except in the states of FL, GA, IL, MI, 
OH, NJ and PA.  GMAC expects the law firm to choose a vendor who will provide the necessary title work efficiently, 
expeditiously, economically and ethically.  In the event that the law firm selects a vendor whose fee and cost schedules exceed the 
current market rate, or contain a vendor imposed surcharge, the law firm will be expected to provide GMAC and its investors 
with written justification as to the reasons for the imposed charges, as well as an indemnification for same.  The law firm is 
prohibited from passing through to the borrower or to GMAC any amounts in excess of the reasonable and customary charges for 
these services. 
 
 
Title and Litigated/Contested Matters 
After reviewing Title, if it is determined that a Title Issue exists, or during the course of the Foreclosure an issue becomes 
litigated, firms must open the Title or Litigation related Issue (if the action is proceeding) or Hold (if the action must be stopped) 
in Process Management and complete the comment box outlining specifics of the Issue.  GMAC expects all firms to review title 
within 3 days of receiving the title and to raise all title related issues within this timeframe.  Firms must also browse into 
Document Management any additional fee requests, title reports, copies of court documents or pleadings.  
 
When Title or Litigation issues exist in combination with issues relating to missing documents and/or delinquent taxes, firms 
must open Process Management Issues for each matter.  For example, if there is a Title Issue and a missing Note, but neither 
requires that the file be placed on Hold, the firm will open an Issue for the Title and another for the Missing Document.  
However, if there is a Title Issue that prevents the firm from proceeding, and there is a missing Note, the firm will place file on 
Hold for the Title Issue and open the Missing Document Issue. 
 
If the title issue can be resolved through the title claim process, Law Firms have pre-authorization to file a title claim on 
GMAC’s behalf at a flat rate of $180 per title claim. 
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Post Sale Instructions 

• On HUD loans, Attorney shall review the Foreclosure time frame utilized beginning with the first action through the 
completion of the foreclosure. If conveyance of title goes directly to HUD (3rd party deed), an additional 30 days is 
allowed.  If the allowable time frame is exceeded, Lender requires Attorney to submit a full chronology detailing all 
delays with the Foreclosure package.  Upon foreclosure sale, Attorney shall follow up on a bi-weekly basis with county 
recorders office to obtain recording information and notify GMAC when information is received via Process 
Management or email in order to meet conveyance deadlines.  Attorney shall upload a copy of the recorded deed within 
24 hours of receipt.  Please send notification to GMAC Post Sale dept on Government accounts; please include 
chronology if deed receipt exceeds 30 days. If the time frame is exceeded due to delay or error on Attorney, Lender will 
require Attorney to reimburse them for all curtailed interest.   

 
• When Lender instructs Attorney to record the Warranty Deed or Deeds conveying title to HUD, Attorney shall fax a 

copy of the transmittal letter addressed to the recording authority to Lender the same day of issuance by 3pm eastern 
time.   

 
• Lender will monitor the process of obtaining and submitting title evidence to FHA and VA.  Attorney shall bring any 

delays in obtaining or submitting title to Lender’s attention.  Attorney should file any required extension of time and 
monitor the receipt of same.  Attorney shall upload to Document Management all approved or denied extension to 
Lender. 

 
• Within forty-five (45) days of the date of conveyance, title evidence must be submitted to the local FHA or 60 days for 

VA office UNLESS VA GUIDELINES permit otherwise along with a statement indicating title approval should be sent 
to Lender.  The original title evidence invoices should be forwarded directly to Lender via Invoice Management within 
48 hours of submission, with a copy of the cover letter submitting the title package to the appropriate HUD or VA 
office. 

 
• For VA loans, Attorney shall forward Warranty Deeds conveying title on the warranty deeds to the Secretary of Veterans 

Affairs to Lender for execution at least thirty (30) days prior to the foreclosure sale thru Process Management under 
Signature required module.  Lender will execute the deed and return it to Attorney.  Attorney is authorized to record the 
deed immediately after completion of the Foreclosure sale, and upload thru Document Management once recorded.  If 
No-bid instructions are given by the VA, title must remain in beneficiary’s name. 

 
• Lender is expected to be able to convey clear and marketable title after each foreclosure sale.  Attorney should make 

every effort to obtain clear and marketable title so delays in recording the foreclosure deeds are not experienced. 
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Bankruptcy 
 

Bankruptcy referral packages (i.e. Proof of Claim, Plan Objection, and Motion for Relief) will be transmitted to your office via 
Document Management.  Referrals shall be reviewed upon receipt by your office for missing documents.  Bankruptcy case status 
shall be confirmed by your office via PACER prior to commencing legal action.   
 
If the file came from Foreclosure, please file the POC/MFR in the name of "GMAC Mortgage, LLC as servicer for __________" 
and use the name that is being used in the foreclosure.  If the file has not been in foreclosure, file the POC/MFR in the name of 
"GMAC Mortgage, LLC as servicer for _________" and use the investor provided.  Also, if it is not the best practice in your 
jurisdiction to file the matter in the name of the servicer, please notify us. 
 
Before you file the POC/MFR, if required in your jurisdiction, please ensure that the note is endorsed over to the investor or there 
is an appropriate assignment chain.  On any assignments to GMAC, please use ‘GMAC Mortgage, LLC’ and not ‘GMAC 
Mortgage Corporation’.  GMAC Mortgage Corporation is no longer a valid name for GMAC.  Assignments involving MERS 
should read – ‘Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (“MERS”)’.  If you do not have the proper documentation or 
assignment chain to support the POC/MFR, please contact GMAC.  If your jurisdiction or judge requires a copy of the Power of 
Attorney utilized to give the signor of the document authority to sign, please raise the "Copy of Power of Attorney" issue. 
 
 
Proof of Claim and Plan Review 
Proofs of claim and plan reviews will be referred as per the GMAC approved attorney matrix. All Proofs of Claim (including 
supplemental and amended claims) and Plan Review documents should be placed in Document Management (including any filed 
attachments/exhibits).  Your office shall open the “Copy of Proof of Claim” or “BK Plan Copy Needed” Issue if the Proof of 
Claim or Plan is needed for the current legal action and not available to counsel. 
 
When a Chapter 13 is filed plan review will be the initial process opened in Process Management.   Counsel is to review the 
bankruptcy plan within 10 days to determine if a Proof of Claim is needed or necessary under the circumstances of the case.   
Once the DDF for plan review is completed, if appropriate, the Proof of Claim process will be opened and a Proof of Claim 
referral will be sent to counsel.   During the plan review process if counsel find any unusual requirements or attempts to modify 
the loan, notification must immediately be made to the appropriate GMAC representative. 
 
All Proofs of Claim must have the necessary documentation attached, including the note, mortgage and any assignments.  If your 
office does not have the documents needed, please raise an issue in Process Management requesting the documents.  Proofs of 
claim without the proper documentation should not be filed until the proper documentation is obtained.  If the file was previously 
in foreclosure, ensure all fees and costs relating to the foreclosure that are allowable are included in the Proof of Claim.  If your 
office did not handle the foreclosure action, please alert the GMAC POC processor and do not file the POC until you receive the 
appropriate foreclosure fees and costs.   All Proofs of Claim containing a claim for fees and costs must include a complete 
itemization of all amounts claimed.  If, for any reason, any fees and costs cannot be claimed in the Proof of Claim, open the “BK 
Non Recoverable Issue” in PM.  Also, if counsel determines that fees or costs may be inappropriate or challenged please notify 
the appropriate GMAC representative prior to including those fees or costs in the POC. 
 
 
All proof of claims must have a complete itemization of the secured total debt and any arrearage.   If you office needs the 
breakdown of any figures please open up the appropriate issue in Process Management.    
 
All Proofs of Claim must provide the following mailing addresses 
 

All payments should be sent to: 
 

GMAC Mortgage, LLC 
ATTN: Payment Processing 
3451 Hammond Avenue 
Waterloo, IA 50702 
 
All correspondence should be sent to: 
 
GMAC Mortgage, LLC 
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ATTN: Bankruptcy Department 
1100 Virginia Avenue 
Ft. Washington, PA 19034 
 

 
It is important that all Proofs of Claim filed on GMAC files meet these requirements and are as accurate as possible.  If you do 
not have the necessary information, we would prefer that you delay filing the Proof of Claim, rather than file an incomplete 
document with the Court.  If you do not have access to the necessary information, please request a “HOLD” while the information 
is being obtained.  If a bar date is approaching and you have still have not received the proper information or 
documentation, you must immediately intercom bankruptcy management.  All Proofs of Claim (including supplemental and 
amended claims) and Plan Review documents should be placed in Document Management. 
 
Any loan where the plan states the loan will be paid in full during the bankruptcy should be forwarded to GMAC’s bankruptcy 
litigation team for handling.  Counsel will be expected to file a total debt payoff POC. 
 
GMAC has provided the following parameters regarding the type of Proof of Claim to be filed for chapter 13 cases:   
1.  Claims should be filed on all chapter 13 bankruptcy cases except zero balance Home Equity Line of Credit loans, energy loans 
and charge off loans in which there has not been a request directly from GMAC.  Also, claims should not be filed if counsel 
believe based on the review of the plan and jurisdictional requirements that the filing is not necessary (i.e. Surrender, current 
accounts, lien strips, etc.). 
2.  A Principal Balance Proof of Claim should be filed in all cases where the monthly payments are current and the total 
arrearage, including escrow shortage, is less than $400.00.  If it is not best practice to file a Proof of claim in your jurisdiction on 
these loans please advise us via intercom and completion of the Plan Review DDF in process management. 
3.  An Arrearage Proof of Claim should be filed in all cases where the monthly payments are delinquent and or the total amount in 
arrears, including escrow shortage, is $400.00 or greater.  If it is not best practice to file a Proof of claim in your jurisdiction on a 
loan that has intent to surrender in the plan, please advise us via intercom and completion of the Plan Review DDF in process 
management. 
4.  In the event a Principal Balance Proof of Claim will be filed but the bar date has passed, no POC should be filed UNLESS it is 
not necessary to file a motion to allow a late claim. 
 
If the borrower is surrendering their property, Counsel is to review the plan to determine if GMAC is to obtain automatic relief 
upon confirmation.  If so, Counsel is to notify GMAC that the loan can be closed out when the plan is confirmed.   
 
 
Plan and POC Objections 
Counsel is required to ensure the plan adequately protects GMAC. Please ensure you are considering the best interest of GMAC 
and if the objection relates to an amount that is less then or equal to the fee for objection this should be brought to the attention of 
the appropriate GMAC Bankruptcy representative.  If the loan has matured, will mature within the next 5 years, is an expired 
balloon or is a balloon that will expire within the next 5 years, Counsel should object to the plan.   If the loan is a line of credit 
with a balance, ensure that there is appropriate language for the resets which may be monthly.  Any language limiting GMAC's 
ability to pay future taxes or insurance should be addressed.  If there are special requirements stated in the Plan, counsel must 
notify GMAC so a discussion can be had to see if GMAC can comply with the special requirements. 
 
Approval is required on all Plan objections.  GMAC has provided parameters (see Plan Objection guidelines) to follow when 
determining when an objection is needed.  Your firm must update the Process Management Plan Review Terms DDF field 
“Objection Needed?” with “yes” when appropriate.  The request will be reviewed for approval.  If approved, the Plan Objection 
process will be opened on Process Management.  Do not proceed with filing an objection until the Plan Objection process has 
been opened and the “Plan Objection Referral Received” step comes due for your firm on Process Management.   
 
 
Plan Objection Guidelines 
Following are the provisions provided by GMAC to determine when an objection to the debtor’s plan is appropriate.   
1. Request an objection if the trustee pays per the Plan and the difference between the Plan and POC is $1000.00 or more.  
2. Request an objection if the Plan is not feasible.  
3. Request an objection if GMAC or GMAC Mortgage Beneficiary/Investor is not listed in the plan.  
4. If the loan will be paid off within the Plan (Total Debt), please notify the Bankruptcy Litigation team for direction as to 

whether an objection is appropriate.    
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5. Request an objection to a “Cram down” if the property has enough equity to be paid in full.  Notify GMAC Bankruptcy’s 
litigation team to determine if an objection is appropriate.    

6. Request an objection if delinquent taxes are not included in the Plan 
7. Request an objection if GMAC’s claim is in jeopardy of not being paid in full. 
8. For Lien Strips, if the property has equity, notify GMAC Bankruptcy’s litigation team to determine if an objection is 

appropriate. 
 
If an objection is not filed and GMAC will receive less then the Proof of Claim amount, you must notify GMAC so we can update 
our Pre Petition arrearage amount on our internal system. 
 
Counsel must notify GMAC of any objections to POC.  A response should not be filed if an error was made and an amendment 
can resolve the matter.  Please ensure you are considering the best and most economical interest of GMAC and if the objection 
relates to an amount that is less than or equal to the fee for objection this should be brought to the attention of the appropriate 
GMAC Bankruptcy Representative. 
 
 
 
Motions for Relief 
The motion for relief should only be filed if appropriate under the circumstances of the Bankruptcy matter you are handling.  
Accordingly, it is absolutely essential that you carefully review the payment history associated with the account to ensure that the 
motion for relief is appropriate.  We rely on counsel to advise us of any additional requirements necessary within your 
jurisdiction. Counsels is responsible for ensuring that all affidavits or information provided at the hearing is accurate 
 
Motions for Relief must be mailed for filing or electronically filed within 30 days from receipt of a complete referral package and 
all necessary documentation.  If your office receives a Motion for Relief referral and has any concerns about filing the 
motion, you must alert GMAC immediately via intercom to the assigned representative.  Firms should include attorney fees 
and costs in all Motions for Relief and Orders for Adequate Protection, if allowed by the Court.  Motion mailing and filing dates 
should be communicated and updated in Process Management within 24 hours of receipt of information.  Please DO NOT 
forward copies of the Motion.  .   
 
Counsel must ensure all hearing dates are updated in Process Management.  If a witness is required GMAC must be notified 
immediately upon notification.  Hearing results must be updated in Process Management within 72 hours and if appropriate the 
loan closed in Process Management and final invoice submitted. 
 
 
 
Relief Orders 
GMAC requires that firms obtain Orders Granting Relief from Stay which includes language allowing GMAC to contact 
the debtor to explore loss mitigation opportunities and to perform property preservation.  Relief orders must be 
uploaded to Document Management upon receipt. 
 
 
Agreed Order Default 
The Agreed Order Default process on Process Management has been modified to follow the Motion for Relief process.  Firms 
will complete step “Agreed Order Default Results” with the appropriate result, which will launch a corresponding sub-process – 
“Cured”, “Not Cured, Hearing Needed”, “Not Cured, Relief Granted, No Abandonment Needed”, “Not Cured, Relief Granted, 
Abandonment Needed”, or “Amended APO or Agreed Order Needed”.  Utilize the sub-process to provide the hearing results and 
the relief order.   
 
 
Agreed Order Default 
Following are the provisions that are required by GMAC when entering into an Agreed Order between the debtor(s) and 
GMAC to cure post-petition arrearages.   
 
1. Please confirm the debtor is not delinquent in plan payments prior to entering into an Agreed Order to ensure the proposed 

order is not a delay tactic. 
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2. GMAC will not approve Agreed Orders if:  
⇒ Debtor has filed more than two bankruptcies (or relief was granted on a Agreed Order in a prior bankruptcy); 
⇒ File was referred as an “abusive” filing; 
⇒ File was referred to obtain a dismissal, In Rem relief or 180 day bar. 

 
3. The following terms apply to all Agreed Orders:  

⇒ No longer than 6 months to cure post petition default; 
⇒ “Good faith” payment up front, preferably one third of post petition arrearage; 
⇒ Allowed attorney fees paid; 
⇒ Late charges and other servicer incurred charges included; 
⇒ “Drop dead” provision with no more than 3 defaults; 
⇒ “Strict compliance” on remaining post petition payments. 

 
4. Actual Order format should be clear, easy to decipher, and must include:  

⇒ Arrearage amounts clearly identified and broken down (i.e. “the post petition arrearage consists of:  attorney fees 
equaling $860; 3/1/97, 4/1/97 and 5/1/97 monthly payments of $500 each equaling $1,500; 3 late charges for same 
months of $20 each equaling $60; resulting in a total post petition arrearage of $2,420”); 

⇒ Terms of payments clearly laid out (i.e. “payment of $860 due no later than 6/1/97; regular monthly payment of 
$500 made by the 1st of each month commencing 6/1/97; an additional payment of $260 made by the 15th of each 
month commencing 6/15/97 and ending 11/15/97; all other post petition payments made by the 1st of the month 
commencing 12/1/97”). 

 
5. Payments must be sent directly to GMAC Mortgage  ( physical address, NOT lock box or P.O. Box):  

GMAC Mortgage, LLC 
3451 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo, IA 50702 
Attn:  Payment Processing 

 
Agreed Order terms must be communicated via Process Management within 24 hours, even if the signed order has not yet been 
entered. 
 
Attorneys are to make recommendations to GMAC when it is in GMAC’s best interest that an amended Adequate Protection 
Order be proposed. 
 
 
Consent Orders/Agreed Orders/Stipulations 
Approval is required on Conditional Orders that fall outside of the approved parameters (see Agreed Order Guidelines).  On 
second bankruptcy filings, include In Rem/180 day bar language upon default of the Order.  Final terms of the Agreed Order 
should be communicated via Process Management utilizing the agreed order DDF available, even if the signed order is pending.  
Terms of the agreed order should not be communicated via intercom.  Once the final terms are agreed upon and signed by all 
parties, a copy must be uploaded to Document Management.  If the agreed order or stipulation requires that the plan be amended 
or an amended Proof of Claim be filed, counsel is required to ensure that these documents are appropriately filed and upload the 
document through document management to GMAC. 
 
Bankruptcy Closings 
Counsel is to advise GMAC immediately when they become aware of discharge, dismissal or relief.    If a Chapter 7 discharge 
requires a closing order the loan will be coded by GMAC and monitored for the closing order, if counsel learns of the closing 
please notify GMAC.   Counsel must update Process management within 24 hours of notification of MFR results.  If Bankruptcy 
can be closed or stay terminated as to our interest in any other way such as abandonment, intent to surrender, etc. please notify 
GMAC.   Counsel should ensure all loans are invoiced within 5 days of the bankruptcy resolution and if any fees or costs are not 
recoverable from the debtor the appropriate issue is opened in Process Management.    
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Motions to Sell or Motion to Employ Auctioneer 
Counsel is required to review the Motion to sell/Motion to Employ Auctioneer to ensure GMAC's interest is protected.  If 
GMAC's interest is not protected counsel should raise an issue for additional fees, a BK Motion to Sell issue and include a 
recommendation for the course of action that is most economically beneficial to GMAC. 
 
 
Motions to Deem Current 
Immediately upon notification of a motion to deem current, Counsel must open the BK Motion to Deem Current issue in 
PM.  All pertinent information relating to the issue and the motion must be imaged in PM.  If a response is to be filed, 
then an additional fee request issue should be opened in PM.  GMAC will launch the corresponding process in Process 
Management.  GMAC may also request that a response to an up-coming discharge be filed by referring a Motion to 
Deem Current to your firm. 
 
 
Motions to Extend or Impose Stay 
Firms should open either the “BK Motion to Extend” or “BK Motion to Impose” Issue if either Motion has been filed by 
the debtor.  Note that the “Additional Fee Request-BK” Issue must also be raised.  Attorneys are to receive approval for 
the additional fees prior to commencing the action.  GMAC will launch the corresponding process on Process 
Management. 
 
 
Motions to Vacate Relief 
If Relief has been granted, and the borrower files a Motion to Vacate Relief, the firm is to raise the appropriate issue and 
GMAC will initiate this process. Note that the “Additional Fee Request-BK” Issue must also be raised.  The Motion to 
Vacate Relief Hearing Results selections in the process are: 

Relief from Stay Upheld  
Relief Vacated - New Agreed Order Entered Into  
Relief Vacated - Agreed Order reinstated 
Relief Vacated - Loan Current  
Relief Vacated - Trustee to sell  
Relief Vacated - Debtor to sell 
 

 
Motions to Validate 
The Motion to Validate process will be initiated when your office opens the “Post Sale BK Filed” Hold advising that the 
foreclosure sale needs to be validated.  Firms must request fee approval for the action.  Hearing Results selections will 
be: 

FC Sale Invalid, BK Stay in Effect  
FC Sale Valid, Relief Granted, Abandonment Needed  
FC Sale Valid, Relief Granted, No Abandonment 
 

Selection of either “FC Sale Valid” result will launch the related relief granted process.  Your office must complete all steps in the 
relief granted process.   When the “FC Sale Invalid” selection is made, your office is not required to raise an Issue or take any 
other action.  GMAC will monitor for this result via the “Post Sale BK Filed” hold, and have the file opened on Process 
Management.  GMAC will then review to refer further actions. 
 
 
Multiple Filings 
Counsel must review all new BK filings to determine if they are multiple filers or filed in bad faith and appropriately 
address the matter (i.e. Motion to Dismiss, In Rem Relief, Comfort Order, No Stay Order, etc.).  If the loan is a FHLMC 
loan follow the FHLMC guidelines for multiple filings (Section 67.8 of the Servicing Guide).  Your office shall review 
for abusive filings upon receipt of Bankruptcy referrals for a chapter 13 or a chapter 7.  On all third bankruptcy filings, 
seek In Rem relief (desired) or a dismissal with bar.  When a No Stay Order is found to be the appropriate action, the 
attorney firm should open the “BK No Stay Request” Issue.   
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Payment Notification Requests 
If you receive notification that a payment has been made during a Motion for Relief, you should respond within 24 hours as to 
whether the payment should be applied, returned to the debtor or mailed to your office. Cure payments should be in the form of 
Money Order or Cashier’s Check to GMAC Mortgage.  All debtor payments and trustee funds should be sent directly to: 
 

GMAC Mortgage, LLC 
3451 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo, IA 50702 
Attn:  Payment Processing 

 
 
Reaffirmations 
Your office shall raise a “Reaffirmation Requested” Issue upon receipt of a Reaffirmation request from the debtor or debtor’s 
attorney.  GMAC will prepare the Reaffirmation, send to the debtor’s attorney for signatures, and debtor’s counsel will be 
responsible to file the Reaffirmation.   Reaffirmation Requests should be uploaded to Document Management. 
GMAC will only enter into reaffirmations for Active Chapter 7 bankruptcy filings in which the loan is contractually 
current and it is within the 60 day required timeframe of the original meeting of creditors. 
 
 
Payment Change Letters 
GMAC will provide Counsel with notification of all payment changes (ARM or Escrow) and Counsel is to determine if it is 
necessary to file the notification with the Court.  GMAC will send copies to debtor, debtor's counsel and the trustee.  If the 
notification must be filed with the Court Counsel will be expected to follow the appropriate court procedures and file supporting 
documentation according to court requirements.   Any fee for this service must receive additional fee approval. 
 
 
Bankruptcy Litigation 
Any motions for sanctions, adversaries, discovery requests, lien strips, cram downs,  total debt plans, title issues or QWR, brought 
against GMAC or relating to any loan that is serviced by GMAC must be brought to GMAC’s attention immediately.   Please 
contact the appropriate bankruptcy litigation team member. 
 
 
Bankruptcy Loss Mitigation 
GMAC has a dedicated loss mitigation team for loans that are active in bankruptcy.   Below are the email addresses to utilize to 
contact GMAC’s loss mitigation department: 
 
BK_LM_Escalated@gmacm.com  For all escalated bankruptcy loss mitigation requiring immediate attention. 
BK_LM_New_Referrals@gmacm.com For all new loss mitigation referrals on active bankruptcy accounts. 
Legal_LM_New_Referrals@gmacm.com For all new contested or litigated matters requiring loss mitigation to resolve the 

proceedings.   
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Counsel Acknowledgement by a duly authorized representative of acceptance to the terms. 
 

FIRM NAME 
 
BY: 
 
PRINTED NAME 
 
TITLE 
DATE 
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Exhibit 1 
 
PARTICIPANT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM INDIVIDUAL 

 
 
 

20_ _ Information Protection Training  
Acknowledgement Form 

 
 
 
By signing this form I acknowledge that I have completed the 20_ _ Information Protection Training.    
 
 
Name:                                                           Signature: 
Organization:                                                      Date: 
 
 
 
Please fax this form to Linda Walton at 866-340-2924 or William Watson at 866-728-6113 or email to 
Linda.walton@gmacm.com or William.Watson@gmacm.com.  
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Exhibit 2 
 Referral to 1st Legal Referral to Sale 
Alabama  30 90 
Alaska  15 150 
Arizona  15 125 
Arkansas  15 130 
California  10 150 
Colorado  15 165 
Connecticut  15 220 
District of Columbia  20 120 
Delaware  15 250 
Florida  30 170 
Georgia  40 80 
Guam  15 120 
Hawaii  15 150 
Idaho  30 190 
Illinois  15 275 
Indiana  15 265 
Iowa  15 315 
Kansas  15 180 
Kentucky  15 265 
Louisiana  15 220 
Maine  30 355 
Maryland  30 150 
Massachusetts  15 195 
Michigan  35 100 
Minnesota  30 110 
Mississippi  15 130 
Missouri  15 85 
Montana  15 205 
Nebraska  15 155 
Nevada  15 155 
New Hampshire  30 110 
New Jersey  15 300 
New Mexico  15 250 
New York  15 280 
North Carolina  15 120 
North Dakota  15 190 
Ohio  15 265 
Oklahoma  15 250 
Oregon  15 180 
Pennsylvania  15 300 
Puerto Rico  15 360 
Rhode Island  15 90 
South Carolina  15 215 
South Dakota  30 150 
Tennessee  15 90 
Texas  40 90 
Utah  15 165 
Vermont  30 360 
Virgin Islands  15 300 
Virginia  30 60 
Washington  15 160 
West Virginia  30 150 
Wisconsin  15 310 
Wyoming  15 100 
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Announcement SVC-2010-12 August 31, 2010 

Foreclosure Time Frames and Compensatory Fees for Breach of 
Servicing Obligations 

Introduction 

In the SeNicing Guide, Fannie Mae has established time frames within which routine 
foreclosure proceedings are to be completed. This Announcement revises the time frames for 
four states, based on a review of foreclosure timeline standards. 

To remediate a specific problem affecting a loan or correct the servicer's overall performance, 
Fannie Mae reserves the right to impose a compensatory fee as provided in the SeNicing 
Guide, Part I, Section 207: Imposition of Compensatory Fees. 

With this Announcement, Fannie Mae: 

• has updated the allowable foreclosure time frames for four states; 
• is monitoring all delinquent loans in Fannie Mae's portfolio or MBS pools, and will begin 

notifying servicers of delays in processing delinquent loans; 
• may begin conducting reviews of servicer loan files, processes, or procedures; 
• requires accurate and timely reporting on the delinquency status of mortgage loans; and, 
• will exercise its remedy to assess compensatory fees as deemed necessary. 

Allowable Time Frames for Completing Foreclosure 

Servicing Guide (2010 version), Part VIII, 104.05: Allowable Time Frames for 
Completing Foreclosure 

Effective with the date of this Announcement, any mortgage loan referred to an attorney (or 
trustee) to initiate foreclosure proceedings with properties located in the States of Florida, 
Maryland, Nevada, and New York must meet the new foreclosure time frames noted below: 

• Florida - 185 days 
- This timeline has an additional 35 days added to allow for a mediation referral prior to a 

foreclosure suit being commenced. 
• Maryland - 90 days 

- This timeline begins when the case is referred to an attorney to file suit together with a 
Loss Mitigation Affidavit. The servicer must execute a Final Loss Mitigation Affidavit at 
the commencement of the case, if appropriate. If a Preliminary Loss Mitigation Affidavit 
is required, then the time frame allowed will be extended to 120 days. 

• Nevada - 150 days 
• New York (Upstate) - 300 days 
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• New York (Downstate) - 420 days 
- In the State of New York, a timeline of 300 days applies to all localities except for New 

York City and Long Island. 
- A timeline of 420 days applies for foreclosures conducted in the five boroughs of New 

York City -- Bronx, Brooklyn (Kings County), Manhattan (New York County), Queens, 
and Staten Island (Richmond County) -- and on Long Island (Nassau and Suffolk 
Counties). 

Refer to Foreclosure Time Frames on eFannieMae.com for the allowable time lapses between 
the time the case is referred to the attorney (or trustee) for action and the completion of the 
foreclosure sale in all other jurisdictions. These allowable time frames represent the time 
typically required for routine, uncontested foreclosure proceedings, given the legal requirements 
of the applicable jurisdiction. The timelines presume that there are no delays outside the control 
of the servicer or attorney such as diligent participation in an opt-in mediation or unavoidable 
judicial process or administrative delays. 

Fannie Mae monitors the servicer's management of the foreclosure process by reviewing at the 
first of each month each mortgage loan for which Fannie Mae expected action to be completed 
in the previous month (based on these time frames). If there appears to have been a delay in 
completing the foreclosure process, and the servicer is unable to provide a reasonable 
explanation for the delay, Fannie Mae may require the servicer to pay a compensatory fee. 
Fannie Mae will not impose compensatory fees for delays beyond the control of the servicer, 
such as unavoidable mediation or court delays, or sales delays by sheriffs or other selling 
officers. 

Fannie Mae will continue to monitor foreclosure time frame standards for its book of business, 
and will adjust its timeline expectations accordingly (as it pertains to the determination of 
compensatory fees). 

Monitoring of Delinquent Loans 

All whole mortgages, participation pool mortgages, and MBS pool mortgages with a special 
servicing option referred to an attorney or trustee to initiate foreclosure proceedings on or after 
July 1, 2010, will be monitored to ensure that all expected actions were taken in a timely manner 
and that the proceedings were completed within an acceptable time frame. (See the Servicing 
Guide, Part VII, Chapter 5, Exhibit 5: Bankruptcy Referral and Completion Timelines, and Part 
VIII, Section 104.05: Allowable Time Frames for Completing Foreclosure.) 

Servicer Reviews 

Fannie Mae will utilize delinquent loan status code data and other information collected from the 
servicer during other interactions to ~dentify delays in the default management process. Fannie 
Mae may elect to perform a servicing review to further evaluate the actions the servicer took in 
servicing those mortgage loans. Fannie Mae will notify the servicer of the intention to perform a 
desk review or an on site review. The servicers must send the requested documentation or 
make it available for an on site review within the time frame specified in the notification. If the 
servicer fails to do so, Fannie Mae may assess compensatory fees without first reviewing the 
loan or exercise other available remedies. 
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Fannie Mae will communicate any performance deficiencies noted to the servicer. The servicer 
will be given an opportunity to explain any mitigating circumstances or factors that justify the 
servicing actions it took or did not take within a time frame specified by Fannie Mae in its 
communication of the performance deficiencies. 

Note: A desk or on site review of files is not a necessary precondition to assessing a 
compensatory fee. 

Delinquency Reporting 

Servicers are reminded of the requirement to advise Fannie Mae of the action taken to resolve a 
delinquency, the effective date of the action taken, and the reason for the default, as indicated in 
the Servicing Guide, Part VII, Chapter 701: Delinquency Status and "Reason for Delinquency" 
Codes. Fannie Mae may rely on this data, in whole or in part, in its assessment of performance 
deficiencies and imposition of compensatory fees. 

Imposition of Compensatory Fees 

In order to remediate a specific problem affecting a loan or correct the servicer's overall 
performance, Fannie Mae may decide to impose a compensatory fee as provided in the 
Servicing Guide, Part I, Section 207: Imposition of Compensatory Fees. Attachment 1 provides 
an overview of some specific situations for which a compensatory fee may be assessed. 

A compensatory fee not only compensates Fannie Mae for damages but also emphasizes the 
importance placed on a particular aspect of the servicer's performance. In some cases, a 
compensatory fee will relate to the action the servicer took, or failed to take, in handling a 
specific mortgage loan. At other times, the compensatory fee reflects the impact of the servicer's 
performance deficiencies on Fannie Mae's cash flow. A compensatory fee may be imposed to 
provide the servicer with a financial incentive to comply with Fannie Mae policies and improve 
the overall quality of their performance. 

Fannie Mae reserves the right to review all seriously delinquent loans currently in the default 
management process and to pursue remedies on such loans, when it deems appropriate. 

If assessed, compensatory fees will be applied based on the outstanding principal balance of 
the mortgage loan, the applicable pass-through rate, the length of the delay, and any additional 
costs that are directly attributable to the delay. 

***** 

Servicers should contact their Servicing Consultant, Portfolio Manager, or the National Servicing 
Organization's Servicer Support Center at 1-888-FANNIE5 (888-326-6435) with any questions 
regarding this Announcement. 

Gwen Muse-Evans 
Vice President 
Chief Risk Officer for Credit Portfolio Management 
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Attachment 1 

Compensatory Fees for Specific Circumstances 

(This table is not a comprehensive list of all circumstances that may result in a compensatory 
fee being assessed.) 

Servicing 

Type Guide 
Summary Remedy 

(200612010) 
Section 

Delayed 
When insurance claim settlements are 

Remittance of 2006 sent directly to the mortgage servicer in Daily interest charge imposed for a 

Claim Proceeds 
/, 207.01 error, the servicer must remit to Fannie delay. 

Mae within 15 days after receipt. 

Late 
REOgram must be submitted by the 

Submission of 2006 servicer within 24 hours after the $100 daily charge imposed for a 

RE Ogram® I, 207.03 foreclosure sale or date a deed-in-lieu is delay. 
executed. 

Servicer's handling of seriously Based on the outstanding principal 

Delays in delinquent mortgage loans serviced balance of the mortgage, the 

Liquidation 2006 
under the special servicing option to 

applicable pass-through rate, the 

Process /, 207.07 
determine specific actions are being 

length of the delay(s), and any 

taken in a timely manner. 
additional costs that are directly 
attributable to the delay(s). 

Final Form 571 must be submitted 
Late Filing of within 30 days after completion of a loss 
Final Request 2006 mitigation alternative, filing a mortgage Request can either be denied or 
for /, 207.13 insurance claim, acquisition of property assessed a late submission fee. 
Reimbursement by a third party at a foreclosure sale, or 

disposition of property. 
On our written request, the servicer 

If the servicer fails to provide a must deliver all mortgage records and 
reasonable explanation or any 

documents to Fannie Mae or to 
whomever Fannie Mae designates. 

evidence showing that the 

Access to 2006 
requirement was satisfied, Fannie 

Records I, 406 Each mortgage must be clearly 
Mae can take any action that is 

identified. If the servicer is retaining any authorized under the Mortgage 

of the records in a format other than 
Selling and Servicing Contract or 

paper, it must reproduce them at its own 
the Guides for the servicer's breach 
of requirements. expense. 
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Servicing 

Type Guide Summary Remedy (200612010) 
Section 

Delay in completing the bankruptcy 
process and the servicer is unable to 
provide a reasonable explanation. 
Losses incurred as a result of the 

2010 
servicer's failure to properly apply and 

VII, 502.12 
monitor payments durinq bankruptcy. 
The servicer will be responsible for any 
delays attributable to the servicer in all 
cases and for delays attributable to the 
bankruptcy attorney in all cases handled 
by servicer-retained attorneys. Fee calculated based on the 
When the automatic stay is terminated outstanding principal balance of the 
or case is dismissed, the servicer must mortgage loan, the applicable pass-

Timelines 2010 immediately send any required breach through rate, the length of the delay, 
VII, 503.02 letter to the borrower and refer the and any additional costs that are 

mortgage loan for foreclosure directly attributable to the delay. 
proceedings. 
To ensure that the foreclosure is 
handled in a timely and professional 
manner, the servicer is responsible for 

2010 
monitoring the attorney (or trustee). 

VIII, 104.05 
Fannie Mae has established time 
frames within which it expects routine 
foreclosure proceedings to be 
completed. 
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FNMA Penalty FHLMC Penalty Total 
$875,295.96 $345,570.00 $1,220,865.96
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Servicer Loan 
Number

FMAC Loan 
Number

Date FCL 
Referral Date FCL Sale Property 

State UPB Est. Comp. Fee

3267 4729 8/16/2006 7/11/2011 FL $189,013.02 $450.00
2479 7115 1/7/2011 2/13/2013 FL $193,989.28 $5,220.00
7242 7025 11/10/2010 2/13/2013 FL $293,741.84 $5,310.00
6233 7117 1/20/2010 10/6/2011 FL $264,564.41 $6,510.00
7861 6575 9/18/2010 12/12/2012 FL $78,511.04 $10,290.00
8444 3267 6/18/2010 9/27/2012 FL $51,137.55 $11,130.00
6334 7808 8/29/2009 12/22/2011 FL $201,863.36 $11,190.00
3959 9437 4/30/2010 2/1/2013 FL $29,094.75 $12,240.00
9502 4720 7/7/2010 2/15/2013 FL $82,973.25 $12,660.00
2047 9771 11/19/2009 1/9/2012 FL $53,813.78 $14,220.00
4253 8997 1/20/2010 9/24/2012 FL $212,578.20 $15,630.00
8383 8023 12/19/2009 2/6/2013 FL $95,882.35 $15,780.00
5136 9470 1/16/2009 7/27/2011 FL $139,416.73 $18,030.00
6273 4583 12/19/2009 2/27/2013 FL $217,115.70 $18,450.00
5456 3444 6/4/2008 3/30/2011 FL $155,822.42 $20,040.00
2008 4346 7/13/2007 10/18/2011 FL $359,650.00 $21,450.00
7251 9523 7/8/2009 2/8/2013 FL $154,400.00 $21,450.00
2641 3120 10/8/2008 2/14/2013 FL $124,933.68 $22,080.00
2840 4020 11/3/2008 3/26/2012 FL $251,666.20 $22,290.00
9270 5647 6/5/2008 2/4/2013 FL $46,988.30 $35,100.00
1041 3963 6/7/2007 2/4/2013 FL $150,000.00 $46,050.00

$345,570.00
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Servicer Loan 
Number

FNMA Loan 
Number LPI Date Date FCL Sale Property 

State UPB Total Current 
Due

3143 2456 8/1/2010 7/11/2012 FL $145,852.71 $349.65
5944 5134 7/1/2010 8/15/2012 FL $117,154.62 $365.91
4737 7312 11/1/2009 2/27/2012 FL $192,307.20 $434.67
6687 3165 8/1/2008 9/24/2012 FL $157,245.79 $907.09
0333 9193 6/1/2008 9/18/2012 FL $131,178.91 $1,601.39
8325 1177 1/1/2010 7/9/2012 FL $80,474.10 $2,535.49
9533 4445 5/1/2010 8/17/2012 FL $114,475.48 $3,017.53
8339 0482 5/1/2008 9/27/2012 FL $238,391.45 $3,464.91
2242 2220 2/1/2008 6/28/2012 FL $172,939.94 $5,199.27
6404 2017 1/1/2008 6/4/2012 FL $145,138.57 $5,256.09
8461 4772 5/1/2009 8/3/2012 FL $133,937.81 $5,348.34
0072 5346 1/1/2009 7/12/2012 FL $120,271.24 $5,529.59
2538 3667 8/1/2009 7/9/2012 FL $84,569.90 $5,725.27
8317 6752 5/1/2010 8/7/2012 FL $202,624.68 $5,863.63
3724 0676 11/1/2009 5/23/2012 FL $129,866.07 $6,093.03
7147 2510 3/1/2008 8/7/2012 FL $270,988.72 $6,574.12
3970 2950 10/1/2008 8/13/2012 FL $110,339.49 $6,819.89
0176 2127 11/1/2008 9/5/2012 FL $48,828.68 $6,967.12
5261 2836 1/1/2009 5/8/2012 FL $82,356.55 $7,220.02
1916 3131 6/1/2007 8/22/2012 FL $134,033.26 $8,458.97
5055 8165 3/1/2010 9/18/2012 FL $235,410.63 $8,505.42
3936 7987 12/1/2008 9/25/2012 FL $74,754.95 $8,711.57
1449 9443 2/1/2009 2/21/2012 FL $173,075.65 $9,491.90
5199 7838 4/1/2009 6/14/2012 FL $116,088.46 $10,948.89
9130 1589 12/1/2007 8/21/2012 FL $56,994.13 $11,225.11
9280 6145 6/1/2009 7/12/2012 FL $124,695.04 $11,407.03
1730 1658 8/1/2009 9/20/2012 FL $138,803.17 $12,244.15
9272 0218 3/1/2009 9/19/2012 FL $129,627.53 $12,529.48
9834 4953 5/1/2009 6/14/2012 FL $162,649.86 $13,101.11
7945 7865 2/1/2009 5/14/2012 FL $142,361.44 $13,114.80
9111 3575 12/1/2009 5/15/2012 FL $341,228.93 $13,237.81
7097 0000 8/1/2009 5/22/2012 FL $216,532.83 $13,262.64
4693 4992 4/1/2009 9/27/2012 FL $157,441.46 $15,127.00
9873 3191 3/1/2009 7/16/2012 FL $172,868.18 $15,265.09
6252 0862 4/1/2008 8/6/2012 FL $94,812.49 $15,367.42
6784 5745 2/1/2007 5/29/2012 FL $143,724.58 $15,799.86
7964 0681 12/1/2008 7/11/2012 FL $162,408.90 $16,102.95
7538 1022 11/1/2008 9/11/2012 FL $146,789.91 $16,208.22
5262 7961 9/1/2008 9/11/2012 FL $115,210.61 $17,599.21
5861 1697 9/1/2007 7/11/2012 FL $222,660.00 $17,681.64
7038 1613 4/1/2008 7/17/2012 FL $116,460.14 $17,759.50
9070 6776 1/1/2008 8/29/2012 FL $111,845.31 $17,976.33
0230 4244 4/1/2009 8/21/2012 FL $206,341.51 $18,651.29
4977 0249 6/1/2009 6/25/2012 FL $292,764.86 $20,825.21
0543 1841 12/1/2007 7/11/2012 FL $128,423.26 $22,518.05
4756 5162 1/1/2008 6/1/2012 FL $153,496.74 $23,545.45
1068 7799 11/1/2008 9/12/2012 FL $191,791.00 $24,170.26
6959 2146 7/1/2008 8/16/2012 FL $171,192.98 $24,332.27
3460 7811 9/1/2008 8/7/2012 FL $174,590.93 $24,795.50
1864 0450 1/1/2009 9/11/2012 FL $215,600.00 $26,962.55
9185 2419 9/1/2008 6/14/2012 FL $208,675.93 $27,346.55
5598 1403 5/1/2008 9/7/2012 FL $213,120.91 $29,778.54
5692 4095 11/1/2007 7/30/2012 FL $174,105.13 $31,988.84
3061 0250 8/1/2008 8/28/2012 FL $220,000.00 $33,063.29
4165 5802 4/1/2009 9/24/2012 FL $357,059.37 $36,699.44
2938 3945 1/1/2008 7/18/2012 FL $285,156.94 $41,992.29
2882 9067 2/1/2008 7/26/2012 FL $283,431.87 $45,519.93
9350 8822 10/1/2008 8/30/2012 FL $408,443.48 $52,707.39

$875,295.96
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Stern Loan Transfers v 2.xlsx Page 1 of 1

Stern Transfer Files to Firms

Count of Send File to:
Send File to: Total Non-Agency FNMA FHLMC
Ben-Ezra & Katz 535            535             
Daniel C. Consuegra 17              17                
Elizabeth Welborn 452            452             
Greenspoon and Marder, PA 887            887             
James E. Albertelli, P.A. 2,127         500             1,627        
Johnson & Freedman 1,013         1,013           
Pendergast & Jones, P.C 2,770         2,770          
Phelan Hallinan, PLC 1,405         1,405          
Grand Total 9,206         6,549          1,627        1,030           
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

96799 4704

ROCHESTER 

COMMUNITY 

SAVINGS Hafeeza

Discharged Chpt 13 - Plan Did Not 

Bring Loan Current $2,142.70

This is a dnc account with fc fee/cost on the account.. Request a billback be done as 

the fc atty and bky atty are the same and all of the fc fee/cost were not 

included/amended into the claim to recoup back in the bky.

97037 969 IMPAC Novak

Discharged Chpt 13 - Plan Did Not 

Bring Loan Current $700.00

 It has been found that the MFR filed listed no set fees and costs, but did request 

reimbursment. No answer was filed by borrower and Order submitted by the Stern 

Law Office failed to provide for the fees and costs billed by the office for this Motion. 

102950 5639

GMACM HOME 

EQUITY 

TRUST ANGELINA P TYTAR

Discharged Chpt 13 - Plan Did Not 

Bring Loan Current $500.00

DNC Loan with outstanding fees on the loan. The fees were pre petition but were 

omitted on the poc in error by the atty, David Stern.  Please make business decision 

to clear fees on loan and clear cus user.

96783 7029 Fannie Mae

Scott & Theresa 

Strickland Improper Motion for Relief $250.00

Attorney billed $250.00 for MFR review on 5/10/10. Attorney referred themselves 

MFR when loan was current. Bill back submitted to VM as MFR review is part of DS 

servicing agreement.

97043 4352 CitiGroup Encinas Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the justified MFR filed in this matter conatined provisions for 

atty fees and costs. It further stated under note these fees are recoverable. MFR 

was undefended and Order submitted by counsel failed to provide for fees/costs 

billed.  A review of PACER indicated MFR asked for undefined fees/costs but Order 

submitted provided for none. Non recoverable fee issue raised by counsel stated 

they were "disallowed per court order", this is not true as Court did not strike or 

disallow in any manner, counsel did not provide for them in the Order they submitted.  

97055 4038 Fannie Mae Hysell Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the justified MFR was filed requesting atty fees/costs iao 

$700.00. Even though Motion went undefended Order submitted to Court by Counsel 

did not include these fees/costs. Fees/costs iao $700.00 were left off Order 

submitted by Counsel in MFR. Fees/Costs were not disallowed by Court as nonted in 

non recoverable issue raised. Court did not strike from submitted Order, Order did 

not conatin fees/costs. 

97066 5943

Residential 

Funding Smith Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

 It has been found that MFR fees asked for in the MFR filed were not included in the 

Order submitted for signing- a non recoverable fee issue was opened to claim these 

fees as uncollectable per Court Order- but judge did not strike fees they were left off 

Order submitted in error. A review of PACER indicates the fees requested in MFR 

($700.00 total) were left off submitted Order in error causing Order not to include 

these fees  
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

97072 3033

RFC Home 

Equity Thomas Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

 It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees.The Proposed Order attached to the 

Motion submitted by counsel neglected to incude these fees/costs.  As debtor did not 

respond the Court granted the propsed Order submitted.   

97085 6853 Impac Wallace Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that MFR fees asked for in the MFR filed were not included in the 

Order submitted for signing- a non recoverable fee issue was opened to claim these 

fees as uncollectable per Court Order- but judge did not strike fees they were left off 

Order submitted in error. A review of PACER indicates the fees requested in MFR 

($700.00 total) were left off submitted Order in error causing Order not to include 

these fees .

97101 6351

Residential 

Funding Rondon Improper Motion for Relief $250.00

MFR FILE REVIEW FEE - LOAN WAS CURRENT AT TIME OF

FILING AND SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN REFERRED FOR MFR. 

97172 8806 Fannie Mae Spry Improper Motion for Relief $250.00

250.00 for bill back represents a fee for a motion for unclaimed funds filed by our 

direct source attorney. When asked why they did not ask for approval of this fee they 

stated they were following direct source discharge not current guidelines. After 

review by team lead it was determined the amount we would be filing for was not 

enough to justify the costs and this should be billed back because the attorney never 

was given authorization to file from us.

97189 4232

Residential 

Asset Mortgage Stafford Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on their part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order submitted 

for Judge to sign. 

97190 4465

Residential 

Funding Arocha Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on their part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order submitted 

for Judge to sign. 

97193 1185

residential 

funding Gordon Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

 It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order 

submitted for Judge to sign. MFR fees left off Order submitted to J. to sign.Court did 

not strike or disallow fees/costs in any way and as they were left off Order submitted 

for signing could not grant either.  It is not the Court''s responsibility to add in 

fees/costs on uncontested MFR. 
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

97201 4884

WELLS 

FARGO Struve Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

 It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order 

submitted for Judge to sign. 

97202 3075 FREDDIE MAC Murphey Improper Motion for Relief $655.00

 It has been found that the MFR had not requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In 

fact a review of PACER indicates no request for atty fees. Even though debtor did 

not answer an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in 

MFR and Order submitted for Judge to sign. 

97207 7791

Residential 

Funding Toussaint Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order 

submitted for Judge to sign.  MFR fees left off Order submitted to J. to sign.Court did 

not strike or disallow fees/costs in any way and as they were left off Order submitted 

for signing could not grant either.  It is not the Court''s responsibility to add in 

fees/costs on uncontested MFR. 

97412 3933 FANNIE MAE Lasaponara Improper Motion for Relief $250.00

MFR Fee of $250.00.  Debtor filed chapter 7 on 8/19/09 and was contractually due 

for 9/1/09 at this time.  David Stern''s office referred this account for an MFR on 

8/26/09 and the account was current.  This fee needs to be billed back to David 

Stern''s office.  Fee amt moved to fee type 96 and cus user field 31

97528 0921 RFC Craig Vollmer Improper Motion for Relief $250.00

$250.00 billed for MFR review on 4/19/10 needs to be billed back to investor as DS 

atty referred MFR to themselves before reviewing loan to see if MFR was warranted. 

Loan was current & MFR process had to be closed.

98215 7327 RFC Wolf Improper Motion for Relief $1,250.00

This is a dnc account with atty fee/cost on the loan. this loan was closed in error by 

David Stern''s office they thought relief was granted.No MFR was done, the prior 

atty, David Stern,  thought since JPMorgan?s lien was stripped (2nd lien) that we had 

automatic relief. This was not correct 

F/C ATTY FEE (STERN$650.00ATTY CLOSED BK IN ERROR RELIEF NOT 
  GRANTED

F/C TITLE SEARCH$275.00FEE ASSESSED POST PETITION NON-
  RECOVERABLE

F/C ATTY REFERAL FEE$325.00ASSESED IN ERROR BK SHOULD NOT 

WENT TO F/C
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

100775 5767 FANNIE MAE Ortiz Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that MFR fees were requested in the MFR filed and not included in 

the Order submitted for signing- a non recoverable fee issue was opened to claim 

these fees as uncollectable - but judge did not strike fees they were left off Order 

submitted in error. A review of PACER indicates that fees were requested in MFR 

($700.00 total) and were left off submitted Order but were requested in filed MFR.  

The error caused Order not to include these fees.

100786 5330

Residential 

Funding Murray Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order 

submitted for Judge to sign. 

100787 0274 GMAC Pugliese Improper Motion for Relief $655.00

It has been found that the MFR had not requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In 

fact a review of PACER indicates no request for atty fees. Even though debtor did 

not answer an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in 

MFR and Order submitted for Judge to sign. 

100798 2430

Residential 

Funding Lashbrook Improper Motion for Relief $700.00

It has been found that the MFR had requested atty fees and cost in Motion. In fact a 

review of PACER indicates request for atty fees. Even though debtor did not answer 

an error (on counsel''s part) neglected to include these fees and costs in Order 

submitted for Judge to sign. MFR fees left off Order submitted to J. to sign.Court did 

not strike or disallow fees/costs in any way and as they were left off Order submitted 

for signing could not grant either.  It is not the Court''s responsibility to add in 

fees/costs on uncontested MFR. 

97073 9950 RFC Strebeigh Delayed Invoice $180.00

Short sale 12/30/08

Attorney invoice iao $180.00 posted with an r instead of c

causing fee not to show on loan until 3/12/09

Investor will not reimburse for any expenses after 60 days of liquidation

119032 8160 FANNIE MAE TERENCE D CLARKE Delayed Invoice $5,567.50

This loan went to REO sale 7/15/10. The invoice from David Stern's office was 

posted to this  account on 9/15/10. Attorneys are required to have their bills 

submitted for final payment no less than 30 days after liquidation. GMAC cannot 

collect balances billed after this date on investor claims.

149589 8494 Fakava Delayed Invoice $2,401.60

LOAN WENT TO REO SALE ON 1/20/10, ATTORNEY FEES WERE BILLED TO 

THE ACOUNT ON 5/8/12.  PER THE INVESTOR GUIDELINES, ALL FEES MUST 

BE PAID WITHIN 6 MONTHS OF THE LIQUIDATION DATE.  THE TIMEFRAME 

FOR SUBMITTING A CLAIM HAS EXPIRED.
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

106553 8754 FNMA Malmut Foreclosure Timeline Delay $5,910.15

UGIC paid the MI claim on 11/14/10. The MI claim proceeds were curtailed $5910.15 

for Foreclosure Delays and Lack of Diligence in Pursuit of Title. FNMA sent a 

Demand Letter on 11/30/10 requesting the amount they would have received if the 

MI were not curtailed. An email was sent to fcl on 12/14/10 requesting addl 

information and the information was received from fcl on 12/17/10. The information 

provided by fcl was sent as an appeal to UGIC on 12/30/10. UGIC reviewed the 

information sent and denied our appeal on 06/01/11 stating the addl information 

recieved was not sufficient to overturn the curtailment. An email was sent to FCL on 

06/06/11 informing fcl the appeal was denied. 

139693 4995 RICHARD P BONNER Foreclosure Timeline Delay $19,037.56

Davide Stern file ... the following losses were over allowables and advances denied 

due to court & process delays that occured during the time David Stern was working 

this file... unable to reach out to David Stern for justification to appeal the interest cut 
  date of 01/23/09...property preservation...03/23/2010Insurance Advance - Forced 

              place (annual)$2,090.00 
                

                

  03/31/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  04/14/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  04/29/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  05/17/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  06/03/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  06/18/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 

                

                

  07/01/2010Yard Maintenance Advance - Recut cut 10,000 s.f. or 
              larger$105.00 
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

139710 5025

GMAC 

MORTGAGE DANIEL E. FORESTER Foreclosure Timeline Delay $4,541.02

David Stern File... the following items were rejected due to delays during the time 

David Stern was working the file...unable to reach out for supporting documentation 

and or jusify the delay to fcl... the VA interest cut off date is 
  09/25/10...01/04/2012Securing Advance - Securing of the 

              property$40.00 
                

                

            01/04/2012Securing Advance - Securing of the property$60.00 
    

                

                11/03/2010Tax Advance - County/ Parish$1,608.26 
                

                

  06/16/2011Insurance Advance - 
              Homeowner's/Fire/Hazard$1,364.00 

                

                

                11/02/2011Tax Advance - County/ Parish$1,228.76 
          01/05/2012Attorney Expense - Foreclosure attorney fees

          

balance 240.00...

176011 7148

WELLS 

FARGO BANK, 

N.A. SIDNEY AMERSON Foreclosure Timeline Delay $1,643.20

As a result of foreclosure delays mi claim was curtailed on the interest, preservation, 

and hazard insurance expenses, total amount reimbursed shouldve been $2,528.35 

only 884.80 was reimbursed, so we still owe the investor $1,643.35. The breakdown 

is as follows: 

         

Curtailment amount        7,223.89

MI Coverage (%)                  x .35                    

Reimburse Trust              2,528.35

GMAC Reimbursed            - 884.80

Reimbursement               1,643.55

97047 5867 FHLM Marisol M Castillo Over Allowable Expense $103.00

FCL Sale 5/7/09; FCL Acquire 5/7/09

The following BPO was ordered Valuation Costs Exterior BPO - 48 

Hour Rush iao $103.00.  FHLM denied this expense stating that appraisals are not 

reimbursable without prior approval.  

No prior approval from FHLM was found on ISS or looking glass.

Total Request of write off - $103.00

97224 3046 FHLMC Cook Over Allowable Expense $560.00

Short Sale date: 08/25/09

The attny did not include $2053.50 in legal fees on the 104DC.  Loan mod funds iao 

$1493.50 were applied to fees on 10/20/08.  This results in a w/o iao $560.00.
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ID AccountNumber InvestorName CustomerName WriteOffReason TotAlWriteOffAmount WriteOffComment

136204 4784 MARK MCDOWELL Over Allowable Expense $250.00

Rejecting back to FCL Dept.-This is a billback to the attorney. They are still 

responsible for obtaining OTA. 

FNMA denied OTA Atty Fees pd on 6/17/10 for Reset Sale iao $250 stating that 

additional fees require excess fee approval. CIT 17 was opened on  05/10/11 and 

closed 05/19/11 (no comments). No approval has been uploaded to date.

139176 7668 FANNIE MAE JAY H. GRANITZ Short 3rd Party FC Sale Funds $693.25

The 3rd party funds were short when received from David Sterns office.  Requests 

were sent and firm would not answer or provide a breakdown. The file transferred to 

Abertelli¿s office post sale and they did not have any information. Please billback to 

the atty.

$57,139.98
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INRE: 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et. al., 
) 
) 

Debtors. 
) CASE NUMBER: 
) 12-12020 
) 
) 

DECLARATION OF JOHN W. SMITH T 

I, John W. Smith T, make this declaration under 28 U.S.C. § 1746 and hereby declare as 

follows: 

1. I am an attorney with the law finn of Bradley Arant Bault Cummings LLP and 

co-counsel for the The ResCap Liquidating Trust. 

2. I am licensed to practice law in the state of Alabama. I have been practicing law 

in the State of Alabama for more than twenty (20) years, and I have no record of discipline with 

the State Bar of Alabama or any state or federal bar. 

3. I am over 19 years of age. 

4. I am authorized to submit this declaration (the "Declaration") in support of the 

RESCAP LIQUIDATING TRUST'S OBJECTION TO PROOFS OF CLAIM NOS 5275 AND 

7464 FILED BY DAVID J STERN (the "Objection"). 

5. Except as otherwise indicated, all facts set fmih in this Declaration are based upon 

my personal knowledge of the litigation between the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

("DJSP A") and GMAC Mmigage, LLC ("GMACM"), infonnation learned from my review of 

relevant documents, including those identified herein, and discussions with persons in my office 

who handled or are personally familiar with matters identified below that were previously 
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handled by DJSP A. If I were called upon to testify, I could and would testify competently as 

follows: 

6. Publicly available information about the organizations of DJSP A and DJS 

Processing, LLC is available through the internet. True and correct copies of this information 

are attached as follows: 

a. David J. Stem, P.A. Articles of Incorporation, Florida Depmiment of State -

Division of Corporations, 

http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/Conve1iTifffoPDF?storagePath=COR%5C2 

009%5C 1007%5C61457623. Tif&documentNumber=P930000803 87 (downloaded March 18, 

2015), attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

b. DJS Processing, LLC Application for Authorization to Transact Business in 

Florida, Florida Department of State Division of Corporations, 

http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/ConvertTifffoPDF?storagePath=COR%5C2 

009%5C 1005%5C00209278. Tif&documentNumber=M09000003 832 (downloaded March 18, 

2015), attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

7. Based on publicly available news reports, the Florida Office of the Attorney 

General opened an investigation into DJSP A m August 2010. E.g., 

http://jacksonville.com/opinion/blog/401574/abel-harding/2010-08-1 O/attorney-general-bill

mccollum-opens-investigations. A true and correct copy of this article is attached hereto as 

Exhibit C. True and correct copies of the following documents related to this investigation 

conducted by the Office of the Attorney General are attached hereto: 

a. Order on Petitioner's Amended Petition to Quash the Investigative Subpoena 

Duces Tecum Issued by Florida's Attorney General, dated October 13, 2010, Law Offices of 

2 
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David J. Stern, P.A. v. State of Florida Department of Legal Affairs, et al., Case No. 10-32965 

(1 ?1h Judicial Circuit of Broward County, Florida), attached as Exhibit D; 1 

b. Corrected Sworn Statement of Kelly Scott, In re Investigation of Law Offices of 

David J. Stern, P.A., (AG# Ll0-3-1145), dated October 4, 2010, relating to her employment at 

DJSP A, attached as Exhibit E; and 

c. Deposition of Tammie Lou Kapusta, In re Investigation of Law Offices of David 

J. Stern, P.A., (AG# Ll0-3-1145), dated September 22, 2010, relating to her employment at 

DJSPA, attached as Exhibit F. 

8. On April 1 7, 2013, The Florida Bar filed a Complaint against David J. Stem and 

that case reached the Florida Supreme Court. True and correct copies of the following 

documents related to that matter are attached hereto: 

a. Complaint, The Florida Bar v. David James Stern, Florida Bar File Nos. 2010-

51,725(171), et al. (Fla. 2013), available at 

http://www.floridabar.org/DIVADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis 

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsf>/o2FdaToc!OpenForm%26AutoFramed 

%26MFL %3DDavid%2520J ames%2520Stem%26ICN%3D20105 l 725%26DAD%3DDisbarme 

nt, attached hereto as Exhibit G; 

b. Report of the Referee, The Florida Bar v. David James Stern, Supreme Court 

Case No. SC13-643 (Fla. 2013), available at 

http://www.floridabar.org/DIV ADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis 

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsf>/o2FdaToc!OpenFmm%26AutoFramed 

1 The Florida Court of Appeals subsequently ruled, on January 6, 2012, that the subpoena had 
been improvidently issued. 

3 
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%26MFL%3DDavid%2520James%2520Stem%26ICN%3D201051725%26DAD%3DDisbarme 

nt, attached hereto as Exhibit H; 

c. The Florida Bar v. Jorge Luis Suarez, Florida Bar File No. 2012-51,389(171) 

(Fla. Jan. 14, 2014), Conditional Guilty Plea For Consent Judgment, at 2-5, available at 

http://www.floridabar.org/DIV ADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis 

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsf'}o2FdaToc!OpenForm%26AutoFramed 

%26MFL%3DJorge%2520Luis%2520Suarez%26ICN%3D201251389%26DAD%3DSuspended 

%2520-%2520with%2520Conditions, attached hereto as Exhibit I; 

d. Supreme Court of Florida, Order of Disbarment, Jan. 1, 2014, The Florida Bar v. 

David James Stern, SC13-643, available at 

http://www.fl01idabar.org/D IV ADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS ?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis 

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsfO/o2FdaToc!OpenForm%26AutoFramed 

%26MFL%3DDavid%2520J ames%2520Stem%26ICN%3D20105 l 725%26DAD%3DDisbarme 

nt, attached hereto as Exhibit J; 

e. Supreme Court of Florida, Order of Suspension, Feb. 10, 2014, The Florida Bar 

v. Miriam L. Mendieta, SC13-2424, available at 

http://www.floridabar.org/DIV ADM/ME/MPDisAct.nsf/DisActFS?OpenFrameSet&Frame=Dis 

ActToC&Src=%2FDIVADM%2FME%2FMPDisAct.nsfO/o2FdaToc!OpenForm%26AutoFramed 

%26MFL%3DMiriam%2520L%2520Mendieta%26ICN%3D201150538%26DAD%3DSuspensi 

on, attached hereto as Exhibit K. 

9. In 2010, several news outlets reported iITegularities on the part of DJSP A. True 

and correct copies of the following articles that are accessible on the internet are attached hereto: 

a. Gretchen Morgenson & Geraldine Fabrikant, Florida's High-Speed Answer to a 

4 
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Foreclosure Mess, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 4, 2010), 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/05/business/05house.html?pagewanted=all, attached hereto as 

Exhibit L; and 

b. Ray Sanchez, Florida's Foreclosure King Investigated for Questionable 

Practices, ABC NEWS (Oct. 12, 2010), http://abcnews.go.com/Business/florida-foreclosure-

lawyer-david-stem-investigated/story?id=l 1854272, attached hereto as Exhibit M. 

10. David J. Stem has been deposed in connection with at least two lawsuits, 

including Mowat, Mack, Rahming & Humphrey v. DJSP Enterprises, Inc., 10-623020-CIV-

UNGARO (United States Dist. Court for the S.D. Fla.) and The Law Offices of David J Stern, 

P.A. v. Bank of America, Corp., No. aa-21349-CIV-MORENO (United States Dist. Court for the 

S.D. Fla.). A true and coITect copy of the transcripts of these depositions are attached hereto as 

Exhibits N-1 and N-2, respectively. 

11. On June 6, 2011, DJSPA brought suit against GMACM in Broward County, 

Florida seeking $6, 161,483. 70, the value of allegedly unpaid legal services that DJSP A claims to 

have provided to GMACM ("the Florida Lawsuit"). In its Complaint, DJSP A summarized the 

amounts it contends are owed in the following categories: 

1). 
2). 
3). 
4). 

Total 

FNMA matters 
FHLMC matters 
Remediation Work 
Other FC Work 

$ 411,687.15 
$ 271,820.73 
$ 2,979,500.00 
$ 2,498,475.82 

$ 6,161,483.70 

A true and coITect copy of the Complaint is attached as Exhibit 0. GMACM removed the 

Florida Lawsuit to the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida ("the 

Southern District Court of Florida") and filed an Answer and Counterclaims against DJSP A. A 

true and coITect copy of the Answer and Counterclaim is attached as Exhibit P. The parties had 

5 
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previously mediated the dispute unsuccessfully on May 25, 2011. While the Florida Lawsuit 

was pending, the parties engaged in some written discovery and document productions. As part 

of DJSPA's initial document production, DJSPA produced 17,694 allegedly unpaid invoices 

which it contends reflects unpaid work performed on 12,615 loan files on behalf of GMACM.2 

Following GMACM's filing of bankruptcy, the Florida Lawsuit was stayed on May 23, 2012. 

12. Contemporaneous with the prosecution of the Florida Lawsuit, DJSP A was also in 

litigation involving alleged unpaid fees for legal services against other mortgage lenders as well 

as the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. ("FHLMC") and the Federal National Mortgage 

Association ("FNMA"), entitled respectively: The Law Offices of David J Stern, P.A. v. Federal 

Home Loan Mortgage Co1p., 0:11-60623-CIV-Seitz/Simonton (U.S. Dist. Ct. S.D. Fla.) (the 

"FHLMC Suit"); and Federal National Mortgage Assoc. a/Ida Fannie Mae v. The Law Offices of 

David J Stern, P.A., No. 32-194Y-0016411 (American Arbitration Association) ("the FNMA 

Arbitration"). As a result of the investigation of and potential misconduct by DJS PA, FHLMC 

and FNMA notified DJSP A that it was no longer authorized to paiiicipate in the designated 

counsel program. (E.g., FHLMC Suit, Answer, Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaims of 

FHLMC, Doc. 63, at~ 39 and Exhibit B attached thereto, filed March 30, 2012, attached hereto 

as Exhibit Q.). 

13. A significant number of the invoices that are the subject of DJSPA's claims 

involved loans owned by FHLMC and FNMA. Both FHLMC and FNMA requested that 

DJSPA's invoices relating to their loans be transferred to the FHLMC Suit and FNMA 

Arbitration, respectively. As reflected by the stipulations attached hereto as Exhibits R, the 

parties-DJSP A, GMACM, FHLMC and FNMA-jointly agreed to transfer these loans from the 

2 These figures do not account for duplications which are believed to exist in the documentation 
produced by DJSP A. 
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Florida Litigation to the FHLMC suit and the FNMA arbitration. There are believed to be 790 

FHLMC loans and 1198 FNMA loans that were transferred by the Southern District Court of 

Florida to the FHLMC Suit and FNMA Arbitration, and such loans are no longer part of the 

Florida Litigation. 3 However, to the extent any work performed on FHLMC and FNMA loans 

related to remediation work, such invoices remained a part of the Florida Lawsuit. (See 

Plaintiffs and Defendant's Joint Stipulation (Doc. 44), filed February 3, 2012, attached as 

Exhibit R). 

14. As reflected in its Counterclaims, GMACM alleges that DJSPA committed 

numerous acts of malpractice during its representation of GMACM in various matters and that 

the acts of malpractice occurred as early as 2009. GMACM's investigation into DJSPA's 

malpractice continues, but the following matters, which are described by attorneys at my Firm 

who handled these matters in the Summary attached as Exhibit S, are known to have involved 

error and misconduct by DJSP A which resulted in damage to GMACM and its successor entities: 

a. Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas as Trustee for RALI 2007QS3 v. Barry F. 

Mack, et al., Case No. 09-7336-CA, 201
h Judicial Circuit Court for Collier County, Florida 

("Mack"). True and correct copies of the following documents, attached hereto, are pleadings, 

orders, and transcripts in Mack: 

1. Complaint of Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas as Trustee for RALI 

2007QS3, dated August 20, 2009, is attached hereto as Exhibit T; 

3 The transfer pleadings, which were based on loan information provided by DJSP A, reflect 
980 FHLMC loans and 1488 FNMA loans, but the above numbers account for duplicate loan 
numbers that were provided by DJSP A. 
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11. Answer to Complaint to Foreclose Mortgage, Affirmative Defenses and 

Counterclaims of Barry and Cheryl Mack, dated September 11, 2009, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit U; 

111. Final Judgment, dated May 11, 2011, is attached hereto as Exhibit V; 

iv. Final Order on Plaintiffs Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set 

New Trial, dated Feb. 26, 2013, is attached hereto as Exhibit W; 

v. A true and correct copy of the Deposition of Forrest McSurdy, dated April 

17, 2012, is attached hereto as Exhibit X; and 

VI. A true and correct copy of the Testimony of Forrest McSurdy, dated May 

16, 2012, is attached hereto as Exhibit Y. 

b. GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Michael Montroy, et al., Case No. 52-2008-CA-

005375, Circuit Court for Pinellas County, Florida; 

c. Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company v. Dana Joy Allen, et al., Case No. 

2010-985-CA, Circuit Court for Bay County, Florida; 

d. Deutsche Bank and Trust Co. v. Danny Armstrong, Case No. 16-2008-CA

Ol 5892, Circuit Comi for Duval County, Florida; 

e. US Bank, NA. v. Margaret Lipinsld, Case No. 10-15855-CI, Circuit Court for 

Pinellas County, Florida; 

f. Bank of New York Mellon Trust Co., NA. v. Eric Tamayo, Case No. 09-2229-CA, 

Circuit Court for Collier County, Florida; 

g. GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Carrie Gasque, Case No. 16-2008-CA-012971, Circuit 

Court for Duval County, Florida; 
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h. GMAC Mortgage v. Patrick Hopper, Case No. 2009-011026-CA, Circuit Court 

for Collier County, Florida; and 

i. GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Christopher Contreras, Case No. 2010-2868-CA, Circuit 

Court for Sarasota County, Florida. 

As reflected in the attached Summary (Exhibit S), the damages include fees and costs incurred 

by counsel to attempt to address the errors committed by DJSP A. 

[Signatures on next page] 
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of Ame1ica that the 

foregoing is true and correct, and that this declaration was executed this z, 71/J. day of April, 

2015. 

John W. Smith T 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

JEFFERSON COUNTY ) 

I, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said county in said state, hereby ce1iify that 
-:Jo H "( S/\'\. 1T HT , whose name is signed to the foregoing 

instrument, and who is known to me, acknowledged before me on this day that, being infonned 
of the contents of said instrument, and acting with the advice of counsel of his choosing, he 
executed the same voluntarily on the day the same bears date. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of Apn ., , 2015. 

[NOTARIAL SEAL] 
) 

1/2723543 .6 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 
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EXHIBIT A 

TO THE DECLARATION OF 

JOHN W. SMITH T 
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P93000080387 
· The microfilm contain~ng the articles 
of incorporation filed on November · 
22, 1993 is missing from our records. 
This replacement set of articles was 
supplied by the corporation. 

300161457623 

6 pages 
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DAVID J. STSA!lf, P.A. . ... 

TB2 ONOIRSIQHBIJ aubacriber to tbaae Art.iole~ 
1

0~ Incorporatioc~ 
hereby forme a corporation ~oder tbe %.&va ot tho State o.t: Plorida.' 

ARTICLll t, WAKlh 

~he n~o o: thia corporation •hall bea 

DAVID J. ST&RN, P.A. 

St&tea of America. Thia corporation ie .initially or9ani1ed for 
J 

purpoeo ot l'.h.9 Rfllctlce of ln ud !.ll~Ue!da and lnx 
other aotlvit~ g,r buai&lo' un ar tho ....!lf.!. 
of ths united States A 2' .iri.l£.! .2! 7lor1da 

th• 

and any and all lawf~l buaioeaa for which corporations 11.tlY engage. 

l.A~tc~s Ilit CAl'tTAL STOCX 

The a99rogata nWllber of aharea that tbia corporation i• 

authorised to have outstandinq at any oae time ta 100 

o.t: no par (.$ -o- ) dollars par val1:1e common •tock. 

ARTIC~R IV1 PRIJDilPTIVI RIGH~S 

Bvcry Aharoholder, upon tbe aale for caab of any new ato~k 

of tbi• gorporation of th~ aa~A.~1n4, cla•• or aeri•• as th~t which 

he already holds, ehaU have tbe r111ht to purch&H bia pro rata 

ehar~ thereof (ae nearly aa m.a.y be doae wltbout is•uance of fr&Q• 

tional eharo5J at prices which it 1• offered to oth•rt. 

ARTICLB Va TB!UC Or SXlSTSNCB 

~bis cQrpor&tion shall exist perpetually. 

P.ropaced by1 
Hichael P. Chase, Attorney at Lllw 
26i7 RB 203rd St. Ste. 20~ 
R. M1A~i Beach. Pl. 331HO 
( 305 I !ill-HU 
BARflJUl.32 

.. . ;. ~ ·'· .... ·,, 
:s..:,, ~ 

~,,.,.,, ,,. • . 
• .._1! •• ~ 
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AR'l'ICLI Vlt 

Pt.A.Cl OP BUStlfBBd ' 

1'h• 1treet addrosa ot th iD.lt..lal :r1:9hterod oUice o: th.le 
corporation i111 2~27 ml 20lrd st. 

Ste. 20' 
~. Miami. D•ach, fl. 33180, .,; 

and tho name a! the 1nit1al re91•t•rad ~qent ct tbis eorporatioa·i• 

DAVTn •l. S'?IJ\R, At.tornoy At :.av 
MTICt.C VII r XW%1'%At. BOAJD OP D.IP.ECl'O.llS 

Th• corporation •hall have ..!_ director initially. The 

nWllber o~ director• ia.sy ~o either incr•••-4 or dacroa~•d trom ti~ 

to ti=o by t~e by11w1, b~t ahall naver be le9t tban one. The 

name ~nd 4dd~coa o~ toe ioiti~l director o~ .this corporation i&s 

~AYip JI BTE:R N 

AR~tC~E VllI& INCORIOaA~Oa 

2127 BJ 20lrd st: 1 see, 20! 

1. Hiam1 B••sn. •1. J11su 

The name and addreaa of tba peraon •lining the•• Articles o! 

Inco~por&tion i•i 

David J, Stern 
2527 NE 20lrd St. 
St:e. 20~ 
». Mia~1 Beach, 71. 33180 

a~d th.la i• the oorporation•o principal plAca of bu1ia•••· 

ARrlcL.B tx: AMSNtJMZNTS 

Thl• aorpo~&tion·re•er••a tb• rl9h~ to amon4 ct rop•al any 

prcv1e1on contained ln thcoc Artie~•• ot Incorporation, or any 

amen~nt heroto, an~ any riih~ conferr•d upon tho ahar~holdcrd 1a 

aubject to thia re~•~vation. 

U'l':C!.n x: TRANSiU Cr S'l"vc.iih 

~ho Sha~eboldera ot this corporation llAY not sell or 
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: s\~~ ... ~11 "! . ,t)\.~~~d 
•• ·•-:._fY, .,,,, 

\·1f~l~'f1~';.'jl 
·'1"' , i;.1 
~·;lj<·t'f. 
.ef ·: .. - : ,, .. : 
........ ( .. 
r;'J , • • 
·.;,. . •.\ . 

' .. 
t.ranahr any tllaroa ot thi• co:.P-'r&tion •'e)CC•Jlit to a.nothe.r · it1dhidt2i1~ · 

' I ~ l0:~ ,,.. • '• ' ~ 1P;f~': · .. , ~·.; 
who S.1 dul;r licennd to practice law h th• '1tcah ot l"lodda'{ or ~·· ~~: :· . ' ... ~ 

render protenf.onal ~ervicu which tbe oor~i-'ats.on hu the.:·~or ~=or~, · 
• ' • , ~ I • / I I \.~1 • 

conduct, a11d aucb •ale or tranafet may be .,,.d.• only alter ·the aULl!f'·') . 

a~all hue bun approveo, at a aiockhol4er'•• .meat1.11q oapeoially .~ ;;·; 

.called to(' 1uch purpo1e, by the holder a of •. _lllA:lotity of tb•'.. ·1~ ;: 
• • I '• ,!, .. • : • f ': 

outatan41n9 atoc~. . ·:.. .' ·. 
' ' . 

IN WITNBSS tfllSRBOt, th• und~1i9ced ~~b•orib4ar ba• eJCecated · ·· 

tl::usse Art~cles of .tncorporation. thh 22..fbJ da~ 'of Noi€'rnWi~u .. ~:'./~" 

STAfa 0' Ft.oRIDAJ .... 
coi:nr:~ or DADS > 

. ~)cJ.~ : 

. \ ~. ·. 
BlfORR &8, tha undaraigned aut.horlty, paraon"lly apP41arad .. 

DAyip J, STIRN ktlovn to Illa as the peraon deacribed as su~1crl~•r 

and Re~iatared Agent in and who exeeute4 the fora9oin9 Articlea ot ~. 

InoorporAt.ion, and h• •cknowled9ed betore me thot h• 1ub•orlbed 
•' 

to eamo. 

HX'l'N'BSS 11ty han4 and oca.1 thh ~ day Of :7;~c. .LUJ, 

.. .. _., ·- -· RWlr.y~- -#l:carY,.. ,._ Cll' Flor . ~ 
~ ~.t!V':'I ~ Clrht r: :._i:.p:,.. 

.Tllall "-CllT"I IW\'4.W ~ 

000t>Z:Z51>06. O! ~Jd-13 J.al:I 60:Z:l t66l-l%~ 

) 

~ . "' ' '4' ... 
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Division. of Corporations 
Public /\ccess System 

El~ctronic riling. Caver Sheet 

Note: J•te11se ptint this page anci use it as n cover sh1:ct. Type the fax audit 
number (shown below) t111 the rop and l.Jorrom of all pages of the document. 

(((H09000209278 3))) 
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Note: DO NOT hit the REFRESH/RELOAD button on your browser from rhis 
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Oivi~ion aE Cor~oracions· 
Fa:<. Numl.Jt::r : (BS0)6l."1-63B3 

From; .. . 
'' •I 

, . : ~ ~ ·, .. ~ . 
A<;:count: Name 
Acco~m ': ~:,imhP.r. 

J.'>hone 
r'ax Ni.:mber 

: ~ORJ.\1'10N SYSTEM 
;--0023. 

(850)222-1092 
(850)078-53156 

FLORIDA/FOIIBlGN. LIMITED LIABILITY CO. 

DJS ·Processing LLC 
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APPUCATWN ll't' FOREIGN Ll1VUT1£U LIAB!LlTY COl\ll!'ANY FOR AlJTHORJ.ZATlON 1"0 
l"RAJ'iSACT BUSJNESS JN FLOlUOA 

IN COMPUANCE Wfl'ff S.fCTlCJN 608.503. f'J.ORJDA SfA1'{.f[£S, THE FOI.l.OW!NG IJ' SUBMtnr:D 7V /?FJJEfER A /'(JkEKJN 
l./MrrED !JABJ!JJYCO.WPANYTO TRANSACT IJUSJN£$ JN1]{£ SI'ATEOFF.LORJJJA: 

j . DJS PROCilSSINO, l.LC 
lN amc o t'F ori;iRn Limi!C"tl Lii!bil'ity CompD.ll)' i must incl1.1u1:"Iim-..-lt-cd""'L""'i~ab~i'~ITTi-ty'"'("";o-m-p-a-ny-,= .. """"L'""'" ..... L"""Z:.," ot i.Lt'C.;iy--

flt' na:nc: u1uivailablc, 1:ntc1 altCmatc name ad9p1c::d for 1h~ purpO$\l ofir~nsiicling busint:s~ in l;loridi:t 1md attach ll copy of~ wdltcn 
~011s1:n~ o[ the mllnug,1:1rs or mlifl<igin8 rncrnb~rs adopting ihe al!em:lle n~me. Ttlc 11lcern11lc mun(: muse includ" "!,imitcd LiHbillty 
Compan;.,'' ''L.L.C," "LLC,") ... : .: , . , .. 

'..:!. DELA WARE 3. 
(Jurisdlci'ioi\ under the law oi" which forc:lgn limhcd llii.bmiy -~---\""r=-E=:-n-u'ruber, ;r 11pptic11bk:) _____ _ 
company i~ \llgani:i;cu) 

STIPTElvffiER 1 ), 200~ 
(Dol.i uTOrs11111miioii) ____ _ 

6. UPON RBGl8TH.A'l'l0N IN FLOR1DA 

5, . J>ERPETUAl, 
li5i.ratlon: v~lli· lim1·-1.c--·a .... l,....i11,..,6i~h"""1y-co~m-p-an_y_w-i""lJ,....c-c11-,-~ ~to

exi5t or "perp1,:tual ") 
_.,.r--·-"· .. 

{l'5iltc ftrnL 111\nsnctcd businc·Si.-\[;FloriC:h1, if pti'1r to re:8is1rat101>.) 
(Soc sections 608.501 & 60!!.501. F.S. \o th:tilrmint pttnalty liability) Ct co 

(J') 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-r'! .,, 7. ?00 SOUTH ?fNf; ISLAND ROAD, SUl'J'E 400 

PLANTATION, FLORIDA 33124 N 
(S1m1t MdrcS$ of PrincijilifOFfi<:'~·---~-----CX> 

8. lflimitect liabiiity comp1:my is a managcr-rnanl:lged co!llpany, checlc nere 0 ~ 
:JC 

9. Tht: name and usual busim:1's udJ1esses ofthCJ managing members or managers are as follows; 

LAW OPFlCJ:S OF DA VlD J. S'i'F.llN, P.A. 
_...;._~~~~---....-..:..~---~~~~~~~--~~~ 

f"·;> ··:-,. '''.:1• . y . ·."! .. 

900 SOUTH f>!NE ISLAND .R.OAD, SllJ_:r_n_4_fll_l __ ..:... .. '~---'----'-------~-

PLA~TA'f10N, l'LORIDA J3324 

<5 .. 
Q 
Q 

------------------~-···-··-

10. A~isanoriginalwtlficarcofexistm;e,c10mcrelhan90duysold.duly~tbyl.OC0(ficlal havingcum:lyof~in 
lhcjurmction undertrelltwafwh~itis~ (A~isooL~k:. Ift!l:ceni11carc!.sin II !M:igniangwg1:,u 
\l"<!l l.5lation oftru Ct;rtifk<ltt 111'Xkr C6lh of~ t.ranslinr:r must: be Sl.lbrnittt:d.) 

11. Nanffe of business or purposes to be conductt:d or promoteo in Florida: The fon:ign timit~d Liabili1y 

d 1inder the: flori\!<1 l:iu~i11ess..Q.v1por111ion Act, im:luding but • 
~· ----..... -

Si go ture ora m 1 or tin authorized reprl;senMive of a mernbi:r. 
(In ~c.:t111l1U1"' with :i<:etion 60&A()~{J), F.S., lh.: eAccution ol'lhisdacumintcon~tiM~i 
en 1tffirma:lon under iln: penullit!S Df µt:rjUI)' lh~l lht: facu ~tatod h~r~i11 ~~ 1ruc.) 

OA V!J) J. STERN 

Typed or printed nnmi: ofslgnee 
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- ---- --·-----

CERTIFlCA1'E Of' DESIGNATION OF 
REGlSTERED AGENT/REGISTERED OFFICE 

PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 608.415" or 608.507, FLORIDA STATUTES. Tl rE 
UNDERSlGNED LIMITED UA.SILITY COMPANY S\JBMITS 1lIE FOLLOWlNG STATEMENT 
TO DESIGNATE A RnGISTERElJ OFFlCE AND RnGlSTERED AGENTrN THE STATE OF 
FLORIDA. 

fhe name of the Limited Liability Campany is: 

DJS PROCESSING, LLC 

Ir unfivailable, tht: altcrniite to be used in the staie of Jilori1fa is: 

., Th1,; name and the Florida ~lreet addrcs:; of tho registered ag~nt and office an:: 

UAVID J. STERN 
--------(Name;.) 

901) SOUTH PIN8 lSLAND ROAD, SUITE 400 

l'LANTJ\TION FL :i:i124 

CityiSwtelZlp 

Having b1ten named as regl~·tcred agent and U> accep1 servicr: Df proc':ess for tha above stared limited 
flfJbility uompu.ny at the placa designated m rhi~ cer1i}ica11:, 1 h~reby <Jcccpt rhe t1ppointmet1f w.· regisrerod 
t1gen1 ~Jnd agrt-e to act in this capacl1y. I furlher agret to comply with tM provisions of all sratutes 
relarin¥ 10 the proper and compfote perfo""mance of my dµties, and J µm f(Jmi/iar with and acc:epl che 
ubligu ·uri:.· ef m~po.·· · n ci~· r i:.1ered agenr a.s providt:dfor lr1 Chapter 608, Florida sumues. 

\ DAVI J .. re . 
By: ()J_J • -

-·---- (Sig 11.m:) 

$100.00 
$ 25.00 
$ 30.00 
$ 5.IJI) 

Jl'iling f<'cc· tor Application 
llesign11tl011 of Rt.-gisjored Agenr 
Certified Copy (optioi:ud} 
Certificate of S(ittas (optlu11al) 
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.. ' ~ . 

Ve Ca ware PAGE l 

'Ifie :First Stute 

J:, JEFFREY W. BOL.LOCK, SECRE3.'ARY OF STATE: OF TllE STATE OF 

DELAWARJ!;, DO HEREBY CE:RXIFY "DJS PROCESSING, LLC" .rs vaLY FORMED 

UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DRT.AWARE AND IS IN GOOD STANDING 

AND llAS A LEGAL EXIS'l'ENCE SO FAA AS TllE .RECORDS OP TRIS OJi'lf'ICE 

:mow, AS OP' THE TWENT'!/-EIGHTH DAY OF SEPTEMBEJi~ A, D. 2009. 

AND 1 DO HER~BY FURXHER CE~T!~Y TEAT THE ANNUAL TAXES HAVE 

NO'l' 8BEN ASSESSED TO DATE. 
' • .1' 

'j,. 
~ . ... ' -. . :' ., 

4731030 8300 

090890 l 70 DATE: 09-29-09 
¥<>" "'"Y "":d..f'y t:h~s cco.rcilic:11-co ool~111• 
,,t '"'"'P· <li>l"'""'r", go1r/.:1vtbi.u::-. 11hwi.t 
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THE GUARDIAN AD 
LITE.M FOUNDATION 

OF Fl.ORIDA'S FIRST COAST, INC., 

April is Child Al>use 1"reventl<>n Honth. 
Won't you step up andjoln the 615 (,Al vo!unt•mr child 
advo(;;lt~s 3S th•9 he1J> us holp those rnod vufn•r~l:>f• 

who unnotholp thotns•lvos ·th• chHdrnn? 

.~~. 

84° 81° 86° eEdition Activate I Subscribe 

.1 : 
Now Tomorrow Saturday 

• Attorney General Bill Mccollum opens investigations into 
foreclosure law firms 

By Abel Harding (Abel Harding) [ August 10, 2010- 6:07pm 

AP Photo/Mel Evans. file 

Florida Attorney General Bill Mccollum opened 

investigations Tuesday into allegations of unfair 

and deceptive practices by three of the state's 

largest foreclosure law firms. 

The investigations are targeted at Fort 

Lauderdale-based The Law Offices of Marshall 

C. Watson, P.A.; Tampa-based Shapiro & 

Fishman, LLP; and Plantation-based The Law 

Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. The Attorney 

General previously opened investigations into 

Florida Default Law Group, a foreclosure firm based in Tampa, and Jacksonville-based 

Fidelity National Financial. 

Read: Florida investigating 'bogus' foreclosure records 

Stern's practice was sued last month in U.S. District Court, Southern District of Florida, by 

Fort Lauderdale attorney Kenneth Eric Trent, who represents South Florida resident Ignacio 

Damian Figueroa and is seeking class-action status. 

In the suit, Trent says that Stern's law firm generated fraudulent mortgage assignments when 

pursuing foreclosures, something the suit says violated the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 

Organizations Act. 

"There's an intentional haze that no one can get through," said Trent. "It's designed to hide 

the fact that no one can prove who owns these mortgages." 

Because many mortgages have been bought and sold by different institutions multiple times, 

paperwork involved in the process to obtain foreclosure judgements is often missing. Trent 

said Stern's firm overcame that obstacle by creating an assignment, which was signed by a 

Stern employee instead of a representative of the lender attempting to foreclose. 

Trent said news of the Attorney General's investigation added legitimacy to his case. 

"It's a rotation of the snowball that will hopefully lead to the avalanche that will force wide

spread change in Florida's foreclosure practices," he said. 

The Attorney General's office said it served subpoenas on the three firms and was also 

investigating whether or not the firms had created affiliated companies outside the United 

States where the documents were prepared. 

"Our primary concern is that Florida homeowners have access to due process," said Sandi 

Copes, a spokesperson for the Attorney General's office. 

PREV NEXT 

MORE FROM THIS BLOG 

Abel Harding: A flip-flop should never 
come with a penalty 
Abel Harding: Ever Bank deal a winner 
for Jacksonville's downtown 
These builders? Not yellow, and not 
bluffing 
On Politics: City Hall hires reaping 
benefits of pension reform delay 
Abel Harding: Industry's chance for 
action is now 

MOST POPULAR BLOGS 

ti Maurice Jones-Drew to retire as a 
Jaguars player next week 

t' Vacation Homes Surge! Buyers Want 
Florida Property 
Tour De Food in St. Augustine 

!' What Isn't a Negotiable Instrument? 
Plan for some weekend rain 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE l 7TH JUDI~IAL CIRCUI IN 
AND FOR BROW ARD COUNTY, Fl+ORIDA 

LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, PA., 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT 
OF LEGAL AFFAIRS, 

Defendants. 

CASE NO.~ 10-32965 (04 

HON. EILEEN M. O'CON OR 

ORDER ON PETITONER'S AMENDED PETITION TO QUA 
INVESTIGATIVE SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM ISSUED ;BY FLORID 

GENERAL 

THIS CAUSE having come before the Court on Petitioner's Amended 

r,i-, 
::·i-. 
t7;:JI -=E-:·1:. 
'].> ;o, 
~:r.~ 
t::;;.;:-:: .:' 

" 
,,-: 

0.C-:.t 

~~~:: 
~-·:c'") 

'l{NE: 
;:oC:V> 
-:::u 
$:-1 

the Investigative Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued by Florida'$ Attorney G : e Co 

having considered the motion, the Attorney General's response; testimony anl he sup, lement 1 

authority filed by both parties, it is hereby I l 
ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the amended motion to quar [the . ende ] 

subpoena' based upon petitioner's argument that the Attorney General has o juriJction t 

issue a subpoena to a law firm on the basis of Florida Statutes, Chapter 501.21 (8) FDbA, -

DENIED. I 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, at Fort Lauderdale, Browak Count)'! 
............... ,\, ·. ft 

--~ll "' .~. i · • day of October, 2010 . 
.: ~CNlARD COlJM 'X •1 

i I ,f!do H~~Y CERflF't')hfl within and f()feg.olng !11 a !rue 
f '!11 ~orrti opy of ~~wi2lnal as it appear§ oN ffl.Mfd 
~ ~~~~~~~~lc~va'.. Circuit Court Clerk m Bmw&ro Hon. Eileen M. O'Connor 
~ O w1tMM§~i 11a ·. . · Circuit Court Judge 
1
' ~~}wa thi , . " · a F · i:iraar• 't."1":.i ·.: • • , . 0 ,, . "• . --o,,, · · .court I 

T e petitioner aP, ren a an !? 1ginal petition upon receipt of the amended inve~t gative su · poena 

~~T~~N~ SPENCEe original objections. The amended subpoena is attached hereto., 

WJTI° 14 • '!§lqAJ\tU)SZ 1 . 

-0 
a ,···-

" ' . .i ......... 1:'.""1 
.-· . -· ... 
-···'i 

-0 C> :r 
~-::: 

s> r-
w 
(...) 
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Copies furnished to: 

Jeffrey Tew, Esq. and Andrew B. Thomson, Esq. TEW CARDENAS, LLP, 1441 Brickell Aveµ e, 151
h Flpor, 

Miami, FL 3313 
i . 

June M. Clarkson, Esq. and Theresa B. Edwards, Esq. Office of the Attorney General, 110 SE~ 'Street, 101
h Floor, 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 

2 
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ST A TE OF FLORI DA 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS 

ECONOMIC CRIMES 
AMENDED INVESTIGATIVE SUBPOENA DUCES TEClJ 

!N THF l'J\.ESTIGA TION OF: Law Offices ol David J. Stern, P.A. 
900 S. Pine Island Road 
Suite 400 
Plantation, Florida 33324 

1 o Attention: REGISTERED AGENT and RECORDS CUSTODIAN 
David J. Stern 
lJ0() S. Pine Island Road 
Smee 400 
Plantation, Florida 33324 

wr :my other lawful address of service) 

This investigative Subpoena Duces Tecum is issued pursuant to Florida s Deceptive am 
l lnfair Trade Practices Act, Chapter 501, Part JI, Florida Statutes, in the course and authority o · 
an offJc1al imestigation. The general purpose and scope of this investigation ex ends to poss1bl 
t1nfa1r and deceptive trade practices, unconscionable acts and/or unfair compedt on of the abo\ 
named recipient and/or associated entities. Your attention is directed to Secti ns 50 J2(1J an 
~Ol .206. Florida Statutes, printed at the back of this document. 

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to produce all documentary m terial and othe 
tangible evidence as described herein, that is in your possession, custody or c ntrol. or in th 
possession custody or control of your agents or employees, and to make l ara1l~ble for 
inspection and copying or reproduction before Assistant Attorney Generals, Ju e M. Clarkson 
,rnd Theresa B. Edwards and/or their designated representative on November , 201 O at 1 :00 
pm at the follO\ving location: 

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Attention: David J. Stem 
110 S.E. 6th Street, 10th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 
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are responsive. 

F. In the event that you seek to withhold any document on the basis that 1 properly entitl d 

to some privilege or limitation, please provide the following inforrnatio, 

1. A list identifying each document for which you believe a Jimita~i n exists; 

2. The name of each author, writer, sender or initiator of such doc; mentor thing, f 

any; 

3. The name of each recipient, addressee or pariy for who such docume t 

or thing was intended, if any; 

4. The date of such document, if any, or an estimate thereof o indicated if n 

date appears on the document; 

5. The general subject matter as described in such document, or, if no sue 

description appears, then such other description sufficient to idemify said document; and 

6. The claimed grounds for withholding the document, including, b t not limited to 

the nature of any claimed privilege and grounds in support thereof. 

G. For each request, or part thereof, which is not fully responded to pursu t to a privilege 

the nature of the privilege and grounds in support thereof should be fully 

H. If you possess, control or have custody of no documents responsiv to any of the 

numbered requests set forth below, state this fact in your response to said equest. 

I. For purposes ofresponding to thjs subpoena, the term "document" shall ean all writings 

or stored data or information of any kind, in any fonn, including the origj als and all non-

identical copies, whether different from the originals by reason of any n tation(s) made 

on such copies or otherwise, including, without limitation: correspondenc , notes, letters, 

3 
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telegrams, minutes, certificates, diplomas, contracts, franchise agree ents and oth r 

agreements, brochures, pamphlets, forms, scripts, reports, studies, stati tics, inter-offic 

and intra-office communications, training materials, analyses, memor nda, statement , 

summaries, graphs, charts, tests, plans, arrangements, tabulations, bull ins, newsletter , 

advertisements, computer printouts, teletype, telefax, microfilm, e-mai , electronicall 

stored data, price books and lists, invoices, receipts, inventories, regularly ke 

summaries or compilations of business records, notations of any type f conversation 

meetings, telephone or other conununications, audio and videot3; electroni 

mechanical or electrical records or representations of any kind (i luding withou 

limitation tapes, cassettes, discs, magnetic tapes, hard drives and record ngs - to includ 

each document translated, if necessary, through detection devices into r asonably usabl 

form). 

J. For purposes of responding to this subpoena, the tenn "affiliate" shall mean: 

corporation, partnership, business trust, joint venture or other artific al entity whic 

effectively controls, or is effectively controlled by you, or which is rel ted to you as 

parent or subsidiary or sibling entity. "Affiliate" shall also mean any entity in whic 

there is a mutual identity of any officer or director. "Effectively con ols" shall mea 

having the status of owner, investor (if 5% or more of voting stock), p rtner, member 

officer, director, shareholder, manager, settler, trustee, beneficiary or ul imate equitabl 

owner as defined in Section 607.0505(1 l)(e), Florida Statutes. 

K. The tenn "Florida affiliates" sha11 mean those of your affiliates whic do business i 

Florida or which are licensed to do business in Florida. 

4 
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L. If production of documents or other items required by this subpoena uld be, in who e 

or in part, unduly burdensome, or if the response to an individual requ st for producti n 

may be aided by clarification of the request, contact the Assistant Atto ey General w 
0 

issued this subpoena to discuss possible amendments or modifications of the subpoen , 

witl1in five ( 5) days of receipt of same. 

M. Unless otherwise specified, the pertinent time period is January 1, 20 8 to the prese 

date (hereinafter "pertinent time period") and all questions pertain sole y to that narro 

time period. 

N. Documents maintained in electronic form must be produced in their nati e electronic 

fonn with all metadata intact. Data must be produced in the data format n which it is 

typically used and maintained. Moreover, to the extent that a responsive ocument has 

been electronically scanned (for any purpose), that Document must be pr duced in an 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) fonnat and an opportunity provide to review the 

original Document. In addition, documents that have been electronically canned must 

be in black and white and should be produced in a Group IV TIFF Forma (TIF image 

format), with a Summation format load file (dii extension). DU Coded d ta should be 

received in a (Comma-Separated Values) CSV format with a pipe(!) u ed for multi

value fields. Images should be single page TIFFs, meaning one TIFF file for each page 

of the Document, not one .tiff for each Document. If there is no text for a text file, the 

folJowing should be inserted in that text file: "Page Intentionally Left Ela k." 

Moreover, this Subpoena requires all objective coding for the production, o the extent it 

exists. 

5 
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For electronic mail systems using Microsoft Outlook or LotusNotes, prq ide all 

responsive emails and, if applicable, email attachments and ariy related ocuments, in 

their native file format (i.e., .pst for Outlook personal folder, .nsf for Lot sNotes). For 

all other email systems, provide all responsive emails and, if applicable, mail 

attachments and any related Documents in OCR and TIFF formats as de cribed above. 

0. DJS shall mean the business entity "David J. Stern, P.A." 

P. The relevant time period for the present request shall be from October 6, 007 to present 

unless otherwise specifically stated. 

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to produce at said time and plac all documents 

as defined above, relating to the following subjects: 

1. A list of all current and former employees, independent contractors 

subcontractors of DJS , including their job title(s), their duties and re onsibihties an 

the length of their employment with DJS. This request would include any contracts 

between DJS and such employees, independent contractors or sub con ractors., 

2. The names and addresses of any and all lawyers and/or law firms that DJS hires/uses 

(or has hired/used) throughout the State to represent DJS clients info eclosure cases. 

Describe the capacity in which said lawyers/law firms serve(d) DJS, ncluding any 

contracts between DJS and said lawyer(s) and/or law firm(s). 

3. The names and addresses of any and all lending institutions that DJS as represented 

in foreclosure cases, including any contracts between DJS and said in titutions. 

4. The names and addresses of any and all companies employed by DJS o draft and/or 

execute Assignments of Mortgage or Affidavits, including any contra ts between the 
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lending institutions and DJS allowing for the use of the companies o draft and/or 

execute said Assignments of Mortgage. 

5. The names and addresses of any and all persons and/or companies ired and/or use 

by DJS to perfect service of process on foreclosure defendants fort e past 4 years, 

including their relationship to DJS and/or David J. Stem, individual y including an 

and all contracts between the person or persons and/or company an DJS. 

6. The names and addresses of any and all servicing compan1es DJS r presents or 

represented. 

7. The names and addresses of any corporations, companies, partnersh ps or associatio s 

that DJS has any interest in, including any foreign corporations, and detail what the 

business does and what type of interest is held by DJS. This reque is only to 

businesses that in any way pertain to the respondents' foreclosure p actices, includi g 

but not limited to Process Serving Companies, Title Companies and Document 

Preparation Companies. 

8. Copies of all documents that are NOT attorney client privileged, in JS's files fort 

following foreclosures: 

• Ernesto Diaz and Hayne Murcia 

• Ernest E. Harpster 

• William and Trisha Martin 

• Jorge Porter 

• Janice Epps 

• John Hewett 

7 
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• Marianela Hernandez 

• Marie G. Charles 

• Claire Nesbeth 

• Ticiane Andrade and Fabio Rodrigues 

• West on Walrond 

• Barry and Shirley Staley 

9. List all notaries that worked or works for DJS who notarized Affida "ts as to fees an 

Assignments of Mortgage, include their names and addresses. 

10. Copies of all non-disclosure agreements between DJS and any and al of its 

employees, subcontractor or independent contractors. 

11. Copies of all checks and/or evidence of any other form of payment( s from the 

plaintiffs that DJS represents in court in foreclosure cases to DJS an 'or any of DJS' 

affiliates and/or subsidiaries for services rendered in foreclosure case . 

12. Documents, including emails, that evidence what the pay scales, pay ades and/or 

bonuses paid by DJS to employees, subcontractors or independent co 

completion of foreclosure cases. 

13. Documents, including emails, that evidence what the pay scales, pay ades and/or 

bonuses paid by lenders to DJS or its employees, subcontractors or in ependent 

contractors for completion of foreclosure cases 

WITNESS the FLORIDA OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL i Fort 

Lauderdale, Florida, this --'!/1t-day of 0 U6/JtJll , 2010. 
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sistant Attorney General 
Florida Bar Number: 785709 

Assistant Attorney General 
Florida Bar Number: 252794 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY G RAL 
110 S.E. 6th Street, 10th Floor 
Fort Lauderdale, .Florida 33301 
Telephone: 954-712-4600 
Facsimile: 954-712-4658 

NOTE: In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, person needing a 
special accommodation to participate in this proceeding should contact George udd, Assistant 
Attorney General at (954) 712-4600 no later than seven days prior to the procee -ngs. If hearing 
impaired, contact the Florida Relay Service 1-800-955-8771 (TDD); or 1-800-95 -8770 (Voice), 
for assistance_ 

AUTHORITY 
Florida Statute 501 .206 

501.206 Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

( l) If, by his own inquiry or as a result of complaints, the enforcing authority h s reason to 
believe that a person has engaged in, or is engaging in, an act or practice that vio ates this part, 
he may administer oaths and affirmations, subpoena witnesses or matter, and col ect evidence. 
Within 5 days excluding weekends and legal holidays, after the service of a subp ena or at any 
time before the return date specified therein, whichever is longer, the party serve may file in the 
circuit court in the county in which he resides or in which he transacts business a d serve upon 
the enforcing authority a petition for an order modifying or setting aside the sub ena. The 
petitioner may raise any objection or privilege which would be available under t · s chapter or 
upon service of such subpoena in a civil action. The subpoena shall infonn the p y served of 
his rights under this subsection. 

(2) If matter that the enforcing authority seeks to obtain by subpoena is located 
state, the person subpoenaed may make it available to the enforcing authority or 
representative to examine the matter at the place where it is located. The enforci g authority 
may designate representatives, including officials of the state in which the matter is located, to 
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inspect the matter on his behalf, and he may respond to simjlar requests from o 1cials of other 
states. 

(3) Upon failure of a person without lawful excuse to obey a subpoena and up n reasonable 
notice to all persons affected, the enforcing authority may apply to the circuit c urt for an order 
compelling compliance. 

( 4) The enforcing authority may request that the individual who refuses to co ly with a 
subpoena on the ground that testimony or matter may incriminate him be ordere by the court t 
provide the testimony or matter. Except in a prosecution for perjury, an individ al who comp Ji 
with a court order to provide testimony or matter after asserting a privilege agai st self
incrimination to which he is entitled by law shall not have the testimony or matt r so provided, 
or evidence derived there from, received against him in any criminal investigati n proceeding. 

(5) Any person upon whom a subpoena is served pursuant to this section shall c mply with the 
terms thereof unless otherwise provided by order of the court. Any person who ails to appear 
with the intent to avoid, evade, or prevent compliance in whole or in part with y investigation 
under this part or who removes, destroys, or by any other means falsifies any do umentary 
material in the possession, custody, or control of any person subject to any such ·ubpoena, or 
knowingly conceals any relevant information with the intent to avoid, evade, or revent 
compliance shall be liable for a civil penalty of not more than $5,000, reasonabl attorney's fees, 
and costs. 

Affidavit of Service Attached 
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( 

( 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS 

ECONOMIC CRIMES 

SUBPOENA FOR APPEARANCE FOR KELLY SCOTT 

AG CASE NO.: Ll0-3-1145 

Page 1 

IN THE INVESTIGATION OF: Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 

900 S. Pine Island Road 

Suite 400 

Plantation, Florida 33324 

CORRECTED 

SWORN STATEMENT 

OF 

KELLY SCOTT 

Off ice of the Attorney General 

110 S.E . 6th Street, 10th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

October 4th, 2010 

2:14 p.m. - 3:45 p.m . 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 APPEARANCES: 

2 

3 For the Plaintiff(s): 

4 

5 

6 

7 

JUNE M. CLARKSON, ESQUIRE 

THERESA B. EDWARDS, ESQUIRE 

Office of the Attorney General 

110 S.E. 6th Street, 9th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

For the Defendant(s): 

8 

9 

10 

(Appearing telephonically) 

DOUGLAS S. LYONS, ESQUIRE 

MARSHA L. LYONS, ESQUIRE 

Lyons & Farrar 

325 N. Calhoun Street 

11 Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

12 Also Present: 

13 CORY FRIEDMAN (Intern) 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

.. 

HAROLD REAGAN (Court Reporter) 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page 2 
1 

. 
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Page 3 • 

I N D E X 1 

2 

3 Witness Direct Cross Redirect Recross 

4 KELLY SCOTT 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

By Ms. Clarkson 3 

30 By Ms. Edwards 

Plaintiff's 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

EXHIBIT INDEX 

Description 

Subpoena 

Exemplar of Cheryl Salmons's 

Signature 

Assignment of Mortgage 

Assignment of Mortgage and 

three signatures 

Cheryl Salmons signature 

(Exhibits were retained by attorney.) 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page No. 

4 

23 

23 

26 

27 

. 
·. 
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Page 4 

1 THEREUPON: 

2 KELLY SCOTT 

3 a witness named in the notice heretofore filed, having been 

4 first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

6 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

11 Noelia. 

12 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Please state your name for the record, please? 

My name is Kelly Scott. 

Do you sometimes go by another name? 

My middle name. But I hardly ever use it, which is 

Okay. Is that N-o-e-1-1? 

N-o-e-1-i-a. 

I'm going to ask you to take a look at this and see 

15 if you recognize it? 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, I do. 

Okay. Is that the Subpoena that brought you here 

18 today? 

19 

20 

A. Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: I'd like to have this marked as 

21 Exhibit 1. 

22 (Thereupon, the document was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 

23 1 for identification.) 

24 

25 

MS. CLARKSON: Doug, did you get a copy of the 

Subpoena? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Page 5 

1 MR. LYONS: No, I did not. 

2 MS. CLARKSON: If you want one I can have it sent to 

3 you. 

4 MR. LYONS: Thank you. 

5 MS. CLARKSON: You're welcome. 

6 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

7 Q. Have you ever had your sworn statement taken before? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q. When was that? 

10 A. More than fifteen years ago. 

11 Q. For a case? 

12 A. Yes. 

13 Q. What kind of case? 

14 A. Child molestation. 

15 Q. Against? 

16 A. Against a minor. 

17 Q. Okay. Who was the defendant in that case? 

18 A. It was Rebecca Diaz. 

19 Q. And who was the plaintiff in that case? 

20 A. I can't remember. 

21 MS. CLARKSON: Since it's been a while, remember to 

22 answer verbally because when you nod your head like that 

23 she can't take it down. And if you say uh-huh, we don't 

24 know if that's a yes or a no. Okay? 

25 THE WITNESS: Okay. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Page 6 

MS. CLARKSON: Perfect. And if you need a break just : 

let me know. 

If you don't understand a question that I ask, ask me 

to repeat it because I want you to understand before you 

answer. 

THE WITNESS: All right. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. 

8 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

9 Q. This Subpoena was served on you and that's why you're 

10 here today. Correct? 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

Correct. 

Okay. This says it's in the investigation of the Law 

13 Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. Are you familiar with the Law 

14 Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

How are you familiar with them? 

That was my previous employer. 

When did you work there? 

In 2008. 

For how long about? 

A year. 

When in 2008? 

2008? January 24th and I left the firm some time in 

24 February of 2009. 

25 Q. So a year, a year and a week and a month? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

4 (phonetic) . 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Uh-huh. 

And what was your position at that office? 

I was the legal assistant to Cheryl Salmons 

Of you were her legal assistant? 

Yes. 

Okay. Did she have any other legal assistants? 

At the time, yes. 

Who else was her legal assistant? 

Page 7 

10 

Q. 

A. Marsha. Not Marsha. I can't remember. I'm trying to 

11 remember her name. I just can't remember right now. 

12 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. If you do remember it let me know. 

Okay. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. Thank you. 

15 (Thereupon, a discussion was held off the record.) 

16 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

17 

18 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. Go ahead. Do you recall? 

Yes, I recall. The other assistant, when I came in 

19 2008, her name was Marvis Brown. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

M-a-r-v-i-s? 

Yes. 

And were you the two assistants together? 

Yes. 

Was there ever a time when you were just the 

25 assistant by yourself? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

else? 

A. 

Q. 

duties? 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

When was that, approximately? 

2008, Mother's Day. 

In May? 

Yeah, it was in 2008. Marvis quit the firm. 

Do you know why she quit? 

No. 

Page 8 

Okay. Do you know if she went to work someplace 

I have no idea. 

So as the assistant to Cheryl Salmons, what were your 

Assisting Cheryl with her work, daily. 

What was her work, daily? 

Her work, daily, was reviewing files, checking voice 

16 mail, e-mails, assisting clients daily, requesting documents. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Requesting documents from who? 

From the client. 

And the client would be, for instance? 

The banks. Any type of banks. 

Like a Wells Fargo? 

Wells Fargo, Countrywide, Citi. 

Okay. And she would request documents from them? 

Yes. 

Do you know what kind of documents? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Demand letters and original Notes. 

Original Notes and Mortgages? 

Yes. 

And this was for the purpose of what? 

Page 9 

For the purpose of obtaining hearings. We need to, 

6 you know, request documents before we can, you know, submit our 

7 motions in the court. 

8 Q. And this is foreclosures? Is that what you're 

9 talking about? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

What else did she do? 

Chronology. 

Which is what? 

The foreclosure time line. 

It had to be done within a certain amount of time? 

Correct. 

Anything else? Did she sign documents? 

Yes. 

Did she notarize documents? 

I don't recall. 

Did she witness documents? 

No. 

She basically executed them? 

Yes. 

And what was her job title? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Page 10 

Office Manager for the Foreclosure Department. 

Did that include all departments in foreclosure? 

Yes. 

Every single department, whether it was assignments 

5 or the lawyers or the paralegals? Was she like the Queen Bee? 

6 A. She was the Queen Bee for the Foreclosure Department 

7 but not for the attorneys. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

She didn't tell the attorneys what to do? 

No. 

Who told the attorneys what to do? 

Miriam Mindietta and Beverly Macoma. 

And are they lawyers? 

Yes. 

Do you remember what they're positions were? 

They are the head managers for all of the attorneys 

16 in the firm. 

17 

18 

19 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. There were two of them? 

Yes. 

And do you know, when you left there were they still 

20 working there? 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

23 would? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

So describe Cheryl Salmons role in the firm, if you 

Can you be a little bit more specific. 

Well, was she -- Was it what she said went? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Page 11 

1 A. Yes. 

2 Q. As far as staff was concerned? 

3 A. Yes, she controlled exactly what occurred and what 

4 needed to occur to get a hearing granted. 

5 In your opinion, did she do what David Stern told her Q. 

6 to do? 

7 A. Yes. 

8 Q. Okay. And why is that your opinion? 

9 A. Because I was there and saw it and I heard it. 

10 Q. Okay. Could you tell me what you saw and heard? 

11 A. We had rapid docket. 

12 Q. You had what? 

13 A. Rapid docket. 

14 Q. Rapid? 

15 A. Yes, rapid docket. Which means that we can have a 

16 certain of files per day; 200 to up to 500 and it would be a 

17 five minutes hearing. So we --

18 Q. Five minutes for each? 

19 A. Five minutes for each. 

20 Q. Okay. 

21 A. And we would push out as many files as we can and get 

22 all the pleadings entered and granted. 

23 Q. And that is -- Who told her that? Who told her that 

24 was what she was supposed to be doing? 

25 A. David Stern. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Would you see him there often? 

Yes. 

So he was hands on? 

Yes. 

Page 12 

Do you know how many employees the Law Office of 

6 David Stern had? 

7 A. At the time when I started it was 327 and when I 

8 resigned it was 857. 

9 

10 

11 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

That's a lot of growth. 

Yes. 

As you're assistant to Cheryl Salmons, did you ever 

12 sign any documents 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

-- as witnesses? As a witness? 

No. 

As a notary? 

No. 

As a person executing the document? 

No. 

Have you seen the system that is used to -- in the 

21 office, to witness, execute and have notarized documents? 

22 

23 

24 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

Can you tell me how that system operated? 

How the system operated is that every paralegal in 

25 the firm, they were all notaries. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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They were notaries? 1 

2 

Q. 

A. Yeah, they were notaries. They had their stamp. They 

3 would prepare all of the motions. The junior would prepare it. 

4 They'd get all the pleadings, documents. 

5 And once they were printed out and they received the 

6 original docs from the file room, the senior paralegal, which 

7 would be the team lead, would notarize the file, sign it. 

8 Once they notarized and signed it, then they would take it 

9 to each floor. 

10 We had at that time, like, four floors. So it would be 

11 laid on a table. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

A long table? 

A long table. 

Like this conference table? 

Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. Let it note that this 

17 conference table look to be fifteen feet long and about 

18 five feet wide. 

19 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

20 

21 

Q. 

A. 

Go on. 

They would stacked amongst each other, side by side, 

22 and Cheryl would come twice a day, in the morning and 

23 mid-afternoon, around two or three o'clock and she would sign 

24 all of them; every single one of them. 

25 Q. But they've already been notarized? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

They've already been notarized. 

And what about witnessed? 

There was no witness there. 

There was no witness there at the time? 

None whatsoever. 

So you don't -- Have you ever seen witnesses execute 

7 the documents as witnesses? 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yeah. 

When it's already done? 

Yes. 

Okay. How would that happen? How would the 

12 witnessing take place? Would they still stay on the table and 

13 then witnesses come by? 

14 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

No. 

Okay? 

Once the para of the team signs, notarizes it and 

17 it's laid out for Cheryl to come and just sign, she doesn't 

18 review them. She just looks. The paper is going to be in the 

19 top folder. So it's visible for her. And she knows exactly 

20 where she would have to put her signature. 

21 Once she has signed all of the documents she would send a 

22 massive e-mail, please come collect your files. 

23 

24 

Q. 

A. 

25 files. 

Okay? 

And then the paralegals would go and collect their 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 Q. And then the paralegals would take care of getting 

2 them witnessed? 

A. 

4 Q. How would they do that? Do you know? 

5 A. They would get another notary to go ahead and sign 

6 off. 

7 So they'd swap? Q. 

8 Yes. A. 

9 So one notary/paralegal would pass hers to another Q. 

10 notary/paralegal and vice-a-versa? 

11 A. Yes. 

12 Q. And they were signing as witnesses, documents that 

13 had already been notarized and executed? Is that correct? 

14 A. Correct. 

15 Q. Do you know what happened to the documents at that 

16 point? 

17 A. At that point, once everything was signed it was good 

18 to go, to go to court. So they would, you know, send out the 

19 second half. You know, the package would be sent, submitted to 

20 the court and we would wait for the hearing. 

21 Q. Are you aware of any of the documents before they go 

22 into court going into the County Recorder's Office to be 

23 recorded? 

24 A. No. 
• 

. 
25 Q. You're not aware of Assignments of Mortgage being 
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1 executed and filed with the County Recorder's Office and then 

2 sent to court? 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

Okay. That's fine. Can you tell me anything else 

5 that Cheryl Salmons was responsible for at the firm? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

She was responsible for lost Notes, which is the LNA. 

The LNA? 

Yes, LNA. It call a Lost Note Affidavit. 

Okay? 

If we weren't able to locate it in the house or if it · 

11 was lost in transition to the firm, I would normally take the 

12 file to Cheryl Salmons and she will make this affidavit appear. 

13 She would sign it and notarize it and stamp it and it was good 

14 to go. And the I was able to take it to the Title Department. 

15 

16 

17 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

And that was an Affidavit of Lost Note? 

Yes. 

When you say make it appear, is she asking someone 

18 else for it? 

19 A. No, I would bring the file to her and let her know, 

20 listen, we can't have an original Note. It's not here. The 

21 client -- It's missing. So we need an LNA. 

22 I would leave it in her office and within an hour she 

23 would send me an e-mail come pick up the file or most of the 

24 time she would just have her file clerk take the file, already, 

25 to the Title Department and it would be good to go. 
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1 Q. 

Page 17 

When you say good to go that means she had her 

2 affidavit executed? 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Executed, stamped by her. Yes. 

What else did she do? Her role? 

Her role was to train. To have her other departments 

6 training new employees how to prepare motions, defaults, 

7 requesting docs. And it was a work in progress, about ten hours 

8 per day. So everyone was pumping out as many files as they can. 

9 

10 well. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Freddie Mac was one of the majority one. Freddie Mac, as 

Q. You mean Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Both of them? 

A. Yes. 

Q. As her personal assistant, were you ever aware that 

16 Ms. Salmons would bring in her personal home bills, private 

17 bills to be paid for by the firm? 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Could you tell me about that? Did she give them to 

20 you or who did she give them to? 

21 A. She would never give them to me. They were always 

22 given directly to Shamisa (phonetic). 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Can you spell that? 

I recall can't spell it. 

And what's the last name, if you know? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

I don't know her last name. 

Okay. What was her job there? 

She was the head accounting. 

You say was, is she no longer there? 

No. 

She's left? 

Yes. 

Was she fired or quit? Do you know? 

Terminated. 

Do you know why? 

No. 

Okay. Shamisa? 

Shamisa. 

Page 18 

So she would -- Now how are you aware that these were 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

her personal bills? 

A. 

17 assistants. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Because I was good friends with one of her 

The other assistant? 

Yes. 

Okay. And what was her name? 

Erica. 

Cheryl Salmons' assistant? 

No, Shamisa's assistant. 

You were good friend with? 

Shamisa's assistant. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

5 electrical. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Who was the head accounting person? 

Correct. 

And what did this friend say? 

Page 19 

Just regular bills, car payments, cell phone, house, 

When you say house, do you mean mortgage? 

I'm assuming. I'm not sure. I never saw the bills. 

Right. What's the friend's name of Shamisa? 

Erica. 

Erica who? 

I'm trying to remember her last name. I can't 

12 remember right now. And -- There's someone else. I just can't 

13 remember right now. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Do you know how to spell Erica, E-r-i-c-a? 

It was E-r-i-c-k-a. 

C-k-a? 

Yes. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Q. Okay. And she told you that Ericka would see Cheryl 

19 Salmons bills being paid for by Shamisa? 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Was this paid for out of the Law Off ices of David 

22 Stern account? 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

And Ericka saw this? 

Yes. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Were they being paid on a monthly basis? 

Yes. 

Page 20 

Were they being paid like that since -- How long did 

4 you know about it? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

I knew about it from the beginning. 

Right when you got in there? 

Yes. 

And what was said about Cheryl's bills being paid for 

9 the Law Offices of David Stern? 

10 A. That he's always done it. David Stern has always 

11 paid for Cheryl's expenses. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Personal expenses? 

Yes. 

Do you know if he -- Well was there rumor -- Was 

there talk, rather, that he paid that he bought her car? 

A. No, that's confirmed. He did buy her a car. I 

17 acknowledge that. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

He did buy her a car? 

Yes. 

What kind of car did he buy her? 

It was a BMW SUV. 

And how do you know that? 

Because he left her a voice message and since I was 

24 Cheryl's assistant I had privileges of going and reviewing her 

25 voice mail. And that day in particular, he wanted to make sure 
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1 that was satisfied with the car. If not they can return the car 

2 and she could get a different car. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

But he said, I bought you a car? 

Yes. 

Did he say why he bought her the car? 

No. 

Did you ever hear of him buying her a home? 

No. 

Did you ever hear that he had bought cars or 

10 automobiles for her before? 

11 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

What did you hear about that? 

I've heard it before from Maggie Pena and she was 

14 another assistant for Shamisa. And 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

That's in accounting? 

Yeah, in accounting. And he's -- I think it's every 

17 year that she always gets a new car. They swap out the car and 

18 she gets a new one, the new version for the SUV BMW. 

19 Q. Do you know of any other, for lack of a better word, 

20 perks that Cheryl Salmons got? 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

Not that I recall. 

Are you aware of anyone other than Cheryl Salmons 

23 signing Cheryl Salmons' name to documents? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Could you tell me about that, please? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 A. Cheryl would give certain paralegals rights to sign 

2 her name, because most of the time she was very tired, exhausted 

3 from signing her name numerous times per day. You had to 

4 understand it was more than five hundred files that she's 

5 signing morning and afternoon. 

6 Q. Five hundred in the morning and then another five 

7 hundred in the afternoon? 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

So approximately a thousand a day? 

A thousand day. 

Okay? 

So yes, she would -- you know, if they were very 

13 close with Cheryl Salmons --

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

They who? Could you give me their names? 

Shannon Smith, Elizabeth Davilla, Beth Cerni. 

These people were allowed to sign her name? 

Yes. 

Are you familiar in any way, shape or form at all 

19 that they would learn how to sign like she did? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, she showed me herself how to sign her name. 

She should you as well? 

Yes. 

Did you learn? 

Yes. 

Could you do it now? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

A. 

Q. 

Page 23 

Yes. 

Okay. Let me give you a piece of paper and ask you 

3 to go ahead and do that for me? 

4 

5 

A. You have to give me some time. It's been a while. 

MS. CLARKSON: I'm going to have this marked. 

6 (Thereupon, the document was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 

7 2 for identification.) 

8 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Did you ever sign for Cheryl Salmons? 

Yes. 

What did you sign? 

PTO requests for employees. 

What is that, please? 

Personal time off. 

What else did you sign, if anything? 

That's it. 

What is personal time off? 

Vacation requests. 

You just granted their 

Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. I'm going to ask you to look at 

this document. It's called an Assignment of Mortgage. It 

is executed by Cheryl Salmons from the Law Office of David 

Stern. I'm going to have it marked. 

(Thereupon, the document was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 

.. .. 
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1 3 for identification.) 

2 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

3 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

6 whose? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Do you recognize that signature? 

Yes. 

Now can you tell if that's Cheryl's or Beth's or 

No, that's Cheryl's. 

That's Cheryl's? 

Yes. 

That's Cheryl Salmons'? 

Yes. 

Can you tell the different between Cheryl's and 

13 Beth's and anyone else that was able to sign? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

You couldn't? 

No. 

Now I'm going to show you three and two, and ask you 

18 again, if that is the way you would sign? 

19 A. 

20 curve. 

21 

22 

23 

24 long? 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

It would be exactly like this but with more of a 

You would put more loops into it? 

Yes. 

This is the first time you've signed this in how 

Like two years and a half. 
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1 Q. Do you know approximately how many documents you 

2 signed in her name? 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. 

Maybe fifty. 

When you said that you could tell that this was 

5 Cheryl's signature, how can you tell? 

6 A. Because of the shape of the C. She makes a big curve 

7 and then she loops down and then she makes another swerve. So 

8 it's not a signature. It's like an initial of her --

9 Q. All right. I'm going to ask you to look at all three 

10 signatures on this after it gets marked as Exhibit 4. This is 

11 also an Assignment of Mortgage. It's from the Law Office of 

12 David Stern, supposedly signed by Cheryl Salmons, witnessed by 

13 Elizabeth Lee and notarized by Elizabeth Lee. 

14 Do you know Elizabeth Lee? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Did anyone else have Elizabeth Lee's signature? 

No. 

Did Elizabeth Lee sign for anyone else? 

For Cheryl. 

She signed for Cheryl as well? 

Yes. 

Now take a look at this document. There are three 

23 signatures there that all are squiggles. Do you know who signed 

24 those? 

25 A. No. 
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1 (Thereupon, the document was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 

2 4 for identification.) 

3 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Is that Cheryl's signature? 

No. 

Is that Cheryl's signature or someone else's? 

Cheryl's. 

Okay. And what about -- Are you familiar with 

9 Elizabeth Lee's signature? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

No. 

Not at all? 

Un-uh. 

Okay. So tell me about Elizabeth Lee and the signing? 

She's a team lead for her group. I don't remember 

15 the group that she was in. But she was a head team lead. 

16 

17 

18 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

And she also was taught to sign for Cheryl? 

Yes. 

And if you saw Elizabeth's signature on a document 

19 for Cheryl, could you tell the difference? Or could you tell the 

20 difference with Beth's? 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

23 not her? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

Uhm --

Or you could you only tell the difference that it's 

I can only identify Cheryl's signature. 

I'd like you take a look at this before I mark it and 
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1 ask you if that's Cheryl's signature? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

The top one, yes. 

Right there? 

Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: I'll mark it Exhibit 5. 

Page 27 

6 (Thereupon, the document was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 

7 5 for identification.) 

8 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

9 Q. Take a look at this and I'm going to ask you if 

10 that's a signature of Cheryl Salmons? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

No. 

How do you know that it's not her signature? 

Because the C is not shaped correctly. 

Where is the C? 

At the beginning of her signature. If you look at 

16 Exhibit 4, Cheryl, she forms like a C and it dips down into a 

17 loop which then goes like into an Land then converts into an S. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. And that's not her signature? 

No. 

Do you recognize whose signature that is? 

No. 

Okay. Had you seen any individuals personally with 

23 your own eyes sign Cheryl Salmons' name? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

As part of your job did you ever speak with the 
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1 

2 

public? The people being foreclosed on? 

A. When they called in the office, if I picked up the 

3 phone and it was a borrower, yes. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

9 you heard? 

10 A. 

Okay. So you had spoken with the borrowers? 

No. 

Did you ever hear any complaints from the borrowers? 

Yes. 

Could you give me an idea of what kind of complaints 

That they had an eviction in 24 hours and that they 

11 were notified that they were going to be evicted. And this 

12 borrower, in particular, she just got out of the hospital. And 

13 she had just had a baby. So I put her on hold and I went to see 

14 Cheryl to advise her of the situation because this lady had 

15 nowhere to go. And Cheryl instructed me that was not her 

16 problem or her issue and to transfer her to Claudia Bunje 

17 (phonetic) the re-instatement supervisor. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

And what would the re-instatement supervisor do? 

I have no idea. 

What was the Re-Instatement Department doing? 

They will sometimes request pay off figures and 

22 re-instate the loan. 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. Do you remember the woman's name? 

No. 

How long did it take you to learn to sign like Cheryl 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 Salmons? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

One day. 

But you never signed legal documents? 

Never. 

Page 29 

Are you familiar with the manner in which Summonses 

6 were filled out or Service of Process? 

7 

8 

A. 

Q. 

Can you rephrase that a little bit for me? 

The Summonses that were attached to different 

9 Complaints to be served on the defendants, are you aware of what 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

company was used for servicing those? 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

23 building? 

24 

25 

A. 

Yes. 

Could you tell me, please? 

Provest. 

And you do you know who owns Provest? 

No. 

Do you know who has any interest in Provest? 

Yes. 

Could you tell me? 

David Stern. 

How do you know this? 

Because they work with us in the building. 

They work -- Provest works with David Stern in the 

Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: Do you know if Provest -- Go ahead. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Page 30 

If you have a question? 

MS. EDWARDS: Since they worked in the building with 

you, how is it that you know that David Stern has an 

interest in Provest? 

MS. CLARKSON: Go ahead. 

THE WITNESS: Because Provest, at the time, when I 

was working there, they were on the fourth floor. So they 

had one side of the building which it was a whole wing 

that was only set for Provest. 

So any file that needed proof of service, if we 

didn't have the proof of service you would go directly to 

Provest and request for a copy of proof of service that 

13 was given to the borrower. 

14 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

15 Q. Okay. But that doesn't explain how you know that 

16 Mr. Stern had an interest in Provest? 

17 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Well --

An ownership interest? 

Ownership interest? I'm not aware of that. But that 

20 they worked closely with David Stern and that they had perks 

21 with David Stern, yes. 

22 

23 

Q. 

A. 

Explain the perks, please? 

Perks were that they were allowed to work in the firm 

24 with us as long as they were able to produce as many files for 

25 service completed for David. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 Q. 

Page 31 

Have you ever heard that Affidavits of Proof of 

2 Service were created when service actually was not perfected? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Correct. 

How did you hear that? 

In the office. Everyone knew about it. 

Tell me what everyone knew about? 

Sometimes the borrower wouldn't be served correctly. 

8 It was back dated. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

18 or Provest? 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

Anything else? 

Nope. 

Have you ever heard of the term sewer service? 

I've heard of it before. 

And where did you hear it? 

In the media. 

In the media? 

Yes. 

You didn't hear about it around David Stern's office 

No. 

Was it general knowledge or common knowledge around 

21 the law firm that David Stern had an ownership interest in 

22 Provest? 

23 A. I really wouldn't know. I would just know the part of 

24 getting the service completed and getting it back dated to have 

25 proof to the court that the borrower was served at a certain 
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1 time period. 

2 We have to file our motions and our Complaint and it has 

3 to be just by routine, that time period. 

4 Q. And is that at the direction of Fannie Mae or Freddie 

5 Mac or the banks? 

6 A. The clients, yes. 

7 Q. Have you heard about any irregularities in the 

8 billing of Provest? 

9 A. No. 

10 Q. Have you heard that Provest would serve or pretend to 

11 serve or try to serve four individuals at one property and bill 

12 four times, but only have one person actually living in the 

13 house? 

14 A. Yes. 

15 Q. Can you tell me about that? And what is it you know 

16 about it? 

17 A. I've known about that part because I've overheard 

18 Cheryl numerous times talking to different paralegals where 

19 they've serviced three, four times and they've served at the 

20 wrong address and Cheryl's instructions was to go ahead and move 

21 on with the file. That the Judge wouldn't notice it. 

22 Q. And the whole point of that was to keep the billing 

23 with that file even though it was the wrong address? 

24 A. Correct. 

25 Q. And who paid the bill? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Page 33 

I wouldn't know. I'm sorry. 

Okay. Have you ever seen Affidavits of Indebtedness? 

Yes. 

Do you know what they are? 

Yes. 

Could you explain to me what you believe they are? 

We call it more the -- It's the AOI. We get the 

8 Judgment figure from the client and it's like an escrow 

9 breakdown. Once we get all of the information from the client 

10 we prepare the AOI. It's prepared. 

11 Then it's uploaded into a client system so the client can 

12 review it to make sure that everything is correct. 

13 If everything is correct then they will sign the document 

14 and we will receive it and then from there on we will have to, 

15 you know, stamp it, date it, notarize it acknowledging this is 

16 the correct AOI so it can be submitted with the Motion for 

17 Summary Judgment. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Do you know what AOI stands for? 

Yes. 

Affidavit of Indebtedness? 

Yes. 

Okay. Also on this affidavit, would there be a space 

23 for expenses to the office, like service of process, complaint 

24 filing fee? 

25 A. There would be -- Not on the AOI, but it would 
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1 definitely the Affidavit of --

2 

3 

Q. 

A. 

Of attorney's fees? 

Of attorney's fees. It would be included; filing 

4 fees, attorney's fees and processing fees. 

5 

6 

Q. 

A. 

What about title company fees? 

Sometimes they will be included. Sometimes it will 

7 automatically be included with the client. It just depends which 

8 client. Certain clients you can charge them $200.00. Certain 

9 client it will be $325.00. It just depended on which bank. 

10 Q. And how did you - How do you know which bank to 

11 charge $300.00 and which bank to charge $200.00? 

12 A. There was a spreadsheet that basically tells you, you 

13 know, exactly what's the title fee for that bank. 

14 Q. Are you aware of any of these affidavits, attorney's 

15 fees affidavits, being signed prior to the numbers being filled 

16 in? 

17 

18 

19 

A. No. 

MS. EDWARDS: Can I? 

MS. CLARKSON: Yeah. Go ahead. 

20 BY MS. EDWARDS: 

21 Q. When you talked about the Affidavit of Indebtedness 

22 that is filled out, I understood you to say that the figures are 

23 put in by the law firm and then reviewed by the client. Is that 

24 correct? 

25 A. Correct. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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3 

Q. 
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Okay. Who signs the Affidavit of Indebtedness? 

A. That I wouldn't know. I really know who signs it. 

Q. Is it somebody on the client's end or in Stern's 

4 office? 

5 A. I really wouldn't know. I know it's uploaded into the 

6 client's system and then it's uploaded again for approval to 

7 proceed. 

8 So I really wouldn't know who would sign it, exactly. 

9 

10 

11 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Do you ever see the originals? 

No. 

Is that one of the documents that's put on the table 

12 for signature? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

I don't recall. 

You describe back dated service of process? 

Yes. 

Who would direct that they should be back dated? 

Cheryl Salmons. 

And did she do that whenever it was done? How did 

19 the request get to her? 

20 A. The junior paralegal or the team lead would go into 

21 Cheryl's office or send her an e-mail to let her know the 

22 situation that the defendant wasn't served correctly. And they 

23 will have the discussion behind closed doors. 

24 Q. And then how do you know the discussion was to back 

25 date it? 

·. ·. 
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1 A. Because one time I walked into the conversation, 

2 accidentally, and I overheard one of the juniors saying that 

3 this defendant wasn't served correctly and they were serving it 

4 at the wrong address and Cheryl said don't worry, just move on 

5 

6 

with the file. The Judge is not going to notice. 

Q. Okay. But that's not back dating. When did you hear 

7 about somebody saying there was going to be back dating on the 

8 service of process? 

9 

10 

A. Back dating -- They were doing the -- which is called 

the demand letter, which is the service. If I couldn't receive 

11 a demand letter and it wasn't in the client's system, 

12 Vendorscape or New Track, I would have to go with that file to 

13 Cheryl and then from there on the document will appear that the 

14 

15 

client's were served. Even though on my end I was requesting 

it. The client system couldn't provide it for me. So she will 

16 make the document appear that the client's were served. 

17 Q. So when you would be looking at the same document 

18 system that Cheryl Salmons had, you would look in the file. 

19 There would not be a demand letter that needed to be provided 

20 and served on the --

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

Defendant. 

on the homeowner. And then you would bring it to 

23 Cheryl's attention? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And then the document which was necessary to proceed 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 would magically appear? 

A. Yes. 

Q. How do you know it was done by Cheryl? 

A. Because I gave her the file and in an hour or two 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

hours she would give it back to me, it was done. Service was 

already on the file. It was printed out. 

10 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Oh, it was printed out or was it on the -

It was printed out and attached to the file. 

And how could that have happened? 

I would not know. I gave her the file. So I really 

11 wouldn't know how this document would appear, but it did appear. 

12 Q. And does it have an original signature or is it only 

13 off of the computer? 

14 A. It's more like a computerized image. There's not a 

15 signature. It's just basically Provest serving, you know, the 

16 borrower and then it's like an X marked served on such and such 

17 a date. So it's like more data entry, than a signature from 

18 someone saying yes, I've acknowledged that I received the 

19 service. 

20 Q. Okay. And could Cheryl Salmons make entries into the 

21 computer that would result on those types of documents being 

22 created? 

23 

2¢ 

A. 

Q. 

I wouldn't know. 

Does she have the ability to create documents that 

25 would show service of process on the computer? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A. 

Q. 

A. 

Page 38 

I wouldn't know. 

Could you? 

No, not me. I didn't have that -- the knowledge or 

4 the authorization to make any alterations to any documents. 

5 Q. 

6 change it? 

7 

8 

A. 

Q. 

9 changes? 

10 

11 

A. 

Q. 

So you could see what was on there but you could not 

Exactly. 

But you don't know if Cheryl could see it and make 

Correct. 

So you would give her something and you would receive 

12 it back and it would have changes on it? 

13 

14 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

But it doesn't indicate there whether she made the 

15 changes or someone else? There's no initials or anything like 

16 that? 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

No. None. None whatsoever. 

Are you aware of any other improprieties in the 

19 service of process by Provest? 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

No, none. 

Did you ever hear any other conversations with her or 

22 David Stern on how the Provest service of process was being 

23 handled? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

Did she have meetings with David Stern, regularly? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Page 39 

Yes. 

And were you ever privy to the meetings? 

No. 

How often did she meet with him? 

Every time the clients were going to come to visit 

6 us which were the banks they would have a meeting prior to that 

7 and then after the clients leave. 

8 Q. And did anything happen in preparation for those 

9 meetings? 

10 A. They were discussing the files that were going to be 

11 viewed and what needs to be done to these files before the 

12 clients arrived into the office. 

13 Q. Was there anything that they did to make it look good 

14 to the client that wasn't actually happening? 

15 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

What was that? 

Changing client code. Changing the client code in the 

18 file and hiding them from the client. 

19 Q. I'm not familiar with that. So could you tell me what 

20 you mean when you say changing the client code and hiding them? 

21 A. If certain files weren't up dated correctly and there 

22 was lack of process, they would change the client code in the 

23 file by -- if it was Countrywide they would change it into a 

24 different client name with a sticker and print it out and then 

25 these files were transferred into a room where they would hide 
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1 them and then keep them behind closed doors until the client 

2 would leave. 

3 Q. And which clients would come? 

4 A. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

5 Q. Were those the only ones that came? 

6 A. They were the ones that came the most to the office. 

7 Q. How often would you say they came? 

8 A. They came within that year, 2008, they came there 

9 more than seven or eight times. 

10 Q. Seven or eight times while you were there? 

11 A. Yes. 

12 Q. And what was the purpose of their trip? 

13 A. Reviewing the files, auditing, questions and concerns 

14 about how they're moving their files, what they want from David 

15 Stern, how to move their files. 

16 Q. Did you ever see any documentation or did you ever 

17 hear any conversations about what the problems were and what the 

18 concerns were and how they were resolved? 

19 A. Just on how to push the files into getting MSJ 

20 hearings granted and to push them to sale date. 

21 Q. Okay. So was their main focus on getting the 

22 foreclosures to final hearing? 

23 A. Yes. 

24 Q. Do you know why? 

25 A. No. 
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Q. 

A. 

Page 41 

Did you hear conversations about it? 

Only through voice mail that David would leave to 

3 Cheryl Salmons. 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Saying what? 

That the files from Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, they 

6 need to pump out as much as they can for the month so they can 

7 meet the quota. What was the quota? I really wouldn't know. 

8 He didn't specify it. But that the clients weren't happy and 

9 that we needed to pick up our files. 

10 

11 

12 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

You mean to pick up the file or pick up the speed? 

Pick up the speed. 

Okay. Was there anybody in particular that had 

13 contact with David Stern there when Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac 

14 visited? 

15 A. David Stern had a contact from Freddie Mac that would 

16 advise him that they were coming to the office. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

So they would have notice ahead of time? 

Yes. 

And who was that? 

I wouldn't know. 

Are you sure? 

Yes. 

Is there any way you can find out? 

No. 

So he had somebody in Freddie Mac that called to tell 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 

1 him they were coming? 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And did they call -- Were they supposed to let him 

4 know ahead of time? 

5 A. To my understanding, this was normal in the office. 

6 But I don't know if it was nor not. But yes, they would call. 

7 Q. Would they call and set up an appointment or did they 

8 come unexpectedly? 

9 A. No, they would call and let David Stern know that the 

10 following week they would be in the office for three or four 

11 days or a week. And David Stern would take care of their 

12 expenses of bringing them into the office; hotel, food, rental 

13 cars, whatever the client needed. 

14 

15 

Q. 

A. 

How do you know that? 

Because I heard the conversations through his voice 

16 mail when he left it for Cheryl. Plus I had to go out and cater 

17 for the clients when they came. So I had to purchase the drinks 

18 and the food and the catering. 

19 Q. And then after they left what happened to the files 

20 that had been hidden? 

21 A. They would leave the room and then we would have to 

22 change them back again to the right client code. 

23 Q. And on how many occasions did you do that during the 

24 year you were there? 

25 A. Like five, six, seven times. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

6 files? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

And how many files would you say you changed? 

More than five hundred. 

And who else did that other than you? 

Page 43 

It was me, Glenn Lewis, Vanessa Rios. And that's it. 

And were they -- Did they assist you changing those 

Yes. 

Putting on the stickers and moving them? 

Yes. 

Did all of you do five hundred together or five 

11 hundred each? 

12 A. I know I did five hundred. I don't know what they 

13 other two did. But I know I did five hundred. 

14 Q. Were they -- Were you in a room together or were you 

15 all separated? 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

No separated. 

Okay. So more than five hundred were changed by you 

18 on each occasion? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

Who selected the people to do those changes? 

Cheryl. 

So she selected the three of you to do that? 

Yes. 

And she told you that was the purpose of doing it? 

Yes. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Was Stern aware of this? 

I don't know. 

Because your only contact was with Cheryl? 

Yes. 

Page 44 

Do you know whether there was a particular person at 

6 Provest that was handling it when the service of process was 

7 back dated? 

8 

9 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

Was there any particular person that dealt with David 

10 Stern from Provest or with Cheryl? 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

I wouldn't have that information. 

What was Mr. Stern's relationship with the people 

13 that worked in the office? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

Can you specify that a little bit? 

Did he have -- Was he personal friends with anybody 

16 that worked in the office, as well as being in the office with 

17 them? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

Who was that? 

David Vargas. 

Anybody else? 

Claudia Bunje, Miriam Mindietta, Beverly Macoma, 

23 Mr. Forester, Elizabeth Lee, Elizabeth Davilla, Vanessa Rios, 

24 Glenn Lewis, Jason Bennett. That's all I can remember right 

25 now. 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 
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What about Cheryl Salmons? 

Yes, with Cheryl Salmons, as well. 

When you say that they were personal friends as well 

4 as worked together, could you tell me the extent of that 

5 friendship, if you know? 

6 A. I understand that with Cheryl they basically brought 

7 the company from scratch. So they have a very close, tight 

8 relationship as friends, more than colleagues. 

9 With David Vargas, he was like -- They called him his 

10 protege. He started with the firm as a file clerk and then 

11 upgraded into, I think it was, a supervisor position but I'm not 

12 -- I can't remember the title. 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

Uh-huh? 

Miriam and Beverly, they were friends because Miriam 

15 and Beverly they have part ownership for the firm, as well. They 

16 invested. 

17 

18 

19 

Uh-huh? Q. 

A. And Jason Bennett and Glenn Lewis are very close with 

Stern in regards like chit-chatting. Jason Bennett will 

20 basically update our bible in our company. So David Stern would 

21 constantly be talking to Jason if there were any new laws or 

22 regulations being changed to have these perks updated in our 

23 bible. 

24 

25 

And Glenn Lewis, well, they know each other for more than, 

I think it's six or seven years. Don't really know the 
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1 relationship with them. But I know that he's very fond of Glenn • 

2 Lewis. 

3 Q. And did these people go out to dinner together? Go 

4 on vacations? Anything like that? 

5 A. Only Cheryl and David Vargas will go on vacation with 

6 David Stern, at certain times. 

7 Q. 

8 every day? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

13 himself? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

16 office? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

And would you say that David Stern was in the office 

Yes. 

And he had his own office, I'm assuming? 

Yes. 

Did he share it with anyone? Did he have it to 

No, it was all to himself. 

And whose offices or whose desk was right around his 

Paula Beacham, which was his assistant. 

Is she still? 

I don't know. 

Okay? 

And Cheryl Salmons and my cubicle was right in front 

22 of his office. 

23 Q. Was there ever any conflicts that came up over how 

24 the foreclosures were being handled and what was supposed to be 

25 done to make things move more quickly? 

•. 
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The only thing that was an issue in the firm is that 

2 if we had service releases for certain files -- When they're 

3 service released from one client, which is one bank, into 

4 another bank, those files automatically have to be updated 

5 within twenty-four hours. 

6 We have to make sure that we're merging all of the 

7 information from the previous servicer into the new one so 

8 everything can show up in our client system, up to date. 

9 And those files, we need to basically make sure that we 

10 did the Complaints correctly. We have to make sure that our MSJ 

11 was filed or if it wasn't filed we would have to prepare those 

12 and what documents were missing. 

13 So those were one of the majority, when they became a 

14 service release, we had to make sure that those were basically 

15 taken care of and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Those were top 

16 prior for David Stern. 

17 The Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae were number one for his 

18 firm. 

19 

20 

Q. 

A. 

And do you know why that was? 

Because David Stern had a very close relationship 

21 with Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 

22 

23 

24 

How is that? Q. 

A. They will call David Stern and, you know -- I don't 

know exactly who will call David Stern from Freddie Mac. I 

25 would not be in that conversation. But I know that those were 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 considered his babies. And the reason why I say his babies is 

2 because he expressed it numerous times in the firm, that those 

3 files cannot be played around with or not taken care of 

4 correctly. That those files need to be pushed as any other file 

5 but with an extra push to it. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

from 

that 

Q. 

them 

A. 

Q. 

they 

A. 

But these were the same files that were being hidden 

when they came in? 

Yes. 

Well how it would be if they were worked properly 

would be hidden? 

Sometimes if we got too many files and they're 

12 overlapping each other we pushed those files to the bottom of 

13 the pit. And the paralegal just wouldn't have enough time to 

14 update all these files. Some paralegals had up to five hundred, 

15 up to eight hundred files. A case load just for that one 

16 paralegal. So it was kind of hard to keep track of all of your 

17 files. 

18 So if you had too many files for one individual, some of 

19 them are just going to pass by and you're not going to be able 

20 to catch on unless the client comes and questions what's going 

21 on with my files. And then that's when we would have to pick up 

22 that file from wherever it was hidden and push it and make sure 

23 that those files were being worked on right away. 

24 

25 

Q. You mentioned before that Cheryl Salmons had a case 

that was transferred over to the re-instatement section? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Yes. 

Who decided if a foreclosure got moved over to 

3 re-instatement? 

4 A. The client will send a fax saying that the case is 

5 going to be re-instated for a loan modification or pay off 

6 figures. 

7 Sometimes if the file was being transferred to another 

8 firm, we needed to have the pay off figures so we could bill the 

9 client before it can get transferred to the other firm. 

10 Q. Did cases often get transferred away from Stern to 

11 other foreclosure firms? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And what was the reason for that? 

I don't know. 

And did you hear any conversations about that? 

No. 

When they left his firm what firms would they be 

18 transferred to? 

19 A. Numerous, different -- Ben Azrick (phonetic). I know 

20 there was a lot of them from Ben Azrick. 

21 

22 

23 

Q. To or from? 

A. No, going to Ben Azrick. Because I would see the fax 

from Ben Azrick. I used to pick up the fax machine paper from 

24 Cheryl's office and I would have to give all of those faxes from 

25 Ben Azrick to Claudia Bunje, which she was the supervisor for 

.· 
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So I can acknowledge Ben Azrick, yes. But I 

2 can't remember the other firms that they were being transferred 

3 to. But I know for Ben Azrick, yes, because I saw the documents. 

4 Q. If a property was sold by short sale during the 

5 foreclosure, how would the information get to David Stern's 

6 office so the foreclosure would be halted? 

7 A. Sometimes the client will send like an intercom or an 

8 e-mail to let them know that this loan is going to be a short 

9 sale. But I wouldn't see them all the time. This is just 

10 sometimes, occasionally, I would see something like that. 

11 Q. Was there ever an occasion when a case had been 

12 closed by the court, when there a decision made to try to get a 

13 summary judgment granted on it even though it had been closed by 

14 the court? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

I don't have any record of that. 

Other than Cheryl going around twice a day to sign 

17 the documents that she was reading, was there anyone else that 

18 did that, as well? 

19 A. Only Cheryl. And only when Cheryl was of town, that 

20 she would go on vacation, there was someone else that would sign 

21 on her behalf. Who was it? I really don't know. 

22 

23 

24 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

But they signed Cheryl's name? 

Yes. 

And when you said those were the papers that were up 

25 on the long table on the four floors, what types of documents 
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1 were those? 

2 A. 

3 Mortgage. 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Motions for Summary Judgment and Assignments of 

Would there ever be the AOis? 

I never saw them. They could have been with the file 

6 but I never saw those laying in the front. 

7 Q. But whatever was on those long tables, nobody was 

8 reading? They were just putting their names on them? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

13 you know? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

16 appear? 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

19 notarized? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 Note? 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes, they were just putting their names. 

Yes, there was no one reading them? 

Yes, there was no reading them. 

Was there ever a Lost Note Affidavit put up there, do 

I don't know. 

And you said that the Lost Note Affidavits would just 

From Cheryl's office, yes. 

And was this an original that was signed and 

Yes. 

And what signed by her? 

Yes. 

How would she have known whether there was a lost 

Because I would go into client system, notify the 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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1 client that I was unable to get the original doc and that we 

2 were still waiting for them and it passed a month The time 

3 line was a month to review the original docs. 

4 If we didn't receive it in our Original Docs Department, 

5 which I would send them an e-mail, then I would let Cheryl know 

6 that we need an LNA. I would bring the file. She would stay 

7 with the file. And then I would get them back with an LNA and 

8 stamp the notary. 

9 

10 

Q. 

A. 

Signed by her? 

Yes. And then I was instructed to go the Title 

11 Department with the file so they could move on with the file. 

12 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

So you would request the original Promissory Note? 

Uh-huh. 

And if a month went by and it had not been received 

15 they then created a Lost Note Affidavit? 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Did it mean that the Note was lost or did it mean you 

18 just hadn't gotten it? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

That the original Note was lost. 

Who would have looked for it? 

Cheryl or me. 

So why would you be sending an e-mail to the client 

23 or customer asking for it if the original would be with you or 

24 

25 

Cheryl? 

A. I will only request for the original Note, if the 
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1 file is fresh, that the service demand was completed. Then the 

2 next step for me was to request the original Note for the 

3 mortgage, for the loan. If I didn't get a reply back from the 

4 client saying that they have the Note, that the Note was sent to 

5 us. Then I would have to go ahead and give it to Cheryl and 

6 then she would have to create the LNA, get the papers signed and 

7 notarized for me so that I can bring it to the Title Department. 

8 Q. Okay. When you got these files to work on had the 

9 Complaint already been filed in them? 

A. Yes. 10 

11 Q. So when you received the files they already had a 

12 Complaint filed and yet the original Promissory Note and 

13 Mortgage was not in the possession of the law firm? 

A. No. 

Q. And it was not in the possession of the client? 

A. No. 

Q. Was the client the bank or the servicer? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A. The servicer. The servicer will contact the bank. 

It just depended which client's system. If it's New Track, it's 

20 the servicer and then the servicer will contact the bank. So it 

21 was more like a client system. It was like a third party and 

22 they would communicate with the bank and the bank would 

23 communicate with the servicer. And then it will be relayed back 

24 to us. 

25 Q. How did the cases come through for Freddie Mac and 

.. · · . 
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1 Fannie Mae? 

2 

3 

A. 

Land Star. 

They would come through New Track or Vendorscape or 

It just depended on what service they were using at 

4 that time, what client system. 

5 Q. So the first way Stern's office would get the 

6 information that they were being retained to handle the 

7 foreclosure was over this system? 

8 

9 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Was there any contract in place with Stern's office 

10 and the firms that hired them? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

I wouldn't know that information. 

Did you ever see the contracts? 

I never saw that. 

Now you said that part of Cheryl's job in the office 

15 was to train other people? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And what did she train them to do? 

Preparing motions and defaults. 

How would she train people to prepare motions and 

20 defaults when she wasn't a lawyer? 

21 A. She had team leads that trained the new coming 

22 employees at junior paralegals. So she had her selected team 

23 leads that would go ahead and train these people in a special 

24 room and they would be training there for a month and a half to 

25 two months and a half preparing motions and defaults. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Did they do Motions for Summary Judgment? 

Yes. 

Did any lawyers prepare any motions? 

Not to my knowledge. 

Page 55 

So everything they did was done by the paralegals? 

Yes. 

Was it reviewed by lawyers? 

Yes. 

Was it signed by lawyers? 

Yes. 

Were there ever changes made on any of the motions 

12 prepared by the paralegals? 

13 A. If there were some errors in the mailing address or 

14 errors in the verbiage, yes. 

15 Q. At what point after you received the file was the 

16 original Note and Mortgage requested by you? 

17 A. I would always request the original Note once I had 

18 my demand letter service completed. If I received from the file 

19 room then it was good to go and I would take it to the fifth 

20 floor where title was and I would give it to Stephanie Carrabayo 

21 or I would give it to -- I mean, not Stephanie Carrabayo, 

22 Stephanie Izquierda or Carol Whitlow and Carol Whitlow was the 

23 manager for title. 

24 Q. Okay. Now you said if you received the original Note 

25 and Mortgage from the file room? 
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Yes. The file clerk would bring it to me. I would 

2 send an e-mail to the Doc Department requesting that I needed 

3 the original docs for this file. 

4 

5 

6 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Did they hold original docs there? 

Yes, if they had them. Yes. 

How would they get original docs if they hadn't been 

7 aware that there was going to be a foreclosure? 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

I don't know. 

Did they create documents there? 

I don't know. 

When the documents went to the Title Department what 

12 happened then? 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

I wouldn't be able to tell you. Once -

It was out of your hands? 

Yes, it's out of my hands. Once it leaves my hands, 

16 that I requested the demand, the original Note, then it's off my 

17 hands. 

18 Q. You described a little bit about the rapid docket 

19 where two to five hundred cases were handled and that Salmons 

20 arranged to have that many cases moving there? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

Do you know who created the rapid docket? 

Honestly? 

Yes? 

I know the rapid docket was approved by the court. 
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1 Which court? It just depended which court was approved for 

2 rapid docket and which Judge was allowing five minutes hearings. 

3 Once we had the okay from that Judge in that County, then 

4 all of these files would start being prepared with the Motions 

5 for Default so we could get the hearing. 

6 Q. Did you hear any conversations or were you privy to 

7 anything about who's idea it was to start the rapid docket? 

8 

9 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

Do you know if there were meetings with David Stern 

10 and anyone in the judicial system to get approval for the rapid 

11 docket? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

No. 

What about Cheryl Salmons? 

No. 

How did you first find out about the rapid docket? 

Jason Bennett sent an e-mail out to the -- to all 

17 employees to let them know that certain counties were, at that 

18 time, allowing rapid docket five minute hearings and just to 

19 make sure to get those files moving the quickest. 

20 Q. So who was responsible for getting that many files 

21 moving? 

22 A. The paralegals and the juniors getting all of the 

23 motions prepared before hearing. 

24 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

25 Q. When you call it the rapid docket, do you mean rocket 
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1 docket? 

2 A. It's the same thing. But they call it the rapid 

3 docket. 

4 Q. Okay. When you left the Law Office of David Stern, 

5 did you leave on your own or were you fired? 

6 A. No, I left. 

7 Q. You left on your own? 

8 A. Yes, I left. I gave three weeks notice. 

9 Q. Why is that you wanted to leave there? 

10 A. It was just -- I was getting very sick, very ill. So 

11 I just didn't want to stay with the firm any more. 

12 Physically ill? Q. 

13 Yes. A. 

14 Did you take anything when you left? Q. 

A. 15 Like what exactly? 

16 Q. Any documents, e-mails? 

17 A. No, none. 

18 Q. Nothing? 

19 A. No, just my resignation letter and the letter from 

20 H.R. 

21 Were you aware of any other improprieties going on or Q. 

22 what you considered to be improprieties that caused you concerns 

23 at the Law Office of David Stern? 

24 A. Like? 

25 Q. Anything? 
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1 A. Can you just name me like a subject, so at least I 

2 know exactly what direction? 

3 Q. Anything that --

4 A. Is it like personal or business or --

5 Q. Personal? Business? Anything at all? 

6 A. Personal? The only thing that I was aware of that 

7 took place there were the perks that certain employees received 

8 from David Stern. If they were either dating him or they were 

9 good friends with him, that they would basically do certain 

10 things for him for certain files, in the sense of like David 

11 Vargas. He would have certain perks from David Stern, like a 

12 house, a car, cell phone paid all by David Stern. 

13 And that's all I know. 

14 Q. Okay. So do you know of any other perks besides what 

15 you said that Cheryl Salmons got? A car you said, for sure. 

16 And her personal bills paid. 

17 A. Yes. And cell phone. 

18 Q. And probably her mortgage? 

19 A. Yes. And vacations and gifts, jewelry. 

20 Q. Who else would received gifts and jewelry or cars or I 

21 homes? 

22 A. His girlfriend and David Vargas. 

23 Q. Who's his girlfriend? 

24 A. At the time it was Christina Dell'Aguila 

25 Q. Could you spell that, the best you can? 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

D-e-1-1, apostrophe, A-q-u-i-1-a. 

And what was her position in the firm? 

She was just a paralegal, a junior paralegal. 

A junior paralegal? 

Yes. 

6 BY MS. EDWARDS: 

Page 60 

7 Q. When you said that things were being done for files, 

8 for specific files, what did you mean by that? 

9 A. I know and I was aware of David Vargas. He had 

10 control over certain client systems that I had no control over; 

11 Lend Star. And there he would -- How can I explain to you? He 

12 would like fabricate certain documents and upload it into the 

13 client's system like back dating them. 

14 

15 

Q. 

A. 

How do you know that? 

Because I was privileged to that information because 

16 one of the girls that worked with him gave me that information 

17 that he was changing documents for David Stern. What type of 

18 documents? She never specified. But that he was changing these 

19 documents in Lend Star. 

20 Q. Okay. I'm a little confused. He was doing it for 

21 David Stern? 

22 A. Yes, on certain files. But she didn't know exactly 

23 what documents were being changed. 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

What is her name? 

It was Gianna Rodriguez. 

. ... 
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1 Q. Is that G-i-a-n-n-a? 

2 A. Yes. 

3 Q. And does she still work there, as far as you know? 

4 A. No, she was fired. 

5 Q. Why was she fired? 

6 A. I have no idea. 

7 Q. Was there anything she was doing wrong that you know 

8 of? 

9 A. Not to my knowledge. 

10 Q. Do you know where she lives? 

11 A. No. 

12 Q. How long did she work for David Vargas? 

13 A. I can't remember. 

14 Q. As long as you were there? 

15 A. Yes. 

16 Q. Did he fire her? . 

17 A. Cheryl Salmons fired Gianna. 

18 Q. But you don't know why? 

19 A. No. 

20 Q. And Cheryl never said anything to you? 

21 A. No. No. 

22 Q. Do you know anybody else that Cheryl fired while you 

23 were there? 

24 A. She fired a lot of people. It just depended. 

25 Q. Did she have authority to hire and fire? 

.· 
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1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

4 Miriam. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Page 62 

Yes. 

Any lawyers? 

The lawyers, they would be fired by Beverly and 

Why would they fire lawyers? 

They don't give that information out. 

But they did fire them? 

Yes, they would. 

Did they hire them? 

Yes. 

And did they do that with David Stern's approval or 

12 did he give them authority or how did that work? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

With David's approval. 

Did he know before or after it happened? 

He knew it before, before they got fired. 

How do you know that? 

Because Beverly or Miriam, both of them would go into 

David's office before an attorney would be fired behind closed 

19 doors and then you know that they were being terminated. 

20 Q. Did you ever hear Mr. Stern or did you hear about 

21 Mr. Stern expressing any concern about the investigation of 

22 these foreclosure mills? 

23 

24 

A. 

Q. 

Not to my knowledge when I worked there, no. Never. 

And did you ever hear any conversations of Cheryl's 

25 about the problems going on with the foreclosures? 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

5 office? 

6 A. 

No, not when I worked there. No. 

Since then did you hear anything from them? 

From the office? 

Page 63 

Or from anyone that you know that was there at the 

From friends that I still have there, yes. That 

7 they're very worried, yes. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

You have friends that still work at the office? 

Yes. 

Doing what? 

Foreclosure paralegals, docket return clerks. 

And what are they telling you? 

That they're very scared. That's it. 

That your friends are scared? 

Yeah, that my friends are scared. 

Did they say anything about what's going on with 

17 Stern or Cheryl Salmons or anybody else? 

18 A. The only concern was that they were moving files out 

19 of the office into a different office and that Eighteen Inch 

20 Freight, I think, was picking them up. Something like that. 

21 Trailer freight, something like that. 

22 

23 

24 

Q. Do you know where --

MS. CLARKSON: Eighteen wheeler? 

THE WITNESS: Yeah, eighteen wheeler. 

25 BY MS. EDWARDS: 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

9 Florida. 

10 

11 

12 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

13 County? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

Page 64 

Do you know where they were moving them? 

Supposedly they were being moved to Orlando's office. 

And do you know why they would do that? 

No. 

Do you know how long ago this was going on? 

I think a month and a half ago. 

What kind of office is Orlando? 

David Stern has another law office in Orlando, 

What office is that? 

I don't know. 

And was it connected with the office here in Broward 

Yes. 

And do you know which -- what the office is there or 

16 what the location is? 

17 A. No, I just know it's another law office for David 

18 Stern that he's opened for foreclosures in Orlando. 

19 

20 

Q. 

A. 

And did he just open it a month and a half ago? 

No. He opened it, I think it was either sometime at 

21 the beginning of this year or the end of last year. I can't 

22 remember. 

23 Q. 2010? 

24 A. Yeah. 

25 Q. Or December 2009? 
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1 A. It could be around that time. I just can't remember. 

2 Q. Well do you know if these files were being moved out 

3 over concern of the investigation? 

4 A. Oh, I don't know. 

5 Q. Or just because they were moving files? 

6 A. They were just moving a particular bunch of files to 

7 that office to be reviewed. That's what -- You know, my friend 

8 expressed that they were going to be reviewing them over there. 

9 Q. And do you know what files, what group of files it . 

10 was? . 

11 A. No. I don't know. 

12 Do you know who was going to be reviewing it? Q. 

13 No. A. 

14 And did the eighteen wheeler come and pick them up Q. 

15 during the day time, do you know? 

16 A. Yes. 

17 Q. But you don't know when it was? 

18 A. Exactly. No. 

19 Q. Other than that did you hear -- Did your 

20 acquaintances say anything else about what's been going on there 

21 in the last six months? 

22 A. No. 

23 MS. EDWARDS: Okay. I don't have anything else. 

24 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

25 Q. I'd just like to know if you recall the name of any 
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1 lawyers that were fired? 

2 A. I can't remember. There were so many of them. I just 

3 can't remember of all of them. And I'm not good with their last 

4 names. 

5 Q. But if you do recall will you let me know, if you get 

6 a chance? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Sure. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. You have my card? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. 

MS. EDWARDS: I don't think we have any other 

questions. Do they have anything? 

MS. CLARKSON: Doug are you there? 

MR. LYONS: Yes. I just had you on mute. So that was 

the clicking that you heard. 

MS. CLARKSON: Yeah, we knew that. We're done. Does 

she want to waive or read? 

MR. LYONS: No, let her read. That way we can make 

sure that everything is accurate. 

(Thereupon, the deposition was concluded.) 
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1 CERTIFICATE 

2 

3 THE STATE OF FLORIDA) 

4 COUNTY OF BROWARD) 

5 

6 I, MARITZA MONROE, a Court Reporter, do hereby 

7 certify that I was authorized to and did report the deposition 

8 of KELLY SCOTT, a witness called in the above-styled cause, that 

9 the witness was first duly sworn by me; that a review of the 

10 transcript was requested; and that the transcript is a true and 

11 complete record of my notes. 

12 I further certify that I am not an attorney or 

13 counsel for any of the parties, nor related to any of the 

14 parties, nor financially interested in the action. 

15 

16 Dated this 13th day of October, 2010 

17 

18 

19 

COURT REPORTER 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 NBR/IMG 
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1 E R R A T A S H E E T 

2 RECORD CHANGES HERE - DO NOT WRITE ON THE TRANSCRIPT 

3 Office of Attorney General v. Florida Default Law Group 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

PAGE/LINE CHANGE REASON 

21 Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have read my 

deposition and that it is true and correct subject to any 

22 changes in form or substance entered here. 

23 

24 

Date KELLY SCOTT 

25 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS 

AG # Ll0-3-1145 

IN RE: 

INVESTIGATION OF LAW OFFICES 

OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A. 

DEPOSITION OF TAMMIE LOU KAPUSTA 

12:11 p.m. - 1:58 p.m. 

September 22, 2010 

Office of the Attorney General 

110 Southeast 6th Street, 10th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

Reported By: 

Kalandra Smith 

Notary Public, State of Florida 

Apex Reporting Group 

Phone - 954.467.8204 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

PROCEEDINGS 

Deposition taken before Kalandra smith, Court 

Reporter and Notary Public in and for the State of 

Florida at Large, in the above 

THEREUPON: 

TAMMIE LOU KAPUSTA 

having been first duly sworn or affirmed, was examined 

10 and testified as follows: 

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

12 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

13 Q state your name for the record, please. 

14 A Tammie Kapusta. 

15 Q I'd like you to take a look at this. 

Page 3 

16 MS. CLARKSON: I'm handing the witness a copy 

17 of the subpoena. 

18 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

19 Q Is that a copy of the subpoena that you 

20 received and you here today due to that? 

21 A Yes. 

22 MS. CLARKSON: I'd like to mark this as A. 

23 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

24 Q Have you ever had your statement taken before, 

25 deposition or a sworn statement? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

10 

11 

APPEARANCES: 

ON BEHALF OF THE STATE: 

JUNE M. CLARKSON, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

110 Southeast 6th Street, 9th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

THERESA B. EDWARDS, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

110 Southeast 6th Street, 9th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

MARK R. BRIESMEISTER, FINANCIAL INVESTIGATOR 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

110 Southeast 6th Street, 9th Floor 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

ON BEHALF OF MS. KAPUSTA: 

DOUG LYONS, ESQUIRE (TELEPHONIC) 

12 LYONS & FARRAR 

325 North Calhoun Street 

13 Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

14 MARSHA LYONS, ESQUIRE (TELEPHONIC) 

LYONS & FARRAR 

15 325 North Calhoun Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

16 
HAROLD REGAN, ESQUIRE (TELEPHONIC) 

17 241 John Knox Road, Suite 100 

Tallahassee, Florida 32303 

18 

19 I N D E X 

Page 2 

20 Name Direct Cross Redirect Recross 

21 Ms. Kapusta 

22 

23 EXHIBITS 

24 Item Page 

3 25 Copy of subpoena 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A No. 

Q You just need to answer the questions verbally 

so that the court reporter can take them down. If you 

need to use the restroom or want some water just let me 

know. If you don't understand a question ask me to 

repeat it and I'll do the best I can so that you can 

understand the question. I'm not going to ask you to 

guess. Just answer it if you know. 

A Okay. 

10 Q What is your employment background for the 

11 past two years? 

12 A I'm a paralegal. 

13 Q Where did you get your education at? 

14 A David Stern. 

15 Q You worked for David Stern; is that correct? 

16 A That's correct. 

17 Q You no longer work for him? 

18 A No. 

19 Q When did you start working for him? 

20 A '08. 

21 Q I 08? 

22 A May, March of 'O 8 . 

23 Q Through when? 

24 A July of '09. 

25 Q What were your job titles at David Stern? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Page 5 

I was the senior paralegal. 

What were your duties there at the firm? 

A 

Q 

A I was responsible for my team from initiation 

to sale. 

Q 

A 

What team? 

I had Aurora Loan Services, Fannie Mae, 

Freddie Mac, broken down into alphabetical 

Q 

A 

10 through L. 

Aurora, Freddie, and --

TCFM, which is Citibank and any client A 

That was a lot of clients. 

I had twelve thousand files. 

How many were on your team? 

Twelve girls. 

All paralegals? 

Juniors is what they were. 

What were your duties? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A I was responsible for everything for the file 

19 from beginning of initiation to --

20 Q Explain to me what you did with the file. 

21 Just walk me through a file from start to finish. 

22 A When we would get the files they would be 

23 checked in by Cheryl Samons and her crew. Then they 

24 would come to us and we would have to file the motion 

25 for summary judgement, all the affidavits required to 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

MR. REGAN: C-A-S-E-U-M? 

THE WITNESS: S-U-M. Cases um. 

MR. REGAN: Okay. C-A-S-U-M. Okay. Go 

ahead. 

BY MS. CLARKSON: 

Q 

take 

so, somebody in the casesum department would 

of the lis pendens? 

Page 7 

A correct. They would take the referral and it 

would start with all the information, the borrower. 

10 Everything is plugged into a system which is in the 

11 casesum department, which created all of our documents 

12 thereafter. 

13 Q Okay. So the documents were created in the 

14 Law Officers of David Stern? 

15 

16 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

were any documents created outside that came 

17 in for your signatures or came in completed? 

18 

19 

20 

A 

Q 

A 

Like? 

Affidavits from the lenders? 

Not usually. We prepared most of the 

21 affidavits. 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

2 4 in-house. 

25 Q 

And then you sent them out for signature? 

some of them. Most of them were signed 

In-house by whom? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page 

file that, any contested issues I handed on the files, 

all assignments of mortgages, anything pertaining to the 

file its elf to make sure that it was done in the correct 

manner. 

Q 

A 

Were lis pendens filed in the cases? 

Yes. Those were filed in a different 

department. 

Q 

A 

Who prepared those lis pendens, do you know? 

At the time when I there it was what they 

10 called a cases um department. There was a manager for 

11 that department also. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

What department? 

They call it casesum. 

Cases um? 

Yeah. Caseum is where it starts basically. 

MS. LYONS: I'm sorry. What was that word? 

THE WITNESS: It's casesum, C-A-S-E-S-U-M. 

It's their computer system. Basically someone 

plugs in all the information given to them by the 

banks or the referral source. 

MR. REGAN: Can I get that spelling again, 

please. 

A 

Q 

lender? 

A 

THE WITNESS: C-A-S-E-S-U-M. 

MR. REGAN: C as in cat? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Cheryl Samons. 

How would she have authority to sign for a 

According to what we were aware of she had 

power of attorney to do that. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Did you ever see the power of attorney? 

No. 

How many companies or lenders did she have 

power of attorney for that you could guess or know? 

Page 8 

10 A A good guess would be approximately fifteen or 

11 maybe more. 

12 Q 

13 attorney? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A 

Q 

A 

so, she signed as attorney in fact or power of 

Correct. 

Was she ever assistant secretary to any of the 

Some of them stated that also. It would 

18 depend on I guess the bank that we were dealing with. 

19 Q So she would be assistant secretary to some 

20 and attorney in fact for the others? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Correct. 

Did you have a supervisor? 

Yes. 

Who was that? 

Cheryl Samons was my director. I took over 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Page 9 

her position at the company when she became coo. We all 

reported to her. 

Q was she a lawyer? 

A No. 

Q was she a paralegal? 

A I guess that's what you would call her. We 

under the impression. 

Q When you say "we" who is that? 

A The staff. 

10 Q speaking of the staff how many staff were 

11 there? 

12 A When I started with the company there was 

13 approximately two hundred and twenty-five. When I left 

14 the company there was over eleven hundred. 

15 Q Is that including attorneys? 

16 A It would be a good guess to put them in there, 

17 yes. That was just in our building though. 

18 Q You had another building? 

19 A Well, there was working being done offshore. 

20 Q I want to talk about that too. Is that where 

21 documents were prepared? 

22 A They were preparing the casesums offshore, 

23 yes. 

Q Where offshore, do you know? 24 

25 A I believe it was Guam and I don't remember the 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

In other words, like the UPBs. 

Q 

A 

UPB? 

Unpaid principal balance. The lender's 

information, last known address, and stuff like that 

that the bank would have on file for that. 

Page 11 

Q Instead of having to do it here in his office 

they would do it in Guam or the Philippines? 

A Correct. Because office was not putting 

out enough work. 

10 Q Okay. Do you know what the name of these 

11 companies were? 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

No, I do not. 

Do you know if they were owned by David Stern 

14 or just hired by David stern? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A 

Q 

A 

I don't know. 

Do you know when approximately the offshore 

were begun? 

It would be so hard for me to say correctly 

19 without looking back on my life at that time there. It 

20 was probably when we moved in the new building, which is 

21 the building now located off of Pine Island, the 900. 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

24 there. 

25 Q 

900? 

Yeah. Maybe six months after we moved in 

When did you move in there? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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other one. 

Q Somewhere in the Philippines? 

A The Philippines is where it was, yes. 

Q How do you know that documents were being 

prepared offshore in Guam and the Philippines? 

A Because had several conversations about it 

10 

11 

12 

in the firm. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Generally? 

Yes. 

With Mr. stern? 

With Cheryl Samons. 

Okay. What were you told about these 

13 companies that were offshore? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A That they were preparing our casesurns while we 

sleeping. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Did they prepare anything else? 

Not that I'm aware of. 

Did they provide documents? 

Not that I'm aware of. 

So if they were preparing the casesums what 

21 exactly were they doing? 

22 A They were inputting the information to create 

23 the documents. Casesum takes the referral from the 

24 lender and creates a document in David Stern's office 

25 with all of the information that the lender provided. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A I want to say July or August. 

Q Of what? 

A Of '08. 

Q So towards the end of '08, beginning of '09 is 

10 

when you started hearing about the Guan and the 

Philippines companies? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Did you use process servers? 

Yes. 

Did you have process servers in-house or were 

11 they hired out? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

They were hired out. 

Do you know what company you used? 

G&Z and ProVest. 

GNZ? 

G and like the little --

Ampersand? 

Yeah. 

G&Z? 

Correct. 

And what else? 

ProVest. 

Did you have any ProVest or G&Z employees at 

24 the Offices of David Stern? 

25 A I believe they were there but since we 
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occupied so many floors and there were so many people 

there there's a lot of things that a lot of us didn't 

know. 

Q Right. 

A It was more or less what was being said. 

Page 13 

believe now they occupy an entire floor of David Stern's 

office. 

Q ProVest? 

A Yes. 

Q It's ProVest? 

A Yes. 

10 

11 

12 Q Are they hired by David Stern? Are they paid 

13 by David Stern or are they paid by ProVest? I'm trying 

14 to find out whose employees they are if you know. 

A I don't know. 15 

16 Q Are they not using G&Z anymore to the best of 

17 your knowledge'? 

A No, I believe they still are. 

Q So both? 

A Yes. 

18 

19 

20 

21 Q Did you ever hear of any problems with service 

22 of process, any complaints? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Those were daily phone calls. 

could you tell me about them. 

People were not served. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

you' re saying? 

A Correct. 

Page 15 

Q Did you have times when service was attempted 

10 

numerous times or on people that did not live at the 

property? 

A I don't understand. 

Q One property might have two owners; a husband 

and a wife. 

A Correct. 

Q But then the law firm would send out a 

11 subpoena for tenants A, B, c, D, E, F, G and get ten service 

12 fees for only two people? 

13 

14 

A 

Q 

Oh yeah. That was done regularly. 

was that done intentionally to build up the 

15 service fees? 

16 A I would assume If you 1 re serving the 

17 defendant at the property you can't serve Jane and John 

18 Doe if you •ve already served the defendant there, 

19 correct? 

20 Q If you say So they would send out 

21 multiple services? 

22 A correct. There was always a Jane and John 

23 Doe. Sometimes there would be a spouse, unknown spouse, 

24 spouse, unknown spouse. In other words, if it was Mary 

25 Jane it would be the unknown spouse of Mary Jane. Then 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

10 

11 

12 

Q 

A 

How did they know they weren't served? 

Well, some of them would go to do 

Page 14 

modifications on loans or go to take out other things 

and it would come up that they were in foreclosure and 

they would end up finding out that way that they was no 

actual service on them. I had tenants that were served 

saying that they were the property owners and they 

weren't the property owners. Service was a complete 

Q At whose direction was service perfected? 

A Cheryl Samons. 

Q Did Cheryl Samons to the best of your 

13 knowledge tell the process servers just to serve 

14 anybody? 

15 A I don't know that she told them that but when 

16 we would get the phone calls it would be what she would 

17 call a business decision on whether the service was 

18 completed or not. We were directed to do whatever she 

19 said. 

20 Q Didn't the process server deliver a return of 

21 service? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And would they say that it was served? 

Yes. 

And oftentimes they weren't? Is that what 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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if it was James it would be the unknown spouse of James. 

They changed it periodically on how they did it. 

Q They'd also add tenants? 

A Correct. There was a fee for everyone. 

Q Do you know what the fees were? 

A I believe it was forty-five dollars for 

service at one attempt. Obviously two attempts was the 

ninety dollars. Anything out of state hundred and 

eighty dollars. It was out-of-state notices of action. 

10 They did skip tracing. They charged an additional I 

11 believe that was eighty. 

12 

13 

14 it. 

15 

Q 

A 

Q 

Did they do the skip tracing? 

I can't guarantee that. They said they did 

Who was billed the forty-five dollars? Let's 

16 just say it was the one service. Who was billed? 

17 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

A 

It goes back to the borrowers. 

Eventually? 

Well, it goes into your Affidavit A's and it's 

20 part of your service. 

21 Q Right. Okay. Before that. Because the 

22 homeowner or the borrower or the defaulted one might not 

23 pay so the process server has to get paid. Who pays 

24 them? 

25 A I would imagine it comes from the banks where 
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it's being billed to. 

Q It's being billed to the banks? 

A Correct. 

Q It's not being billed to David Stern? 

A Well, David Stern pays the bills but in return 

I would imagine he's getting paid by the banks from what 

know. I don't know that for sure. 

Q Do you ever have any reason to believe that if 

the process server served one forty-five dollar bill 

10 that it went into the affidavit as two or three? 

11 

12 

A 

Q 

I'm not sure I understand. 

If the affidavits that were filled out by Law 

13 Offices of David Stern reflected the actual bill that 

14 

15 

billed or did they bill the homeowner more? 

A There was always a fee for the Jane and John 

16 Does in the bill. The bills always consisted of the 

17 defendant, an unknown spouse of the defendant if there 

18 wasn't a spouse, and always a Jane and John Doe. 

19 

20 

21 

22 five? 

23 

24 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

So they were always billed for four of five? 

Correct. 

So the bill came in to David Stern for four of 

Correct. 

Now, that bill was probably paid by David from 

25 the bank's money or whatever? 

Q 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page 19 

Let's go to the assignments of mortgage. They 

prepared in-house? 

A Yeah. 

Q You' re smiling. You want to tell me about 

them? 

A Assignments were done sometimes after the 

final judgement was entered. 

Q Do you know why that is? 

A Because that's what we were directed to do by 

10 Cheryl. 

11 Q So the lis pendens is filed and you don't have 

12 an assignment in some cases? 

13 

14 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

When there was an assignment was it usually to 

15 the plaintiff or could it have been to someone else 

16 other than the plaintiff? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Someone else other. 

Other than the plaintiff? 

Yeah. 

Other than the plaintiff institution that was 

21 actually in the lawsuit and got the final judgement then 

22 there would be an assignment to lender somebody else? 

23 A Well the lenders switched a lot in David• s 

24 firm. 

25 Q Meaning? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page 18 

A Correct. 

Q Now, this four of five is going to go on an 

affidavit of indebtedness? 

A Correct. 

Q Was it always just four of five? What I'm 

trying to ask you is was the bill ever inflated for the 

homeowner? 

A I would say it was inflated if they are 

charging for a Jane and John Doe. Did we change what 

10 the actual bill said? 

Q Yes. 11 

12 A No, we didn't. Not that I'm aware of on my 

13 team. 

14 Q Okay. About what percentage would you say of 

15 the people that were served actually got service? 

16 A It became such a nuisance for me that I 

17 actually would tell the people that claimed -- they were 

18 serving people with the same names and they would call 

19 and say I'm not this person. So to protect, you know, I 

20 basically said you need to send a letter to the firm 

21 because it became such a nuisance. Those were most of 

22 my calls during a day. Any given day I'd probably have 

23 a hundred different calls and most of it was service. 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

A 

So fifty percent of the people? 

Yeah, that's a good guess. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Meaning that a lot of the times they were 
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changing. Say Aurora had the file. They transferred it 

10 

11 

12 

to TCFM. 

Q Why would they do that, do you know? 

A I'm not aware of that, no. 

Q You' re not aware 

A I do not know why they did that. 

Q You're aware of it happening? 

A Oh yes. 

Q You' re not aware of why? 

A Right. 

Q Would the change the plaintiff in the lawsuit 

13 or would they just leave it alone? 

14 A No. A lot of times we never did the 

15 substitution of plaintiff. Until almost to the time 

16 that I was leaving there is when things started to get 

17 ugly for them for the assignments. We were starting to 

18 have to do substitutions of plaintiff. If Nation Star 

19 had the file and they turned it over to Citibank we were 

20 foreclosing in Nation Star and not Citibank and we would 

21 need to do a substitution of plaintiff for that. 

22 

23 part? 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Q 

Right. Would those be ex parte for the most 

Yeah. 

They wouldn't dismiss the lawsuit and start 
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over? 

A No. 

Q They just substituted? 

A Yeah. 

Q They made it a practice to give the defendant 

notice? 

A I mean we would mail them to the defendant. 

Q The notice of substitution of party? 

A Yes. 

10 Q Would you file an assignment at that time? 

11 A Sometimes. Sometimes they were already filed. 

12 Sometimes we would have to change it. It depended on 

13 the file. It depended on how long it had been with the 

14 firm. Those were business decisions that Cheryl made on 

15 a regular basis. 

16 Q Do you know what her business decisions were 

17 based on? 

18 A Nope. Nobody questioned that. 

19 Q Can you tell me the execution of the 

20 assignments, how it worked? 

21 A Assignments were prepared again from the 

22 All of our stuff comes from the casesum. They 

23 would be stamped and signed by a notary or not. Per 

24 floor we had a designated spot to place them and Cheryl 

25 would come once a day and sign them. 

10 

A 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Yeah, I had stamps. Each team had a notary on 

them or notaries that I was aware of. Whether they were 

or weren't wasn't 

Q You had stamps? 

A Correct. We would stamp them and they would 

get signed. 

Q Stamp them in blanks? 

A Yes. 

Q Who would sign them? 

A Other people on the team that could sign the 

11 signature of the person or just a check on there or 

12 whatever. 

13 Q Was that common practice? 

14 A Yes. 

15 Q Was that standard practice? 

16 A Pretty much. 

17 Q What about the witnesses? 

18 A Those would be signed by juniors who were --

19 Q Standing there? 

20 A Here, sign this. It has to go to Cheryl, sign 

21 it. Then it would go and sit at the desk where Cheryl 

22 would sign everything. 

23 Q Out of view of the notary and out of view of 

2 4 the witnesses? 

25 A Correct. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q Sign them as what? 

A As --

Q For the bank? 

A Correct. 

Q Or for MERS or whoever it was for? 

A Correct. 

Q Would these notaries be there watching her as 

she signed? 

A No. 

10 Q She would just sit there and sign stacks of 

11 them? 

12 A Correct. As far as notaries go in the firm I 

13 don't think any notary actually used their own notary 

14 stamp. The team used them. 

15 Q There were just stamps around? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q And you actually saw that? 

18 A I was part of that. 

19 Q You did it? Are you a notary? 

20 A No, I'm not. 

21 Q Did you sign as a witness? 

22 A I did not. I signed as a witness on one 

23 document and after that I decided that I didn't want to 

24 put my name as a witness anymore. 

25 Q Tell me about the stamps. You stamped them? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Page 24 

Q Do you know who implemented this procedure? 

A Cheryl. 

Q Cheryl did? 

A Um-hum. 

Q Did anybody else sign with the firm for the 

banks? 

A Yes. 

Q Who was that? 

A There were people that were responsible for 

10 signing Cheryl's name. Cheryl, Tammie Sweat, and Beth 

11 Cerni. Those were the only three people that could sign 

12 Cheryl's If you ever look at assignments you' 11 

13 see that they are not all the same. 

14 MS. EDWARDS: What are the names again? 

15 Cheryl, Tammie? 

16 THE WITNESS: Tammie Sweat and Beth Cerni. 

17 MS. EDWARDS: Could you spell that. 

18 MS. CLARKSON: C-E-R-N-I. 

19 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

20 Q Did they practice Cheryl's signature? 

21 A I would assume so. 

22 Q Did you ever see them? 

23 A Not practicing but I've seen them sign it. 

24 Q Did you see somebody sign Cheryl's name? 

25 A Yes. 
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Q That wasn't Cheryl? 

A Yes. All the time. 

Q Did Cheryl know about this? 

A Yes. 

Q Was it at her direction? 

A Yes. 

Q What was her position with the firm? 

A When I started she was David's paralegal and 

had the team that I had. When we transferred into the 

10 new building she became this COO of the company. 

11 Q was that going on when you transferred 

12 buildings and when she was the COO? 

13 A 

14 the title. 

15 

16 

17 

lB 

19 

20 

21 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

She was always the coo. She just never had 

But now she has the title? 

correct. 

Did the practice still continue? 

Oh yes. 

With the signatures? 

correct. 

So even though she became the COO her job 

22 description didn't change? 

A No. 23 

24 

25 

Q She continued to pretty much run the office? 

A oh yes. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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executed if Cheryl one, two, or three ever read them? 

A No, they were never read. 

Q They were just signed? 

A Correct. 

Q How many a day do you think? 

A Oh goodness. Each floor would probably 

produce two, two-fifty a day. 

Q So somewhere between four and five hundred a 

10 

11 

12 

day easy? 

A 

Q 

A 

There's eight floors I believe. 

And each floor did two to two-fifty? 

Yes. We all had our own spot. There was a 

13 table approximately this big. 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

so you sat at a conference table? 

No, we didn't sit at it. We just piled our 

16 files there. 

17 

lB 

19 

20 

21 

MS. EDWARDS: For the record, the table is 

approximately ten feet long by three feet wide. 

THE WITNESS: Correct. 

MS. EDWARDS: Would be piled. 

THE WITNESS: Correct. 

2 2 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

23 Q With files ready for assignment signatures and 

24 notaries and witnesses? 

25 A Correct, yes. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q was David Stern aware of this as far as you 

know? 

A Yes. 

Q How do you know that he was? What makes you 

think that he was aware of this? 

A Because Cheryl and David had daily meetings. 

David knew the practice that was going David's 

office happened to be right outside -- I sat right in 

front of David's office. I'm well aware of what 

10 transpired. Cheryl's office was here. Around the 

11 corner was David's office. Everything in the loop. 

12 He was well aware of what was going on. I mean, you 

13 could hear the screaming conversations. Nothing was 

14 really a secret on the fourth floor because that's where 

15 Cheryl is. 

16 Q Who was screaming at who? 

17 A They were screaming at each other. 

18 Q They were screaming at each other? 

19 A Yes. 

20 Q Do you know over what? 

21 A Files not moving fast enough. Just stuff like 

22 that. 

23 

24 

25 

10 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

A 

Business stuff? 

Correct. 

Do you know when these assignments were 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Where would these files go then at that point? 

Then we would get an email saying come get 

your files, they've been signed by Cheryl. 

Q 

A 

So this was an assignment signing table? 

Correct. Assignments or Affidavit A's that 

she was signing. 

Q What's an Affidavit A? 

A The indebtedness affidavit. 

Q Okay. 

A I think that's all Cheryl signed for. I think 

11 Beth signed for the rest. There's your Exhibit E's. We 

12 had different exhibits. That's how they signed them. 

13 When Cheryl was out of the office Tammie would sign them 

14 

15 

Beth would go sign them. 

Q 

16 Samons? 

17 

lB 

19 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Beth would sign but it would say Cheryl 

Correct. 

And Beth would be the signer? 

Correct. 

Or Tammie Sweat? 

Right. They were located on different floors. 

22 The GMAC team was on the fifth floor. Beth Cerni would 

23 sign for the entire GMAC. If Cheryl had already gone to 

24 the table and signed everything and you needed to sign 

25 something to get it out you would go to one of them to 
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sign it immediately. 

Q Then these assignments would go where? 

A In the file. 

Q would they ever be sent to the recorder 1 s 

office? 

A Yes. 

Q And they were recorded? 

A Yes. 

Q And when you got them back from the recorder's 

10 office would they be filed in court? 

11 A They were supposed to be. I wasn't in court 

12 to know them. We sent them out occasionally to be 

13 recorded. It became a more stiffer practice after I 

14 guess there was a problem where the notary date didn't 

15 match the date of the assignment being initiated. There 

16 were basically three dates on there. The dates were all 

17 different. 

18 

19 

Q 

A 

Right. 

So at that point there was a huge meeting in 

20 the building by Beverly Mccomas and Miriam Mendieta who 

21 were the controlling attorneys there. Basically we were 

22 told if anyone sent out an assignment with the dates not 

23 being the same on them that they would be fired 

24 immediately. 

25 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q Why would the dates on the other ones have 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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assignments, They pulled us in by team since there were 

so many of us and told us this is what it needs to be. 

They got in trouble for it and this is what needs to be 

happening now. Make sure that the date that it was 

supposed to be executed is the same date that you' re 

signing it even though it could have been six months ago 

and Cheryl is signing it today. 

Q But make the dates match? 

A Correct. 

Q Regardless of the date it is today? 

A correct. 

Q Okay, And that's the same for the notary? 

A correct. 

Q And the date printed on it? 

A Correct. 

Q And the date that's actually typed in? 

A Correct. 

Q Make they' re all the same no matter what 

19 day it is? 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

correct. 

The two lead lawyers, what was their title? 

22 Were they senior attorneys? 

23 A No. They didn't really have a title. Most 

24 people were just afraid of them. 

25 Q Why is that? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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been three different dates? What would cause that? 

A Poor practice, not paying attention, not 

knowing that it was supposed to be that way from the 

initiation. Basically they didn't train us to do it. 

You have people just typing in. Their being honest and 

tying in this date as the date as being assigned but it 

was executed six months ago. The dates would be 

different for that. The issue became then the notary 

would sign it tomorrow and date it tomorrow. 

Q 

A 

Q 

So those attorneys knew this was going on? 

Yes. 

Can you give me the names of the attorneys 

13 that knew? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Every attorney in the firm. 

What do you mean every attorney in the firm? 

Well, Beverly Mccomas. 

Can you spell that, please. 

M-c-c-o-M-A-s, I believe and Miriam Mendieta 

19 were the controlling attorneys. 

20 

21 

Q 

A 

They were the controlling attorneys? 

Correct. They controlled the attorneys and 

22 Cheryl controlled the paralegals and anybody else. 

23 

24 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

So they would inform the attorneys what they 

25 wanted. They happened to be at the meeting for the 

A 

very mean. 

Q 

A 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Because they were mean and nasty. They were 

In what way? 

They would demean you. They would yell and 

scream at you. 

Q 

A 

Condescending? 

Oh yeah. They would make you look like an ass 

in front of the entire firm. 

Q What about the other lawyers that they 

10 controlled? 

11 A They were just there to get by on what they 

12 were doing. 

13 Q The other lawyers? 

14 A Yes. Most of the lawyers had issue with them 

15 but it was their job. 

16 Q Did anyone quit as far as you know due to the 

17 practices? 

18 A I'm but they wouldn't come right out and 

19 say I quit because of the practices. I know that people 

20 had left because they were uncomfortable with the things 

21 that they were being asked to do, as most of us were. 

22 When it got really sticky there were a lot of us that 

23 weren't here. 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

What does really sticky mean? 

They wanted us to start changing the documents 
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and stuff and doing stuff that we weren't supposed to be 

doing as far as service. 

Q 

A 

What documents did they want you to change? 

Manpower documents. A lot of judges started 

requiring, because of the Jane and John Doe issues, 

required that you have a military search for all the 

defendants. If you named a Jane and John Doe as an NKA 

you had to pull a military search on them. Unless you 

have somebody's social security number technically you 

10 can't pull a military search supposedly. 

11 The program that we used for the program that 

12 we used, you could put in the main defendant's social 

13 security and John or Jane Doe's name and it would give 

14 us a military search saying that they were in the 

15 military. 

16 Q You would get their social security number 

17 because the bank documents contained it? 

18 A Correct. The lenders, the referrals had the 

19 socials. 

20 Q Did you put the social in on everybody to find 

21 out their address for service? 

22 A Not everybody. I personally did not do it 

23 because I refused to do it. I wasn't going to falsify a 

24 military document. I was told that that's fine, 

25 somebody else on your team will do it. 

10 

11 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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I was told by my own attorney because I told my attorney 

I'm not doing this. I'm not doing it. I refused. 

Q When you say you told your own attorney are 

you talking about the attorney at the firm? 

A No. I'm talking about my attorney from my 

team. 

Q That's what I mean. At the firm. 

A Yes. 

Q Not your personal attorney? 

A No, no, no. 

Q The attorney you worked for? What attorney 

12 was that? 

13 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

A 

Stephanie Burke. 

B-U-R-K-E? 

Yeah. She got married and I don't know what 

16 her married name is. Stephanie Burke was my attorney at 

17 that time. That's who I had that conversation with. 

18 She is the one who told me that there was an email sent 

19 and she couldn't believe that they had actually sent an 

20 email saying that. 

21 Q When the affidavits were created for 

22 indebtedness who were they created by? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Us. 

Paralegals? 

Paralegals, juniors, yes. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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What do you mean falsify a military document? 

Well, I'm using the main defendant's social 

security number on somebody else's name, not his name. 

John Doe and the main defendant was James, I was taking 

James' social security number and putting John Doe's 

in there. I wasn't but that's what the practice 

was. The judges started saying we're not going to 

consider service completed until --

Q There's a miliary search? 

A Correct. 

Q So why wouldn't they use the right social 

12 security number for the right person? 

13 A Because you don't have a social for an NKA or 

14 unknown tenant. They wouldn't enter a final judgement 

15 unless the military doc was there. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

So you just used anybody's? 

Correct. 

Did Stern know about that practice? 

Do I know if he knew personally, no. I can 

20 tell you that Beverly and Miriam sent emails to the 

21 attorneys telling them that that is what to be done and 

22 if the paralegals would not do it then they are 

23 responsible for doing it. That wasn't an option. 

Q So there were emails directing --24 

25 A Correct. Of course I'm not privy to those but 
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Q Where did you get your figures from? 

A We had sites we would get the information from 

the lenders on. 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

They were just typed in by us based on the 

information that they gave If we couldn't figure 

something out Cheryl would help us do it. 

Q 

A 

What about your costs and attorneys fees? 

Those were standing, except for if they had 

10 what they considered a litigated file. 

11 Q A contested file? 

12 A Yes. They would do a memorandum of law and 

13 charge the litigation fees that were permitted. 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

Do you know what those litigation fees were? 

I believe it was $175 for two hours is what 

16 they allowed. 

17 Q What about just a standard non-contested 

18 foreclosure? 

19 A Originally the fees were twelve hundred and 

20 then they went to thirteen. 

Q What about costs? 21 

22 A Costs were title searches. All that stuff was 

23 broke down. Probably somewhere about $475. At one 

24 point we were putting postage in. Until probably June 

25 or July of last year postage was going in and we weren't 
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supposed to be doing that either. That was $1,650 I 

think that we had to back out of most of -- you had your 

title searches, your GAP. That was on Exhibit B. On A 

the costs were there but everything was broke down on B. 

That's what they'd put in there. 

Q Were these figures that they put in the 

affidavits supported by documentation? 

A I didn't have an invoice for it. It was 

standard. It was automatically plugged into our 

10 documents. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

You didn't plug it in? 

No. 

Who plugged it in? 

It was just automatically there in our 

15 program, yes. 

16 Q so what you would do is get on and find out 

17 much the bank was owed? Is that what you said you did? 

18 You interfaced with the bank's computer or site? 

19 A Yes. For the most part your UPB was put in at 

20 cases um time. 

21 

22 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

As a paralegal it would be within our job to 

23 make sure that the figures matched on the Affidavit A 

24 and B before you actually typed out your MSJ, your 

25 motion sununary judgement. They were already there. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 
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So who is it that's signing these affidavits? 

Cheryl. 

Did she sign them all? 

Again, the same amount of companies, yeah. 

Beth and Tanunie signed. Anybody who signed Cheryl's 

name would be those three. 

Q All of these affidavits, were they like the 

assignment table? 

A Yeah. They all went together. It was either 

10 assignments or affidavits on the table. 

11 Q But these affidavits would be signed by Beth, 

12 Tanunie, or Cheryl? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

correct. 

All signing Cheryl's name? 

correct. 

Were they ever read or just signed? 

They were just signed. 

Did you ever see them just being signed? 

Yes. Sometimes we would just go home with a 

20 signature page because of the way we were told to do 

21 things. If you look at the Affidavit A's they are two 

22 pages for a reason. The signature page is on one and 

23 the costs are on the other. 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

And you just slap them together? 

correct. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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12 

Everything just plugged in. 

Q 

A 

Q 

But over time it changes. 

Correct. 

So how did it get changed? 
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A We would have got go in and change it but the 

UPB never changes from the initiation of the in other 

words when we get the referral from the lender, that 

stays the same. What changes are the other costs. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

What if a homeowner made payment? 

That was never there. 

If that happened it was never reflected? 

No. There was instances where the UPB should 

13 have been different than what it was, but again, that 

14 was a business decision made by Cheryl based on where we 

15 were at on the file. If we were ready to get judgement 

16 it she would just 

17 Q So there's instances that you' re aware of 

18 where the affidavit of indebtedness used to get the 

19 foreclosure was incorrect? 

20 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

A 

Correct. 

And lawyers and/or COO of the firm knew this? 

Well, I knew Cheryl knew because as a 

23 paralegal I would have to go to her and say we filed 

24 this and it was this and this amount off and she would 

25 just say just go with it. 

10 

11 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Q You said sometimes we would go home with 

stacks of them? Is that because you signed? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

No. 

So what did you mean? 

What do you mean? 

Who would go home with stacks of them? 

Files? 

Yeah. 

Well, I worked from home. 

Okay. 

So any paralegal who had the right to work 

12 from home would obviously take --

13 

14 

Q 

A 

Take the files with you? 

Well, not the whole file but the paperwork 

Page 40 

15 that I needed to type my motion or whatever it was that 

16 I was doing that I needed to have. That practice 

17 changed again before I left being another practice. 

18 

19 

Q 

A 

What was that practice? 

Well, I guess there was an instance where 

20 Cheryl wasn •t allowed to sign anymore for the 

21 affidavits. 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

Why is that? 

I don't know that we were actually privy to 

24 it. We were just told I believe there was a court 

25 hearing of some sort. We were just told by Beverly and 
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Miriam this is the way it's going to be done. I think I 

want to say March 19th just because that sticks in my 

head. 

Q Of this year? 

A Of last year. From that forward anything 

signed by Cheryl was not usable because she got in 

trouble or something. 

Q Okay. 

A So what we had to do from that point, again 

10 the affidavits were still split in two pages, at that 

11 point we were supposed to be sending them back to the 

12 banks to be signed now. The problem being that a lot of 

13 times we wouldn't get them back or executed in time for 

14 the hearings. So we had what they called signature 

15 pages that Tanunie Sweat or someone else would have in 

16 their possession. If we couldn't get it back from the 

17 bank executed in time we would just take a signature 

18 page and put it on the affidavit. 

19 

20 

21 

Q 

A 

Q 

What was on the signature page? 

The signature and notary from the bank. 

Were these documents photocopied or were they 

22 original documents? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

Some were photocopied. 

How would you get that many from a bank 

25 original? The bank supplied them to you. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Personal vendetta, work, their practices weren't nice. 

Q I'm more concerned with their legal practice 

than with their attitudes. 

A We had lost notes. That was another common 

practice. That's our Exhibit E's. 

Q Explain to me about the lost notes, how that 

worked? 

A Well, I believe Beth Cerni was the only one to 

sign for those but I'm not a hundred percent sure on 

10 that one either because they all signed for them. The 

11 lost note would be if we lost the note in-house it's 

12 affidavit that you type up saying that the note was 

13 lost. 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

16 office. 

17 

18 

Q 

A 

Okay. Tell me how those were generated? 

The same way everything was generated in that 

Were there a lot of lost note affidavits? 

We had quite a few. More than we probably 

19 should have. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Did you lose them in-house? 

Yes. 

Did you ever find them again? 

Not that I'm aware of. The practice of the 

24 documents like mortgages and notes was really very 

25 disarray. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Well, what would happen would be like if I had 

file A and that one didn't go to hearing because there 

was something wrong with it and file B was going to 

hearing but it was the same bank, I would take the 

signature page from A and give it to B. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Oh give it to another file? 

And just re-execute this file. 

Okay. That was common practice? 

Yes, after Cheryl couldn't sign. 

Did Cheryl know? 

Yes. 

Cheryl knew about all the practices because 

13 she is the one who ran the office? 

14 

15 

16 

A She was the one who implemented them. 

Q Were there any other activities or practices 

at David Stern's firm that made you feel 

17 uncomfortable or that you were unwilling to do? 

18 A I don't know how to answer that question. 

19 It's a loaded one. 

20 

21 

22 just 

23 

Q 

A 

Q 

Take your time. 

Yeah. Some of the things that were done there 

not on the up and up. 

Explain to me in as much detail as you can 

24 what those things 

25 A I don't even know where to start with it. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q How so? 

A Well, there were a lot of young kids working 

up there who really didn • t pay attention to what they 

were doing. We had a lot of people that were hired in 

the firm that were just hired as warm bodies to do work. 

The training process was very stupid and ridiculous. 

The girls would come out on the floor not knowing what 

they were doing. Mortgages would get placed in 

different files. They would get thrown out. There was 

10 just no real organization when it came to the original 

11 documents. 

12 Q So if the original note was lost who would the 

13 affidavit be executed by? 

14 

15 

16 

A 

Q 

A 

17 them up. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Beth Cerni. 

Beth Cerni did them all? 

She signed them. We executed them. We typed 

You drafted them? 

Correct. 

She executed them? 

Correct. 

She signed them? 

Correct. 

Did she sign them all? 

As far as I know. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Did anybody have her signature as well? 

I never took it to anybody but her. 

Did she sign them? 

Yes, she did. 

Were they to be notarized? 

I believe so. 

And if they were to be notarized how would 

they get notarized? 

A The same way. 

Page 45 

10 Q The same way as the practice you spoke about 

11 earlier, just stamped? 

A correct. 12 

13 Q Not in front of the witness? Not in front of 

14 the signer? 

A correct. 15 

16 Q These documents were then used as exhibits to 

17 motions for summary judgement? 

18 A correct. The memorandum of law that we were 

19 doing was also -- that says we' re litigating the file 

20 and the files never left the paralegal' s desk. It was 

21 never actually litigated in any way, shape, or form on 

22 most of them. 

23 Q were most of the judgements default 

24 judgements? 

25 A Default meaning? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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court and not having the proper documentation, not 

having the note, the mortgage. The judge would kick it 

back for militaries. That's when those practices would 

com~ in where it would just be do this regardless of 

what was said. Just do it. Get it done. Get the file 

out of here. 

Q Like sign the affidavit. Switch the page. 

A correct. 

Q Have it notarized with somebody's stamp, we 

10 don't care who. 

11 A correct. Cheryl's big thing was moving the 

12 file. She didn't care how it got moved. 

13 Q Do you know if attorneys got any bonuses for 

14 the number of foreclosure final judgements it got? 

15 

16 

A 

Q 

Not that I'm aware of. 

Do you know if lawyers got paid more if they 

17 worked on the weekends? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

As far I know. 

As far you know yes? 

Yes. 

Anything else at the firm, their practices 

22 that made you feel uncomfortable legally speaking? 

23 A I was gonna say that's a loaded question 

24 again. 

25 Q I'm not speaking of personality-wise. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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That the homeowner just never fought it. They 

defaulted so you get your judgement? 

A Not a lot of defaults were entered, no. They 

responded. The problem is that the practice was so 

large that there was never actually -- I had actually 

been yelled at for trying to talk to homeowners on the 

phone. You're giving them too much time. Start 

working. I worked for hospice for twelve years before I 

went to David Stern so I just thought that there might 

10 be some kind of compassion. I would try to deal with 

11 what wasn't being done proper. 

12 We were directed that that was not what our 

13 job was to do. Our job was to run the team and type the 

14 MSJs, get them out the door. Get the judgements 

15 entered. Everything was about getting the judgement 

16 entered because we have to report back to the banks. We 

17 had to do chronological things that were sent to them 

18 that were also obviously changed and fudged because the 

19 banks, some of them, are very unaware of what the 

20 process is believe it or not. 

21 

22 

Q 

A 

What did you have changed? 

It takes a hundred and twenty days for a 

23 foreclosure from beginning to end is what their standard 

24 practice is. Some of their files were three and four 

25 hundred days old because of the mishaps of going to 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A Not that I'm aware of. Their practice in 

doing things the way they did was just wrong in itself. 

Q This was daily basis? 

A Oh yes. This was how we kept our jobs and 

they were threatened if not. It was just a warm body. 

They would produce and produce and produce. All they 

cared about was getting the file out. 

Q Did you ever hear of any of the lawyers talk 

about the practices and being in fear of being 

10 disbarred? 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

What was said? 

Just that they were in fear of what they were 

14 doing and that they knew that they could get in trouble 

15 for it. 

16 

17 

18 

Q 

A 

Q 

They acknowledged it? 

Oh yeah. 

They acknowledged it to you or did you hear 

19 them acknowledging it to each other? Do you know who 

20 these people are? Could you give me a name or two of 

21 someone that you actually know said that? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

Do I have to? 

I would appreciate it, yes. 

THE WITNESS: Doug, do I have to? 

MS. CLARKSON: Yes. 
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10 

11 

A 
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THE WITNESS: He's not even listening to me. 

I was friendly with a few of the attorneys. 

There was an attorney that I was very close with. Her 

name is Cassandra. 

BY MS. CLARKSON: 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Cassandra what? 

Rigaud. 

Spell it. 

R-I-G-A-0-D. 

She knew and she was scared? 

Oh yeah. Their jobs were threatened. Their 

12 jobs were threatened. Like everybody else they have a 

13 family. There's a few. Daphne is one. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Daphne who? 

Tako. 

T-A-C-0? 

T-A-K-0. 

MR. REGAN: What's the first name? Was it 

Daphne? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. REGAN: Thank you. 

22 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

23 

24 

Q 

A 

Go ahead. 

I guess the attorneys that left the firm left 

25 for the nasty practices that were going on. 

10 

11 

A 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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I believe that everybody was well aware of it. 

Miriam and Beverly were very stern and not nice. The 

people that were in power were very mean and nasty. 

Q Did they ever think that they were going to 

get disbarred? 

A No, They acted like they are above whatever. 

Basically they could do whatever they wanted which was 

the rule of thumb over there. 

Q Regardless of what is required by the law? 

A Correct. 

Q was there any reason for David Stern to shred 

12 any documents? Was there a shredder there? 

13 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

A 

Yeah. 

Did he use the shredder? 

Rumor has it that he used the shredder on 

16 several occasions, yes. 

17 

18 

Q 

A 

Did rumor say what he shredded? 

Documents that weren't supposed to be in the 

19 files or incorrect things that he was going. There 

20 would be other people privy to that. I was just a 

21 paralegal. 

22 Q But when you say that you heard it who would 

23 you hear it from or how would you hear of it? 

24 A The grapevine is very long there. When you 

25 have eleven hundred people working at a building like 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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it? 
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Their jobs were threatened if they didn't do 

Yeah. They would basically say this is what 

you• re going to do or you can find another place to 

work, which a lot of them did because the practices just 

became overwhelming for everyone. The responsibility 

that they expected people to have was above and beyond 

what a human could actually do as far as case loads. 

Q Were they paid well? 

A Not from what I hear, I believe that they 

11 were very underpaid. I don't think there was an 

12 attorney there that didn't complain about the salary. 

13 Most of them would be what we would call newbies. They 

14 just learning to stand in front of a judge, you 

15 know, litigate. That's why they stayed there. They 

16 would stay a year and they would just go because they 

17 knew it wasn't safe practice. They were newbies and 

18 they were well aware of it. 

Q 

A 

And they were scared? 

Oh yeah. 

19 

20 

21 Q And they were worried about the possibility of 

22 maybe getting disbarred? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Did they as far as you know bring that to Mr. 

25 Stern• s attention? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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that the grapevine is very long. There's a lot of 

things that are said or that are occurring in different 

departments that get through the office. 

Q Right. 

A Since I work directly under Cheryl there was a 

lot of people for some reason who thought that I was the 

person to tell a lot of these things to. I just 

listened. I don't really offer any information and 

never did. Yeah, there was practices where audits were 

10 coming in and we had to quickly run and get this 

11 straight or get that straight. It was mostly on the 

12 Fannie Mae files, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

What would you do on the Fannie Mae files? 

I wouldn't do anything. 

What was done to the Fannie Mae files? 

They were correcting the things that they were 

17 doing wrong. 

Q Such as? 18 

19 A Well, any practice that I just told you about. 

20 Obviously the chronological orders of things. You can't 

21 lie to Fannie Mae. They'll find out, especially when 

22 they are doing an audit. There was a few instances 

23 where they were in the office and there were audits 

24 done. People were working overnight in the building to 

25 get them straight. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q Did Fannie Mae ever find out problems with 

files? 

A I am unaware of any of that. 

Q Where did you work before you worked at David 

Stern? 

A I worked for a neurologist. I did research 

for the FDA. 

Q Did you work at any other place in between the 

neurologist and David Stern? 

10 A Just mediocre jobs. I helped my friend with 

11 his business or something like that. You mean have I 

12 ever worked at another law firm? 

13 Q No. I wasn't asking you that. 

14 A Okay, 

15 Q Did you work simultaneously at David Stern and 

16 another job? 

17 A No. 

18 Q Okay. 

19 A That was impossible. I worked a lot of hours. 

20 MS. CLARKSON: Can we take a break for a 

21 minute. Do you mind? 

22 THE WITNESS: No, not at all. 

23 (Thereupon, a brief recess was held.) 

24 BY MS. CLARKSON: (DIRECT CONTINUED) 

25 Q 

Q 

Do you know Shannon Smith? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Did you ever hear of any rumors that Shannon 

Smith was also signing as Cheryl Samons? 

A No. 

Q You did not know that she may have altered her 

signature? 

A May have, yes, but I was not aware that she 

doing it. 

Q Did you hear it? 

A I heard it. Anybody in the firm heard about 

10 that whole instance. 

11 Q Why don't you explain it to me what you heard. 

12 A Because it's not my team, it's separate 

13 floor, I really stayed to myself. It was just gossip. 

14 Q What did you hear? 

15 A Just that there was a document that she turned 

16 in that was changed a few different times in front of a 

17 judge in Hillsborough County if I'm not mistaken, if my 

18 memory recalls me correctly and that she signed 

19 something. I suppose they were saying she signed 

20 Cheryl 1 s or Cheryl was saying she signed her name. 

21 That was it really. We were told not to discuss it. 

22 Again, if we were caught discussing things like that you 

23 would be terminated. 

24 

25 

Q 

A 

Beth Cerni was a paralegal, correct? 

I believe so. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

A Yes. 

Q How do you know her? 

A She works at the firm or worked. I'm not 

if she's still there. She did work at the firm. 

Q Do you know what her duties were? 

A She was a paralegal like me. 

Q Do you know what her duties were? 

A The same as mine. 

Q Was she a notary? 

10 A As far as I know. 

11 Q Did you ever see her use her notary at the 

12 firm'? 

13 A No. We were on two different floors. 

14 Q Was Shannon Smith in your group? 

,, 
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15 A No. She was with Homecomings I believe. She 

16 would have been on the fifth floor. 

17 Q She ad.mi ts in a deposition that she took that 

18 she signed assignments. Were you aware of that? 

19 A Yes. I think the whole firm was aware of 

20 that. 

21 Q How was it the whole firm be aware of that? 

22 A Everybody knew about the deposition where she 

23 had changed the dates on the assignments I think three 

24 or four times or so or the dates were different on it. 

25 There was, again, the rumor mill. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Q Did you see her practicing law'? 

A She was the team lead. She was a manager in 

the building on the fifth floor. 

Q What else was on the fifth floor? 

A GMAC and Homecomings I believe were the only 

that occupied the fifth floor if I'm not mistaking. 

Beth Cerni was -- GMAC was her team when she started 

with Stern many years ago. 

MR. REGAN: Are you saying GMAC like G-M-A-C? 

10 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

11 MR. REGAN: Like General Motors Acceptance 

12 Corporation? 

13 THE WITNESS: Correct. 

14 MR. REGAN: Thank you. 

15 BY MS. EDWARDS: 

16 Q Did you ever hear any conversations in the 

17 firm about any particular judges or jurisdictions where 

18 there were problems with getting the foreclosures'? 

19 A Oh yeah. We knew what judges were what. We 

20 had what they called a bible. The bible contained every 

21 bit of information about every judge and what they were 

22 looking for. It made our job twice as difficult because 

23 you had to go by the bible. 

24 Q Was there any arrangements made with any 

25 particular judges or jurisdictions on how the 
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foreclosures would be handled by Stern• s office? 

A I believe the only one that I'm well aware of 

that is just a large cluster of something is Lee County 

judges. They used to do what they call a rocket docket. 

It was five hundred files from our firm every other 

Friday. 

BY MS. CLARKSON: 

Q 

A 

Would be filed or heard? 

Would be heard. 

10 BY MS. EDWARDS: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Who arranged that? 

As far as I know Cheryl Samons and the county. 

Cheryl and who? 

The county. I wasn't privy to that. 

So how would you find out that --

Because they would call them rocket dockets. 

17 We had to have five hundred files from our firm prepared 

18 for it. Originally we had an in-house counsel there 

19 local counsel there. Then it went to our attorneys. 

20 Two attorneys from our firm or two attorneys per floor 

21 would go over to Lee County and do the rocket docket. 

22 We would load their files into the car. 

23 Q So that was coordinated with Cheryl with the 

24 county? 

25 A As far as I know. They were put on the rocket 
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and basic information. From what my understanding is 

when you go over there, as long as there was no response 

from anybody and it isn't contested the judges would 

just sign off on them as far as I know. 

Q 

A 

Q 

The final judgements? 

Correct. 

So there would be a faxed over document with 

the basic information about the foreclosure on it and if 

nobody appeared in opposition the judges would sign the 

10 final judgements? 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

A 

Correct. 

This was in Lee County? 

Yes. It wasn't faxed. The attorneys brought 

14 them. So if the judge wanted to look at something the 

15 files were there. That's my assumption. The files were 

16 just loaded into these attorneys cars and they were 

17 elected to drive over there. It wasn't a choice. They 

18 picked which attorneys were going to go each week 

19 ever other week whenever they decided to do the rocket 

20 docket. 

21 Q And they decided that it would be five hundred 

22 that would be handled? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

It was five hundred from our firm, yes. 

Was it also other firms? 

As far as I know. I'm not privy to that 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

docket basically. 

Q What I'm trying to find out was is Cheryl 

involved in the implementation of the rocket docket? 

A Oh yes. She was responsible for all 

scheduling anywhere. Her Beverly Mccomas and Miriam 

Mendieta. 
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Q How was it that the rocket docket was created? 

A I am not That's what they called it. 

They were going to do a rocket docket. Lee County I 

10 guess was our largest county for foreclosures at the 

11 time. 

12 Q Were you aware of her having any meetings with 

13 anyone there to implement or to come up with the idea to 

14 come up with the rocket docket? 

No, I'm not aware of any meetings? 

Do you know who did that? 

15 

16 

17 

A 

Q 

A My guess would be Miriam Mendieta and Beverly 

18 Mccomas because they were the controlling attorneys. 

19 

20 

21 

Q They would have been involved in the original 

implementation of the rocket docket? 

A Correct. They are the one who assigned 

22 attorneys. They're pretty much the ones that oversaw 

23 the scheduling for that. There's a few counties that we 

24 would just send over a sheet of paper that would have 

25 your unpaid, who was defaulted, when it was defaulted, 

10 
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information. I didn't work with other firms. 

Q Were you aware of comparable practices to 

those you have just described with any other law firms 

in Florida? 

A No. It wasn't something I discussed about 

other firms. 

Q Are you aware of any payments that were made 

by David Stern's firm to any companies as a result of 

receiving the referrals of the foreclosure cases? 

A Not that I'm aware of. I know that one 

11 particular bank that we dealt with, which was Aurora 

12 Leman Brothers, he had his own employees there in 

13 Aurora. 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

For that purpose? 

That was not something we knew. There's four 

16 employees that are there. I would have to look through 

17 some documents for their names. They worked for Aurora 

18 and were paid by David Stern if that makes sense. They 

19 worked in Aurora's building, ALS, but they were paid by 

20 David Stern to be there. 

21 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

But you don't know what they did? 

It was to oversee the practice that was going 

I could tell you that Aurora did not want them 

24 there. The were not very nice to them. They constantly 

25 had issues with them. It was more or less for us like 
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if we needed assignments to get them like that; whatever 

we needed to get them back immediately. Aurora was his 

baby and always has been. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Why is that? 

I believe that's what started his company. 

So he had his own employees in Aurora? 

He went over there and hired them. They lived 

there. I think it's in Minneapolis. I'm not sure. 

Q So David Stern personally went there and hired 

10 people to work in Aurora? 

11 

12 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And you don't know what they did there but 

13 they were paid by David? 

14 A Yes. They were paid by David. They had an 

15 email address by David. 

16 Q So obviously knew exactly what they were 

17 doing? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Oh yes. 

Mr. Stern? 

Yes. 

If you needed to get assignments quickly 

22 that's who you contacted? 

23 

24 

25 

10 

A Correct. 

Q What did they do? 

A I don't know what they did on their end. All 
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trying to think of the manager• s name. Its at the tip 

of my tongue but I can't think of his name either. 

Q But there were people that actually lived 

where Aurora is? 

A Yes, they lived there and they were hired by 

David. They were actually brought to our office. Since 

I was the team lead for Aurora I was introduced. They 

shadowed me so they could see what the process was that 

we had to go through. 

Q Then they then went back to Aurora and they 

11 did whatever they were doing for David Stern? 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

Why would there be someone there if this whole 

14 practice is down here? 

15 A I don't know. I couldn't answer that 

16 question. 

17 Q Are you aware of any contacts that Mr. Stern 

18 or anyone else had with Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac that 

19 assisted him in getting his referrals? 

20 A No, I'm not aware of any of that. 

21 Q Are you aware of any payments that were made 

22 by Stern or his office to Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac or 

23 anyone that worked there? 

24 A No, I'm not aware of that either. 

25 Q You mentioned that there was some vindictive 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

I know is I would have it by the end of the day. 

Q An original? 

A No, because it would come from there. It 

would be something that they would scan over to us or 

send to us or get to us overnight. 
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Q How would that have been done differently than 

the assignment process that you just described to us? 

A I don't know how they did it. I just know if 

needed anything that had to do with Aurora we would 

10 call there and speak to those people. Aurora was 

11 probably our messiest client. 

12 

13 

Q 

A 

Why? 

Because it was never done right from the 

14 beginning so the files were a mess. 

15 

16 

Q 

A 

Why is that? 

I have no idea. I don't know. I know that it 

17 had changed hands a lot with paralegals and Cheryl and 

18 David. It was very messy. As far as I know that's the 

19 only company that I worked with. 

20 

21 

Q Do you know if those employees ever signed off 

assignments or any other documents that were needed 

22 for foreclosures? 

23 

24 

25 

A I don't recall. 

Q Do you know the names of those employees? 

A I can't recall their names at the moment. I'm 
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behavior that you observed while you were working there. 

Was any of this having anything to do with any of the 

litigation in the home foreclosures? 

A Meaning? Most of the meanness from if we 

didn't do their jobs what they would consider up to par. 

Q You' re talking about the people that worked in 

David Stern's office? 

A Yes. 

Q That there was vindictiveness by personnel to 

10 other personnel? 

11 A Oh yes. And by Cheryl. Cheryl would 

12 at the top of her lungs and embarrass you. 

13 

14 

Q 

A 

Was she very close with David Stern? 

Oh yes. Their families traveled together 

15 vacations. Their kids went to the same school. 

16 Q Would you say that any information that Sheryl 

17 had would probably also be information that David Stern 

18 had? 

19 

20 

A 

Q 

Oh yes. 

Do you think there's any way that David Stern 

21 did not know the procedures you just described that 

22 Cheryl Samons was involved in? 

23 A No, there's no way. 

24 Q Did anyone express any concern when you left 

25 the office that you had observed things that were not 
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proper going on there? 

A Yes. When I left the office they came to my 

desk to --

Q Why who? 

A HR. Alicia Rhonda who I believe was the one 

partaking in changing files. She's the HR manager 

there. She would come to your desk and go through every 

single document that you were removing from your desk. 

They wouldn't allow you to take anything. Not even a 

10 sticky if it had something to do with the firm on it. 

11 Q Did you have any documents that belonged to 

12 the firm when you left? 

13 A I did. 

14 Q What sort of documents did you have? 

15 A I had numerous amounts of documents. 

16 Q What type of documents were they? 

17 A I didn't take them when I left. I obviously 

18 had already had them. What we've spoke about and the 

19 practice, emails, and stuff like that. 

20 Q So they were documents that essentially 

21 documented what you've just described? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

10 

11 

12 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Correct. 

Do you have copies of those emails now? 

No, I don't. 

Do you have them in your possession? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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It just happened to be something I had because 

I worked from home. There wee documents I would take to 

go over my -- we had reports that we would run. Since I 

had such a large amount of files it was easier for me to 

do it that way. That's how I initially got them. It 

was part of my job. 

Q What about the documents that you have? What 

is the nature of those documents, other than the emails? 

A They were just what we discussed here today. 

Q Examples? 

A Yes. Examples are actually from files. 

Q And so the documents you have are examples of 

13 what you described to us? 

14 A Correct. There's also one thing I remembered 

15 that I'm going to tell you because I want to make sure 

16 that I -- the Exhibit D's were our attorneys fees. 

17 Those were pre-signed by the attorneys prior to us 

18 getting them. 

19 Q Prior to you getting what? 

20 A In other words, prior to them going out on the 

21 file. The only thing we did was fill in the fee and 

22 stamp it. 

23 Q So the attorneys were signing attorneys fee 

24 affidavits without figures there? 

25 A Correct. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A No, I don't. 

Q Where are they? 

A They are with my attorney. 

Q Who are the emails from? 

A The majority of them are from Cheryl. Some of 

them are from a gentleman named David Vargas which is an 

issue that I had. He was one of the mean people. 

Q Were those emails sent to you or other people? 

A No, they were sent to me. They all came from 

10 my email address. 

11 Q What was the nature of those emails that you 

12 felt were important enough that you felt that you should 

13 keep them? 

A Just the practices that weren't fair. The 

15 things that they were doing that weren't -- the things 

16 that were wrong. 

17 Q Are those the things you've described so far? 

18 A Yes. 

19 Q And those emails document that? 

20 A The emails pertain to different things: 

21 Changing UPB balances more or less, the badgering and 

22 stuff, hearing outcomes. Every day there were emails 

23 sent from each county on what the hearings were and 

24 stuff like that. 

25 

10 

11 

Q 

Q 

Why would you have saved those? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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And after the attorneys signed the affidavits 

were notarized without the attorneys being there? 

A Correct. 

Q And the fee amount was filled in? 

A Correct. 

Q Were there particular attorneys that were used 

for those? 

A Richard Toledo I believe was one. Suarez 

the other I'm not sure of his first name. 

Q So there were two? 

A Yes. One did hearings in one county and one 

12 did hearings in the other county. We couldn't use them 

13 in the county they did hearings in. 

14 Q How much were they paid for those? 

15 A I have no idea. 

16 Q Were they paid for filling out attorney fee 

17 affidavits? 

18 A I would imagine so. 

19 Q But you don't have any knowledge of that? 

20 A No. 

21 Q If I understood your testimony about Cheryl 

22 Samons signing affidavits of indebtedness and other 

23 affidavits, these were all left on a table for her and 

24 she signed without even reading them? 

25 A Correct. 
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Q Was that basically the case in every single 

situation? 

A 

Q 

Yes. Yeah. 

You described that there was offshore 

preparation of the information that was put into the 

software that created all of the documents in the 

foreclosure action; is that right? 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

Did anyone review to make sure that the 

10 information being inputted was accurate? 

11 A That I'm not aware of. I know that initially 

12 there was a huge problem with it just because of the 

13 education between the two places. Sometimes you would 

14 be in Cheryl's office and hear a conversation about 

15 them, which is how I happen to know about those. 

16 didn't work in the casesum department. 

17 Q Do you know who was hired to put the 

18 information into the casesum software? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

From overseas? 

Yes, 

No. I don't know particularly who, 

Did David Stern know about this? 

Oh yes. He actually went there. Everybody 

24 was aware that he went there. 

25 Q He went where? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

traveling. 
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Q Did he travel for purposes having to do with 

10 

11 

the law firm? 

A 

Q 

A 

Oh yeah. 

For what? 

To visit different banks or go offshore. Most 

of his travels had to do with the office. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Why would he be going to the banks? 

I have no idea. 

He traveled to visit the banks regularly? 

As far as I know, yes. That's what we were 

12 told, that he was out of the office for this or that 

13 meeting. A lot of times they would come to our office 

14 too. There were quite a few meetings there. 

15 

16 

17 

Q 

A 

Q 

Of bank representatives? 

Yes. 

Do you know anything about what the meetings 

18 were about? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

23 meetings? 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

No. Those were behind closed doors. 

Whose closed doors? 

David Stern's, Miriam, and Beverly. 

Were those the people that attended the 

Yes. 

Was there anyone else at the meetings that you 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A To the Philippines and to Guam. I believe 

there's another place. I'm just not sure of the name. 

Q 

A 

How do you know he went there? 

Because we all knew that it was going to be 

implemented; that our case loads were going to be 

getting larger. In casesums Cheryl had a rule that you 

had to have fifteen casesums out the door a day and if 

you didn't she would fire you if it was two consecutive 

days. 

Q And the casesum was where you were putting in 

11 the information that would come from the lender? 

12 A Correct. We knew that our case loads were 

13 going to get larger because they were going to be doing 

14 this offshore. 

15 Q Do you know if Mr. Stern was responsible for 

16 hiring those people? 

17 

18 

19 them? 

A 

Q 

As far as I know. 

Do you know anything about who was paying 

He was paying them as far as I know. 20 

21 

A 

Q Cheryl Samons worked there on a daily basis? 

22 She was there all day? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

know of? 

Yes. 

How often was Mr. Stern there? 

He was there every day unless he was 
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A Not that I'm aware of, no. Cheryl was in and 

10 

11 

out of them I know. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Did anyone keep notes from the meetings? 

I don't know. 

If someone of those people were at meetings 

who would you expect to be taking notes or keeping track 

of what was going on? 

A That would be Cheryl. 

Q You mentioned that there were business 

decisions on whether or not they were going to be 

12 changing the principal balances due. She said they were 

13 business decisions? 

14 A Well, the email subject line used to be 

15 business decision. I have to come to your office for 

16 the file because we didn't do something we were supposed 

17 to do according to her rules. So we would go there, she 

18 would look through the file, and she would make a 

19 business decision based on where we were at with the 

20 file. We didn't question her on that. That was 

21 

22 

something you just didn't do. 

23 be? 

24 

25 

Q So she would just tell you how it was going to 

A 

Q 

Yup. 

Now, you said that in every foreclosure there 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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10 

11 

were summons sent out to a Jane and John Doe? 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

Now, are you saying that there was one sent 
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out whether there was even an issue of whether or not 

there was a Jane and John Doe involved or whether or not 

the people, the original mortgagors were actually living 

in the home? 

A Correct. A return of service would be turned 

in to court saying -- if they served me at home and my 

husband, they would turn in also for Jane and John Doe, 

Q So they would issue the Jane and John Doe 

12 summons whether the homeowner was actually living in the 

13 home and was going to be served? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

So what you're saying, if I understand it, is 

16 that this was basically padded on to the summons to give 

17 them an extra person to serve? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

10 

11 

Correct. 

Extra two people to serve? 

A 

Q 

A Correct. Every single file that ever left the 

office had a Jane and John Doe on it. 

Q And so basically they were sending a bill for 

another ninety dollars? 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

So the process servers got paid an extra 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

questioned it then it was put in here. 

Q If there's properties were sold at a 

foreclosure sale and they were purchased by the bank 

would those amounts be billed to the bank? 

A Sale was something I never ever -- I had my 

own sale girl, own sale department. 
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Q Do you know if David Stern ever purchased any 

properties at foreclosure sales? 

A 

Q 

A 

I have heard of a few. 

How did you hear about it? 

Because the paralegal screwed up on something 

12 or another was what the word said. 

13 Q Why is he buying properties at foreclosure 

14 sales? 

15 A I don't know. I couldn't answer that. 

16 don't know. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Q Were there any arrangements that he had with 

the banks that he could bit on some and not others? 

A I'm unaware of anything to do with sales. 

Q Why would assignments of mortgage been 

21 recorded at Cheryl's direction after final judgements 

22 were entered? 

23 A Again, I don't know. After the initiation of 

24 the file we would record them. We would be sending them 

25 in with the final judgements. In other words, if there 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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12 
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ninety dollars for service of a Jane and John Doe 

whether there was any legitimate reason to think there 

should be one listed? 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

So, even when you knew the mortgagors were 

living in the home there was a Jane and John Doe 

summons? 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

Who paid them? 

A I would assume David. 

or what account it came from. 

I'm not sure who paid 

Q Was there always a Jane and John Doe no matter 

13 which one of the servicers were used? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

correct. 

Was that amount included in the affidavit of 

16 service? 

17 A Correct. Except for if the bible stated it. 

18 There were some judges who got wise to it and decided 

19 that you can't charge for Jane and John Doe. There were 

20 other judges who would say I'm only going to allow you 

21 

22 

23 

twenty dollars for service. So, as I said, the bible 

was our bible. We would go by that. If Judge Smith 

said I'm only allowing you twenty dollars for service, 

24 no Jane and John Does at all, then that's what we would 

25 put in there. If a judge didn't complain and nobody 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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was a file that the assignment wasn't done properly 

of them we would send the motion for summary judgement 

and the attorney would go to court with the assignment 

in their hands. 

10 

Q Okay. Was there any discussion about the fact 

that that was not the correct or legal way to do that? 

A Not to me. I was just told to do it. If an 

assignment needed to be with the file it needed to be 

with the file. 

Q Did anybody say that it's not going to be 

11 recorded? 

12 A Not that I'm aware of. I didn't learn until 

13 actually the end of that that the Fannie Mae and Freddie 

14 Mac guidelines state that an assignment of mortgage has 

15 to be filed with the mortgage and the note. I was 

16 unaware of that because I didn • t work on their teams 

17 until the latter part of my employment there. So at 

18 that time when we were conveying to our client through 

19 VendorScape or Landstar or whatever it was for the 

20 files, when they would question why the lis pendens 

21 hadn't been filed we would say because under Fannie Mae 

22 guidelines you can't file unless you have the 

23 assignments of mortgage and the note and the mortgage. 

24 I was unaware of that until then. 

25 Q And that was at the end of the time that you 
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worked there? 

A Yeah. It was only the Fannie Mae files that 

we did it on. 

Q so, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac had guidelines 

that you could not record a !is pendens or an assignment 

of mortgage? 

A You weren't supposed to be filing the lis 

pendens prior to having those documents. I'm not saying 

that that's what happened because we know that they were 

10 back-dated. Technically that's when I learned you 

11 weren't supposed to be doing that, even though we were 

12 doing it and it was our practice, I was unaware until 

13 that point when I started working that particular 

14 team. 

15 Q Are you aware of whether anybody else knew 

16 that that was not the way that the foreclosure should be 

17 handled? 

18 A Oh yeah. The team leads. Tammie Sweat was 

19 responsible for Fannie Mae. Beth Cerni was responsible 

20 for GMAC. There was another manager Jason something or 

21 another. I don't know. He was responsible for Country 

22 Wide and stuff like that. I was told by them. That's 

23 what they told me to put in Landstar or Vendorscape. My 

24 assumption would be yes they knew. 

25 Q 

A 

They told you to put what in? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Oh there was screaming and meetings. What I 

actually knew was going on or not -- Fannie Mae came to 

the building often. They were there because we would 

all have to be under strict dress code and emails would 

go out that Fannie Mae was in the office. 

Q When you talked about the fact that there were 

ex-parte motions to substitute plaintiff filed in the 

foreclosure actions do you know whose decision it was on 

the cases to send in ex-parte motions to substitute 

10 plaintiff? 

11 A It was Cheryl's decision on any of them. Some 

12 of them we got the whole theory of when I questioned why 

13 we were foreclosing -- I've actually had tenants or 

14 borrowers call me and say well my bank was this and it 

15 turned over to this, why did you foreclose on this. 

16 would ask Cheryl and she would say just tell them it 

17 doesn't matter. I would say well what is the case with 

18 that and she would say well it doesn't matter because 

19 the bank is buying it back and it's going back to Fannie 

20 Mae anyways so who cares. That was their theory on when 

21 you didn't file a substitution of plaintiff on the file. 

22 A lot of them happened to be GMAC and Nation 

23 Star. Why they are the ones, I'm not particularly sure. 

24 If it got flipped from one company to the other, which 

25 happened quite often, the substitution of plaintiffs 
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A That the lis pendens had been filed because 

pursuant to Fannie Mae guidelines we have to have the 

note and mortgage and stuff. 

Q And were the Fannie Mae guidelines that they 

could not file their complaints until they have the 

assignments of mortgage? 

A Correct. 

Q So Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac mortgages did 

not have complaints filed until the assignment of 

10 mortgage had been filed to reflect the proper owner? 

11 A Well, that was what the guidelines were but 

12 that's not what we did. They would back-date them if 

13 need be. In other words the assignments would be 

14 back-dated to say yes that's what it was. They'd 

15 in and audit or we'd have to give them chronological on 

16 VendorScape or Landstar so we're just typing in what 

17 they want to see. It's not necessarily what actually 

18 occurred. That's what we were told to do. 

19 Q At any point are you aware of Fannie Mae or 

20 Freddie Mac becoming aware that what was being reported 

21 to them was different than what was actually happening 

22 in David Stern's firm? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

I'm not privy to any of that information, no. 

So there was never any screaming or meetings 

25 about those issues? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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were not done on all of them I should say. If we had 

time and we had just gotten the file and we knew it was 

going to be changed and I was on top of my game with my 

files I would get it done. But if it wasn't done, it 

wasn't done 

Q Who would tell you to send in the ex-parte 

motions and orders? 

A Either Tammie or Cheryl. 

Q What about if there was an attorney on the 

10 other side? 

11 A Opposing counsel they didn't really care much 

12 about. I wouldn't get involved in that. That would go 

13 to my attorney. 

14 Q Were you aware of attorneys sending in 

15 ex-parte motions and orders even if there was counsel 

16 the other side? 

17 A Again, I wouldn't know. I couldn't definitely 

18 say. 

19 Q Just to clarify, you said between two hundred 

20 and two hundred and fifty affidavits and assignments 

21 were signed by Cheryl a day times eight? 

22 

23 

A Well, I think there's about six floors. One 

reinstatements so it probably was not on there and 

24 then one was something else. Yeah, at least that. 

25 Q So you' re talking about fifteen thousand a 
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11 

12 

13 

day? 
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A Probably, yeah. 

MR. REGAN: No, no, no. Wait, wait, wait. 

Eight times two-fifty, that's not fifteen thousand. 

I'm sorry. Two thousand. 

THE WITNESS: Two thousand. 

BY MS, EDWARDS: 

So you 1 re saying around two thousand a day 

being signed by Cheryl? 

A Yes. 

Or other people on Cheryl's behalf? 

A Correct. 

So Cheryl worked as David's paralegal before 

14 he got into this foreclosure business? 

15 A I 'rn not sure how that goes. One store here 

16 and one store there. I actually had a conversation with 

17 Cheryl about it one day just out of curiosity. She had 

18 

19 

20 

said that she started out as his file clerk and then the 

two of them built the company together. 

Q Do you know whether or not Cheryl got any 

21 bonuses based on the number of files closed? 

22 A I'm not personally aware of it but the 

23 grapevine again says she did. There were a few people 

24 that got bonuses based on what they got done. 

25 Q Do you know who they were? 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

Technically that's inflating it. 

Q 

A 

They didn't review them? 

No. I did it. 

What about titles, abstract searches? 
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Q 

A Those were just a nightmare. I didn't work in 

the title department. GAPs were supposed to be done and 

sometimes they weren't done until after the properties 

were sold. The title department is a complete mess 

there. There's things that are overlooked or not seen. 

10 If you had a problem with title you went to a gentleman 

11 there. Brad is his first name I believe. I'm not sure 

12 of his last name. He was the title person. There was 

13 one other lady who worked there also who wasn't very 

14 nice either. 

15 Nobody really would go to any of the managers 

16 like that because you would get screamed at. It wasn't 

17 even -- it would be what are you stupid? Why are you 

18 asking me this question? You were told to do this and 

19 that's what you do. Okay. That's pretty much how it 

20 ended up. With the title I know for sure was a screwy 

21 thing sometimes. 

22 Q Sometimes it was not done but was it always 

23 billed for? 

24 A Oh yes. It was always billed. That's 

25 inputted automatically into their system unless again a 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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A They were team leads, yeah. For sales it 

would have been Vanessa Rijos. For the firm Cheryl. As 

far as I know Cheryl never paid a bill for anything. 

Her bills were brought to the firm and paid for by the 

firm. 

You mean her personal bills? 

A Yes. I'm trying to think of the team leads. 

It's hard to remember without like a list of their names 

in front of me. I know Vanessa was sales. There was 

10 Kadian Doir was training. They're all in a clique so 

11 it's just how they were. David Vargas. I mean they all 

12 ended up with new cars all of a sudden and things like 

13 that. 

14 Are any of these people personal friends with 

15 David Stern? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A Yes. 

All of them? 

A Not that I'm aware of with the girls but David 

Vargas and Cheryl Samons are very close personal friends 

20 with David Stern. 

21 BY MS. CLARKSON: 

22 Q Are you aware of any other inflating billing 

23 other than the process by David Stern? 

24 A In memorandum of laws there would be inflated 

25 billing since the attorneys weren't reviewing it. 

10 

11 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

judge says you're only allowed for a title to charge 

this much, this much or this much, they would back it 

out. 

Q And they would put that in the bible? 

A Yes. 
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Q Do you know of any instances or many instances 

where title was charged but not completed? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Oh yeah. 

Many or any? 

Any. Probably many but in my own team, any. 

Okay. Do you know who they got the casesums 

12 back from Guam and the Philippines? 

13 A I believe everything was done electronically 

14 but I'm not sure, 

15 

16 

17 

18 do? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Are you aware of who the bank servicers were? 

Meaning? 

The servicers? Who told the attorneys what to 

No. 

No? 

No. 

Did you take any other documents from the 

23 officer that you haven't told us about? 

24 

25 

A No. 

MR. BRIESMEISTER: Mark Briesmeister here. 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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BY MR. BRIESMEISTER: 

Q Tarrunie, you indicated you worked there from 

approximately March of '08 to July of '09, correct? 

I believe that's what it was, yes. A 

Q What's your employment history since July of 

'09? 

A I've worked for a condo HOA attorney. I'm 

currently unemployed. I've actually had such a 

difficult time getting a job because I worked at David 

10 Stern's office. 

11 

12 

Q 

A 

So you've been unemployed since 

I was employed for approximately seven months 

13 and I've been unemployed since, yes. My employment 

14 terminated there July 7th of '09. 

15 Q You also indicated that your work space was 

16 directly outside the office of David Stern, correct? 

17 

18 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

Did you in the course of working there ever 

19 hear any conversations, meetings, dialog between David 

20 directly and either Cheryl or other employees that would 

21 indicate to you improper conduct? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

On a personal level or business? 

Business dealings. 

No. 

A 

Q 

A 

Q With regard to emails and documents that you 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

the state? It was every county and every judge 

pertaining to foreclosures. 

Q Did you make any copies of any or part of 

that? 

A No. That was encrypted actually. Jason is 
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the person who controls the bible. It was encrypted as 

far as we knew. I do know that they watched that and if 

you ever got caught printing it you pretty much -- it 

printed by accident sometimes but the documents would 

10 get shredded because just of the way it was set up on 

11 Word or whatever. 

12 MR. BRIESMEISTER: That's all for me. 

13 BY MS. EDWARDS: 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Q Is there any reason that you would have to be 

saying things that are not truthful here? 

A No. 

Q Is there any reason that you can think of for 

18 anyone at David Stern's office would say that you would 

19 say things that were not truthful about what went on 

20 there? 

21 A They could say a lot of things about a lot of 

22 people there and most of the people that would say that 

23 were the ones that were being compensated. But 

Q Were there any personal relationships that you 24 

25 aware of that might have caused problems within the 
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say you took from the business, are all of the emails 

you got either originated by you or you are the 

recipient? 

A 

Q 

Correct. All of them. 

You have no emails that would have been 

directed or the recipient other than you? 

No. They all came from my email account. 
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A 

Q 

A 

Any emails with David Stern in the chain? 

Stern was in most of them when it came to like 

10 hearings and stuff like that. If I'm not mistaking the 

11 copies were David Stern, Beverly, and Miriam Mendieta. 

12 As far as I know every email he got on his Blackberry 

13 because he would respond sometimes outside the office 

14 from his Blackberry. 

15 Q Email or documents related to business 

16 practices in the firm? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And you indicated that all of the documents 

and emails have been turned over to your attorney? 

A Yes. 

Q 

A 

Q 

You have no others? 

No. 

How large was the book that you called the 

24 bible? 

25 A Oh good God. There's sixty-seven counties in 

10 

firm? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 
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As far as people in the firm? 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Could you describe that to us. 
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A Well, David Stern had quite a few little 

girlfriends in the firm. David Vargas and Cheryl Samons 

were very involved. 

Q 

A 

Are you talking about romantically involved? 

Yeah. I believe there were people actually 

11 fired for questioning it. 

12 Q Who else was involved in those sort of 

13 relationships? 

14 A There were boyfriends and girlfriends within 

15 the firm. The policy was that fraternizing wasn't 

16 allowed. If it happened you'd have to let HR know and 

17 they would separate you in teams. I mean you put that 

18 many people in one building you' re going to have 

19 relationships. 

20 Q Did you say also that sort of thing was going 

21 on with David Stern and other people that worked there? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Oh yeah. 

How do you know that? 

Because those conversations I was privy to. 

Could you describe the nature of those and the 
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people involved. 

A There was a few young girls that he was very 

generous with and purchased properties, cars, jewelry. 

They would go in and out of his office, get roses, be in 

there for two hours. I would hear the conversations 

with him and David Vargas in reference to taking them on 

plane rides and he was going to get in trouble because 

he's married and things like that. 

Q Who were those girls? 

10 A Christina was one of them. I'm not sure of 

11 her last name because there were a few of them. 

12 

13 

Q 

A 

Which division did she work in? 

There was another girl named Christina 

14 Dispersio (ph) . The first Christina worked in I want to 

15 say Countrywide side. She was a very very young girl. 

16 Very pretty girl. She had a four-year old daughter if 

17 I'm not mistaking. The second that the firm was aware 

18 of it because there were plenty of times when Cheryl 

19 would go storming in his door and screaming at him about 

20 the fraternizing going on and the whole firm knowns 

21 about it. Of course people talk, especially when your 

22 boss is doing that. 

23 They removed her from the company. Just one 

24 day you came in to work and she was gone. There were 

25 people that were there that were friends with her. The 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 
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Vargas. 

Q So you would overhear conversations between 

him and Vargas? 

A Oh yeah. 

Q And this was the nature of the conversations 

you heard? 

A Yes. 

Q And that Vargas was involved with Cheryl 

Samons? 

10 A That was just something that was known and 

11 never said. Like I said, there was somebody who said it 

12 and they got fired. 

13 Q But you never heard any actually conversations 

14 where Vargas said that or Cheryl? 

15 A Well, he made a couple of innuendos that were 

16 inappropriate. Sometimes when I was trying to learn 

17 stuff from Cheryl and I was still in the training she 

18 would be bending over the desk and he would say 

19 something that was inappropriate about her. They would 

20 spend three and four hours in the office together. He 

21 was the only paralegal in the entire building that would 

22 sit there with the door closed. He would throw anybody 

23 out of the office and walk in there. You' re guess is as 

24 good as mine about what's going on behind closed doors. 

25 That's about as privy as I was and that was too much. 
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grapevine is long and it would come back. Apparently I 

know his right hand Paula Beachman, which has changed 

now because she got married, had made a comment to me 

one time about I don't want to know anything, I don't 

want to hear anything because I've already been deposed 

time before because of his sexual misconduct. 

Q Was he involved in sexual misconduct there? 

A As far as I know, yes. 

Q Did it involve anyone other than the two women 

10 that you've described? 

11 A I'm sure there were numerous of them but I was 

12 only aware of that because it was on the fourth floor. 

13 

14 

Q 

A 

That was right outside from where you worked? 

Yes. When that became a whole situation 

15 because -- how it was was David's Stern office and there 

16 was a cubby and then a cubby. The first cubby was David 

17 Vargas and I was the second cubby. So I would hear 

18 everything. He would always lean over sometimes and say 

19 you're not hearing any of this and I would just hear 

20 evil, see no evil, say no evil. The conversations were 

21 there. We were there a couple months and then we got 

22 moved up to the sixth floor, our whole team. We 

23 actually expanded and there was no more room in that 

24 particular spot. so after that I wasn't aware of 

25 anything other than Stern coming up and hanging out with 
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MS. EDWARDS: I don't have any other questions 

to ask. 

BY MS. CLARKSON: 

Q The only thing I'd like to know is how you 

left? What terms you left on? 

A They terminated my employment and said that it 

wasn't working out, That was approximately two weeks 

after I refused to do the military documents. I was one 

of those people that just didn't believe in the 

10 practices. If I thought something was wrong I would 

11 question it. I think that they don't like that. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

So you were fired? 

Yes. 

Did you leave on a good note or a bad note? 

Good note. The HR girl was crying her eyes 

16 out when I left. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

MS. CLARKSON: Okay. Thank you for coming in. 

I think I'm going to have this typed up. Would you 

like to read or waive? 

MR. LYONS: Read. 

(Thereupon, the deposition was concluded at 

22 1:58 p.m.) 

23 

24 

25 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF BROWARD 

I, the undersigned authority, certify that TAMMIE 

KAPUSTA appeared before me and was duly sworn. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 22nd day of 

September, 2010. 

Kalandra Smith 

Notary Public - State of Florida 

My Commission No.: EE3599 

CERTIFICATE 

The State of Florida, 

County of Broward 
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I, Kalandra Smith, Court Reporter and Notary Public 

in and for the state of Florida at Large, do hereby 

certify that aforementioned witness was by me first duly 
sworn to testify the whole truth; that I was authorized 

to and did report said deposition; and that the 

foregoing pages are a true and correct transcription of 

my reporting of said deposition. 
I further certify that said deposition was taken at 

10 the time and place herein above set forth and that the 

taking of said deposition was commenced and completed 

11 herein above set out. 
I further certify that I am not an attorney or 

12 counsel of any of the parties, nor am I a relative or 
employee of any attorney or counsel of party connected 

13 with the action, nor am I financially interested in the 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

My Commission Expires: 06/23/14 action. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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READ AND SIGN 

I have read the foregoing pages and except for 

the corrections or amendments I have indicated on the 

sheets attached for such purposes, I hereby subscribe to 

the accuracy of this transcript. 

14 signature of Deponent 

15 

16 

17 

18 Date 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

APEX REPORTING GROUP 

14 The foregoing certification of this transcript does 
not apply to any reproduction of the same by any means 

15 unless under the direct control and/or direction of the 

certifying reporter. 
16 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 

17 

18 

19 

20 

this 22nd day of September, 2010. 

Kalandra Smith 

21 Notary Public - State of Florida 

My commission No.: EE3599 

22 

23 

24 

25 

My Commission Expires: 06/23/14 
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ERRATA SHEET 

IN RE: 

Deposition of: 

Date taken: 

DO NOT WRITE ON THE TRANSCRIPT - ENTER CHANGES HERE 

Page # Line # Change Reason 

10 --------------------------------------------------------

11 --------------------------------------------------------

12 --------------------------------------------------------

13 --------------------------------------------------------

14 --------------------------------------------------------

15 --------------------------------------------------------

16 

17 Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have read my 

18 deposition and that it is true and correct subject to 

19 any changes in form or substance entered here. 

20 

21 Date: 

22 

23 Signature of Deponent: 

24 

25 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case 
No. SC-

Complainant, 

v. 

DA VlD JAMES STERN, 

The Florida Bar File Nos. 
2010-51,725(171); 2011-50,154(171); 
2011-50,213(171); 2011-50,216(171); 
2011-50,511 (171); 2011-50,695(171); 
2011-50,850(171); 2011-50,949(171); 
2011-51,192(171); 2011-51,322(171); 
2011-51,329(171); 2011-51,369(171); 
2011-51,433(171); 2011-51,497(171); 
2011-51,696(171); 2011-51,868(171); 
2012-50,144(171). 

Respondent. 

I -----------

COMPLAINT OF THE FLORIDA BAR 

The Florida Bar, complainant, files this Complaint against David James 

Stem, respondent (also referred to as David J. Stem), pursuant to the Rules 

Regulating The Florida Bar and alleges: 

1. Respondent is, and at all times mentioned in the Complaint was, a 

member of The Florida Bar, admitted on November 27, 1991 and is subject to the 

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Florida. 

2. Respondent's law office was located in Broward County, Florida, at 

all times material. 

3. The Seventeenth Judicial Circuit Grievance Committee "l" found 

probable cause to file this Complaint pursuant to Rule 3-7.4, of the Rules 
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Regulating The Florida Bar, and this Complaint has been approved by the 

presiding member of that committee. 

4. During all times material, respondent was the managing attorney and 

sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. (also referred to as the 

Stem law firm or Stem firm). 

COUNT I 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2010-51,725(171)] 

5. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. has prosecuted mortgage 

foreclosure actions in various judicial circuits within the state of Florida on behalf 

of lenders, financial institutions and other mortgage services-related entities, 

including Mortgage Electronic Registration Services (elk/a MERS), as well as on 

behalf of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 

6. During all times material, respondent elevated several staff to 

managerial/supervisory positions in the Stem law firm, including, but not limited 

to, attorneys Beverly McComas and Miriam Mendieta, and nonlawyer, Cheryl 

Samons, who was the office manager of the foreclosure department and/or 

manager of operations. 

7. Said individuals occupied high-ranking managerial, administrative 

and supervisory positions with the Stem law firm. Each reported directly to David 

J. Stem as the managing attorney and sole shareholder. Each position was above 
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those held by other firm employees, both lawyer associates and non lawyer support 

staff, which included a bevy of paralegals and notary publics. 

8. In their said capacities, David J. Stem charged these supervisory 

personnel with the duties and responsibilities attendant to the administration, 

management, supervision and oversight of the firm's foreclosure attorneys on a 

daily basis. 

9. In their supervisory capacity, Mendieta, McComas, and Samons were 

accountable and answerable only to David J. Stem as the managing attorney and 

sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

10. Eventually, the Stem law firm employed in excess of 1,500 

employees, of which approximately 150 were attorneys. 

11. The aforesaid supervisory echelon employees (who hereinafter may 

sometimes be referred to as the "supervisory echelon" or simply as "supervisors") 

were under the direct supervision, management, and oversight of David J. Stem. 

12. In addition to their supervisory authority, the supervisory echelon of 

the Stem law firm were charged with quality control functions and responsibilities 

that included, inter alia, management of the preparation of client files for summary 

judgment hearings wherein they were ultimately accountable for any deficiencies 

in the contents of a file that would forestall the entry of the final judgment. 
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13. From on or about 2008, the Stem law firm's foreclosure case volume 

sky-rocketed, the success of which depended upon stringent start-to-finish timeline 

requirements which imposed substantial oversight and managerial responsibilities 

on David J. Stem and his supervisory level personnel. 

14. Ultimately, the firm's supervisory echelon employees such as 

Mensieta, McComas, and Samons, due to their extensive supervisory and 

managerial duties and responsibilities were given annual salaries that ranged from 

$200,000 to $600,000. 

15. David J. Stem knew, or with the exercise of reasonable diligence, 

should have known that during Mendieta's and McComas' tenures as a managing 

attorneys, Mendieta and McComas failed to make reasonable efforts to ensure that 

she and the lawyers under her authority and supervision conformed to the 

applicable Rules of Professional Conduct. 

16. David J. Stem's lack of supervisory oversight, together with that of 

the supervisory echelon, contributed to many allegations of misconduct, including 

many judicial referrals to the Bar, on the part of the Stem law firm and its 

associates, which included, but were not limited to: 

A. Missed hearings, trials, case management conferences and other 

court proceedings of which the Stem law firm had been duly 

noticed but for which no attorney appeared; 
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B. Improperly executed and/or improperly notarized documents, 

including, but not limited to, assignments of mortgage, and 

affidavits of reasonable attorneys' fees; 

C. Improperly drafted and filed ex parte motions to cancel 

foreclosure sales, set aside final judgments of foreclosure and to 

restore cancelled loan documents involving real property in 

various counties of the state of Florida; 

D. Hundreds of attorneys handling thousands of mortgage 

foreclosure files with substandard administration, direction, 

supervision, oversight or control; and 

E. Thousands of pending foreclosure cases and clients left without 

proper representation in the courts of various judicial circuits of 

the state of Florida. 

17. Further, in attempting to perform managerial and supervisory duties 

and exercise of authority, David J. Stern failed to make reasonable efforts to ensure 

that the Stern law firm had measures in effect that would give reasonable 

assurances that the professional conduct of those handing the firm's files was 

compatible with the professional obligations conferred upon an attorney by the 

Rules Regulating The Florida Bar and the applicable Rules of Court 

Administration. 
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18. David J. Stem failed to take sufficient steps to prevent wrongdoing by 

the firm's employees despite the multiple allegations of misconduct and judicial 

referrals alleging such conduct as backdating and/or changing of dates on 

documents. 

19. Due to the aforesaid lack of proper management, administration, 

supervision, oversight and control, of which David J. Stem knew or should have 

known, David J. Stem failed to take sufficient steps to otherwise prevent 

misconduct that resulted in constant allegations and judicial referrals alleging that 

documents were frequently submitted to courts on behalf of the firm's clients that 

were incomplete, contained substantial inaccuracies and unconfirmed data, were 

backdated, improperly notarized and contained other improprieties. 

20. The above practices, along with the aforesaid failures to appear and/or 

to be properly prepared for hearings, gave rise to many judicial referrals to the Bar 

that contained allegations of fraudulent and improper practices and procedures and 

which resulted in the issuance of rules to show cause and sanction orders. 

21. In David J. Stem's capacity as managing attorney and sole 

shareholder in charge of all activities and functions of the Stem law firm, David J. 

Stem either knew or should have known that inaccurate and/or improperly 

executed documents were regularly being provided to courts throughout the state 
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of Florida and took insufficient action to investigate the activity or to stop or 

prevent the improprieties. 

22. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 
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Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5 .3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 
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would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5 .3( c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not engage in 

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ];and 4-8.4(d) 

[A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 

witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 
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COUNT II 
[The Florida Bar File Nos. 2011-50,154(171); 

2011-50,216(171); and 2011-50,511(171)] 

23. During all times material, Cheryl Samons was the office manager for 

the foreclosure department and/or manager of operations of the Law Offices of 

David J. Stem, P.A., among other things. 

24. During all times material, Cheryl Samons occupied a desk and/or 

office in close proximity to respondent's office. 

25. Respondent, David J. Stem, was regularly present in the Law Offices 

of David J. Stem, P.A. 

26. In the hierarchy of the staff of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

Cheryl Samons answered directly to respondent. 

27. Cheryl Samons and respondent communicated openly during regular 

working hours. 

28. During all times material, Cheryl Samons, as Assistant Secretary of 

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems (elk/a MERS), or in some other official 

capacity, did execute thousands of documents, including assignments of mortgage, 

which were filed in courts throughout the state of Florida in foreclosure cases or 

recorded in the public record. 
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29. Associate attorneys in the Stem firm utilized those assignments 

through filings in courts throughout the state of Florida in the firm's endeavor to 

foreclose these properties on behalf of the firm's lender clients. 

30. On a given day, Cheryl Samons executed approximately 500 

documents which were either filed in courts throughout the state of Florida or 

recorded in the public record. 

31. Each assignment indicated that it was prepared by David J. Stem, Esq. 

32. Numerous assignments were not executed by Cheryl Samons on the 

date reflected on the document. 

33. The false representation of the execution of the assignment is 

evidenced by the date of the expiration of the notary commission. (Attached hereto 

and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Composite Exhibit A are copies of 

some of the assignments of mortgage.) 

34. A review of the first document in The Florida Bar Composite Exhibit 

P reflects, as an example, that Cheryl Samons executed an assignment of mortgage 

regarding Lots 9 and 10, Block 4461, Unit 63, Cape Coral, Lee County, Florida on 

May 25, 2007. Said document reflects it was notarized by another individual, 

Michelle Camacho, whose notary commission expires on March 24, 2012. A 

notary term is four years. As such, Michelle Camacho possessed that stamp from 
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March 25, 2008 to March 24, 2012, making it impossible to have notarized the 

document on May 25, 2007, nearly a year before. 

3 5. Although the documents Cheryl Samons executed, which were filed in 

courts throughout the state of Florida or filed in the public record, indicated that 

they were signed in the presence of a notary, in truth and in fact many of the 

documents were not executed in the presence of a notary. 

36. Although the documents Cheryl Samons executed, which were filed in 

courts throughout the state of Florida or filed in the public record, indicated that 

they were executed in the presence of a notary, in truth and in fact many of the 

documents were not necessarily notarized by the reflected notary as the notaries in 

the office routinely exchanged their notary stamps to accomplish mass notarizing. 

37. Many of the documents purported to be executed by Cheryl Samons 

were in truth and in fact executed by others mimicking Cheryl Samons' signature, 

at Cheryl Samons' instructions and directive. Those documents did not indicate for 

the reader that Cheryl Samons was not the signatory. Those documents were filed 

in courts throughout the state of Florida or filed in the public record. 

38. Although the documents Cheryl Samons executed, which were filed in 

the courts throughout the state of Florida or filed in the public record, included 

witnesses' signatures which indicated that they witnessed Cheryl Samons as the 
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signatory, many witnesses did not actually observe Cheryl Samons sign the 

document. 

39. The documents heretofore mentioned were stacked side by side on 

long conference room tables on each of the four floors of the space occupied by the 

Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

40. On a daily basis during the material times, Cheryl Samons would 

approach each conference room table, generally twice a day, morning and 

midaftemoon, and execute each document. 

41. Respondent knew or should have known that the aforementioned 

improprieties and irregularities committed by his office manager and other staff 

occurred on a regular basis. 

42. Cheryl Samons was rewarded for her loyalty and malfeasance. 

43. The rewards to Cheryl Samons included payment of many of Cheryl 

Samons' household bills and the purchase and/or lease of new automobiles. 

44. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 
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constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained 

by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 
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supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not (c) engage in 

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ]; and 4-8.4(d) 

[A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 

witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 

COUNT III 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-50,695(171)] 

45. On or about July 29, 2008, an assignment of mortgage prepared by 

David J. Stem, Esq. was filed in the public records in Citrus County, Florida on 

behalf of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems ( c/k/a MERS) concerning 
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property described as a portion of Section 35, Township 20 South, Range 20 East, 

Citrus County, Florida. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida 

Bar Exhibit B is a copy of the assignment of mortgage.) 

46. The assignment was executed by Cheryl Samons, as Assistant 

Secretary, on behalf ofMERS. 

4 7. Cheryl Samons, as previously referenced and during all times 

material, was the office manager for the foreclosure department and/or manager of 

operations of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

48. The assignment contained a false representation as to the date it was 

executed since the witnessing notary's term could not have been in existence on 

September 18, 2007, the date Cheryl Samons executed the assignment. 

49. The notary's term of four years ran from March 25, 2008 until 

March 24, 2012. The purported date of the execution of the assignment was on 

September 7, 2007. 

50. On or about September 8, 2009, a corrected assignment of mortgage 

prepared by David J. Stem, Esq. was filed in the public records in Citrus County, 

Florida on behalf ofMERS, as to the same property referenced above. (Attached 

hereto and incorporated here as The Florida Bar Exhibit C is a copy of the 

corrected assignment of mortgage.) 
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51. The "corrected" assignment did not appear to contain any false 

representations. 

52. The corrected assignment was respondent's attempt to conceal and 

correct the prior fraudulent assignment filed in the Citrus County public records on 

July 29, 2008. 

53. The respondent knew or should have known that the aforementioned 

improprieties and irregularities committed by his office manager and others 

occurred. 

54. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 
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cause for discipline.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained 

by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 
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violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not (c) engage in 

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ]; and 4-8.4(d) 

[A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 

witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 

COUNT IV 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2010-51,725(171)] 

55. Respondent employed attorneys Richard Toledo and Jorge Suarez as 

independent contractors in the role of experts concerning the assessment of 

reasonable, acceptable, and appropriate attorneys' fees in the mortgage foreclosure 

actions that were being prosecuted by respondent's firm. 

56. Between 2006 and 2011, Toledo and Suarez executed between 

200-225 attorneys fee affidavits per week. 

57. Many of the affidavits were not notarized in the presence of either 

Toledo or Suarez. 
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58. Despite stating under oath that files were reviewed prior to the 

execution of the affidavits, Toledo and Suarez did not review all files. 

59. Between 2006 and 2011, attorney Richard Toledo was paid 

approximately $240,000 by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. for the 

execution of attorneys' fee affidavits and the purported review of files. 

60. Between 2006 and 2007 attorney Jorge Suarez was paid 

approximately $59,101 by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. for the 

execution of attorneys' fee affidavits and the purported review of files. 

61. Between 2008 and 2010 attorney Jorge Suarez was paid 

approximately $782,269 by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. for the 

execution of attorneys' fee affidavits and purported review of files, as well as other 

work performed on behalf of the Stem law firm. 

62. These affidavits of reasonable attorneys' fees containing falsehoods 

were filed by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in various court cases 

throughout the state of Florida. 

63. The respondent knew or should have known that the aforementioned 

improprieties and irregularities committed by employees and independent 

contractors occurred on a regular basis. 

64. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 
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respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files or preparing documents to be filed in various court 

cases throughout the state of Florida in those firm files was compatible with the 

professional obligations and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating 

The Florida Bar. 

65. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 
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Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 
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compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not engage in 

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ]; and 4-8.4(d) 

[A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 
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witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 

COUNTV 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,497(171)] 

66. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

BAC Home Loans Servicing, in its foreclosure action against Christine Noonan-

Smith, et al. in Gilchrist County, Florida, Case No. 2009CA000126 (hereinafter 

referred to as BAC v. Noonan-Smith) beginning on or about September of2009. 

67. On or about October 20, 2009, the Honorable Stanley H. Griffis III, 

Circuit Judge of the Eighth Judicial Circuit of Florida, entered an Order Scheduling 

Case Management Conference and/or Non-Jury Trial in which a Case Management 

Conference in BAC v. Noonan-Smith was scheduled for December 15, 2009 at 

11 :00 a.m., in the Gilchrist County Courthouse. (Attached hereto and incorporated 

herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit D is a copy of the Order dated October 20, 

2009.) 

68. On or about December 15, 2009, Judge Griffis entered an Order of 

Dismissal for Failure to Comply and Order Directing Clerk to Close File in BAC v. 

Noonan-Smith. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar 

Exhibit Eis a copy of the Order dated December 15, 2009.) 
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69. Judge Griffis found the following, among other things, in the 

December 15, 2009 Order in BAC v. Noonan-Smith: 

THIS CAUSE came before the Court on December 15, 2009, 
for Case Management filed on the 20th day of October, 2009. The 
Court, being otherwise fully advised in the premises, FINDS: 

a. Good cause was not shown at the hearing why the action should 
not be dismissed for failure to comply with the Order 
Scheduling Case Management Conference and/or Non-Jury 
Trial filed on October 20, 2009, by the Plaintiff's attorney 
who is responsible for the file in this case failing to appear 
at the Case Management Conference in person. The Court 
shall dismiss this action. 

b. The Court has previously dismissed the following case(s) 
involving counsel's failure to appear at court ordered hearings. 

Case No.: 21-2008-CA-0133 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-1264 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-0906 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-0855 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-0852 
Case No.: 21-2008-CA-0113 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-0390 
Case No.: 21-2008-CA-0072 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-1169 
Case No.: 38-2009-CA-0148 
Case No.: 38-2009-CA-0944 
Case No.: 38-2009-CA-0950 
Case No.: 38-2008-CA-0891 
Case No.: 21-2009-CA-0132 
Case No.: 21-2009-CA-0131 

(See Exhibit E) 

70. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 
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activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew, 

or should have known, that hearings, case management conferences and other duly 

noticed adjudicative proceedings were being dismissed for failure of the 

respondent or an associate of the firm to appear after timely notice. 

71. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

72. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 
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relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-3.2 [A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts 

to expedite litigation consistent with the interests of the client.]; 4-5.l(a) [A partner 

in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers 

possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable 

efforts to ensure that the firm has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance 

that all lawyers therein conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) 

[Any lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; and 4-5.l(c) [A lawyer shall be responsible for another 

lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders 

the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, ratifies the conduct involved; or 

(2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable managerial authority in the law firm 

in which the other lawyer practices or has direct supervisory authority over the 

other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be 

avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action.]. 
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COUNT VI 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,696(171)] 

73. The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

Aurora Loan Services, LLC, in its foreclosure action against Edward S. Gelman, et 

al. in Nassau County, Florida, Case No. 2009CA000220 (hereinafter referred to as 

Aurora v. Gelman) beginning on or about July of2009. 

74. On or about October 12, 2010, the Honorable Brian J. Davis, Circuit 

Court Judge of the Fourth Judicial Circuit of Florida, entered an Order on Motion 

for Attorney's Fees in Aurora v. Gelman in which the Law Offices of David J. 

Stern, P.A. was ordered to pay the sum of $1,225.00 as and for the defendant's 

attorney's fees. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar 

Exhibit Fis a copy of the Order dated October 12, 2010.) 

75. Judge Davis found the following, among other things, in the 

October 12, 2010 order in Aurora v. Gelman, which is paraphrased below: 

A. That the Stern law firm had been served with proper and timely 

notice of the telephonic hearing and had thus been afforded an 

ample opportunity to be heard. 

B. That the Stern law firm was familiar with the Court's 

procedures for such hearings as same had been utilized for a 

prior motion hearing less than a month earlier, but that the 
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firm's associate nevertheless failed to answer the telephone and 

attend the hearing. 

C. That the bad faith conduct of the Stern law firm's associate 

unreasonably prolonged the proceeding and increased the cost 

of representation of both parties. 

D. That the Stem law firm's associate knowingly sent a proposed 

Order granting the Stem law firm's motion for leave to file an 

amended foreclosure complaint to the Court without first 

providing a copy of the proposed Order to opposing counsel of 

record, an act Judge Davis characterized as a violation of Rule 

4-3.5 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. Such ex parte 

communication was the basis of the Court's granting the said 

motion. 

E. That the defendants were forced to file a motion to vacate the 

Order. 

F. On September 28, 2010, following a hearing, Judge Davis also 

granted the defendants' motion to strike the amended complaint 

because Judge Davis found it was not properly verified, as 

required pursuant to Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.11 O(b ). 
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G. Further, Judge Davis found that the Stem law firm's associate's 

letter and proposed Order also violated Rule 4-3.3 of the Rules 

Regulating The Florida Bar requiring candor towards the 

tribunal. 

H. That, further, the Stem law firm's associate failed to disclose to 

the Court that defendants' attorney had previously filed and 

served an objection to the Motion For Leave to File Amended 

Foreclosure Complaint and that the Stem law firm's associate 

also failed to inform the Court of the verification requirement 

provided by Rule 1.11 O(b) as required by Rule 4-3 .3( c) of the 

Rules Regufating The Florida Bar. Such rule requires that all 

facts known to the attorney be disclosed in order to enable a 

Court to make an informed decision, whether or not the facts 

are adverse. 

I. That as a result, the defendants' attorney was required to 

prepare and file a motion to vacate the Order and strike the 

Amended Complaint, as well as to schedule, prepare for and 

attend the hearing on the motion. 

(See Exhibit F) 
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76. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew 

or should have known, that duly noticed hearings were missed, that files were not 

properly reviewed by firm associates, and that misrepresentations were made by 

associates to the court due to inadequate and incomplete review of the file and/or 

an overwhelming number of files assigned to each associate. 

77. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

78. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 
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the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained 

by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 
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consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT VII 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,868(171)] 

79. On or about November 4, 2010, the Honorable Paul B. Kanarek, 

Circuit Court Judge for the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit of Florida, wrote to The 

Florida Bar and forwarded a copy of the order entered striking a certificate of 

compliance filed by an associate in the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., in 

Sovereign Bank, Plaintiffv. David A. Bishop, et al., Defendants, Case 

No. 2010CA010183 (hereinafter referred to as Sovereign Bank v. Bishop). 
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(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit G is a copy 

of Judge Kanarek's letter dated November 4, 2010 and attachment.) 

80. In Judge Kanarek's letter to The Florida Bar, he advised that the 

certificate of compliance filed in Sovereign Bank v. Bishop was struck because 

statements made were not true since the certificate indicated that mediation was 

not mandated due to the date that the underlying action was filed. 

81. In truth and in fact, mediation was mandated based on the date that the 

underlying action was filed. 

82. In response to The Florida Bar, the associate from the Law Offices of 

David J. Stem, P.A. stated that his review of his own office file was negligent 

which led to providing inaccurate information to the court in Sovereign Bank v. 

Bishop. 

83. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew 

or should have known that files were not properly reviewed by firm associates and 

that misrepresentations were made by associates to the court due to inadequate and 

incomplete review of the file and/or an overwhelming number of files assigned to 

each associate. 
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84. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

85. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to Rules of 

Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or 
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together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial authority in a law 

firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in effect measures 

giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 

4-5. I ( c) Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer shall be responsible for 

another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if (I) the lawyer 

orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, ratifies the conduct 

involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable managerial authority in 

the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has direct supervisory authority 

over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences 

can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action.]; 4-8.4(a) 

[A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, 

knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 

and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice 

of law that is prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or 

through callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, 

jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not 

limited to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, 
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marital status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or 

physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT VIII 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,192(171)] 

86. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

BAC Home Loans Servicing, in its foreclosure action against Nannette Fuste, et al. 

in Indian River County, Florida, Case No. 2009CA012915 (hereinafter referred to 

as BAC v. Fuste) beginning on or about November of2009. 

87. On or about February 22, 2011, the Honorable Cynthia L. Cox, 

Circuit Court Judge of the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit of Florida, issued an Order 

in BAC v. Fuste Cancelling Foreclosure Sale 2/24/11 reflecting copies to counsels 

for the defendant, Law Offices of David J. Stem, and The Florida Bar. (Attached 

hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit H is a copy of the 

Order dated February 22, 2011.) 

88. Judge Cox found the following, among other things, in the 

February 22, 2011 Order in BAC v. Fuste: 

A. Plaintiffs counsel has failed to prosecute this case. 

B. That the Order Granting Summary Judgment is pending appeal. 
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C. That the above-referenced case was set for a foreclosure sale on 

February 24, 2011; however the Plaintiff failed to publish the 

sale or pay the Clerk's fees. 

D. This Court reserves jurisdiction over all legal and proper issues, 

including but not limited to sanctions against Plaintiffs counsel 

for its lack of diligence, untimely filing and continuous failure 

to follow the Rules and Administrative Orders of this Court. 

(See Exhibit G) 

89. On or about February 22, 2011, the Law Offices of David J. 

Stem, P.A. was the attorney of record on behalf of the plaintiff in BAC v. Fuste. 

90. Approximately one month earlier, on or about January 11, 2011, the 

Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. filed a Motion to Withdraw as Counsel and for 

Continuance in BAC v. Fuste. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The 

Florida Bar Exhibit I is a copy of the Motion to Withdraw dated January 10, 

2011.) 

91. The Motion to Withdraw did not enclose a proposed order or 

substitution of counsel, was not set for hearing, and as a result the Law Offices of 

David J. Stem, P.A. did not obtain a ruling granting their Motion to Withdraw. 

92. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 
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Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.16( a )(3) [Except as stated in subdivision ( c ), a lawyer 

shall not represent a client or, where representation has commenced, shall 

withdraw from the representation of a client if the lawyer is discharged.]; 4-1.16( d) 

[Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent 

reasonably practicable to protect a client's interest, such as giving reasonable 

notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, surrendering 

papers and property to which the client is entitled, and refunding any advance 

payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer may 

retain papers and other property relating to or belonging to the client to the extent 

permitted by law.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to violate the 
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Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do 

so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct 

in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the administration of 

justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, disparage, 

humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or 

other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account of race, 

ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT IX 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-50,949(171)] 

93. On or about January 4, 2011, the Honorable Charles A. Francis, Chief 

Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Florida, filed a grievance with The Florida 

Bar against David J. Stem. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The 

Florida Bar Exhibit J is a copy of Judge Francis' grievance dated January 4, 2011 

and attachment.) 

94. In 10 separate cases pending in the Second Judicial Circuit between 

July 28, 2010 and September 20, 2010 in which the Law Offices of David J. 

Stem, P.A. was attorney of record, no attorney appeared for court ordered 

mediations for the following cases: Case No. 2010CA003171 (Leon County), Case 

No. 2010CA003125 (Leon County), Case No. 2010CA000946 (Gadsden County), 

Case No. 2010CA000941 (Gadsden County), Case No. 2010CA000304 (Wakulla 
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County), Case No. 2010CA002491 (Leon County), Case No. 2010CA002485 

(Leon County), Case No. 2010CA000290 (Wakulla County), Case No. 

2008CA001907 (Leon County), Case No. 2010CA002382 (Leon County). 

95. On or about December 16, 2010, in four separate cases pending in the 

Second Judicial Circuit in which the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. was 

attorney of record on behalf of U.S. Bank in Case No. 2008CA002458, National 

City Mortgage in Case No. 2008CA001882, U.S. Bank in Case No. 

2008CA001480, and CitiMortgage in Case No. 2008CA002094, no attorney 

appeared for trial previously set by the court. 

96. The failure to appear for trial on December 16, 2010 by the Law 

Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. resulted in dismissal of the four previously 

referenced cases. (Case Nos. 2008CA002458, 2008CA001882, 2008CA001480, 

and 2008CA002094). (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida 

Bar Composite Exhibit K are copies of the Orders Dismissing Case Without 

Prejudice filed December 16 and 17, 2010.) 

97. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 
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prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-1.16( a )(3) [Except as stated in subdivision 

( c ), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where representation has commenced, 

shall withdraw from the representation of a client ifthe lawyer is discharged.]; 

4-1.16( d) [Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the 

extent reasonably practicable to protect a client's interest, such as giving 

reasonable notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, 

surrendering papers and property to which the client is entitled, and refunding any 

advance payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The 

lawyer may retain papers and other property relating to or belonging to the client to 

the extent permitted by law.]; 4-3.2 [A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

expedite litigation consistent with the interests of the client.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer 

shall not violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly 
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assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 

4-8.4( d) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of 

law that is prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or 

through callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, 

jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not 

limited to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, 

marital status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or 

physical characteristic.]. 

COUNTX 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,369(171)] 

98. On or about March 10, 2011, the Honorable Martha Ann Lott, then 

Chief Judge of the Eighth Judicial Circuit of Florida, filed a grievance with The 

Florida Bar against David J. Stem. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as 

The Florida Bar Exhibit Lis a copy of Judge Lott's grievance dated March 10, 

2011 and attachments.) 

99. On or about March of 2011, approximately 608 cases in which the 

Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. was attorney of record remained pending in 

the Eighth Judicial Circuit. 

100. On or about March 4, 2011, David J. Stem wrote to Judge Lott and 

stated: 

A short while ago, we wrote to your Honor advising that our 
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firm suffered a tremendous reduction of both clients and personnel. 
Since our last communication, we have continued to file Motions to 
Withdraw as Counsel in mass and have been attempting to set them as 
quickly and efficiently as possible. The majority of our clients have 
terminated the attorney-client relationship and have taken physical 
possession of their files. The files were taken in November 2010, with 
the promise from our clients that new counsel would file a stipulation 
of substitution of counsel with the court and ask for entry of an order 
substituting counsel within thirty (30) days. To date, in the vast 
majority of cases, successor counsel has still not been named or 
identified to us. In the instances where successor counsel has been 
identified, we have either drafted Stipulation of Substitution of 
Counsel or have signed the same by the thousands. For reasons 
unbeknownst to us, of those aforementioned Stipulations, new counsel 
has failed to file them with the court. In other cases our former clients 
have simply failed to obtain new counsel altogether. 

Given these circumstances, we estimate that we still need to 
withdraw from approximately 100,000 files statewide. With our 
extremely limited staff, we have attended as many hearings as 
possible without new counsel coming forward to shoulder the 
responsibility for the files they were assigned nearly five months ago. 
As a result thereof, we have been forced to drastically reduce our 
attorney and paralegal staff to the point where we no longer have the 
financial or personnel resources to continue to file the Motions to 
Withdraw in the tens of thousands of cases that we still remain as 
counsel of record. Therefore, it is with great regret that we will be 
ceasing the servicing of clients with respect to all pending foreclosure 
matters in the State of Florida as of March 31, 2011. If our former 
clients do not cause new counsel to appear to represent them by 
March 31, 2011, your Honor should treat the pending cases on the 
enclosed list as you deem appropriate. We are enclosing a list of all of 
the active cases we have in your circuit. [Emphasis supplied.] 

(See Exhibit L) 

101. David J. Stem did intentionally abandon the approximately 608 cases 

referenced above in the Eighth Judicial Circuit despite the knowledge that they 

remained active, as well as the remainder of the 100,000 cases statewide all of 
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which David J. Stem admitted, causing massive and irreconcilable damage to the 

entire court system. 

102. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.16( a )(3) [Except as stated in subdivision ( c ), a lawyer 

shall not represent a client or, where representation has commenced, shall 

withdraw from the representation of a client if the lawyer is discharged.]; 4-1.16( d) 

[Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent 

reasonably practicable to protect a client's interest, such as giving reasonable 

notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, surrendering 
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papers and property to which the client is entitled, and refunding any advance 

payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer may 

retain papers and other property relating to or belonging to the client to the extent 

permitted by law.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to violate the 

Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do 

so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct 

in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the administration of 

justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, disparage, 

humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or 

other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account of race, 

ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT XI 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,329(171)] 

103. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, in its foreclosure action against Paul 

Wilder and Melody L. Pecot in Brevard County, Florida, Case No. 

2007CA020455, beginning on or about July of2007. 

104. On or about March 23, 2010, the defendant, Paul D. Wilder, filed a 

Notice of Appeal in the Brevard County case referenced above with the District 
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Court of Appeal of the State of Florida, Fifth District (hereinafter referred to as the 

5th DCA). 

105. On or about December 7, 2010, the 5th DCA issued an order in 

Paul D. Wilder, Appellant v. Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, Appellee, 

Case No. 5D10-1022 (hereinafter referred to as Wilder v. Deutsche Bank) 

reflecting copies to Paul D. Wilder, David J. Stem (with copy of motion), and 

Clerk of Court, Brevard County (2007CA020455) that provided in part: 

ORDERED that Appellee shall file a response to Appellant's 
Motion for Mediation, filed November 8, 2010, within ten days from 
the date hereof. A copy of the motion is provided to Appellee with 
this Order. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit Mis 

a copy of the Order dated December 7, 2010.) 

106. Appellee, Deutsche Bank, through its attorney, David J. Stem, failed 

to file any response to the 5th DCA's December 7, 2010 Order. 

107. On or about January 10, 2011, the 5th DCA issued an order in Wilder 

v. Deutsche Bank reflecting copies to Paul D. Wilder and David J. Stem, Esq. that 

provided in part: 

ORDERED that counsel for Appellee, David J. Stem, Esq. shall 
show cause within ten days from the date hereof, why he shouldn't be 
sanctioned for failing to comply with the Court's December 7, 2010 
Order. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit N is a 

copy of the Order dated January 10, 2011.) 
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108. David J. Stem failed to file any response to the 5th DCA's January 10, 

2011 Order. 

109. On or about January 27, 2011, the 5th DCA issued an order in Wilder 

v. Deutsche Bank reflecting copies to David J. Stem, Esq. by certified mail and to 

Paul D. Wilder that provided: 

ORDERED that attorney David J. Stem shall personally appear 
before this Court at 10:00 a.m., Thursday February 24, 2011, to show 
cause why he should not be sanctioned for failing to comply with this 
Court's December 7, 2010 and January 10, 2011 Orders. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit 0 is a 

copy of the Order dated January 27, 2011.) 

110. The 5th DCA's January 27, 2011 Order directing David J. Stem to 

personally appear on February 24, 2011 was received in his office, as reflected by 

the certified mail receipt dated January 31, 2011. (Attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit P is a copy of the certified mail 

receipt dated January 31, 2011.) 

111. David J. Stem failed to appear before the 5th DCA on February 24, 

2011. 

112. David J. Stem did not provide any explanation to the 5th DCA for his 

failure to appear on February 24, 2011. 

113. On or about February 25, 2011, the 5th DCA issued an order in Wilder 

v. Deutsche Bank reflecting copies to The Florida Bar (with copy of orders), David 
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J. Stem, Esq., Paul D. Wilder, and Deutsche Bank National Trust Company that 

provided: 

ORDERED that David J. Stem, Esq. is hereby referred to The 
Florida Bar, for investigation and consideration of appropriate 
disciplinary action for failing to comply with the December 7, 2010 
and January 10, 2011 Orders of this Court and failing to personally 
appear before the Court in compliance with the Court's January 27, 
2011 Order. Copies of the relevant Orders are provided herewith to 
The Florida Bar. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit Q is a 

copy of the Order dated February 25, 2011 and attachments.) 

114. On or about February 25, 2011, Susan Wright, Clerk of the 5th DCA 

wrote to The Florida Bar, at the direction of the 5th DCA referring David J. Stem 

for appropriate disciplinary action for failures to comply with court orders and 

failing to appear. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar 

Exhibit Risa copy of Susan Wright's letter dated February 25, 2011 and 

enclosures.) 

115. Even after the 5th DCA entered the February 25, 2011 Order referring 

the matter to The Florida Bar for investigation and consideration of appropriate 

disciplinary action, David J. Stem has never provided any response to the 5th DCA 

for his failures to comply and appear. 

116. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 
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Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-3.4(c) [A lawyer shall not knowingly disobey an obligation 

under the rules of a tribunal except for an open refusal based on an assertion that 

no valid obligation exists.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 
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of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT XII 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-50,213(171)] 

117. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

GMAC in its foreclosure action against Pablo Guerra, et al. in Miami-Dade 

County, Florida, Case No. 2008CA062193 (hereinafter referred to as GMAC v. 

Guerra) beginning on or about October of2008. 

118. On or about November of 2008, Pablo Guerra was served with the 

lawsuit filed by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A on behalf of GMAC. 

119. Pablo Guerra, who was served with process, had the same name as the 

debtor, but was not the debtor. He was "the wrong" Pablo Guerra. 

120. On or about November 21, 2008, counsel for Guerra spoke with an 

associate of the Stem law firm by telephone to apprise of the error. 

121. A Stem associate advised Mr. Guerra's attorney to provide a copy of 

his client's driver's license and social security information to confirm that "the 

wrong" Pablo Guerra was served with process. 

122. According to the Stem associate, upon receipt and confirmation of the 

requested identifying information, "the wrong" Pablo Guerra would be removed as 

a defendant. 
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123. On or about November 21, 2008, Mr. Guerra's attorney promptly 

provided the requested information together with a letter to the same associate 

from the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. (Attached hereto and incorporated 

herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit S is a copy of the letter and attachment from 

Mr. Guerra's attorney dated November 21, 2008.) 

124. Despite immediate compliance with the Stem associate's requested 

identifying information, "the wrong" Pablo Guerra continued to receive documents 

from the case. 

125. On or about June 23, 2009, Mr. Guerra's attorney sent another letter 

to the Stem law firm once again seeking the firm's assistance with regard to the 

firm's suing and moving for summary judgment against "the wrong" Pablo Guerra. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit T is a copy 

of the letter and attachment from Mr. Guerra's attorney dated June 23, 2009.) 

126. Despite Mr. Guerra's attorney's repeated requests for the Stem law 

firm to correct their known mistake, "the wrong" Pablo Guerra continued to be 

copied on documents filed by the Stem law firm in the foreclosure case despite 

assurances by multiple Stem law firm employees that the mistake would be 

corrected. 

127. On or about July 27, 2010, Mr. Guerra's attorney once again 

communicated this error to the Stem law firm and sent a certified letter directly to 
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David J. Stem outlining the numerous failed efforts to correct the Stem law firm's 

wrongful pursuit of his client, "the wrong" Pablo Guerra. (Attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit U is a copy of the letter and 

attachment from Mr. Guerra's attorney dated July 27, 2010.) 

128. On or about October 27, 2010, the court awarded attorneys' fees to 

"the wrong" Pablo Guerra, as a result of the complete disregard shown for "the 

wrong" Pablo Guerra and his attorney by the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

and found: 

Case is dismissed against Pablo Guerra. In November 21, 2008, Stem 
firm was advised that they had served the wrong Pablo Guerra and yet 
failed to secure service on the proper Defendant or investigate and 
further submitted the case for S.J. knowing about the issue. The Court 
took testimony from Pablo Guerra served at 1004 NE 24th Ave., 
Hallandale, FL 33009. The testimony established he has no 
relationship with this property in Homestead or the borrowers. The 
Court awards fees to Mr. Guerra as a sanction [unreadable] an 
amount. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit V is a 

copy of the Order dated October 27, 2010.) 

129. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. and in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew 

or should have known that members of the Bar representing litigants could not 
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effectively communicate with members of the Stern staff in their efforts to resolve 

issues which would ameliorate prejudice to the administration of justice. 

130. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

131. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 
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cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 (b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 
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authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5 .3( c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 
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disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT XIII 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-50,850(171)] 

132. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

Bank of America, in its foreclosure action against the Estate of Frances J. 

Vaxmonsky in Indian River County, Florida, Case No. 2009CA012998 beginning 

on or about November of2009. 

133. On or about August 31, 2010, counsel for the Estate ofVaxmonsky 

reached a settlement with the Stem law firm through one of its associates. 

134. On or about August 31, 2010, counsel for the Estate, via his letter of 

August 31, 2010, sent the Stem associate a cashiers check made payable to Bank 

of America in the amount of $49,887.84. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein 

as The Florida Bar Exhibit W is a copy of the August 31, 2010 letter and cashiers 

check from the Estate's attorney.) 

13 5. The August 31, 2010 letter confirmed the agreement between the 

parties - the Estate and the Stem law firm - that the Stem firm would hold the 

funds in escrow until a Satisfaction of Mortgage was signed by the Stem law firm 

associate on behalf of Bank of America and provided to counsel for the Estate. 
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136. In complete contravention of that agreement, the cashiers check was 

deposited in the law firm's trust account on September 7, 2010 and forwarded to 

Bank of America without providing an executed Satisfaction of Mortgage to the 

Estate's attorney. 

137. The attorney for the Estate ofVaxmonsky made multiple telephone 

calls to the Stem firm in an effort to obtain the agreed upon Satisfaction of 

Mortgage. 

138. Since all efforts were futile, on or about November 29, 2010, the 

attorney for the Estate of Vaxmonsky was forced to file a grievance with The 

Florida Bar seeking assistance. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The 

Florida Bar Exhibit Xis a copy of the November 29, 2010 grievance and 

attachments filed on behalf of the Estate ofVaxmonsky.) 

139. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew, 

or should have known, that members of the Bar representing litigants or others 

could not effectively communicate with members of the Stem staff in their efforts 

to resolve issues which would ameliorate prejudice to the administration of justice. 

140. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 
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respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

141. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 
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authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 (b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: ( 1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5 .3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 
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ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 
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COUNT XIV 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2012-50,144(171)] 

142. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented Aurora Loan 

Services in its foreclosure action against Radcliffe Griffiths, et al. in Broward 

County, Florida, Case No. 2009CA016554 (hereinafter referred to as Aurora v. 

Griffiths) beginning on or about March 2009. 

143. The Stem law firm filed a Notice of Lis Pendens in Aurora v. Griffiths 

on March 23, 2009. 

144. The property was sold by Aurora Loan Services and the new owner 

closed on the property on May 28, 2010. 

145. Beginning on or about May 28, 2010, the new owner's lender, 

Mackinac Savings Bank, attempted unsuccessfully to obtain a Release of Lis 

Pendens from the Stem law firm. 

146. The inability of the new lender, Mackinac Savings Bank, to obtain a 

Release of Lis Pendens from the Stem law firm made it impossible to obtain title 

msurance. 

147. Since all efforts were futile, on July 8, 2011, the closing supervisor for 

Mackinac Savings Bank was forced to file a grievance with The Florida Bar. 

(Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit Y is a copy 

of the grievance and attachments filed on behalf of Mackinac Savings Bank.) 
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148. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew, 

or should have known, that members of the Bar or others could not effectively 

communicate with members of the Stem staff in their efforts to resolve issues 

which would ameliorate prejudice of the administration of justice. 

149. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

150. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 
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thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 ( c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 
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reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 
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violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT XV 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,322(171)] 

151. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, 

CitiMortgage, Inc., in its foreclosure action against Mohammed Siddiqui, et al. in 

Osceola County, Florida, Case No. 2008CA007307 (hereinafter referred to as 

CitiMortgage v. Siddiqui) beginning on or about August of2008. 

152. Mohammed Shaikh was a tenant who occupied the property subject to 

the foreclosure action. 

153. Mohammed Shaikh notified the Law Offices of David J. Stem 

multiple times both telephonically and in writing of his tenancy beginning as early 

as March 13, 2010. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar 

Composite Exhibit Z are copies of communications provided to the Stem law 

firm by Shaikh.) 
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154. Subsequently on May 26, 2010, an associate with the Stem law firm 

filed a Certificate of Compliance with the Protecting Tenants at Foreclosure Act of 

2009 in CitiMortgage v. Siddiqui representing that "the subject property is not 

believed to be tenant occupied." (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The 

Florida Bar Exhibit AA is a copy of the Certificate of Compliance.) 

155. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures at the Stem law firm, respondent either knew or 

should have known that files were not properly reviewed by firm associates, that 

misrepresentations were made by associates to the court due to inadequate and 

incomplete review of the file and failure to assure that all communications to the 

firm were routed properly. 

156. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

157. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 
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Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 (b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 ( c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 
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shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 
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supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 

consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

COUNT XVI 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2011-51,433(171)] 

158. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the Deutsche 

Bank National Trust Company in its foreclosure action against Susan M. 

Thompson, et al. in Seminole County, Florida in Case No. 2008CA003195 

beginning on or about June of2008. 
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159. Susan Thompson was represented by attorneys Wendy Anderson and 

Kristy L. Harrington. 

160. Attorneys for Susan Thompson communicated repeatedly on her 

behalf with the Stem law firm. 

161. Despite the Stem law firm's knowledge that Susan Thompson was 

represented by counsel, the Stem law firm communicated directly with Susan 

Thompson by noticing a sale of the property without providing notice to her 

attorneys. 

162. As a result of the direct contact and notice, Circuit Court Judge Donna 

Mcintosh, on behalf of Judge Clayton D. Simmons, ordered the parties to 

mediation and awarded attorneys' fees to Susan Thompson's attorneys in the 

amount of $1,050 and sanctions. Said orders dated July 14, 2010 were provided to 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. and Kristy Harrington and Wendy 

Anderson, attorneys for Susan Thompson. (Attached hereto and incorporated 

herein as The Florida Bar Composite Exhibit BB are copies of the 

aforementioned orders.) 

163. Despite the Stem firm's knowledge that Susan Thompson was 

represented by counsel, the Stem law firm again communicated directly with 

Susan Thompson by noticing a mediation without providing notice to her 

attorneys. 
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164. Ms. Thompson did appear at mediation and the mediator refused to 

proceed without the presence of Ms. Thompson's attorneys. 

165. Despite the misconduct committed by the Stem law firm, the firm 

refused to pay the funds to Ms. Anderson and claimed that Deutsche Bank was 

responsible, which position is set forth in respondent's attorney's letter dated 

May 11, 2011 to The Florida Bar. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as 

The Florida Bar Exhibit CC is a copy of Jeff Tew's letter dated May 11, 2011 

and attachments.) 

166. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures at the Stem law firm, respondent either knew or 

should have known that files were not properly reviewed by firm associates, that 

misrepresentations were made by associates to the court due to inadequate and 

incomplete review of the file and failure to assure that all communications to the 

firm were routed properly. 

167. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 
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those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

168. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 

for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 
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Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 (b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 ( c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage 

in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous indifference, 

disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court 

personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account 

of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual 

orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 
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COUNT XVII 
[The Florida Bar File No. 2010-51,725(171)] 

169. The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. represented the plaintiff, U.S. 

Bank National Association, et al., in its foreclosure action against the Estate of 

Clayborn Castle in Volusia County, Florida, Case No. 2007CA011175 beginning 

on or about June of 2007. 

170. Beginning in or about 2007, counsel for the personal representative of 

the Estate of Clayborn Castle requested a reinstatement figure from the Stem law 

firm. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Composite 

Exhibit DD are copies of the requests.) 

171. A reinstatement letter from the Stem law firm was finally forwarded 

to the Estate's attorney on or about April 14, 2008. (Attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit EE is a copy of the letter.) 

172. On or about April 23, 2008, the personal representative of the Estate 

sent payment in full to the Stem firm requesting that the Stem firm hold the funds 

in trust until the foreclosure action was dismissed. (Attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as The Florida Bar Exhibit FF is a copy of the letter and 

check.) 

1 73. The funds were in fact negotiated by the Stem firm without 

dismissing the foreclosure action. 
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174. The attorney for the Estate sent multiple letters to the Stem law firm 

to obtain a dismissal of the action. (Attached hereto and incorporated herein as 

The Florida Bar Composite Exhibit GG are copies of the letters.) 

17 5. The foreclosure action was dismissed 20 months after receipt of 

payment in full despite multiple requests causing missed sales opportunities. 

176. In respondent's capacity as managing attorney and sole shareholder of 

the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. in charge of all of the functions and 

activities, practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, respondent either knew, 

or should have known, that members of the Bar representing litigants or others 

could not effectively communicate with members of the Stem staff in their efforts 

to resolve issues which would ameliorate prejudice to the administration of justice. 

177. In respondent's performance of his duties and responsibilities as 

managing attorney and sole shareholder of the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., 

respondent failed to make a reasonable effort to ensure that the firm had measures 

in effect that would provide reasonable assurance that the professional conduct of 

those handling the firm's files was compatible with the professional obligations 

and standards conferred on them by the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

178. Wherefore, by reason of the foregoing, respondent has violated the 

following Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause 
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for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance 

thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any act that is unlawful or contrary to 

honesty and justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's 

relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state 

of Florida, and whether or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a 

cause for discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning Adherence to 

Rules of Professional Conduct. A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who 

individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5 .1 ( c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 
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Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [With respect to a nonlawyer employed or 

retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized business entity as defined 

elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: (1) a partner, and a lawyer 

who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that the person's conduct is 

compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; (2) a lawyer having 

direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of 

the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that 

would be a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if engaged in by a 

lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct 

supervisory authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its 
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consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial 

action.]; 4-5 .3( c) [Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties 

delegated to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the 

lawyer, the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the 

paralegals or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to 

violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do 

so, or do so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not engage in 

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ]; and 4-8.4(d) 

[A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 

witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 
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WHEREFORE, The Florida Bar prays respondent will be appropriately 

disciplined in accordance with the provisions of the Rules Regulating The Florida 

Bar as amended. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~·~~ 
RANDI KLAYMAN LAZARUS 
Bar Counsel 
The Florida Bar 
Ft. Lauderdale Branch Office 
Lake Shore Plaza II 
1300 Concord Terrace, Suite 130 
Sunrise, Florida 33323 
(954) 835-0233 
Florida Bar No. 360929 
rlazarus@flabar.org 

\~~-~ 
KENNETH LAWRENCE MARVIN 
Staff Counsel 
The Florida Bar 
651 East Jefferson Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300 
(850) 561-5600 
Florida Bar No. 200999 
kmarvin@flabar.org 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that this document has been E-filed with The Honorable Thomas D. 
Hall, Clerk of the Supreme Court of Florida, using the E-Filing Portal and that a 
copy has been furnished by United States Mail via certified mail No. 7010 0780 
0001 6735 8070, return receipt requested to Jeffrey Allen Tew, Counsel for 
Respondent, at Tew Cardenas, L.L.P., 1441 Brickell Avenue, Floor 15, Miami, FL 
33131-3429, and via electronic mail to jt@tewlaw.com; with a copy by electronic 
mail to Randi Klayman Lazarus, Bar Counsel, rlazarus@flabar.org, on this 17th 
day of April, 2013. 

\ ~ <-::J__' ~ 
KENNETH LAWRENCE MARVIN 
Staff Counsel 
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NOTICE OF TRIAL COUNSEL AND DESIGNATION OF PRIMARY 
EMAIL ADDRESS 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the trial counsel in this matter is Randi 
Klayman Lazarus, Bar Counsel, whose address, telephone number and primary 
email address are The Florida Bar, Ft. Lauderdale Branch Office, Lake Shore Plaza 
II, 1300 Concord Terrace, Suite 130, Sunrise, Florida 33323, (954) 835-0233 and 
rlazarus@flabar.org. Respondent need not address pleadings, correspondence, etc. 
in this matter to anyone other than trial counsel and to Staff Counsel, The Florida 
Bar, 651 East Jefferson Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300, 
kmarvin@flabar.org. 
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MANDATORY ANSWER NOTICE 

RULE 3-7.6(h)(2), RULES OF DISCIPLINE, EFFECTIVE MAY 20, 2004, 
PROVIDES THAT A RESPONDENT SHALL ANSWER A COMPLAINT. 
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EXHIBITH 

TO THE DECLARATION OF 

JOHN W. SMITH T 
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IN THE SUPREJ\1E COURT OF FLORIDA 
(Before a Referee) 

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case 
No. SC13-643 

Complainant, 

v. 

DAVID JAJ\1ES STERN, 

Respondent. . 

I ---------

The Florida Bar File Nos. 
2010-51,725(171); 2011-50,154(171); 
2011-50,213(171); 2011-50,216(171); 
2011-50,511 (171); 2011-50,695( 171); 
2011-50,850(171); 2011-50,949(171); 
2011-51,192(171); 2011-51,322(171); 
2011-51,329(171); 2011-51,369(171); 
2011-51,433(171); 2011-51,497(171); 

. 2011-51,696(171); 2011-51,868(171); 
2012-50,144(171). 

REPORT OF REFEREE 

I. SUMJ\1ARY OF PROCEEDINGS 

Pursuant to the undersigned being duly appointed as referee on May 1, 2013 

to conduct disciplinary proceedings herein according to Rule 3-7.6, Rules of 

Discipline, a final hearing was held from Septembyr 30 through October 4, 2013. 

All items properly filed including pleadings, recorded testimony (if 

transcribed), exhibits in evidence, and the report' of referee constitute the record in . 

this case and are forwarded to the Supreme Court of Florida. 
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The following attorneys.appeared as counsel for the parties: 

On behalf of The Florida Bar: 

Randi Klayman Lazarus 
The Florida Bar 
Fort Lauderdale Branch Office 
1300 Conc·ord Terrace, Suite 130 · 
Sunrise, FL 33323 

On behalf of the Respondent: 

Jeffrey Allen Tew 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
1441 Brickell Avenue, Floor 15 
Miami, FL 33131 

II. FINDINGS OF FACT 

The Florida Bar prese_nted a compelling case of conduct that prejudices the 

administration of justice with the burden of proof being clear and convincing. 

Conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice is defined as conduct that 

prejudices our system as a whole. The Florida Bar v. Machin, 635 So.2d 938 (Fla. 

1994). 

The Florida Bar's seventeen-count Complaint can be broken down into three 

categories of alleged misconduct. First, the Complaint raises issues with associate 

attorney mistakes and/or misconduct in the handling of foreclosure matters. See 

Count I (relating to the alleged failure to supervise which the Florida Bar maintains 

led to the other specifically enumerated acts of negligence or misconduct); Count 

IV (independent experts failed in some instances to properly review files prior to 
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executing reasonableness attorneys' fees affidavits); Count V (failure of 

"P~aintiff s _attorney who is responsibl~ for the file" to appear at a Case 

Management Conference in person in 16 cases); Count VI (associate attorney had 

ex parte communication with. the Court, failed to adequately inform the Court of 

legal requirement of verifying foreclosure complaints and of opposing counsel's 

objection to a motion for leave to file an amended complaint, and failed to attend a 

telephonic hearing); Co tint VII (associate attorney checked the wrong box in a 

certificate of compliance, thus failing to mdicate that mediation was mandated· in 

the foreclosure case); Count XII (associate attorney failed to correct an. error in a 

foreclosure case where the wrong individual was improperly served with process); 

Count XV (associate attorney failed to properly indicate to the court that the 

property was tenant-occupied); Count XVI (associate attorney communicated 

directly with defendant, despite information that defendant was represented by 

counsel, by providing a notice of sale and mediation directly to the defendant). 

Second, the Complaint raises issues with non-attorney mistakes and/or 

misconduct in the handling of foreclosure matters. See Count I (relating to the 

alleged failure to supervise which the Florida Bar maintains led to the other 

specifically enumerated acts of negligence or misconduct); Count II (relating to the 

filing of do~uments which were improperly executed and/or notarized by Ms. 

Samons and/or other staff of the Firm); Count III (improperly notarized assignment 
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of mortgage filed in public records); Count IV (independent experts were 

improperly µ.otarizing reasonableness attorneys' fees affidavits); Count XIIl (The 

failure to adhere to a term of settlement payment requiring that funds be held in 

escrow until a satisfaction. of mortgage was provided to defendant); Count XIV 

(The staff failed to timely release a lis pendens and the same failure as to 

reinstatement of a mortgage). 

Third, the Complaint raises issues with Mr. Stem's failure to tend to and/or 

withdraw in each of the pending foreclosure cases for which his office was counsel 

of record after termination. See Count VITI (foreclosure sale cancelled in February 

2011 for failure to prosecute· ~ase or properly withdraw); Count IX (failure to 

appear at court ordered mediation or trial in sixteen cases during the month of 

December 2010); Count X (failure to withdraw iri 100,000 pending cases); Count 

XI (failure to respond to order to show cause issued by Court of Appeal in January 

2011). 

This case aptly illustrates the manner in which one attorney, David Stern, 

either in his capacity as the sole managing partner of his firm or in his individual 

capacity, created chaos on the courts of the state of Flo:i;ida, prejudicing the whole 

system as a whole. Six circuit court judges testified in these proceedings.1 

1Former Chief Judge Martha Lott, now retired, intended to appear live but a family 
emergency prevented her appearance. Judge Lott appeared telephonically. 
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Respondent's position that "only" ·six judge·s complained 1s evidence of his 

inability to fully grasp the magnitude of his actions. 

Judge Stanley Griffis, Circuit Court Judge of the Eighth Judicial Circuit of 

Florida, had extensive problems with the attorneys of the Stem law firm. Between 

July 2009 and December 2009, Judge Griffis dismissed 15 cases for the failure of 

counsel to appear at case management conferences. Each order referenced the 

prior dismissals. However, it took five months for Mr. Stem to contact Judge 

Griffis to arrange a meeting regarding the dismissed cases. No explanation was 

provided for. the failure to appear. Mr. Stem's attempt to resolve the problem by 

assigning attorneys to the caseload does not absolve him of the responsibility for 

the commission of violations of the .rules for these actions. He failed to determine, 

if any other administrative procedure, i.e. improper or no calendaring, needed 

adjusting. Judge Griffis testified that despite the accommodations i.e., telephone 

hearings and block settings, the competence level remained unacceptable forcing 

him to "train" Mr. Stem's associate attorneys. The assigned attorney failed to 

know about the case resulting in resets and delays. The pleadings were not correct. 

The affidavits were problematic i.e. lost notes. The problems continued resulting 

in dismissals with prejudice. This problem continued in ot~er circuits as supported 

by Judges Cc:>x, Davis, Kanarek, and Francis testimony. 
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Judge Brian Davis of the Fourth Judicial Circuit of Florida was confronted 

with unethical and incompetent representations .by a Stern firm associate who 

misstated the status of the proceedings and failed to alert the Court of Defendant's 

objection to the motion. The attorney failed to appear in court despite proper 

notice and authorized telephonic appearance. Judge Davis awarded attorney's fees 

as a sanction because of the bad faith conduct. 

Judge Paul Kanarek of the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit · of Florida was 

confronted with a Stern attorney. who provided incorrect information to the court 

and his adversary concerning· the Florida Supreme Court's requirement of 

mediation. Judge Kanarek's complaint is not a gripe about "checking the wrong 

box"; it was a symptom of a pattern of representation causing delays that served to 

impede the orderly administration of justice. 

Judge Charles ·Francis, Chief Judge of the Second Judicial Circuit of Florida, 

testified that his conce~s with Mr. Stern''s firm began in 2007, cau~ing him to 

issue multiple orders to show cause for failing to appear. Despite repeated 

admonitions, the problems never ceased disrupting the process. Judge Francis' 

problems culminated in his grievance to The Florida Bar in which he provided 

instances of 10 mediation cases in which the Stem firm attorneys failed to appear, 

as well as four cases set for trial in whi.ch Stem firm attorneys failed to appear. 

These cases resulted in dismissals. Mr. Stern's explanation is that these multiple 
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failures are justified by withdrawal of his clients' business in November of 2010. 

However, the termination did not relieve the attorney of responsibility under the 

Code and he shouldn't have left the problem on the court system to address. 

Judge Cynthia Cox of the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit of Florida experienced 

the same multiple failures to appear resulting in chaos in the sale process. The 
. . 

court and Clerk personnel were consumed with the effects of these failures. 

Additionally, the failure to appear resulted in loss of funding dollars in having 

retired judges unavailable for other work. 

Fonner Chief Judge Martha Lott's (retired) complaint addressed the issue of 

"abandonment". David Stem's firm had a large portion of the statewide 

foreclosure docket. By his own admission, in The Florida Bar Exhibit 7, his 

income from 2006 to 2010 was substantial. In fact, his income increased by almost 

eight times between these years. The volume of business and its increase 

permitted him to reap this level of earnings. Notably the letter of termination by 

Freddie Mac to David Stem dated November 1, 2010 explains the downfall: 

The reasons for the termination include the much-publicized 
revelations, as a result of the investigation by the Florida Attorney 
General, concerning the improper and possibly unlawful practices 
engaged in by a number of employees of either, or both, the law firm 
or DJS Processing, LLC. The fact that certain grounds for termination 
are stated in this letter does not imply that additional grounds for 
termination or other action by Freddie Mac do not exist. . . You ... 
continue to be responsible ... pursuant to all applicable professional 
and ethical standards. 
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(The Florida Bar Exhibit 52) 

The clients were now urgently needing to obtain new counsel for thousands 

upon thousands of files. When Mr. Stern's clients removed their files, the office 

had a computerized system "tracker" which enabled them. to compile sufficient 

information to file proper motions to withdraw pursuant to the Rules of Judicial 

Administration. The clients' directive that no further actions be taken on their files 

did not prohibit the filing of motions to withdraw and requests for court hearings as 

required by the Rules of Judicial Administration. Further, the fact that there were 

difficulties obtaining substitutions of counsel from successor attorneys neither 

prevented nor excused Mr. Stem from seeking to properly withdraw pursuan~ to 

the Rules of Court. 

With that backdrop, on March 4, 2011, Mr. Stern wrote to the Chief Judges 

throughout the state announcing his "intention" to take no further action on 

approximately 100,000 pending files due to a lack of financial resources and 

personnel. (The Florida Exhibits 6, 8). That stated intention was an abandonment. 

Judge Lott testified to a multitude of effects on the limited resources of the judicial 

system both in time, manpower and funds. Volume can be handled efficiently not 

left for the court system to handle thusly affecting everyone. 

The contention that Mr. Stem did not have sufficient funds to file motions to 

withdraw and have them heard is belied by his professional obligation, his 
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financial resources, and his commitment that some bonuses be payable regardless 

of the employees' status. (The Florida Bar Exhibits 7, 49). Mr. Stern's contention 

that he did not have sufficient information to file motions to withdraw is belied by 

the compilations attached to the two laws.uits he filed seeking attorneys' fees and 

costs from lenders in March and June of 2011, the existence of his computerized 

syst~m, and the list provided to the Chief Judges (The Florida Bar Exhibits 6, 50, 

51) as well as access to the court system. 

The motions to withdraw filed in 2010- 2011 were filed without consents 

and Orders and were not set for hearing. These actions were not diligent and were 

examples of improperly handling. As the managing attorney, Mr. Stern is required 

to supervise his subordinates and is responsible that cases are handled reasonably 

regardless of caseload. 

Th~se actions affected the Administration of Justice .. For the court system, 

Judges, staff, and Clerk, there were extraordinary delays resulting in the waste of 

re.sources due to inaccurate representations and/or failures to appear. For the 

borrowers, whether jn default or not, the attempt to obtain modifications or settle 

was impossible. For the lenders, the aim to obtain the collateral was delayed or 

lost because of the inaction or non-appearance resulting in dismissals. Thusly, 

creating a denial of equal justice to. all parties. 
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Mr. Stem's response ·that his training program sufficiently prepared the 

associates failed to account for the proper handling of the massive volume 

resulting in .the failure to appear at hearings and/or mediations, and failure to 

submit the applicable documents. A diligent mentoring and supervision should 

have corrected the problems. High volume required an increased level of 

supervision to create consistency and monitoring ·of that supervision which failed 

to occur. 

James Covey, Richard Taylor, Wendy Anderson, and Patrick Phancao, all 

longstanding members in good standing of The Fl()rida Bar,. attested to the 
. -

extraordinary difficulties encountered with Mr. Stem's firm beginning as early as 

2007. All testified to their inability to obtain results after communicating with 

memberi; of the· firm. 

Mr. C?vey sent pay off monies in the amount of $49,887.84 to the Stem firm 

in August of 2010 for a client yvith the condition that it not be disbursed until a 

satisfaction of mortg~ge was received. In contravention of that condition, the 

funds were released and a satisfactipn was not received. Mr. Covey's client 

blamed and accused him of misconduct, and cast doubt on the legal system. It took 

the filing of a Bar grievance and six months for the satisfaction to be provided in 

Fepruary 2011. The inaction in this situation created a cloud in title and the delay 

resulted in decrease in sale price and additional costs. 
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Richard Taylor had a similarly disturbing experience with the Stem firm. 

After months of multiple requests for a reinstatement figure on behalf of his client, 

he received the figure. Mr. Taylor sent reinstatement monies in the amount of 

$41,457.20 to the Stern firm in April of 2008_ :for a client with the condition that it 

not be disbursed until a pending foreclosure action was dismissed with prejudice. 

Just as with Mr .. Covey, and in contravention of that· condition, the funds were 

released and the lawsuit was not dismissed. As with Mr. Covey, Mr. Taylor's 

client blamed and accused him of misconduct. Just like attorney Covey, the filing 

of a Bar complaint and eight months after payment for the dismissal of the 

foreclosure. A second foreclosure suit was filed due to the delay and failure to 

provide instructions for future payments and Mr. Taylor's client did not receive the 

benefit of the funds forwarded to reinstate the mortgage. Mr. Stem's claim that 

timely responses were provided to the inquiry were not received by Mr. Taylor. If 

.received, Mr. Taylor would have taken action. Mr. T~ylor testified he had to 

obtain the dismissal in court although it was certified as mailed to him. 

Wendy Anderson's client also suffered due to the ineptitude of the Stern 

firm. Despite Ms. Anderson's office appearing in the case and multiple 

communications with personnel in the firm, her client was contacted directly and 

motions were set that had been reset by agreement. Ms. Anderson sought and 

obtained sanctions and attorneys' foes as a result. Despite a court order, Ms. 
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Anderson's client was again directly contacted to appear at mediation. The client 

appeared and was distressed by the absence of her attorney which was not 

coordinated with her office. The Stern attorney ignored the existence of a defense . . 

attorney, a Court Order and directive and failed to make arrangements for timely 

paym_ent of the sanction. 

Attorney Phancao's client, a reputable real estate broker, was served with a 

lawsuit in foreclosure in 2008 because he has the same mime as the actual owner. 

Mr. Phancao attempted to undo this initial mistake with documentation to support 

his client was not the proper _party. Despite promises and innumer~ble contacts, 
I 

even with a letter directly sent to Mr. Stern, no resolution occurred. Ultimately, 

the intervention of a court order in October 2010 and award of attorney's fees 

cured the problem. Mt. Phancao's client blamed him for his inability to extricate 

him from the litigation. The client suffered extreme angst, was concerned of the 

effect on his credit and licensure even though he had no interest in the legal 

proceeding. 

Judith Young, the closing supervisor for the Mackinac banks in Michigan, 

could not get the Stem firm to provide a Release of Lis Penden~ on a property to 
:~ .. 

get clear title between May 2010 and August 2011. Like many others, who could 

neither communicate with the firm nor resolve an issue, Ms. Young filed a 

grievance with the Bar. The filing of a grievance led to the release of the Lis 
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Pendens by the subsequent attorney. The delay threatened the loss of a repurchase 

transaction. 

Mohammed Shaikh was a tenant that was the subject of a foreclosure action 

initiated by the Stem firm. He had multiple contacts with members of the firm 

including Mr. Stem himself. Despite that, a Stem firm attorney filed a certificate 

in court stating that the property was not believed to be tenant occupied. (The 
. . 

Florida Bar Exhibits 28, 29). Mr. Stem, although aware of the complaint, 

forwarded the information but failed to investigate or follow up to see if the 

problem was resolved. 

It is clear that attorneys and members of the public should not be forced to 

use The Florida Bar for these purposes. The mishandling and inaction are on the 

Stem firm. 

This testimony established that the root cause of the variety of problems 

encountered by the judiciary, attorneys, and members of the public with the Stem 

firm was the excessive volume of files taken in by the firm. The control of the 

volume was within the exclusive authority of its sole managing partner, David 

Stem. From 2006 until 2008, the total number of active files increased by 48.75%. 

In 2006, an attorney at the firm·handled an average of 784.56 files. That number 

increased in 2007 to 1,166.64. It reached an apex of 1,645.86 in 2008. In 2009, 

the number was 1,281.87. (The Florida Bar Exhibit 46). Mr. Stem's contention 
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that each case was simple belies the ~ishandling. Most of the firm's foreclosure 

attorneys were newly ad~itted to The Florida Bar. Any training program 

. completed could not, and did not, prevent them from improperly handling matters. 

Without the proper support, mentoring, and supervision, Brian Spector' s 

description that these associates were being "set up for failure" is accurate. No 

training or skills could save them from the tsunami of work that they faced. The 

inordinate amount of cases resulted in failure to properly appear and/or handle 

court hearings and in the failure to properly handle other concerns outside of court. 

In reality~ it was the entire judicial system, as reflected by the testimony of 

Judges Griffis, Davis, Kanare,k, and Cox, that suffered this failure. Both Miriam 

Mendieta and Beverly McComas, Mr. Stem's lead attorneys, repeatedly requested 

of Mr. Stem that the volume of cases be reduced. Mr. Stern failed to take action. 

(The Florida Bar Exhibit 42, page 84). Mr. Stem refused to listen to his 

supervisors .. He claims to have delegated all supervisory and office duties; 

however, he failed to monitor if the supervisor and others were properly handling 

their obligation under the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

Mr. Stem's goal was to increase business and the firm income, and the sale 

of his back office. That business deal began in 2007. David Stem told his most 

senior attorney employee, Miriam Mendieta, that the business transaction, upon 

which he received in excess of $58,000,000 in,2010, was in part contingent on the 
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volume of files the firm processed. (The Florida Bar Exhibit 49). David Stem had· 

a motive to ignore t~e advice of his key personnel to reduce the onslaught of cases. 

His sole occupation, to which he admits, was to serve as a "rainmaker." 

Another factor which contributed to the firm's failure was the time deadlines 

imposed by the lender clients and enforced by the office manager, Cheryl Samons. 

Mr. Stem directed his staff to move files quicker to satisfy clients which would 

increase the volume of business. (The Florida Bar Exhibit 42, page 53). The 

clients' desire to move their matters rapidly is common. This desire cannot be 

achieved at the expense of competence and ethics. 

It is also :my finding that the .support staff was led by Mr. Stem's most 

trusted employee and office manager, Cheryl Samons. Miriam Mendieta, Kelly 

Scott, and Tammie Kapusta2 all testified that Cheryl Samons only acted at· the 
' . 

direction and with the knowledge of David Stem. (The Florida Bar Exhibit 41, 

page 26). Miriam Mendieta testified Cheryl Samons and David Stem both admitted 

that Cheryl Samons received direct instructions from him: 

Beverly McComas3 testified that Cheryl Samons was able to run the firm 

without interference. (The Florida Bar . Exhibit 42, page 40). The problems 

2 Tammie Kapusta's sworn testimony to the Attorney General's office was 
admitted into evidence. 

3 Beverly McComas' sworn testimony to The Florida Bar was admitted into 
evidence. · 
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encountered were exacerbated by the fact that Cheryl Samons completely 

supervised the non-legal staff. This conclll:sion was supported by the testimony of 

respondent's witness, attorney Michelle Mason and Miriam Mendieta. The Rul~s 

Regulating The Florida Bar require that lawyers must make certain that non lawyer 

assistants are in compliance with the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. There was 

no evidence that these non lawyers were aware of the rules or that they abided by 

them. Rule 4-5.3 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. In fact, it was evident 

as early as 1999 that the firm's non lawyer assistants were _engaging in unethical 

activity. 

Gail Trenk, now a resigned member4 of The Florida Bar, had executed 

reasonableness attorneys' fees affidavits for the Stem firm while a member in good 

standing of The Florida Bar. Thereafter, when suspended, she.offered to assist the 

firm by providing the services of another member of The Florida Bar, Alan Medof, 

who was in good standing, to execute these affidavits. In reality, that attorney 

never agreed to serve in that capacity, never reviewed files or executed affidavits, 

and never received payment tendered by the Stem firm. Gail Trenk forged that 

attorney's name and negotiated the funds. There were approximately 5,000 

affidavits totaling $5,000 in payments. These forged and false affidavits were filed 

4 A disciplinary resignation is tantamount to disbarment. The Florida Bar v. Hale, 
762 s.o.2d 515 (Fla. 2000). 
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by the ·stern· firm -in court cases. It was revealed that Stem employees in 1999, 

which remained until 2010, had notarized these affidavits. Clearly, had they been 

properly· notarizing in the presence of the person executing them, they would have 

known that Alan Medof was not actually signing ~hese documents. 

The only remedial action taken by Mr. Stem after this incident was to have 

the attorneys executing attorneys' fee affidavits review the files in the Stem firm 

library, and to warn the staff that they must only notarize a document in the 

presence of the executor. Although these actions seemed reasonable in 1999, these 

failed to ensure that the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar were followed in light of 

the problems discovered occurring between 2005-2009. Mr. Stem's action in 

walking by the library door without reviewing a single document or asking a single 

question, or monitoring that the previous procedure enacted in 1999 was followed 

was not sufficient. 

This type of misconduct persisted and was again discovered in the spring of 

2009. Assignments of mortgages were filed throughout the state which contained 

fraudulent notarizations. The Bar submitted 40 assignments into evidence which 

on their face were notarized by 11 different notaries and revealed that they were 

not notarized on the date reflected. Not only were the dates false, but the evidence 

established through the testimony of Kelly Scott that Cheryl Samons executed 

approximately 1,000 assignments per day, moving from floor to floor in the Stem 
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firm. Kelly Scott testified that there was never any witness or notary present when 

Ms. Samons executed the document. Tammie Kapusta testified to the same 

procedure. (The Florida Bar Exhibit 41, page 24). Also, notaries' stamps were 

freely exchanged between the notaries, accordfug to Tammie Kapusta. (The 

Florida Bar Exhibit 41, page 23). Several paralegals actually signed Cheryl 

Samons' name, according to Kelly Scott on assignments, without any indication of 

the true signatory. Mr. Stem failed to present any evidence upon which I should 

disregard this sworn testimony .. I find that the circumstances establish Mr. Stem 

was aware of these procedures as a result of his regular presence at the firm, his 

direct and imperviable relationship with Cheryl Samons, as well as the fact, as 

testified to by several witnesses, that he knew everything that occurred at his firm. 

His corrective action of additional instructions to the notary with the threat of 

termination ·did not resolve the problem as indicated by the Toledo and Suarez 

affidavits. 

Mr. Stem testified about on.e notary, Terry Rice, who executed an 

assignment with a notary stamp that could not have been in existence on the date 

the document existed~ He recounted Ms. Rice's explanation that although.she was 

actually present when the document was signed and mistakenly notarized months 

later with. her new notary stamp. Although plausible, the existence of the 40 

assignments by 11 different notaries with the same defect reflects otherwise. 
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Further, these false notarizations, witnessing, and backdating are not 

mnocuous. Attorney Michael Wasylik testified to the submission of a corrected 

assignment prepared by David Stem reflecting that it was filed "to correct the 

effective date". In fact, the date was not in error. ·(The· Florida Bar Exhibits 16, 

17). Rather, the corrected assignment was filed to cover the improper notarization 

of the original . assignment. The "corrected" assignment was a subterfuge and/or 

fraud. 

The preamble to Chapter 4 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar provides 

that actual knowledge can be inferred from the circumstances. Based on the 

·evidence I findthat Mr. Stern was aware of the misconduct of Cheryl Samons. She 

was rewarded by Mr .. stern for her work. In 2009, Cheryl Samons received a 

bonus which was payable even if terminated. (The.Florida Bar Exhibit 37). 

Additio:i:ially, not only did evidence of improper notarization and witnessing 

resurface in 2009, but fraudulent attorneys' fees affidavits were again filed with the 

court. The Florida Bar presented the affidavits of attorneys Richard Toledo and 

Jorge Suarez. (The Florida Bar Exhibits 35 and Exhibit 36). Mr. Toledo executed 

approximately 36,000 attorneys' fees affidavits from 2007 until 2011, earning 

$240,000. Mr. Suarez executed approximately 53,000 attorneys' fees affidavits 

from 1997 until 2007. Mr. Suarez also provided coverage work for the Stem firm. 

He earned in excess of $840,000. Both attorneys' affidavits submitted in this 
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. proceeding reflect that they failed to review files despite so attesting in their 

· · attorneys' fees affidavits as well as· allowing improper notarization by Stem staff. 

Despite the longevity of their employment and size of their remuneration, Mr .. 

Stem never spoke with either of these attorneys. He did nothing to ensure that . . . 

these two attorneys or his staff behaved in conformity with the Rules Regulating 

The Florida Bar. This failure to make substantial corrective efforts in supervision 

and/or monitoring is particularly telling after the problems with Gail Trenk. 

Mr. Stern's response to each transgression is a claim of delegation to two 

senior attorneys, their two subordinates, and his office manager. Mr. Stern 

misinterpreted his obligation. He wa:s the only partner. As the only partner and 

sole managing attorney, he has the ultimate responsibility for his firm. Rule 4-

5.3(c) of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. There is no evidence that Mr. 

Stem reviewed or took any responsibility for the work product of the non attorneys 

or the process by which it was produced to ensure compliance with the Bar Rules. 

There is likewise no evidence that Mr. S~em, pursuant to his obligation of Rule 4-

5.l(a) of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar, made any efforts to ensure that his 

firm had any measures in place to assure that his attorney staff was in compliance 

with the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. In fact, to the contrary, it was Mr. 

Stem himself, with his desire to bring in more business and to ensure the sale of his 
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back office, which served to push his staff to performing in a substandard manner 

in contravention of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

Although Mr. Stem had a supervisory structure, had a training program, had 

technology and written manuals to assist attorneys in properly performing thek 

duties, the problems persisted. His claim of training, although commendable, fails 

to address the handling of the volume and coverage of _the numerous hearings 

throughout the state. The office system for calendaring·, phone, email referral 

failed to avoid missed hearings and to correct the handling of cases. The 

supervisors acknowledged they we~e supervisors for issues presented to them only 

however, they disavowed any responsibility for ·monitoring. Due to the volume, 

monitoring was impossible and the supervisors .received no training as to this 

responsibility. 

Mr. Stem stated the failure to provide release of lien and fai-lure to pay 

sanction etc were the responsibility of the lenders not the firm. This explanation 

does not justify Stem's obligation as the attorney for the lenders to notify his client 

of their obligation to arrange the release or payment. 

The failure to take action when he became aware of a problem as· reported 

by the supervisors Miriam Mendieta and Beverly McComas (who reported any 

serious problem to him) shows Mr. Stern was aw~e of the numerous problems and 

failed to take corrective action. Michelle Mason's comment that Mr. Stem was 
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aware of court imposed sanctions belies Mr. Stem.'s own claim he was unaware of 

the sanctions. Additionally, Mr. Stem himself admitted he was aware of dismissals 

and sanctions and took no action. 

Mr. Stem was aware of the Judge's concerns as indicated by.his meeting by 

Judge Griffis. Any problems with Judges were reported directly by Beverly 

McComas and Miriam Mendieta to David Stem as testified by Michelle Mason 

and David Stem himself, however he denies awareness of Judges Davis and 

Kartarek's concerns. Mr. Stem claims human error on Judges Francis and Cox 

complaints . 

. By the end of2008-2009, David Stem was personally aware of the problems 

as testified by Miriam Mendieta. She discussed with him the specifics ·of the Show 

Cause Orders and the volume of cases. His response was to reject the suggestion 

regarding reduction in business because the sale of the back office would solve the 

problem. Thereafter, he stopped the contact with the Judiciary until he was 

terminated by his clients. 

As to ~he obligation to reject cases when one cannot diligently and 

competently handle, David Stem was aware of the numerous problems and 

sanctions, therefore, he had knowledge of the problem. He was aware of missed 

hearings which resulted in sanctions as supported by Michelle Mason's testimony. 

His claim that 40 mistakes in affidavits out of 237,000 cases was rpinor is not 
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appropriate. Although Mr. Stern admitted asking for a reduction, he never refused 

cases. The attempted changes in 2010 to· create another level of supervisor came 

too late. David Stem was reactive to problems rather than proactive with the 
' 

monitoring of compHance with firm standards and the Bar Rules. 

As to Mr. Stem's claim that supervisory structure may have been an attempt 

to provide that the paralegal' s conduct was compatible with the professional 

obligations of the lawyer; Cheryl Sammons overrode that structure and· was 

permitted to do so by Mr. Stem. 

The evidence established that 42 assignments of mortgage filed in the public 

records were not properly notarized by notaries and attorneys' fees affidavits were 

not notarized contemporaneously with their execution by independent expert 

attorneys. The assignments of mortgage issue came to Mr. Stem's attention in 

early 2009, although the evidence shows the p~oblem existed in 2005. Re-training 

of the Firm's notaries to emphasize the requirement of contemporaneous 

notarization with the execution failed to correct the problem. 

In 2010, the improper notarization of attorneys' fees affidavits was 

discovered. As to whether Mr. Stern was aware of this issue prior to its 

occurrence, the evidence showed that Mr. Stem saw independent experts . in the 

office purportedly exe9uting affidavits of reasonab~e attorneys' fees. .Howev~r, 

this does not address if the notary wa:s present to properly notarize the affidavits. 
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Mr.· Stem's efforts to ensure that the Firm had measures in ·place giving 

reasonable a,ssurance that notaries' and non attorneys' conduct was compatible 

with the professional obligations of the lawyers was insufficient. By law, each 

notary had taken an oath as required by- Chapter .117, Florida Statutes. Each non 

attorney/notary was "supervised"; however, the errors in procedure were not 

caught and corrected. 

Mr. Stem failed to establish appropriate monitoring to determine if 

compliance was occurring after three different discoveries of non compliance with 

the notary obligation. Mr. Stem "had to know" about these improprieties because 

of his close working relationship with Cheryl Samons, his frequent presence in the 

Firm's office~ and because any problems were reported to him by the supervisors. 

Therefore, this evidence is sufficient to carry the Florida Bar's burden of 

demonstrating a Rule violation by clear and convincing evidence. 

With respect to the third category of alleged misconduct - Mr. Stem's failure 

to tend to and/or withdraw· in the pending foreclosure case.s, the evidence 

established that the Firm's clients terminated their relationship in November 2010. 

The clients .withdrew their files, instructed no further action be taken on their 

behalf, and stated that they would be engaging successor counsel. Despite Mr. 

Stern's suggestions to complete the cases, the clients. decided to remove their files 

forcing a·significant reduction in workforce. 
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Continuances and motions to withdraw were filed. The Firm signed 

stipulations for the substitution of counsel when advised of the successor counsel. 

TJ?.e Firm attempted to get .the motions to withdraw placed on mass hearings in 

some jurisdiCtions. However, thousands of other cases remaine.d in limbo and no 

action was taken because of lack of personnel and financial resources. 

The Court finds that Mr. Stem violated the applicable Rule by virtue of his 

failure to continue handling of the withdrawals on pending foreclosure cases. The 

Court finds that the various manner of handling, including the attempts to set 

motions to withdraw for bulk hearings, were an attempt to be reasonable. [See, e.g., 

Public Defender, Eleventh Judicial Circuit of Florida v. State, 115 So. 3d 261, 274 

(Fla. 2013)] However, he stopped these· procedures in March 2011 leaving 

thousands of cases unattended which affected the court system and the parties 

involved. 

Finally, Mr. Stem ignored the Fifth District Court of Appeals when he was 

ordered to file a response, ordered to show cause, and ordered to appear. All 

· notices were sent to his record Bar address between December 2010 and February 

2011 and received. Michelle Mason testified that the office was operating with 

limited staff. I find Mr. Stem's complete failure to address or acknowledge the 

authority of the appellate court not only constitutes a violation of the ·Rules 

Regulating the Florida Bar, but an affront to the court system. 
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I recommend that Respondent be found guilty of violating the following 

Rules Regulating The Florida Bar: 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct as adopted by the rules governing The Florida Bar is a cause for 

discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards. of professional conduct to be observed by 

members of the bar are not limited to the observance of rules and avoidance of 

prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein of certain categories of misconduct as 

constituting grounds for discipline shall not be ~eemed to be all-inclusive nor shall 

the failure to specify any particular act of misconduct be construed as tolerance. 
) 

°The commission by a lawyer.of any act that is unlawful or contrary to honesty and 

justice, whether the act is committed in the course of the attorney's relations as an 

attorney or otherwise, whether committed within or outside the state of Florida, 

and whether.or not the act is a felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a cause for 

discipline.]; 4-1.3 [A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness in 

representing a client.]; 4-1.16(a)(3) [Except as stated in subd~vision (c), a lawyer 

shall not represent a client or, where representation has· commenced, shall 

withdraw from the representation of a client if the lawyer is discharg~d.]; 4-1.16( d) 

[Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent 

reasonably practicable to protect a client's interest, such as giving reasonable notice 

to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, surrendering papers 

and property to which the client is entitled, and refunding any advance payl'D:ent of 
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fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawJer may retain papers 

and other property relating to or belonging to the client to the extent permitted by 

law.]; 4-3.2 [A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to expedite litigation 

consistent with the interests of the client.]; 4-3.4(c) [A lawyer shall not knowingly 

disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal ·except for an open refusal based 

on an assertion that no valid obligation exists.]; 4-5.l(a) [Duties Concerning 

Adherence to Rules of Professi~nal Conduct: A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer 
., 

who individually or together with other lawyers P.ossesses comparable managerial 

authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in 

effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers therein conform to the 

Rules of Professional .Conduct.]; 4-5.l(b) [Supervisory Lawyer's Duties. Any 

lawyer havip.g direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make 

reasonable efforts to ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.]; 4-5.l(c) [Responsibility for Rules Violations. A lawyer 

shall be responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders the specific conduct or, with knowledge thereof, 

ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable 

managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer practices or has 

direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of the conduct at a 

time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 
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reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(b) [Supervisory Responsibility. With respect to 

a nonlawyer. employed or retained by or associated with a lawyer or an authorized . 

business entity as defined elsewhere in these Rules Regulating The Florida Bar; 

(1) a partner, and a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers 

possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable 

efforts to ensure that the firm has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance 

that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the 

lawyer; (2) a lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall 

make reasonable efforts to ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the 

professional obligations of the lawyer; and (3) a lawyer shall be responsible for 

conduct of such a person that would be a violation 'of the Rules of Professional 

Conduct if engaged in by a lawyer if: (A) the lawyer orders or, with the 

knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or (B) the lawyer 

is a partner or has comparable managerial authority in the law firm in which the 

person is employed, or has direct supervisory authority over the person, and knows 

of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but 

fails to take reasonable remedial action.]; 4-5.3(c) [Ultimate Responsibility of 

Lawyer. Although paralegals or legal assistants may perform the duties delegated 

to them by the lawyer without the presence or active involvement of the lawyer, 

the lawyer shall review and be responsible for the work product of the paralegals 
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or legal assistants.]; 4-8.4(a) [A lawyer shall not violate or attempt to violate the 

Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do 

so through the acts of another.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct 

involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation .... ]; and 4-8.4(d) [A 

lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through 

callous indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, 

witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not limited 

to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 

status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, employment, or physical 

characteristic.]. 

IV. STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING LA WYER SANCTIONS 

I considered the following Standards to be applicable: 

Standard 4.41: Disbarment is appropriate when: (a) a lawyer abandons the 

practice and causes serious or potentially .serious injury to a client; or (b) a lawyer 

knowingly fails to perform services for a client and causes serious or potentially 

serious injury to a client; or ( c) a lawyer engages in a pattern of neglect with 

re$pect to client matters and causes serious or potentially serious injury to a client. 

Standard 6.21: Disb_arment is appropriate when a lawyer knowingly violates 

a court order or rule with the intent to obtain a bene_fit for the lawyer or another, 
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and causes serious injury or potentially serious injury to a party or causes serious 

or potentially serious interference with a legal proceeding. 

Standard 7 .1 : Disbarment is appropriate when a lawyer intentionally 

engages in conduct that is a violation of a duty owed as a professional with the 

intent to obtain a benefit for the lawyer or another, and causes senous or 

potentially serious injury to a client, the public, or the legal system. 

V. CASELAW 

Given the magnitude of the misconduct and its widespread impact on the 

judiciary and public, cJisbarment is the appropriate sanction. Most recently the 

Supreme CoUrt: of Florida was confronted with a case in which an office manager 

of a firm misappropriated funds.· . The Court addressed the responsibility of the 

firm's two partners, who they disl:>,arred. 

As th~ referee stated, "Respondents cannot abdicate, by delegation to 
the booldceeper, the ultimate responsibility for trust account 
maintenance .... " Their failure to exercise care and discretion in 
managing the trust account resulted in a massive theft of client 
funds-approximately $4.3 8 million was stolen from the account. If 
Respondents had adhered to the minimum trust account requirements 
set forth in the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, they could have 
safeguarded their clients from this enormous amount of theft. While 
recognizing Respondents argument that the funds had been stolen by 
Booldceeper, the referee concluded that this argument might hold for 
an isolated and recent conversion of trust funds, but the sheer size of 
the $4.38 million deficit proves that Bookkeeper had been embezzling 
for many months, if not years. Respondents had tried to delegate their 
responsibilities to a non-lawyer employee in the firm, and did not 
effectively monitor the employee or the trust account. As the referee 
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noted, the ultimate responsibility for the trust account monies rests 
with Respondents. They are the lawyers. 

The Florida Bar v. Rousso and Roth, 117 So,.3dd 756 (Fla. 2013) 

~· Stem is similarly situated. His failure to exercise care resulted in 

massive injury to the system. The incidents were not isolated, but rather a 

representation of the culture of the firm, as to the low level of competence and 

ethics. He is the lawyer. It was his firm. Mr. Steil?- is responsible.5 

In The Florida Bar v. Riggs, 944 So.2d 167 (Fla. 2006), that attorney was 

suspended for three years when he assigned responsibilities to his paralegal and 

failed to supervise her. Here, the lack of supervision is massive. 

In The Florida Bar v. Ribowsky-Cruz, 529 So.2d 1100 (Fla. 1988) the 

Supreme Court of Florjda disbarred an attorney who abandoned her law practice. 

That is precisely what Mr. Stem did when he announced his intentions to the Chief 

Judges of this state in his letter dated March 4, 2011 and failed to take any action 

on the remaining cases in which no withdrawal occured. 

5 I note that the Supreme Court of Florida recently approved a 91-day suspension 
for attorney Marshall Watson. The Florida Bar v. Watson, 117 So.3d 413 (Fla. 
2013). Although that case did involve lack of supervision in a large foreclosure 
firm causing problems in the legal system, there are vast differences. Mr. Watson 
expressed deep remorse and did agree to discipline, without the need for the Bar to 
proceed to trial. Mr. Watson also suffered consequences when he agreed to and 
paid a $2,000,000 penalty to the Attorney General's office. Also, Mr. Watson's 
case did not involve the illtentional abandonment of files throughout the state. 
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Further, Mr. Stem was publicly reprimanded in 2002. The misconduct 

involved an affidavit that contained inaccurate information. The instant matter, in 

part, involves· false information in affidavits and assignments in David Stem's 

office. The -repetition of the same misconduct establishes that Mr. Stem has no 

regard for the requirements and responsibilities of the Rules Regulating The 

Florida Bar. 

Additionally, Mr. Stern's lett~r of abandonment states that he did not J::iave 

the financial resources to properly withdraw from his pending cases. Mr. Stem's . 

declaration revealed his net worth and that he did in fact possess sufficient 

resources to properly withdraw from cases. I am not persuaded by his argument 

that his reference to lack offinancialTesources related to the firm's net worth only. 

David Stern and the firm are one entity. His statement was a misrepresentation. I 

find it to be an aggravating circumstance in these proceedings. 

Mr. Stem has not expressed any remorse in these proceedings. He has taken 

no responsibility. The mistake or difficulties are the actions of others. 

Lastly, Mr. Stem has not presented me with any evidence of mitigation. As 

such, I have no basis to recede from the Bar's recommendation of disbarment. It is 

the appropriate result. 

VI. RECOJ\1MENDATION AS TO DISCIPLINARY l\1EASURES TO 
BEAPPLIED 
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I recommend that respondent .be found guilty of misconduct justifying 

disciplinary measures, and that respondent be disciplined by: 

A. Disbarment. 

B. Payment of The Florida.Bar's costs in these proceedings. 

VII. PERSONAL HISTORY, PAST DISCIPLINARY RECORD 

Prior to recommending discipline pursuant to Rule 3-7.6(k)(l), I considered 

the following: 

A. Personal History of Respondent; 

Age: 53 
I 

Date admitted to the Bar: November 27, 1991 

B. Aggravating Factors: 

9.22(a) prior discipline: October 24, 2002 - public reprimand before 
the Board of Governors 

9 .22(b) dishonest or selfish motive 

.9 .22( c) a pattern of misconduct 

9 .22( d) multiple offenses 

9 .22(g) refusal to acknowledge wrongful nature of conduct 

9.22(h) vulnerability of victim (court system) 

9.22(i) substantial experience in the practice of law (admitted 1991) · 

C. Mitigating Factors: 

None 
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VIII. STATE:MENT OF COSTS AND MANNER IN WHICH COSTS SHOULD 
BE TAXED 

I find the following costs were reasonably incurred by The Florida Bar: 

Administrative Fee 
Investigativ·e Costs 
Bar Counsel Costs 
Court Reporters' Fees 

. Witness Expenses 
Expert Witness Brian Spector 

TOTAL 

$ 1,250.00 
7,340.33 
8,374.26 

14,810.73 
2,992.30 

15,000.00 

$49,767.62 

It is recommended that such costs be charged to Respondent and that interest 

· at the statutory rate shall accrue and be deemed delinquent 3 0 days after the 

judgment in this case becomes final unless paid in full or otherwise deferred by the 

Board of Governors of The Fforida Bar. 
t/~ 

Dated this ;23 day of October, 2013. 
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Original To:. 

Clerk of the Supreme Court of Florida, Supreme Court Building, 500 South Duval 
Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1927 

Conformed Copies to: 

Jeffrey Allep Tew, Respondent's Counsel, Tew Cardenas, LLP, 1441 Brickell 
Avenue, Floor 15, Miami, FL 33131-3429, jt@tewlaw.com 

Randi Klayman Lazarus, Bar Couns.el, The Florida Bar, Ft. Lauderdale Branch 
Office, Lake Shore Plaza II, 1300 Concord Terrace, Suite 130, Sunrise, Florida 
33323, rlazarus@flabar.org 

Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar, at his designated email address of 
kmarvin@flabar.org 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORJDA 

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case 
No. SC-. 

Complainant, 

v. 
The Florida Bar File 
No. 2012-51,389 (171) 

JORGE LUIS SUAREZ, 

Respondent. 

CONDTTTONAL GUILTY PLEA FOR CONSENT JUDGMENT 

COMES NOW, the undersigned respondent, Jorge Luis Suarez, and files this 

Conditional Guilty Plea for Consent Judgment pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 

3-7.9(a). · 

1. Respondent is, and at all times mentioned herein was, a member of 

The Florida Bar, subject to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Florida. 

2. The respondent is currently the subject of a Florida Bar disciplinary 

matter which has been assigned The Florida Bar file number above. 

3. The respondent submits this Conditional Guilty Plea for Consent 

Judgment prior to the filing of a formal complaint, pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. 

Bar 3-7.9(a), as a final resolution of this disciplinary matter. 

4. For purposes of this Consent Judgment, respondent stipulates that the 

following statements are true: 
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A. In or about 1997, respondent began executing attorney 

fee affidavits for the Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. Respondent 

performed these tasks as an independent contractor in the role of 

expert concerning the reasonable, acceptable, and appropriate attorney 

fees in mortgage foreclosure actions which were being prosecuted by 

the Stem law fiim. The only cases wherein respondent rendered an 

expert opinion were in those cases wherein the Stem law firm was 

charging their client a minimal flatfee'for all service·s rendered and 

respondent did not render expert opinions on contested cases wherein 

the Stem law firm was billing hourly for their services. It was 

respondent's understanding that the expert affidavits respondent 

provided were never challenged on the reasonableness of the fees 

charged by the Stem law firm. 

B. In 2008, respondent was also retained by the Stem law 

firm as "coverage counsel" to attend hearings in the Miami-Dade 

County Courthouse, and respondent ceased acting as a fee expert for 

the Miami-Dade County foreclosure cases. 

C. During the years 2006 - 2010, respondent processed 

approximately 700 - 1200 files/affidavits per month on average. The 

following represents an estimate by year of the total number of 
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affidavits respondent executed: 2006 - 8,500; 2007 - 8,500; 2008 -

12,000; 2009 - 12,000; 2010 - 12,000. Additionally, respondent was 

attended up to 3 00 hearings a month. 

D. For the majority of the time frame at issue, respondent 

personally appeared at the offices of the Stern law firm and reviewed 

files. In approximately mid-2010, a new system was begun whereby 

respondent could review files "remotely" from his home or. office 

compl1ter and download and print the c01Tesponding affidavit. These 

affidavits done remotely were notarized by respondent's staff and 

delivered to the Stem law firm. 

E. An unknown number of the affidavits processed by 

respondent from 2007 - 2010 were not executed by him in the 

presence of a notary. After finishing a stack of files and affidavits, 

respondent would give them to a member of Stem's staff and 

acknowledge that he had executed the affidavits. On more than one 

occasion, respondent executed an expert affidavit without reviewing 

the peiiinent file, but would note this was only done on flat fee cases. 

Due to the passage of time, and the large number of affidavits that 

were executed over a three year period, respondent is unce1iain of the 
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accurate number of times that he executed affidavits outside the 

presence of a notary or without having reviewed a file. 

5. The respondent is acting freely and voluntarily in this matter, and 

tenders this Plea without fear or threat of coercion. Respondent is represented in 

this matter. 

6. Respondent admits that his participation in the flawed process as set 

forth above, constitutes a violation of the following Rules Regulating The Florida 

Bar: · 3-4.2 [Violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct as adopted by the rnles 

governing The Florida Bar is a cause for discipline.]; 3-4.3 [The standards of 

professional conduct to be observed by members of the bar are not limited to the 

observance of rules and avoidance of prohibited acts, and the enumeration herein 

of certain categories of misconduct as constituting grounds for discipline shall not 

be deemed to be all-inclusive nor shall the failure to specify any p~rticufar act of 

misconduct be construed as tolerance thereof. The commission by a lawyer of any 

act that is unlawful or contrary to honesty and justice, whether the act is committed 

in the course of the att01ney' s relations as an attorney or otherwise, whether 

committed within or outside the state of Florida, and whether or not the act is a 

felony or misdemeanor, may constitute a cause for discipline.]; 4-8.4(c) [A lawyer 

shall not engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or 

misrepresentation, except that it shall not be professional misconduct for a lawyer 
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for a criminal law enforcement agency or regulatory agency to advise others about 

or to supervise another in an undercover investigation, unless prohibited by law or 

rule, and it shall not be professional misconduct for a lawyer employed in a 

capacity other than as a lawyer by a criminal law enforcement agency or regulatory 

agency to participate in an undercover investigation, unless prohibited by law or 

1ule.]; and 4-8.4(d) [A lawyer shall not engage in conduct in connection with the 

practice of law that is prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to 

knowingly, ot through callous indifference, disparage, hrnniliate, or discriminate· 

against litigants, jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, 

including, but not limited to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, 

national origin, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic 

status, employment, or physical characteristic.]. 

7. Respondent asserts that the following mitigating factors set forth in· 

Florida Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions are applicable: 

A. Absence of a prior disciplinary record; 

B. Absence of a dishonest or selfish motive; 

C. Full and Free disclosure to the disciplinary board or cooperative 

attitude toward proceedings. 

D. Remorse. 
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8. Respondent agrees to the following disciplinary sancti~m as the final 

resolution of this matter: 

A. Suspension from the practice of law for a period of 91 days and 

continuing thereafter until reinstated in accordance with R. Regulating 

Fla. Bar 3-7.10. 

B. Payment of The Florida Bar's costs in this matter. 

9. The Florida Bar has approved this proposed plea in the manner 

required by Rule 3-7.9. 

10. If this plea is not finally approved by the Supreme Court of Florida, 

then it shall be of no effect and may not be used by the parties in any way. 

11. If this plea is approved, then the respondent agrees to pay all 

reasonable costs associated with this case pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-

7. 6( q) in the amount of $1,250.00. These costs are due within 30 days of the court 

order. Respondent agrees that ifthe costs are not paid within 30 days of this 

court's order becomih:g final, the respondent shall pay interest on- any unpaid costs 

at the statutory rate. Respondent further agrees not to attempt to discharge the 

obligation for payment of the Bar's costs in any future proceedings, including but 

not limited to, a petition for bankruptcy. Respondent shall be deemed delinquent 

and ineligible to practice law pursua_nt to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 1-3.6 ifthe cost 
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judgment is not satisfied within 30 days of the final court order, unless deferred by 

the Board of Governors of The Florida Bar. 

12. The respondent acknowledges the obligation to pay the costs of this 

proceeding and that payment is evidence of strict compliance with the conditions 

of any disciplinary order or agreement, and is also evidence of good faith and fiscal 

responsibility. Respondent understands that failure to pay the costs of this 

proceeding will reflect adversely on any other Bar disciplinary matter in which the 

respondent is involved. 

13. This Conditional Guilty Plea for Consent Judgment fully complies 

with all requirements of The Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 

Dated this /'-/- '"f'"'I- day of January, 2014. 

~et~ 
Respondent 
3735 S.W. 8th Street, Suite 101 
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 
(305) 445-2944 
Florida Bar No. 844950 
jorgesuarezlaw@aol.com 
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Dated this 9.-)....v~ day of January, 2014 

·Dated this 

Kevin . Tynan 
Counsel for Respondent 
Richardson & Tynan, P.L.C. 
8142 North University Drive 
Tamarac, FL 33321-1708 
(954) 721-7300 
Florida Bar No. 810722 
ktynan@rtlawoffice.com 

I Pf' f>"1>6'°J 
i A. day of .~0m1ft~ 1014. 

/4~4; -
Randi Klayman Lazarus, Bar Counsel 
The Florida Bar 
Ft. Lauderdale Branch Office 
Lake Shore Plaza II 
1300 Concord Te1Tace, Suite 130 
Sunrise, Florida 33323 
(954) 835-0233 
Florida Bar No. 360929 
rlazarus@flabar.org 
mcasco@flabar.org 
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~uprtmt Qtourt of jflortba 

THE FLORIDA BAR 

Complainant( s) 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 7, 2014 

CASE NO.: SC13-643 
Lower Tribunal No(s).: 2010-51,725(171); 

2011-50,154(171); 
2011-50,213(171); 
2011-50,216(171); 
2011-50,511(171); 
2011-50,695(171);; 
2011-50,850(171); 
2011-50,949(171); 
2011-51,192(171); 
2011-51,322(171); 
2011-51,329(171); 
2011-51,369(171); 
2011-51,433(171); 
2011-51,497(171); 
2011-51,696(171); 
2011-51,868(171); 
2012-50,144(171) 

vs. DA VlD JAMES STERN 

Respondent( s) 

The uncontested report of the referee is approved and respondent is disbarred, 

effective thirty days from the date of this order so that respondent can close out his 

practice and protect the interests of existing clients. If respondent notifies this 

Court in writing that he is no longer practicing and does not need the thirty days to 

protect existing clients, this Court will enter an order making the disbarment 

effective immediately. Respondent shall fully comply with Rule Regulating the 

Florida Bar 3-5 .1 (h). Further, respondent shall accept no new business from the 

date this order is filed. 
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CASE NO.: SC13-643 
Page Two 

Judgment is entered for The Florida Bar, 651 East Jefferson Street, 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300, for recovery of costs from David James Stem in 

the amount of $49, 125. 02, for which sum let execution issue. 

Not final until time expires to file motion for rehearing, and if filed, 

determined. The filing of a motion for rehearing shall not alter the effective date of 

this disbarment. 

POLSTON, C.J., and PARIENTE, LEWIS, QUINCE, CANADY, LABARGA, and 

PERRY, JJ., concur. 

A True Copy 
Test: 

g ___ 2 __ 
John A. Toniasino 
Clerk~ Supreme Court 

kb 
Served: 

RANDI KLAYMAN LAZARUS 
JEFFREY ALLEN TEW 
LORAYNE PEREZ 
KENNETHLAWRENCEMARVIN 
HON. NANCY PEREZ, JUDGE 
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~upreme ~ourt of jflortba 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2014 

CASE NO.: SC13-2404 
Lower Tribunal No(s).: 2011-50,538 (17I) 

THE FLORIDA BAR vs. MIRIAM L. MENDIETA 

Complainant( s) Respondent( s) 

The conditional guilty plea and consent judgment for discipline are approved 
and respondent is suspended from the practice of law for ninety days, effective 
thirty days from the date of this order so that respondent can close out her practice 
and protect the interests of existing clients. If respondent notifies this Court in 
writing that she is no longer practicing and does not need the thirty days to protect 
existing clients, this Court will enter an order making the suspension effective 
immediately. Respondent shall fully comply with Rule Regulating the Florida Bar 
3-5 .1 (h). In addition, respondent shall accept no new business from the date this 
order is filed until she is reinstated. Respondent is further directed to comply with 
all other terms and conditions of the consent judgment. 

Judgment is entered for The Florida Bar, 651 East Jefferson Street, 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300, for recovery of costs from Miriam L. Mendieta in 
the amount of $1,840.95, for which sum let execution issue. 

Not final until time expires to file motion for rehearing, and if filed, 
determined. The filing of a motion for rehearing shall not alter the effective date of 
this suspension. 

POLSTON, C.J., and PARIENTE, LEWIS, QUINCE, CANADY, LABAR GA, and 
PERRY, JJ., concur. 

A True Copy 
Test: 

~omasino 
Clerk,Suprem.eCourt 

kb 
Served: 
RANDI KLAYMAN LAZARUS 
MIRIAM L. MENDIETA 
ADRIA E. QUINTELA 
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September4, 2010 

Florida's High-Speed Answer to a Foreclosure 
Mess 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON and GERALDINE FABRIKANT 

TEN days from now, a four-bedroom house on a cul-de-sac in Middleburg, Fla., is scheduled to be auctioned 

off at the Clay County courthouse, 25 miles south of Jacksonville. 

A judge who recently took over their foreclosure case has ordered Rodney Waters; his fiancee, Terri Reese; 
and their four children to leave the home they bought in 2006. 

Mr. Waters, a supervisor at a local packaging company and the family's sole breadwinner, fell behind on his 

mortgage two years ago after his property taxes jumped unexpectedly. He now owes $264,000 on the house; 
a similar home down the street sold for $138,500 in February. 

The predicament of the Waters-Reese family is common in Florida today. The state routinely sets new 

records for foreclosures - in the second quarter, 20.13 percent of its mortgages were delinquent or in 

foreclosure, a national high, according to the Mortgage Bankers Association. And with housing prices still in 

a free fall, almost half of all borrowers in Florida owe more on their mortgages than their properties are 
worth, says CoreLogic, a data firm. 

While the Waters-Reese case may not be unusual in Florida, the coming auction of the home is still notable: 

it will be a result of the Florida Legislature's new effort to cut the number of foreclosures inching their way 

through the state's courts. Earlier this year, Florida earmarked $g.6 million to set up foreclosures-only 

courts across the state, staffed by retired judges. The goal of the program, which began in July, is to reduce 

the foreclosures backlog by 62 percent within a year. 

No one disputes that foreclosures dominate Florida's dockets and that something needs to be done to 

streamline a complex and emotionally wrenching process. But lawyers representing troubled borrowers 
contend that many of the retired judges called in from the sidelines to oversee these matters are so focused 

on cutting the caseload that they are unfairly favoring financial institutions at the expense of homeowners. 

Lawyers say judges are simply ignoring problematic or contradictory evidence and awarding the right to 

foreclose to institutions that have yet to prove they own the properties in question. 

"Now you show up and you get whatever judge is on the schedule and they have not looked at the file - they 

don't even look at the motions," says April Charney, a lawyer who represents imperiled borrowers at 

Jacksonville Area Legal Aid. "You get a five-minute hearing. It's a factory." 
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But Victor Tobin, chief judge in the 171h Judicial Circuit, which includes Broward County, defended the 

effort. "There are more assets devoted to those three foreclosure divisions in Broward than to any other 

division in the building in terms of case managers and that sort of thing to help the general public," he said. 
"The people who come get fully, fully heard." 

In any event, huge numbers of cases are being handled. In an article last week in The Florida Bar News, 

Belvin Perry Jr., chief judge for the state's Ninth Judicial Circuit, said that during July, 1,319 cases had been 
closed by three senior judges in the district's two counties, Orange and Osceola. 

Florida's foreclosure mess is made murkier by what analysts and lawyers involved in the process say are 

questionable practices by some law firms that are representing banks. Such tactics, these people say, have 

drawn out the process significantly, making it extremely lucrative for the lawyers and more draining for 
troubled homeowners. 

Doctored or dubious records presented in court as proof of a bank's ownership have become such a problem 

that Bill McCollum, the Florida attorney general, announced last month that his office was investigating the 

state's three largest foreclosure law firms representing lenders. 

"Thousands of final judgments of foreclosure against Florida homeowners may have been the result of the 

allegedly improper actions of these law firms," said Mr. McCollum in an interview. "We've had so many 

complaints that I am confident there is a great deal of fraud here." 

To be sure, adjudicating foreclosure cases is difficult, complicated by multiple transfers of mortgages and 

notes when a loan is sold, bewildering paperwork submitted by loan servicers and shoddy record-keeping by 
the many institutions that touched the mortgages during the byzantine securitization process that fueled the 

housing boom. 

Nevertheless, Florida law requires that before a financial institution can foreclose on a borrower, it must 

prove to the court that it actually has the standing to do so. In other words, it has to show that it is truly the 

owner. And this is done by demonstrating ownership of the note underlying the mortgage. 

The Waters case offers an example of how wrong things can go in complex foreclosure cases. 

While AmTrust, a failed Ohio bank that is now a division of New York Community Bank, said it owned the 

note and could foreclose, Mr. Waters's lawyer produced documents showing that Fannie Mae, the taxpayer

owned mortgage finance giant, was really the owner. 

In spite of the conflicting evidence, Aaron Bowden, the retired judge overseeing the case, made a summary 

judgment on Aug. 3, ruling that the property should go back to AmTrust. 

Mr. Bowden did not return phone calls seeking comment. 

Chip Parker, managing partner at Parker & DuFresne in Jacksonville, which represents Mr. Waters, said: 

"The threshold issue in any foreclosure case is who has the right to foreclose. We presented evidence to the 

judge that Fannie Mae owns the note and mortgage, and yet the judge ignored this crucial evidence." 
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Mr. Parker is concerned that some homeowners are victimized by the system. "What we are talking about is 

railroading homeowners through the rocket docket," he added. 

When contacted by a reporter on Thursday, a spokeswoman for Fannie Mae confirmed that it owned the 
note. 

David Tong, the lawyer representing AmTrust in the case, declined to comment on the matter. But on Friday, 

he did an about-face, filing papers with the court acknowledging that Fannie Mae owns the note. 

Clearing the Backlog 

Florida law requires that banks argue their cases before a judge if they want to recover property from 

borrowers in default, and 471,000 such cases were pending in Florida at the end of July, according to the 
Florida State Courts administration. 

Setting up discrete foreclosure courts statewide was seen as a way to help deal with the issue; consumer law 

experts say they aren't aware of any other state that has set up a temporary court to work down such a 
backlog. 

But it is paradoxical, say lawyers representing homeowners in the cases, that Florida's attorney general 

acknowledges problems in the cases while retired judges, intent on reducing caseloads, seem unconcerned 

about those same problems - like flaws in the banks' documentation of ownership. 

"The most shocking thing of all is the A.G.'s office understands the problem and yet the court system turns a 
blind eye to the fact that mortgage servicers are the problem," says Margery Golant, a lawyer in South 

Florida and a former executive at Ocwen, a large mortgage servicing company. "In the meantime, 

neighborhoods are being destroyed, homeowners' associations are being destroyed, and the tax base is being 
clobbered." 

Steven P. Combs, a lawyer at Combs, Greene, McLester, who formerly was general counsel to the Fourth 

Judicial Circuit as well as a family law magistrate, says the entire process may be unconstitutional. 

The Florida Supreme Court has consistently recognized the need to hire retired judges on a temporary basis, 

Mr. Combs said, and has ruled that such a "temporary" use is constitutional. 

But because the retired judges are being given foreclosure assignments "repeatedly and consecutively" to the 

point of usurping the elected judges' jurisdiction over all residential foreclosure cases, he said, their use may 

not qualify as temporary and could thus violate the Florida constitution. 

The fact that these judges are being paid to reduce the court's case load creates a perception among 

homeowners that the judges have a financial interest in dispensing cases prematurely, Mr. Combs said, 

creating a potential bias against borrowers and possibly violating their right to due process. 

He pointed to a recent case in Broward County in which a retired judge refused to postpone a borrower's 

foreclosure sale even though the bank had agreed to it. The judge stated that she was there to "dispose of 

cases." 
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"If you are an individual whose house is being foreclosed and you hear these judges are being paid to clean 

out the backlog, under a realistic appraisal of human tendencies, do you think that the average judge would 
be biased in favor of prematurely terminating your case to clean out the backlog?" Mr. Combs asked. 

J. Thomas McGrady, chief judge in the Sixth Judicial Circuit, said in a press release announcing the 

program: "We have to clear these cases because of the negative impact they are having on other civil 

litigation. The real estate crisis has placed a tremendous burden on our judges, and people with other types 
of pending litigation are also entitled to their day in court." 

Who Owns the Notes? 

A foreclosure crisis that has forced millions of delinquent borrowers from their homes across Florida and 

elsewhere has also created enormous profits for the law firms and foreclosure servicers that represent banks 

and financial services in these actions. 

Among the busiest of these firms are the three under investigation by Florida's attorney general: the Law 

Offices of Marshall C. Watson; Shapiro & Fishman; and the Law Offices of David J. Stern. 

"These law firms appear to be mills," says Mr. McCollum. "They submit false documents, fabricate the 

documents, or the documents actually don't exist. They wanted to speed the process up because the faster 

they get the foreclosures done the better." 

But Mr. Stern said: "I can't speak for the other firms, but I can assure you there has not been submission of 

fraudulent documents. We feel a lot of it is politically motivated. We have done nothing wrong and are going 
to cooperate fully." 

Lawyers for the other two firms also disputed the attorney general's contentions, maintaining that they work 
diligently on behalf of their clients. 

Borrowers' lawyers say they confront dubious practices, often involving false documentation "proving" who 

owns the note on a given property. 

Typically, they say, this involves questionable affidavits asserting ownership of a note because the actual 

document has been lost or cannot be produced. Because the affidavits are often signed by bank 

representatives who have a stake in the outcome, they should not be allowed as evidence, borrowers' lawyers 

say. 

Yet they routinely are introduced as evidence; the Waters case involves such an affidavit signed by an 

AmTrust official. 

The problem of who owns the note is a result of the process of bundling home loans into securities and 

selling them to investors - a common practice in the housing boom. This meant that notes documenting 
ownership on a property were repeatedly transferred, blurring the identity of exactly who controlled the 

note. 
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Documents showing that a note has been assigned to a foreclosing bank are often dated after a foreclosure, 
meaning that the bank bringing the case may not have the right to foreclose. 

Other questions arise involving documents with improper notary stamps and wildly different signatures on 

legal papers supposedly prepared by the same person, borrowers' lawyers say. 

In a case in May 2009, Thomas E. Ice, a defense lawyer at Ice Legal in Royal Palm Beach, Fla., took the 
deposition of Cheryl Samons, an operations manager at the David J. Stern law firm. He asked her about 

instances at the firm of backdating the assignment of mortgages to allow foreclosures to go forward. 

Mr. Ice and his wife, Ariane, who works with him, had found problems with notary stamps on mortgage 

assignments. "Many assignments of mortgages were signed and notarized with a stamp that had not been 

issued at the time of the signing, reflecting that the assignment was backdated," Mr. Ice says. 

In her court deposition with Mr. Ice, Ms. Samons testified that she was both an executive of the entity that 

handles the mortgage transfers and an officer at the Stern firm. Mr. Ice says that this creates a conflict of 

interest because clients of the Stern firm - most of the nation's major banks - benefit from the transfer. 

The law firm helps its own clients by "creating an illusion that the signing took place before and it did not," 

says Mr. Ice. 

Mr. Stern attributed any backdating to sloppiness on the part of paralegals and said that it had since been 

corrected. 

As for Ms. Samons's dual roles at the mortgage transfer registry and the law firm, he responded that, "We 

believe it is a solid practice." 

Ms. Samons did not return phone calls seeking comment. 

Another popular practice that ties up courts' calendars occurs after a foreclosure is granted and the property 

is scheduled to be returned to the bank. As ownership shifts from borrower to bank, so do all the obligations 

associated with it, like payment of homeowners' association dues. 

But few banks want to pay these bills, so firms representing them move to delay the final step in the process 

by canceling the sale of a foreclosed property at the last minute, court officials say. This does not require the 

banks to restart the foreclosure process, but it keeps the property in the hands of the borrower, who remains 

responsible for maintenance and association dues. 

Earlier this year, Jennifer D. Bailey, administrative judge in Miami-Dade County, said such cancellations 

were occurring in 55 percent of cases in her district. In July, she instituted new rules to reduce last-minute 

cancellations, including a requirement that a judge hear the reason. 

"There was huge volume to start with and then with this extra bogus stuff going on, the courts were cross

eyed from it," says Ms. Golant. "There is a certain amount of truth to the gridlock, but the reason for the 

gridlock is the foreclosure firms are practically running the courtrooms." 

One Firm, Many Cases 
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The lawyer most closely identified with Florida's foreclosure morass is David J. Stern. He is something of a 

mystery man within the foreclosure world; it is impossible to reach him by phone since his name is not in the 

firm's voice-mail directory and, until recently, there were no publicly available photographs of him. 

Several prominent borrowers' lawyers who have litigated against his firm say they have never met him. 

Operating out of a gleaming eight-story office building in Plantation, Fla., Mr. Stern, 50, has come a long way 

from the South Texas College of Law, from which he graduated in 1986. He spent his early career as a 

quality-control lawyer for Gerald Shapiro, a lawyer who represented mortgage lenders. He opened his own 

firm in 1994; Fannie Mae voted him attorney of the year in 1998. 

Mr. Stern's company, which now includes a law firm and ancillary foreclosure support businesses, employs 

more than 900 people. The firm filed 70,382 foreclosure cases last year. 

Critics say the Stern firm has been able to handle this high volume because its lawyers frequently refuse to 

work with borrowers and are very aggressive about pushing cases through the courts even when there are 

questions about the documentation. 

Mr. Stern sees it differently. "I refer to us as an efficient law firm with a specialization in mortgage lending,"' 

he responded. "Should I feel ashamed that I have built a successful practice?" he asked. "No one references 

how committed I am, how I built my firm and how I work 20 hours a day." 

But some question the thoroughness of the firm's work. Bill Warner, a private investigator in Sarasota, said 

the Stern firm filed a foreclosure suit against him on behalf of Deutsche Bank Financial Trust in January 

2009. But the bank did not own the property and the suit erred by including in its claims a federal tax lien on 

another person with the same name but a different Social Security number, Mr. Warner said. 

Mr. Warner's mortgage was actually owned by Countrywide, which had sold it to Wells Fargo. "I fought them 

myself for a year and a half," he recalls. "In the meantime, we did a loan modification with Wells Fargo but 

Mr. Stern's firm pursued the foreclosure on the property anyway." 

Last May, Mr. Warner filed a motion to dismiss the case, alleging submission of a fraudulent document 

because Deutsche Bank was not owner of the note. He filed another motion questioning the credibility of the 

Stern firm and the lawyer on the case, he said. On June 14, Deutsche Bank withdrew the case. 

Earlier this year Mr. Stern, who has profited handsomely from the foreclosure trade, sold the part of his 

operation that provides support services for his firm's foreclosure work- DJS Processing -to a public 

company called the Chardan 2008 China Acquisition Corporation. The processing company and affiliates 

generated revenue of $260 million in 2009, financial filings show. 

Brian Foley, a compensation consultant in White Plains, concluded that Mr. Stern made $17.8 million in 

2008, including $12.64 million in compensation and nonrecurring benefits of $4.36 million. In the deal with 

Chardan, Mr. Stern and his affiliates were paid $93·5 million: $58.5 million in cash and $35 million after the 
transaction closed, according to government filings. In addition, Mr. Stern got a promissory note for $52.49 

million to be paid out over the next couple of years. 
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In recent years, Mr. Stern and his wife, Jeanine, have bought nearly $60 million in real estate, mostly in 

Florida, property records show. Their Mediterranean-style home on Harborage Isle Drive, in a gated 

community in Fort Lauderdale, faces water on two sides and cost almost $14 million. Not far away, in 

Hillsboro Beach, the Sterns bought two waterfront properties for $17 million. 

Mr. Stern also spent $6.8 million last year on a 9,273-square-foot apartment at the Castillo Grand 
Residences in Fort Lauderdale, part of a Ritz-Carlton complex. He and his wife own two homes in Beaver 

Creek, Colo.; one was purchased in 2001 for $4.975 million, and another bought in 2007 for $14.2 million. 

His automobile collection may be worth $3 million, auto experts said; it includes a 2008 Bugatti, multiple 

Ferraris, Porsches and Mercedes and a Cadillac. 

This being Florida, Mr. Stern also collects boats. A 108-foot Mangusta yacht, Lady J, is for sale at $5.9 

million, Web postings show. It was replaced by a 130-foot yacht that cost about $20 million, according to an 

acquaintance who requested anonymity over concerns about Mr. Stern's influence in the community. 

In a nod to his foreclosure work, according to the acquaintance, Mr. Stern mused about possibly naming the 

larger yacht Su Casa Es Mi Casa - "Your House Is My House." But his wife and others cautioned against it, 

according to this acquaintance, and Mr. Stern named the boat "Misunderstood." Mr. Stern denies that he 

considered the "Su Casa Es Mi Casa" name. 

Resigned to Moving 

While Rodney Waters and Terri Reese are resigned to leaving their home and moving their family into a 

rental, they still face another problem. 

Under Florida law, a lender may pursue Mr. Waters for the difference between what it says he owes on the 

house and what it will fetch in a sale. Thanks to foreclosure fees and other charges, he owes almost double 

the $138,500 received in February by the seller of a neighboring house. 

Included in the amount that Mr. Waters owes is almost $10,000 in fees generated by AmTrust's lawyers in 
the case. Mr. Bowden, the retired judge overseeing the case, ordered Mr. Waters to pay the fees. 

His lawyer, Mr. Parker, had hoped to persuade the owner of the note to offer a new loan to his client in a 

smaller amount to reflect the reduced value in the property. He argued that this would be a better outcome 

for the lender and the borrower, since a foreclosure usually ends up costing a lender far more than does a 

principal write-down that leaves the borrower in the home. 

But with the judge ruling in favor of the lender, such a deal is unlikely. Mr. Parker filed an appeal late last 

week, but Mr. Waters may have to file for bankruptcy to stop the foreclosure sale. 
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9NEWS 

Florida's Foreclosure King Investigated For Questionable 
Practices 
Multimillionaire Attorney David Stern Amassed Fortune Foreclosing on Homes 

By RAY SANCHEZ 

Oct. 12, 2010-

A former paralegal with Florida's largest foreclosure law practice has told state investigators that the firm routinely 
signed court paperwork without reading it, misdated records, forged signatures and passed around notary stamps in the 
rush to foreclose on homes. 

"This is just the beginning really," the paralegal, Tammie Lou Kapusta, told ABCNews.com. "It's the tip of an extreme 
iceberg." 

The allegations are the latest leveled against the firm of multimillionaire attorney David J. Stem, who has amassed a 
fortune foreclosing on the homes of struggling families on behalf of lenders. The 50-year-old Stem even considered 
naming his $20-million yacht "Su Casa Es Mi Casa??? "Your House is My House," an acquaintance told the New York 
Times. After his wife and others reportedly cautioned against it, Stem settled on Misunderstood. He denied to the 
newspaper that he considered "Su Casa Es Mi Casa." 

"From David Stem's perspective, he's a lawyer given defaulted mortgages to foreclose in a court proceeding," said his 
lawyer, Jeffrey Tew. "So it's really wrong to vilify him. Let's put it this way, there is a well-organized defense bar who 
is making a lot of money keeping people in their homes." 

But it's the booming mortgage-servicing industry that is under legal scrutiny. Some 40 state attorneys general are 
expected to announce this week a joint investigation into the industry in hopes of pressuring financial institutions to 
rewrite a sea of troubled loans. 

Across the nation, mortgage-servicers, which include units of major banks such as Bank of America Corp., have been 
accused of submitting fraudulent documents in thousands of foreclosure proceedings. 

In Florida, Stem is foreclosure king, operating the large law firm plus a foreclosure processing company and other 
support businesses that he recently sold off. 

His Plantation, Fla., firm, which filed 70,382 foreclosure cases last year, is the largest of three under investigation by 
state Attorney General Bill McCollum for allegedly filing improper documents with comis to hasten the overloaded 
foreclosure process. 

Foreclosure Industry Poster Boy 

To detractors, the 50-year-old Stem has become emblematic of the foreclosure crisis, the architect of what they call a 
giant assembly line that has undermined struggling homeowners at a time of record foreclosures. Nationwide, there 
were 2.8 million foreclosures in 2009. Florida leads the nation in foreclosures with more than 400,000 filings this year 
alone. 

"He is notorious in Florida and, in the rest of the country, we pay some attention to Florida because the worst behavior 
often emanates from there," said Linda Fisher, a professor and mortgage-fraud expert at Seton Hall University's law 
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school. She said she had no direct knowledge of the Stem's practices. "I've heard some pretty bad stories about Stem for 
at least the last couple of years or so." 

To defenders, Stem is a hard worker who has legally reaped enormous profits representing banks and financial services 
in actions against tens of thousands of delinquent borrowers. 

"It's really unfair to make the foreclosure lawyer ... somehow a villain," Tew said. "With the increase in volume, there's 
no question that David firm's revenues have grown dramatically but there's nothing wrong with that. He's not gouging." 

Tew said Stem's firm makes about $1,400 per foreclosure, totaling about $98 million last year. 

Still, the rising foreclosure tide also meant shortcuts and sloppy legal work, according to Kapusta's sworn statement to 
the state attorney general. 

The paralegal, who worked for Stem a little more than a year, described an office where signatures on notarized 
documents were regularly forged, legal papers were outsourced to Guam and the Philippines, and shouting matches 
erupted when cases stalled. 

The accusations, in a sworn statement taken late last month by the Florida attorney general, coincide with mounting 
nationwide criticism of the practices used to take homes from families. 

Kapusta, who claims she was fired by the firm in July 2009 after refusing to falsify documents, said Stem's business 
jumped from about 200 employees to 1, 100 in one year as foreclosures skyrocketed and staff struggled to keep up. 

Notary stamps were always available, and employees such as Kapusta, who were not notaries, routinely used them on 
official documents, she said. Those who could best fake the signature of the person who verified foreclosure affidavits 
were allegedly sought out to forge her name. 

"If you focus on the way these businesses operate, it's, at best, sloppy and, at worst, fraudulent," Fisher said of the firms 
that have become known as foreclosure mills. "The whole system was broken down." 

Tew dismissed Kapusta's allegations as simply untrue, the rants of a disgruntled former employee. "You can see she has 
a real vindictiveness against the firm," he said. Stem's lawyer denied any wrongdoing in the foreclosure process. 

"There is no question that there is a necessity to make these foreclosures correct and appropriate," Tew said. "We do 
not admit that there was any intentional cutting of corners. There may have been some human error on a very small 
percentage but there was no intentional cutting of corners." 

In the past month, GMAC, JPMorgan Chase and Bank of America have halted or slowed foreclosure procedures, after 
bank employees and affiliates admitted to signing thousands of documents without knowing the details of the cases. 

"The problems with these firms ??? and they're very sloppy practices ??? is that they unacceptably cut legal corners and 
put the burden on borrowers to basically pay whatever these folks have them pay," said Jeffrey Golant, an attorney in 
Pompano Beach. "They're loading down with junk fees and illegitimate charges, basically putting people who are 
already struggling, maybe possibly in most cases legitimately behind on their mortgages, but loading up with such 
abusive fees that people will never get out of foreclosure." 

Yachts, Real Estate, Private Island 

Still, the crisis has been good for Stern and the rest of the mortgage-servicing industry. Stern and his wife Jeanine have 
brought nearly $60 million in real estate in recent years, mostly in Florida, according to property records. 

His 16,000-square-foot mansion, valued at more than $15 million, occupies a corner lot in a private island community 
on the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in Fort Lauderdale, according to the New York Times and Mother Jones 
magazine. 
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The mansion is featured on a water-taxi tour of the area's grandest estates, including the homes of Jay Leno and 
billionaire Blockbuster founder Wayne Huizenga, and the former residence of Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball. In addition 
to the 130-foot yacht, Stern reportedly has an automobile collection that includes a 2008 Bugatti and multiple Ferraris, 
Porsches and Mercedes. But Tew declined to discuss his client's assets. "All that does is feed into this scenario that 
somehow they're taking advantage of poor people who are losing their houses and getting rich off of it," he said. "You 
could say the same thing about a neurosurgeon that makes millions of dollars a year from people who sustained terrible 
head injuries." 

Copyright © 2015 ABC News Internet Ventures 
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DEPOSITION OF DAVID J. STERN 

APRIL 25, 2011 

COURT REPORTER: Okay. We are now on the 

video record. Today's date is April 25th, 2011. 

The time is 10:06 a.m. This is the video deposition 

of David Stern taken in the matter of Mowat, Mack, 

Rahming & Humphrey v. OSJP Enterprises, Inc. The 

case munber is 10-62302-CIV-UNGARO. We' re located 

at Reif King Welch Legal Services, 888 East Las 

Olas Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301. 

The digital reporter is Samantha Hanstein with the 

firm of Reif King Welch. 

Would counsel please introduce themselves for 

the record. 

MR. JAFFE: Steven Jaffe on behalf of the 

plaintiffs. 

MS. DOUCETTE: Chandra Parker Doucette on 

behalf of the plaintiffs. 

MS. RAPOPORT; Dawn Michelle Rapoport on behalf 

of the plaintiffs. 

MR. SCRUGGS: Frank Scruggs of Berger 

Singerman for DJSP Enterprises, Inc. and other 

corporate defendants. 

MR. TEW: Jeff Tew for David Stern from the 

Law Offices of David Stern, P.A. 
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MR. STERN: I 1 m David Stern for David Stern. 

MR. JAFFE: Good morning. My name is 

Steven Jaffe. 

We met briefly this morning. Thank you for 

coming in this morning. 

DAVID J, STERN, 

having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. JAFFE: 

Mr. Stern, thanks for coming in this morning. 

Like I just said, my n.a.m.a is Steven Jaffe. I'll be 

taking your daposi tion probal::lly most of today. Has your 

deposition ever been taken before? 

A 

attorney? 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. 

All right. And now, you are a praotioing 

I am. 

And you 1 ve taken depositions before? 

I am. 

So, you know all the deposition admonitions, 

and there's really no need for me to go over right now; 

is that correct? 

A I officially waive. 

Okay. And if you need a break, just te1l me. 
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I'll be happy to break anytime. I'd 1ike to start off, 

just going over your background. We could, you know. 

Where are you from? 

A Born in Chicago, Illinois. 

Q .And when did you coma to South Florida? 

A When I was 30 years old. 

Q Where did you go to undergrad? 

A Appalachian State University in North 

Carolina. 

Q l: couldn't decide if my daughter 1 s finishing 

up there. 

A Great school. 

Q What year did you graduate? 

A From? 

Q Appalachian State University. 

A 1982. 

Q And then did you go into the workforce or did 

you go in to the law school? 

A I went straight into law school. 

Q And where? 

A south Texas College of Law in Houston, Texas. 

I graduated 1986. 

Q And where did you go -- did you stay in Texas 

to begin your career as a lawyer? 

A That 1 s how Texas -- being that three-tier 
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Q What year did you sit for the Florida Bar? 

1990? 

A 1990. 

Q Let's go back to Texas. So, you sat for the 

Texas Bar in 1986; is that correct? 

A I believe that 1 s 

Q Maybe 1987? 

A I believe the next one after I graduated and 

was eligible. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Okay. And did you pass that bar? 

I did not. 

Did you ever take the Texas Bar again? 

No. 

I be1i.eve you say you moved to Florida 

thereafter. 

A I don't recall saying that. 

Q Fair enough. Where did you move after Texas? 

Graduated from law school, si ttinq for the bar? Where 

did you move next? 

A I moved to Tampa, Florida. 

Q Approximately in 1986, 1987? 

A 1986. 

Q And if I repeat myself which I 1 m about to, I 

apoloqize, but let's just go with it, with -- where was 

your first employment in 1986 in Taro.pa.? 
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school -- four-tier school. Not that I read any of 

these articles, but that one came across my desk. 

That was good. I'm sorry. 

Q Where did you begin your practice of law? 

A I actually began my practice of law with the 

Law Offices of Gerald Shapiro with the acronym of LOGS. 

Q What year? 

A I went to work for them right out of law 

school before becoming a member of the bar; ultimately 

became a member of the bar in 1991; didn't necessarily 

practice with them. I was a national operations 

manager, so I officially started practicing January 1st, 

1994. 

Q If I heard you correctly, you graduated from 

South Texas College of Law in 1986; is that correct? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q When did you first sit for any bar exam? 

A 1990. 

Q Which bar exam was that? 

A I 'm sorry. Scratch that. I sat for the Texas 

Bar right after graduation from law school while working 

for my then-previous employer. 

Q Okay. 

A And then I sat for the Florida Bar while 

working for my previous employer, which is LOGS. 
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A The Law Offices of Gerald Shapiro or, say, the 

LOGS group. 

Q And what type of practice did you have? 

A Mortgage and lender representation. 

In what capacity were you employed there 

initially? 

A An intern/law clerk. 

Why did you not sit for the Florida Ba: until 

1990? 

A Because I worked my tail off 24/7 for LOGS. 

And --

Q Just so the record i.s clear, LOGS, spell that. 

A LOGS, L-0-G-S, the acronym for the Law Offices 

of Gerald Shapiro. 

Okay, 

A LOGS. When I first started working for LOGS, 

I worked for them in their Tampa office for three months. 

After working for them for three months, I've recruited 

to the national office in Chicago, Illinois. And I was 

made the quality control representative. When I started 

with them, I had 13 offices. As I made a name for myself, 

I ultimately was responsible for opening or restructuring 

some 33 offices. As a result, I was on the road pretty 

much every day. Literally, every day. I still have my 

platinum lifetime marquis for Marriott and my 
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Continental elite for lifetime, so it was worth it. 

Explain to me your job responaibili ties as 

what you just termed the quality control rep for LOGS. 

A When there was a distressed office, initially, 

I would go in and make a determination of what the 

issues were, make recommendations, report back to the 

national office together with the guy who's from the 

national office and the managing attorneys, implemented 

a plan to turn the office around. The duties then 

grew from dealing with distressed offices to opening up 

brand new offices. So, during the eight years I was 

with LOGS, I either opened or dealt with some 33 offices 

in, like, 27, 28 different states. 

So, obviously, during that time, too busy to 

sit down take the Florida Bar, other things were 

happening that were of interest to you? 

A Correct, yes. 

'l'he three months that you were in 'l'ampa before 

being promoted to the Chicago quality control. rep, is it 

fair to say that you learned as much as you could 

reqardinq mortgage lender representation in the 'l'ampa 

office? 

A The day I started in Tampa, it was a 

distressed office unbeknownst to me, and my first day 

there, the senior management from Chicago came in and 
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literal? What hours did you keep? 

A 24/7. 

So, you worked 24 hours a day / seven days a 

week? 

A I slept for three to four hours. Sometimes, I 

went to bed at 1:00; sometimes I went to bed at 9:00 and 

woke up at 1: 00. Pretty much the same work ethic I 1 ve 

kept when I went to law school. I went to law school at 

night, can 1 t afford Tier 4. 

Tier 4? 

A Tier 4. Thank you. And I worked two jobs 

during the day. I went to law school from 5:30 to 

10: 30, got home, study for a couple of hours and just 

kind of develop a sleep pattern of three hours. 

Q What type of work did you do durin9 l.aw 

school.? Does i. t have anything to do with the :mortqaqe 

industry? 

A No, no, sir. Originally, I clerked for the 

City of Houston, so between clerking and studying law 

and going to law school. The local high schools were 

looking for soccer coaches, and I had soccer background. 

So, I took a job as a soccer coach, which in order to 

coach, you had to teach and --

Of course. 

A -- and I didn't have teaching credentials, so 
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read everyone the riot act. My first day, I didn't 

know much of anything. Certainly, I didn't know 

mortgage lender representation, but I kind of went for 

broke and asked them for the opportunity to dive right 

in it. And long story short, they laughed at me, but 

at the end of the day, they gave me the opportunity. 

And during those three months, I worked 24/7, had this 

neat little SkyPager, because cellphones were so big. 

Dare I say my age. 1-800 SkyPag'E! and No. 20632. We 

can publish it. That 1 s on there. 

Q How old are you? 

A I'm 50. 

Q What's your date of birth? 

A Did you tell him to ask that? 

May 6th, 1960. But don't ask me where the 

time went. So, after three months in the Tampa office, I 

demonstrated, I would assume, qualities that were unique 

and valued in the eyes of upper management. 

Were there lawyers in their office? 

A Yes, sir. 

How many? Approximately. 

A I got -- that's like 1986. 20. 

And non-l.egal staff, approximately, how many? 

A 60, 70, I guess. 

Q And you say you worked 24/7, can we be 
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they gave me emergency teaching permit based on some 

online cours-es. So, I taught senior government and I 

coached soccer and cross-country. 

A 

Q 

A 

A 

Q 

A 

A 

A 

Q 

obtain? 

A 

Where did you go to hiqh school? 

Miami Edison Senior High School. 

Did you play soccer? 

I did. 

Back then? 

Back then, yeah. 

Did you play soccer at Appalachian State? 

I did. 

All four years. 

Two years. 

Were you at Appal.achian State all four yea.rs? 

Yes, sir. 

At Appalachian State, what degree did you 

Bachelor of Science in Political Science and 

Criminal Justice minor in Sociology. 

Double major? 

A Yes, sir. I wanted to get most from my 

tuition. 

Were you on scholarship? 

A Financial aid. 

So, not under a scholarship? 
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A No. 

Q When you went to work at LOGS, I assume, just 

oorreot me if I 1 m wrong, you learned -- you began to 

l.earn the mortgage lende%' business . 

A I was there for eight years, and that's where l 

learned it. 

Q Both the non-1.egal. el.ements of the business 

and I asswne, just correct me, the legal el.ements of 

business? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And what was LOGS -- or what was your 

understanding of what a distressed of'f'iee ·was? 

A ln my mind, a distressed office was an office 

where there was dissatisfaction from clients or failure 

on behalf of the office to meet milestones for the full 

time frames that are essential to the industry. And, of 

course, if you want to find that you' re missing 

milestones before the client does because that could be 

re la ti on ship ending. 

Q What wou1d you say the three most important 

things you 1aarnad at LOGS were? 

A Well, I was single at that time, so there was 

this secretary. I would say understanding the process 

from an operations standpoint, understanding the process 

from the legal standpoint and probably most importantly, 
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A Sure. Bank of America, Chase, Wells Fargo, 

Countrywide, pretty much -- they were national firms and 

they represented pretty much everyone, Some of that are 

still around, Some of that have car wrecked -- Gold Dome. 

Once in a while, I see these names, and I said -- I 

remember that -- National Mortgage in Memphis, but pretty 

much everyone. 

Q When you say that you learned the process f"rom 

an operations standpoint, can you ex:p1a.in that? 

A From an operations standpoint, I became 

familiar with the movement of a particular action 

through a process when that required efficiency, yet 

needed to be done economically, So, from a foreclosure 

standpoint, I had to move things from the title, area 

where it starts, to the complaint, which is essential, 

and a time-driven milestone, milestone being the key 

component of the foreclosure; how to most efficiently 

and effectively move through service process, to deal 

with process servers; how to get judgment centered; how 

to take property to sale and move things efficiently. 

My responsibilities were not also limited to judicial 

foreclosures, but we have power sales states, which are 

simply -- know this requirements, which are the majority 

of the states. So, I learned that. And then I learned 

the bankruptcy processes and the closing processes and 
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establishing relationships with clients. All three, I 

believe, I have mastered and perhaps the basis for my 

success. 

Q How 1onq did it take you to learn or belief 

those were the three most critical things in the 

industry to be a success? 

A I got to tell you, I probably didn • t realize 

it until the first year into my own practice. 

Q Okay. Well, then, so, you're saying that in 

retrospect, that's what you learned at LOGS? 

A I loved my job at LOGS. I loved the 

responsibility. I loved the challenge. loved 

something that was getting ready to be kicked under the 

rug and stopped it from being kicked under the rug. 

Took something that was a failure and made into a 

success or started something that was just soil and 

built it into a successful, profitable learning, if you 

will. 

Q Would you agree with me that LOGS was a 

qenerally successfully business at the time you went 

into it? 

A They were a up-and-coming firm -- they had 13 

offices. When I left, they had 54 offices, of which 33 

were my responsibility. 

Q Could you list some of you:r clients? 
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the eviction process. That's the operations standpoint. 

Q When you went into LOGS, they already had 

system, operation sy$tems, correct? 

A They did. 

Q And did they have policy and procedura 

ma.nua1a? 

A Very few. I wrote some of them. I chuckle 

because it goes back to the old computers, to the big, 

old screens. And when I started my practice eight years 

later, I hired a computers• consultant and we were 

designing and had the mouse. I had never seen a mouse. 

So, I picked it up and I started playing with the ball. 

And I looked at it, he said, what are you doing? I go, 

what the hell is this? And he knew he was in trouble. 

So, I was not the most technological and hopeful that my 

testimony hasn't led you to believe that I was 

technologically advanced. Because right now, my 

14-year-old daughter handles all the technology in the 

house. 

Q But from a practical standpoint, you 

understood quickly how to maximize operations? 

A Back then, I thought I did, Back then, I 

thought, you know, I had it going on. When I started my 

own practice, I thought I had it going on. I thought 

people that I had trained, we had it going And --
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Q Were you involved i.n training staff memPers at 

LOGS from an operations, non-legal. operations, 

standpoint? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q So, you developed soma of the policy and 

procedure manuals from an operations standpoint at LOGS? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And then you actually implemented those policy 

and procedures that you had refined or established? 

A Refined in some offices, those offices that I 

created, certainly established, bringing over ideas from 

other offices that were successful ideas and certainly 

eliminating or actually those that were disastrous. 

Q Did you study other competitors' model? 

A I did. 

Q Who were soma of the other competitors that 

you studied? 

A I don't recall. I -- I know as I created 

pleadings or recommended forms of pleadings, I would go 

to courthouses and I would gather up copies of, say, the 

judicial state, complaints from the five largest guys 

and, you know, kind of piece them together and worked 

with the senior attorney to make sure that we were in 

compliance with that particular jurisdictions, laws. 

Q At LOGS, did you have the same job title the 
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street from UCLA and the partner that walked out walked 

out from the Westlake office. so, I was asked to go in 

make an evaluation, see what staff was staying, what 

staff was going, review the procedures, see why he 

walked out, make recommendations to the national office. 

And ultimately, that project entailed consolidating the 

San Diego office and the Westwood office to Costa Mesa. 

Q So, it sound$ l.ike that you have a forte for 

eval.uating peopl.e within the mortgage industry, 

employees, deciding who was maybe dead weight, who was a 

keeper and how to best create a better functioning 

environment? 

A 

MR. TEW: Objection. 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

Back at that time, I probably felt that I did, 

keeping what I've learned and who has come into -- at 

one time came into our world, I realized that I knew 

very little. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) When you say 11 who 1 s come into 

your worJ.d," what do you mean? 

A Rick Powers, chief operational officer. 

The amount of knowledge that he instilled into me in 

the brief time that I was privileged enough to be with 

him is just amazing. And I looked back and I say, 
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entire eight years you were there? 

A I don't remember. Job titles mean nothing 

to me. 

Q So, if I woul.d ask you wha.t your job titl.es 

were at LOGS, you would not remember them? 

A I wouldn't. 

Q Did your job responsibil.i tie!!I increase over 

the eight years you were at LOGS? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q When you first went to Chicago -- and I 

believe you to1d me that was within three ll'lOntbs of 

being employed with LOGS? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Your job titl.e was quality control. rep or is 

that just an acronym? 

A Quality control manager. 

Q Okay, What were your job responsibilities at 

that point? 

A When I went to Chicago? 

Q Yeah. 

A I was in Chicago, as I recall, about two days. 

And the California operation became distressed and there 

was a falling out between the partners. One office was 

in San Diego that handled foreclosures. The other 

office was in Westwood, California, right down the 
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yeah, I have a Political Science degree; I have a 

Criminal Justice degree, minor in soci.ology and a law 

degree. But certainly, no degree from an operational 

standpoint, managing by matrix and developing charts 

and -- amazing. 

Q So, you had a qut. You went with your gut, 

and at that time fr~e, at least, it was successful? 

A I think it was. 

Q And you were rewarded appropriate1y from law, 

just stayed with them eight years, you el.evated, they 

opened more offices? 

A Since we'.re on the record, I would say, I 

don't believe that they rewarded me adequately. 

Q I understand. 

A Hence, my departure from them. I worked 24/7 

to make someone wealthy and profitable. I decided that 

I might as well do it for myself. So, I 

Q Okay. 

A Since my counsel didn't object, I object. 

Listen, I don't regret it and it was an invaluable eight 

years. 

Q Sure. 

A If I would have left after six years, who 

would have known? If I were to stay for nine or 10 

years, someone else may have pioneered the industry. 
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Q So, you al.so learned the processes from a 

l.eqal. standpoint within the forecl.osure busi.ness while 

at LOGS as well? 

A I learned not as a practicing attorney. 

Q Right. 

A Or be an authorized practicing one. But I did 

learn that as well. 

Q I clidn • t say you cannot -- I:' m certainly not 

representing to you that you practiced at that time, but 

you certainly absorbed and understood the process, learn 

the process, and from an intellectual. standpoint, you 

believe you were able to create your own systems that 

woul.d be more efficient for the client? 

A Correct, yes. 

Q And talk to me a li ttl.e bit about the third 

element, that i.s, that you bel.ieve that rel.ationships 

were one of the three most important things that you 

l.earnad there? 

A Perhaps the most important. In my role as the 

quality control guy, any time that a file had gone awry, 

our office had gone awry, it was my watch. I was the 

captain of the ship. And clients would reach out to me 

and they would voice their frustrations or concern. And 

while I don• t have the answers to everything, I have 

always had the will to find those And I 
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got judicial foreclosures, you've got power sale 

foreclosures. In Texas and Georgia, you can get a 

foreclosure done in 26 days -- Tuesday. States like 

Maine, New York, different processes, different 

procedures, superior court versus circuit court. Some 

states, you can file in Federal court. 

Q Back in that time frame in Florida? 

A I can answer that. That time frame back then 

was about 270 days 

Q From? 

A File received. 

Q Is that -- I've read that you've used the term 

"cradl.e to the grave." 

A Well, don't believe everything you read, but, 

yes. 

Q Is that a term. you've used? 

A We do use "cradle to grave." 

Q Al.l. right. Is "cradl.e to grave" a reference 

to something .like this, 270 days? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Al.l right. Then we 1 11 get to that l.ater. 270 

days from time a fil.e was received into the office --

A Yes, sir. 

Q -- to judgment? 

A Sale held. 
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believe that my ability to demonstrate that to the vast 

majority of the industry which LOGS represented allowed 

me to be of instant credibility the day I hung my 

shingle out on January 1st, 1994 where I could reach out 

to the clients with the results that were beyond my 

wildest dreams. 

Q You just mentioned earlier that one of the 

important elements that you learned was using or 

creating milestones in the foreclosure process. And 

that is a vary important element to the industry and 

certainly to the client; is that correct? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Please --

A Not using or creating the milestones that were 

existent already, a measuring tool that the industry had 

established, How long does it take you to get the 

complaint filed, service completed, judgment entered, 

sale held and sold for you. So, using them or 

establishing them, they were used as a tool. So, I did 

adopt that methodology. 

Q What milestones were in place at that time as 

you just laid out? 

A Same. 

Q What dates? What's the time frames? 

A It varies, depending upon the state. You've 
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Q Okay. 1\nd so, my question, with regard to the 

Florida milestones -- back then, who sets it? Do you 

aet them? Doea the al.ient set them? Is the industry 

standard? Please explain i. t. 

A Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Q Thank you. Are they hard miles tones? Bard 

dates or qoa.ls? 

A They are hard dates. 

Q And what happens if you don't meet them? 

A If you have a excusable delay, like the 

borrower's debt is problematic to post to tombstone, 

you have to -- that that would be an uncontrollable 

delay. Or if you've got a special in today's 

environment where everything is litigious and class 

action attorneys suing people, foreclosure attorneys 

wiping people out. Those are controllable delays, so we 

would --

Q Back then, it was --

A It wasn 1 t as litigious. It was just a matter 

of how people did things. If there was a push and then 

someone like me came on the scene and said, you don't 

need 270 days you can do within. 

Q And so, did you ore ate policy and procedure 

manuals to reduce those m.i.lestone:s? 

A When I was at LOGS? 
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Q I'm so.rry, yes. 

A If the milestone was reduced by the investor, 

then we would have to adjust the policies and procedures 

to be consistent in that. 

Q So, the investor would attempt to control 

milestones? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Were there times where you, on behalf of LOGS, 

would eont.:col the mil.estonas? 

A No. 

Q Were there incentives for meeting or exceeding 

milestones at that time? 

A I'm not sure I understand your question. 

Incentives paid by whom? 

Q Were there bonuses to LOGS? Were there 

bonuses to LOGS if you met or exoeeded milestones? 

A Not to the best of my knowledge. 

Q Were employees of LOGS gi.ven bonuses for 

meeting or exceeding mil.estones? 

A Not to the best of my knowledge. 

Q Were there quotas, month1y quotas at LOGS? 

A Monthly quotas? I'm not sure I understand the 

question. 

Q If you would be kind enough / coul.d you explain 

to me the process while at LOGS, in a general sense, 
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paralegals can't sign the complaint .or review the 

complaint, of course. 

Q Okay. 

A The service process is reviewed by an 

attorney. 

Q Let's go baek it up. How about the title 

department? 

A Back at LOGS? 

Q Yes, sir. 

A John Stupprich. John Stupprich, 

S-T-U-P-P-R-I-C-H, was the title mastermind esquire. 

Title in the State of Florida is not the functionality 

of attorneys 

Q Absol.utely. 

A -- practicing law, so it just depends how it's 

set up and what resources you have, 

Q Okay . At LOGS, waa there title department? 

A John Stupprich was an attorney, but the 

examiners, I don't recall who 1 s examiner. 

Q And so, maybe I misunderstood. Where was John 

located? 

A Tampa, Florida, 

Q All right. The complaints, those were 

automated at this stage in the chronology --

A Yes. 
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cl.ient sends in a fil.&1 to be foreclosed upon and how it 

processes through the office. 

MR. TEW; You 1 re talking about in --

Q {By Mr. Jaffe) Fair enough. Florida. 

A Florida? Back in the LOGS days, it was set up 

by stages. So, if I would come in through the -- given 

to the type of department, they would have certain 

period of time to move it to the next stage, which would 

have been complaint stage. Complaints that needed to go 

over a certain period of time I don't recall what those 

time frames were. That was one of the separate set 

of paralegals. The file would then move, once the 

complaint was filed to service, a different set of 

paralegals because its stage concept. Assembly line, if 

you will. Then it'd move to the next stage, judgment. 

Then it moved to the sale stage. And then it moved to 

the post sale stage. 

Q Reviewing those stages, where woul.d 1ega1 come 

in? Only at the judgment staqa? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. Because you mentioned paralegal on two 

occasions. I didn't hear the mention of lawyers 

involved? 

A Well, they all involve lawyers because lawyers 

have the obligation to supervise paralegals. The 
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Q -- of computers? 

A Yes. 

Q Al.1 right. Paral.e9al would take certain data, 

input it into their computer 1 complaint would be split 

out for the :revi8w of a lawyer? 

A Yes, sir, 

Q Lawyer aigns the complaint? 

A Or makes corrections, 

Q Makes corrections, complaints ~inalized, than 

lawyer .si9ns complaint? 

A Yes. 

Q Al.1 :right. And that's time to 9et service, 

pa.i:ale9a1 dxaf'ts the necessary service papers? 

A Summons complaint unless picked and they' 11 

draft it together. 

Q Okay. Packaged? 

A Trained, trailed -- Trained, trailed and 

packaged and then filed together. 

Q Expl.ain to me, i:t you will., i~ at LOGS, in 

Fl.orida 1 how many departments there within a 9iven office? 

A Foreclosure, bankruptcy, eviction, deed and 

lieu, title, litigation, it just depends that the top of 

it the industry like today or a while back, loss 

mitigation research, back in the LOGS days, I don't 

recall the loss mitigation. 
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Q Juat for the record, kindly define what loss 

mitigation means, 

A A review of a file to mitigate the loss with 

some sort of remedy. The remedy could either be whole 

retention, modification, repayment, forbearance or 

amount of retention, deed and lieu and short sale. 

Q Have those departments with the exception of 

loss mitigation stayed consistent in the industry until 

today? 

A In the State of Florida? 

Q Yes, :I 1 m sorry. 

A Well, it depends. There are firms out there 

that do things other than just foreclosures. 

Q in foreclosure only offices, do you -- to the 

beat of your knowledge. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And while at LOGS, you supervised and reviewed 

each of those departments from a processes and systems 

standpoint? 

A had assistance. 

Q Of course, anyone. I'm oertai.nly not 

recOlllttlending that you did 'that al.one. But al though 

24/7 / you might have been abl.e to. And where you found 

deficiencies, you were in a posi ti.on to attempt to 

remedy via creating new systems and policies and 
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have promised me I could take it, I signed up for it, 

signed up for BARBRI, dare I say. And various 

things came up. And they said, we need you. And I 

said, I'm going to quit unless you give me something in 

writing that next time, you'll pay for three months, and 

I would have to look in or see. Since I was already 

signed up for the bar, during this time period, they 

said, why didn't you sit for it? You've got nothing to 

lose. So, I sat for it. I took the two-day cram 

course. Out of the essay questions, I eliminated the 

ones I had test on the previous months, crammed the 

other four essays in, sat for the multi-state, sat for 

the essay. I remember I finished the multi-state up 

early. And as I was sitting there, I drew A, B, C, D. 

In an hour early, I'm spinning my pen. The examiner 

says, What are you doing?" I said I'm double-checking 

my answers. And I passed. That's it. 

Q 

A 

A 

Luck or genius? 

They didn't know that part. I did -

MR. TEW: Put that in your online. 

Yeah, yeah, my best-selling. But we haven• t 

closed the chapter yet. There's still a lot to be 

written. 

MR. TEW: That 1 s true. 

MR. JAFFE: That's true. 
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procedures and then imp1ementing? 

A In conjunction with the managing attorney 

license in that state as well as the national office. 

Q So, it's fair to say at the end of eight 

years, working 24/7 for somewhere else, making them lots 

of money throughout this country, you knew the mortgage 

foreol.osure business at that point? In your mind. 

A If it's based on where I am today or perhaps 

where I was six months ago, I would say that I certainly 

did. 

Q You sat for the bar while -- excuse me -- you 

sat for the !'l.orida Bar while employed at LOGS? 

A Yes, sir, 

Q Why? 

A Because when they hired me, they promised me 

that 70 times, that I take Florida Bar, because I went 

to Miami Edison, grew up in Florida, loved Florida, had 

a condo on South Beach and I knew ultimately at the end 

of the day that I wanted to get licensed and I wanted it 

to be in Florida. So, after a combination of them 

sending me off on projects and me prioritizing projects, 

we finally decided that I would no longer blow it off. 

Q And so, in 1990, you sat for the bar; in 1991, 

passed the bar? 

A There are good memories in that post. They 
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Q (By Mr. Jaffe} So, you passed in 1991? 

A Yes, .sir. 

Q Worked for LOGS for a few years? 

A Through 1993. 

Q At that point, now / you 1 re a licensed attorney 

in Florida, did you actual1y go to oourt? 

A Yes. 

Q The day you opened your office on January 1st, 

1994, had you been in a courtroom as a lawyer? 

A I don't believe I had. I know that I had 

business cards. 

LOGS? 

Q Are you married? 

A Yes, sir, 17 years in June 19. 

Q Congratulations. 

Any kids? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Two. Logan, 10. Brianna, 14. 

That' s a beautiful. thing. 

The best. 

When you resigned from -- did you resign from 

I did, yes, sir. 

Okay. You weren't fired? 

No, sir, I wasn't fired. 

When was that? 

I submitted in resignation July of 1993. My 
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last day was December 31st, 1993. 

Q And January lst, 1994, you opened your own 

offi.ce. 

A Literally, on New Year's Day. 

Q Where? 

A 2627 Northeast 203rd Street, North Miami 

Beach, Florida, 800 square feet. Kind of like this, 

pink wallB, blue carpet, 2386 computers, roller stamps, 

copier we had to move by hand and an old-fashioned 

checkbook with very little money in it. I love those 

days. 

Q Single at that point? 

A Single. Janine, who was my girlfriend, now my 

wife. I think we got married -- I know we got married. 

I know we got married six months after that -- six 

months after that, June 19. 

Q At LOGS, would you agree with me that LOGS at 

that time in 1980e or in 1990s was representing 

certainly the top 10 l.enders in the United States? 

A In one state or another, but not in every 

single state. 

Q And certainly 

A I knew them all, sir. 

Q -- a vast majority of the top 20 lenders 

actually in the country as well? 
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business, it 1 s hard to make, at the turnpike card 

machine back then. 

Q All. right. So, in January of 1994 in South 

Florida, David Stern -- David J, Stern, PA is born? 

A I believe we incorporated in October of 1993. 

Q Okay. 

A But didn't pay no shingle, didn't have 

anything. But I had already given my notice and decided 

to move on. Because I wasn • t sure what I was going to 

do. 

Q All. right. So, you gave notice in July, 

incorporated in Oetober-ish, and in January, pulled the 

trigger, ao to speak? 

A 

Yes. 

Q 

or false? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. Yes, I like it, J?Ull the trigger. 

January 1st, 1994 1 you had no employees. True 

False. 

Who did you have as employee? 

Cheryl Sammons. 

Anybody else? 

Janine, but she painted her nails and wore a 

baseball hat but wasn't paid. 

Q Carefu1, this is on. 

A I still have that picture of her, 
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A Yes. 

Q And since customer relations is one, if not 

the most important elements to a successfu1 business 1 in 

general, I assume that they knew you were going to 

leave? 

A I don't think they did. I don't think they 

really thought that I would leave. At that point in 

time, I was the third man --

Q My mistake and I'm sorry for interrupting you, 

But I don't l.ike to waste your time. 

A Okay. Thank you. 

Q :I was speaking about the clients, the lenders. 

Did you contact them? Did you have sol'lle quiet 

conversations with them, saying, fel.las, it's time? 

A Before I left? 

Yes, sir. 

A No, sir. 

Q All right. So, we 1 re clear. No contact w.ith 

any what was to be a hopeful. cl.ient down the road before 

you l.eft, telling that you were goinq to leave? 

A None at that or in the top 20. 

Q Okay. 

A A £riend of a friend said, go visit somebody 

in Orlando. They may have some foreclosures for you. 

And it's my trip down to turnpike where I got my first 
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Q Good, Where did you first meet 

Cheryl Sammons? 

A Charlotte, North Carolina, with the LOGS 

offices, probably 1989. 

Q What was her job at that time in LOGS office 

in Charlotte, North Carol.ina? 

A She's a legal assistant. 

Q How was it that you met? Just by you being in 

that office? 

A Advertisement. 

Q Okay, Let 1 s go back there for a second, Back 

to LOGS. Were you responsible in any way in hiring 

staff? 

A Every time I got to -- this is -- this is 

pretty good. Hiring staff and --

Q At the office? 

A Yes, I was. 

Q Your office? 

A Hiring, firing. 

Q Okay. And so, obviousl.y, there came a time 

when you were at the Charlotte area and you were 

interviewing staff members and you met Cheryl Sammons? 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. 

Okay. And I assume she was a fine-tuned act? 

Yes, sir. 
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Q AJ.1 right. And at that time, was the 

Char1otte office open? You were staffing it or you just 

have to getting staff to then open the office? 

A I 1 11 save us all some time. There was a 

Shapiro and Davis law firm. Shapiro and Ron Davis had a 

falling out. Ron Davis wrote the clients saying, I want 

the files. And Gerry wrote the clients saying I want 

the files. And David Stern's job was to go in and find 

office space, find a managing attorney, hire staff and 

get the clients comfortable that Gerry's lack of 

physical presence would not be detrimental to the 

client -- to the client's files. That's where I put the 

ad in the paper, and amongst others, I met Cheryl. 

Q How many offices did you establish 1ike that? 

A 20. 

Q So, obvious1y, you were a1rea.dy comfortab1a in 

the basics of how to open a foreclosure law office? 

A I wouldn't say I was comfortable. I would say 

I was challenged each and every time. And neurotic ego, 

hyper-energetic and fearful of defeat or failure, so I 

was anything but comfortable. 

Q But you knew how to do it? 

A I felt I did. Yes, sir. 

Q And you did it repeatedly. 

A I did, yes, sir. 
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have these big dreams and all that? 

A I didn 1 t have that idea. I didn't have that 

thought. never ever imagined. 

Q When you hired her in 1989 in Charlotte in 

this to be new office, how many people were staffed in 

that office in 1989? 

A Well, I started the office from scratch. 

Q Riqht. 

A And there were three attorneys, probably a 

staff of six. 

Q Can I assume she left in 1993? 

A She did leave in -- at the end of 1993, the 

same ti.me I left. 

Q Okay, At that time, how many attorneys were 

in the Charlotte office? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

It's a pretty big office, about 20. 

Okay. And how many staff? 

45, 50 power sales, I would say. 

Between 1989 and 1993, how 111uch contact did 

you have with Cheryl Sammons? 

A spoke to Cheryl -- Cheryl -- I spoke with 

Cheryl on a almost daily basis. 

Q Why? 

A Because she left the Charlotte office, 

probably six months after, her starting there, she was 
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Q And the offices tha.t you opened and staffed 

became profitable for the LOGS? 

A Yes, sir, they did. 

Q It 1 s a good thing, though, that started you on 

your own. 

A It did. It did, no regrets. 

Q So, on December 31st, 1993, you knew what you 

were in for. You knew how to open your own office? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Obviously, there was a time in 1993, you spoke 

to Cheryl Sammons and told her what you were qoinq to 

do? 

A I did, yes, sir. 

Q And can I assume that you encouraged her to 

come and be part of i. t? 

A She looked at me like I was crazy. She said, 

you're the heir ·apparent of all these. Why would you 

ever leave? And she goes, stop joking. And I looked at 

her and said, I 1 m not joking. Come down to Florida, 

you, Robbie, her husband, guys, in a nice, quiet office. 

There won't be anymore 24/7. We would have clients 

yelling and screaming. We' 11 get your house, we' 11 get 

your little picket fence and live in a nice, new regular 

law office practice, which lasted about four days. 

Q You didn't tell her you wanted to qo big and 
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great at implementing. She was good with people. She 

was great with clients. So, I asked her if she wanted to 

be on the national level and help me manage all the 

offices that I had and she accepted. 

Q Let me make sure I understood you. With 

.regard to Cheryl Smmnons 1 employment at LOGS, that 

lasted six months at the Charlotte office that you had 

just opened? 

A That is correct. Yes, sir. 

Q She resigned? 

A She went to the National Payroll and became a 

national employee. 

Q So , you pulled he.r / so to a peak, from the 

single office, You obviously saw something in her and 

said she could be of asset to ma clarity with the powers 

to be, assuming, and you put her on to the national 

seat. 

A She'd be an asset to the national 

organization, and first and foremost, to allow me to 

continue doing what I do. 

Q All right. aut during this entire time, 1989 

to 1993, she stayed in Charlotte? 

A She maintained her residence there, to the 

best of my knowledge. I think so her husband lived 

there, and she would be on the road either with me or 
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helping me do what needed to be done. 

Q What did she do? 

A She would go in and do some interviewing, some 

review of reports. She was key to me in reviewing 

reports in terms of achieving milestones, how were these 

offices moving. Can't rely on the offices to 

self-report, so we go in and do a spot check. 

Q National Audi.tors? 

A National Auditors. 

Q Since you --

A But that was -- that wasn't her name. I can't 

repeat that. But --

Q Since you established the policies and 

procedures, by this time implemented them, you 

obviou.sly -- I 1 11 use the wo:d 11 taught 11 her your 

systems, and she was sharp enouqh to under.stand that and 

then follow up LOGS' policies. 

A Accountability and visibility mean two key 

components and accountability would be done through 

reports, as basic as they were back then, vis-a-vis what 

we 1 re able to establish today, especially someone like 

Rick Powers. That was exactly what was assumed. 

MR. SCRUGGS: Can we take a break? 

MR. JAFFE: Sure. 

(Thereupon, a short break was 
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yes, sir. 

Q Okay. At the time you left LOGS, what was 

your job responsibil.i ty? 

A At the time I left LOGS, my job responsibility 

to oversee the offices that I had either 

restructured or -- or in the process of restructuring. 

The intent lies for me to have offices up and running 

efficiently without my day-to-day interaction. 

Q Okay. And what was Ms. Sammons' job 

responsibility at that time? 

A To review reports, ensure that time frames 

were being met, that operational guidelines, policies 

and procedures were being followed. 

Q Both of you, at that time, 11 that time" beinq 

1991, 1992, understood and had busines.s in the state of 

Florid.a on behalf of LOGS? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q The Tampa office had cl.osed? 

A Yes, sir. But that was not one of my offices. 

Q Okay. Did Ms. Sammons -- prior to, 

Ms. Sammons cominq to South F1orida to work with you 1 

did she have any traininq or experience in dealing wi.th 

state of Fl.orida forecl.osure process? 

A Not while -- not a while, working with me. 

Q At LOGS? 
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taken.) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) At time tha.t you left LOGS and 

Ms. Sammons left LOGS, how many attorneys were employed 

with LOGS a.round the country? 

A I don't know. 

Q Ballpark? 

A I have no idea. 

Q More than a thousand? 

A I don't know. 

Q More than 500? 

A I'm sorry. I don 1 t know. I don't recall. 

Q Okay. We do know at least 33 offices at that 

point, correct? 

A There were, yes, sir. 

Q Okay. Do you have a recol.lection of the 

average number of l.awyers per office? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q How about the average number of staff per 

office? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Okay. So, is it fair to say that there were 

at least a thousand staff members nationwide for LOGS at 

that time? 

A For LOGS, I would -- I would say at least, 
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A At LOGS. 

Q Okay. Do you know if she had any prior 

experience / in other worda? 

A I don't know. 

Q All. right. And I believe you testified 

earlier that you were in daily contact with Ms. Sammons 

at that time? "That time," again, being l.ate or earl.y 

1990s up until. the time you guys l.eft LOGS. 

A Pretty much in that. 

Q Okay. Al.l right. So, your referenced you 

drove up to Orlando to qet your first cl.ient in 1994. 

Did I hear you accuratel.y? 

A I believe it was either towards the end of 

1993 or the beginning of 1994 after I had given my 

notice to LOGS, but was uncertain what type of law I was 

going to practice. 

Q Who is youJ: fiJ:st client? 

A My first client was three of them: 

CitiMortgage, Chase and Bank of America, which was 

Nation's Bank or NCMB, actually. 

Q And did you qet retained during that trip up 

to Orlando? 

A No, sir. 

Q All riqht. So, you opened in January of 1994. 

I bel.ieve you said within four months, that things 
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started movinq, paraphrasing of course. 

A Certainly, things started moving fairly 

quickly. 

Q At what point did you decide that you were 

going to operate a foreclosure business, legal business? 

A I guess I always knew at some point that I 

would do foreclosures, but I wanted to do other types of 

law --

Q Like what? 

A -- as well. I like criminal law. I like the 

contract law. When you become a solo practitioner, you 

do whatever you need to do, as you know. So, I didn't 

have my sight set on anything, and I really was 

uncertain, at the end of the day, how successful or 

how -- how successful, I guess, I would be in taking 

work for LOGS because we always have long-standing 

relationships. So, I really wasn't sure where I was 

going to be. 

Q Okay. What did you mean when you said within 

four months, things changed? 

A Almost from Day 1 when I reached out to those 

three clients, they all agreed to give me work. So, 

things changed certainly before four months. And I 

apologize, I don't remember alluding to four months, 

But if I go back through the history, to the best of my 
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Q Do you recollect who your first legal hire 

was? 

A Legal as in law -- lawyer? 

Q Yes. I'm sorry. 

A There was an attorney by the name of 

Michael Chase that was across the hall and he was 

looking for extra work, so I hired him as a counsel and 

paid him on a case-by-case basis. As court appearance 

were needed, telephonic hearings were needed. His 

wife, Barbara Chase, also an attorney, was my first 

lawyer hire. 

Q Did you ever actively go to court as a lawyer 

in Florida? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay, And how quickly into your own personal 

practice did you appear in court? Or was -- you opened 

at January 1st, 1994. Do you have a recollection of how 

quickly you were in --

A I believe 30 days on the motion to dismiss. 

Q Okay. 

A This is why it's totally different. They are 

LOGS', because I wasn't an attorney. Now, I've become 

an attorney -- or I became an attorney going in, arguing 

cases, familiarity with case law, familiarity with the 

rules of civil procedure. Everything was done 
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recollection, there was something happening positive and 

not be on a weekly basis. And we continue to grow and 

grow and grow. 

Q So, you quickly learned that relationships you 

had estab1ished over the last eight years at LOGS were 

now paying off as it relates to your own personal law 

office? 

A The relationships were paying off, that is 

correct. 

Q They obviously recognized talent. 

A Or they appreciated me on my knees with no 

direct deposit knee pads on. 

Q So, you begged for business? 

A I did, yes, sir. 

Q And they gave you the business? 

A They gave me an opportunity to earn it. 

Q Now / Ms. Sammons was your first employee; is 

that fair? 

A She was. 

Q How quickly did you begin adding staff to the 

Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.? 

A Probably two weeks. 

Q Okay. And what type of staff: Staff or 

1awyers or both? 

A Yes, both. 
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differently from the LOGS. 

Q 

A 

Because now / you' re a practicing attorney? 

Well, because I'm a practicing attorney and 

remember, everything I did at LOGS had to come with the 

scrutiny of the national office. In that one day when 

Gerry didn't want me to do what I needed to be done or 

felt needed to be done, it was a series of on-going 

denials. No, you can't do it this way; no, you can't do 

it this way; no, you can 1 t do it this way, And then 

day, he said, "No, you can't do it this way. If you 

think you can do it better, then go out and do it." And 

that's exactly right. I said goodbye and created things 

that I wanted to do my way. 

Q IU.9ht. Okay. So, how quickly did you 

institute the Oavid J. Stern system.a into your now new 

law office? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. Vagueness. 

Undefined terms. 

A What do you mean David J. Stern way of doing 

things? 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Well, during the eight yea.rs 

you're with LOGS, you've established policies and 

procedures on how you believe to best run a foreclosure 

practice, and you've instituted those policies and 

procedures. Did you take what you learned there and 
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established at LOGS and instituted in your law office in 

January of 1994? 

A No, sir. Not for the most part because the 

states that I established policies and procedures were 

states different than Florida. 

Q Okay. 

A There were things that were the LOGS -- in way 

of the LOGS• philosophy, LOGS 1 budget constraints and 

lots of things that I wanted to do that I couldn't do. 

And, of course, Florida was a -- a totally different 

sort of state. So, I was able to come up with different 

ideas, different technology, different reports, and I 

didn't have the accountability to the national office. 

My accountability became direct to the client. So, 

processes -- the collar was taken off me, the rains 

gone and I was free to run as I felt, yes. 

Q Explain this to me though, My only confusion 

is when you first ca:me into the LOGS Group, you were out 

at the Tampa office which you turned into a distressed 

office where you were with for three :nlOnths. And I 

thought your job responsibility when you went nationally 

was to clean up, for lack of a batter word, distressed 

offices. 

A When I started in Tampa, it was a distressed 

office. My primary focus there was -- it was distressed 
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have working on, ballpark? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Two? 

A Counting myself? 

Q Sure. 

A Who will be part of the team? BS. 

Q In late -- end of 1994 1 how much sta.ff did you 

have, non-legal staff, approximately? 

A Thirty. 

Q Had you moved lo ca ti.ans already? 

A Don't hold me to the time frame, but we 

quickly moved from North Miami Beach to Hollywood, 

Q Where in Boll.ywood? 

A 4 600 Sheridan Street, Hollywood, Florida. 

Q From 800 square feet in North Miami to how 

much in Hollywood? 

A North Miami, went from 000 to 1, 600 --

Q Okay. 

A -- to 2, 400 to 3, 200. We then outgrew the 

space. We were hated because we took all the parking. 

So, we moved to Hollywood where we took 6, 000 square 

feet. 

Q Was that in 1994? Right when you moved into 

1995-ish 

A If I'm guessing, we moved into early 1995-ish. 
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because there were issues in post-sale and evictions. 

So, I was able to go in, and in my mind, create systems. 

It wasn 1 t, here 1 s what I want to do and it's blast. It 

was like David, you need to sit down. Take a deep 

breath. You need to understand that, A, you have no 

experience; B, you're not a lawyer and C, there are 

established guidelines that are uniform. That's why 

clients used the LOGS Group because they have uniformity 

and guidelines were appropriate within the given states. 

Q So, when you opened up your Florida office in 

January of 1994, did you put into place your idea of how 

you wanted to run David J. Stern, P.A.? 

A I did, yes, sir. 

Q Okay. And Ma • Sammons and yourself worked on 

a dai1y basis to establish those guide.lines and 

protocols? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And when was the first time you created a 

pol.icy and procedure manual for your law office? 

A I would say almost from Day 1. 

Q And was it -- when you first opened your 

office, what tit.le company did you use? 

A Attorney's title, abstract, attorney, the 

fund. 

Q By the end of 1994, how rt1any attorneys did you 
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Q Okay. How long did you stay in Hollywood? 

A I've -- I'm thinking about a year, and then we 

moved to Plantation, Florida, 001 South University 

Drive, Plantation, Florida 33324. We 

Q I 1 m sorry . When was tba t? 

A That was 1990- -- I want to say 1995, 1996. 

Q Oh, so, you only stayed in Hollywood a very 

short time? 

A We outgrew the space. 

Q Okay. How much square feet did you take at 

your first Plantation office, the 801 space? 

A Either -- I think it's 32 1 000 square feet. 

More than we needed, but space was like $7 per square 

foot or it's $5 per square foot plus cam charge of $7. 

It was owned by a Trust and the Trust wanted us to take 

the whole thing. It used to be a Stein Mart. So, at 

the end of the day, they ended up probably paying me 

rent. 

Q Timing is everything. When you :nlOVed to 

Plantation, approximately how many lawyers did you have 

work for you? 

A When I first moved there? 

Q Yes. 

A 10, 12. I -- I can't remember. 

Q And approximate staff? 
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A A hundred. 

Q What was Ms. Sammons' job title at that point? 

I know you don't like job titles but just --

A No, she had one. Everybody has to have one, 

you know. She was the office manager. 

Q More importantly, what were her job 

responsibilities? 

A When we moved to Plantation? 

Q Yes, sir. Oh, actually, did they chanqa from 

at the time you moved in North Miami to Plantation? 

A Well, when we were in North Miami, she did 

everything. She did proofs of claims in bankruptcy, she 

wrote checks, she helped me do closings. She did it 

all. When we moved to Plantation, she was the office 

manager in charge of hiring and firing in all areas. 

She -- we developed a whole new set of tracking, 

processes. Everything had changed from the LOGS' days. 

So, she would assist me as a liaison with -- speaking 

with clients, which, in the past, would never have 

happened. And she did interviews 

Q At this stage in her career, it sounds like 

she could effectively do every aspect of the business 

except appearing to court? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

MR. TEW: Yeah, same objection. 
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A What period of time. 

Q Fair enough. Early 1996, if you remember, 

A Sam Silverglate, attorney with me almost from 

the beginning. In my opinion, he's one of the leading 

authorities with title and helped established our title 

operation and maintained the relationship with 

attorney's title. 

Q When did he become employed by David J. Stern, 

P.A.? 

A 1994, early. 

Q Okay. And Sam later headed up what was then 

to be known as Professional Title & Abstract? 

A That is correct, yes, sir. 

Q And so, is it fair to say that you had daily 

contact with Sam. -- 1994 to, certainly, 1996, you had 

daily contact with Sam? 

A No. 

Q And why is that? 

A Title -- title, there's no reason for me to be 

involved or anything. 

Q Was he on your physical. pl.ant, Sam, at that 

time frame? 

A In our facility? 

Q Yeah. 

A In our office? Yes, sir. 
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A I disagree. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. What couldn't she do 

effecti.vely at this point in 1996? 

A She didn't have relationships with client, she 

couldn 1 t do client development. She could speak to them 

to answer a status question but she couldn 1 t go out and 

draw up a business. 

Q Fair enouqh. Let's carve out busi.ness 

development. 

A Okay. 

Q In-house back office stuff, she could 

effectively run ea.ch element of the business of 

David J. Stern, P.A.? 

A No, she couldn't do the accounting, she 

couldn't do the evictions, she couldn't do the 

bankruptcies, she couldn't do the contested cases, she 

couldn't do the title, the searches or the exams, she 

could, certainly, if I needed her to do a proof of 

claim. But at that point in time, things became 

electronic-based or -- so, that wasn't her -- her job 

description. So, I have to disagree. 

Q Did you have somebody that would review titles 

at that point? 

A I did, yes, sir. 

Q Who -- or how many? Who? Excuse :me. 
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Q Okay. Sam was employed by you and paid by you 

at that time. 

A I'm not sure if he was paid by the law 

offices. I -- I -- I don't recall. He was -- he was 

obviously paid, not by me individually or personally. 

He was either paid by the Law Offices of David J. Stern 

or Professional Title & Abstract. 

Q When was Professional Title & Abstract 

incorporated? 

A 1994. 

Q And who incorporated it? 

A I don't know. 

Q Who were its office:1;s? 

A Myself. 

Q Who were its directors? 

A Myself. 

Q Was there anybody besides yourself on the 

boa.rd? 

A I don't believe so. 

Q Okay. Can you give me an idea of the volume 

that David J. Stern was opening on a monthly basis in 

1996 once you've moved to Plantation? 

A 1996 -- I -- I can't. I'm sorry. 

Q In 1996, when you moved into Plantation, 

you tel.1 me what departments you had? When I say "you, 11 
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I 1m taking about David, the 1aw office. 

A Well, there was Professional Title & Abstract, 

there was foreclosure department, there was a bankruptcy 

department, there was an eviction department. There 

would be essential departments that were necessary to 

provide full capacity record, mortgage lend direct 

presentation. 

Q And at thia point, you had instituted the 

systems with no-col1ar on your abi1i ty to create 

systeme:, like you had a lot, you would get instituted 

those systems within to -- into your law office. 

A With any practice, there is going to be 

systems, processes and procedures. I did not like the 

way of LOGS, their methodology, their technology. 

liked a very little from there. So, as I 1 ve said, if 

you said my reigns were removed and I was free to do 

things consistent with my dream. 

Q And you did that? 

l\ And I did that, yes, sir. 

Q And Ms. Sammons ins ti tu tad those systems as 

adjunct to you? 

A What time period? 

Q 1996. 

A She would not have instituted all of them. It 

would have been -- with LOGS, they've -- LOGS had 
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Q You can 1 t change. And --

A I've been working 24/7 since I was 10 years 

old. 

Q I assume Cheryl Sammons worked similar hours 

as you did? 

A No, sir. I don't require sleep or food. She 

requires sleep and food. 

Q Okay, With respect to when she do work, there 

was a plenty of time for you to explain and express your 

vision to her? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. And now that the collar ie off, you di.d 

that and you established the systems that you wanted to 

place within your law office? 

A Better procedures than LOGS had, more 

effective, more efficient, all the way around, 

Q And tauqht into her or she'd learned and --

A Taught into her, she learned, she threw in her 

two cents. 

Q And then carried them out through staff? 

l\ The policies and procedures, sometimes without 

her two cents and sometimes her two cents. 

Q Okay. In 1998, did your business take a turn 

for the better? 

l\ My business took a turn for the better every 
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central accounting, central HR. We have our own 

accounting. Cheryl couldn't do that. HR, Cheryl 

couldn't do that. Insurance, workman's comp, Cheryl 

couldn't do any of that. Totally different, totally -

totally different world. Cheryl didn't have the 

expertise to implement requirements under the bankruptcy 

code or in 11 tigation department, just things that she 

couldn't do. They were more in the foreclosure area and 

perhaps working with HR, assisting in some hiring, 

second interviews, whatever the case may be. 

Q With regard to the foreclosure department, she 

able to institute your systems in a foreclosure 

department? 

A Correct. Correct. 

And that had been her specialty with you 

previously? 

A Well, it -- it had, but that was with the 

Shapiro vision, not with my vision. So, I had to say, 

no, no, we' re not going to do it that way. 

Right. 

A And she learned quickly before she went down 

that road more than not. We actually went the opposite 

direction. 

A 

Were you working 24/7 at this point? 

Yes, sir. 
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year. 

Fannie Mae named you to the attorney network 

in 1998? 

A I'm not sure which year. 

Was that of any significance to your ability 

to qrow your business? 

A For Fannie Mae? 

Q Yea. 

A Certainly nice to have on your resume but when 

we were selected as Fannie Mae attorney, there was no 

requirement that the services use Fannie Mae attorney 

network. I believe at that point in time, we had 

established very solid client base. And had we not been 

selected under the -- the structure of the program back 

then, we didn't feel that it would really hurt us 

because relation.ships had been established. It could 

certainly help us as new services or potential new 

clients go into the Fannie Mae service or approve, 

Attorney Weston said, "Hey, if you're good enough 

for Fannie, we'd use you. 11 So, if -- if your year 

of 1998 is correct in that, and I don't recall if 

it is, if we have just starting off that year, it would 

have probably been a great thing. But had we already 

been established, again, under your timeline, four years 

earlier, I don't think it made no difference. 
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The fact that you were named attorney of the 

year in 1998 and 1999 by Fannie Mae, did that have any 

positive impact on your business? 

A I'm not certain if -- if it was those years, 

but it was certainly something I believe that the 

industry recognized. It 1 s something that I, again, put 

on my resume. I unfortunately, while in attendance at 

the Mortgage Banker conferences, didn't have clients, 

you know, like poodle on my legs saying, oh, my 

God, you are the attorney of the year. Come and get my 

files. But from a personal achievement and the 

achievement of my folks and a part of success is sharing 

it with the people that have gotten where they are. And 

I felt, I think, more proud for them in their 

accomplishments necessarily than for me~ 

When is the last time you handled a 

foreclosure in a courthouse in person? 

A You guys are supposed to object. What do you 

mean "handle"? 

Went to the courthouse on beha1f of a client. 

A Six, seven months ago. 

So, would you agree with me that you yourself 

have maintained an active courtroom presence in the 

South Florida market handlinq foreclosures on behalf of 

clients? 
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Q When did you think you relinquished? 

Approximately what year? It was i.n the 1994? 

A From 1994 till seven months ago, I went to the 

court with some frequency. Maybe -- I went to court at 

some point that maybe or it's just once every month, 

once every three months. In 1994, I was doing 

telephonic hearings and I was appearing in the 

tri-county. If I go back, you know, two or three times 

a week, certainly, in 1995, that was not what I -- I 

did. 

How about 1996? All I'm trying to get through 

is the time frame in which you became, like you said, 

less involved in the court system operations of your 

business and more involved in client development and 

overall runni.ng of the opera ti on . 

A Certainly, 1996, 1997 --

Okay. 

A -- simply because trying to keep up with case 

law, trying to find time -- David, you' re visiting a 

city in St. Louis, you need to sign this pleadings. At 

the training, that is necessary -- necessary. As local 

rules change, judge requirements change. So, it got to 

a point where it was quite clear in my mind and the 

minds of the trusted attorneys from the senior level 

that I better not be the cook in the kitchen anymore. 
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A I wouldn't -- . Given the fact that we have 

thousands and thousands and thousands and tens of 

thousands of cases and the fact that I went seven months 

ago, I would not say that I personally maintain activity 

or really any hands -- just take hand -- hands-on 

activity from an operations standpoint in -- in several 

years. 

Q Let 1 s see if I can put some brackets on these. 

You went to court when you opened your own office in 

1994? 

A Yes, sir. 

Did you maintain an active courtroom practice 

for any period of time when you bad your own office? 

A I'm going back, obviously, further than I care 

to say, 17 years. But in the beginning where it was 

just myself and my chains of counsel, I did go to court 

for a few months. My focus at that point in time became 

quite clear. Do I go to court or do I take care of the 

clients in the client relations? I can hire people all 

day long to go to court. I could not nor did I have any 

desire to try to hire any marketing folks. That has 

always been my forte. So, it was very quickly that I 

relinquished my court functionality. It's nice to go 

every once in a while. It's actually or it was quite 

flattering to go to court. 
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What was your best guess what year that was? 

A More so sooner than later. I -- I would say 

1996, 1997. 

Okay. Who was your first managing attorney? 

A Well, when it was just Cheryl and I, it was 

me. It was Mary Mendieta. 

Mary was hired in 1994. 

Okay. So, Cheryl Sammons and Mary Mendieta 

where with you since 1994. J: guess you just said that. 

A On full circle, I haven't. Well, yes, sir, 

that 1 s correct. 

So, keeping good staff is an important part of 

your business? 

A Keeping good, educated, hard working staff is 

key to any business. It doesn't matter if it 1 s the 

?-Eleven or Walmart or AutoNation. 

1998, your office was sued in a class action 

and that cl.ass action resolved; is that correct? 

A In 1998, our offices -- my office was sued in 

the Bryant class action as where two other big 

competitor law firms, the Codilis Law Firm and the 

Shebria Law Firm. 

Q And that oase was resolved? 

A That case was resolved, yes, sir. 

Do you recollect, as you sit here today 1 what 
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the allegation was in that case? And I say the 

allegation. 

A Allegations? 

Fair enough, 

A Overcharging for title, which in Codilis case, 

the Judge said 325 is fine. Because that 1 s what Fannie 

and Freddie said could be charged, They alleged that we 

needed to keep time records, which in the Codilis --

Beck v. Codilis the court said they will need to do. 

The only issues that we had unresolved that never went 

to hearing because they were settled or they did not 

like the way that Professional Title & Abstract was 

structured, they felt who was a shelf corporation 

because it wasn't formalized. Period of settlement, 

agreed to formalize it. We also --

When you say "for.malized, 11 what does that 

mean? 

A They didn't like the way that it -- that 

payroll was set up or the lack of payroll was set up. 

They didn't like the way -- that it need the appearance 

of a shelf corporation. What they did conceive was the 

amount that Professional Title and the law firm charged 

for Title was reasonable and customary. 

You ultimately paid 2.2 million to settle that 

case? 
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centralized computer system? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

A I'm not sure what your definition of 

"centralized" is, if one cord goes to the other cord. 

Yeah, but that's a -- a techie question. And you would 

need Norman Gottschalk to help me. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) A1l riqht. Let 1 s go there and 

get that out of the way. Who would be the person with 

the most knowledge to answer IT-type quest.ions of mine? 

A The chief information officer, Norman. 

Full name, please. 

A Norman Gottschalk. 

Spall the last name for th• court zeporter. 

A G-0-T-T-C-H --

MR. BERNSTEIN: -- S-C-H-A-L-K. 

A -- A-L-K. I'm lost without my Blackberry, the 

piece of technology I do know. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. 

MR. BERNSTEIN: Just for clarification, he is 

the chief information officer at DJSP Enterprises. 

It 1 s not a law firm. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) How long was he been amp.loyed 

in your wozld? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 
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A Insurance company, yes, sir. 

Unfortunately, in 2002, there was a bar 

grievance filed aga.inst you? 

A Yes, sir. 

I:n 2002, were you publicly reprimanded? 

A Yes, sir. 

And what was the basJ.s of that, if you 

recollect? 

A It was Professional Title & Abstract, the fact 

that the court felt we were misleading by providing 

invoices from Professional Title & Abstract when 

Professional Title & Abstract appeared to be a shelf 

corporation. And again, the Florida bar, in terms of my 

public reprimand, did recognize that the charges were 

customary and reasonable. They just didn't like the 

fact that we said Professional Title bill the law firm 

325 when they were an area of Professional Title but 

true Professional Title & Abstract employees. 

At what point did your l.aw office begin using 

a centralized computer system? It seems like a stupid 

question, but please answer it. 

A Well, Cheryl and I had two 3B6s hooked 

together, So, I would say January 1st, 1994. 

Q Okay. And did your law office and each of its 

developing departments over the years continue to use a 
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A He went public in January of 2010. Created 

the back office 13 months, 12 months, something like 

that. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) So, in the 2000 areas, 2001, 

2002, 2005, in that time frame, who ran your computer 

system? 

A Vince Petrov. 

Okay. And what years did he work for the law 

of'f'iee? 

A Vince worked for the law office, I 1 m guessing, 

somewhere in 1986 -- 1996. 1996. And then he became 

employee of OJSP on October January 15th. 

A 

MS. DOUCETTE: January 15th? 

January 15th -- I 1 m sorry -- 2010. 

MS. DOUCETTE: I'm sorry, I didn't hear him. 

MR. JAFFE: It's okay. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) And you don•t like job titles, 

so I'm qoing to just ask it this way, he ran your 

eompute:s up until January 15th, 2010, your computer 

systems? 

A Yes, yes. I don't -- I don't know what his 

title. 

That's why I didn•t ask. To the best of your 

knowledge, is he still employed with DJSP? 

A He is not. 
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Q Do you know where he is? 

A I do not. 

Q Are you able to tell me on an annual basis 

what type of caseload your law office maintained in the 

rn.id-2000s, for example, 2005, 2006? 

A As I sit here today, no. 

Q Okay. If I were to say to you that I've read 

somewhere -- and again, that 1 s why I 1 m asking, I've read 

somewhere that you've handled approximately 15,000 

foreclosures, you, your office in 2006 throughout the 

State of Florida, does that sound accurate? 

A I 1 m sorry, all the years all run together. 

Q Okay. Did there come a time after 2006 where 

your business took a dramatic .increase? 

A Yes. 

Q And when would that have occurred? 

A We've been in our existing space, 900 South 

Pine Island Road, Plantation, Florida 33324 for three or 

four years. So, that's when the business had dramatic 

growth. So, doing some math, I would say 2007, 2008. 

Q All right. Let me back up a l.ittl.e bit. I'm 

sorry for not doinq that earl.ier. You moved into, I 

believe, 801 space in Plantation in 1996, correot? 

A Well, let's see, we have a 10-year lease 

there. Simply, we stayed there until 1996, 2006 but 
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A It was a company that I created that 

specialized in real estate owned liquidation on behalf 

of lenders. 

Q You created it when? 

A 1999 -- 1998, 1999. 

Q Who were the officers and directors? 

A Myself. 

Q And were you the managing member? 

A I believe, yeah. 

Q In --

MR. SCRUGGS: Okay. Managing member, I think 

default services of the corporation. 

MR. JAFFE: Right. That's what I know. 

MR. SCRUGGS: All right. So, it wouldn't be 

managing 

MR. JAFFE: Correct. That's why I didn 1 t 

follow up on it. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Would you agree with ma that 

between 2006 and 2009, your staff' triples from 

approximately 400 to approximate1y 1200? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Object to the form of the 

question. 

A What were the dates again? 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) 2006 to 2009. 

A There 1 s huge increase. I don't -- I don't 
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then we had somewhere near about that years -- or a 

couple of years. 

Q Okay. All. right. Now, then you moved into 

the 900 South Pine Island Road space? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

Okay. In approximately 2006, 2007? 

2007, 2008. 

Okay, D.id you vacate the 801 space completely 

at that po.int? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Did you have any other space in Plantation at 

that point other than the 900 space? 

A For what? 

Q Anything. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q What would that have been? 

A I had default servicing in Louisville, 

Kentucky. 

Q Okay. 

A This is when I moved in, 2008. A couple of 

storage areas, that's all Arena Default Servicing. 

Professional Title and the law offices -- Professional 

Title was with the law offices at that time. 

Q Okay. Defaul.t servicing, what was that? In 

this ti.ma frame? 2007? 
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know if it tripled. I have to check with HR on that. 

Q Let's tal.k about HR for a second. Who was 

your first director of HR? Cheryl Sammons, 1994? 

A Or me. 

Q Or you? 

A Gosh. There were a couple of people. I -- I 

cannot remember their names. And then Shameeza Ishahak. 

Q Please try to spel.J. that for the court 

reporter. 

A I should know how to spell all these names, 

but Shameeza 1 s been gone for a while. I don't want 

to -- I don 1 t want to butcher it. Okay. 

S-H-A-M-E-E-Z-A then I-S-H-A-H-A-K. 

MR. JAFFE: Ladies and gentlemen, it's 12:05. 

I think we should break for lunch. At this point, 

certainly, I have lots more to cover, but I think 

we should probably grab some lunch. And I'd like 

to be back 1: 00. Is that doable? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Yeah. 

MR. JAFFE: All right. 

(Thereupon, a short break was 

taken.) 

{Deposition resumed.) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Al1 right. We' re baok on the 

record for our afternoon session. I'm going to pick up 
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with your move into the 900 South Pine Island Road 

l.oca ti on • Okay? 

A Yes, sir. 

All riqht. And just for time frame purposes, 

that'• some time between 2001, 2009, correct? 

A Yes, sir. 

All. right. At that time -- and that is the 

apace that up to about recentl.y or maybe even now is 

currently occupied with the Stern operations; is that 

correct? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

A When you say "Stern operations," what 

operations'? 

(By Mr. Jaffe) You know what, let• s l.eave that 

alone. We'll get through to that in its natura1 course. 

When you moved into the 900 space, the law office and 

Professional. Title and Abstract moved into that space, 

correct? 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. 

And how many floors did you occupy initially? 

Initially, one floor. 

And did there come a time where you occupied 

more than one f1oor in the 900 space? 

A Yes, sir. 

And how many f1oors ultimately did you occupy 
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at its height? 

A When you say "floors," you're talking about 

fcur floors or portion of it? 

Fair enough, Let' a just keep it g1oba11y and 

then I 1 11 narrow it down. Any portion of any f1oor. 

II Five. 

Okay. So, any reports that you occupied eight 

floors or any portion of eight floors is grossly 

exaggerated? 

A We -- we did not occupy, in any way, shape or 

form, eight full floors. 

Q How about aiqht partial floors? 

A I'm sorry. Everything to do with this is --

is -- is grossly magnified and outstretched, But having 

said that, we occupied all of four, all of five, all of 

six and all of seven and just a very small portion of 

two. 

A11 right. Floor two? 

A Yes, sir. 

All right. So, all of four, all of five, all 

of six, all of seven, eight, to use your word, small 

portion of Floor No. 2? 

A Yeah, But, you know what, I think ultimately 

did make it to floor number eight. 

MR. TEW: Now we're talking Pine Island in 
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A 

MR. TEW: Well, then let's differentiate --

MR. JAFFE: At its height. 

MR. TEW: All right. 

MR. JAFFE: We' re okay? All right. 

At its height, we would have occupied a small 

portion of --

MR. TEW: And you' re talking about the law 

firm, not the 

A I was saying Stern 

MR. JAFFE: -- operations. 

MR. TEW: Well, I object to that. There is no 

such thing as Stern operations. 

MR. JAFFE: All right. 

MR. TEW: It was a law firm until 2010, then 

there was DJSP Enterprises and subsidiaries and 

there was a law firm. 

MR. JAFFE: I'll rephrase. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Up until. December 31st, 2009, 

bow many fl.oor.s did the Stern Law Office and 

P'rofe.ssional Tit1e and Abstract occupy? 

MR. BERNSTEIN: Can I just clarify that you're 

asking in the 900 South Pine Island Road address 
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been 10. To the best of my recollection, we occupied 

four, five, part of six and all of seven. 

(By Mr, Jaffe) And nothing on floor number two 

at that point? 

A I do not believe so, 

Q Okay. As of December 31st, 2009, did you have 

leases on any other space other than the 900 space 1 in 

different building? 

A The Law Offices of David J. Stern? 

Q Yes. 

A We may have had some month-to-month leases in 

the building next door on a small scale. 

What would that have been? What ac:id.ress would 

that have been? 

A 1000 Pine Island. 

As of December 31st, 2009, Defau1t Servi.cing 

was sti1l in Kentucky? 

A Yes, sir, I believe. 

Okay. How many employees did the law office 

have in December 31.st, 2009 to the best of your 

recollection? 

A I don't recall. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

How many lawyers? 

I don• t recall. 

Who is your managing attorney or attorn•ya in 

2009 -- December 2009? 

A Miriam Mendieta and Beverly Mccomas. 

Q When did Ms. McComas become employed by you, 

approximately? 

A 2000. 

Q How often would you meet with Choryl Sammons 

in the Year 2009? 

A For what purpose? 

Q Any. 

A Which can typify any of the agreements in a 

while, once a month maybe. 

Q At that point in 2009 -- durinq the period of 

2009, did she have the authority to hire and fire? 

A She did have the authority to hire and fire, 

yes. 

Q Both lawyers and non-lawyers? 

A Not lawyers. 

Q Who had the authority to hire and fire 

lawyers? 

A Miriam Mendieta and Beverly Mccomas. 

Q Okay. Is it your testimony that you did not 

meet with Cheryl Sammons on a daily basis in 2009? 
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A I don't recall. 

Q Late 2000s? 

A Sure. 

Q Did you commonly pay her bills including har 

mortgage? 

MR. TEW: When you say "you 11 
--

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) You, personally. 

MR. TEW: Okay. 

A No, sir. 

Q {By Mr. Jaffe) The law office? 

A Pay which -- what bills? 

Q Any of her bills. 

A No, air. 

Q Did you, on a regular basis, take her on 

business trips with you? 

A How do you define regular basis? 

Q At least twice a year. 

A Twice a year, yes, sir. 

Q Would you describe your relationship with 

Cheryl Sa.mmons in 2009 as one wherein that you would 

often be found yelling at each other within your office 

or her office? 

A No, sir. 

Q In 2009, how would you describe her role 

within your law office? 
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A Absolutely, 100 percent, my testimony. 

Q Let ma clarify my question a little bit. Is 

it a fair statement to say that any day you were in the 

office you would at l.east have a meeting with Cheryl 

Sammons? 

A Inaccurate statement. 

Q All right. Did you, as part of Cheryl 

Sammons 1 compensation, buy her a new BMW on an annual 

basis? 

A I did not. 

Q Did you buy he:r -- did you lease her a BMW on 

an annual basis? 

A Short term. Short term. She didn't want it. 

After she got it, she didn't want it. 

Q 

car? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Okay. Have you ever leased Cheryl Sammons a 

Yes. 

MR. TEW: "You" meaning who, the law firm? 

(By Mr. Jaffe) 11 You11 being you, personally? 

No, I did not. 

"You" being the law office? 

Yes, sir. 

How many times? 

Three times, four times, 

Approximate years? 
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A In 2009, she was the operations manager. She 

have responsibility for the foreclosure side in 

conjunction with HR and worked on a day-to-day basis 

with Miriam and Bev to run the firm. It was her watch, 

Miriam's and Bev• s watch. 

Q You were no longer the captain of the ship at 

that point, in your mind? 

A I would like to say I'm the admiral and then 

turned the command over. 

Q You earlier said that ultimately you the 

captain of ship with regard to the logs operation, Were 

you always the captain of the ship with regard to your 

law office? 

A Based on what I just said, no. 

Q And you gave up being the captain of the ship 

in your mind when? 

MR. TEW: Let me get a definition of "captain 

of the ship." 

MR. .1AFFE: It 1 s his term. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) What is your definition of 

"captain of the ship" when you used it referencing the 

logs operations? 

A Who -- who's on watch, who's got the 

day-to-day control, who makes the business decisions. 

Q Okay. 
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A when we moved into the 900 South Pine Island, 

when volumes increased dramatically -- you said three 

times and I said dramatically, I don't know what 

amount -- at that point in time, if not, prior, but 

certainly at that point in time, the day-to-day 

operations were turned over to Miriam and Bev, under 

their structure of supervision, there are other 

attorneys. And the operations, non-legal side, 

turned over to Cheryl and her host of assistant 

managers. 

Q In any one time in 2009, Ms. Sammons would 

have up to 60 people reporting to her? Does that sound 

correct? 

A How do you define "reporting to her"? 

Q Supervisors, managers, 

A I don't -- I I -- it wasn't my day-to-day 

involvement at that point in time, so I have no idea. 

Q A11 right. And so I'm clear, it's your 

testimony that as far as your day-to-day involvement 

with the running 0£ your law office, you had turned that 

over to Ms, Mccomas and Ms, Mendiendez. at the time 

you 

A Mendieta. 

Q -- Mendieta at the time you moved into your 

900 South Pine Island space? 
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Q Within the context of running your office 

your law office? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

Calls for a legal conclusion. 

A Yeah. You lost me on that I'm sorry. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Who was your -- who was the 

manager or person in charge of Professional Title and 

Abstract when you moved into the 900 South Pina Island 

Road? 

A From the attorney standpoint, Sam Silverglate. 

From the non-attorney standpoint, Carol Whitlow. 

Q And that stayed consistent up until 2009 

late 2009? 

A It did stay consistent. 

Q Okay. Who supervised them? 

A They were supervisors, they were managers, 

they were over their own department, they were over 

Professional Title and Abstract. To the degree that 

foreclosure overlapped or meshed with or had to work 

with, Cheryl Sammons work with Carol Whitlow to 

smooth -- to ensure smooth transition of the work, Sam 

Silverglate work with Miriam Mendieta and Beverly 

Mccomas. So, if there were problems, Sam would go to 

Miriam or Bev, or if things weren't getting done. It 

was a combination then of Sam, Carol, Cheryl Sammons, 
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A I believe it was some time prior. I don't 

know exactly when, but it was about that time. 

Q Why did you do that? 

A Because I was busy drumming up the business, 

in your words, that huge increase, again, not three 

times. And that's a full-time role, going out, wining, 

dining, clients, putting on the seminars, speaking, 

taking care of the clients, being there, being present, 

accountable. And that's what I do. 

Q And from the operation side of the business / 

Ms, Sammons is running the office; is that correct? 

A The non-legal -- non-legal matters. 

Q From the legal operation standpoint of the 

business / your two managing attorneys whose names are 

A Miriam Mendieta and Beverly Mccomas --

Q were running the operation at that point'? 

A The legal side? 

Q Yes. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And you would agree wi.th me that, ultimatel.y, 

you' re responsible for all three of those people's 

actions and behaviors? 

A Ultimately, I am responsible to ensure that 

there's adequate supervision. If they go out and kill 

somebody, I'm not responsible for that. 
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Miriam and Bev. 

Q With regard to your meetinqs with your two 

manaqinq -- co-manaqinq attorneys in 200 9, how often did 

you meet with them in person or by telephone to discuss 

the operations of your l.aw office? 

A Once a month, with certainty and as needed 

with any manager. If a client called and said, "I'm 

going to pull the work if this doesn't happen," blah, 

blah, blah, blah, they had to come to me with that. 

Q And how often do that happen, approximately? 

A Maybe once a month, twice a month, where they 

felt the need to bring it to me. It may have happened 

more, but where it got elevated to me, thankfully, we 

have very solid relationships with the clients. And if 

the clients had issues, they would reach out to me 

really at the end of the day because I'm the one that 

cultivated and maintained the relationships. 

Q Di.d Ms. Sammons expressed to you difficul. ties 

in properly staffing the law office onoe you move to 900 

Pine Island? 

A Cheryl stressed to me that if I was going to 

continue to bring in additional volumes it would require 

additional staff. And with additional staff comes 

additional space, hence, the growth that we outlined and 

eight, nine, 10. 
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Q Did she expl:'eas to you the inability to find 

staff with any experience? 

A I don 1 t recall. 

Q Or said another way, was she complaining to 

you that the staff that she was hiring was 

inexperienced? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Did she express to you that it was just too 

much work for the staff to properly be abla to manage? 

A No -- ah, let me take that back. She did. In 

2008, I want to say, she did come to me and said -- it 

was October, I believe, October 2008, maybe on October 

2007 -- and said, "David, the paralegals have too much 

work." And I go, "Which paralegals?" She told me what 

teams, because we were broken in by teams. And that was 

the result of -- in -- in January, I think it's 2008, I 

brought on three new clients that were supposed to be 

relatively small in numbers. 

Q Who? 

A Who? 

Q Yes. Who, the cl.ients? 

A The three clients, Saxon, Wachovia and Homac. 

Each month, so what she did was she assigned those 

clients to an existing team that handled other clients' 

files. In October, she came to me and said the 
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groups of people that were in to do training. There 

were -- on -- on both the attorney side and on the 

non-attorney side, there were groups of trainers whose 

sole purpose was to do training. 

Q And that training was estab.lished -- those 

p:rotocol.s for training were establ.ished both at the 

lawyer and the non-lawyer .!eve.ls by you? 

A When you say "protocol," we wanted to make 

certain that we maintained our reputation as best in 

class and the best in the industry. And as bodies were 

brought on, we wanted to make certain that there was 

nothing lost in the -- in translation. so, I instructed 

Cheryl to designate three or four people of her 

choosing -- as I sit here today, I -- I -- I'm not sure 

who it is. I told Miriam Mendieta and Beverly Mccomas 

on the attorney side that based on the volumes, based on 

the number of attorneys, based on the case load, we 

needed attorneys to -- experienced attorneys to handle 

training of the new attorneys, just like I did with 

Cheryl. Both the attorney side and the non-attorney 

side, as I understand it, selected their trainers, And 

the attorneys, for a fact, before they were released to 

go to court, went through, I believe, a 60 or 90-day 

training period with Billi Pollack and Maria Solomon, 

two most senior attorneys being used to train. 
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paralegals are flipping out, the clients are blank, 

blank and blank, the three I just told you, Wachovia, 

Homac and Saxon. And I pulled up my volume report and 

I'm like -- I'm not surprised. Where they started off 

giving us 100, ultimately, it turned into 500 or 600 a 

month. So, the paralegals were overwhelmed. I picked 

up the phone and I contacted all three of the clients 

and asked them to stop sending us referrals. At this 

point in time, we cannot handle and I did not want to 

disappoint or fail them. They were originally taken 

back, because I'm the guy that comes in with knee pads 

and begs for more, At the end of the day, they praised 

me and said, "When you' re ready to take the work back, 

let me know." We assured them that we would finish of 

what we had and did so. And the volumes just continue 

to grow. With Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, we wanted to 

make sure that we kept those teams solid. And those 

teams were the beneficiaries of those three new clients. 

So, when Cheryl brought to me attention that her group 

of paralegals were overwhelmed, I did the right thing 

and contacted the client and told them we can't do it 

anymore. 

Q Did Cheryl ever express to you that the new 

staff was receiving little to no traininq? 

A No, she did not. As a matter of fact, we had 
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Q And who trained them? 

A Miriam and Bev. And they have been 

Q And who trained them? 

A Trained -- who trained Miriam and Bev? Gosh, 

they kind of learned it -on their own. I mean, in the 

beginning, there's foreclosures. 

Well, Miriam started wi.th you in 1994, so I 

assume that you woul.d have been the one to train her 

si.nce she -- since you were the one who was establishing 

the protocols since your collar was un.leashed to do 

things the way David J, Stern wanted them done with.in 

his law office? 

MR. BERNSTEIN: Argumentative. 

A I -- I -- I agree. Miriam role versus 

Miriam role -- Miriam 1 s role is to go to court. My 

collar was never on in terms of court because I wasn't a 

practicing attorney. Miriam was a practicing attorney. 

And while I did it in its infancy I was smart enough to 

realize two things, that my opportunity for success 

would be greater if I focused on client relations and 

the other thing that went off is I •m not an attorney. 

I 1 m not into case law. I'm not into sitting down and 

reading brie-fs. So, in the infancy, Miriam got a very 

solid handle on the way practice should be done. And as 

the industry evolved and case law became greater and 
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circumstances changed, Miriam got that really from the 

beginning. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Oid you ever object to anything 

she ever did as a practicing lawyer under your watch? 

A I don 1 t recall. 

Q You don't recall. objection? 

A I don't recall if there's nothing that she's 

done. I -- I don't recall anything. 

Q Oh, okay, So, no? 

A Well --

Q Nothing to your recol.lection? 

A At what point in time? 

Q Sure. Up until. -- from 1994 up until 2008. 

A The answer would be "no." Because if that was 

the case, she would have been gone. 

Q Were your clients reqniring foreclosures to be 

complete within six months for sending you the .file? 

A 

Q 

No, sir. At what point? Let me ask you that. 

Between the period of 2006 and 2009. 

At some point in time, Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac lowered the foreclosure processing -- processing 

time for uncontested/controllable foreclosures from 180 

days to 150 days. So, based on the custom and practice, 

it was necessary for the law office to complete the 

foreclosure within the insurer/investor time frame 
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Q Their role was what? 

A Conunercial foreclosures and appellate work. 

Q Okay. 

A Default Servicing had a couple of employees 

located in Plantation as an extension to Louisville for 

check processing, accounting. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

What address? 

900. 

Okay. A11 right. 

That's -- that's it. 

Okay. As of December 31st, 2009, those four 

en ti ties still OCCUPY the space that you originally 

moved into except maybe expanded; is that fair? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. And I apologize, I have not been out 

there, okay, believe it or not, I've seen pictures. How 

many entrances and exits are there i.n the bui.lding? I 

don' t mean emergency exits . 

A Just one. One with four elevators -- no, wait 

a minute, no. I take that back. You got two emergency 

exits and you got a delivery. 

Q Let me help. Excluding emergency, excluding 

delivery, just for common -- for the workers and 

clients. 

A Yeah. One -- one entrance, four elevators, 
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absent any uncontrollable matter, which would include 

litigation or delays that are beyond the law firm's 

control. 

Q Between the time you moved into the 900 South 

Pine Island Road location in December of 2009, would you 

agree with me that the only en ti ties -- the only David 

J. Stern enti. ties was the law office and the Title and 

Abstract company? 

MR. TEW: Objection to form. 

A Would I agree with you that those were the 

only entities? 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Yes. I' 11 rephrase, When you 

firat moved into 900 Pine Island Road, the two entities 

that went with you, "you" being the Law Offices of Dav.id 

J. Stern, were this office and Professional 'l'.i tle and 

Abstract; is that correct? 

A No, sir. 

Q Okay, What other entities went with you at 

that point? 

A 

Q 

A 

Stern and McSurdy. 

Okay. What is that? 

That's another law firm that I have for 

commercial foreclosures. 

Q Spell the last name, please. 

A M-C-S-U-R-D-Y, 
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slow elevators, junky, people alway5 get stuck, should 

be the next class action. 

We ' 11 talk later. 

A I just wanted to get frank to laugh. That's all, 

I'm finished, we're -- we're done. Okay. 

Q Was the -- was Professional Title and Abstract 

on a particular floor in 2009? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q What floor? 

A I believe five. Don't hold me to it, but I --

I think that was it. Again, I was not day to day. And 

when I was in the office, I usually stay put, but I 

think they' re on five. 

Q What floor are you on? 

A Four. 

Q Was th• antiu law office on four? 

A Well, prior to December 30th, there was the 

law office and it would have been on whatever floors we 

had. Professional Title, I can't tell you if they --

because of growth got spread to a second floor. Stern 

and McSurdy were on -- on one floor. And Default 

Servicing, he was on one floor, they -- I think there's 

a couple of people. 

Q Is that as clear as you can be? What :C mean 

is, what f'loor was Def'ault Servicing •ven i.f there's 
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only two officers? 

A I -- I -- I don• t remember. I -- that just 

wasn't what I did. 

Q Sure. Who would know that, Cheryl. Sammons? 

A I would go -- I would have gone to Cheryl to 

ask her where are the Default Servicing people, but that 

was granular. So, as, you know, the owner of a 14,000 

or 121 000-person law firm, I didn't deal with the two 

Default Servicing people that were on to deal with 

checks. 

Q I know and I appreci.ate that. And I 

defi.nitely understand how busy you are and how big the 

company you got. If -- I just want to know who I would 

ask, the right person, to get the right answer, 

A Well, I guess you could ask them. You could 

ask the Default Servicing people. 

Q Name them, please? 

A David Oba ta. 

Q Spell his last name, 

A 0-B-A-T-A. And I don't even know who the 

second person was. And you may want to know that David 

Oba ta is deceased. 

Q It• s tough to ask him. 

A You guys are good at what you do, so --

Q I appreci.ate that. Who did they report to? 
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A There was one floor that they had only half. 

So, I think all the four, all the five, half of six, 

maybe half of seven. I -- I can't recall. 

Q And the other half of seven would have been 

Default Servicing? 

A Default Servicing only have two people, so 

they were stuck God knows where but they wouldn't have 

had a floor. 

Q Al.l right. Now, you just said that the law 

office had all the five. How much of five was 

Professional. Title and Abstract? 

A I don't know. I just beli~ve that 

professional Title and Abstract was located on the fifth 

floor. To what degree it was split between the two, I 

don't know. 

Q Ara you able to tel.l me how many employees 

ware ampl.oyed by Professional. Title and Abstract in 

2009, approximatel.y? 

A 60, 80. 

Q Okay. Woul.d you agree with ma that the law 

Office and Professional Title and Abstract aha.red the 

Sall!Ji!I file system in 2006 to 2009? 

A I'm not sure what you mean, "file system." 

Q The actual file itself. 

A Okay. They did to some degree but not fully 
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A They would have reported to Jenny Johnson, 

who is the Default Servicing manager in Louisville, 

Kentucky. 

And who did she report to? 

A She would report to me. 

Q So, ultimately, you were responsible for the 

actions of Defau1t Servicing? 

MR. TEW; Object to the form of the question. 

-Calls for a legal conclusion. 

A I would be responsible for putting procedures 

in place and expect that they be implemented. If Jenny 

didn't get her tickets to Kentucky Derby and killed 

someone, I would not be responsible. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Fair enough. Were you a1so 

responsible for putting po1icies and procedures in place 

for Professional Title and Abstract? 

A That would have been Carol and Sam. 

Q And who woul.d they report to? 

A Sam reported to Miriam. And Carol reported to 

Cheryl. 

Q The l.aw office appears to have had space on 

all of the floor number four as of 2009? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q All of floor number four and all of floor 

number six; is that correct? 
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because Professional Title and Abstract had been the 

first to become paperless. so, there would not have 

been a file to a large degree. 

Q Would the law firm. be able to access 

Profeasional. Title and Abstract electronical.ly? 

A Access what? 

Q Their file. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q As of December 31st, 2009, there was one 

e-mail. system being used; is that correct? 

A For which entities? 

Q All. 

A No, sir. 

Q Okay, How many e-mail systems were be.inq 

used, to the best of your knowledge, in December of 

2009? 

A I believe two. 

Q Okay. One would have been the person 1 s 

na.me@aternlaw, com? 

A Os tern -- dstern. com. 

Q Okay. What would the other have bean? 

A It was a separate e-mail for Default Servicing 

and I don 1 t recall. 

Q Okay. So, Professional Title and Abstract and 

the l.aw office use the same e-mail system as of December 
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of 2009? 

A Actually, I don't know. 

To the best of your recollection, 

A Yeah. To the best of my recollection, yes, 

but I -- I don 1 t know. When I -- I don• t look at e-mail 

addresses because I'm sure none of us really do. If 

it's in our Blackberry, it 1 s in our Blackberry, So --

Who did the BR department report to? 

MR. TEW: You' re talking about up to 2009? 

MR. JAFFE: Fair enough. Fair enough. Fair 

enough. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) As of December -- from 2009 

going backwards, who did the HR department director 

report to? 

A They would have reported to Cheryl and to 

Miriam and Beverly. 

Depending if it was a 1awyer or a non-1awyer; 

is that fair? 

A It depends what the issue was. They perhaps 

would go to everybody and say, "What do you think about 

this?" 

Okay. As of December 2009, there was one HR 

department for the law office, and Professional Title 

and Abstract, and Default Services; is that correct? 

A Ye.s, sir, that is correct. 
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A They could have done the termination or they 

could have processed the paperwork amongst other 

responsibilities. 

Who did your :IT department report to? Lat me 

ask a predicate question. Did you have an IT department 

as o~ 2009? 

A Yes, sir. As we indicated, Vince Petrov head 

up -- headed up that department. 

Bow many people were employed in that 

depart.man t working with him? 

A I don't know. 

Ballpark, than two? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. Who would have the IT department have 

reported to? 

A Miriam, Beverly Mccomas and Cheryl Sanunons. 

BR department that we have previously 

discussed would have been responsible for that 

department as well.? 

A Yes, sir. Well, when you say "responsible," 

they would have made sure they' re paid, they would have 

given adjustments, they would have taken care of 

insurance, workmans' comp, et cetera. 

And if there were terminations, they would 

have either hanciled the termination and/or handled the 
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And there were common policies and procedu;res 

that the HR depax:tment used and appl.ied to those three 

en ti tielll as of December 2009? 

A Where the law would provide 1 t. There may 

have been some differences because Default Servicing 

was -- was in Kentucky and we would have to go by what 

Kentucky required. 

But executed out of that one HR department? 

A Yes, sir. 

One HR department for hiring and firing, 

again, of those three entities; the law office, 

Professional Title and Abstract, and Default Se.rvices? 

A No, sir. 

Sama question. Same HR deparbnent for hiring 

and firing fo;r law offices and Professional. Ti tl.e and 

Abstract? 

A No, sir. 

All ri.ght. Explain that, please. 

A Going by your question, HR may not have always 

done the firing. They may have processed the paperwork 

to do the firing, but the -- the firing may have been 

done by Miriam or Beverly or Jenny Johnson or Cheryl 

Sammons. 

Same HR department wou1d have processed the 

pape.rwork for those three anti ties? 
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paperwork associated with termination? 

A Yes, sir. 

Did Stern, P.A. have a 401 (k)? 

A Yes, sir. 

Was -- WQro all the d•partments we previously 

talked about allowed to participate in th• Stern, P.A. 

401 (k)? 

A Departments, like foreclosure, bankruptcy and 

IT, yes, sir. 

Who would not - ... what dopartment would not 

hav• been able to? 

A I'm not sure I understand -- I -- I don't 

believe that any department within the Law Offices of 

David J. Stern would not have been allowed to 

participate. 

And would Professional Title and Abstract be 

al.lowed to participate? 

A I don't know if they had their separate plan 

or not. I -- I don't -- don't know. Sorry. 

Would Default Services been able to 

participate? 

A I don't know. 

IT would have baen able to participate , 

correct? 

A Right. 
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You don 1 t know about the 401 {k) with regard to 

what you just testified to. Who would? 

A 

2009? 

A 

A 

Don't ask me about the 401 (k). Back in 

Correct. 

The HR director. 

And at that point, who would that have been? 

Ali Rhonda, R -- R-H-0-N-D-A. 

Okay. Let me ask you a coupl.a- of :more 

questions about the HR department a.s it relates to --

excuse me -- the 401 (k) • 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

I don't know what floor they were on. 

Okay. Fair enough. 

Sorry. 

I don't think the 401 (k) had a floor. Where 

the BR department located? 

A I -- I don't know, no, seriously. The good 

thing is never got called to HR for --

Q You were never recommended by HR? 

A Well, that's not true. I did see a sexual 

harassment videotape in the fourth floor conference 

room. 

Q You actually were sued for sexual harassment, 

right? 

A Years ago. We won. 
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A Yeah, yeah, yeah. That's -- that's Tom 

Vaughn. 

Just so the record is clear, Tom Vaughn of --

A Dykema out of Detroit, Michigan --

suggest that -- Dykema Law Office or 

Dykema Gossett, what's the name of the law firm? 

A Dykema Gossett. I can give you its hourly 

rate. 

Q Okay. I'm sure you 1 re -- are you aware that 

you are the managing member of DJS Prooessinq, LLC as of 

September 2009? 

A I would have to defer to Tom. 

Are you awu:e that you are the registered 

agent of DJS Processing, LLC as of September 2009? 

A I am not. 

Q Are you aware that DJS Processing / LLC 1 s 

prinoipal place of business as of 2009 in September was 

900 South Pine Island Road, Plantation, Florida? 

A I was not aware, 

Q Why -- do you know why DJS Processinq, LLC was 

formed? 

A DJSP Processing --

Let me rephrase. DJS Processing, LLC, do you 

know why it was foxmed? 

A It was formed because I was interested in 
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Good. Congratulations. As of September 

2009 -- okay? Time frame-wise, are okay with that? 

A Go ahead. 

-- DJSP, P.A. existed, correct? 

A The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 

existed. 

Okay. Did DJS Processing, LLC exist? 

A No, it did not. 

Q When did that -- when did DJSP Processing, 

I.LC -- DJS Processing, LLC, when was that born? 

A I believe January 15th, 2010. 

Q All right. So, if I found some doeUJ11Snts that 

appeared to register DJS Processing 1 LLC on 

September 15th, 2009 in Delaware, would that refresh 

your recollection? 

A I -- you know what, when it comes to that, Tom 

Vaughn of Dykema handled pretty much everything, so I 

would defer to Tom. Logic would have it that you don 1 t 

close a transaction on January 15th and all the 

paperwork be done on January 15th. As far as the dates 

that the work was done, I have no idea, recollection, 

knowledge. 

Q All right. I agree that the documents speak 

for themselves. I'm just trying to understand your 

understanding. .And you've clearly expressed --
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doing the transaction. And under our Florida Code of 

Ethics, a transaction which involve the law firm, 

vis-8-vis Default Servicing or Professional Title, a law 

firm cannot be sold to non-attorneys. So, the way 

similar transactions were able to occur was the creation 

of a back office dealing with the non-legal aspect of 

the particular business. So, DJS Processing was created 

in order to allow for a transaction to occur consisting 

with the Florida Ethics guidelines, rules and 

regulations. 

Q Pl.ease define what the transaction that you 

wanted to accompl.ish was. 

A I wanted an opportunity to expand beyond the 

borders of Florida and get into additional businesses, 

both typical and, perhaps, unrelated. And probably 

three years before the transaction, I was approached by 

some financial advisors from a whole host of companies. 

They came in by the rushes. Before I -- originally, I 

said, "No, I don't want to do it," like what I've got 

going. Then, reached out to a gentleman by the name of 

David Trott, the law firm of Trott & Trott out of 

Detroit, Michigan, who I'm fairly good friends with. 

And I said, "All right. David, you've done a 

transaction. Why? What 1 s the ups, what's the downs, 

where are the land mines and, you know, who should I 
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use? Because I'm getting phone calls from everybody, 11 

at least for exploration purposes. So, he told me the 

pluses, he told me the minuses, he told me why he did 

it. And he said, "David, you should go with my deal 

makers, my financial advisors because they've already 

done the deal, they've already done the documents, they 

know where the lands mines are," et cetera, So, I 

contacted Plante Moran out of Detroit. I contacted them 

although they had called me a few times. And I said, 

"Look, I'm interested in meeting with you. Tell me how 

it works. Tell me what it's about, Give me some idea 

dollar-wise, How do we structure the deal? How we 

don't structure the deal?" And it became, as you can 

imagine, very labor-intensive in terms of picking the 

right partner. Do you go public? Do you go private? 

Do you go equity? Do you go hedge? What is the lesser 

of the two evils? What are the greater of everything? 

At the end of the day, no matter what sector we went, 

there would be a requirement as was the case with the 

previous six or seven law firms that have done what I 

did, that a back office specializing in or creating a 

non-legal entity. And that would be the entity that 

would be subject to the transaction. In my case, we 

created DJS Processing and, of course, Professional 

Title and Abstract to Default Servicing were stand-alone 
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A It's a company that was established to put 

the -- what used to be the previous Default Servicing 

and Professional Title, Inc. into that holding company 

for purpose of -- of wind down is what I understand. 

Q Default Servicing, LLC was formed in 2009 in 

Delaware -- or refoJ:med in 2009 in Del.aware. Are you 
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companies where we didn't have to do any split-off from 

the law firm. 

Q So, the record is el.ear, DJS Processing, LLC 

stands for David J. Stern Processing, LLC? 

A Sure. Yes. 

Q Professional Title and Abstract Company of 

Florid.a, LLC was formed in September of 2009 in 

Delaware. Are you aware of that? 

A I am not. 

Q Are you aware that it was registered in 

Flori.da on September 2009? 

A I am not. Just like Processing and the same 

thing for Default Servicing. 

Q Are you aware that you were the sole director 

of ProfessionaJ. Title and Abstract Company of Florida, 

LLC in September Of 2009? 

A I am not. 

Q Are you aware that you were the managing 

member of Professional Title and Abstract Company of 

Fl.orida, LI.C in September of 2009? 

A I am not. 

Q What is the Stern Bolding Company? 

A I have to get the specifics from Tom Vaughn. 

Q Have you ev•r heard of the Stern Hol.ding 

Company? 
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Q l'l.l ask it. If you don't know or you know 

the answ•r, I 1 11 ask it anyway. Why was DAL the 

managing member of Default Servicing in September of 

2009? 

A I don't know. 

Q Who would know? 

A Thomas Vaughn. 
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A No, I'm not. 

Q And regi.stered in September 2009 in P'l.orida, 

Are you aware of that? 

A I'm not. 

Q With DAL, D-A-L, as a managing member, are you 

aware of that? 

A No, I'm not. 

Q As long as we're here. Let's ask -- what is 

DAL, D-A-L? 

A I don 1 t recall. 

Q Ju.st so I'm cl.ear, DAL, D-A-L, Group, are you 

familiar with what that is? 

A In the structure of the transaction, it is a 

holding company that holds the newly formed operating 

subsidiaries; Professional Title and Abstract, DJS 

Processing, Default Servicing. Professional and 
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understand this, your two managing attorneys could hire 

and fire attorneys without consul. ting you? 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, sir. 

Did they have salary parameters on hiring? 

They did not have salary parameters unless it 

was going to cost some as tronornical amount. Because in 

my day-to-day functionality / I have no idea how much 

associates made really at any level. 

Q The same question with regard to non-lawyer, 

Ms. Samrn.on:s have the ability to hire staff --

A Yes, sir, she did. 

Q -- without consulting you? 

A That is correct, part of her day-to-day 

operation. 

Q Did you place upon Ms. Samrn.ons or the 

co-managing attorneys any limitation on staffing? 
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A No. 

Q Certainly, the inherent limitation woul.d have 

been space available; is that fair'? 

A I didn't put that limitation. That was an 

obvious one. 

Q Okay. Did they ever come to you and ask 

permission to hire a particular lawyer or a particul.ar 

staff member? 

A Not that I recall. 

Q Did you have a management team? 

A How do you define "management team"? 

Q Key employees that have been with you more 

than a decade. 

A That would be Miriam and Cheryl and Beverly, 

And depending upon what they were looking to do, it may 

include Sam. It could -- it could have included Maria 

Solomon. It could have included Billi Pollack. It 

would depend upon what they were looking to do. If it 

was something general, then they would bring all the 

managers in. 

Q And how often do that happen? 

A I don't know. You have to ask them. 

Q And who established your budget prior to 

December 200 9? 

A We never had a budget. 
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foreclosure is complete and title invest in the 

servicer, we would then handle any evictions where 

necessary. Once the eviction is complete and it becomes 

a real estate-owned property, we would then open the 

title work and handle the closing on behalf of the 

granter, the bank as the seller, to the grantee. 

Q And those systems that were used by the La.w 

Offices of David J. Stern, P.A., you developed? 

A I -- the day one, I developed them; day two, 

they continued to be expanded and improved upon by 

people that were smarter than I was in those particular 

areas. 

Q Okay. :eut would you agree with me certainl.y 

until. 2006, you were the captain of the ship with regard 

to your office and how it ran and the systems that were 

to be used? 

A I would agree that I was the captain of the 

ship. I would strongly disagree that processes were put 

in -- that were put in were put in by me. The 

development, better practices, things like that, Miriam, 

Sam, Beverly, when she joined, and Cheryl, did a lot of 

that. So, there was -- in 2000 -- even in 2000, there 

were procedures and policies put in place that they were 

comfortable in doing and realized that I would have no 

objection. If I had to deal with every granular change 
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Q So, as we sit here today / you 1 re tell.inq me 

you never had budget meetings with any of your key 

staff? 

A That 1 s correct. Whatever it took to get the 

job done, they have carte blanche. That presumes that 

question is December 31st, 2009. 

Q Absolutely. Mr. Stern, I apologize in advance 

for the next question. I believe I asked it but :I want 

to make sure that :I covered it. The system i.n place in 

your law office to take a foreclosed -- foreclosure case 

from cradle to grave was created by you? 

A I specifically said in my answer that cradle 

to grave concept was not a word that was used to take 

the foreclosure from the beginning to the end. So, the 

answer to your question is "no. " 

Q Define "cradle to grave'' in the context you 

said it -- meant it when you said it, 

A When I speak of cradle to grave, that would be 

that we provide services that may become necessary on a 

default of loan on behalf of the client, so it generally 

come in as a foreclosure. If the foreclosure is 

interrupted by a bankruptcy, we will handle that 

bankruptcy. Once the bankruptcy has been concluded and 

we• re free -- sorry -- from the automatic stay, we would 

then continue on with the foreclosure. Once the 
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that results from Fannie or Freddie guidelines or a 

local rule or a judge making some sort of requirement, 

that by definition would be an impossibility. Hence, 

development expanding processes and procedures very 

quickly fell on Miriam, Beverly and -- and -- and 

Cheryl. I was there for the day-to-day probably up 

until 2006. He had my nose and things, but it didn't 

take long to realize that. Sometimes you can• t be the 

rainmaker and be involved in procedure because very 

quickly, I did not know or have knowledge as to the 

capabilities of the staff that was in place. 

Q Did you ever object to any of the pol.icies or 

procedures that were put in pl.ace by others- beside 

yourself. 

A I don't I don't recall. Apparently, not 

very long or hard I'll stay with them in there. 

Q Effective January 15th, 2010, you went public; 

is that correct? 

A 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. 

MR. TEW: Yes. Same objection. 

We created a processing company, new 

Professional Title, new Default Servicing that was part 

of DJSP Enterprises. DJSP Enterprises went public. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe} In January -- actually, let 1 s 

backup, okay? Tell me what Chardan 2008 China 
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Acquisi.tion Corporation is or was? 

A It's traced in the NASDAQ as CACA. I'm sorry, 

It's true. It's true. For the record, it 1 s true. I'm 

sorry. I -- I love that part. Anyway, Chardan Capital 

was a -- a -- a company that, I guess, went public. 

Through Chardan, it was their sixth or seventh spec 

where they raised money looking for opportunities. My 

understanding, the previous facts all went to 

China-based opportunities. When my transaction was made 

known to the Chardan folks, they fell in love with the 

opportunity. And we ended up getting together and 

negotiating a deal. Chardan then changed its name to 

DJSP Enterprises. 

Q Peraona1 pl.ace of business as of January 15th, 

2010? 

A No. I -- I believe Enterprises is a is a 

Bridge, Virgin Islands company. DAL would be, I think, 

Florida-based. And then you've got Default Servicing 

and all the other companies. I think they' re Delaware 

corporations but we obviously do business in Louisville, 

Kentucky and Plantation, Florida. 

Q You also have an operation in Puerto Rico or 

did? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Excuse me. Objection. You said 

you 
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Q Indulge me then while I go through them and 

you gave that same answer then, 

A Okay. 

Q As of January 15th, 2010, you were the 

president, registered a.gent and managing member of DJS 

Processing Enterprises, Florid.a? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. 

A I'm sorry. With everything that there is out 

there between DJSP, Default Servicing, Professional 

Title, Enterprises, it's more than I know. I'd have to 

defer to Torn Vaughn and look to some sort of chart for 

guidance because I can 1 t keep up --

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Do you know if the chart 

exists? 

A No. 

Q As of January 15th, 2010, you a.re aware that 

DJS Processing Enterprises BBI was created? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

A I'm not I'd have to defer to Tom Vaughn 

because 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. But you knolrf it exiatad 

at that point; ia that fair? 

A Yes. 

Q And are you a.ware that you were the president 
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Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Was there any -- to the best of 

your knowledge, was there any operation of any kind in 

dealing w:i th DJSP Enterprises in Puerto Rico? 

A Can you read that back, please? 

(Thereupon, the record was played 

back.) 

A I didn't know you were playing that back. 

thought he was like -- that's pretty good, you know. It 

didn • t seem --

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Well, that' s the technology of 

today. 

A And I lost you over there. 

Q As of January 15th, 2010, you were the sole 

owner of David J, Stern, P.A. -- Law Offices of David J, 

Stern, P.A.? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And its registered agent? 

A I believe that is the case. Yes, sir. 

Q As of January 15th, 2010, you were DJS 

Processing managing member? 

A I -- between all of that, DJSP, the 

Enterprises, the Processing, the -- I -- I -- I have to 

ask Tom before we get to the total chart and what to 

what. I can't keep up with my role as officer or 

director or just -- way too much. 
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and CEO of DJS Processinq Enterprises BBI from 

January 15th, 2010 until approximately November of 2010? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

A I 1 m not sure about the dates. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) As of January 15th, 2010, are 

you aware you were the managing member of Professional 

Title and Abstract? 

A I'm sorry. I'd have to defer to Tom Vaughn. 

Q Aa of January 15th, 2010, are you aware you 

were the chairman of the board and president of the DAL 

group? 

MR. TEW: Form. 

A I'm not sure of the dates but I think so, yes, 

sir. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware whether or not 

you were the registered agent for the following 

companies, DJSP Enterprises, Florida.? 

A I do not know. I'd have to defer to 

Tom Vaughn. 

Q DJSP Enterprises BBI? 

A I do not know. I'd have to defer to 

Tom Vaughn. 

Q DJSP -- DJS, P.A.? 

A The Law Offices of David J. Stern? 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

As of what time period? 

January 15th r 2010. 

I was. 

The DAL Group, LLC? 

I'd have to defer to Tom Vaughn. I'm sorry. 

DJS Processing? 

I• d have to defer to Tom Vaughn, 

Professional Title and Abstract? 

Registered agent. And I'm -- I'm sorry. I'd 

have to defer to Tom Vaughn. 

Q Default Servicing? 

A I'd have to defer to Tom Vaughn. I was a busy 

guy. 

Q Who has possession of the corporate books and 

records for the entities I've just asked you about? 

A The Law Offices of David J. Stern, they've 

been in our office in Plantation 900. Everything else, 

I'd have to ask Tom Vaughn. 

Q So, you are not aware where the oo%porate 

books and records are for DJSP Enterprises BBI? 

A No, sir, I'm not. 

Q Are you aware that DJSP Ente:rpriaes BBI 

acquired 71 percent of the DAL Group on January 15th, 

2010? 
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own, independent of The Law Offices of David J. Stern, 

represented PNC Mortgage and two or three other smaller 

companies. Timeos represented a significant number of 

clients. 

Q 

A 

Q 

When did -- when. was Timeos acquired? 

I don 1 t recall the close date. 

Would it refresh your recollection if I told 

you August of 2010? 

A Sounds about right. There's -- I 1 m not 

certain because there's some variables before the actual 

transaction closed. 

Q So, l.et' s go back to my question. Woul.d you 

agree with ma that as of Jul.y 1st, 2010 / The Law Offices 

of David J. Stern, P.A., Professional. Title and Abstract 

and Defaul.t Services were the sol.a cl.ients of DJSP 

Enterprises BBI? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

A No, I would not, 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) At that time, July 1st, 2010, 

what other ol.ients did DJSP Enterprises BBI have besides 

those I just ni!llll&d? 

A Professional Title and Timeos and Default 

Servicing were not clients of DJSP Enterprises. They 

were dropping down through DAL and were holding on the 
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A I'm sorry, I'm not. 

Q Do you know whether or not you were a member 

of the board of directors of DJSP Enterprises BBI? 

A I believe I was a member of the board and 

chairman of the board. 

Q Until when.? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Why were - ... were you removed? 

A At the advice of legal counsel, we felt 

they felt it would be better for me to step down. 

Inconsistent with counsel's direction, I voluntarily 

stepped down. I was not removed. 

Q Would you agree with me that as of July 1st, 

2010, The Law Offices of David J. Ste:rn, P.A. was the 

sole client of DJSP Enterprises BBI? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. 

A DJS, with the Law of Offices of David J. 

Stern, the sole client of Enterprises, I would disagree. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Who were the other clients at 

that time? 

A Part of DJSP Enterprises would include 

Professional Title and Abstract. And it would include 

at someday Timeos and it would include Default 

Servicing. Each of those entities had their own 

separate clients, For example, Default Servicing on its 
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subsidiaries. Within those holding on subsidiaries, 

they had their own client base. For example, Default 

Servicing had relationships for our real liquidation 

with PNC and -- and a few others. Timeos had 20, 30 

different relationships. So, I would disagree that the 

sole clients of DJSP Enterprises were Professional 

Title, DJS Processing and Default Servicing because 

they -- they are not, in any way, shape or form, 

clients. 

Q Would you agree with me that as of 

January 2010, you owned 33 .15 pe:oent of DJSP 

Enterprises BBI? 

A When in January? 

Q After the 15th. 

A I don't know. You'd have to ask Tom Vaughn. 

Q How about February of 2010, did you own 

33 .15 percent? 

A I'm not sure. I 1 m not sure what the 

percentage is or what my ownership was, if it dropped 

through to another company. I'd have to ask Tom Vaughn. 

Q DAL was a holding company for DJSP, Plorida; 

DJS Processing; P:ro£essional Title and Abstract and 

Defaul.t Services; is that correct? 

A At what point? 

Q After Januai:y 15th, 2010. 
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A What were the -- the operating subsidiaries 

that you mentioned? 

Q DJSP Florida, DJS Processing, Professional 

Title and Abstract and Defaul.t Services. 

A I'm not familiar with DJSP, Florida. Of 

course, it's DJSP Processing, because I don't know what 

DJSP, Florida is. 

Q All right. How about the others? 

A DJSP Processing, Default Servicing and 

Professional Title and Abstract, As of January 15th, 

DAL was a holding company for those three entities, yes. 

Q You received $58 .5 million in Clash and another 

$88 million in notes in exchange for the DAL Group 

obtaining the Stern businesses that we just referenced; 

is that correct? 

A Can you repeat that, please? 

Q The DAL Group became the holding company for 

DJS Processing, Professional Title and Abstract and 

Default Servicing in January 15th, 2010; :Ls that 

correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And in exchange for that, you received 

$58.5 million in cash? 

A I'd have to double check on that amount. 

Q What do you believe the amount to be? 
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A On December 30th, 19- -- or 2010, the services 

were rendered by --

Q 2009. 

A 2009, thank you. -- by employees of the Law 

Offices of David J. Stern, the attorneys. 

Q And they would do what, for example? 

A They would do the non-legal work. They would 

prepare complaints. They would do proofs of claims. 

They would do eviction pleadings. Once the transaction 

occurred, DJS Processing was governed by a services 

agreement. Services agreement, of course, was a 

negotiated document that defines services, compensation, 

facility agreement amongst other things, And it clearly 

indicated that the way it used to be done by a single 

entity was no longer the case, there was no longer one 

entity. There were -- it was not a one entity 

enterprise. There were two entities with a definition 

of what Processing was to do and what the law firm was 

to do. In essence, became a vendor/client relationship 

with the vendor being DJS Processing and the client, of 

course, being the Law Offices of David J. Stern. 

Q Fine. Now, would you agree with me that the 

actual day-to-day physical work that the employees did 

the same? 

A It cannot do that. It was not --
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A I don't recall. 

Q In excess of $55 mil.lion? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q .And in addition, an $88 mill.ion in notes? 

A I'd have to look back in paperwork and see how 

that translates out in terms of notes. 

Q Greater than $80 million, would you agree with 

that? 

A I guess we could say there weren't a note and 

then the note that I took back, that's correct. Yes, 

sir. 

Q I would like to take a ba. th room break at this 

point. 

(Thereupon, a short break was 

taken.) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

Q (l3y Mr. Jaffe) Explain to me please what DJS 

Processing once it was established and born in January 

of 2010 did? What was its role? What did it do? 

A It did non-legal services on behalf of the Law 

Offices of David J. stern. 

Q Bow did those services differ on January 16th, 

2010 than December 31st, 2009? 

A How did they differ? 

Q Uh-huh. Differ, Bow the services differ? 
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Q Why? 

A Because when Processing was born, a whole new 

concept was brought it. Norman was brought in, Rick 

Powers was brought in. The process 

Q 

A 

Rick Powers was brought in on July of 2010. 

Well, there was interim CEOs or interim coos 

that came in, a gentleman by the name of Phil Cobb. 

So, Phil began to guide Processing to do things that 

were, in essence, fabulous, unprecedented, in terms 

of measuring by the matrix, better training, those 

sort of things. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

four-fold. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

They still drafted complaints? 

Yes, sir. But with greater efficiency. 

They still dealt with service process? 

With greater efficiency. 

They still dealt with obtaining judgment? 

With tremendously greater efficiency, Up 

Still dealt with sa.les? 

With greater efficiency. 

And post sales? 

With greater efficiency. 

And th• same peop.le that we:re previously 

employ•d by the law office? 

A And some others. 
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Q And, in fact, they worked the same desks? 

A And some others were too. 

And on the same floors? 

A Correct. 

Q And using the same phones? 

A Pursuant to a facilities management agreement, 

yes, sir. 

Q And uaing the same a-mail? 

A Pursuant to a facilities services agreement. 

Q And directed by the same RR department? 

A HR was a functionality of DJS Processing. And 

pursuant to the terms in the services agreement, the HR 

functionality was outsourced from the law firm to DJS 

Processing, correct, yes. 

Q Same people? 

A Absolutely. 

Same director? 

A No, sir. 

Q Chris Simmons? 

A Chris Simmons was not there prior to 

January 15th. 

Q Okay. 

A So, not the same people. Different people. 

Q A vast majority of the same people? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 
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A There was an accounting department. 

Q Okay. Did that include finance? 

A I don 1 t know what finance means, I mean, we 

didn't finance anything. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

It's a bad quastion. 

The law firm --

What did the accounting depar"bnent do? 

The accounting department had multiple 

functionality. 

Q Accounts payable? 

A Accounts payable. 

Q Acc:iounts :reoeivabl.e? 

A Accounts receivable, collections. Statement 

balancing in all the accounts. It was for both the law 

firm and for Processing and for .Professional Title and 

for Default Servicing. 

Q Okay. And those payroll.a -- payroll was 

outsourced, right, to -- was payroll outsourced? 

A Payroll was outsourced to ADP. 

Q '.rhe people in accounting who were employed by 

the law firm in December of 2009 were still employed in 

the same building and in the same space at their same 

desks in January of 2010? 

A Some were, some weren't. 

Q Do you know where the IT department physically 
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(By Mr. Jaffe) With regard to HR? That was a 

bad question. 

A I diaagree. 

Okay. 

A I totally disagree. 

Q Al1 right. Professional Title and Abstract. 

A Okay. 

Q Sama people employed in a leadership role, 

Sam, right? Be was employed before January 15th, '2010 

with Professional. Abstract and Title. 

A Sam Silverglate, correct. 

Q And was am.ployed with them in the 

capacity after January 15th, 2010? 

A Sam was employed with the law firm 1 not DJS 

Processing. 

Q Okay. 

A You've lost me on that one. 

It's okay. 

A So, I disagree. 

Q Okay. I 1 ve tried to 1ose you a couple of 

times, not intentional.ly. Was there a finance 

department in the law office prior to January of 2010? 

A How would you define finance? 

Q Right. An accounting department, same 

difference. I 1 m trying to --
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was within the buil.dinq? 

A The servers were on the fourth floor and some 

of the people, the IT folks, were the fourth floor. 

But for efficiency, my understanding was that there were 

a couple of technicians on each floor for quick 

response. 

Q The employees of the IT department :remained 

employees of the IT department after January 15th, 2010? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Object to the form. 

A Some did, some didn't. 

Norman, a CIO, highly compensated employee 

brought in. Several people were let go, just like the 

accounding department, a CFO, Kumar Gushani, was brought 

in. Esther was brought in to replace Shameeza. So, 

there were lots of changes. 

Q 

A 

(By Mr. Jaffe) How about a guy nam~d Vince? 

Vince Petrov is or was the head of the IT, 

without a title, prior to the January 15th, 2010 date. 

Q And he remained employed in the IT capacity 

after --

A Reporting to Norman Gottschalk. 

Q Did he change desks? 

A I don't know. 

Q Changed phones? 

A No -- I have no idea. 
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Q Came in the same door downstairs? 

A I• m sure he came into the same door. 

Q How about Jaok Brookshaw? 

A Jack Brookshaw was a member of the IT team. 

Vince did more programming and Jack did more hardware. 

Q And Jack was employed in 2009 and 2010 as 

weJ.l? 

A Prior to January 15th, 2010, Jack Brookshaw 

was employed by the Law Offices of David J. Stern as 

senior person that did soft -- that did the hardware. 

On or about January 15th, he became an employee of DJS 

Processing in a non-managerial, non-supervisory role. 

And given the changes, reported to Norman and Norman's 

group. 

Q After January 15th, 2010, who supervised DJS 

Processing? 

A 

MR, SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

DJSP Processing was supervised by a whole host 

of areas, or a whole host of individuals depending upon 

the nature of the department, certainly consisted with 

the services agreement that existed between the Law 

Offices of David J. Stern and DJS Processing. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) What was Cheryl Sammons' title 

on January 16th, 2010? 
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meet with Cheryl Sammons on property unplanned? 

A Scheduled meetings, once a month. If she 

needed something in which she popped her head in, then 

obviously I would meet with her. But for the most part, 

Cheryl worked with the heads of the other departments 

within DJS Processing and together they managed the 

day-to-day operation. And where there is overlap with 

the Law Offices of David J. Stern pursuant to that 

services agreement, Miriam Mendieta and Beverly Mccomas 

would come in. Without violating the terms in the 

services agreement, they work together to orchestrate 

the initially smooth running operation. 

Q J: asked you how often you would meat with 

Cheryl Sammons. Now, J: 'm qoinq to ask you how often you 

would speak to Cheryl Sammons aftar January 15th, 2010? 

A If I spoke with her, it would have been a 

meeting with her. She came in and if she had a 

question, what about this client or David are you aware 

that, you know, these circumstances took place, I just 

want to let you know in case you get a call from ABC 

Bank, that was our forte. The rules were that if there 

was a problem, a severe problem, I want to get to the 

client before the client got to me. Fortunately, early 

on that did not happen all that much. So, there were 

times where I didn't speak to Cheryl for two weeks, 
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A January 16th, 2010, as the transaction 

evolved, it was originally my plan for Cheryl to be the 

operations manager over enterprise, over everything. 

And as time evolved and more and more developed, and I 

became educated into new matters or new -- new ways to 

manage, greater technology, measuring by the matrix, 

stronger stronger management skills that Phil Cobb, 

who came in an initial COO, certainly as Rick Powers 

came in as the C -- as a subsequent COO. It became 

abundantly clear that neither Cheryl or even me on my 

best day could ever be an operations manager over all of 

those entities, quite simply because Cheryl didn't have 

the pay grade, expertise, knowledge, education, I'm not 

saying she couldn 1 t learn it. so, while originally she 

was the operations manager over enterprises, she 

subsequently became the operations manager over DJS 

Processing. For the non-legal side, obviously, which 

Processing by its definition and for the purposes of 

the services agreement. I don't know what date the 

enterprise was taken off the table for her and the 

Processing placed as her pretty much sole responsibility 

with no oversight or intervention into Professional 

Title, Default Servicing or at the right date for 

Timeos. 

After January 15th, 2010, how often would you 
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three weeks because I was on the road, she had a 

different schedule, I had a different schedule, I had 

meetings. Of course, after January 15th, we did a lot 

of investor presentations, so I was gone pretty much 

non -- nonstop or I was visiting my clients. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Would you talk to her on the cell? 

If there's a problem, yes, sir. 

How frequently? 

Infrequently. 

With regard -- I'm jumpinq back for a second, 

With regard to the 401 {k) issue and contributions, after 

January 15th, 2010, are you aware whether or not the DJS 

Processing employees were abl.e to participate in the Law 

Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 401 (k)? 

A I have absolutely no idea how that worked out. 

Q Are you aware whether or not there was shared 

administrative costs between the DJS Prooessinq, 

Professional Title and Abstract and Default Services 

with regard to their participation in the 401 (k)? 

A I 1 m sorry. I have no idea. 

Q In 2009 prior to going public, obviously --

prior to going public -- going public in January 2010, 

would you agree with me that the volume of new business 

continued to rise? 

A I would -- I would not agree with you. 
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Q So, you would agree then that in 2009, the 

volume of new business began to drop? 

A Business began to drop despite 

expectations in 2010. 

Q I said 2009. 

A Business was greater in 2009 than it was in 

2010-

Q Did business increase in 2009? 

A Over 2008? 

Q Yea. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Do you remember being to1d that there were 

hundreds of phon& calla from people that your law office 

was foreclosing upon complaining that they had never 

been served their foreclosure notice? 

A Told by whom? 

Q Cheryl. Sammons. 

A No. I remember that --

MR. TEW: There's no pending question. 

A Okay. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Who is Tammy -- and I' 11 spell 

i.t instead of butchering the pronunciation of them after 

the -- K-A-P-U-S-T-A? 

A I believe that's Tammy Kapusta who I do not 

know. 
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depositions. 

A No. 

Q Are you familiar with what case on this? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Did you, in any way, developed it? 

A With Shapiro or with my office? 

Q Good question. Your office. 

A With my office, we created a case summary, 

"we" being Cheryl and I, that listed from the referral 

any bits of information that would be necessary to 

create a merged document. Client, client address, 

borrower, borrower's address, loan number, UPB, anything 

that would merge into any pleading. That case sum 

document saved us a lot of time, tremendously efficient. 

From the time that Cheryl and I created it, probably was 

two monthB, three months as Miriam started that I never 

really looked at a case sum again, and I'm sure that it 

got expanded a hundred times over without my sign-off 

because I don't need to sign off on the cases. 

Q What i.s UPB? 

A Well, in my profession, it's unpaid principal 

balance. I guess, if you're playing basketball or 

sports. Unpaid principal balance. 

Q Well, I know what it means in sports . 

A Yeah. I mean, it's true it's out there for 
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Q You are aware though that she worked at --

a paralegal? 

A I'm aware that she worked at my office. 

don't know her functionality. 

Q Nor any of her responsibilities, roles while 

she was there? 

A I only know that she was escorted out by the 

police and she lost her only child to her blind husband. 

Q So / it 1 s your inference that ahe wouldn't tell 

the truth? 

A My inference is that she has no credibility 

based on what I understand or understood her to say. As 

I sit here today, my testimony is that I did not read 

her deposition. As I glanced at it, to me, it was just 

a blog because it was such garbage. I went to Cheryl 

because I knew clients would call, and Cheryl said 

David, she's a fruitcake, she got fired, she got 

escorted out by the police and to say how bad she is, 

she, in a custody, lost her child to her blind husband. 

Q Did you read Cheryl Sammons' deposition? 

A Which deposition'? 

Q How about the one in May of 2009? 

A You have to tell me what it was. What case it 

was. 

Q No, :r don't -- it could be any of her 
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something. 

Q Would you agree with me that there was 

pressure put on Cheryl Sammons by you to get judgments 

entered so that the reports in the bank l!lbowed completed 

transactions? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A No, I wouldn't. If Cheryl had issues, she 

would come to me as she had done in the past and I would 

rectify the situation by getting rid of clients or 

calling clients to tell them you can turn off the 

volume. Cheryl knew if there was a problem, she could 

come to me. And that's why they had pretty much carte 

blanche, no restrictions on salary, no restrictions on 

hiring, take whatever space you need to take, no budget. 

They had -- they had the best of all worlds. 

Q (Dy Mr. Ja.£fe) It sounds like a great place to 

work. During 2008 1 2009, would Fannie Mae au di tors coma 

on property? 

A In 2008, Fannie Mae created a new designated 

counsel program or network. They came on property to 

interview each of the firms and to review our operation, 

kick the tires if you will. I am not aware of any other 

Fannie Mae visit or on site, until probably June or July 

of 2010 when --

MR. TEW: Wait a minute. You've answered the 
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question. 

A -- when Fannie Mae came in to visit law firms. 

Q (:By Mr. Jaffa) Cid Fannie Mae come on property 

in 2008, Fannie Ma.a auditors? 

A Fannie Mae auditors did not come out. I do 

not believe Fannie Mae auditors came on property. 

believe their audit was a mail away audit. 

Q Okay. Did Fannie Mae auditors come on 

property in 2009? 

A I'm not -- let me -- let me go back. I don't 

think they came on in 2008. I think they came 

they -- I'm sorry. They never came on, to the best of 

my knowledge. I am not aware of an audit of any sort 

property or mail away in 2008. I believe it was 2009 

that they did an audit but it was a mail away audit. 

Q When Fannie Mae _ .. and I'm sorry, I was 

interrupted so I lost the answer to the question that I 

wanted to hear the answer to, 2009, did Fannie Mae come 

on property? 

A For what purpose? 

Q Any. 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And did they let you know befo.re they were 

oom.ing on property that they were coming? 

A They came on property they let us know for 
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instruction of staff members to rip stickers and client 

codes off the Fannie Mae files replacing them with those 

of a different lender? 

A I do not. 

Q Have you ever heard that accusation? 

A Ripping the sticker off and replace it with a 

different client, no, I haven't. The files are $3 and 

80-some odd cents, I -- it 1 s been so long I know the 

price of them. But once the files were done because 

they're so expensive, the items would be documented, it 

would be put into a manila folder and we would re-use 

the folder again for a brand new 

Q So, that 1 a no? 

A That's -- the answer to your question is no. 

Q Are you aware that staff was instructed to 

remove the Fannie Mae files and put them into a remote 

back room? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A No, I'm not. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) When Fannie Mae did come on 

property, what was your role? Did you meet with them? 

A When Fannie came for loss mitigation, they 

asked that I be there simply to share best practices on 

what I see in other states with other law firms and give 

them benefit of my knowledge of what I understand to 
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training and loss mitigation initiatives. 

Q Okay. So, you knew they were coming? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. Did you instruct Cheryl or any staff 

members to extend hours in order to -- did you instruct 

staff to extend hours in anticipation o:f their meeting? 

A That -- that's not what I did. That would be 

a day-to-day operation or decision. To the best of my 

knowledge, I wouldn't have any reason to do that and I 

would not do that. That would be Cheryl. 

Q Okay. So, if it happened --

A I'm not saying it didn't, but I'm telling you 

I did not. 

Q Sure. But I 1 m acknow1edqinq that and say, if, 

in fact, it happened, that wou1d have -- Chery1 would 

have been the person at the top that would have 

authorized that behavior? 

A rt depends if you' re talking about 

Processing --

Q Yes. 

A -- or you' re talking about one of the other 

entities. 

Q Processing. 

A It would have been Cheryl, 

Q Do you have any know1edqe with regard to the 
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work or not work. So, from a loss mitigation 

standpoint, I would have been in attendance at that 

meeting, but that, again, was not an audit meeting, 

There was a meeting where the higher ups at Fannie Mae 

came in and ask me to be in attendance as they were 

going by to see all of their large Florida firms. And 

wanted to impress upon us the need to stay fully 

staffed, anticipations of huge, huge shadow inventory. 

Inventory that was in default but had not yet been 

referred for various reasons. And also to get my take 

on what the issues may be for backup, if any, of files; 

HEF, HOFA, all Obama initiatives that slowed down the 

process. So --

Q Why did they want you there? 

A Because I'm the guy that knows what's going 

with other states. I'm the guy that goes to these 

seminars. I'm the guy that probably more so than anyone 

is in touch with the largest 10 lenders in the country, 

and they were picking my brain to say hey, do you know 

of any problems that the servicers are having, David, do 

you know if they are, you know, getting you what you 

need. Well, I can't tell you if they're getting us what 

we need unless, you know, Cheryl would say Client ABC 

would sent 10 affidavits and we haven't gotten them 

back. 
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Q 

A 

Would Cheryl be in those meetings? 

Cheryl would be in those meetings, yes. As 

144 

would Miriam, as would Beth. All good meetings, all 

positive meetings, all exciting meetings for growth and 

anticipation of volume. Huge numbers of shadow 

inventory. 

Q On site, on the physical plant, 900 South Pine 

:Island --

A 900 South Island, fourth floor conference 

room. 

Q Big -conference room? 

A Big conference room. 

Q You 1 re aware that, periodically, Cheryl 

Sammons was deposed? 

A I am, yes, sir. 

Q Aqain, you've already testified that you never 

read her depositions, is that accurate? 

A That is accurate, yes. 

Q When was the last time you spoke to Cheryl? 

A Latter part of -- probably, the latter part of 

November 2010. 

Q Why? 

A Because as the wheels came off, it came off 

under her watch and based on my testimony it• s very 

apparent that I had tremendous trust and confidence in 
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A Yeah, how did it go. But again, it wasn 1 t a 

big deal for me because Jeff would have been present in 

those depos. And Jeff would have come if there were 

problems and said these are the problems, or these are 

going forward with would be our best practices. So, I 

had it from him, I didn't need to go see Cheryl. 

Q So, whatever occurred during the Sammons 

deposi t.i.ons, you were made aware of? 

A If they were problematic, I would be made 

aware of them and what measures to take to -- to fix the 

issue, I would be made aware of. Nothing that I sat 

down and said oh, my God, I'm going to read this 

deposition myself because I have Jeff. 

Q Just for tha record, Jeff is Jeffery 'l'aw --

A Jeffrey Tew. 

Q -- sitting next to you? 

A Jeffrey Tew, Tew Cardenas, attorney 

extraordinaire. And from those depositions and 

depositions of others, Jeff would come and Bay 

everything good but I have Bome recommendations for best 

practices due to changing environments. And for the 

most part, we always win. 

Q Wou1d you -- were you told that with regard to 

the Sammons depo in Deutsche Bank v. B-E-L-0-U-:R-D-E-S, 

P-I-E-R-A that Sammons testified that there were at 
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her and let her run the show. Not knowing that anything 

was wrong, I watched my world unravel. And as items 

came up, I was not aware of certain things and they may 

or may not have been the reason for Fannie and Freddie 

pulling the plug at the end of the day. I think it's a 

major reaction and political. But at that point in 

time, I terminated her. 

When was that? Ba11park 1 November? 

A End of November, yes. And Miriam as well. 

Q Did you ever discuss with Cheryl her 

deposition testimony in about the time in which they 

were occurring? 

A I would deal with Jeff too and in-house 

counsel for Forest McSurdy --

Q Don't te11 me anything you've tal.ked to those 

guys about. 

A No, I 1 m not. I'm not. -- to determine if 

there were any issues or what needed to be taken if 

there's going to be any surprises. And Jeff, if 

anything needed to be fixed, he fixed it. And they 

educated me on the fix. And that was that. 

Q So, that's a yes? 

A Did I talk to Cheryl about her depo? Not 

specifics. How did it go. That's about it. 

Q We11, was it about how was it kind of qo? 
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times the wrong party of interest in ce:tain documents? 

MR. TEW: If any of your lawyers told you 

that, you shouldn't answer. That's privileged. 

A I don 1 t know even know which case you' re 

talking about. I'm sorry. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Is it your testimony that at 

Chery1 Sammons 1 depositions, Jeffrey Tew of Tew Cardenas 

her lawyer? 

A I don't think in every single one. There may 

have been Forest McSurdy from our firm or Michelle Mason 

or Donna Glaick, I'm not sure. That wasn't a 

day-to-day thing that I was involved in. I would 

venture to say that J.eff was brought in at the request 

of Forest -- Jeff Tew was brought in at the request of 

Forest McSurdy depending upon the nature of the -- of 

the deposition or the nature of the case. 

Q Do you know whether or not Jeff Tew was in 

attendance at the Sammon·.s deposition taken on May 20th, 

2009? 

A I don't. 

Q Do you know if Jeff Tew was in attendance in 

the Sammons: deposition that was taken on April. 29th / 

2010? 

A I do not. 

Q Were you mad.a aware from Ms. Sammons that she 
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testified in April of 2010 that her signature does not 

mean the contents of the document she signed was 

accurate and truthful? 

A I'm sorry? Would you read that back. 

{Thereupon, the record was played 

back.) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

A I don't even understand the question. 

Q (By Mr. Ja£fe) Was one of Ms, Sammons' roles 

in 2009, 2009 to sign certain documents? 

A Certain types of documents, yes. Not all of 

2009 and only for certain clients. 

Q What type 0£ documents? 

A Assignments of mortgage for MERS, mortgage 

electronic registration, and -- and that, of course, 

executed pursuant to a MERS corporate resolution 

empowering Cheryl and others to sign. 

Okay. 

A Cheryl also -- Cheryl and others, pursuant to 

power of attorneys from various clients, would have 

executed affidavits of indebtedness after their review 

of the contents of the affidavits pursuant to power of 

attorney that were, of course, set out under the 

signature line. 

Q Okay, And are you aware -- did Ms. Sammons 
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A When you say "you," who 1 s you? 

Q Fair enough. Stern -- Law Offices of David J, 

Stern, P.A. Question? 

A No. 

DJSP Enterprise, BBI? 

A I have to look back and sign up a complaint. 

But you are aware that there was a securities 

case filed? 

A I am, yes, sir. 

A1so in July 2010, there was a RICO class 

action filed against you? 

A Who's you? 

Fair enough. There was a RICO class action 

filed against certain -- Stern, P.A., DJSP and others? 

A So, not me. The 23 MERS members, yes, sir. 

Which the court dismissed. 

Are you aware that July 27th, 2010 DJSP 

Enterprises, BBI announced through a press release that 

new referrals had decreased? 

A I'd have to see the press release of the time. 

I understand there was a press release made, but I don't 

know if it's July 27th. If you say there's one done, 

then we can stipulate to that. 

!'11 get it if you want to. 

A Okay. 
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ever tell you that she testified that my s.igna.ture on 

certain documents doesn't mean that the contents of the 

documents are either accurate or truthful? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

Misstates the testimony. 

A I -- she actually never told me that. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. When the stock -- when 

you went public and the stock was issued, what was the 

trade price, approximate trada price? 

A 

Q 

A 

$8. 81. 

10 -- $10? 

I think it was $0.81. I don't recall. 

mean, it went to $10, it went to $12.50, it went to $15. 

A1l. right. Would you aqree with me that by 

February of 2010 it was trading at half that? 

A February of 2010? 

Yes. 

A It was trading at 

$5-ish. 

A I don't -- I don't believe so. 

By April 15th, 2010, it was down by almost 88 

percent? 

A I don't recall that, no. 

Q Jul.y 20th, 2010, you were sued in ;s,n investor 

o1ass action security su.it? 
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MR. JAFFE: Frank, you want a copy? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Yes, please. Thank you. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Thought we're going to get 

151 

through without it because it looks 

A No. No. We -- we 

Pl.aintiff' s 1. 

(Thereupon, Exhibit 1 was entered 

in to the record. ) 

A I don't mind. You said guys, I'm good, in 

there. 

MR. BERNSTEIN: You already made the copies, 

so might as well hand them out. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) All riqht. I just handed you 

what 1 s been marked as Plaintiff 1 
• Exhibit 1 for 

identification purposes, Take a look at it and then I 

w:Ul ask a question. I would direct your attention to 

the second paragraph -- oh, the first paragraph where it 

has a date and then the second paragraph, 

A Okay. Yes, we did send out that press release 

dated July 27th. 

All right. So, back to my question. Let's 

just be clear on the record. As of July 27th, 2010, 

DJSP Enterprises, BBI announced that new referral 

business had decreased? 

A Yes. 
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Okay. Are you aware that August 10th, 2010 

the attorney general of the State of Florida began 

investiqating your law offie•? 

A 

Q 

I'm sorry. 

{Thereupon, Exhibit 2 was entered 

into the record. ) 

(By Mr. Jaffe) I 1m qoinq to show you what's 

now been marked as Plaintiff's 2 for identification 

purposes. And ask you if you recoqnize that, 

A This is a press release that announces 

investigate -- new investigations against Law Offices of 

Marshall Watson, Shapiro & Fishman, Law Office of David 

J. Stern. 

Q So, does that refresh your recol.leotion that 

on August 10th, 2010 the attorney general of the State 

of Florida began an investigation? 

A No, sir, it does not. 

Q Okay. 

A I don't know if I have personal knowledge when 

they sta:r:ted it, I just know when the release came out. 

Q Okay. In August of 2010, wexa you made awaxa 

by anybody that the AG was investing you, 11you" being 

the law office? 

A I don• t know if it was on the 11th or the 12th 

or the 13th. 
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the volume," 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Do you understand what be means 

when he says, "We must also focus on our legacy 

population"? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

(By Mr, Jaffe) You can answer, 

Yes. 

What does he mean? 

He means that there are files that had been in 

the office that our legacy files, meaning they've been 

around for a while. Generally, on -- on hold for HEF 

and HOFA. And Fannie and Freddie were pushing servicers 

to get these files off hold. So, we're seeing huge 

numbers of files by the -- by the thousands coming off 

hold with proceeds. Hence, he saying that while we have 

no immediate plans for staff changes, we're going to use 

that existing staff to handle those files that had come 

off of hold from HEF and HOFA and get those moving 

through the system. 

Q And let's move back to a question I asked you 

previously. And I' 11 ask a better question. 

A Okay. 

Q Wou1d you aqree with me that the Law Offices 

of David J. Stexn, P.A. was the pri.ncipal customer of 
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Q 

A 

So, you were made aware? 

I was made aware but I don• t know if it was 

August 10th. 

153 

Q Okay. All right. So, sometime in August you 

were made aware that the attorney general• s office had 

begun an investigation of your law office? 

A Based on this press release that would -- I 

would know, somewhere around there, yes, definitely in 

the month of August. 

Q So, then you had a conference call with 

investors on September 8th, 2010, correct? 

A Sorry? 

Q Okay. If we could go back to Plaintiff• s 1, 

Specifically referring to paragraph five that begins 

with "Riek Powers". Let me know when you're ready. 

A Okay. 

Q Would you agree with me that in a July 27th, 

2010 press release, DJSP Enterprises announced that 

there would be no immediate pl.ans for significant 

staffinq changes? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Object to the form. 

MR, TEW: Object to the form. 

A Rick was quoted to saying, "We have no 

immediate plan for significant staffing changes that 

would reduce our response time or our ability to handle 
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DJSP Enterprises, BBI? 

A 

Q 

MR. SCRUGGS: Object to the form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. Form. 

No. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) No? A11 right. Let ma direct 

your attention down to the bottom of this press release, 

l.ast paraqra.ph. 

A Okay. 

Q And if you cou1d read to me, beginning with 

the word 11 the company' a principal customer is, 11 

A 11 The company's principal customer is the Law 

Office of David J. Stern whose clients include all of 

the top 10 and 17th of the top 20 mortgage servicers in 

the United States many Which have been" -- I'm sorry --

"customers of the law firm for more than 10 years. The 

company has approximately a thousand employees and is 

headquartered in." 

Q Does that refresh your recollection that the 

Law Office of David J. Stern, P.A. was a principal 

custom.er of DJSP Enterprises? 

A It is the principal customer of DJS 

Processing. 

Q So, this is inaccurate? 

A It 1 s not inaccurate. It's DJS Processing is 

then part of DJSP Enterprises. But DJSP Enterprises has 
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other clients, 

Q So, it's less than complete? 

I think it 1 s complete, I understand it. 

Q Okay. With investors'? 

Other clients. 

Q Investors in the stock? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

I'm sorry. One, I can't speak for the 

investors. 

Q (:By Mr. Jaffe) AJ.1 riqht. Have you ever been 

become made aware of the attorney general of the State 

of Florida' a investigation into your law fi:r:m as to what 

they're investigating? 

I have. 

Q Are you aware that one of the things their 

investigating is the creation of fa.1ae legal. documents? 

False legal documents. What's a false legal 

document? 

Q Documents containing fa1se information. 

A I -- I'm -- I'm not aware of that. And they 

may be investigating it but I'm not aware if -- if 

that's one of their obligations in the business. 

Q Right. That's a.11 J:'m asking you, of what 

you' re aware of, whether or not they' re investigating 

your law firm regarding inflated fees. 
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offic:e is investigating forecl.osuras on paopl.e without 

verifying their identities? 

I don 1 t know how you do that, I'm not aware of 

that. But the AG wouldn't surprise me. 

Q Are you aware that the attorney genera1 is 

investigating the 1aw offioe for foreo1osing on people 

without verifying the amount that is owed? 

I guess that would be part of the review of 

the affidavits. So, yes. 

Q Are you aware that the attorney general.' s 

investigating the 1aw office or you, incli vidually, for 

paying kickbacks to banks? 

I did hear that one. 

Q Let's move on to September Bth, 2010. Do you 

have a recollection of having a eonferenoe call with 

investors? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Asked and answered. 

I'm not sure what day but let• s look at the 

press release. 

{Thereupon, Exhibit 3 was entered 

into the record. ) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Let me show you what has now 

been marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 for identification 

purposes. Take a look at that. 

A Do you want me to read the whole thing? 
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I had heard that on -- on -- on a list of one 

of the items, that's correct. 

Q The AG ia investigating your law offi.ce for 

referring business to companies that the law firm owns 

or has a financial interest in? 

I haven't heard that one. 

Q Filing foreclosures without proving the bank 

owns the loan? 

I've heard that they' re investigate -- they 

were investigating that. 

Investigating the allegations that the:re were 

false mortgage assignments? 

False mortgage assignments, I have not heard 

that. I don't know what a false mortgage assignment is. 

Q A mortgage assignment containing false 

information. 

I -- they're maybe investigating. I'm not 

aware of that. 

Q 

Q 

Investigating false or fraudulent signatures? 

I'm aware of that. 

Falsifying notarizations? 

I wouldn't say falsifying but questioning 

notarizations in the notary's presence while the party 

is signing it. 

Q Are you aware that the attorney general 1 a 
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Q No. No. No. No. 

Okay. 

Q Let me direct your attention to page four of 

this document, entitled "conference call information." 

Please read that paragraph to yourself. 

Okay. 

Q Does that refresh your recollection that there 

was an investor conference call on September 8th, 2010? 

It does. 

Q Do you recollect where you were, when you 

participated in that conference call? 

I don't. I don't. 

Q Can I refresh your recoll.eotion by sugqesting 

to you that you 1 .ra on your boat? 

Absolutely not. 

Q Oo you have a recollection of being live on 

the premises or on the plant facility at 900 South Pine 

Island Road? 

I don't know if we were on the road. I would 

think, given the sensitivity -- I don't recall, but I 

say I was not on my boat. 

Q Let ma ask you some questions. Oo you have an 

independent recollection of the content of that call, 

what you said? 

I believe I said very little, Rick Powers 
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handled that call to the best of my recollection. 

Q Okay. And certainly, the tape recording of 

the contents of that call speak for themselves and with 

regard to who spoke and how much they spoke, correct? 

A Correct. 

Q Okay. Do you have a recollection of saying 

that DJSP Enterprises had 20 percent of the market share 

in Florida? 

MR. TEW; Object to the form. 

A I don't recall saying that ever, or at what 

point in time -- are you saying I said that on this 

call? 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) I'm asking you if you did. 

A I don't believe I -- I don't recall. 

Q Do you recall saying that there was 1, 200 

employees in DJSP Enterprises? 

A I don 1 t recall what I said on that particular 

call. 

Q Do you believe -- do you have a reco11ection 

of whether or not you said that DJSP Enterprises was the 

1argest provider of processed services to the mortgage 

lending industry in the State of Florid.a? 

A 

Q 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

I don• t recall what I said. 

(By Mr, Jaffe) Do you have a recol.l.ection 
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Q Here you doing any work for Wel.l.s Fargo? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Were you doing any work for GMAC? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Were you doing any work for Goldman Sache? 

A Not that I know of. 

Q Bank of America? 

A Yes, sir. 

MR. TEW: These are referring to the law firm 

of David Stern, right? 

MR. JAFFE: This --

MR. TEW: Then I'm going to object to all 

these questions you -- unless it means the Law 

Offices of David Stern. 

MR. JAFFE: I didn't mean him, individually. 

MR. TEW: Well, there's no other law firm that 

could be rendering services, I' 11 object to all of 

those questions, unless you mean the Law Office of 

David J, Stern. 

MR. SCRUGGS: You know, 1•11 join. I'll move 

to strike the answers on the basis that -- of the 

questions. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffa) Woul.d you agree with me that 

the following clients had been your cl.ients, yours beinq 

the Law Office of David J. Stern since 1994, Bank of 
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whether or not you said DJSP Enterprises is believed to 

be the largest in the country in terms of juclicial 

foreclosure11? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I don't recall what I said on that call. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Woul.d you agree with me that 

Wells Fargo, GMAC and Goldman Sachs were some of your 

top clients as of September 2010? 

A No. 

Q Would you agree with ma that BOA, Citigroup 

and HSBC were some of your top clients as of September 

2010? 

A No. 

Q Would you agree with me that PNC, Freddie Mao 

and Fannie Mae were some of your top clients as of 

September 2010? 

A 

Q 

A 

How -- define "some of your top clients." 

Were you doinq work for any of those I.anders? 

Okay. That doesn't -- yes, I was doing work 

for -- well, the answer to your question is no. 

Q As of September of 2010, you weren 1 t doing any 

work for any of those lenders? 

A Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are not lenders, 

And you put the three of them together, therefore the 

answer is no. 
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America? 

A No, sir. 

Q When did thay become a client of your law 

firm? 

A I'd have to look and see when Bank of America 

came the scene. There's NCNB and there's 

NationsBank. In 1994, Bank of America, I don• t think 

they existed. They certainly weren't our client. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Stern? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Okay. Citigroup? 

Citigroup? 

When did they coma out --

As a client of the Law Offices of David J. 

Yee, si.r. 

1994. 

HSBC? 

There may be referrals that come from clients 

where HSBC is a plaintiff, but a direct relationship 

with HSBC, I don't recall. Not in 1994 though. 

Q Is it fair to say though on that conference 

call. of September 2010, you held yoursel.f out to 

represent al.1 of the top 10 .lenders? 

A I don• t recall what I said on that call. 

MR. TEW: Yeah. Sarne objection as you. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) You, as it relates to a 
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conference call, were you speaking is what my reference 

is to you, that you said that the law office or DJSP 

enterprises represents al.l the top 10 lenders? 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

A I don't recall what I, David J. Stern, said on 

that call. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. Do you recollect sayinq 

on that call that you expected growth to be at 

historical heights between 2012 and 2017? 

A I, David J. Stern, do not recall anything that 

I said or that call. I may have said hi, this is David 

Stern. 

I think you might have said a little more than 

that. 

(Thereupon, a short discussion 

had off record. ) 

(I>epoaition resUttLed,) 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Now that we have been speakinq 

about the conference call on September 8th, 2010, do you 

recoll.act if you were readinq from script? 

A r do not. 

Do you recollect if what documents, if any 1 

you were referrinq to and looking at while you were 

speakinq? 

A I don't. I'm sorry. 
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Q Do you remember GSE beinq in your office a few 

days prior to September 8th, 2010? 

A I would have to look back at my calendar and 

see which GSE and what it was, As I -- yeah, that• s 

all. 

Q What are lien sea.robes? 

A Lien searches are searches that people may 

have against themselves, generally attaches to the 

property. So, if you want to give somebody a credit 

card, you 1 re going to want to do a lien search to see if 

these people have any judgments or liens against them. 

:Cs that a business that DJSP Enterprises was 

l.ookinq to qet into? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Do you rem.amber tel.ling the investors that 

that woul.d create a $100 to $150 a pop? 

A I don 1 t recall. "At what point in time," 

would be my first question, "What investors were?" 

and 

The Septembe:r --

A I can't tell you. I don't recall what I said 

on that call. 

Q I'm still -- I'm onl.y talking about the 

September 2000 --

A I don't have any recollection of what was said 
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Q Is there anything that would refresh your 

recol.lection as to what you were looking at and 

referencing during that call? 

A I assume that if we read off the script, then 

could find the script. 

Q :Ca that something that was done on 

investor-cost, that is, reading off the .script at times? 

A At times. 

Q Assuming you said we have direct source for 

Wel.l.s Fa:rgo and fo:r GMAC, what does that mean? 

A Assuming I said it? Direct source is a 

relationship whereby services have retained law firms to 

handle both law firm functionality as well as servicer 

functionality. It results in increased volume, better 

control over the files, closer relationships with the 

clients and it avoids payment of any outsourcing fees, 

Q What does GSE mean to you? 

A Government-sponsored entity / Fannie Mae, 

Freddie Mac. 

Q Do you recoll.ect tel.ling people on the other 

end of the phone call, the conference oa.ll, that one of 

the GSEs that was with us the other day in our office, 

they aotual.l.y were there to kick the tires. Do you 

remember making that statement? 

A I don't remember anything I said on that call. 
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on that particular call. 

Q Generall.y speaking, do you believe you gave a 

positive forecast for the future of DJSP Ente~rises 

that September 8, 2010 phone cal.l? 

A I don't recall what I said on that particular 

day in terms of anything. 

Q On September Bth, 2010, the date of that 

conference cal.I., were you aware that two weeks later, 

approximately, Ms. Kapusta's deposition was being taken 

by the attorney general? 

A Was I aware at that time of this call, that 

two weeks after, they were going to take her deposition? 

no. 

Sure, 

A Sorry. My crystal ball was broken that day. 

Q But ge~erall.y, there 1 s some notice qiven? 

A No, there's not, There 1 s no notice. There 1 s 

right for us to cross-examine. There's no right for 

to be there. There's no nothing. So, the answer is 

Q 

A 

Q 

I appreciate you cl.earing that up. 

Keep asking your questions. 

Do you recol.l.ect -- referring to Plaintiff's 

Exhibit No. 3 for identification purposes. A press 

rel.ease sent out, September 7th, a day before the 

investor conference ca.l.l by DJSP Enterprises. I'm 
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directing your attention to page three under "Operation 

Discussions". 

A Okay. I'm sorry. What was your question? 

Q I haven't asked you yet. 

A Okay. All right. 

Q Is it fair to say that you were te1linq your 

investors bY this press rel.ease that DJSP Enterprises 

believed file volume would increase over the third 

quart.er? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

That's an incomplete sentence or part of a 

sentence. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) All. right. Based on the 

objection, I'll. torture you, and then ask you to read, 

pl.ease, for the record, beginning with 11As of 11 -- or "As 

a.'' 

A ''As a result of management's discussion with 

our largest clients" -- "client, the law office of 

David J. Stern PA, and with the major lenders and 

servicers for whom DJSP process foreclosure files, 

believed file volume would increase in the third quarter 

and we previously decided to maintain current staffing 

levels; however, file volumes continued to be delayed 

and existing staffing levels are not sustainable 

indefinitely. " 
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A I don't recall. 

Q Is it fair to say, paraphrasing, that the 

existing staffing 1eve1s may not be sustainable 

indefinitely, is what part of this messaqe is? 

A That is correct. 

Q Is it al.so fair to say, l.ooking at the next 

paragraph, Mr. Powers is commenting and saying, 

11We 1 re prepared to create efficiencies a.nd make 

cuts where appropriate over the next three to six 

months 11 ? 

A That's what he said, yes, sir. 

Q Okay. When you say, 11make cuts 0 , what does 

that mean to you? 

A Reduce staff. Cut expenses. Overhead would 

include staff or could include office space or could 

include copiers or could include lack of efficiency. 

Q In September -- as o;f September 7th, 2010, did 

you inform any of your staff of i.mpendinq cuts? 

A I did not. I, David J. Stern, did not advise 

my staff of any impending cuts. 

Q Did HR? 

A I have to ask HR. I'm not aware of it. 

Q You 1 re not aware of whether HR did or didn't? 

A Correct. Everybody got this press release. 

Q Everybody? What's that mean? 
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Q So, here, explain to me 1 if you can, the 

purpose of that paragraph. 

A It was the belief that volume would increase 

in the third quarter. And DJS Processing had decided to 

maintain current levels. At this point in time, the 

volume hasn't come back or they continued to be delayed. 

And as such, the existing staff levels are not 

sustainable indefinitely. 

Q Were you invol.ved in any way in disseminating 

any of that information to anyone? 

A I don't recall what I said on the conference 

call. I didn't put these in envelopes and mail them out 

to anybody. 

Q What I mean by this is, this is obviousl.y 

produced on September 7th a.nd sent out, okay? 

A Yes. 

Q Right? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. And the information contained within 

this press release was obviously obtained before 

September 7th. Could have been the day before? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. My question was, did -- were you part 

of creatinq the data in any way that is contained in 

this September 7th press rel.ease? 
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A Whoever wanted to go look at the press release 

would have gotten knowledge, but I didn't send the press 

release out. 

Q Where was it sent? 

A I'm sorry? 

Q You said everyone got this press re1ease. I 1 m 

not sure what that means. I didn't get it. 

A Whoever wanted it could get it. I guess, 

they'd go on the SEC website where press releases are 

released too, and it's there. 

Q Do you know if any of your staff who -- even 

knew the existence of an SEC site -- website? 

A You have to ask folks that or the 

informational officer. I know at the time Chris Simmons 

kept everybody abreast of where to go and what was 

going on and commonly-asked-questions. So, that was 

a Chris Simmons, not a David Stern. 

Q And is it your testimony that Chris Simmons 

would send out either e-mail or post HR disseminating 

notes that, 11A new press relea:s:e has been made available 

and here's a copy of it, if you want"? 

A I do not know if that was the way the 

mechanics work. But I do know that Chris made himself 

available to all staff if they had questions through a 

particular e-mail box. 
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Q 'l'his press release, who is it intended for, 

thia type of a press release? 

A No idea, Investors. Disclosure to the world, 

to the SEC. You've got to make the world aware of 

everything. So, anyone in this world, it's intended 

for. 

Q Including investors? 

A They 1 re for everybody, including Hugh 

Bernstein. 

Q Would you agree with me that on 

September 29th, Chase suspended referrals to the Law 

Office of Javid Day stern, Javid? 

A I got you. 

Q David J. Stern, 

A On September 29th? 

Q Yes, sir. 

A I am not aware of any client suspending 

referrals in September. As I sit here today, I have 

idea. 

Q Are you aware that on October 8th, 2010, 

25 percent of Professional. '?itl.a and Abstract empl.oyees 

were fired? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I am aware of somewhere during that time 

period, given the acquisition of Timeos for efficiency 
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had Off record. ) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Let me rephrase. Ar• you aware 

on October 14th, 2010, staffing J.evels had been reduced 

by 10 percent? 

A I certainly don't know the dates specific. 

can tell you that that's before, at least to my 

knowledge, that Fannie and Freddie pulled the files. 

And I can tell you that staff reductions were 

contemplated due to a whole host of things, from 

uncontrollable events, government intervention, 

robe-signing on behalf of pretty much every major bank 

out there. 

MR. TEW: David, he just asked, "Were you 

aware of that?" 

A I was not aware of the date, but I was aware 

of the imminent staff reduction. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Do you have a recollection when 

the first time staff reduction issues were brought up in 

a meeting? 

A I don't. That would have been Rick Powers and 

Cheryl Sammons and Chris Simmons. I do not. 

Q You ware not in any of those meetings? 

A To discuss staff reductions or to decide who 

stays? 
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purposes, a lot of the previous Professional Title and 

Abstract work was sent to the Timeos folks out in 

California to gain efficiencies, better training, better 

technolog !es, et cetera. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Would you agree with me that on 

October 8th, 2010, Freddie Mac told Morgan Services to 

atop sending work to Stern PA? 

A Not aware of that. On October 8th? Not aware 

of that. 

Q Are you aware that on OCtobe.r 11th, 2010, 

Fannie Mae and Citigroup suspended new referrals to 

Stern PA? 

A I'm not aware of that. 

Q Are you aware that on October 14th, 2010, DJSP 

Knterprises announced a 10 percent reduction in file 

volum.e? 

A Via what? 

Q A press rel.ease . 

A I'd have to see that, you know. At that point 

in time, everything, you know, cuts coming every which 

way. 

Q So, you 1 re not saying it didn' t happen, you 1 .re 

just not aware of it? You don't recollect? 

A I mean, I don't recollect. 

{Thereupon, a short discussion was 
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Q To discuss the issue of staff J:eductions. 

A At what point in time? 

Q Any. 

A I've been at meeting where they discuss staff 

reductions, absolutely. 

Q 2010? 

A Yes. 

Q Bow earl.y? 

A First, second week of November 2010. 

Q That's -- so, your best recollection is that 

woul.d be the first time you were animating where a 

discussion was had regardinq staff reductions? 

A No. I would say I was in meetings for staff 

reductions -- given the key words "staff reductions" --

from the day Phil Cobb came on to the day Rick Powers 

succeeded him. 

Q Phil Cobb came on when? 

A I don't recall. Sometime, I think, just as 

the transaction kicked off on January 2010. 

Q Were you ever made aware by anyone after 

January 15th, 2010 that based on industry events, you 

might want to consider reducinq staff? 

A Was I made aware at any time after 

January 15th, 2010 that I might want to consider 

reducing staff? Anytime after January 10th? Yes. 
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Q And before November 2010? 

A Yes. 

Q What' a your first recollection of when that 

would have been and by who? 

A It would have been by Rick Powers in 

September -- August, September. 

Q und•r what circumstances was that discussion? 

A He presented me with updates on management 

tools; better training, measuring by the metrics and 

tremendous technology where efficiency's increased 

tremendously. And we would continue with staff to 

handle legacy problems, issues, "volumes" being the 

keyword. But on a positive, given the technology and 

the better training and holding people accountable, he 

was confident that we could reduce staff at some point 

in time. 

Q Was it Rick Powers 1 idea to outsource 

backoffice labor to the Philippines? 

A No. 

Q Do you recollect espousing that one of the 

keys to success on an ongoing basis would be to 

outsource labor for backoffice to the Philippines at 

one-half the salary of full-time Plantation employees? 

A I don't know if I said one-half, but at 

substantial savings from a Plantation or US-based 
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tell you from a dollar-and-cents, it's been efficient. 

Q You also said at some point that P•ofessional. 

Title and Abstract was the first entity to go paperJ.ess? 

A I did, yes, sir. 

Q Okay. Do you remember when that was? 

A No, sir. 

Q And did you also recollect saying in reaction 

to going paperless, We won 1 t need -- there 1 ll be no need 

for the 90-or-so file alerks running around, 

A Did I say that in my testimony today? 

Q No. 

A Oh, because if I say, "no" --

Q No. 

A I don 1 t recall saying that, Yeah, I don't. 

Q Are you aware in October 21st and October 22nd 

of 2010, DJSP Enterprises te%1l\inated 190 employees? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I know DJSP Enterprises terminated employees. 

I don't know exactly what dates or how many. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Were you involved? You•ve 

already told ma your first :recollection of being in a 

meeting with regard to terminations was in November. 

so, obviously, my question's dealing with an October 

date. Is it fair to say you have no recoll.ection being 

in a meeting to discuss the te.z:minationa I 1ve just 
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employee, absolutely. 

Q And when is your recollection of the first 

time you woul.d have espoused that type of process? 

A I have no idea. 

Q 2009'? 

A No, I think it would have to have been after 

the transaction, January 15th, 2010. 

Q J:t was in the first half of 2010? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Did you, in fact, outsource labor to the 

Philippines? 

A We were doing that in 2008, 2007. 

Q Did you increase outsourcing of staff, 

backoffice staff, in the first quarter of 2010? 

A Sure. As volwnes increased, we had to 

increase volume there. 

Q Did you increase your staff in tha Philippines 

because -- or in a reaction to increased f:ile volume or 

to reduce expenses? 

A I only know that additional bodies were 

necessary. That would be Cheryl Sammons, that was her 

role. That wasn't my role. so, I can't tell you. 

don't know. That's a day-to-day process that she was 

involved in, and I can't even tell you who works in the 

Philippines or who's who or what• s what. I can only 
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mentioned? 

A In October? 

Q Yes, sir. Or earlier for that matter. 

A You know, I may have been in a meeting, but 

Cheryl would have been there at that point in time. So, 

Cheryl would have headed up that meeting or worked 

hand-in-hand with Chris Simmons and Rick Powers, quite 

simply because I would not know who's who, who needs to 

stay, who needs to go. Was I in the meeting? I don 1 t 

know. Do I know the people? Absolutely not. 

Q Would you agree w.ith me that even a:!I l.ate as 

November 2010, the HR department was still operating off 

of one e-rua:i.1 assistant? 

MR. TEW: Objection, 

A I wouldn 1 t know that. 

(Thereupon, a short discussion was 

had off record. ) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware that the 

terminations I just referenced -- the 198 that were 

oonduoteid or carried out in October 21st, October 22nd, 

2010 -- were just carried out by group meetings and 

employees being given a letter? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I remember knowing that cuts that took place 
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on or about that time or as a result of efficiencies 

gained in the day-to-day operation. I remember 

expressing concern as to how do you go about terminating 

whatever number it was. I don't know what the number 

was, but it wasn't feasible to bring a person in and 

say, "Look, l 1 m sorry, blah, blah, blah". And I 

remember Rick Powers or Chris Simmons reaching out to an 

outside firm for some guidance on how to best terminate 

a number of people, a number of people where you can 1 t 

bring them all in one room and say, "I'm sorry, but the 

firm's gained efficiencies. It's time to have some 

cuts, and unfortunately, you' re the cuts". So, how it 

ultimately got done, I understand. I do remember there 

was letter of notification. That's really about all 

that I know. 

Q 

A 

Q 

the list? 

A 

{By Mr. Jaffe) Di.d you sign that letter? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

I don't recall. 

{By Mr. Jaffe) But your name's on the bottom of 

Show me the letter, I can let you know. 

don't recall. 

Q I show what's been marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 

No, 4 for identification purposes. 
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with investors, to October 21st, 2010, the 75 percent of 

your referral business have gone away already? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

A If that's what's in the letter, then that 1 s 

what occurred. I don't know if 70 percent went away two 

days before and 5 percent went away June, July, August. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Right. Because you actually 

referenced six months earlier. 

A Right, 

Q So, business had apparently begun to take a 

downturn aix months prior to Oetobe:- 21st, 2010? 

A Correct. When Bank of America had technology 

changed, volume began to drop off. We, of course, were 

hopeful that given the promises from clients that 

volumes would pick up, Fannie Mae coming in the office 

and saying, "Be prepared for the shadow inventory", that 

that volume would come back. And we were confident that 

we could use the existing staff to work on the legacy 

files. Then --

Q And the BOA business dropped off? This began 

when? 

A They had a technology change when Bank of 

America and Countrywide merged or Bank of America 

acquired Countrywide, they changed their system. And 

a result of that system conversion, half of our 
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(Thereupon, Exhibit 4 was entered 

into the racord.) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Actually, take a look. 

Actually, after you're dona looking at it, if you 

recognize it? 

A I do recollect the letter and that is my 

signature. 

Q Okay. And you signed this letter dated 

October 21st, yes? 

A I did sign it, yes, sir. 

Q And you signed it as CEO of DJSP Enterprises? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And what was the reason that you gave the 

affected employees for their termination? 

A What was the reason? 

Q Yes, please read paragraph number one. 

A "The referral of new businesses decreased by 

over 75 percent in the last six months. While we're 

doing everything possible to guide the company 

successfully through these difficult times, it• s unclear 

what the business will look like in the near future. 

So, due to loss of business, we regret to inform you 

that we are laying off a substantial amount". 

Q Now, is it your testimony that between 

September 8th, 2010, which ia the confexence call date 
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referrals from them. 

Q When? 

A I'm thinking -- I got to look at the volume. 

I got to look at the volume. I'm thinking second 

quarter. 

Q Define that for us, not in your world. 

A Oh, no, I'm not in that world neither. Let's 

see, January, Feibruary, March -- so, April, May, June. 

Q Okay. Are you aware that on October 22nd, 

2010, DJSP Enterprises sends out a press release 

announcing that as of October 22nd, the total number of 

layoffs were now approximately 300? 

Q 

A 

Q 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware of that? 

I don't recall. 

Any reason to question? Are you saying, "I 

don• t agree" or are you saying "I have no knowledge. 11 

A I have no knowledge, I don• t know what the 

number was. I don't know the date. I simply know that 

great efficiencies were realized and volume hadn't 

bounced back. 

Q On October 25th, 2010, Mark Ha:cmon resigns off 

the board of directors 1 is that true? I mean, is that 

your recollection? 

A I don't know the date, but Mark Harmon did 
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resign off the board of directors. 

Q Do you know why? 

A I don't. 

Q How many people did you place on the board of 

directors? 

A Four. 

Q Who were they? 

A Mark Harmon, Matthew Katon, myself and 

Kumar Gushani. 

Q Was there a reason, other than yourself, why 

you named those other people to the board? 

A Well, Matthew's a longtime trusted friend 

that -- about the only one -- I 1 m sorry, Jeff -- that I 

trust. Mark does what I do or did in Massachusetts, 

Rhode Island, New Hampshire, so he has tremendous inside 

expertise. He kind of gets it, he understands. Kumar 

was a natural fit at the time because we didn't have a 

COO, so we brought the CFO in to be a director, 

Q How long have you Jc:nown him? 

A Kumar? Six months. 

Q How' d you meet him? 

A He took the job as the COO. 

Q Did you interview him? 

A I did. 

Q Two days later, October 27th, 2010, the 
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Q Does November 1st sound aceura te? 

A It doesn't. 

Q Does not? 

A It does not. 

Q At this point, have you had -- at this point, 

being November 1st time frame, do you have a 

recollection of having any other meetings regarding 

further staff reductions and the necessity for that? 

A I don't recall the time frames. Obviously, 

the unexpected catastrophic event occurred, there was a 

need to have a meeting, but I don't recall at what point 

in time that was. 

Q What 11 unexpected catastrophic event11 did you 

just reference? 

A Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac coming in and 

terminating the relationships. And then the rest of 

substantial portion of the remainder of the industry 

following suit. 

Q What's your recollection of the date that 

Fannie and Fx-eddie pulled? 

A I want to say November 4th, Nov-ember 5th. 

Q Okay. What 1 s your recollection of the other 

entities that pul.led following Fannie and Freddie? 

A Within two weeks, everything was pretty much 

gone. 
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accountinq firm resigned. A:c"e you aware of that? 

A Not aware of the date, but I do know that 

McGladrey resigned, 

Q Oo you know why? 

A I do not. 

Q Four days later, November 1st, 2010, I>JSP 

Enterprise and your law office default on the lease at 

900 Southpine Island Road; is that oorrect? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Did either of those entities default on the 

lease on November 1st, 2010? 

A l'. don't know at what point in time Processing, 

who held the list, was in default. 

Q So, it's possible that I>AL Group may have held 

that lease: is that true? 

MR. TEW: Anything is possible. You•re talking 

about a document. I object to the form of the question. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware that DJS 

Processinq defaulted on the list on November 1st, 2010? 

A I'm not sure if the list was with Processing 

or Enterprise. I know at some point in time, there was 

a default on the lease through one of the entities of 

the public company. 

Q You 1 re just not sure what date it was? 

A I'm not sure what date it was. 
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Q Do you have a recollection of -- I' 11 come 

back to that questi.on, Just had a flashback regarding 

the conference call with investors, where periodically 

there were scripts that were used to have that type of 

conference cali, My question there is / who drafted the 

scripts? 

A Chris Simmons, director of investor relations, 

together with input from Kumar, Rick l?owers. In many 

instances, myself, if they didn't know what was going or 

if they needed a question answered. 

Q So, at this time frame, when you're giving 

investor calls, you sti11 know what's happening wi.th the 

business? 

A I don't understand your question. 

Q You' re aware of -- you 1 re reading reports, 

You 1 re seeing volume. You're seeing new fi1e intakes. 

You're seeing how fast they're closing. And you're 

seeing the cash flow in and out of the company, 

A Okay. 

Q And so, you have -- in 2010, you have a handle 

on what's happening with the business? 

A As the numbers are reported in the quarterly 

earning calls and the investors or the world, whoever 

elects to participate in that call is made aware of the 

day-to-day happenings, 
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Q Riqht. But you have that information, that 

in:ati tutional knowledge of your own business far in 

advance of those calls and reports for that matter. 

A Sure. When Fannie Mae comes in and sits down 

and says, "David, we have 600, 000 shadow inventory 

loans", we say, "You mean, 60,000"? And they go, "No. 

We mean, 600, 000". And I say, "Oh, that's nationwide"? 

And they go, "No, 600,000 shadow inventory in the State 

of Florida". Sure, I know. Yeah, it's exciting. 

Q November 4th, 2010, do you recollect bainq 

involved in a mass layoff via e-mail? 

A Do I recall being involved? 

Q Yes, sir. 

A I do not recall what particular date. I do 

know, as a result of this unforeseeable catastrophic 

event, that there obviously had to be significant lay 

offs because there's nothing left. It's all gone. 

Pulled. Whoever thought? Certainly, the industry 

didn't. If you look at where we are. Six months later, 

files are still sitting in boxes. 

MR. SOGGS: Could you read back the prior 

question? 

(Thereupon, a short discussion was 

had off record.) 

(E!nd of Volume !) 
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David J. Stern 

Cc: via transcript: Steve Jaffe, Esq. 
Jeffrey Tew, Esq. 
Frank Scruggs, Esq. 
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DATE: 

TO: 

IN RE: 

April 29, 2011 

David J. Stern 
C/O 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
Jeffrey Tew, Esq. 
Four Seasons Tower 
15th Fl.oor, 1441 Brickell Ave., 
Miami, Florida 33131 

Renae Mowat, Nikki Mack, Arklynn Rahming, and 
Quenna Humphrey individually and on behalf of 
all other similarly situated individuals v. DJSP 
Enterprises, Inc., a Florida Corporation, DJSP 
Enterprises, Inc., a British Virgin Islands 
Company, Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A., 
David J. Stern, individually, DAL Group, LLC, a 
Delaware LLC, DJS Processing, LLC, a Delaware 
LLC, Professional Title and Abstract Company of 
Florida, a Delaware LLC, and Default Servicing, 
LLC, a Delaware LLC 
10-62302-CIV-UNGARO 

Dear Mr. Stern, 

Please take notice that on April 25, 2011, you 
gave your deposition in the above-referred matter, At 
that time, you did not waive signature. It is now 
necessary that you sign your deposition. 

You may do so by contacting your own attorney 
or the attorney who took your deposition and make an 
appointment to do so at their office. You may also 
contact our office at the below number, Monday - Friday, 
9: 00 AM - 5: 00 PM, for further information and 
assistance. 

If you do not read and sign the deposition 
within thirty (30) days, the original, which has already 
been forwarded to the ordering attorney, may be filed 
with the Clerk of the Court. If you wish to waive your 
signature, sign your name in the blank at the bottom of 
this letter and return it to us. 

Very truly yours, 

SAMANTHA HANSTEIN 
Reif King Welch Legal Services 
954-712-2600 

I do hereby waive my signature. 
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ERRATA SHEET 
PAGE NO. LINE NO. 

SIGNATURE DATE 
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 
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3 STATE OF FLORIDA 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT 
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I, SAMANTHA HANSTEIN, do hereby certify that 

the foregoing testimony was taken before me; that the 

witness was duly sworn by me; and that the foregoing 

pages constitute a true record of the testimony given by 

said witness. 

I further certify that I am not a relative or 

employee or attorney or counsel of any of the parties, 

or a relative or employee of such attorney or counsel, 

nor financially interested in the action. 

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I 

have read the foregoing certificate .and that the facts 

stated herein are true. 

Signed this 25th day of April, 2011. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT 

CERT I FI CATE OF OATH 

I, the undersigned authority, certify that 

DAVID J. STERN personally appeared before me and was 

duly sworn. 

Witness my hand and official seal this 25th 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

RENAE MOWAT, NIKKI MACK, 
ARK LYNN RAHMING, and QUENNA 
HUMPHREY individually 
and on behalf of all other similarly situated 
indi victuals, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. CASE NO. 10-62302-CIV-UNGARO 

DJSP ENTERPRISES, INC., a Florida Corporation, DJSP 
ENTERPRISES, INC., a British Virgin Islands Company, 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A., 
DAVID J. STERN, individually, DAL GROUP, LLC, 
a Delaware LLC, DJS PROCESSING, LLC, 
a Delaware LLC, PROFESSIONAL TITLE AND ABSTRACT 
COMPANY OF FLORIDA, a Delaware LLC, and 
DEFAULT SERVICING, LLC, a Delaware LLC, 

Defendants. 

VOLUME II 

DEPOSITION OF 

DAVID J. STERN 

TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFFS 

APRIL 25, 2011 
10:00 A.M. - 5:13 P.M. 
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Page Press release dated July 27th 151 
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did before you gave us the job. Today, most of us have 

families, most of us have homes. You've given us good 

paychecks and you've given us insurance more than anyone 

would normally give us specially in law firms". And I 

remember Steven Bernstein got two seats down saying, 

David, I think I'm going to cry as I was wiping tears 

away. Anytime someone wanted to see me, I made myself 

accessible, As far as giving termination notice, 

however, it went for me. Doing it personally is 

impossible. And there was others --

Q I'm sure. 

A that have come in and gave those sort of 

accolades. 

Q I'm sure. You seem like a very nice quy. At 

the time of these mass l.ayoffs, .is .it fair to say that 

DJSP Enterprises had accounts rece.ivable in excess of 

$50 t'llil.l.ion? 

How do you define "accounts receivable"? 

Q Money that• s owed to them to DJSP Enterprises 

that hasn't been paid yet. 

A But not yet billed? 

Q Bill.ad and out on the street waitinq for tha 

money to come. 

A I don't -- I don't know if it was $50 million. 

I don't recall. 
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Q There was a certain amount of accounts 

;r;eceivable out at that time? 

A Yes, of course. 

Q And obvious1y 1 there was the unbi1led yet to 

qo out earned, but the bi11 yet to be sent, accounts 

receivable also? 

A That is correct. 

Q And those numbers combined were in the 

mi1lions? 

yes. 

A Those numbers combined were in the millions, 

Q And the law firm a1so had accounts raceivab1e? 

MR. TEW: I'm going to object. We' re not 

going to get into financials. I don't see how 

that's relevant. 

MR. JAFFE: I wasn't going any further than --

MR. TEW: You're asking financial discoveries. 

It's not appropriate at this stage, the law firms 

finances. 

Q (By Mr, Jaffe) When the unforeseen 

catastrophic event that you had talked about occurred, 

you qava a couple of exampl.es when I asked you what you 

meant and you said robo-signinqs. What do you mean by 

that? 

Robo-signings in July, August, September 
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depositions of clients began to get released. And the 

gist of what kicked off robe-signing was a GMAC case in 

Maine, the State of Maine, where the GMAC employee that 

was responsible for executing affidavits was deposed by 

borrower's attorney. And the gist of the depo that 

created this robe-signing concept was borrower's counsel 

asked Jeff Stephens -- well, according to your 

affidavit, you say you have actual knowledge you 

reviewed it, and he came back and said, well, no, I 

didn't. The attorney was a little bit dumbfounded while 

you, under oath, said that you did review it. And then 

a whole new line of questioning ensued, how many of 

these do you do? How could you possibly do them? 

Hence, in my mind, the term "robo" was the notary there 

at the time and the answer was no, no, no, Then 

Bank of America had the issue and then PNC had the issue 

and a whole host. And as a result, they put a freeze on 

the referral process until the clients made certain that 

there was no robe-signing. Now, keep in mind that 

Florida is a verified complaints state, which would 

require that the client review the complaint and execute 

it; and if it needs to be notarized, notarize it in the 

presence of a notary. So, it caused every lender to 

stop the wheels. 

Q And you are aware that robo-siqninq occurred 
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she said that's absolutely false or without her 

knowledge. So, I guess, you'd have to ask those other 

paralegals that may have signed her name. 

Q Are you aware of any paralegals that alleged 

to have signed her name -- Cheryl Sammons' name? I'm 

sorry. 

A Of course not. 

Q Are you aware also that there 1 s been 

allegations that Cheryl Sammons was signing between 400 

and 1,000 affidavits a day at certain ti.mas? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I'm not aware of that number. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware that she would 

designate two hours a day to siqn af'fi.davits? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I don't reach her in the office. I find your 

blogs to be false. 

Q {By Mr. Jaffe) Are you aware that thera 1 s been 

sworn testimony that files would be pi.led up on gi.ven 

fl.oars and given conference rooms and she woul.d 

periodically stop in to make the signatures at that 

point? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

A I am not aware that it actually occurred, I 

not involved in the day-to-day operations. I was 
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A It depends which element of robe-signing 

you' re speaking of. 

Q But nonetheless, it occurred? 

MR. TEW: Form of the question. 

A lt -- there's a -- robe-signing encompasses a 

variety of things, not every variety of the occurrence 

occurred in my office. 

Q (By Mr, Jaffe) Which variety occurred in your 

office? 

A My understanding is that notaries were not 

present in front of the attorney as the attorney's pen 

hit the paper. 

Q :ts that the onl.y el.ement of robo-si.qning 

you 1 re aware of to have occurred in your office? 

A The same robe-signing concept also, not just 

affidavits, but assignments. 

Q And those were -- some were executed by 

Cheryl. Sammons? 

A I don't know if Cheryl was present in front of 

a notary or not. I only know that there are allegations 

that that occurred. 

Q Are you aware that there are allega t:ions that 

other paral.egals were signing Cheryl Sammons 1 name? 

A I am aware of that. But according to Cheryl, 
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not present in those particular areas. So, whatever 

allegations are made, I look at them as allegations; and 

as I sit here today, they are unproven, 

Q (By Mr. Jaffa) And you• re t.Cilllinq us under 

oath that Cheryl never came to you to express 

frustration about these acts if in fact they were 

occurrinq? 

A 

Q 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question, 

Which acts? 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Signing 400 to 1, 000 affidavits 

a day, working unbal.i.evabl.e hours and so busy that she 

had other paopl.a sign her name. 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

A I'm not -- I'm not aware of that. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. 

A Of course not. Cheryl would not come to me or 

never came to me and said, I've had these people signing 

the names or my name, Absolutely not, 

Q Oi.d she ever complain to you that there was so 

much at work for her to sign that there was no way she 

could actually read and verify what she was signing? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form of the question. 

A No. There was more than one signer. Cheryl 

wasn't just the only signer, 

Q (By Mr. Jaffa) I ag::ee. I'm. just ta1king 
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about Cheryl. 

A Okay. 

Q No? 

A No. 

Q All riqh t. Let 1 s qo baok to the November 4, 

2010 mass e-mail. Have you ever seen it in print? 

A I have to see it. I don't -- I don't know. 

Q So, as you sit here, you have no reool.leotion 

of .seeinq that? 

A I don't have any recollection of seeing it, 

I -- I -- if I see it, then I will recognize it or I 

won't recognize it. 

Q Sure. And --

A And again, that was done at that level below 

mine. 

Q That was my next question. You did not author 

the content of that e-mail.? 

A I'd have to look at it and see if I recall 

giving any of my input. 

Q Oka.y. 

A I don't recall and I don 1 t know if it 1 s --

Q It's okay. I think we're at 5. 

A Yes, sir. 

(Thereupon, Exhibit 5 was entered 

into the record.) 
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got Rick, I've got Chris, I've got Cheryl who are 

familiar with these people, and of them, I would not be 

familiar with. As this unfortunate unforeseeable 

catastrophic event occurred, given the ramifications, 

Cheryl was unable to help make selections. 

Q :Because? 

A Because from a physical standpoint, she was 

in -- she was in denial, She just didn 1 t think it was 

going to happen. 

Q In fact, she's on the 1ist. 

A She is on the list, but she went from 

Processing, she also was employed by the law firm. So, 

she was terminated from Processing with the intent that 

she be terminated from the law firm shortly thereafter 

once we had the benefit of her knowledge on who should 

stay. 

Q So, Cheryl Sammons was employed both by the 

law firm and by DJSP Enterprises? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q What was her role with the law firm? 

A With the law firm, she assisted me in whatever 

I needed, she assisted Miriam, she assisted Bev. So, at 

the time, we contemplated the transaction and put 

together the services agreement. We decided that we 

would make her an employee of both the law firm and 
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Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Let me show you what's now 

marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5 for identification 

purposes. Ask you take a. look at that and see if you 

recognize it. 

A (Looking through papers/files.) 

Q Ready? 

A Ready. 

MR. JAFFE: Mr. Scruggs. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) You've had an opportunity to 

look at PJ.aintiffs' Exhibit S, which I represent to you 

to be a November 4th, 2010 mass e-mail. Do you 

recognize it? 

A I do. 

Q This e-mail came from an e-mail ad.dress of HR 

department mail.box, correct, that 1 s from? 

I\ Yes, sir. 

Q Okay. And woul.d you agree with me that it was 

sent to many, many people at one ti.me? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q I had the pleasure of counting them, I'm 

representing to you it's over 430 people. Did you work 

with anyone to create a list of peopl.e that was subject 

to this termination? 

A Did I work with anyone? Again, I'm up here 

trying to save the business and I've got Steven, I've 
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Processing. 

Q She reeei ved two checks? 

I\ Yes, sir. 

Q How did you distinguish her rel.es and 

responsibil.i ties? 

A She did that, Miriam did that. I was not 

involved in distinguishing her roles between the two. 

Q Woul.d you agree with me that prior to going 

publ.ic, you're more invo1v&d in the day-to-day 

operation& of your l.aw firm than you were the day after 

you went public? 

A 

Q 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection to form. 

MR. TEW: Same objection. 

No. I went --

(By Mr. Jaffe) Because your day-to-day 

involvement ceased a number of years earlier? 

A Correct. 

Q It seems like you put a lot of trust in 

Ms. Sammons and Ms. Mendieta. 

A Blind faith, blind trust. 

Q 'l'el1 me what time this e-mail was sent. 

A Well, it says sent Thursday, November 4th at 

10:30 a.rn. 

Q Tell. ma what time the employees' , all 435 of 

them, security badges were deactivated. 
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A If it's not in the letter, I don't know. 

Q You wil.l. Keep looking. Page -- the 1ast 

page. 

A Security badges will be deactivated at 

11:30 a.m. 

Q so, is it fair to say that you have now 

terminated 435 peop1e --

A Who is "you"? 

Q All right. Let• s back up. Who signed the 

e-mail? 

A I did. 

Q Okay. That is you, 

A well, that• s me as whatever capacity I was in. 

Q Does it say that? 

A No, it doesn't. 

Q Okay. So, my question is, you fired 435 

people via e-mail at 10: 30 and told them that your 

badges were deactivated in an hour? 

A HR did. HR sent that. From -- see the top 

line, from? 

Q From HR --

A From HR. 

Q -- from you, the CEO of DJSP Enterprises and 

president of the l.aw firm. 

A I'm sorry. Say that again. 
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Q (By Mr. Jaffe) In the e-mai1, it says in the 

first sentence that -- actually, why don't you read the 

second sen tenca. 

A "It is with heavy heart that I must announce 

that due to the lawsuit" --

Q I,m sorry, Second sentence, not second 

para.graph. 

A In 

Q Paragraph one, 1'The referral". 

A "The referral of new business has decreased by 

over 90 percent in the last six months". 

Q Okay. So, my question is this, this i.s an 

e-mail. sent November 4th, In October 22nd 1etter, 

'15 percent of referral business has been reduced over 

the 1ast six months. And now by November 4th, it's up 

to 90 percent; i.s that accurate? 

A I have to go back and look at the volume 

reports to confirm that. 

Q Based upon your revi.ew of the a-mail, the 

contents of the e-mail, did you have any input in 

ereatinq the content? 

A I asked to see the letter once it was drafted, 

and I recall making a couple of changes in particular. 

I don't remember what I changed, but I did see it and I 

did give a couple of comments. Once I gave those 
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Q You were the CEO of DJSP Enterprises at the 

time? 

A Correct. 

Q President and sole owner of the law firm at 

the time? 

A Correct. But this doesn't involve the law 

firm. 

Q Okay. But the point is / you signed an 

e-mail 

A Okay. 

Q -- that HR sent. 

A Okay. 

Q So, my question 

A So, HR and DJSP Enterprises terminated 

whatever number of people due to a catastrophic 

unforeseeable event, that's correct. 

Q And you gave them an hour to get out of the 

building? 

A According to what's here, yes. Did that 

happen in reality? I don 1 t know. 

MR. BERNSTEIN: I would like to add a 

clarifying note that 

MR. JAFFE: Yeah, you' re not being deposed 

right now. 

MR. BERNSTEIN: Okay. Fair point. 
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comments, it circulated back to Rick Powers, I assume, 

and Steve and Chris and l essentially was done. 

Q You said to me that this e-mail did not deal 

with any of the law office employees. Did I understand 

that correctl.y? 

A I'd have to look through. That was my 

understanding, but let me look and see. As I sit here 

today, I don't know if this included the law firm, DJSP, 

DJS Processing or DJSP, what would have been DJSP, or 

other DJSP Enterprises such as Default Servicing and 

Professional Title and Timeos. 

Q Right. 

A So --

Q So, the different way / tha e-mai1 doesn't 

distinguish empl.oyee by what department they worked in? 

A That is correct. 

Q Or -what corporation they worked in or what LLC 

they worked in or whether it was a 1aw firm. employee? 

A That 1 s correct. 

Q Whose idea was it to have an BR person on 

every floor col1ectinq all employees' paperwork / company 

computers -- excuse me -- ce1l. phones, firm fi1es, law 

firm records? 

A It was not mine. 

Q Whose idea was it to have them all out of the 
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building within an hour? 

A It was not mine. I don 1 t know. 

Q The e-mail also contains the name of 

Miriam Mendieta. 

A Okay. 

Q So, she was terminated in mass with 

Ms. Sammons on this November 4th, 2010 e-mail? 

A I don 1 t recall if that -- if the fact that if 

she is in there, if that actually meant she was 

terminated, she may have been also Processing as well as 

the law firm. 

Q So, as you sit here today, Miriam Mendieta may 

have been receiving two oheoks as well, one from the law 

fiJ:m and one from DJS Processing? 

A That is correct. 

Q What role did she have in Processing? 

A She would work with certain staff, be there to 

answer any questions. We felt that her salary -- and 

I'm not sure if it panned out that way, but the original 

process was that part of her process should be bourn by 

Processing if she is going to be working with 

Processing, giving them direct oversight or whatever the 

case may be. 

Q So, she supervised Prooessinq? 

A Well --
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Q But it's possible? 

A It 1 s possible. 

Q And that• s what you think? 

A I don 1 t know -- I don• t recall. At the end of 

the day, given the magnitude of the transaction, if Sam 

at -- ultimately came over or not, that's -- you know, 

certainly, he sent over an interrogatory and Jeff can 

get it answered. 

Q What is your understanding on the basis of our 

lawsuit? 

A My understanding on the basis of this lawsuit 

is that you feel that Processing, DJSP Enterprises 

wrongfully terminated its employees in violation of WARN 

and that I'm the mastermind that created it, and I said 

at this public company to defraud the world and you want 

to get into my deep pockets as well as the law firm. 

That's my understanding of this lawsuit. 

Q Okay. 

A Is it one of the --

MR. TEW: You answered the question. 

A Well -- but it's too good, Jeff. 

MR. TEW: No. 

A Okay. I did get this long. I can make it 

another two hours. 

Q (By Mr, Jaffe) How, you are aware that on 
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Q Certain aspects of Processing? 

A She did, yes. Of course. 

Q And Sammons served -- supervised certain 

aspects of Processing? 

A Right. 

Q Sammons also supervised oertain aspects of the 

law fi%m? 

A As to non-legal work. 

Q And obviously, Ms. Mendieta supervised aapects 

of the law firm? 

A Yes. 

Q All aspects of the law firm actual.l.y. 

A Absolutely. 

Q Who el.se was dual. empl.oyed by DJS Processinq 

and the law firm at this time? 

A Well, certainly, Cheryl was. I'm thinking 

Miriam was, but I'm not positive. I was. And I'm not 

sure if Sam because Sam did law firm, and of course, he 

worked with Professional Title. Beyond that, I think 

that would be -- that would be a -- Torn from Dykema. 

Q Was Sam employed -- based on what you just 

.said, I think I heard you say Sam was em.pl.oyed both by 

the law firm and by Professional. Titl.e and Abstract at 

the time. 

A I'm not sure. 
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November 3rd, 2010, Chris Simmons authored a letter to 

Gene Rhodes at the :REACT Program in Tallahassee? 

MR. TEW: Object to the form. 

A I am not aware of that. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Okay. This would be quicker 

then. Are you telling me that you're not aware of 

whether or not anybody on behalf of DJSP Enterprises 

sent a WARN notice to Tallahassee in November? 

A I don't know what date it was sent. I don't 

recall what date it was sent. 

MR. JAFFE: All right. Please. 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) Let's -- while she looks for 

the copies -- you are aware a letter was sent, you're 

just not aware what date it was; is that correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q Okay. Were you privy to the development of 

the contents of the letter prior to it being sent? 

A I 1 d have to look at it to refresh my memory. 

Q Okay. Now, Let me show you what we've now 

marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6 for identification 

purposes. 

(Thereupon, Exhibit 6 was entered 

in to the record. ) 

Q (By Mr. Jaffe) I would represent to you 

it 1 s -- one, two -- three paqes. Tell me if you 
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recognize it. 

A Yes, sir, I do. 

Q Were you in vol. ved in the development of the 

content of these three pages? 

A No, sir, I was not. 

Q Did you review this l.etter -- one-page letter 

and two-page memo, I'm going to call it, before i.t was 

sent out to Tallahassee? 

A I did not, 

Q When is the first time you saw this 

Ex.hi.bit 3 -- or ll:xhihi t 6? Excuse me, 

A A few days after it had gone out, just in my 

stack of my monstrosity of reading. 

Q Do you have any knowledge as to how the l.ayinq 

off of 38 l.aw office employees was decided, which 38? 

A I'm sorry. Can you repeat the question? 

Q Bad question. 

A Yeah. 

Q Will. you agree with me that contained wi.thi.n 

this letter, there was law office layoffs? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q And specifically, 38 peopl.e were l.aid off, at 

1east that• s what the reporting is about. 

A Okay. 

Q Do you know how that 38 peopl.e were selected? 
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whatever, March, I have something like that, and they 

I didn't know any of the attorneys or very few of the 

attorneys, so I wouldn't have the -- where at all to 

know who should stay or who shouldn't stay. And that's 

sort of what Miriam's last day was, but the need to cut 

was not pushed back with Miriam or -- and/or Bev as it 

was with Cheryl. 

Q At its height, how many l.awyers did you have 

employed at the law office? 

A I believe 150, give or take. 

Q How many of them did you know? 

A Maybe 20. I wasn't there day to day, so I 

didn't know. I knew the ones that were there in 2005, 

2006, but anyone that came after that, I just -- it 

wasn 1 t what I did. 

Q Is it fair to say that after 2005, 2006, the 

number of staff -- I think your word was "dramatically 

.increased n? 

A 2007 when we moved to Plantation, to 900 South 

Pine Island. 

Q When the mass a-mail want out terminating 

Cheryl as wel.l, was -- I thought that I understood you 

used to say that she stayed on on behalf of the law 

firm. 

A The decision was that Cheryl and Miriam needed 
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A Miriam and Beverly would have selected those 

individuals independent of me. 

Q You saved the next question, but I get to ask 

anyway. W.i thout consul ting with you, correct? 

A Correct. 

Q With regard to the 356 employees that were 

terminated by DJS Processing, who would have selected 

those peop1e? 

A Well, Cheryl and Rick were supposed to select 

them, and then we had some issues with Cheryl making 

those selections. So, they brought it, really, to me 

and asked how I could help. And I said, it's not what I 

do. I don't know any of these people. I know very few 

of these people, and the people that do know may not 

be the people that need to be kept. So, I suggested 

that perhaps they go to Cheryl's managers and have 

Cheryl 1 s managers help make the decisions because at the 

end of the day, Cheryl was going to be gone and it would 

be the managers that would have to -- Cheryl's managers 

that would have to choose the right people. So, that's 

how the DJS Processing selections were made. 

Q So, back to the law office, though, Miriam. 

fired herself? 

A No. I terminated Miriam, but Miriam or --

and/or Beverly -- because Beverly stayed through 
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to go and they needed to go immediately. The -- the 

reality was that with -- at the end of the day, all that 

would fall back on me. And because I was not involved 

in the day-to-day, I couldn't possibly under any 

circumstances do it. As I recall, the intent was to get 

them off Processing of the public company ASAP, make 

them aware of that. They would then be -- continue to 

receive law firm payroll. And after a week, they need 

to be totally out. And that's kind of how it went down 

and I -- yeah, couldn't get them out fast enough. But 

unfortunately, they have the knowledge that -- a lot of 

them we didn't get, as Steven said, but you' re able to 

do it without them. David and Cheryl had some managers 

under her and Bev was a godsend. 

Q Do you know if it was income-based, the cuts, 

or was it you start with these mo.st expensi.ve peop1a and 

work down? 

A No, we definitely did not. 

'l'he first in, fir.st out? 

A No. It just who what we needed that could do 

the best job given the relatively small ·staff that would 

be left for an uncertain period of time. 

Q You wou1d aqree wi.th me that the Exhibit 6 

does not identify whether it was sent on beha1f of DJSP 

Enterprises, l'lori.da or DJSP Enterprises, BVI; is that 
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correct? 

A Well, the employees that were being laid off 

worked for DJS Processing, they worked for the Law 

Offices of David J. Stern and they worked for Timeos 

because Professional Title had been pushed over to 

Timeos. 

Sure. But my question wasn 1 t that. My 

question was, the letter does not identify that it's 

being sent by either DJSP Enterprises, Florida or DJSP 

Enterprises, BVI, correct? 

A It simply shows that it 1 s being sent by OJSP 

Enterprises, notifying the administrator that three 

entities 

I understand. But my question is very 

elementary. 

A I'm sorry. I'm missing that. 

Q Let's go back up. See the titl.e, 11 DJSP 

Enterprisesn? 

A I do. 

Q Okay. I understand there to be a DJSP 

Enterprises, BVI. 

A Okay. 

And I understand there to be a DJSP 

Enterprises , Flor i.da • 

A I'm not aware of the DJSP Enterprises of 
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Wa:s the November 4th, 2010 the last mass 

layoff? 

A I don't recall. How do you define "mass"? 

Q More than 50. 

A I don• t know recall. I don't know, Maybe 

Chris Simmons, Stephen or Steve, two people down to my 

right. 

Q And you removed of stepped down shortly after 

that e•mail, riqht? 

A Stepped down from? 

Chairman of DJSP Enterprises. 

A Somewhere thereabout, yes, sir. 

November 19th, I think. 

A I don 1 t recall. It's not like an anniversary~ 

It 1 s not a date you want to remember. 

I thought just the opposi ta. This ia your 

baby that you created, I would expect you to remember 

the date that it ended. 

A No. Sorry. 

It's okay. Do you still 90 to the office? 

A I do, 

Bow often? 

A Maybe twice a week for two or three hours. 

Q Is there any business left? 

A There is. 
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Florida. I only know BVI. 

You al.ready testified to that. So, my 

question was, would you agree with me that i.t does not 

identify OJSP Enterprises, Florida or DJSP Enterprises, 

BVI? 

MR. SCRUGGS: Objection. Form. Speaks for 

itself. 

A I would say that first off, who in the heck 

is DJSP Enterprises, Florida? And if it .does exist, 

what 1 s their address? 

(By Mr. Jaffe) Ask your counsel. 

A Because clearly, DJSP Enterprises does -- does 

exist at 900 South Pine Island. 

Okay. I' 11. take that as a yes. You would 

agree with me that Chris Simmons, the director of BR, 

signed this 1etter? 

A I believe that's his signature. 

Okay. Are you aware that Chris Simmons was a 

director -- at this time, a director of HR of DJSP 

Enterprises, BVI? 

A Yes. 

And at this time in November, that 1 s the -- an 

entity that you owned 33 percent of? 

A I'm not sure, as I previously testified, what 

percentage of it that I owned. 
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What are your pl.ans with the office? 

I'm shutting it down. 

How soon? 

Not soon enough. 

Why do you say it l.ike that? 

It 1 s done, it's over. I have no desire to do 

this anymore, It's a backstabbing business. A guy 

finds a way to make success and people get" thrills of 

seeing them come crashing down, not the American dream, 

not the way I am. June 30th is a -- is a -- is it 

existing files we have, we're substituting out or 

getting clients to get new counsel to substitute out. 

So, June 30th, we' re done. We had advised the clients 

as of March 31st that we'd no longer be working with 

them, and then that's it. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Are you still em.ployed by OJSP Enterprises? 

No. 

When did that atop? 

I want to say while I was employed by them, I 

didn 1 t take a salary since. 

A 

A 

MR. TEW: It's going beyond the question. 

Am I still employed by DJSP'? No. 

(By Mr. Jaffe} When did that stop? 

I don't recall. 

About the aama time you stepped down as 
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I don't recall. 

Are there any emp1oyees at DJSP Enterpri.aes 

Are there any employees at D- -- yes, there 

Have you had contact with any of them? 

I see them every day that I'm in the office, 

MR. JAFFE: I believe that we're done, but I 

do want to take a break and make sure that we' re 

done before I officially say that. Thanks for your 

time, but give me a couple of seconds. 

A Okay. 

(Thereupon, a short break was 

taken.) 

(Deposition resumed.) 

MR. JAFFE: We' re done. No further questions. 

Thank you for your time. Sorry for taking your 

day. 

A 

MS. DOUCETTE: No problem. It 1 s okay. 

MR. JAFFE: Good luck to you in the future. 

Thank you. 

THE COURT REPORTER: Are you all going to 

order? 

MR. TEW: We' 11 read. 

THE COURT REPORTER: You' 11 read? 
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DATE: April 29, 2011 

TO: David J. Stern 
C/O 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
Jeffrey Tew, Esq. 
rour Seasons Tower 
15th Floor, 1441 Brickell Ave. / 
Miami, Florida 33131 

IN RE: Renae Mowat, Nikki Mack, Arklynn Rahming, and 
Quenna Humphrey individually and on behalf of 
all other similarly situated individuals v. DJSP 
Enterprises, Inc., a Florida Corporation, DJSP 
Enterprises, Inc. / a British Virgin Islands 
Company, Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A., 
David J. Stern,. individually, DAL Group, LLC, a 
Delaware LLC, DJS Processing, LLC, a Delaware 
LLC, Professional Title and Abstract Company of 
Florida, a Delaware LLC, and Default Servicing, 
LLC, a Delaware LLC 
10-62302-CIV-UNGARO 

Dear Mr, Stern, 

Please take notice that on April 25, 2011, you 
gave your deposition in the above-referred matter. At 
that time, you did not waive signature. It is now 
necessary that you sign your deposition. 

You may do so by contacting your own attorney 
or the attorney who took your deposition and make an 
appointment to do so at their office. You may also 
contact our office at the below number, Monday - Friday, 
9:00 AM - 5:-00 PM, for further information and 
assistance. 

If you do not read and sign the deposition 
within thirty (30) days, the original, which has already 
been forwarded to the ordering attorney, may be filed 
with the Clerk of the Court. If you wish to waive your 
signature, sign your name in the blank at the bottom of 
this letter and return it to us. 

Very truly yours, 

SAMANTHA HANSTEIN 
Reif King Welch Legal Services 
954-712-2600 

I do hereby waive my signature. 
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MR. TEW: But I do want a copy. Send me 

my copy. I'll give it to the witness. Then 

we 1 11 read it, and then we' 11 sign. 

THE COURT REPORTER: Okay, 

MR. JAFFE: I want mine, but e-mail. 

THE COURT REPORTER: By e-trans? 

MR. JAFFE: Yeah, that's all I want. I don't 

want paper. 

THE COURT REPORTER: You don't want paper. 

And standard delivery, would that be all right? 

MR. JAFFE: Yeah. 

THE COURT REPORTER: Seven days? 

MR. JAFFE: Yes. 

MR. SCRUGGS: Can you send mine that way, 

a-trans as well? The text only, 

THE COURT REPORTER: Sure. 

{Deposition concluded at 5:13 p.m.) 

(Reading and signing of the 

deposition by the witness has been 

reserved.) 
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David J. stern 

Cc: via transcript: 
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Steve Jaffe, Esq. 
Jeffrey Tew, Esq. 
Frank Scruggs, Esq. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT 

277 

CERTIFICATE OF OATH 

I, the undersigned authority, certify that 

DAVID J. STERN personally appeared before me and was 

duly sworn. 

223 

Witness my hand and official seal this 25th 
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT 

I, SAMANTHA HANSTEIN, do hereby certify that 

the foregoing testimony was taken before me; that the 

witness was duly sworn by me; and that the foregoing 

222 

pages constitute a true record of the testimony given by 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

said witness. 

I further certify that I am not a relative or 

employee or attorney or counsel of any of the parties, 

or a relative or employee of such attorney or counsel, 

nor financially interested in the action. 

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I 

have read the foregoing certificate and that the facts 

16 stated herein are true. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Signed this 25th day of April, 2011. 
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them. 

Q. As a result of some of the publicity that 

your law firm was receiving and the AG investigation 

in September and October 2010, did some of your 

clients start pulling back their foreclosure work 

with your firm? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. During that time period, September or 

October of 2010, who were the largest, say, five 

clients of The Law Offices of David J. Stern? 

A. The largest five clients. Freddie Mac. 

I'm not giving you the order. I'm just giving you 

the five. 

Q. That's fine. 

A. Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, Bank of America, 

Citi, wells Fargo. 

Q. Was Freddie the largest? 

A. No, Bank of America was. 

Q. And was that in terms of total number of 

cases or files that you were handling for the bank? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. At some point in time in October of 2010 

as a result of the Florida AG investigation and the 

publicity regarding your law firm, did Freddie Mac 

and Fannie Mae suspend referrals of new cases to your 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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BANK OF A,MERICA CORPORATION, and 
BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., 

Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs. 

BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION I and 

BANK OF AMERICA, N .A., 

Third-Party Plaintiffs, 
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13 DAVID J. STERN, individually, 

14 Third-Party Defendant. 
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16 
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18 

19 
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1441 Brickell Avenue 
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Thursday, 9:42 a.m. 

August 16, 2012 

20 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF DAVID STERN 

21 
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23 Debbie L. Oates, RPR, Notary Public in and for the 
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firm? 

A. No one at Freddie Mac ever told me why 

they were doing it. I believe I saw a letter from 

I'm not sure if it came from Fannie or Freddie, but 

it said as a result of the Attorney General 1 s ongoing 

investigation, Fannie -- Freddie suspended the firm 

and took their files. 

Q. Was that in the October, early November of 

2010 time frame? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And do you recall representatives of 

Fannie and Freddie coming to The Law Offices of David 

J. Stern in the October 2010 time frame to review the 

status of their cases and files? 

A. I recall Fannie bringing an individual in 

to review the practices of the law firm. Fannie had 

been in there months before in an effort to 

coordinate the movement of a backlog of files from 

all of its servicers as a result of the government 

intervention through various loss mitigation 

requirements that the Obama administration put in. 

When the AG article came out, the Fannie 

representative changed her focus from -- her efforts 

were to assist us in getting things from servicers, 

to what allegations, if any, in this AG investigation 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
800-726-7007 305-376-8800 
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A. My understanding is that the proceeds 

themselves, the dollars, were assigned to Processing 

by The Law Offices of David J. Stern. 

Q. Now, this agreement references that you 

conveyed it to assignees which is collectively 

defined above as both DJS Processing and DAL Group, 

LLC; is that correct? 

A. The proceeds themselves were assigned to 

those entities, yes, sir. 

Q. And the net proceeds are defined in here 

as all amounts - - essentially all amounts you 

obtained, proceeds from the collection cases minus 

attorneys' fees and costs and a consulting fee to you 

equal to 10 percent of the gross proceeds; is that 

correct? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, sir. 

So hypothetically if you recover a million 

dollars in one of your collection cases, if the law 

firm collects a million dollars in one of the 

collection cases, they would net out the fees and 

costs they've incurred prosecuting the collection 

action, plus they would net out 10 percent of that 

gross to you, and the remainder would be the net 

proceeds going to DJS Processing and DAL Holdings; is 

that correct? Or DAL Group. 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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nothing I can do. 

BY MR. BILIK' 

Q. With respect to this friends and family 

plan that you referred to, you said Citi and SunTrust 

both availed themselves of that plan? 

A. Citi, Wells, SunTrust. Again, it wasn't a 

Brad Quick that came down, it was people higher up 

that: I knew that were were sympathetic. 

Q. And you've you've sued both Ci ti and 

SunTrust, correct? 

A. 

correct. 

Q. 

A. 

We have sued Citi and SunTrust, that is 

You didn't -- did you sue Wells Fargo? 

No. They paid everything, every single 

penny that was due and owing. 

Q. And prior to the termination and prior to 

this lawsuit, Bank of America and its predecessors 

had paid your law firm millions of dollars; is that 

fair? 

A. Sure. Yes. And we provided millions of 

dollars worth of legal services. 

Q. In the 2010 time period - - well, strike 

that. 

At the time Mr. Quick showed up at the law 

firm's offices in November 2010, had Citibank, Wells 

Vcritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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BY MR. BILIKo 

Q. So, Mr. Stern, once the lender, BA Note, 

is paid off, the net proceeds will all be disbursed 

to DJS Processing, correct? 

A. If you look at the Exhibit Number 2, 3 .3, 

Settlement of Collection Cases, I 1 11 point to the 

last sentence in that particular paragraph which 

says, 11 once the indebtedness has been paid in full to 

the lender, DJS Processing shall retain the exclusive 

right to settle any collection case. 11 

Q. Okay. But with respect to the flow of 

funds under the assignment and Exhibit 3, once the 

lender, BA Note, is out of the picture, all of the 

proceeds from the collection cases, net of Mr. Tew 1 s 

fees and costs and net your 10 percent consulting 

fee, the remainder goes to DJS Processing? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, sir, it does. 

Nothing comes back to the law firm? 

MR. TEW: Until that debt is paid. 

BY MR. BILIK: 

Correct. Q. 

A. Right. Nothing goes back to the law firm 

until the indebtedness of the law firm is paid to 

DJSP. 

Q. The second paragraph of the Assignment, 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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concluded, from your perspective? 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A year ago. It's been a long time. 

Sometime in 2011? 

I believe so, yes, sir. 

At the time that Bank of America 

terminated The Law Offices of David J. Stern, the 

Florida Attorney General investigation was ongoing, 

correct? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, sir. 

Did Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac or any of 

your other clients give you a reason for why they 

were pulling the files and terminating their 

relationship with your law firm? 

A. My understanding from the discovery was 

attributed to the attorney general investigation. 

Q. 

and 

Did Fannie and Freddie also come in and 

talked about this a little bit. I thought 

they came in and audited or reviewed your files in 

October 2010 before they actually pulled the files? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, sir. 

And were there findings from their 

inspection or audit that they informed you gave them 

reason for concern and caused them to pull the files? 

A. 

Q. 

800-726-7007 

Nothing that they shared with me. 

With respect to the Mother Jones article 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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terms of their foreclosure practices? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And that's -- this press release is 

Exhibit 12, this -- when we've been referring to the 

Florida Attorney General investigation today, is that 

what you're referring to, this -- what this press 

release announced? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. was there ever a finding or conclusion in 

the Florida AG 1 s investigation that you had not 

engaged in wrongdoing or was there a determination 

that the AG' s office lacked jurisdiction? 

A. There was a determination that the 

attorney general 1 s office lacked jurisdiction and 

caused an unauthorized -- without authority 

investigation to be made. 

Q. I' 11 mark as Exhibit 13 to your 

deposition, Mr. Stern, a letter to Michael Williams, 

the president and chief executive of Fannie Mae, 

dated September 24th, 2010. 

Ask you if you've seen that letter before. 

(Thereupon, Deposition Exhibit 13 was 

marked for identification.) 

THE WITNESS: I have not seen this letter 

before. 
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continued to notify Mr. Crenshaw of anything that we 

learned of relative to the -- the files. 

Q. When -- this portal that you've referenced 

several times today, when was that completed and 

operational? 

A. That would have been completed within a 

week or two after our termination. 

Q. So sometime in mid to late November 2010. 

What would -- tell me what the 

functionality was of the portal that you contend your 

law firm 

A. When we received 

Q. put in place. 

A. mail relative to a file, it would be 

uploaded into the portal and sent over to 

Mr. Crenshaw. 

Q. So he would have access electronically to 

the mail and incoming activity on the cases? 

A. They came and took the files, they told us 

not to work them. They had not substituted in as 

counsel at that point in time. They didn't have 

time. 

And we wanted to make certain that we 

continued to keep them apprised of any pleadings that 

we got. So there was pleadings sent over 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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provide The Law Offices of David Stern with a scanned 

copy of the loan paper files that Bank of America was 

removing from your offices, 

A. It does. 

Q. And does that refresh your recollection 

that that was - - was done at your request or your 

lawyer's request? 

A. 

Q. 

It does. 

Thank you. 

Were you 

MR. TEW: Go ahead. 

BY MR. BILIK' 

Q. were you involved, Mr. Stern, in the back 

and forth in sort of the November/December 2010 time 

frame with the exchange of information and a 

spreadsheet that was prepared of all activity that 

was coming up on any Bank of America files between 

November and the end of December 2010? 

A. As I testified earlier this morning, I 

believe we went above and beyond to assist with a 

smooth transition of the files despite, you know, 

give us 20 -- I see it's 18. I think it 1 s 20. I see 

28. Whatever the number of files are. My testimony 

was that we assisted them, we created a portal, 

gave them spreadsheet of upcoming events, 
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Do you recall in the early December time 

here being concerns raised by Bank of 

America 1 s counsel that there were foreclosure sales 

that had not been identified on the spreadsheet 

provided by the Stern firm? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. You don't have any recollection of there 

being issues with an incomplete spreadsheet being 

provided where activity was occurring in cases where 

Akerman and Bank of America had not been advised? 

A. I do not - - do not recall. 

What I do recall is they came in, they 

took the files, and they left us pretty much 

inoperative. 

So I 1 m not aware of - - I 'm aware of 

spreadsheets going over. I'm not aware of 

deficiencies in those spreadsheets. Again, Michelle 

was the - - the liaison. 

I certainly am aware of Bill's comment on 

11/24, "Unfortunately the process is taking longer 

than anticipated." 

Q. To scan the files? 

A. Scan the files and to substitute in. 

Q. Well, the -- the e-mail that Mr. Crenshaw 

is responding to that you 1 re quoting is in response 

Veritext Florida Reporting Co. 
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of the year. She was kind enough that -- she was 

not, by any means, terminated. She knew that - - she 

asked me what my plans were, _and I told her, "I'm 

done, 11 so she moved on. 

Q. was Ms. Mendieta terminated in connection 

with her performance as an attorney manager for the 

law firm? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And what was the nature or the reason for 

the termination? 

A. Her inability to manage the expert 

attorneys properly and to insure that her attorneys 

would adhere to the notary guidelines and the 

attorneys signing things outside of the presence of 

the notary. 

MR. TEW: You talking about the expert 

attorney? 

THE WITNESS' I'm talking about the 

expert attorneys, yeah. 181 

20 MR, TEW: Okay. 

21 I BY MR. BILIK: 

22 Q. And when you say 11 expert attorneys, 11 what 

231 are you referring to? 

24 A. There is an affidavit that is utilized as 

25 I to the reasonableness of attorney's fees and some of 
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it was something done by the audit committee. I was 

just given the findings that they wanted to disclose 

to me. There was not a written report; therefore, 

the issues that were brought to my attention involved 

the expert affidavit defects. 

Q. Was that prompted by the Florida Attorney 

General's investigation or another -- do you know 

what prompted the audit performed by Greenberg 

Traurig? 

A. I believe it was prompted by the AG 

investigation and the allegations in the deposition 

of Tammie Kapusta. 

Q. Did you advise Bank of America or any of 

your other bank clients of the results of the audit? 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. I did. 

In what manner did you advise them? 

Well, remember the audit -- all that 

happened as clients were pulling files. So it was 

too late. I mean when clients came in to review or 

talk, I told them everything that I knew. 

And my agreement with Fannie Mae was 

anything that I learned or anything that I, A, know 

of I would disclose to them. 

And, of course, anything that I knew of 

would have been information that when it was brought 
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the experts, as I learned, were not complying with 

the notary requirements, as dictated by the statute. 

Miriam had told me that there was a 

process in place for the experts to utilize. And I 

found out that that process had been put into place 

about a month earlier as opposed to the process that 

was in place at the time I controlled that area and 

that -- that went back to 2003, 2004. 

And I asked her if there were any issues, 

and she told me there wasn't. 

And then I had learned through an 

independent investigation conducted by Greenberg 

Traurig, at the request of the public company's audit 

company, that several or a couple at least of the 

expert attorneys were not doing things properly. So 

I confronted Miriam with it and I told her to leave. 

Q. So Greenberg Traurig performed an 

independent audit at -- on behalf of DJSP 

Enterprises, Inc.? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Was that audit limited to issues related 

to notaries or was there a broader purpose? 

A. Broader purpose. 

Q. What was the broader purpose? 

A. I don 1 t have the full scope of it because 
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Exhibit 1, it's the topics of inquiry. Look at topic 

10 at the bottom of the page and it continues onto 

the next page. 

A. Okay. 

Q. And the· question I have for you, 

Mr. Stern, is whether as the head of the law firm it 

would have been brought to your attention if 

sanctions were awarded or entered against Bank of 

America or one of your other bank clients as a result 

of your law firm doing or not doing something? 

MR. TEW: Can we have a time frame? 

BY MR. BILIK: 

Q. 2010. Before the termination. 

A. It would absolutely 100 percent be -- my 

requirement has always been my requirement - - that if 

there is sanction, award of attorney's fees, default 

entered that shouldn 1 t be entered, case is dismissed, 

that that be brought to my attention immediately so I 

can reach out to the client so they hear it from me 

and they not find out from one of my associates or by 

a letter. That was kind of our forte. 

And certainly with the volume we handled 

there were mistakes made. When you look at the 

number of files versus the mistakes, the mistakes 

were -- were less than 1 percent. And clients are 
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out. Really wasn't worried about it because I had 

felt that we had not done anything wrong. 

I did have a conversation with Bonnie 

Dunn, vendor manager, about the attorney general 

investigation, and I told her that my position was 

that it was unfounded, we were cooperating with them 

and that if anything came out of it, that I would let 

ner know. 

And I had that conversation with many of 

10 my -- with all of my large clients and some of the 

11 smaller clients. wanted them to hear it from me 

12 because that 1 s just the way I always did business. 

13 Q. Well, except with respect to the Greenberg 

14 Traurig investigation and audit findings, you didn't 

15 think it was the way you should do business with Bank 

16 of America? 

17 A. didn 1 t have time, as previously 

18 testified. I never said I didn't think I didn't -- I 

19 didn't think that I shouldn't tell them. I had 

20 !Previously testified, and will continue to testify, 

21 that I did not have an opportunitY to disclose that 

22 to them, and by the time I had the opportunity, it 

23 fjidn 't make any difference. 

24 Q. And I understand your testimony, 

25 !Mr. Stern, that it was your belieI that the Florida 

242 
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BY MR. BILIK: 

Q. Second sentence. 

A. Okay. The indemnification provisions in 

this agreement shall survive. 

Yes, sir. 

Q. And then it does go on -- this is where 

you were reading ahead. In the event of termination, 

the firm - - that would be your law firm - - will 

forward to Countrywide as soon as :Possible, and not 

later than five days of receipt of such notice, a 

current and updated status report on each loan 

together with substitutions of counsel for all active 

handle -- or all active files being handled by the 

firm. 

And with respect to the termination in 

November 2010, that did not occur? 

A. My understanding is that reports did go 

out, My understanding is that Norman set up a portal 

which kept Mr. Crenshaw updated of pleadings that 

came through. That was my previous testimony. 

Q. Okay. Is it your testimony that this 

this report or list and portal were set up within 

five business days of the termination? 

A. I don 1 t know when the status was done. 

And I •m not certain if Norman got it done within five 
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BY MR. BILIK' 

Q. How many clients haO. terminated your law 

firm as of November 10th? 

A. I - - I'm not sure of the exact date but 

certainly by the enO. 9f November 75 percent of the 

clients had terminated us. 

Q. At some point in time, you made the 

decision, based on the terminations resulting from or 

as an outflow from the Florida AG investigation, that 

you were not going to be able to continue providing 

11 foreclosure services? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A. No, sir. I made the decision that I did 

not want to provide foreclosure services. I believe 

my previous testimony was I really thought Bank of 

America was going to hang in there with us. They 

understood because they had the issue with 

affidavits. 

Had Bank of America not pulled, and said, 

0 0avid, keep the work, 11 I would probably be at the 

20 office right now working their files. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q, Which - - which of your clients wanted you 

to continue providing legal services as of 

December 1st, 2010? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. You said there were 25 percent of your 
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1 j days or if it took ten days. 
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Q. You don't know when - - you don't know when 

it was completed? 

A. No, sir, I don't. 

Q, But it 1 s your testimony that you believe 

that a portal was actually completed that Bank of 

America could access electronically? 

A. I know for a fact that the portal 

established and that the documents were transmitted 

to Mr. Crenshaw through that portal. I know that for 

a fact. I also know for a fact that we provided 

reports to Mr. Crenshaw. 

Q, Were those reports and that information 

provided through BAC Connect, the existing Bank of 

America system for communications with outside 

foreclosure counsel? 

A. They were provided to Mr. Crenshaw 

electronically. 

Q. Okay. My question was: was that provided 

through BAC Connect, which is an existing system that 

the bank had in place for communicating with its 

outside law firms? 

A. No, we'd been 

MR. TEW: You mean after termination? 
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of America promissory notes? 

A. Well, if we look at Exhibit 17 1 it 

concerns that - - it confirms that my client 1 meaning 

me, would turn over to BA all files. Let's see, I've 

reviewed the agreement and consulted with my client. 

This will confirm that my client intends to turn over 

the BA files as soon as possible and not withhold 

them. 

Are we talking files or are we talking 

10 original notes? 

11 Q. Mr. Stern, you' re aware that when the Bank 

12 of America representatives and the Akerman lawyers 

13 were all on site in your offices in November 2010 1 

14 they were collecting, packaging up 1 and carrying away 

15 original notes? 

16 A. I thought they were. That was my 

17 testimony. So, yeah, I thought they were. And as I 

18 read this document request, I •m asking myself what I 

19 thought was that incorrect or is this incorrect. So 

20 I obviously have testified that I believe they got 

21 everything. I think there's enough e-mail here that 

22 clearly got they got the files because it was 

23 taking them longer than anticipated to get them 

24 copied. I believe that they got everything, notes 

25 and files. So I am questioning my recollection of 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 17TH 
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR 
BROW ARD COUNTY, FLORIDA 

CASE NO. . ~ j Q If} 

THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. 
STERN, P.A. 

~~,.,__11.;/-TI.. ~ 8. 0 1 

Plaintiffs, · 

v. 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC 

Defendant: 

COMPLAINT 

The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. sues GMAC Mortgage, LLC and alleges: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This is an action in excess of $15,000.00, exclusive of attorney's fees, costs, and 

interest, and within the jurisdiction of this Court. 

2. Plaintiff, The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. ("DJSPA"), is a Florida 

corporation with its principal P.lace of business in Plantation, Florida. 

3. · Defendant, GMAC Mortgage, LLC ("GMAC"), is a foreign limited liability 

company with its plincipal place of business in Pennsylvania that is authorized to do business in 

Florida. 

4. GMAC is s1ibject to jurisdiction in this forum because it operates, conducts, 

en.gages m and carries on business in the State of Florida; it owns, possesses and holds. 

mortgages and other liens on real property in this State; it breache\f a contract in this State by 

TEW CARDENAS LLP 
f<n,,,. <::~nonno '!'""'"''' 1 ~th l<'lnnr 1441 Rrirlrnll AvP.nlle. Miami. Florida 33131-3407 · 305-536-1112 
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failing to perform acts required by the contract to be perfonned in this State; and it engages in 

substantial and not isolated activity within this State. 

5. Venue is proper in Broward County because the cause of action accrued in 

Broward County. 

6. All conditions precendent to filing this action have been performed or have 

occurred. 

Count I. Breach of Contract 

7. DJSP A· realleges paragraphs 1 through 6 as if fully set forth herein. 

8. GMAC and DJSP A ente1~ed into an oral contract for DJSP A to provide legal and related 

services to GMAC. 

9. GMAC breached the contract by failing to pay DJSPA for the services it provided to 

GMAC. 

10. DJSPA was damaged by GMAC's breach of contract. 

WHEREFORE, DJSPA demands judgment for damages against GMAC, plus interest and 

costs; 

Count II. Open Account 

13. DJSP A realleges paragraphs 1 through 6 as fully set forth herein. 

14. GMAC owes DJSPA $6, 161,483.70 thiit is due with interest since february 11, 

201 l according. to the account, attached as Exhibit A, a copy of the account was previously 

provided to GMAC in an Excel spreadsheet. 

WHEREFORE, DJSP A demands judgment for daniages against GMAC, plus interest and 

costs. 

2 
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Count III. Account Stated 

\ 

·' 

15. DJSPA realleges paragraphs 1through6 as fully set forth herein. 

16. Before the institution of this action DJSP A and GMAC had business transactions 

between them and on Febrnary 25, 2011 agreed to the resulting balance. 

17. DJSPA rendered 'a statement of it to GMAC and GMAC did not object to the 

statement. The statement rendered was. comprised of ExhibitB and Exhibit A attached hereto. 

18. GMAC owes DJSPA $6,161,483.70 that is due w_ith interest $ince February 11, 

2011 on the account. 

WHEREFORE, DJS:PA demands judgment for damages against GMAC, plus interest and 

costs. 

DATED: 

551825.1 

June 2,2011 

3 

TEW CARDENAS LLP 

Counsel for The Law.Offices of David J: 
Stern, P.A." . 
The Four Seasons Tower 
1441 Brickell Avenue, 15th Floor 
Miami, Florida 33i31-.3407 
Telephone: 305.536.1112 
Facsimile: 305.536.1116 

By: 

Florida Bar No. 121291 
MATIAS R. DORTA 
Florida Bar No. 770817 
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THE LAW OFFICES OF 
DAVID J. STERN, P.A., 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

FT. LAUDERDALE DIVISION 

) 
) 
) Case No.: ll-CV-61526 
) 
) 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC, 

) DEFENDANT'S ANSWER 
) WITH COUNTERCLAIM 
) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIMS OF DEFENDANT 

Defendant GMAC Mortgage, LLC ("GMACM"), by its undersigned attorneys, 

for its Answer to Plaintiff's Complaint in this action, hereby states the following: 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

1. Paragraph 1 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required, but to the extent a response may be required, GMACM admits that this Court has 

jurisdiction over the controversy. 

2. Admitted. 

3. Admitted. 

4. GMACM admits that it is subject to jurisdiction in Florida, including because it 

engages in certain business activities in Florida, but GMACM denies that "it breached a contract 

in this State by failing to perform acts required by contract to be performed in the State," as 

alleged in Paragraph 4 of the Complaint. 
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5. Paragraph 5 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which rio response is 

required, but to the extent a response may be required, GMACM admits that venue is proper in 

this District. 

6. Paragraph 6 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 

required. GMACM is otherwise unaware of the "conditions precedent" as alleged by Plaintiff in 

paragraph 6 and can not admit or deny such allegations. 

7. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, 

GMACM realleges paragraphs 1 through 6 above. 

8. GMACM admits that it hired DJSP A to provide vanous legal services to 

GMACM pursuant to a Master Services Agreement, Statements of Work and Change Orders, as 

amended, all of which speak for themselves. 

9. Denied. 

10. Denied. 

11. The Complaint omits paragraph 11. 

12. The Complaint omits paragraph 12. 

13. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 13 of the Complaint, 

GMACM realleges paragraphs 1through12 above. 

14. Denied. 

15. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 15 of the Complaint, 

GMACM realleges paragraphs 1 through 14 above. 

16. GMACM admits that it has had business transactions with DJSP A. GMACM 

otherwise denies the allegations of paragraph 16. 

17. Denied. 

2 
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18. Denied. 

DEFENSES 

First Defense 

1. Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

Second Defense 

2. Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages. 

Third Defense 

3. Plaintiffs claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations. 

Fourth Defense 

4. Plaintiff has failed to join indispensable parties to this action. 

Fifth Defense 

5. Plaintiffs claims are barred and/or limited by Plaintiffs own material breach of 

its professional and contractual duties to GMACM. 

Sixth Defense 

6. The monetary relief sought by Plaintiff is unavailable to the extent that GMACM 

is entitled to set off and/or recoup monies from Plaintiff, including but not limited to, sums that 

exceed any amounts which Plaintiff might otherwise be entitled to recover. 

Seventh Defense 

7. Plaintiff is barred from recovery on the grounds of waiver, estoppels, laches, 

unclean hands and unjust enrichment. 

Eighth Defense 

8. The alleged "account" attached to the Complaint as Exhibit A does not 

satisfy the legal requirements of an open account. 

3 
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Ninth Defense 

9. Plaintiffs claims are barred, in whole or in part, because Plaintiff failed to 

perform the services and/or costs referenced in the alleged "account" attached to the Complaint 

as Exhibit A in accordance with the terms and conditions of the parties' contract. 

Tenth Defense 

10. Defendant is entitled to a set-off for any monies paid to Plaintiff by third parties 

with respect to the services and/or costs that Plaintiff seeks to recover herein. 

Eleventh Defense 

11. Plaintiffs claims are barred, at least in part, because the Plaintiff has already 

received the compensation due and owing regarding at least certain of the files at issue. 

COUNTERCLAIMS BY DEFENDANT 

For its Counterclaims against Plaintiff, Defendant GMACM hereby states the following: 

1. Defendant GMACM asserts these Counterclaims to redress Plaintiffs breach of 

contract and Plaintiffs wrongful conduct including Plaintiffs failure to meet the minimum 

standard of professional care in the performance of legal services to and/or on behalf of 

GMACM, which has resulted in substantial damage to GMACM. 

2. The Court has original jurisdiction over Defendant's Counterclaims pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1332. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

3. At all relevant times, Defendant-Counterplaintiff GMACM has been a Delaware 

limited liability company with its principal place of business in Pennsylvania. No member of 

Defendant is a citizen of Florida. 
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4. At all relevant times, Plaintiff-Counterdefendant the Law Offices of David J. 

Stem, P.A. ("DJSP A") has been a professional association formed under the laws of the State of 

Florida, consisting of one or more persons licensed to practice law in the State and maintaining 

its principal place of business at 900 S. Pine Island Road, Plantation, Florida 33324. 

5. At all relevant times, DJSPA held itself out as specializing in handling residential 

mortgage foreclosures, bankruptcy, evictions, the sale of real estate owned ("REO") properties 

by foreclosing lenders, and foreclosure-related complex litigation in the State of Florida. 

6. At all relevant times, David J. Stem ("Stem") has been an attorney duly licensed 

to practice law in the State of Florida and the principal or owner of DJSP A. 

7. In or about 2007, GMACM hired DJSPA to provide legal services of the kind 

described in paragraph 5 above. 

8. Pursuant to the parties' attorney-client relationship, DJSPA executed a Master 

Services Agreement and Statement of Work which was amended and modified from time-to-

time. 

9. During the period from about 2007 until November 2010, DJSPA performed legal 

work on behalf of GMACM. At relevant times, nonlegal support services for the legal work 

provided by DJSP A to GMACM was performed by one or more separately-incorporated entities 

in which David Stem held a substantial interest and/or over which David Stem maintained 

substantial control. Such nonlegal work was done at the direction and under the oversight of 

DJSPA. 

Disclosures of Plaintifrs Practices Failing to Meet the 
Minimum Standard of Care 

10. On or about August 4, 2010, Mother Jones, a nonprofit news organization that 

styles itself as specializing in investigative, political and social justice reporting, published an 

5 
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article written entitled "Fannie and Freddie's Foreclosure Barons." The Mother Jones article was 

highly critical of DJSP A's practices in handling mortgage foreclosures in Florida and reported 

on allegations that DJSP A was backdating assignment of mortgage documents in foreclosure 

cases and allegedly "lying to the court." 

11. The Mother Jones article quoted a written ruling by a Pasco County judge, who, 

"upon discovering that [DJSP A] had fudged an assignment of mortgage in a case before her 

court ... dismissed the case with prejudice" in March 2010, stating in her written ruling that 

"' [t]he execution date and notarial date"' on the document "'were fraudulently backdated, in a 

purposeful, intentional effort to mislead the defendant and this court.'" 

12. The Mother Jones article described a deposition under oath, taken by a 

foreclosure defense firm on May 20, 2009 of Cheryl Samons, whom the article described as 

DJSPA's "top deputy." According to the article, Ms. Samons was allegedly confronted during 

this deposition with a number of "backdated documents," which "looked like a pattern," but 

which the witness allegedly described as "just a mistake." 

13. Since in or about 1994, Cheryl Samons has been employed by DJSPA as 

operations manager, reporting directly to Stern. Ms. Samons has also served as operations 

manager during relevant periods for DJSPA's processing division and/or for DJS Processing, 

LLC, a corporate entity created by DJSP A and/or Stem to provide non-legal services required to 

process foreclosure files and ancillary services for DJSP A. 

14. On or about August 10, 2010, following the Mother Jones article, Florida 

Attorney General Bill McCollum announced that his office had launched an investigation 

into allegations of unfair and deceptive actions by DJSP A regarding its handling of foreclosure 

cases in the State of Florida. Upon information and belief, this investigation is ongoing. 

6 
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15. On or about September 4, 2010, the New York Times published a comprehensive 

article on the unprecedented number of home mortgage delinquencies and foreclosures being 

handled in the State of Florida. It reported that according to "analysts and lawyers involved in 

the process" some law firms representing banks were engaged in "questionable practices" and 

specifically referenced DJSP A and the fact that it was being investigated by the Florida Attorney 

General. 

16. Public reports emerged during this same time frame of additional deposition 

testimony that had been elicited from current or former employees of DJSP A, witnesses that 

were questioned under oath by foreclosure defense attorneys or by the Florida Attorney 

General's office as part of its investigation. This deposition testimony raised additional concerns 

about the foreclosure-related practices engaged in by DJSP A. 

17. Transcripts became publicly-available of the deposition testimony taken under 

oath of certain present or former employees of DJSP A. In these depositions, the witnesses 

described foreclosure-related practices by Stern and/or DJSP A, which, as described, involved 

acts of professional malpractice and/or breaches of professional duties owed by attorneys subject 

to the Rules for Professional Conduct for Florida Lawyers. 

18. The sworn deposition testimony of these witnesses contained accusations against 

DJSP A and/or Stern that included, among other accusations, the following: 

(i) causing and/or permitting DJSPA's employees to execute, witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to witness and/or notarize 
assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing 
execution of the document by the person whose signature was to be 
witnessed and/or notarized; 

7 
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(iii) causing and/or permitting DJSPA's employees to prepare and execute 
affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to sign the name of another 
person on foreclosure-related documents without any indication of that 
fact on the documents; 

(v) charging clients such as GMACM substantial fees and costs for legal 
services that DJSP A knew or should have known fell below the minimum 
standard of professional care owed by DJSP A. 

19. Upon information and belief, Stem himself has admitted that allegations made 

about DJSPA's improper procedures are true. 

20. In light of the on-going investigations by the Florida Attorney General, as well as 

other events and information, GMACM contacted DJSP A and conducted an on-site review of 

many of GMACM' s files maintained by DJSP A. 

21. On or about November 16, 2010, GMACM terminated its relationship with 

DJSP A and sought to recover its files from DJSP A. 

22. DJSP A refused to release any files to GMACM until GMACM placed funds 

allegedly owed to DJSPA into escrow. In order to obtain its files as quickly as possible, 

GMACM agreed to this arrangement, without conceding that any amounts were owed to DJSP A. 

23. Since recovering its files from GMACM, GMACM has expended significant time 

and money transitioning files to other law firms. Upon information and belief, GMACM has 

expended over $1.5 million in order to recover and transition files previously handled by DJSP A. 

24. Because of its concern over the allegations and evidence of unprofessional 

practices followed by DJSP A, GMACM directed these newly-assigned law firms to review the 

recovered files and to take appropriate steps to attempt to remedy errors committed by DJSP A, 

as well as re-initiating foreclosure proceedings, in whole or part, due to concerns over the 
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documents previously filed by DJSP A. 

25. GMACM has since learned that DJSPA committed gross malpractice in the 

handling of GMACM matters. For example, in one foreclosure matter assigned to DJSP A for 

handling, DJSP A failed to communicate to GMACM that counterclaims had been brought. 

Indeed, DJSP A neglected to put forward any defense to such counterclaims, with the result that a 

default judgment was entered on or about May 5, 2011 for over $450,000. DJSPA's conduct in 

this and other instances has been wanton or reckless. 

26. By reason of the foregoing, GMACM has incurred, and may continue to incur in 

the future, substantial costs attributable to the following: (i) costs associated with conducting its 

review of DJSPA's files, policies and practices; (ii) costs associated with the need to seize 

numerous files previously maintained and handled by DJSP A; and (iii) costs associated with 

having newly-assigned law firms to conduct a review of the 

recovered files seized from DJSP A and to correct errors and re-initiate foreclosure proceedings 

as appropriate. 

27. By reason of the foregoing, GMACM has also incurred, and may continue to 

incur in the future, substantial additional costs attributable to the following: (i) the cost of paying 

duplicative legal fees and court costs to the newly-assigned law firms for handling the files from 

DJSP A; (ii) the time value cost of money lost due to any additional delays in prosecuting the 

files from DJSP A; and (iii) the cost of foreclosure-related fees and costs previously incurred and 

paid on the recovered files when handled by DJSP A. 

COUNT I 
(Legal Malpractice) 

28. GMACM repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 - 27 of this 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 
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29. During the relevant period, an attorney-client relationship existed between DJSPA 

andGMACM. 

30. DJSPA, including its attorneys individually, owed a duty of professional care to 

GMACM with respect to the legal services provided by DJSP A, including the duty to comply 

with all applicable Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, including: (1) the duty to control the law 

firm's workload so that each matter can be handled for the client adequately and within the 

accepted standard of professional care for a law firm in the State of Florida in accordance with 

Florida Bar Rule 4-1.3; (2) the duty to take reasonable measures to ensure that non-lawyer 

conduct is compatible with professional obligations of the lawyer in accordance with Florida Bar 

Rule 4-5.3; (3) the duty to keep a client reasonably informed and to explain a matter to the client 

to the extent reasonably necessary for the client to make informed decisions about the lawyer's 

professional handling of the client's matters in accordance with Florida Bar Rule 4-1.4; ( 4) the 

duty to deal honestly with third parties when acting on behalf of the client in accordance with 

Florida Bar Rule 4-4.1; and (5) the duty not to engage in conduct otherwise involving dishonesty 

or misrepresentation in accordance with Florida Bar Rule 4-8.4. 

31. DJSP A negligently, recklessly and/or wantonly breached its professional duties 

owing to GMACM by, among other things: 

(i) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to execute, witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) causing and/or permitting DJSPA's employees to witness and/or notarize 
assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing 
execution of the document by the person whose signature was to be 
witnessed and/or notarized; 

(iii) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to prepare and execute 
affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

10 
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(iv) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to sign the name of another 
person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication of 
that fact on the documents; 

(v) charging GMACM substantial fees and costs for legal services that DJSPA 
knew or should have known was not in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of its agreement with GMACM and that fell below the 
minimum standard of professional care owed by DJSP A to GMACM; 

(vi) providing legal work on behalf of GMACM as to various files assigned to 
DJSP A that fell below the applicable standard of care; and 

(vii) committing acts or omissions that have subjected GMACM to claims, 
losses and liabilities of third-parties. 

32. As a result of the DJSPA's breach of its professional duties to GMACM, 

GMACM has suffered, and may continue to suffer in the future, substantial damages in an 

amount to be determined, but believed to be well in excess of $75,000 not including interest or 

costs. 

COUNT II 
(Defendants' Breach of Contract) 

33. GMACM repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 - 32 of this 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

34. By reason of the Master Services Agreement ("MSA") and Statement of Work, as 

subsequently modified and amended, a valid contract existed between and among the DJSP A and 

GMACM. Among other things, pursuant to the contract between DJSP A and GMACM, DJSP A 

- - which is designated as "Company" in the MSA agreed as follows: 

6.1 Company represents and warrants that the Services will be 
performed in a diligent and workmanlike manner in accordance 
with good industry practices, by individuals of suitable training 
and skill. 

6.2 Company represents and warrants that the Services and all 
Deliverables provided under this Agreement shall comply with and 
function in accordance with the requirements set forth in this 
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Agreement and the Statement of Work. 

6.4 Company represents and warrants that Company's actions and 
performance of the Services are and will be in full compliance with 
all applicable federal, state, and local requirements, including but 
not limited to, federal banking laws, federal consumer protection 
and privacy laws; all applicable state laws and regulations; any 
valid and effective order (including regulatory orders), verdict, 
judgment, consent decree or agreement. 

6.6 Company represents and warrants that it has, and will maintain 
throughout the Term of this Agreement, all licenses, franchises, 
permits, authorizations and approvals materially necessary for the 
lawful conduct of its business. 

8. 8 Company shall take appropriate measures to select, supervise and 
monitor the personnel performing Services. Company shall 
maintain current employment eligibility verification records, 
including necessary certification and documentation and insurance 
for its employees performing Services hereunder. Company will 
not conduct disciplinary actions with respect to Company 
personnel while on Client's premises, including but not limited to 
terminating employment of Company personnel. 

13 .2 Indemnification. Each party (each an "Indemnitor") shall, at its 
own expense, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other party 
and its employees, officers, directors, licensees, representatives, 
attorneys, parents, subsidiaries, successors, assigns and agents 
(each of the foregoing an "Indemnitee") from and against any and 
all liabilities, claims, actions, losses, costs and expenses (including, 
without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and disbursements) 
relating to or arising out of any third-party claims(s) for bodily 
injury to or death of any person or for damage, loss or destruction 
of tangible real property or tangible personal property caused by 
the negligent acts or omissions, recklessness or willful misconduct 
of Indemnitor and its employees, agents, and representatives. The 
Indemnitor will defend Indemnitee against such claims at 
Indemnitor's sole expense and pay all court awarded damages 
relating to such claims. The Indemnitee agrees to notify the 
Indemnitor in a timely manner in writing of the claim, and grant 
Indemnitor the right to control the defense and disposition of such 
claims provided that no settlement requiring any financial payment 
from Indemnitee or admission of liability by lndemnitee shall be 
made without Indemnitee's prior written approval. 
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35. DJSPA breached its material contractual obligations owed to GMACM by, among 

other things: 

(i) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to execute, witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to witness and/or notarize 
assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing 
execution of the document by the person whose signature was to be 
witnessed and/or notarized; 

(iii) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to prepare and execute 
affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to sign the name of another 
person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication of 
that fact on the documents; 

(v) charging GMACM substantial fees and costs for legal services that DJSPA 
knew or should have known fell below the minimum standard of 
professional care owed by DJSP A to GMACM; 

(vi) providing legal work on behalf of GMACM as to various files assigned to 
DJSP A that fell below the applicable standard of care; and 

(vii) committing acts or omissions that have subjected GMACM to claims, 
losses and liabilities of third-parties. 

36. As a result of DJSP A's breach of its material contractual obligations to GMACM, 

GMACM has suffered, and may in the future continue to suffer, substantial damages in an 

amount to be determined, but believed to be well in excess of $75,000 not including interest or 

costs. 

COUNT III 
(Defendants' Breach of Fiduciary Duty) 

37. GMACM repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 - 36 of this 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 
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38. As a result of the attorney-client relationship that existed between DJSPA and 

GMACM, DJSP A further owed a fiduciary duty to act in the interest of and for the benefit of 

GMACM. 

39. DJSPA breached its fiduciary duty to GMACM by, among other things: 

(i) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to execute, witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to witness and/or notarize 
assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing 
execution of the document by the person whose signature was to be 
witnessed and/or notarized; 

(iii) causing and/or permitting DJSPA's employees to prepare and execute 
affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) causing and/or permitting DJSP A's employees to sign the name of another 
person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication of 
that fact on the documents; 

(v) charging GMACM substantial fees and costs for legal services that DJSPA 
knew or should have known fell below the minimum standard of 
professional care owed by DJSP A to GMACM; and 

(vi) providing legal work on behalf of GMACM as to various files assigned to 
DJSP A that fell below the applicable standard of care. 

(vii) failing to handle the matters assigned to DJSPA with honesty, 
forthrightness, loyalty and fidelity. 

40. As a result of DJSPA's breach of its fiduciary duty to GMACM, GMACM has 

suffered, and may continue to suffer in the future, substantial damages in an amount to be 

determined, but believed to be well in excess of $75,000 not including interest or costs. 
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COUNT IV 
(Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade and Practices Act) 

41. GMACM repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 - 40 of the 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

42. This cause of action is brought by GMACM for DJSPA's violations of the Florida 

Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act, Florida Stat. § 501.201, et seq. 

43. GMACM is a "person" entitled under Florida Stat. § 501.211(2) to recover actual 

damages, plus attorney's fees and court costs, for a loss suffered as a result of the DJSP A's 

violation of the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act. 

44. At relevant times, DJSP A committed unconscionable acts or practices and/or 

unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of their trade or commerce in violation of 

Florida Stat.§ 501.204(1). 

45. DJSPA's unconscionable acts or practices and/or unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in the conduct of their trade or commerce include, among other things, the following: 

(i) on numerous occasions during the relevant time period, DJSP A charged 
GMACM substantial fees and costs for legal services that DJSP A knew or 
should have known fell below the minimum standard of professional care 
owed by the DJSP A to GMACM; and 

(ii) DJSP A committed reckless or wanton acts of misconduct in the handling 
of legal matters entrusted to DJSP A by GMACM. 

46. As a direct result of the foregoing practices and acts committed by the DJSP A in 

violation of Florida Stat. § 501.204(1 ), GMACM has suffered a substantial loss in an amount to 

be determined, but believed to be well in excess of $75,000 not including interest or costs. 
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47. By reason of the foregoing, GMACM is entitled to recover its actual damages 

from DJSPA, plus its court costs and attorneys' fees, pursuant to Florida Stat. § 501.211(2). 

COUNTY 
(Misrepresentation/Suppression) 

48. GMACM repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 -47 of this 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

49. On numerous occasions during the existence of the attorney-client relationship 

between DJSP A and GMACM, DJ SPA submitted to GMACM invoices, each of which purported 

to accurately state DJSPA's legal fees and expenses incurred to perform the work in a competent, 

professional manner. 

50. In each instance, DJSP A submitted the invoices with the intent that GMACM 

would reimburse DJSP A for the legal fees and expenses set forth in the invoices. 

51. In many instances, DJSP A submitted invoices that contained descriptions of work 

not actually performed, work that had previously been paid for, and work that had previously 

been rejected as unnecessary, untimely or excessive, in an effort to obtain payment that DJSPA 

knew or should have know was improper. Such invoicing was therefore false and deceptive. 

52. DJSP A was at least negligent in making the representations contained in each of 

these invoices. 

53. DJSPA submitted these invoices intending that GMACM would rely upon the 

representation that was false. 

54. DJSP A reasonably or justifiably relied upon these false representations contained 

in the invoices, making payment that should not have been made. 

55. DJSPA further had a duty to disclose material information to GMACM, including 

information relating to the legal work DJSP A was responsible for handling on behalf of 
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GMACM. 

56. DJSP A failed to disclose such material information to GMACM which has 

subjected GMACM to claims, losses and liabilities. 

57. As a proximate result of DJSPA's misrepresentations and/or suppress10ns, 

GMACM has suffered and/or will suffer substantial damages in an amount to be determined, but 

believed to be well in excess of $75,000 not including interest or costs. 

WHEREFORE, GMACM respectfully requests the following relief: 

1) With respect to DJSPA's claims, judgment in GMACM's favor dismissing the 

claims with prejudice, together with GMACM's costs and disbursements; 

2) With respect to GMACM's Counterclaims, a judgment awarding compensatory 

and punitive damages in favor of GMACM and against DJSP A, together with such pre-judgment 

and post-judgment interest as may be awarded according to law, GMACM's attorney's fees, and 

GMACM's costs and disbursements; and 

3) Such other and further relief as may be just and proper. 

DATED this the 15th day of July, 2011. 

/s/D. Brian O'Dell 
D. Brian O'Dell (Florida Bar No. 0659665) 
Ann T. Taylor (Florida Bar No. 37228) 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
One Federal Place 
1819 Fifth Avenue North 
Birmingham, AL 35203-2104 
Telephone: (205) 521-8000 
Facsimile: (205) 521-8800 
bodell@babc.com 
ataylor@babc.com 
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Christian W. Hancock (Florida Bar No. 0643521) 
Nicholas J. Voelker (Florida Bar No. 88876) 
Bank of America Corporate Center 
100 N. Tryon Street, Suite 2690 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Telephone: (704) 332-8842 
Facsimile: (704) 332-8858 
chancock(a1babc.com 
nvoelkcr(a),babc.com 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this date served the above and foregoing on: 

Jeffrey A. Tew 
Matias R. Dorta 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
The Four Seasons Tower 
1441 Brickwell Avenue, 15th Floor 
Miami, FL 33131-3407 
305-536-1112 
jt(a),tewlaw.com 
1nrd(£V,tcwlaw.com 

by placing a copy of same in the United States Mail, first-class postage prepaid and addressed to 
his regular mailing address, on this 15th day of July, 2011. 

Isl D. Brian O'Dell 
OF COUNSEL 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

Case No.: 11-60623-CIV-SEITZ/SIMONTON 

THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. 
STERN, P.A., 

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, 

vs. 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORP., 

Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff, 

------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

DEFENDANT/COUNTER
PLAINTIFF DEMANDS 
TRIAL BY JURY 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION'S 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED 

COMPLAINT AND DEFENDANT/COUNTER PLAINTIFF'S COUNTERCLAIM 

Defendant, Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie Mac"), by its 

undersigned attorneys, files its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, and Counterclaim to the 

Amended Complaint docketed by Plaintiff The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. ("the 

Stem law firm"), on March 21, 2012 at docket entry no. 62 (the "Amended Complaint"), 

and Freddie Mac hereby states the following: 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

1. Paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint states a legal conclusion to which 

no response is required, but to the extent a response may be required, Freddie Mac admits 

that this Court has jurisdiction over the controversy pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1452(±). 

2. Freddie Mac admits the allegations contained in paragraph 2 of the 

Amended Complaint. 
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3. Freddie Mac admits the allegations contained m paragraph 3 of the 

Amended Complaint. 

4. Paragraph 4 of the Amended Complaint states a legal conclusion to which 

no response is required, but to the extent a response may be required, Freddie Mac admits 

that venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). 

5. Paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint states a legal conclusion to which 

no response is required, but to the extent a response may be required, Freddie Mac denies 

the allegations contained in paragraph 5. 

Count I. Breach of Contract 

6. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of the Amended 

Complaint, Freddie Mac realleges paragraphs 1 through 5 of this Answer as though set 

forth at length herein. 

7. Freddie Mac admits the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of the 

Amended Complaint, except respectfully refers the Court to the contract that is attached 

as Exhibit A to the original Complaint, which speaks for itself. 

8. Freddie Mac denies the allegations contained m paragraph 8 of the 

Amended Complaint. 

9. Freddie Mac denies the allegations contained m paragraph 9 of the 

Amended Complaint. 

Count II Open Account 

10. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the Amended 

Complaint, Freddie Mac realleges paragraphs 1 through 9 of this Answer as though set 

forth at length herein. 
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11. Freddie Mac denies the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the 

Amended Complaint. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

First Defense 

15. The Stem law firm is not entitled to recover on its open account claim as 

the open items identified concern services allegedly provided to Freddie Mac directly and 

services allegedly provided to certain financial institutions that serviced loans owned by 

Freddie Mac (the "Freddie Mac Servicers"), that are subject to and governed by express 

terms and conditions contained in written contracts between Freddie Mac and the Stem 

law firm and/or between each of the Freddie Mac Servicers and the Stem law firm. 

Those written contracts are the subject of the Stem law firm's own breach of contract 

claim asserted against Freddie Mac in this action and the Stem law firm's breach of 

contract claim asserted against each of the Freddie Mac Servicers in numerous other 

federal and state court actions commenced by the Stem law firm. 

Second Defense 

16. Insofar as the Stem law firm's open account claim is an equitable claim, 

the Stem law firm is barred from recovery based on the doctrine of unclean hands due to 

the Stem law firm's unconscionable conduct related to the services for which it seeks 

recovery. This defense is based on the Stem law firm's unconscionable conduct as 

described in factual allegations and legal claims contained in Freddie Mac's 

Counterclaim against the Stem law firm and Freddie Mac anticipates developing 

additional facts during the course of discovery and/or through further investigation. 
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Third Defense 

15. If and to the extent that the Stem law firm is otherwise entitled to any 

recovery on its claims, which Freddie Mac denies, Freddie Mac is entitled to a set-off 

with respect to any and all transactions between the Stern law firm and Freddie Mac that 

are extrinsic to the transactions that are the subject of the Stem law firm's claims against 

Freddie Mac in its Amended Complaint. Freddie Mac's right to a set-off regarding any 

such extrinsic transactions is based on factual allegations and legal claims contained in 

Freddie Mac's Counterclaim against the Stem law firm and Freddie Mac anticipates 

developing additional facts during the course of discovery and/or through further 

investigation. 

Fourth Defense 

16. If and to the extent that the Stem law firm is otherwise entitled to any 

recovery on its claims, which Freddie Mac denies, Freddie Mac is entitled to a right of 

recoupment with respect to any and all transactions that arise out of the same transactions 

that are the subject of the Stem law firm's claims against Freddie Mac in its Amended 

Complaint. The right of recoupment is based on factual allegations and legal claims 

contained in Freddie Mac's Counterclaim against the Stem law firm and Freddie Mac 

anticipates developing additional facts during the course of discovery and/or through 

further investigation. 

Fifth Defense 

17. If and to the extent that the Stem law firm is otherwise entitled to any 

recovery on its claims, which Freddie Mac denies, the Stem law firm's recovery should 

be barred based on public policy grounds. This defense is based on factual allegations 
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contained in Freddie Mac's Counterclaim against the Stem law firm as well additional 

facts Freddie Mac anticipates developing during the course of discovery and/or through 

further investigation. 

Sixth Defense 

18. The Stem law firm's claims are barred to the extent that its damages were 

caused, in whole or in part, by the Stem law firm's own breach of the contract or 

contracts upon which it bases its breach of contract claim in the Amended Complaint 

against Freddie Mac. This defense is supported by factual allegations contained in 

Freddie Mac's Counterclaim against the Stem law firm, which show the Stem firm's own 

breach of its contract with Freddie Mac, and Freddie Mac anticipates developing 

additional facts during the course of discovery and/or through further investigation. 

Seventh Defense 

20. Freddie Mac respectfully reserves the right to raise such other and 

additional affirmative defenses as may be appropriate upon further investigation and 

discovery in this matter. 

COUNTERCLAIM BY FREDDIE MAC 

For its Counterclaim against Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, Defendant/Counter

Plaintiff Freddie Mac, by its attorneys, hereby states the following: 

1. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Freddie Mac asserts this Counterclaim for 

compensatory damages, including pre- and post-judgment interest, to redress the breach 

of contract and wrongful acts and omissions committed by Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, 

The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. The Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant law firm was 

retained by and on behalf of Freddie Mac to provide "high quality" legal services that are 
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"always in the best interests of Freddie Mac" in a manner that would "strictly avoid any 

conflicts or apparent conflicts of interest with Freddie Mac" with respect to tens of 

thousands of Freddie Mac mortgage loans in default and warranting or necessitating 

proceedings in foreclosure. The Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant law firm instead provided 

legal services to and/or on behalf of Freddie Mac that fell below the minimum standard 

of professional care owing to Freddie Mac, resulting in substantial damage to Freddie 

Mac. 

2. The Court has original jurisdiction over Defendant's Counterclaim 

pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1452(c) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

Background and Freddie Mac's Attorney-Client 
Relationship with the Stern Law Firm 

3. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Freddie Mac is a corporate instrumentality of 

the United States of America pursuant to the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 

Act, Title III of the Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1451-1459 and 

has its principal place of business in McLean, Virginia. Freddie Mac was placed in 

conservatorship under the Federal Housing Finance Agency on September 8, 2008, 

pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 4617(a). 

4. Freddie Mac was created by Congress in 1970 to develop a secondary 

mortgage market for conventional residential loans. To achieve this congressionally 

mandated purpose, Freddie Mac, in relevant part, has been engaged in the business of 

purchasing conventional mortgage loans (the "Freddie Mac mortgage loans"), from 

mortgage sellers who have been approved by Freddie Mac. 

5. At all relevant times, Freddie Mac mortgage loans have been serviced by 

mortgage servicers that are approved by Freddie Mac (hereinafter, "Servicer" or 
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"Servicers"). The servicing of these Freddie Mac mortgage loans are performed pursuant 

to the terms and conditions contained in certain purchase documents consisting of in 

relevant part, a purchase contact, Freddie Mac's Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide (the 

"Guide") and Guide Bulletins that are periodically issued by Freddie Mac to its Sellers 

and Servicers which supplement the agreement of the parties. 

6. At all relevant times, Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant The Law Offices of 

David J. Stem, P.A. (the "Stem law firm" or the "law firm") has been a professional 

association formed under the laws of the State of Florida, consisting of one or more 

persons licensed to practice law in the State and maintaining its principal place of 

business at 900 S. Pine Island Road, Plantation, Florida 33324. 

7. At all relevant times, the Stem law firm specialized in handling residential 

mortgage foreclosures, bankruptcy, evictions, the sale of real estate owned ("REO") 

properties by foreclosing lenders, and foreclosure-related complex litigation inter alia, in 

the State of Florida. 

8. At all relevant times, David J. Stem ("Stem") has been an attorney duly 

licensed to practice law in the State of Florida and the principal or owner of the Stem law 

firm. 

9. In or about 1997, Freddie Mac established in Florida a Designated 

Counsel Program (the "Program") and, following a competitive selection process, 

retained a number of Florida law firms for the Program. 

10. The Stem law firm was selected as a Program firm and executed a Freddie 

Mac Retention Agreement with Freddie Mac, which was amended and modified from 

time-to-time through 2007. Each Retention Agreement executed, amended, and/or 
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modified by and between Freddie Mae and the Stern law firm was signed, on behalf of 

the Stern law firm, by Stern. 

11. At all relevant times, when there was a default under a Freddie Mac 

mortgage loan necessitating or warranting commencement of a foreclosure proceeding to 

recover mortgaged property located in the State of Florida, as required by the Guide, 

Servicers could choose to select legal counsel to provide legal representation in the 

foreclosure proceeding by drawing from the list of attorneys participating in Freddie 

Mac's Program. 

12. At all relevant times, fees, costs, and disbursements charged by Program 

participants providing legal representation pursuant to a Freddie Mac Retention 

Agreement with respect to Freddie Mac mortgage loans were submitted to and paid, in 

the first instance, by the Servicers. At the conclusion of the foreclosure proceedings, the 

law firm would submit an invoice to the Servicer and a Form 104DC to both Freddie Mac 

and the Servicer, at which time Freddie Mac would reimburse the Servicer for said costs. 

In each Form 104DC, the law firm set forth the legal counsel's fees and charges for its 

legal services and certified that the information contained in the 104DC was true to the 

best of the law firm preparer's knowledge and belief. 

13. On or about April 4, 2007, Freddie Mac and the Stem law firm, acting 

through Stern, as owner or principal of the Stern law firm, entered into an amended and 

revised Retention Agreement under which the Stem law firm continued to be retained to 

participate in the Florida Designated Counsel Program of Freddie Mac (the "Stem 

Retention Agreement"). A true copy of the Stem Retention Agreement as executed on or 

about April 4, 2007 by Stern, acting on behalf of the Stern law firm, together with a cost 
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limitations modification agreed to in or about August 2007 and a supplemental agreement 

entered into on or about December 3, 2008, are attached hereto collectively as Exhibit A. 

14. The Stern Retention Agreement set forth the parties' understanding, set 

forth in the provision identified as "1. General Provisions," that, among other things, 

Freddie Mac expected the Stern law firm to be "high quality," that the Stern law firm 

would "conduct itself so that the services rendered on Program Loans" are "always in the 

best interests of Freddie Mac," and that the Stern law firm would "strictly avoid any 

conflicts or apparent conflicts of interest with Freddie Mac." 

15. The Stern Retention Agreement specified in the provision identified as "1. 

General Provisions" that it would be working with the Servicers but that the Stern law 

firm would have its "primary client relationship ... with and obligation ... to Freddie 

Mac." The Stern Retention Agreement specified in the provision identified as "3. Freddie 

Mac/Servicer/Designated Counsel Attorney-Client Relationship" that an "attorney-client 

relationship exists between Designated Counsel [the Stern law firm], Freddie Mac and its 

Servicers." The Stern Retention Agreement specified in the provision identified as "4. 

Contacts" that Freddie Mac expect[ed] you [the Stern law firm] to provide a high level of 

client service to [Freddie Mac's] Servicers." 

16. During the period from in or about April 2007, when the Stern Retention 

Agreement was executed, until in or about November 2010, the Stern law firm performed 

legal work on behalf of Freddie Mac and the Servicers pursuant to the terms and 

conditions of the Stern Retention Agreement regarding foreclosure and related 

proceedings involving tens of thousands of Freddie Mac mortgaged properties located in 

the State of Florida, including evictions and REO closings. At relevant times, non-legal 
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support services for this legal work was performed by one or more separately 

incorporated entities in which David Stem held a substantial interest and/or over which 

David Stem maintained substantial control. 

17. During the period January 2009 until in or about October 2010, Freddie 

Mac, through its Servicers, paid the Stem law firm more than $6.6 million in judicial 

foreclosure fees alone, as well as substantial additional fees for legal services regarding 

Freddie Mac's REO properties. 

Disclosures Regarding Practices of the Stern Law Firm 
That Were Improper, Unprofessional and Failed to 

Meet Minimum Standards of Care 

18. On or about August 4, 2010, Mother Jones, a non-profit news organization 

that styles itself as specializing in investigative, political and social justice reporting, 

published an article written by Andy Kroll entitled "Fannie and Freddie's Foreclosure 

Barons." The Mother Jones article was highly critical of the Stem law firm's practices in 

handling mortgage foreclosures in Florida and reported on allegations that the Stem law 

firm was backdating assignment of mortgage documents in foreclosure cases and 

allegedly "lying to the court." 

19. The Mother Jones article quoted a written ruling by a Pasco County judge, 

who, "upon discovering that [the Stern law] firm had fudged an assignment of mortgage 

in a case before her court ... dismissed the case with prejudice" in March 2010, stating in 

her written ruling that '"[t]he execution date and notorial date" on the document "were 

fraudulently backdated, in a purposeful, intentional effort to mislead the defendant and 

this court." 
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20. The Mother Jones article described a deposition under oath, taken by a 

foreclosure defense firm on May 20, 2009 of Cheryl Samons, whom the article described 

as the Stem law firm's "top deputy." According to the article, Ms. Samons was allegedly 

confronted during this deposition with a number of "backdated documents," which 

"looked like a pattern," but which the witness allegedly described as "just a mistake." 

21. Since in or about 1994, Cheryl Samons has been employed by the Stem 

law firm as operations manager, reporting directly to Stem. Ms. Samons has also served 

as operations manager during relevant periods for the Stem law firm's processing 

division and/or for DJS Processing, LLC, a corporate entity created by the Stem law firm, 

and/or Stem to provide non-legal services required to process foreclosure files and 

ancillary services for the Stem law firm. 

22. On or about August 10, 2010, following the Mother Jones article, Florida 

Attorney General, Bill McCollum, announced that his office had launched an 

investigation into allegations of unfair and deceptive actions by the Stem law firm 

regarding its handling of foreclosure cases in the State of Florida. This investigation is 

believed to be still pending. 

23. On or about September 4, 2010, the New York Times published a 

comprehensive article on the unprecedented number of home mortgage delinquencies and 

foreclosures being handled in the State of Florida. It reported that according to "analysts 

and lawyers involved in the process," some law firms representing banks were engaged in 

"questionable practices" and specifically referenced the Stem law firm and the fact that it 

was being investigated by the Florida Attorney General. 
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24. The New York Times article cited accusations by "critics" that the Stern 

law firm lawyers were "very aggressive about pushing cases through the courts even 

when there are questions about the documentation." 

25. Public reports emerged during this same time frame of additional 

deposition testimony that had been elicited from current or former employees of the Stern 

law firm, witnesses that were questioned under oath by foreclosure defense attorneys or 

by the Florida Attorney General's office as part of its investigation. This deposition 

testimony raised additional concerns about the foreclosure-related practices engaged in 

by the Stem law firm. 

26. Transcripts became publicly-available of the deposition testimony taken 

under oath of certain present or former employees of the Stern law firm, specifically: 

witness Cheryl Samons, who was deposed again on April 29, 2010; witness Tammie Lou 

Kapusta, deposed on September 22, 201 O; and witness Kelly Scott, deposed on October 

4, 2010. In these depositions, the witnesses described foreclosure-related practices by 

Stem and/or the Stern law firm, which, as described, involved acts of professional 

malpractice and/or breaches of professional duties owed by attorneys subject to the Rules 

for Professional Conduct for Florida Lawyers. 

27. The sworn deposition testimony of these witnesses contained accusations 

against the Stern law firm and/or Stem that included, among other accusations, the 

following: 

532419 

(i) Causing and/or permitting the Stern law firm's employees to execute, witness 
and/or notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness, and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing execution of 
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the document by the person whose signature was to be witnessed and/or 
notarized; 

(iii) Causing and/or permitting the Stern law firm's employees to prepare and 
execute affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) Causing and/or permitting the Stern law firm's employees to sign the name of 
another person on foreclosure-related documents without any indication of that 
fact on the documents; and 

(v) Charging Freddie Mac, through its Servicers, substantial fees and costs for 
legal services that the Stern law firm knew or should have known were not in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stern Retention Agreement and 
fell below the minimum standard of professional care owed by the Stern law firm 
to Freddie Mac and its Servicers. 

Freddie Mac's Response to Disclosures About 
the Stern Law Firm's Practices 

28. In early August 2010, after becoming aware of the August 4, 2010 Mother 

Jones article, Freddie Mac communicated with the Stern law firm about the article's 

accusations. On August 10, 2010, Stern represented to Freddie Mac that the allegations 

of "back-dated documents" described in the Mother Jones article were the result of an 

inadvertent one-time error made by a single notary employed by the law firm, who 

neglected to timely notarize 21 assignments of mortgage after personally witnessing them 

being signed. Stern assured Freddie Mac that the practice that led to this one-time error 

by the law firm employee had not been repeated again. 

29. When the Florida Attorney General's office opened its investigation into 

the practices of the Stern law firm on or about August 10, 2010, and served a subpoena 

on the law firm for production of documents, Stern and Forrest McSurdy, general counsel 

for the Stern law firm, communicated with Freddie Mac, indicating that they were "fully 

cooperating" and, Stern, again denied any wrongdoing. 
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30. On or about October 7, 2010, Freddie Mac became aware of the deposition 

testimony of former Stem law firm employee Tammie Lou Kapusta, and Freddie Mac 

spoke with Stem on or about October 8, 2010 about the Kapusta deposition and related 

matters. 

31. Stem told Freddie Mac on or about October 8, 2010, that Ms. Kapusta's 

allegations concerning the law firm's misconduct or improprieties were fabrications 

being made by a disgruntled former employee of the Stem law firm. 

32. Also on or about October 8, 2010, Freddie Mac, in light of the on-going 

investigations by the Florida Attorney General, as well as other events and information, 

instructed Stem that, effective immediately, the Stem law firm was, among other things, 

to "take no further action to prosecute any foreclosure or bankruptcy cases" relative to 

Freddie Mac's files. 

33. On or about Friday, October 15, 2010, Freddie Mac notified the Stem law 

firm of its intent to conduct an on-site review of Freddie Mac files maintained by the law 

firm (the "On-Site Review"). A team of Freddie Mac representatives arrived at the Stem 

law firm on or about Monday, October 18, 2010 to begin the On-Site Review and the On

Site Review continued thereafter until the end of the month. 

34. Freddie Mac's On-Site Review included, without limit, a review of 

mortgage loan files randomly selected by Freddie Mac, interviews with Stem and other 

individuals employed by or representing the Stem law firm, the review of certain 

practices and procedures of the Stem law firm, and observations of the Stem law firm 

operations. 
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35. Because of the Stern law firm's scope and size, Freddie Mac was assisted 

in its On-Site Review by the U.S. audit, tax and advisory services firm ofKPMG, LLP. 

36. On or about October 18, 2010 through October 20, 2010, in various 

meetings, Stern and the Stern law firm's representatives, including Cheryl Samons, 

insisted to Freddie Mac's representatives that allegations concerning law firm misconduct 

or improprieties were attributable to fabrications by disgruntled former employees of the 

law firm. 

37. On or about October 20, 2010, however, Stern admitted to Freddie Mac's 

representatives that allegations made by others about the law firm's improper procedures 

were true and stated that he "may have to make a very large donation." 

38. Freddie Mac's representatives met again with Stern on or about Friday, 

October 28, 2010. By this time, Stern was admitting to Freddie Mac's representatives 

that all of the allegations made by others against the Stern law firm were true, although 

Stern denied having had any prior personal knowledge of the improprieties alleged. 

39. On Monday, November 1, 2010, Freddie Mac hand-delivered to the Stern 

law firm a letter terminating the Stern Retention Agreement effective 6:30 p.m. that 

evening, as a result of which the law firm was no longer part of Freddie Mac's Florida 

Designated Counsel Program (the "Termination Letter"). A true copy of the Termination 

Letter is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

40. Freddie Mac's termination was for cause based upon many factors, 

including the admissions made by, among others, Stern and other employees and/or 

representatives of the Stern law firm, Freddie Mac's On-Site Review of the Stern law 

firm, the ongoing investigation by the Florida Attorney General into the law firms' 
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practices, and the publicized reports and deposition testimony about Stern and the Stern 

law firm's unprofessional practices. 

41. Beginning November 1, 2010 and continuing until November 3, 2010, 

Freddie Mac pulled and recovered from the Stern law firm approximately 22,512 Freddie 

Mac mortgage loan foreclosure files that had been maintained and handled by the Stern 

law firm, including electronic and hard-copy files, Freddie Mac's mortgage notes and 

foreclosure-related files (the "recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure files"), and also pulled 

and recovered roughly 2,500 additional Freddie Mac REO files that had been maintained 

by the Stern law firm (the "recovered REO files"). 

42. Freddie Mac thereafter reassigned and delivered the 22,512 recovered 

Freddie Mac foreclosure files and the roughly 2,500 recovered REO files to 13 different 

law firms in the State of Florida. Because of its concern over the allegations and 

evidence of unprofessional practices followed by the Stern law firm, Freddie Mac 

directed these newly-assigned law firms to review the recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure 

files and to re-initiate the foreclosure proceedings, in whole or part, as appropriate, due to 

concerns over the documents previously filed with the foreclosure court by the Stern law 

firm. 

43. By reason of the foregoing, Freddie Mac has incurred, and may continue 

to incur in the future, substantial costs attributable to the following: (i) costs associated 

with conducting its On-Site Review of the Stem law firm's files, policies and practices 

with the assistance of KPMG, LLP; (ii) costs associated with the need to seize 

approximately 22,512 recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure files and roughly 2,500 

recovered REO files previously maintained and handled by the Stern law firm; and (iii) 
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costs associated with having the 13 newly-assigned law firms conduct a review of the 

recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure files seized from the Stem law firm and re-initiate 

foreclosure proceedings, as appropriate, based upon concerns raised over the documents 

previously filed with the courts by the Stem law firm. 

44. By reason of the foregoing, Freddie Mac has also incurred, and may 

continue to incur in the future, substantial additional costs attributable to the following: 

(i) the cost of paying duplicative legal fees and court costs to the newly-assigned law 

firms for handling the approximately 22,512 recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure files; (ii) 

the time value cost of money lost due to additional delays in prosecuting the 

approximately 22,512 recovered Freddie Mac foreclosure files; and (iii) the cost of 

foreclosure-related fees and costs previously incurred and paid on the recovered Freddie 

Mac foreclosure files when handled by the Stem law firm. 

COUNT I 
(Legal Malpractice) 

45. Freddie Mac repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1-44 of 

this Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

46. During the period in or about April 2007, until at least in or about 

November 2010, an attorney-client relationship existed between and among the Stem law 

firm, its attorneys, including Stem, and Freddie Mac with respect to legal services 

provided by the Stem law firm to and/or on behalf of Freddie Mac pursuant to and in 

accordance with the Stem Retention Agreement. 

47. Under the Stem Retention Agreement, the Stem law firm understood and 

agreed, among other things: (i) to provide work to and/or on behalf of Freddie Mac that 

was of "high quality," to take "appropriate actions" to comply with Freddie Mac's 
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foreclosure requirements, to "conduct [itself] so that the services rendered on Program 

Loans" were "always in the best interests of Freddie Mac," and to "strictly avoid any 

conflicts or apparent conflicts of interest with Freddie Mac" (Agreement, provision 1. 

General Provisions); (ii) that the law firm's "primary client relationship" was with and its 

primary obligation was to Freddie Mac (Agreement, provision 1. General Provisions); 

(iii) that there was an attorney-client relationship between the Stern law firm and Freddie 

Mac and its Servicers (Agreement, Provision 3. Freddie Mac/Servicer/Designated 

Counsel Attorney-Client Relationship); and (iv) that Freddie Mac expected the law firm 

to "provide a high level of service to [Freddie Mac's] Servicers" (Agreement, provision 4. 

Contacts). 

48. The Stern law firm and its attorneys, including Stern, owed a duty of 

professional care to Freddie Mac with respect to the legal services provided by the Stern 

law firm pursuant to and in accordance with the Stern Retention Agreement, including, 

without limit, the duty to employ the legal knowledge and skill required under the 

circumstances in the performance of their legal services to and/or on behalf of Freddie 

Mac, the duty to act in the interest of and for the benefit of Freddie Mac, and the duty to 

comply with all applicable Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, including the Rules for 

Professional Conduct for Florida Lawyers. 

49. In performing their legal services to and/or on behalf of Freddie Mac, the 

Stern law firm, including Stern, owed Freddie Mac, more specifically, the following 

professional duties of care, among others: (1) the duty to control the law firm's workload 

so that each matter can be handled for the client adequately and within the accepted 

standard of professional care for a law firm in the State of Florida in accordance with 
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Florida Bar Rule 4-1.3; (2) the duty to take reasonable measures to ensure that non-

lawyer conduct is compatible with professional obligations of the lawyer in accordance 

with Florida Bar Rule 4-5.3; (3) the duty to comply with a client's reasonable requests for 

information and to explain a matter to the client to the extent reasonably necessary for the 

client to make informed decisions about the lawyer's professional handling of the client's 

matters in accordance with Florida Bar Rule 4-1.4; ( 4) the duty to deal honestly with third 

parties when acting on behalf of the client in accordance with Florida Bar Rule 4-4.1; and 

(5) the duty not to engage in conduct otherwise involving dishonesty or misrepresentation 

in accordance with Florida Bar Rule 4-8.4. 

50. The Stem law firm negligently breached its professional duties owing to 

Freddie Mac by, among other things: 

532419 

(i) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to execute, witness 
and/or notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing execution of 
the document by the person whose signature was to be witnessed and/or 
notarized; 

(iii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to prepare and 
execute affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to sign the name of 
another person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication 
of that fact on the documents; and 

(v) Charging Freddie Mac directly, and through its Servicers, substantial fees and 
costs for legal services that the Stem law firm knew or should have known was 
not in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stem Retention Agreement 
and fell below the minimum standard of professional care owed by the Stem law 
firm to Freddie Mac and its Servicers. 
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51. As a result of the Stem law firm's breach of its professional duties to 

Freddie Mac, Defendant Freddie Mac has suffered, and may continue to suffer in the 

future, substantial damages in an amount to be determined, but believed to be well in 

excess of $10 million. 

COUNT II 
(Breach of Contract) 

52. Freddie Mac repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1-51 of 

this Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

53. By reason of the Stem Retention Agreement, a valid contract existed 

between and among the Stem law firm and Defendant Freddie Mac. 

54. The Stem law firm breached its material contractual obligations owed to 

Freddie Mac, including, without limit, the provisions set forth in paragraphs 14, 15 and 

47 of this Counterclaim, by, among other things: 

532419 

(i) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to execute, witness 
and/or notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing execution of 
the document by the person whose signature was to be witnessed and/or 
notarized; 

(iii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to prepare and 
execute affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 

(iv) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to sign the name of 
another person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication 
of that fact on the documents; and 

(v) Charging Freddie Mac, through its Servicers, substantial fees and costs for 
legal services that the Stem law firm knew or should have known was not in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stem Retention Agreement and 
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fell below the minimum standard of professional care owed by the Stem law firm 
to Freddie Mac and its Servicers. 

55. As a result of the Stem law firm's breach of its material contractual 

obligations to Freddie Mac under the Stem Retention Agreement, Freddie Mac has 

suffered, and may in the future continue to suffer, substantial damages in an amount to be 

determined, but believed to be well in excess of $10 million. 

COUNT III 
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty) 

56. Freddie Mac repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1-55 of 

this Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

57. From in or about April 2007 until at least in or about November 2010, a 

fiduciary duty existed between and among the Stem law firm, its attorneys, including 

Stem, on the one hand, and Freddie Mac, on the other hand, under which the Stem law 

firm owed Freddie Mac a fiduciary duty to act in the interest of and for the benefit of 

Freddie Mac. 

58. The Stern law firm breached its fiduciary duty to Freddie Mac by, among 

other things: 

532419 

(i) Causing and/or permitting the Stern law firm's employees to execute, witness 
and/or notarize assignments of mortgage that were back-dated; 

(ii) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to witness and/or 
notarize assignments of mortgages, affidavits of indebtedness and/or other 
affidavits on a daily basis prior to and without actually witnessing execution of 
the document by the person whose signature was to be witnessed and/or 
notarized; 

(iii) Causing and/or permitting the Stern law firm's employees to prepare and 
execute affidavits of indebtedness for submission to the foreclosure court that 
failed to follow appropriate professional practices and procedures; 
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(iv) Causing and/or permitting the Stem law firm's employees to sign the name of 
another person on various foreclosure-related documents without any indication 
of that fact on the documents; and 

(v) Charging Freddie Mac, through its Servicers, substantial fees and costs for 
legal services that the Stern law firm knew or should have known were not in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stem Retention Agreement and 
fell below the minimum standard of professional care owed by the Stern law firm 
to Freddie Mac and its Servicers. 

59. As a result of the Stern law firm's breach of its fiduciary duty to Freddie 

Mac, Freddie Mac has suffered, and may continue to suffer in the future, substantial 

damages in an amount to be determined, but believed to be well in excess of $10 million. 

COUNT IV 
(Negligent Misrepresentation) 

60. Freddie Mac repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1-59 of 

this Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

61. Between in or about April 2007 through in or about October 2010, the 

Stem law firm submitted to Freddie Mac and its Servicers completed and signed Forms 

104DC, which purported to accurately state the Stern law firm's legal fees and expenses 

incurred to complete the foreclosure and foreclosure-related proceedings in a competent, 

professional manner. In these completed and signed Form 104DC, the Stern law firm 

certified that the information contained therein was true to the best of their knowledge 

and belief. 

62. The Stern law firm submitted the completed and signed Forms 104DC to 

the Servicer and Freddie Mac with the knowledge and expectation that Freddie Mac 

would reimburse the Servicer for the legal fees and expenses set forth by the Stern law 

firm in the completed and signed Form 104DC. 
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63. The Stem law firm certified to Freddie Mac and the Servicer in the signed 

and submitted Forms 104DC that the Stem law firm was entitled to recover legal fees and 

recoverable costs for services that the law firm had rendered pursuant to and in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stem Retention Agreement, which 

representations were false. 

64. The Stem law firm was negligent in making the representations contained 

in these signed and submitted Forms 104DC because it knew or should have known that 

the representations were false. 

65. The Stem law firm made the representations contained in these Forms 

104DC intending that the Servicer and Freddie Mac would rely upon the representations 

that were false. 

66. Freddie Mac justifiably relied upon the false representations contained in 

these Forms 104DC signed and submitted by the Stem law firm to Freddie Mac. 

67. In addition to the foregoing negligent representations made by the Stem 

law firm in their signed and submitted Forms 104DC, the Stem law firm also made the 

following statements of fact to Freddie Mac, each of which were false when made: 

532419 

(i) On August 10, 2010, in an email, David Stem stated to representatives of 
Freddie Mac that the allegations of "back-dated documents" described in the 
Mother Jones article was the result of "inadvertence" and was a onetime error 
made by a single notary employed by the law firm, who neglected to timely 
notarize 21 assignments of mortgage after personally witnessing them being 
signed. 

(ii) Between on or about August 4, 2010 and on or about August 10, 2010, during 
a telephone conversation, Stem also falsely stated during a conversation with 
Freddie Mac representatives that this one-time error was limited to the one law 
firm employee; 

(iii) On or about October 8, 2010, during a telephone conversation, Stem stated 
to representatives of Freddie Mac that the deposition testimony of Tammie Lou 
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Kapusta on September 22, 2010 concerning the Stem law firm's misconduct or 
improprieties were fabrications being made by a disgruntled former employee of 
the Stem law firm; and 

(iv) On one or more occasions between on or about October 18, 2010 through 
October 28, 2010, during meetings in the Stem law firm's offices in Florida, 
Stem, and the Stem law firm's Cheryl Samons, falsely represented to 
representatives of Freddie Mac that allegations concerning the Stem law firm's 
misconduct or improprieties were attributable to fabrications by disgruntled 
former employees of the law firm. 

68. The Stem law firm was negligent in making the false statements set forth 

in paragraphs 67(i) through (iv) above because the Stem law firm knew or should have 

known that the statements were false. 

69. The Stem law firm made the statements set forth in paragraphs 67(i) 

through (iv) above intending that Freddie Mac would rely upon the statements that were 

false. 

70. Freddie Mac justifiably relied upon the false statements set forth m 

paragraphs 67(i) through (iv) above. 

71. As a direct result of the Stem law firm's negligent misrepresentations and 

negligent misstatements as set forth above, Freddie Mac has suffered and/or will suffer 

substantial damages in an amount to be determined, but believed to be well in excess of 

$10 million. 

COUNTV 
(Fraud and Intentional Misrepresentation) 

72. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations of paragraphs 1-71 of the 

Counterclaim as if fully set forth herein. 

73. Between in or about April 2007 through in or about October 2010, the 

Stem law firm charged Freddie Mac directly, and through its Servicers, substantial fees 
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and costs for legal services that the Stem law firm knew were not in accordance with the 

terms and conditions of the Stem Retention Agreement and fell below the minimum 

standard of professional care owed by the Stem law firm to Freddie Mac and its 

Servicers. 

74. The Stem law firm did so by submitting Forms 104DC to Servicers and 

Freddie Mac during the aforesaid time period containing factual statements which the 

Stem law firm knew to be false but which the Stem law firm falsely certified were true. 

75. The Stem law firm's false statements were made to induce Freddie Mac 

and its Servicers to pay Plaintiff substantial fees and costs for legal services that the Stem 

law firm knew were not in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Stem 

Retention Agreement and fell below the minimum standard of professional care owed by 

the Stem law firm to Freddie Mac and its Servicers. 

76. In making these false statements in the Forms 104DC, the Stem law firm 

intended to induce Freddie Mac to rely upon the false statements contained therein and 

Freddie Mac did reasonably rely upon each of those statements. 

77. As a result thereof, Freddie Mac has suffered damages in an amount to be 

determined. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Freddie Mac respectfully requests 

the following relief: 

532419 

(1) With respect to the Stem law firm's Amended C9mplaint, judgment in 

Freddie Mac's favor dismissing the Amended Complaint in its entirety, together 

with an award of Freddie Mac's costs and disbursements: 
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(2) With respect to Freddie Mac's Counterclaim, a judgment awarding 

compensatory damages in favor of Freddie Mac and against the Stem law firm, on 

each of Freddie Mac's Counts I, II, III, IV, and V, together with such pre-

judgment and post-judgment interest as may be awarded to Freddie Mac 

according to law, as well as an award of Freddie Mac's costs and disbursements; 

and 

(3) Such further relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 

Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Freddie Mac hereby demands a trial by jury of all triable 

issues relating to Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant's Stern law firm's Amended Complaint 

and to Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Freddie Mac's Counterclaim. 

Dated this 30th day of March, 2012. 

532419 

Isl Rory Eric Jurman 

Rory Eric Jurman, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 194646 
Email: rjurman@fowler-white.com 
A very A. Dial, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 732036 
Email: adial@fowler-white.com 
FOWLER WHITE BURNETT, P.A. 
One Financial Plaza, Suite 2100 
100 Southeast Third A venue 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33394 
Telephone: (954) 377-8100 
Facsimile: (954) 377-8101 
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William G. Ballaine, Esq. 
Mark S. Landman, Esq. 
(Each admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Landman Corsi Ballaine & Ford, P.C. 
120 Broadway 27th Floor 
New York, New York 10271 
(212) 238-4800 (main) 
(212) 238-4848 (fax) 
wballaine@lcbf.com 
MLandman@lcbf.com 

Chante Bowser, Esq. 
(Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Associate General Counsel 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
Litigation-Single Family Distressed & Fraud 
Legal Division 
8200 Jones Branch Drive 
McLean, Virginia 22312 
(703) 903-2473 (direct) 
(703) 903-3691 (fax) 
Chante bowser@freddiemac.com 

Counsel for Defendant Federal Home Loan 
Mortgage Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICES 

I hereby certify that on March 30, 2012, the foregoing document was 
electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF. I also certify that the 
foregoing document is being served this day on all counsel of record on the attached 
Service List in the manner specified, either via transmission of Notices of Electronic 
Filing generated by CM/ECF or in some other authorized manner for those counsel or 
parties who are not authorized to receive electronically Notices of Electronic Filing. 
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s/ A very A. Dial 
Rory Eric Jurman, Esq. 
Florida Bar No.: 194646 
A very A. Dial 
Florida Bar No.: 732036 
FOWLER WHITE BURNETT, P.A. 
One Financial Plaza 
100 Southeast, 3rd A venue, 21st Floor 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33394 
(954) 377-8100 (main) 
(954) 377-8105 (direct) 
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SERVICE LIST 

THE LAW OFFICES OF DAVID J. STERN, P.A. v. FEDERAL HOME LOAN 
MORTGAGE CORPORATION 

CASE NO.: 0:11-CV-60623-PAS 

Chante Bowser 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
Litigation - Single Family Distressed & Fraud 
Legal Division 
8200 Jones Branch Drive 
McLean, Virginia 22312 
Chante bowser@freddiemac.com 
Associate General Counsel -Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
Pending Pro Hae Vice Admission 

Mark S. Landman 
Landman Corsi Ballaine & Ford, P.C. 
120 Broadway 
New York, NY 10271 
mlandman@lcbf.com 
Counsel for Defendant Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
Pending Pro Hae Vice Admission 

William G. Ballaine 
Landman Corsi Ballaine & Ford, P.C. 
120 Broadway 
New York, NY 10271 
wballaine@lcbf.com 
Counsel for Defendant Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
Pending Pro Hae Vice Admission 

Jeffrey Tew 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
1441 Brickell Ave. 15th Floor 
Miami, FL 33131 
jt@tewlaw.com 
Counsel for Plaintiff The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 

Matias Dorta 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
1441 Brickell Ave. 15th Floor 
Miami, FL 33131 
mrd@tewlaw.com 
Counsel for Plaintiff The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. 
W:\82487\DocsNY-532419-vl-Stern Freddie Mac's Answer to Amended Complaint Counterclaim.doc 
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Freddie 
J\t1ac 

We make home possib!.e · 

;.~~'l:' ,It •~Hfl Lk1r"K"h f)uvo 
Mr·l,o:m VA 2~H)? $t~O 

November 1, 20 l 0 

David J. Stern, Esq. 
'f11e Law Offices of David J. Stern. P.A. 
900 South Pinc Island Road 
Suite 400 
Plantation, Florida 33324 

Re: I.cmnit1~1ion of Retentio11.Agreemcnt 1!!:!4 .. Recovcry qf.files 

Dear Mr. Stem: 

Pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Retention Agreement, Billing Policy and Pee Agreement 
("Retention Agreement"') entered into on April 4, 2007 by and between Federal I-fome Loan 
Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie Mac") and The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A., I hereby 
give notice that the Retention Agreement is terminated effective at 6:30pm, November 1, 20 I 0. 
As u result of the tennination, The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. are no longer part of 
Freddie Mac's Designated Counsel Program ("Program"). 

The reasons for the tcm1ination include the much-publicized revelations. as a result of the 
investigation by the Florida Attorney General, concerning the improper and possibly unlawful 
practices engaged in by a number of employees of either, or both, the law firm or DJS 
Processing, LLC. The fact that certain grounds for termination arc stated in this letter does not 
imply that additional grounds for termination or other action by Freddie Mac do no1 exist. 

As we discussed this momtng, because of circumstances that have developed over the course of 
the past several weeks, you believe in any event that you are no longer in a position to continue 
to manage our files and you have agreed to cooperate fully in the prompt delivery of those files 
to our employees and contractors. We plan to distribute the files to other law finns. We 
appreciate your continuing cooperation as we work with you and your staff to locate and take 
possession of those files1 and to assist us and these Jaw firms with such matters as substituting 
counsel and alerting us to any important events or occurrences with respect to .individual cases. 
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David J. Stem, Esq. 
Novembt.-r 1, 2010 
Page 2 

The termination of the Retention Agreement should not be considered to be a v,:aiver or 
relinquishment of any rights that Freddie Mac may have, and Freddie Mac reserves whatever 
rights it may have with respect to The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. You, and the other 
attorneys of your law firm, continue to be responsible to Freddie Mac and our Serviccrs pursuant 
to all applicable professional and ethical standards. Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

!(}Ji .i i / 
; ,'' If· " . _i ./ J' ,1" ·" 
'·/ " i' ,, 1' /'•.fl "·" · t " · ··. / ,... , / ,·1 /'··. ;Y/.• •.. ; .. ··'{,j '.!-;:_ ...... 

Graham H. Kidner U 
Managing Associate Genyral Counsel 
(703) 903-2492 

cc: Hyacinth G. Kucik 
Senior Vice President and Principal D~~puty General Counsel 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

THE LAW OFFICES OF DA YID 
J. STERN, P.A. 

Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, 
Case No.: 0:11-CV-61526 

vs. 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC, 

Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff. 

PLAINTIFF'S AND DEFENDANT'S JOINT STIPULATION 

Plaintiff, The Law Offices of David J. Stem, P.A. ("DJSPA"), and Defendant, GMAC 

M011gage, LLC ("GMACM"), hereby stipulate as follows: 

1. This lawsuit addresses disputes between DJSP A and GMACM regarding the 

alleged legal services and related work performed by DJSP A in connection with loans owned 

and/or serviced by GMACM. Certain of the loans that were initially a part of the lawsuit were 

serviced by GMACM but owned by Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("the Freddie 

Mac loans") or Federal National Mortgage Corporation ("the Fannie Mae loans"). Pursuant to a 

Joint Motion for Severance and Transfer (ECF No. 24) of the parties, by and with the consent of 

Freddie Mac, the Court severed and transferred the claims and/or counterclaims with respect to 

the loans owned by Freddie Mac to the pending action between DJSP A and Freddie Mac (ECF 

No. 25). 1 The parties are in the process of finalizing the list of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae 

1 The Freddie Mac Action is pending as The Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation, Case No. 0:11-cv-60623-Civ-PAS. The dispute between DJSPA and Fannie Mae, styled Federal 
National Mortgage Assoc. a/kla Fannie Mae v. The Law Ofjies of David J. Stern, P.A., No. 32-194Y-001641 l, is 
currently pending before the American Arbitration Association ("the Arbitration"). 
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loans to be severed and transferred. However, the parties desire to stipulate that certain work 

that was allegedly provided by DJSPA with respect to some of the Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae 

loans, should and will remain to be litigated in this lawsuit, as further described below. 

2. Specifically, in connection with some loans, including certain Freddie Mac and 

Fannie Mae loans, GMACM requested that DJSP A provide legal services that were distinct from 

the legal services performed by DJSP A in the ordinary course of foreclosure proceedings ("the 

remediation work"), and the remediation work was separately invoiced by DJSPA to GMACM. 

Accordingly, DJSP A and GMACM are able to segregate the remediation work from the alleged 

ordinary foreclosure legal services provided with respect to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae loans. 

The remediation work is identified by the summary of invoices provided by DJSP A attached 

hereto as Exhibit A. 2 

3. Accordingly, DJSP A and GMACM hereby agree and stipulate that the alleged 

remediation work identified in Exhibit A (including DJSP A's claims for damages owed on such 

work, as well as GMACM' s defenses and counterclaims relating to such work) will remain a part 

of this action. 

4. As agreed to previously, alleged legal services and related work performed in the 

ordinary course of foreclosure proceedings will be transferred to and litigated in the Freddie Mac 

Action and Fannie Mae Arbitration respectively. 

2 By entering into this Stipulation, GMACM is not stipulating to the accuracy of the information in Exhibit A, nor 
does GMACM waive any defense as to the nature or amounts of charges contained in Exhibit A. Exhibit A, which 
was prepared by Plaintiff, is intended only to facilitate the identification of the remediation work that is being 
claimed by Plaintiff and that will remain a subject of the present litigation. 
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5. Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae have been advised of the parties' stipulation and 

have stated no objection to the claims arising from the remediation work described above 

remaining in this litigation for detennination. 

Isl Matias Dorta 
Matias Dorta 
Florida Bar No. 770817 
mrd(i'tJ,tew law .corn 
Tew Cardenas, LLP 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
The Law Office of David J Stern, P.A. 
1441 Brickell A venue, l 51

h Floor 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Telephone: (305) 536-1112 
Facsimile: (305) 536-1116 

Isl John W. Smith T 
John W. Smith T 
Admitted Pro Hae Vice 
j srnitht(c1),babc.corn 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
Counsel for Defendant 
GMAC Mortgage LLC 
One Federal Place 
1819 Fifth A venue North 
Binningham, Alabama 35203 
Telephone: (205) 521-8000 
Facsimile: (205) 521-8800 
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INRE: 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et. al., 
) 
) 

Debtors. 
) CASE NUMBER: 
) 12-12020 
) 
) 

EXHIBIT S TO THE DECLARATION OF JOHN W. SMITH T 

1) Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas as Trustee for RALI 2007QS3 v. Barry F 

Mack, et al., Case No. 09-7336-CA, Circuit Court for Collier County, Florida. DJSPA filed a 

foreclosure lawsuit on August 20, 2009 on behalf of Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas as 

Trustee for RALI 2007QS3 Trust ("DBTC") against Borrowers. The subject loan was serviced 

by GMACM. Borrowers filed counterclaims on September 11, 2009, but DJSPA failed to file 

any response, resulting in a default. The suit remained pending for over eighteen months during 

which time DJSP A failed to respond to discovery, motions, and other communications relating to 

the suit. Ultimately, on May 5, 2011, a final judgment was issued by the court against DBTC, 

awarding Borrowers $469,470.27 in damages. GMACM referred the matter to new counsel who 

was able to get the default partially set aside. GMACM has thus far incurred $500,231.37 in fees 

and costs as a result of DJSPA's error. 1 

2) GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Michael Montroy, et al., Case No. 52-2008-CA-

005375, Circuit Court for Pinellas County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit (the 

"Montroy Lawsuit") on behalf of GMACM in 2008 against a borrower in default. The Montroy 

Lawsuit filing was supported by an assignment of mortgage that was improperly notarized by 

DJSP A). The borrowers moved to dismiss the action. GMACM referred the matter to new 

1 In addition, on August 8, 2012, Borrowers submitted a proof of claim in this matter in the 
amount of $32,850,000.00. This claim is pending. 

1/2733535.2 
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counsel for handling. A corrected assignment was submitted and the motion to dismiss was 

denied as moot. GMACM incurred $7,300 in fees and costs as a consequence. 

3) Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company v. Dana Joy Allen, et al., Case No. 

2010-985-CA, Circuit Court for Bay County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit on 

April 8, 2010 on behalf of BONY against borrower. The subject loan was serviced by 

GMACM. A junior lien holder (Sunnyside Beach and Tennis Club Condominium Assoc. 

("SBTCCA")) challenged BONY's priority status and filed a motion for summary judgment. 

DJSP A failed to oppose the motion which was granted as a default against BONY, awarding 

SBTCCA $25,000. GMACM referred the matter to new counsel who was able to have the 

default set aside, but GMACM incurred $5,977.70 in fees and costs to handle. 

4) Deutsche Bank and Trust Co. v. Danny Armstrong, Case No. 16-2008-CA-

015892, Circuit Court for Duval County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit in 2008 on 

behalf of DBTC against borrower. The subject loan was serviced by GMACM. The borrower 

filed a counterclaim on Feb. 1, 2009, but DJSP A failed to file any response, resulting in a default 

judgment against DBTC on April 22, 2009. GMACM referred the matter to new counsel who 

was able to get the default set aside, but GMACM incurred $19,645.40 in fees and costs, before 

reaching a settlement. 

5) US. Bank, NA. v. Margaret Lipinski, Case No. 10-15855-CI, Circuit Court for 

Pinellas County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit on October 27, 2010 on behalf of 

U.S. Bank against borrower. The subject loan was serviced by GMACM. DJSPA failed to 

respond to requests for admissions which resulted in summary judgment for borrower and 

attorney's fees in the amount of $5,280, all of which were affirmed on appeal. GMACM 

1/2733535.2 
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incurred $46,815.28 in additional fees and costs in seeking to have the summary judgment 

vacated and in handling the appeal. 

6) Bank of New York Mellon Trust Co., NA. v. Eric Tamayo, Case No. 09-2229-CA, 

Circuit Court for Collier County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit in 2009 on behalf 

of BONY against borrower. The subject loan was serviced by GMACM. DJSP A failed to 

respond to borrower's discovery or motion to compel, resulting in an order for sanctions against 

BONY in the amount of $4,200, which GMACM paid. In addition, DJSP A lost the original 

note, and replacement counsel had to facilitate the execution of a new affidavit of indebtedness 

and a lost note affidavit to move forward with summary judgment. GMACM referred the matter 

to new counsel and incurred $7,300 in fees and costs as a consequence. 

7) GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Carrie Gasque, Case No. 16-2008-CA-012971, Circuit 

Court for Duval County, Florida. DJSPA filed a foreclosure lawsuit on October 1, 2008 on 

behalf of GMACM against borrower. The borrower filed counterclaims. DJSP A signed and 

filed an assignment of mortgage but admitted in a deposition that the dates were falsified. 

Further, DJSPA lost the original note sent to it by GMACM. To investigate and litigate the lost 

note and falsified assignment issues, GMACM incurred $11,246.81 in fees and costs. 

8) GMAC Mortgage v. Patrick Hopper, Case No. 2009-011026-CA, Circuit Court 

for Collier County, Florida. DJSP A filed a foreclosure lawsuit on December 28, 2009 on behalf 

of GMACM against borrower. Stem used a standard-form foreclosure complaint, which 

erroneously stated that GMACM was the "owner" of the note. This error led to all of the 

borrower's subsequent counterclaims and defenses to the foreclosure. GMACM referred the 

matter to new counsel and incurred $104,112.26 in fees and expenses to litigate against the 

borrower, and was required to pay $13,500.00 to settle these claims. 

1/2733535.2 
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9) GMAC Mortgage, LLC v. Christopher Contreras, Case No. 2010-2868-CA, 

Circuit Court for Sarasota County, Florida. DJSP A filed a foreclosure lawsuit on behalf of 

GMACM against the borrower in default. The borrower asserted putative class action 

counterclaims against GMACM and similar putative class action cross claims against DJSP A on 

November 23, 2010. Borrower alleged that DJSPA had submitted "false assignments and 

affidavits created by or at the instruction of' DJSP A in connection with past and pending 

foreclosure actions in Florida. Borrower asserted claims under the Florida Deceptive and Unfair 

Trade Practices Act, the Florida Consumer Collections Practices Act, and the Fair Debt 

Collection Practices Act, and for "fraud on the court." After extensive motion practice and 

briefing, the counterclaims were voluntarily dismissed. GMACM incurred $139,495.51 in fees 

and costs in seeking to have the counterclaims dismissed. 

Total: $865,104.33 

1/2733535.2 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THU 20TH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, IN AND FOl{ COLLIER COUNTY. FLORIDA 
GENr:'.RAL JURJS ICTION DIVISlQN 
CASBNO: . . . 

'DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS AS TRUSTEE'. FOR RALi 
2001Qs3 

PLAINTIFF 
vs. 

BARRY F. MACK AIKJA BARRY FRITZ MACK A/KIA BERRY FRITZ MACK; 
CHERYL M. MACK A/KIA CHERYL MARGRET MACK A/KIA CI-JERYL 
MARGARET MACK; ANY AND ALL UNKNOWN PARTIES CLAIMING BY, 
THROUGH, UNDER. AND AGArNST THE HEREIN NAMED INDIVIDUAL 
DEFENDANT(S) WHO ARE NOT KNOWN TO BE DEAD OR ALIVE, WHETHER 
SAID UNKNOWN PARTIES MAY CLAIM AN lNTEREST AS SPOUSES, HEIRS, 
DEVISEES, GRANTEES OR OTHER CLAIMANTS; JOHN DOE AND JANE DOE AS 
UNKNOWN TENANTS IN POSSESSION 

COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE MORTGAGE 

Plaintiff, sues the Defendant(s) and alleges: 

~·, ,... r., 
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COlJNTI 
~I-I c..n 

\.C aN 
1. THIS IS AN ACTION to foreclose a Mortgage on real property In COLLIER Coiioty, Florida. 

2. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter herein. 

3. On OCTOBER 6, 2006 BARRY FRITZ MACK AIKJA BERRY FRITZ MACK AND CHERYL 

MARGRET MACK A/KIA Cli8RYL MARGARET MACK executed and delivered a Promissory Note 

and a Mortgage securing pay!11enl of the Note to the Payee named thereon. 

4. The Mortgage was recorded on OCTOSER 17, 2006 In Official Records Book 4123 at page 804, of the 

Public Records of COLLIER County, Florida, and mortgaged the property described in it, then owned by 

and possessed by the Mortgagors, a copy (If the Mortgage AND NOTE ARE attached hereto as "Exhibit 

"A". Said mortgage was subsequently assigned to DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS 

AS TRUSTEE FOR RALl 2007Q$3 by virtue of an assignment to be recorded. 

5. The Plaintiff owns and holds the Note and Mortgage. 

J'>' 

6. The property is now owned by the Defendant(s), BARRY F. MACK A/KIA BARRY FRITZ MACK AIK/A 

BERRY FRITZ MACK ANO CHERYL M. MACK AIKJA CHERYL MARGRET MACK AIKJA 

CHERYL MARGARET MACK, ifliving and if dead, the unknown spouses, heirs and beneficiaries of 

BARRY F. MACK ANJA BAR.RY FRITZ MACK A/KIA BERRY FRITZ MACK AND CHERYL M. 

MACK A/KIA CHERYL MARGRET MACK AIKJA CHERYL MARGARET MACK who hold(s) 

possession. 

7. There is a default under the terms of the note l'f.nd mortgage for the AUGUST I, 2009 payment and all 

payments du~ thereafter. 

8. All conditions precedent to the acceleration of this Mortg;i.ge Note and lo foreclosure of1he Mortgage have 

been fult11led or h<ive occurred. 

9, The Plaintiff declares the full amount payable under the Note and Mortgage to be due. 
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10. The borrowers owe Plaintlff$989.405.75 that is due in principal on the Mortgage Note and Mortgage, 

together with interest from JULY 1, 2009, late cht1rges, and all cost~ of collection i11cluding title search 

expenses tor ascertaining necessary parties to this ac,,1ion and rea$onablc at\omey's fees. 

I' I. Pliiin~iff is Qbligatcd to pay its auorncy a reasonable fcc for his services rendi:rcd. 

12. Defendant$, John Doe and Jane Doe, may claim un interest in the property described in the Mortgage as 

tenants pursuant to a lease agreement, either written or ornl. Said interest is subject, subordinate, and 

inferior to the lien of the Mortgage held by Plaintiff. 

13. In addition to all other named defendants. the 1.mknown spouses, heirs, devisecs, grantees, assignees, 

creditors, trustees, successors in interest or other parties claiming an ltuerest in the subject property by, 

through under or against any of said defendants, whether natural or corporate, who are not known to be 

alive or dead, dissolved or existing, are joined as defendants herein, The claims of any of sald partie:> are 

su~ject, subordinate, and inferior to the interest of Plaintift: 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays: That an accounting may be had and taken under the direction of this Court 

of what is due the Plaintiff for principal and interest on said Mortgage and Mortgage Note, and for the costs, charges 

and expenses, including attorney's fees and title search costs, and advancements which Plaintiff may be pul to or 

incur in and about this suit, and that the Defend;mts found resportsible for same be ordered to pay the Plaintiff herein 

the amounts so found to be due it; that in default of :such payments, all right, title, inten~st, claim, demand, or equity 

ofredemption of the Defendants and all other persons claiming by, through, under or against said Defendants since 

the filing of the Lis Pendens herein be absolutely barred and foreclosed and that said mortgage property be 30ld 

under the direction of thi:s Court; that out of the proceeds of said sale, the amourtts due the Plaintiffml!y be paid so 

far as same will suffice; and that a deficiency judgment be entered if <1-pplicable and only in the event no O.rder of 

Discharge of Personal Liability in Bankruptcy has been entered as to any of the Defendants who signed the subject 

Note and Mortgage and a Writ of Possession be issued. 

TO ALL DEFENDANTS; PLEASE NOTE EFFECTIVE OCT08ll:R 13, 2006, 15 U.S.C. §1692G OF THE 
FAIR DEBT COLLECTJON PRACTICES ACT HAS BEEN AMENDEO AS FOLLOWS: 

(a) LEGAL PLEADINGS-· Section 809 of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (15 U.S.C. Jt;92g) is 
amended by adding at the end the following new subsection: 
"(d) Legal Plei.dings -·A cornrnonicatlon in the form of R formal pleading in a civil 11ction shall not 
be treated as an initial communication for p11rpoi;cs ofsubsection (a)." 

09-75969 GMAP 

t1 11(;J\(l(ll•~1J·~·1itx·~1("\J),11•1./\IN\t/9\0'1·7~'/M.('~il' 

ELSA 
Bar#: 
Miriam Mendieta 
Bar #: 0866880 
Law Offices of David J. Si.em, P.A. 
Attomey for Plaintiff 
900 South.Pine lsl;tnd Road SUITE 400 
Plantation, FL 33324-3920 
(954) 233-8000 
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3917813 OR: 4123 PG: 0804 
RBCORPBD in OJlIC!AL RJCORDS of COLLIIR COUHtT, IL 
10/17/2006 at 11:5JAK DVIGRT S. BROCl, CtJRk 

Return To; 

PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE INC. 
47SO WEST WILEY POST WAY #2.00 
SAL 'l' LAKE CITY, UTAH B4J16 
Attn.; SHIPPING DEPT JDOC. CONTROL 
Thi& document w~ prepared by; 
DANE1TE NIX 
PRIMARY USIDENTIAL MORTGAGE INC. 
47SD WEST WILf:Y POST WAY, #200 
SALT LAKECfTY, UTAH 84116 

Retn: 
PALK TITL! ASSOC 
imo l vmBHAtL DR 
lT KJXRS FL 33907 46AO 

ISplll=~ Al>••~ Dll Line 'J"or Record Inc Dalal 

MORTGAGE 
MIN •••• 1'7:38-6 
MERS U:L~f'80NE1 (~88) 679'4377 

DEFINITIONS 

OBLD uoooo. oa 
OSLI ~90000.00 
RJC m 171.50 
DOC-.35 3465.00 
m-.002 mo.oo 

Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in 
Sections 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. O:rtain r1.1l es regarding the usage of words used in this doc1..1ment 1m: 

11150 provided in Section 16. 

(A) "Security Instrument" means this document, which is dated October 6, .2006, together wlt!\ all 
Riders to this document. 
(B) '"BQrrower" is BARRY FRITZ MACI< AND CIJERYL MARGRET MACK, JOINT TENANTS. 
Borrower is the mortgagor undCT this Security Instrument. 
(C) "M£RS" is Mortgage Electronic Registration Sy$tcms, Inc. MERS is a separate corporation that is 
acting soli:ly llS a nominee (or Lender and Lender',. $ucccssors and assigns. MERS Is the mortgagee 
under tbl$ Secudty Instrument. MERS is organlied and existing under the laws of Delaware, and has an 
addresc and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint, Ml 48SOl-2026, tel. (888) 679-MERS. 
(D) "Lender" Is PlUM>.RY RESlDENTIAL MORTGAGE INC.. Le»dcr is a corporation organizi;d 
9nd ex isling under the laws of tbe State or NEVADA, Li:ndcr's address is 4750 WEST Wll,..EY J"OST 
WAY #zoo; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84116. 
(E) .. Note" means the promissory note si~l!d by Borrower .and da.tc:d October 6, 2006. The Note states 
that Borrower owes Lender Niue Hundred Nln£ty Tbo11sa11d And 00/100 Dollars (U,$_ S 99fl,ODO.OD) 

Fl.ORIDA • Si~11le l'•mlly - FonJ>it MatlFndd~ Mic UNIFORM lNSTRliMJ;:!'O" WITH MERS 
P~s· I (I( I e 

Form 3010 1101 

lniti~l8fl]t{ ~ 

'llUllllHIMllllll 
179700001 ll~Hl~llHI 

\( ~ ~-f ( 
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plus interest. Bi:irrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic Paytncnts and to pay the debt in 
full not later than November 1, 2036. 
(f) "Propnty" means the property that i5 described below under the heading "Transfer of kighu if\ the 
Pro~y." 
(G) "Loan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late charges 
due under the Note, and all sums due: under this Security lnstnlrtiertt, plus interest. 
(~) "Riden" means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by BoTTower. The foll¢wing 
Ridcrs 11.n: to be executed by BoJ.Tower [check box as applicable]; 

[ ) Adjustable Rau:: Rider 
[ ) Balloon Rider 
[ ) VA Rider 

[ ] Condominium Rider 
[ ) Planned Unit Development Rider 
[ l BiwcckJy Paymrmt Rider 

[ ] Sr;:cond Home Rider 
[ ] J-4 Family Rider 
[ ] Othor(s) [sp=cify] 

(I) .. Appli\:able Law" mll8Jls all contr<;>lling applicable federal, state lU>d lo<::11l statutes, regulations, 
ordinMccs and administr<!.tiv¢ rules 11J1d orders (that have the effect of law) as well as all applicllble final, 
non-appealablc judicial opinions. 
(J) "Communlt)' Auodation Dues, Fe~s, itud Assessments" mean$ all d11.ll'S, fen, 11ssessments and other 
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium il.$$Ociation, homeowners 
association or simllar organiz.ation. 
(K) "Electronic funl1s Transfer" means any transfer of funds, other than a transaction originated by 
check, draft, or similar p11per lnsrrument, which i$ h1hiatcd through an clcctronie t<mnlm•l, telephonic 
instrument, computer, or magnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or authorize a financial institution to debit 
or credit an account. Such term inch.~des, but is not limited to, point-of-sale transfers, automated ti::llcr 
machine:: transactions, transfers initiated by telephone, wire tr11nsfers, and autol11llted c:learinghouse 
transfers. 
(L) '"Escrow ltems'' means those iteiris that 11rc:: d=sc:ribed in Section 3. 
(M) "Ml$eellaoeour rroceeds" means any compensation, settlem¢nt, award of damages, or proceed$ paid 
by any third pany (other than insurance pri;>eeeods paid under the coverages described in Section 5) for: (i) 
damage to, or destruction of, the Property; (ii) condemnation QT other taking of all or any part of the 
Property; (iii) conveyance in lieu of condemnation; or (iv) misrepresentations of, or omissions as to, the 
value and/or condition of the Propmy. 
(N) "Mortg11ge lnsui"ance" means insuranec pr<;>tccling Lender against the nonpayrrnmt of, or default on, 
the Loan. 
(0) "Periodic Payment" means the regularly scheduled amount due f(Jr (i) principal and interest Ll!1dcr thr; 
Note, plus (ii) any amounts under Seclion 3 oflhis Security Tnstn1ment. 
(P) "RESPA" means the Real Estsl" Se-nlemcnt Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Section 2601 et sc:q.) and Its 
implcmcn1ing reg1,1h1tion, Regulation X (:24 C.f .R. Part 3500), as they might be amended 1Tom time to ti~. 
or MY additional or $1l&::ccssor legislation or re:gul11tion that governs the semi; svbject matter. As used in 
this Securily Jnstrume:nt, ''RESP A" refers to all requirements lll\d restrictions that are imposed in regard to 

fLORIDA- Sh1i;le hmiJy • faonlt Maell'rtlldlt Mat UNIFORM lNSTRUMl:NT WJTlf MERS 
Page 2 <>f IS 

F.,rm 3QI 0 1/01 

lnilialJ?#'J! ~ 
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a "federally rehlli:d mortgage Joan" ev¢n if the Loan docs not qualify as a "federally related mortgage loan" 
under RESPA. 
(Q) "Successor 111 lot.crest of Borrnwer" means any p11rty that has taken title to 1he Property, whethr;r or 
no1 th111 p11rty '1flS assumed Borrower'$ obligations under the Note and/or this Seeutity lnstn.imcnt. 

TRANSrER OF JUOliTS IN THE PROPERTY 

This Security lnstn.iml;:Ilt ~cures to Lemler: (I) the repayment of the Loan, and ~ll renewal;, extensions 
and modifications of the Note; and (ii) the petfonnance: of Borrower's covenants 11nd agreements under this 
Security Instrument and the Note. For ttli$ purpose, Borrower does hereby mortgage, grant lllld convey to 
MERS (&olel;y II.$ nominee for LCl'Jdl!r and Lender's successors and a55ign$) and to the succc:'ii$Ot'S and 
assi~s of MERS, the following described property located in the County [l'ypc of Recordin11 Jw'isdlo1ion) of 
COLLIER [NillTI~ <if R~cording Jurisdh;lion): 

LEGAo.l,. DESCRIPTION ATTACHED HERETO AND MAD£ A l"AR.T HEREOF. 

Parcel JD Number: 
whleh currently has the address of 

Z87 EGltET AVE (Sll'C<l'I) 
NA,LES (City), Florida 34108 fZipCodeJ("Propcmy Address''): 

TOGETl-iER WITH all the improvements now or hereitfter erected on the property, and all 
easemat'lts, appurtr::nitncC$, and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property, All rc:phu;c::rnc:nt& and 
additions shall also be covered by this Security ln.Strument. All of the foregoing is referred io in this 
Security Jn$trument as the "Prop~y." Borrower under$1W1dS a~d agrees th11t MERS holds only leg1'1 titli:: 
to the interests J;fanted by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but, if necessary to comply with law ot 
custom, MERS (~ nominee: for Lender Md Lender's successors and assigns) has the right: to exercise any 
or all of thon iTileri:sts, Including, but not limited to, the right lo forq:c]ose and sell the Property; and to take 
il!'ly action required of Lender Including, but not limited 10, relcuins and canceling this Security 
Instrument, 

fl.O.RJDA • Slt1glt Family - F•11uie l't1HITT'addle MH UNTFQRM J:"'STRIJMENT WITH MERS 
P•&= 3 o( l8 

Form 391 O 1101 

Initials:~ C,rrvrr'\ 
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BORROWER COVENANTS that Bimower is lawfully seised of the e$1ate hereby convc:yed and 
has the tight to mongage, grant and eonvo::y tbe Property and that the Ptopert)' is unem:umbc:rcd, c:;i;ccpt for 
encumbn•!lCC$ of record. Borrower wammts and will defend generally the title to the Property against all 
claims and deman<;\5, wbject to any encumbrances of reoord. 

THIS SEC\JRlTY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non-uniform 
covcrnants with limited variations by jurisdiction lo eonstitute a uniform security il)$t:l'ument covering real 
propl:Tty. . 

UNlfORM COVENANTS. Bom>wer and Lender covenant and ap-<;c as follows: 
1. Payment of Prlnc:lpat, lnterest, £$erow lte~.!1•• Prepaym~f Cba~es, and Late 

Charges. Borrow et ~hall pay when due the- principal of, and interem on, the. Jic:bt evtd~ced by the: Note: 
and any prepayment chatges and late charges du~ under the Note, BorrQWl:':f' .:hall also pay· funds for 
Escrow Items pumumt to Section l, Paymimts due under the Note 11rid '}iii; $Cllut:lty t1'strument shall be 
made in U.S. euttency. However, if llllY check (It other instrument reoeivi::d by Lender as payment i.inder 
the Note or this Security tn~mrmt is retumed to Lender unpaid, Lender may require: that any or all 
11ubsc:quent pilytnllttts due under the Note 11nd this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the 
following forrns, as se1~i::ted by Lender~ (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) certified check, bank check, 
treasurer's check or cashier's c:heek, provided any such chc:ck i$ drawn upon an fostitution whose deposits 
arc imured by federal agency, instn1mc:nt11lity, or entity> or (d) Electronic Pund5 Transfer. 

Payments are deemed received by Lender when receiwd al the: loi;:ation designated in the Note or 
at s1.1cb other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Si::ction 
l 5. Le11der may retum any payment or partial payment if the paymmt ¢r partial payments are insufficient 
to bring the Loan cunont. Lender may 11ccc:pt any payment or partial payment insufficient to brins the 
Loan c\lrrcnt, without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse s1.1ch payment or 
partial payments In the future, but L(l!ldet is not obli~atcd to apply such payments at the time 11uch 
payment$ arc accepted, If each Periodic P11ymont is applied as of its sr:heduled due date, then Lender need 
no1 pay interl'Jst on unapplied funds. Lender may hold such 1mmiplicd funda. until Borrower makes 
payment to bring the Loan cum:nt. If JJorrower does not do so within a rea1<011al>lll period of tim¢, Lender 
shall eilhet' apply such funds or return them 10 Borrower. If not applied earllcr, st11:h fimd1i will be applied 
to the outstanding prin,.ipal balance wider the Note immediately pi'lor to fot~los1.m='• l'./o offset or claim 
whkh Bo1<ower mi8hl have now or in the future against Lender shall nolicvc Borrower from JTlak;ng 
payments due under the Note and thi$ Security Instrument or pcrforn"Ilrtg the covenants and agreements 
secured by this Security Instrument. 

2. A.ppllcatlon of Payments or Proceeds. Except as otherwise described in this Section 2, all 
paymcnts accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied i:nthcfollowm& ordvr of priority: (a) intere51 
du!!: under the Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) 1lml!iinl.i;.<lue under Sectiori l. S1.1cb payment~ 
shall be applied to each Periodic P11ymcnt In the order in which ii bc¢~e due. AnY remaining amounts 
shall be applied fir$t to late charses, second 10 e.ny other amounts due under this Security lnstrum<rnt, and 
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note. 

lf Lcodr;r receives a payment from Borrow<::r for a delinquent Periodic P11yrn1:mt which includes a 
sumcic:nt amount to pay any late charge due, the paymoot may be itpplied to tbe delinquent payment ll.lld 
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the late ch11rgll'. If more tban one Periodic Paymem is outstandins, Lender meiy apply any payment 
received from Borrowgr to the repayment of the Pmodic Paymonts if, and to the extent that, each payment 
can be paid in fl.ill. To the exiem tb11.t any excess exists after the pJymCl'lt fg applied co the full payment of 
one or more Periodic Payments, such exe!!'~S may be applied to 1111y late charges due. Vohmtary 
prepayments shall be applied first to 11ny prepayment charges and thi:n as ~Q$Cflbcd in the Note. 

Any 'llpplioation of payments, insurance proceeds, or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due 
undi:or the Note $hall not extend or postpone the due date, or change the amount, oflhc Pe:riodio Payments. 

3. fp,nds for Ji'.s~row Items. BoTTower shall pay 10 Lender on the day Periodic P11yments are due 
under th1; Nmc, until the Note is paid in full, a sum (tht: "Funds") to provide for paym~t of amounts due 
for; (11) ta!C~ Md assessments and other items which cert attain priority over this Security Instrumll'llt es 11 
lien or encumbrance on the Property; (b) leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property, if any; (c) 
premiums for any end all in5urance required by Lender under Section 5; and (d) Mortgiige Insurance 
premiums, if any, or any sums payable by l3om>wer to Lender irt lieu .of (be p11yn11 .. ·m t>f J\'l~rtgage 
Insurance premiu~ in accordance with the provisions of Section IO. These it!l'rns wi:: aalled:. ''Escrow 
Items." At origination OT at any time during the tenn of the Lo11n, Lender may fequire that Comrrmnhy 
Association Dues, Fees, and Ass~ssmcnt$, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and such dues, fees tmd 
asi~>S!rn'nl::$ s!tAll be en .Es~row Item. Borrower shall pr1;1mptly furnish to Lender all n1;1ticc& of amounts to 
bl! paid under this Section. Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow hi:ms unless Lender waives 
Borrower's obligation to pay the Funds for gny or all Escrow Items. Lender may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for 1111y or all Escrow Jtems at any time. Any such waiver may only be 
in writing. In the event of such waiver, Borrower shall pay directly, when and where payable, the amounts 
due for imy EsCtow Items for which payment of F!.llldS hllS been waived by Lende-r and, if Lender requires, 
shall fiimish lo l..endi:r receipt$ evidencing such payment withit1 suen time period as Lender may require. 
Borrower's obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be dcc:m<:d to 
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument, as the phtase "covenant and 
agreement" is used in Section 9. lf Bottower is obliga!od lo P'llY Escrow Items directly, pun>ull.nt to 1t 

waiver, and BoJTower f11ils to pi1.y the amount due for an Escrow ltem. Lender may exercise its rights under 
Section 9 and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to rep~y to Lender 
any such amount. Lender may n:voke th~ w~iv"l" as to lilt)' or all Escrow hems i>t 11ny time by a notice 
given in accordwu;i;: with Section 1.5 and, upon such revoca11on, Borrower shall pay to Lmder iill Funds, 
11nd in $UCh atnounts, that are thim req1.1ircd Mdcr thi$ Section J. 

Lender may, at any time, collect and hold Fund~ in an amount (a) sufficient to pennlt Lender to 
apply the funds at the time specified under RESPA, and (b) not to exceed the TJUlXimum amount a lender 
cil-n reJ:Juire under RESP A. Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and 
reasonable estimates of expendih1res of future Escrow Items or oth~i$e in 11ccordance with Applicable 
Law. · 

The Funds shall be held in 11n institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency, 
instl'Ufl1erttality, or entity (including Lender, if l.tn(!er is an institution whose deposi\s are so insured) or in 
any Federal Home Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay tho Escrow hems no later thim thi: time 
specified under RESPA. Lender shall not charge Borrowo:or for hol(!ing and applying the Funds, $lln\la.lly 
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analyzing lhe C$C!'Qw' account, or vmfying the ll:scrow itClms, unless Lender PllYS Borrower interest on the 
Funds and Applicable 1..Bw permits Llmller to make bch ii chatg~. Ui:lkiSS: iin ngrctjm:nt is made. in writing 
or Applh:at1l e Liaw requires interest lQ'be pnld on the Punr;ls, Lender shall TI01.l>e iequiml \Q. pa)' Sorrower 

· any intt'l'c$t ot earrt!ngs on the FundiL B6trtjwer llnd !-ender can agree in Wflting, however, that inltrrcst 
sh11!1 be paid an the Funds. I.c:rn;l.cr shall give to Borrow&-, Without charge, an .annual acoourlt\ng of the 
Funds as required by RESPA. 

If there is a surp1us of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESP A, J..ender shall account to 
BOO'ower for thi= excess funds 'in accordance with IU:SPA. If there 1$ a shonagc: of Funds held in esorow, 
as defined under RESPA, Lendet shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to 
Lendi:r the amount necc5$llry to make up the short11ge in ai;cordan~ with RESP A, but in m:i more than 1 :2 
monthly payments. lf1hcre is a deficiency of fund~ held in escrow, 11s defined und1rr RESP A, Lender sh!I 
notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay lo Lender the amount TI¢tessary to make 
up lhe deficiency in accordance with RESPA, 'but in no more thlln 12 monthly payment$. 

Upon payment in full of all sums sc¢ured by this Secui:ity Instrument, Lr:nd(lf shall promptly 
refund to Borrower any Funds held by Lender. 

4. Cbaree5; Lilll!o$. aorrower shall pay 1111 taxes, assessments, charges, fiTies, 1111d impositions 
ettributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument, leasehold payments or 
ground rents on the Property, ;r any, and Community Assoc:iatio11 Dues, Fellll, and Ai;sc:15rnents, if any. To 
the extent that these items are Escrow Items, Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided ll'l Section 3. 

Borrower shall promptly dischii.rge any lien which h'1$ priority over thi$ Security ln5trumcnt 
unlcs5 Borrower: (a} agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation $courcd by the licm in a manner 
llcci:ptable to Lender. but only so ltnig as Borrower j5 pcriorming sµch j!.grei'm\ruu; (b} cl)aj~$t$ the lien in 
good faith by, w ~fends aplnst enfoi~l:flX1nt oftho lien in, legal pra<:eedlngswh!ch in Lender's oplnibn 
operate to pteVCJll the. t1nforcemt11'1t Of the }jen While those proeeedlngS lire pending, butonl)' until IJ,t)C}i 
procceoing!. are concluded; or (e) stc'.11'.illl froi:n the holder of tha lien an 11grcl'mcnt satisfactory to Lender 
subi;m;linating 1hc 1if:ll w. this Sepurity,' Instrument: If J.,.ender determines that any part of the Property is 
subject to p lien which can att&in priority over this Sec1,1rity instrument, Lender may give Borrow~ a notice 
identifying the lien, Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given, Borrower shall satisfy the 
lien t>r take ortc or more oftlw ections set fonh above in this Section 4. 

Lender may require Borrower lo pay a one-time charge for 11 real estate tax verification and/or 
reponi11g service used by Lo;nder in con11cct!on witb this Loan. 

S, Property Insurance.. 13orrower shall kcqi the improvements now existing or hereafli:r erected 
on 1hi: Prr;>pClrty insured agalnst loss by fite, hazards incl11ded within the term "extended covcragc," 11nd any 
other h11Z'1rds including. but not limited to, earthquakes and floods, for which L!,'!nder re~uires insi1rance, 
Thi~ in$ural'lCa shall be m!lintoined in the amount$ (inc::ludln,!: deductible lc11tls) tmo for thr: pi;rlo~ that 
Lender requires. What Lender requiro:s p1,1.rs11ant to the preceding scll\~rtces CIU1 chllT\g.t: !;luring the t4ml of 
lhe Lol\n. The irtsur11ncc carrier providins the tns111~ance sh ~JI be chosen by Borro~ $\lb.)e<:.1 lo I,.cndcr:s 
righ~ to di$approve Borrower's choice, which right shall not be exercised unr=Qrtably. Lender may 
requfri: Bon-ower to pay, in connection witb this Loan, cithct~ (a) a one-time charse for flood <:Qnc 
de.termination, certifkali1>n md tracking services; or (b) a one-time chargi:o for flood zone detennination 
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and c:ertitlcation services and subsequent charges each time rrnmppings or similar changes occur whfoh 
rees:onably might affect such dctmnination or certification. Bo1Tower shall also bo responsible for the 
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Managemen1 Agimi;:y in connection with the 
review or any flood zone determination rHu.lting from an objection by Borrowc:r. 

If Borrower fails to maintain an)' of the coverages descn'bed above, Lender may obtain insu.nmce 
coverage, at Lender's option 1111d Borrower's exponsc. Lender is under no obligation to purchase any 
particular type or amount of coverage. Th~fore. $Uch coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might 
not protect Bo1Tower, BoTTower's equity in the Property, or the contents of the Propmy. against any risk, 
hazard or liability and might provide greatc:r or lesser coverage than was previo11!lly in effect. Borrowc:r 
'1Cknowledges that the cost of the insurance covcngi:: so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of 
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts dhb1.1rsed by LC111der under this Section 5 sh11ll 
bei;:omeaddhiom•l debt of Borrower secured by this Secu.rity ln51Tumc~t. These amounts shal11:>e111dnterest 
at the Note r11tc from the date of disbursement and shall be pay11ble, with such interest, upon notii;:e frorn 
Lender lo Borrower requestins payment, 

All iT1surance policies requil'.Qd by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject lo 
Lender's right to diimpprove such )'Olicies, shall include a sumdard mortgase clause, and shall mme 
Lender as rnortg11ge1: and/or il$ an additional loss payee. Lemler shill have the right to hold the p<>licies 
lllld renewal certificates. If Lender requires, Borrower sh11U pro111f'dy give to Lender 1tll receipt~ of paid 
premiums and renewal notices. If Borrower obtains any fonn of insurance cov~gc:::, not otherwise 
rCqt.1irc::d by l.Ctlder, for damage to, or destruction of, the Property, such policy shall include a $tllttdatd 
mQitgage clause and shall name Lc;nder as mortg11gce 111ndlor ~an additional loss payee. 

In the event of loss, Borrower &hall give prompt notice to the insunmee ¢'1nier and Lender. 
LeTider lllllY make proof of loss if riot made promptly by Borrower. Unless Lender and Bol't'ower otherwise 
-P.grec ill writing, any insurance proceeds, whether or not the 1Jlldcrlying inlurance was required by Lender, 
shi<ll be applied to restoration or repair of the Property, if the restoration or.repair is economically fell.sibJt; 
and Lender's security is not lcssc:nec!. During such repair and restoration pe:rk11;!., Lender shall have- the 
right to hold 5Uch ins1J.1anc;e pr(lcccds until J.:cndet has had an opportimit)' to inspect such Property 10 
ensure th~ work has been completed to Lender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be 
undertaken promptly. Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and n:6t<1ratio11 in a single payment or 
in a series of progress payment$ ~~ I.he worJ<: is completed. Unless an agreement is mad(l In writing or 
Applicable LHw rcq\lires interest to be pa!d on such insurance proceeds, Lc::nder shat111ot be required to pay 
Borrower 11ny interest or earnings on suroh proceed.~. Fees for p11\')lic adjusters, or other third pllliic::s, 
retainad by BorTowcr shall not be p1lid ou1 of the insuranc~ proeeeru and shall be the sole obligation of 
Borrower. ltthe restoration or repair ls not economically feasible or Lender's security wo11ld be le~sened, 
the insurance proceeds sh11ll be applil!d to the:: $urt\S secured by this Security Instrument, whemer or not 
then due, with the excess, if my, paid lo aon-ower. Suc::h insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order 
provided for in Sei;tion Z. 

If Borrower 11bandons the Property, Lender may tile, negotiate and settle !lny available insurance 
chlim 11-nd related matters. !(Borrower does not respond within 30 days 10 a notice from Lender that the: 
ins1m1nce ca:rrier ha; offered to settle a claim, then Lender may negotiPte and ;ettle the claim. The 30-day 
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perfod will begin when the noliec is given. In either event, or if Lender acquires the Property under 
Section n or otllerwise, Borrowet hereby assigns to Lendef (a) Borrnwer's rights to any insurance 
proceeds bl M lllnount nol to ei<c~~q tlj* 11roounisunpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument, and 
(b) 11ny otber <it Borrower's right$ (otller than the rlgb.t to any refund of unellmi::d premiums paid by 
Borrower) l,lnder all im1ur11n~ p1;1lfolll$ covering the Prop~y. insofar as such rights an:: applicable lo the 
cOVetate of the Property. Lr:nder·rnay use the 1nsuntnc1:1 pl'oeeeds either to repair (Ir restore the Propi::rty or 
lo pay amc>untll unpaid un¢r the N.ote or this Security lnstrummit, whether or not then d1.1e. 

6; Occupancy. Bom'Jwet shall occupy, esli1blish; 11nd use the Property as Sorrower's principal 
residenc:e within 60 days afler the execution of this Si::curity Instrument and shio.ll ciontinue to occupy the: 
Property as BoTTower's principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupallCy, unless Lender 
otherwise agrees in writing, which consent shall not be unteasonilb\y withheld, Qt unless extemuning 
circumstances c:;1;i$l which are beyond Borrower's eontrol. 

7. Preserv11lhm, Maintenance and l"rotl!etion of the Property; (n5ptctions. Borrower sh11ll 
not de5troy1 damage: odtnf>alr the: l'ropei;J:Y, 11lloW: the PrOperty to <l~tc:riorate or commit wm:tc on the 
Property. Whether or not Borrower is l'eiii:llng ln the f'ropt:rty;. Borrower shall n'lamtain the .f'ropcrfy ir1 
order to prevent the Pl'PpertY from dttorioriltll\$ -0~ decreasfag in vr!lue due to its condilfou. Vnlcss it is 
d!tfwmrted pursllllnt to Sec~ion S that rllpair or restoratloo i$ not 11ootioinlea.lly feasible, Borrower ,shall 
vromptly repair .tb11 froperty i.f 9a:ll!JtSe,d to av()id furtho;;r deterioration or damage. If insurance or 
condCJm:lalion proceeds are paid i11 eunnection with difrnit~e to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower 
$hall M r~nsible for n:?Btritig or '~esroritig tlle t'roperty only if Lender has rcle9.1;cd proceeds for such 
µurp(lscs •. I..~der may disburse proceeds forfuc rcpi\i~$ lind restoration i11 II single payment or in ll series of 
ptogrffs pa}'l'oents as thc work Is, <:<:>mpleted .. If the Insurance or condemnation pro~eeds are not sufficient 
w ~ir ot restore the Pl'Operty, tlQ1TQW~ Is not reJieve.d of Borrower's obligation for the completion of 
sud! repair or restoration. 

IAnder or ifa l1E'1lt mlly mak:e reasonnl>te entrles vp¢i 11nd inspections l)fthe Pn;ip(:r!y. If it has 
Tt;\ISOl)'able Cllllfl,C; l..e11der ITlllY m~ the lttterlor of the fmvrovemenu (\n thq Propeify. 'Len~e{shall give 
Boll'OwCf notice llt the ·time. of otpri6r to Sllc!i an it1twfor inspection spec! ()ing such reu:s6nilble cause. 

8:. .Be>rrower•s Loan Appliea.Uo11 •. Bottower shall·\>¢ in defl\1111. jf. during the Lonn uppli'Olltfon 
pro~~. )3orfuwer or any pe~n$ or ¢t'llhics ll¢ting !il the di~~ion of Borrower or with BotroWl.'f'll 
knowledge Of CotlSjml &llVe materially fal&e, mislead.in~ Of maccur.Jte information OJ ~~lt:n\lmts ti) l..erlder 
(or faikd to pl\ivide ):.ender with materi~I foform.ation) in (:(')t)neclion with the Loan. Milt1?rit11 
rc:prescn1111ions include, but are not Jimi1cd to. rcpresentatiO'llS l:'onc<iming Bon-ower's occupuncy of the 
Ptoperty as Sorrower's pl'ineipal residence. 

9. Protection of Lender's Interest In tbe Property and Rights Ull<i<>r this Security 
Instrument. If (a) Borrowi::r fails lo perform the covenants Pnd iigreements contained in this Security 
Instrument, (b) therco is a legal proceeding du11 rnight significantly affect Lcndr;T'5 interest in the Property 
and/or rights under this Secvrity lnstrurrn:nt (such as a proei.'ooing fo bm~ltrUptcy1 probate, for 
condelTUlatiOn or forfeiture, for enforcem¢lll of ii lien which l'fll{y atmil\ prioritr over. this Security 
Instrument ur lo enforce laws or regulations), or (e) ai>rrower haS abandoned the Propeiiy, then Lend~ 
may do and pay "for whatever is re11So11.al:>le or appro!)l'iatc to protect Li;:rider's intetesl in the f'roperty and 
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rights under this: Security ln.strummt, including protecting and/or assessing the val1.1e of the Property, and 
securing and/or repairing the Property. Li:inde~'s actions can includa, but an: not limited tQ; (a) paying any 
$UMS secured by a lien which ha~ priority over this SeC\lrity lnmument; (b) appearing in court; and (c) 
i.ia)'ing reasot1able attorneys' fees to l'fOtcct its interest in the Property and/or rights under this Sc:ourity 
Instrument, including ib secured po$ition ln a bankruptcy proceeding. Securing the Property includes, but 
is not limited to, cntering the .Property to make repairs, change locks, "'plaafl or hoard up doors and 
windows, drain water fi'om pipes, eliminate buiidin& or other code vioiations or dangerous conditions, and 
have utilities turned on or off, Although Lcmder may take action under this Section 9. L~di::r d0es Ml 
have to do so and is not under any d.uty or obligation lo do so. It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability 
for not t11k(ng a"y or all actions authorized under lhis Section 9. 

Any ai'Jlounts disbursed by Lend~ under this Section 9 $hall beeome additional debt of B1mowc:r 
sec11red 'tly this Sellurlty Instrument. These amounts shall lx:11r interest at the Note rate from the date of 
disbursement and shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice from Lender to Borrowi:r requesting 
payment. 

!fthis Security lttstrumllllt is on a leasehold, Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the 
lease. lf BoJTQwer acq11ires fee title lo the Property, the leasehold and the fee tlUe shall not merge unless 
Lender agrees to the merger in writing. 

l 0. Morigage Jnsunmce. If Lender required Mortgage \nsurance as a condition of making the 
Loan, Borrower shalt pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect. If, for any 
reuon, the Mortiase Insurance coverage required by l.1;:mlet ceases to be available from the mortgage 
insurer that previously provided such insuran~e and Borrower was required to make se~ratdy dcsign11tc:d 
payments towwd the premiums for Mortg11gc: Insurance, Borrower shall pay the: premivrns tequired to 
obtain coverage s11bstantially eq11ivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect, at a cost 
substantially equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in dfect,. from ill'l 
alternate mortpgc insurer selc::eted by LCl'ldcr. If substantially equivalent Mortgi>~e Insurance coverage is 
not available, Borrower $hall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the s~p11rntely designated payments 
that were due when the in$urence coverage ceased to be in effect. Lender will accept, \.1$¢ and retain these 
payments as a non-n:f\lndable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance. Such loss reserve Shall be l101'1-
ref1.1ndAb1e, notwithstanding tht: 1801 llut the Loan is ultimately paid in f111J, 11nd Lendtr s.hall not be 
requin~d to p11y Bottowcr any interest or caminlll! on such loss resl\'T"Vc, L..ni;ler can no longer require loss 
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage (in the: amount and for the period that Lender requln::s) 
provided by an insurer selected by Lender agaiTI becoml:'S 11vai1ab!e, i~ obtained, and Lender requires 
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage lrtsl.lt'ance. If Lender rcq11ired 
Mortgage Insurance as a condi1ion of making the Loan a.od Borrower was required to make sepan1.tely 
desigmiteo payments toward the premiuw for Mortgage lmurance, Borrower shall pay !he premiums 
required to maintain fvfortpgc Insurance in effect, or to provide 11 non-refondablc loss resorve, until 
Lend~'s requirement fot Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance wilh any writtl'll 11greemerit between 
Borrower arid f,..endlll' providing for such tC"Ttnination or unlil termination is required by Applicable Law. 
Nothing in thi$ Section 10 affects Borrower's obligation to pay interest at the r11te provided in the Note. 
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Mort.gage Insurance reimburses Lender (Ot any entity that purchases the Nole) for certain losses it 
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. 6¢rrowcr ii> not a party lo thi:: Mortgage; 
Insurance. · 

Mortga1;te insurers evaluate their total risk on all such in~n1nce in force from time 10 time, and 
may enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk, or reduce lossi::s. These 
agreements arc on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer uid the other party (or 
pa:11ie$) to these egr~ment,, These agn:emcnts may require the mortgage insurer to make payrrtt:rtU using 
any source of funds that the mort~e insurtr may have available (whkh may include funds obtained from 
Mortgage Insurance premiums). 

As a result of these agreemrnts, Lender, any purchaser of the Note, another insurer, any reinsurcr, 
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the forcgoins. may receive (directly or iiidir<:Ctly) ilmo11nts th~t 
derive from (or might be cbaractertzed as) a portion of Borrowet's payment$ for Mortgage Insurllflci::, m 
exchange for sharing or ty1ooifying the mortg9.ge in$urer's risk, or reducing losses. If such agremicnl 
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer's rii;k in c;:xohange for 11 'hare of the 
premiums pll'.id to lhi:: fo5urcr, the: arraogomcnt is often ti::rmed "captive reinsurance." Further: 

(a) Any 1ucb agreements will aot affect the amounts that 'Borrower hllS agrud to pay for 
Mort~gt ln$1ll'l'loi;e, oi: 1u1y other terms or the Lo11n. Such 11grecments wUI not lnerellSe the amount 
Borrower wlll owe for .Mortgage' In$urimce, aod they will aot entitle Borrower to aay nrund. 

(b) Any 11ucb 11greeme11r:s wlll not affect the rigbts Bon"ower bas • If any • with respect to the 
Mortgage l11s11rance under the Homeowners Protection Act or 1998 or 11ny other law. These rights 
may iuclude tbt right to ri:celve l'.:ertalo d1$clowre$, h,1 request 1m1J obtain cancellation of 1be 
Mortgage Insurance, to have the Mongage Jnsunnce terinllu1ted automatically, 11Pd/or to nceive 11. 

refund or any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the time or $uCh \':lloeellatlcm or 
termination. 

11. Assignment or l\1Jscell.aneou& J>rocuds: Forfeiture. .All Misc:elhmi::ous i'rocecds 11Te 

hereby assigned to and shall be paid to Lender. 
If the Property is damaged, such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be: applied to ri:stonuion or repair 

of the Property, if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lemli;r's si:c1.1rity is no\ lc:>sened. 
During such repair and restoration period, J.,endet shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds 
unlil Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work hll'S bti,rt completed to 
Lender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly. Lender may pay for the 
repairs and restoration in a single disburscrnc11t (It in ii series of progress payments 115 the work is 
completed. U11fcss an agroomanl is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interim to be p1tid on such 
Misccll11ncous Proceed>, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such 
M\~cel111neous Proceeds, If the restoratfo11 or repair is not economic:ally feasible or Lender's security 
wo11ld be lessened, the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security 
lmtrumc:nt. whether or not then d1u:, with the .;:11cess, if 1111y, paid to Borrower, Such Miscellaneous 
f'rocecds shalt be applill'd in the order provi(lcd (Qt in Section 2. 
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ln the event or a total taking, destruction, or Joss in Vjl}Ue of the Property, the Miscellaneous 
Prwell!ds $hall be npplted to the sums Rcurv.:d by this Security ln$tn.lment, whether or not then due, with 
thi:: ~ccss, i(any, paid to Borrower. 

In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in which the fair 
!flllrket value of the .Pn:>perty hnmedlately before the partial taking, cll.'lstruetion, or loss in value is equal to 
or greater than the amount of the sums secured by this S~t'unty ln$tJUtnent immediately before the partial 
taking, dHtruction, t>r loss in vlll\l~ u11lcss BQtTQWt:t and Lender oth!!rwlse agree in writing, the sums 
secured by this Security lnsnument shall be reduced by th<: amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds 
multiplied by lhe followiIJg ti'aclior1: (a) the total amount of the sums sec11fed irtWedlately before the 
partial laking, destruction, or lo5S in vali.1¢ divided by (b) the fair market value of the Property immediately 
before the partial taking, d.:i>truction, ot loss in value. Any balance shall be paid to Bi:m-ow11t. 

ln the evenl of 11 p11rtial taking, destruction, or loss in vali.1e of the Prop¢l't)' in which the fair 
market vah1e of the Propi:rty immediately before the partial taking, des1TUction, or loss in value Is less than 
the aJTIOunt of the sums secured immediately before the psnial tak.ing, dcstniction, or loss in value, vnless 
Elorrowc:r 11nd l..1:1nder otherwise agree in writing, the Misce1laneo11s Proc~ds shall be applied to the sums 
secun;d by this Security lnstrumCl)t whether or not the sums an: then due. 

lf the Property is aband~ed by Borrower, or if, after nolicc by Lender to J:!orrower that the 
Oppo:;ing Party (1!1$ defined in the next sentence) offers to ~ke an l'.Wllrd to settle a claim for damages, 
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days aftl:I" the date the notice is given, Lender is authorized 
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to ro:storntio11 or repair of the Property or to the 
s11ms seC"11ret;i by thi' S¢c:urlty Instrument, whether or not then dlle. "Opposing Party'' means 1he thlrd 
party that owes Borrower Miscellaneous Proceeds or the party allainst whom Borrower has a"rlght of action 
in regard to MiscellanCQUti Proci;cd$. 

Borrowc:r $hall be in default if any action or proceeding, whether civil ot eriminal, is begun that, 
in Lenc;ler'$ judgment, eould result in forfeiture of' the Property or oth1:1 material impairment of Lender's 
interest in the Properly or riahts 1111der this Security lnstTumcmt. Borrower can cure s1.11:h a de(.ault and, if 
acceleration has occurred, reinstate as provided in Section 19, by Cl1U$ing the action or proceeding to be 
dismissed with a rullng that, in Lender's judgment, precludes forfeiture of the Property or othc::r material 
impairment of Lender's interest in the Property or righlli under this Security Instrument. The pri:>eeeds of 
any award or cla;m for damas;c' !hat~ attributable to the impairment of L"!ld.,,-'s intereM in the Property 
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender. 

All Miscellaneous Proceeds that arc nol applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be 
applied in the ordv:r provided for in se~tion 2. 

11. Borrow11r Not R¢1e9l;ll!d; "°orbeauncc By Lender Not a Waiver. E"tension ofthc time fot 
payment or modification of amortization of the $1.1111$ Gccured by this Security Instrument grunted by 
Lcndl!r to aorrower or a.ny Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not opcr111c to release the liability of 
Borrower or any Suec~SOT$ in lntemst of aorrowcr. Lender shall not be reqvired to connncnc::c 
proceedings against any Successor in lnlCTCst of Borrower or to refuse to eicleml t\me for payment or 
olhcrwisc modify 11wortization of the sums secured by this Secllfity Instrument by Tellson of"">"' detnand 
m11-de by th~ original :Sorrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower. Any forbearance by Lender in 
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exl!l'cising any right or rcmi;:dy including, without limita.tlon, Lender's sceept1>nce of payments from third 
persons, m1iti<:$ or So.::ccssors in lnteresl of Borrower or in amounts Jess than the amount then d11!l', shall 
m;1t be: a waiver of or proclude the ex~cisc ofany right or remedy. 

13. Joint 111ud S""'eral Liability; Co·slgncn; Successors and A5signs Bound. Borrower 
c:ovenants llJ'ld agrees thal Born1w~'s obligations and liability sh111l be joint 11.ncl sevll'!'al. However, any 
Borrower who co-5igni thic Security Instrument but does not execute the Note {a "co-signer"): (a) is co
Siifilng this Security lnstrumcnl only to mortgage, grant and convey the co-signer's Interest In the Property 
under the terms of this Security Instrument; (h) is not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by lhis 
Security Instrument; and (c) llgtces that Lender and any other Borrowi::r can a8fee to extend, mooify, 
forbear or make IUIY 11oeemnnodations with regard to the terms of thi$ Security {nstrument or the Note: 
without the: co-si.gnc:r's c(n1$ent. 

Subject to the provisions of S¢ction l!!, any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes 
Borrower's obligations under this Security lnctn.lment in writing, and is approved by Lender, shall obtain 
all of Borrower's righl.$ and bertefilS under this Security Instrument. Borrower shall not be released from 
Borrower'$ obligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees lo suC'h relellSi:: in 
writing. The covenants and agreements of thii; Security Instrument shall bind (i:xcc:pt M provided in 
Section 20) and benc:fit the $ucecssors and assigns ofumdcr. 

14. Lo•n Charg11i;, /..end¢t may charge Borrower fees for services pcrfonned in connection with 
Borrower's default, [or the purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property 11nd rights under this 
Security lnstrumcnt, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, propmy lnspee1ion and valuation fees. 
lt'I regard to any other fees, the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific 
ree to BorTower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee. Lt:JJder may not charge 
fees that are upressly prohiliited b)' thic Securtty Instrument or by Applicable Law. 

lf the LOBn is subject to a law which sets mal'imum Joan charges, and that law is finti.lly 
intcrpn::ted so that the interest or other loan charges colketed i>r to be collected in connection with thfl' Lo.en 
exceed the permitted limits, then: (a) any such lo~n charge shall be reduced by the amount n<::ccssary to 
reduce the charge to the permitted limit; and (b) any Gums already collected from BorrowQI which 
cxcee1kd pi:rmittcd limits will be refunded to Borrow~. Lcndc:~ may choose to make this refund by 
reducing 1he principal owed undfll' the Note or by making a direct payment to Sorrower. 1f a refund 
reduces princip11I, the reduc:tion wfll be rreated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment chargc 
(whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for under the: Note). Borrower's acccptflnce of llIIY $11Ch 

rC"fund made by direct payment to Borrower will eon$titute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might 
have arising out of such ovcrch11rge. 

JS. Notices. All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security 
!nmumcnl m11st be: in writing. Any notice to Borrow=r in connection with this SClcurity Instrument sh1dl be 
dcl'.!rT'led to have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually de!ivc:red to 
Borrower's notice address ifs1:nt by othC!f means. Notice to any ont Borrower shall con$tilute notil:i~ to all 
Bonowers unless Applicable L11w t;Xpressly tequires otherwise. The notice addreS5 shall be the Property 
Address unless Borrower has designated Ii substitute notice address by notice: to l.-c:nder. .Borrower shall 
promptly notify Lender of Borrower's chant;¢ of address. If Lender spectfles a procedure for reponing 
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BmTDwer's change of address, then 801Tower shall only ttport a change of addm;$ through that specified 
procedure. There may ~ only one designated notice addr~s under this Scc1.11ity Instrument at any one 
time. Any notice to Lend~ ~hall be given by delivciins: it or,by matllng it by fir$t class mail to Lendc:r'i; 
address stated herein unless Lender ha11design11tcd11nother a:ddr~l>ynotici: to Borrower. Any noti«' in 
connection with this Scc~rity Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lendu until actually 
teceived by lender. If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applic11bli: 
Law, the Applic11ble Law requirement will Htisfy the corresponding rcq1,1irernont under this Security 
Instrument, · 

16. Governing Law; Severablllty; R.ules of' Constr11ctlou. This Security Instrument shall be 
governed by federal J11w and the law of the jurisdiction i11 which the Property is l0¢atcd. A11 rights and 
obligations contained in this Security lnstrum~t ~ ~u~je¢1 t(l alJY n:q'Uil'otnl:rtts atid limitation$ of 
Appli<:able Law. Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow lhc parties to aBl'.ec by contract or it 
might be silent, but such silence shill! not be C<lrl$titlfd ~a Jlrohlbitlort aga,~nst a~eem~ b;r contn111. Jn 
the: event that any provision or clause of this Set;urlty rnStrumcnt Pi' the Nole <:Ol)fll~ with Applie!lble 
Law, such conffa:t shall not effect other provision$ ofthis Security instrument or. the Note which cnn be 
given effect without the c:onflicting provision. · 

As usr:d in this Seeul'lty Instrument: (a) words of the masculine gmdr:r shall mean and inch1de 
com:sponding neuter words or word$ of the feminine gender; (b) wotd$ in the singular $hac11 mean and 
include the plural and vice: versa; 11nd {t) the word "may" give~ sole discretion without any obligation to 
take any action. 

17, Borrower's Copy. Borrower shall be givcn one copy of the Note and of this Security 
Instrument. ~ 

18. Tr.ansfer of the Proverty or a Beneficial Interest in Borrowu. As used In this Seotion 16, 
"lntere$t in the Property" means any legal or beneficial i)'lt~i#t in tl!e~. including, b1.1t n1;1t limited 
to, those beneficial intc:rcsts tran$ferred in a bond for dee\:\, ?9niracHor deed,,:in$talhnent $lil'¢$ contract or 
c:se?row agreement, the iniem of which i$ the transfer of title byBl;ITTc,iwcr at a.fut,1.1r~date U> 11 p!ll'thaser. 

If all or any part of the Property or any Intc::rc::;t in the Property is sold or tntrtsferred (or if 
Bo1Towcr is not 11 n1tt1,1ral parson and a beneficial in!cr%t In Borrower is sold or tran$(err-ed) without 
L~der's prior written consent, Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secu~ by this 
Security Instrument. However, thfs opdon shall not be exercised by Lender if ~llch exercise is prohibited 
by Applic:able Law. 

If Lcndft" exercl$e~ this option, Lmdcr shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The noticr: 
shall provide a period of not less than 30 days t'rom the date the notice is given in ai;cordance with Section 
15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Sec1,1rity lnstl'Ument. If Borrow« fail$ to pay 
these sums prior to the expi111tii:m c;>f this period, Lender mlly invoke any remedies pennittcd by this 
Security lnstrumont without further notice or demand on Borrower. 

19. Borrower's. Right to Reinstate Arter Acceleration. If Borrowi::r meets certain condhions, 
BotTower shall have the right to have enforcement of thi$ Security Instrument discontinued .at any time 
prior to the earlie$t of: (a) fivti days before Sllk of the Property pursuant to any powcrr of sale coniained in 
this Sccurity In~h't.Jm()J1t; (b) such oth1:r period a& Applicable Law might specify fol' the termination of 
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Borrower'~ right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instnm1e11i. Those 
conditions are that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums which thi:n would be due undet this Security 
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred; (b) cuns any def1mlt of any other covenarits or 
agreements; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Jnstrnrnent, including, bu1 not limited 
to, reasonable attorneys' fees, property inspection and valu111ion fees, and other fees incutred for thq 
purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the J>roperty and rights undirr thjs Security ln$trument; and (d) 
takes sueh action as Lender may reasonably requiTe to 11SSurc that Lender's int<::re$t in the Property and 
rights under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay thi; 5Ull'I$ secured by this Security 
Jnstrument, shalt continue unchanged. Lc:rnler may require that Borrow~ pay such reinstatement sums 
nnd expenses in one or moru of the following fonns, 115 seli::cieo by Lender: (a) cash; (b) money order; {e) 
certified theolc, baiik check, th'la&Uret's check or cashier's check, provided any such check is drawn upon 
an institutio11 whoi;e deposits are insured by a federal agency, instrumentality or entity; or (d) Elecll'Qnh.: 
Funds Tran5fer. Upon reinstatemet1t by Borrower, this Security Instrument and obl1gi1tioni 5ecured hereby 
sh111l rema.in fully effective as if no aecclcralion had OCt;Urred. HowEver, thi, right to reinttate shall not 
apply in the case of aoceleration under Section 18. 

20. Sale· of Note; Change of Loan Servicer; Notice or Grifl'Vanoe. The Note QI' a partial interest 
ii'! the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more: tirties Without j)rlor notfoe to 
Bomwer. A sale might resuh in a change In the entity (known as the "Loan Servie6f") that collecls 
Periodic P11yments due uTJdcr the Note and this Security Instrument and performs oth<;r mortgagi:: loen 
:;ervicing obliglltions under the Note, this Security Instrument, and Applicable: Law. Th¢re also rn.iglit be 
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer 1.tnreh1ted to a sale of the Note. !f there is a change of the Loan 
Servicer, Borrower will be given writt= notice of the chan_se which will slate che name and address of the 
new Loan Servicer, the address to which paymmts should be m11de and any other information RESPA 
requires in connection with a notici: of transfi;:r of $enticing. If the Note Is sold and thereafter the Loan is 
serviced by a Loan Si:rvicr:r other !hlln tf'le purchaser of the Note, the mortgage loan servicing oblig\\tion$ 
to Sorrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicef and arc not 
Hssumi:d by the Not<:: purchaser unle.ws otherwise provided by the Note purchaser. 

Ncilhcr 6orrowc:r nor !..ender may commence, ;oln, or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litigan1 or the member of a class) that arises from the other party's actions purs1.1ant to lhi$ 
Security lnsttul'l'lertt or that alleges that the other party has bri::ached any prQvision of, or any duty owed by 
reason of, this Security Instrument, until such Borrower or Lendor has notified the other party (with such 
notiee given in compl!ance with the requirements of Section 15) of such alleged breach and afforded the 
other party hereto a reascinable period after the giving: of such notice to u1kr: correc1ive action. If 
Applicable Law ptovide$ a time period which must elapse before certain action cari be talco::n, that ti:me 
period will bc deemed 10 be reasonable for p~uposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleration and 
oppotturtity to eure given to Borrower purs1Jant to Si:¢ion 22 and the notice of acceleration &ivcm to 
BQrrowcr pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed 10 satisfy \he nolice 11T1d 1;1pportunity to take corrective 
action provisions of this Section 10. 

21. Hazardous Substances. As used in thi:; Seo;tion 21: (a) "Bal:ardous Substances·• are those 
$ubstanc:es defined as toxic or hazardous substllnces, pollutants, Qr wastes by Environmental Law and the 
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following i;ul;istam:cs: gasoline, kerosene, othet flammable or toxic ~troleum products, toxic tiestlcides 
and herbicides, volatile solvents, matcri11l$ containing asbestos or fonnaldehyde, and radioactive Jniltcrials; 
(b) "Environmental Law" means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Propetty i11 localcd that 
relate to health, safcty or environmental protection; (c) "Envfr11nmental Cleanup" includes any responsir 
li¢tion, remedial action, or removal ac:tlon, as defined in Environmental Law; and (d) an "Environmental 
Coridition ·• means a condition thP.t can cause, contribute to, or otherwise trigger an Environmental Cleanup. 

l3om>wer shall not cause or permit the prescmce, \1$C, di$posal, storage, or relca!e of any 
Hazardous Substani;t;:S, QT threaten to release any HllZ!lrdous Substances, on OT in 1he Property. Borrower 
;hall not do, nor allow anyone e1$e to do, anything affecting the Proporty (a) that is in violation of any 
Environmental Law, (b) which creates an Environmental Condition, or (c) which, due to tho:: preset1ce, use, 
or release of a lll!Zardous Substance, create:; 11 condition that adversely affects the value of the Propc::rty. 
The preceding two sentences shall m1t apply to the presence, use:, or storage on the Propr;rt)' of small 
quantities of Hazardous Substance5 thllt 11re gerierally recognized to be appropriate to nonn11J residential 
USC& and IO maintenanci; Of \1:11: Property (including, but TIO\ limited tO, hazardOU5 SUbstanCCS in COnWmt:r 
products). 

Borrower shall promptly give Lender writ1en notice of (a) any investigation, claim, demand, 
lawsuit or oth~ action by any governmental oT regulatory agency or privat& party involving the Property 
and any Hazardous S11bstance or Environmental Law or which Borrower has actual knowlc:dge, (b) any 
Environmental Condition, im;Juding but not limited to, any spilling, Jeakins, discharge, relea$e or threat of 
release of nny Ha:.:ardou$ Substance, and (c) any conditfon caused by the presence, U$C or release of 
Hazardous Substance which lldVcrt.cly affects the value of the Property. !f Borrower le11ms, ot is riotified 
by any ~ovemmcntal or regulatory <1utholity, or any private party, thal any removal or other remediation of 
any Hl!7.l!fd1>u$ Substance affecting the Property is necessary, Borrower shall promptly take all necessi:scy 
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental l.aw. Nothing herein shall create any obligation OJ\ 

Lender for an Environmental Cleanup. 
NON-UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lendt!!' further covenant and agree as follows: 
22. Acceleration; Jlem~dles. Lender shall give uotice to Borrower prior to acceleration 

followln~ Borrow1tr'$ breach or 11.11y covenant or agr••ttteJJt In this Security Instrument (but not 
prior to acce)er•tion tn1.der Section 13 unless Applicable Law provides othnwi$e). The noth:e shall 
specify: {a) the default; (b) the action required to eure the default; (e) a date, not le1$ tb:11n 30 days 
from Cbt date tb., nollee Is given to Borrower, by whic:b tllc default must be cured; and (d) that 
failure t11 cure Ult cltr:llllt on or before the date 5pecilied in tbe notice may result ill acceleration of 
the sums ncured by tbi$ Security Instrument, foTec:losure by judicial proceeding and sale of tbe 
Property. Tile notice shall furthcT infonn Borrower of the riiht to reinstale arter acceleration aud 
the right to a5sert ln the fort!closure proceeding tbt: no11-edstence of a ddault or any other defense or 
Borrower to wccll!leratlon and foreclosure. If the dtfault i$ 1,101 cured on or before the date specified 
ht the notiee, Lend"r at its option may require lmmedlatl:? payment In run of 1111 5Ums ncurtd by this 
Security lnstrument without further demand and may foreclose thb Security Instrument by j11ditl11I 
proi;:,~dlng. Lender shall be entitled to collect all eir:pcnses incur..-~d ht pursuing the remedle$ 

F'LORJDA •Sing I~ F""'ily • Faulo Mao/Fnddl~ Mu UNIFORM lNSTRUMl1.NTWJTH MERS 
P"S" IS a( 18 ·•· 

Fotm 3410 l/Ol 

lnitials1'/.95(ll[ c.11'1"\-......-i. 
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provided lo this Section 22, loehtdlot. but not Jlmlted to, reasonable 11ttorneys• fees and costs of title 
evideaet. 

23. Reltase. Upon payrmmt of all sums si::c11red by this Security Instrument, Li:ndr;r $hall release 
thi$ S<;.;:11rity Instrument. l301Towcr sh al I p11y any reeordation costs. Lender m11y charge Borrower a fee for 
releasing this Security lnstrumc:nt, but only if the fee is paid to 11 third p11rty fot Sc!'Vices rendered and the 
charging of the fee is pcTITlitted undi::r Appiiellble Law. 

24. Anorneys• Fees. As und in this Security Instrument and the Note, attol'tleya' fees shall 
include those awarded by an appelhi.te eo11rt and 11.!ly attomeys• fees Incurred ln 11 benktllptcy proceeding. 

25. Jury Trial Waiver. The Borrower hereby waives any rlsht to a trial by jury In any action, 
procei:ding, c:laim, or counterclaim, whether in contract or tort, at law or ln equity, 'Irising Put of or ln any 
way related to this Security lmstrum~t or the NPte. 

FLORIDA - Sinil; Family- F•o11I~ Mae/frtddl~ Mac IJNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS 
Pase 16of18 
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•. BY SIONINQ BELOW, Borrowet accepts and agro;c:-? lQ the terms and c:ovr;m1mt$ containl!d in this 
Security Instrument and in any Rider ex.~c:uted l>y Borrower and ri;eorl,icd with lt. 

Si.gned, sealed and delivered in th. e pre·s.enc:e of; . . . ·. · .... · .··. . ~ , ~ 
~·fil~ (Se;il) 
DA,fuij'~ -Borrower 

287 EGRET ,.V'£. 
NAPLES, f'L()ll,IOA )4108 

FLORIDA - Sin~I; f;imily • fanule MatlFHddk Mw~ VNrFORM INSTRUMEN't Wll"tl' M ERS 
ra.i:e 17 of IB 

(/lddress) 

(Sul) 
·Borrower 

(Seal) 
·Borrower 

(Addn:u) 

(Si:al) 
·Borrower 

(Ad~n) 

hr11n '°io l/Ol 
'll:kd'fi,( ;..;h71 N('J 

lnhials;t:/__nl.Q. ~ • · - · · \ 
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STATE OF FLORlnA, ~ Couuty $$1 

.

. .A. ~~' Thr:.fo.reg.oin·$· in. stru ... ·memwl!S .. 11ckro.· · ... o\\i!lldsoo. before. m.e this (oT/J L ff '1rrn81CJZ/~Y ~U:MSRIT-'i MflGK tHiitlCHtR)'LMAltGRET MA(;K; 'w¥lj 
who is personally known to ml! or "!"ho has prod1.11~cd~="--4-.._......,......,~~::::;;t~F====...::: 

:n.OIUDA - Single Family• faanlc Ma\'/J'~Clfdl• Mar UNIFORM INSTRUMEl'iT WITlt r.!EltS 
!'age 18of18 

Form30l0 11\11 

lnhials~~ 
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STATEOF tL ' 
COUNTYOF~.=~=,=·===::-=._-=._-=._-:_-

OR: 4123 PG: 0822 

The forego~ment was ~cknowledged befo·r·· e rne this. 6/h 
day of .... 0 ·.. .· ( , 200foby Berry Fntz Mack 
He is personally known to me or h1t$ produced a 
Nl vet License as identification. and who did not 
take an oath. 
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GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC 

Loan No.: ~259 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC 
1100 YIR61NIA OHll'E 

Fr. WASHINGTON, PA /!ON 

Mortgagor (s): BARRY F. MACK A/KIA BARRY FRITZ MACK A/KIA BERRY 
FRITZ MACK 
CHERYL M. MACK AN../A CHERYL MARGRET MACK AIKJA 
CHERYL MARGARET MACK 

Property Address; 287 EGRET A VE., NAPLES, FL 34108 

Original Balance: $990,000.00 

Origination Date: OCTOBER 6, 2006 

Payment Amount: $5,874.60 

Interest Rate (Percent): 7.125% 

Loan Term (mo/yr): 360 term 

EXHIBIT" B" 
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TO THE DECLARATION OF 

JOHN W. SMITH T 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWENTIETH JUDICIAL rCUg' i 
IN AND FOR COLLIER COUNTY, FLQ)gPA :.:;:; {;') 

GENERAL JURISDICTION DIVIS IQ~~ ~ t;1 

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY 
AMERICAS AS TRUSTEE FOR RALI 2007QS3, 

\; ~ I ~ \~~ 0 :J!!lr 
~ .. ri ~.~"' 0 :::z 
• .!' ~· c:: ·z: ~ m.·-. o -; w 
-~'"' ' (/) 

J>laintiff, 

v. 

BARRY F. MACK NKJ A BARRY FRITZ 
MACK NKJA BERRY FRITZ MACK, ET AL. 

Defendants. 

1.p lln $") r 
~v \,Q 

Case No.: 09" 7336"CA 

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE MORTGAGE, AFFIRMATIVE 
QEFENSESANDCOUNTERCLAIM 

1-·,·1-r: 
:;.) 1= 
.;"'; fT'\ 
:~.:>O 
t::'. 
:;i::<..: 
'•-~ '. .. ~ 

COME NOW the Defendants, BARRY F. MACK and CHERYL M. MACK, by and 
through the undersigned counsel, and for answer to Plaintiff's Complaint to Foreclose Mortgage 
would state as follows: 

COUNT I 

1. Admitted for jurisdictional purposes only. 

2. Admitted. 

3. Admitted. 

4. Denied. 

5, Denied. 

6. Admitted, in that BARRY F. MACK and CHERYL M. MACK are the current 
owners and possessors of the property. 

7. Denied. 

8. Denied. 

9. Denied. 

10. Denied. 

11. Denied. 
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12. Denied. 

13. Denied. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants, BARRY F. MACK and CHERYL M. MACK, pray that this 
Complaint be· dismissed, that Defendants, BARRY F. MACK and CHERYL M. MACK, be 
awarded their reasonable attorney's fees and costs herein expended. 

FIRST AFFIRl\U TIVE DEFENSE 

No default has occurred, but if a default has occurred, the note holder has waived such 
default and accepted payments not only for the prindpal and intere$t, but all late fees and costs 
associated with such late payments. 

SECOND AFFIRMA TfVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff is a stranger to the note and mortgage owed by Defendants MACK and has no 
rightj title or interest in the note or mortgage, ~d has filed this foreclosure without authority. 

THIRD AFFIRMA TIVll: DEFENSE 

If Plaintiff has actually acquired an interest in the note and mortgage by.nssigrunent, it 
has not done so according to the tenns oflaw, and Defendants MACK have never been notified 
of such transfer. Therefore, Plaintiff is not entitled to bring this action, as it has no standing. 

FOURTH AFF1RMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff, by filing this foreclosure action, has damaged the credit of Defendants MACK, 
and should be liable in setoff for any such damages. 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff has slandered the title of Defendants MACK and should be liable in setofffor 
any such slander of title. 

COUNTERCLAIM 

COME NOW the Defendants;. .BA:RRYF. M?\:CK and CHERYL M. MACK, by and 
through tbe undersisned counsel, and sue :Plajnti:ff> DEtITSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY 
AMERICAS1 AS TltU$TEE FOR RA.LI 2007QS3, and allege: 

1. This is an action for damages which exceed $15,000.00. 

? Plaintiff, DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERJCAS. ("Plaintiff 
DEUTSCHE BANK") is a Foreign Corporation registered to do business in the State of Florida. 
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3. Defendants1 BARRY F. MACK and CHERYL M. MACKi (''Defendants 
MACK") are residents of Naples, Collier County) Florida. 

COUNTl 
(Violation of 12 U.S.C. §2601, et seq. - Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act) 

4. Defendants MACK realtege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 3 
as though fully stated herein. 

S. Defendants MACK signed and delivered a Mortgage to Primary Residential 
Mortgage, Inc. on or about October 6, 2006 (Exhibit "A''). 

6. Defendants MACK have a claim against Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK pursuant to 
12 U.S.C. §2601 et seq. (Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act). This Court has jurisdiction 
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. §2614. 

7. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK was required by 12 U.S.C. §2605(c) to provide 
notice that the loan which Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK seeks to foreclose on had been assigned 
to them within fifteen (15) days of the assignment. 

8. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK failed to give notice of such transfer to Defendants 
MACK within fifteen (15) days. 

9. Because Defendants MACK were never notified of a transfer of the loan in 
question from the predecessor banking institution, GMAC, to Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK) 
Defendants MACK continued to make monthly payments to GMAC, and is, in fact, current with 
their payment obligations u:oder the mortgage of October 6, 2006. 

10. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK wrongfully filed a mortgage foreclosure action 
against Defendants MACK because they had not received the mortgage payments that were paid 
by Defendants MACK directly to GMAC, and not to Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK. 

11. The institution of this mortgage foreclosure action has damaged the credit of 
Defendants MACK. 

12. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK has attempted to impose late fees on Defendants 
MACK in violation of 12 U.S.C. §2605(d). 

13. 12 U.S.C. §2605(f)(3) provides for attorney's fees to be awarded to Defendants 
MACK should they be successful in this matter. 

14. Defendants MACK have been forced to hire the services of an attorney licensed 
in the state of Florida to defend the foreclosure and to bring this Counterclaim, and to pay him a 
reasonable fee therefor. 

15. Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. §2605(f), Defendants MAC.Kare entitled to actual damages 
as well as additional damages in the amount of$1,000.00. 
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WHEREFORE, Defendants MACK pray that Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK's foreclosure 
action be dismissed, that Defendants MACK be awarded their damages plus $1,000.00, as well 
as their attorney's fees and costs herein expended. 

COUNT II 
(Slander of Title) 

16. Defendants MACK real1ege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 3 
as though fully stated herein. 

17. 

18. 
Florida: 

This is an action for slander of title with damages that exceed $15,000.00. 

Defendants MACK own the following described property in Collier County, 

Lot 36, Block S; of that certain Subdivision known as Conner's Vanderbilt 
Beach Estates, Unit No. 3, according to the plat thereof recorded in Plat 
Book 3, Page 89, Public Records of Collier County, Florida 

19. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK filed the instant foreclosure action against 
Defendants MACK and caused a notice of lis pendens to be recorded against the property on or 
about August 17, 2009 (Exhibit .. B"). 

20. Defendants MACK are not, and have not been, in default under the terms of the 
mortgage attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 

21. Defendants MACK are currently in the process of trying to sell their property, but 
such efforts have been severely hampered due to the wrongful recordation of the notice of 1is 
pendens against the property, which serves to discourage potential purchasers. 

22. Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK's recordation of the notice of Us pendens against 
Defendants MACK's property has caused Defendants MACK to suffer actual damages. 

23. Defendants MACK have been forced to hire the services of an attorney licensed 
in the state of Florida to defend the foreclosure and to bring this Counterclaim, and to pay him a 
reasonable fee therefor. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants MACK demand monetary damages against Plaintiff 
DEUTSCHE BANK, for slander of title and all such other relief this Court deems just and 
proper. 
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Florida Bar No. 0672386 

GARBER, HOOLEY & HOLLOWAY, LLP 
700 Eleventh Street South, Suite 202 
Naples, Florida 34102-6777 
(239) 774-1400 Telephone 
(239) 774-6687 Fa~simile 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that a copy of this document was fax.ed and mailed to the person listed below on 
this __!/-- day of £.yi ·' 2009. 

Elsa Hernandez Shum, Esq. 
Law Offices of David J, Stem, P.A. 
900 South Pine Island Road, Suite 400 
Plantation, Florida 33324-3920 
954.233.8333 Facsimile 

David F. Garber, Esq, 
Attorney for Defendants MACK 
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Return To: 

PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE JNC. 
4750 WEST WILEY POST WAY #200 
SALT LAKE OTY, UTAH 84ll6 
Attn.: SHIPPING DEPT ./DOC. CONTROL 
This dix:ument wa:; prwpared by: 
DAN£ITENlX 
PRIMARY IU1:SXO£N'tlAL MORTGAGE INC. 
47SOWEST WU .. ttY POST WAY, #ZOU 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 841lu 

... i) 
3~·17813 OR: 4123 PG: 0804 

RBCORDBD in Ol?ICIAL RECORDS of COLLilR COUMTY, rt 
10/17/2006 &t ll:53AK DiIGHT B. SROCt, CLIRK 

~etn: 
PALI! nm ASSOC 
12590 1 llHITBHALL DR 
PT MYBRS PL 33907 4680 

OBLD m0-00.oo 
osLr 99oaoo.oo 
!!fC Ill 171.~0 
DOC-.l~ J465,ao 
IllT·.002 2980.00 

(Span Abon Thll Line For Recordlne r>•~J 

DEFINITIONS 

MORTGAGE 
MtN~38-6 
ME~(888) 6'19-6317 

Words used in multiple Ill'! othet words arc defined in 
Seetions 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 d o wm Is used in this document are 
also provided in Section 16 

(),· 
(A) .. Securlty mstr1uue.tt~ .iji\ . ' 6, ·2006, together with all 
Riders to this document. . W,\ 
(B) .. Borrower" is BARRY MACK, JOINT TENANTS. 
borrower is the mongagon1nd 
(C) "MERS" is Mortgage BJ..rri'l>rll1!'!1Ri is a $Cparate corporation that is 
acting solely as a nominee for Leri . . id assigns. MERS is the mortgagee 
uoder tbls Se<:urlty lnstrurneat. MERS n_t under the laws of Delaware, and has an 
address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flmt, ~ 48~0 l-2026, tel. (888) 679·MERS. 
(D) "Leudur" i.s PRIMARY RESIDENTlAL MORTGAGE INC.. Lender Is a corporation organized 
and existing under the laws of the State of NEV A.DA. tender's address is 4750 WEST WILEY POST 
WAY#200, S...U.T LAKE CITY, UTAH 84lt6. 
(E) "Note" mean:;: the promissory note signed by Borrower and d~ted Oetober 6, 2006. The Note states 
that Borrower owes Lender Nine Hundred Niuety Thousand And 00/IOU Dollars (U.S. $ ~90,000.00) 

F'l..ORIDA. Single Family· Faaule Mae/Freddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WlTH M£kS 
P~ge I ortS 

"l~111111~1~111111m 
179700007 

Fil~lll 3010 l/01 

lnitiiil.sa.~ 

i 
EXHIBIT 

A 
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plus inti=rest. Borrower has promisc:d to pay this debt in regular Periodic Payments and ti) pay thc debt in 
full not later than NoveJllber 1, 2036. 
(F) "Prnperty" means the property that is described below under the heading ''Transfer of Rights in the 
Property.'• 
(G) "Loatl .. means the debt evidenced by the No(e, plus interest, any prepayment charges and lati; charges 
due under the Note, and all sums due under this Security Instrument, plus interest. 
(H) .,Riden" means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are Cll.CCuted by Borrower. The following 
Riders are to be executed by Bol'l'Ower [check box ll$ applicable]: 

[ ] Adju.stable Rate Rider [ J Condominium Rider [ J Second Home Rider 
[ ) Balloon Rider ( ] :Pbmne · ' :~t Rid=r [ ) I-4 Family Rider 

[ J VA Rider [ 1 a~ , ~~~~. ( ] Other(s)[specify] 

(I) "Appllcable Law" means ~ Hng applicable fl\ i(~~nd local statutes, regulatioM, 
ordinances and administrative d orders {that have the effe · f la as well as all applicable final, 
non-appealable judlc.~ial opini ns. 
(J) "Community AB0~111tj n D ns, ell.'~ :a smeno: me41ns a I du • fees, assessments and other 
charges that are lmposcd, n · Jlll'll a$S:O¢iation, homeowners 
association or similar orga :Uitl 
(K) "Eledronk Funds T ·ml " 
check, draft, or similar pa Qi:.' - . .-.....::~. ''""'""1

-'" 

instrument, computer, or · . . e· ... tape so as to ordor, ill$ 
or credit an account. Such ~ · oh.Ides, but is not lit 
machine transactions, transfl ·,f/11 ated by telephone, 
transfers. r . . . 
(L) "Elicrow Xten:is" means those @a described 
(M) .. MlsceUaneou1 Proceeds"~ n .C · ~~iii~~@)i~.Ct'i 

a 1r8i1Saction originated by 
4foril¢ terminttl, telephonic 
financial ins ti tu ti on to debit 

~le transfers, automated teller 
and automated clearinghouse 

by any third party (other than insurance pr .. . ... .e coverages described in Se~ion 5) for: (i) 
damage to, or destruction of, the Property; (ii) condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the 
Property; (iii) conveyance In lieu of conderonati<m; or (iv) misrepresentations of, or omissions as to, the 
value and/or condition of the Property. 
(N) ••Mortgage lnsurabce" means Insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, or default on, 
the Lo11I1. 
(0) "Periodic Paymenttt means the regularly scheduled amount due for (i) principal and interest under the 
Note. plu$ (ii) any amounts under Section 3 of this $eeurity Instrument. 
(P) "RESf>A,. me.aru; th~ Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Seetion 2601 et seq.) and its 
implementing regulation, RegulatiOll X (24 C_f.R. Part 3500), as they might be amended. from time to time, 
or tiny additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter. As used in 
this Security Instrument, ''RESPA" refers to all rcquiremen~ and restrictions that att: imposed in regard to 

FLOIUOA- Slngl11 f;U11i1y • filnnle Mae/Fnddlt Mau UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WJTll MERS 
Pagt: 2of18 

Form 3010 1/01 

lnilialJ?n! ~ 
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a "'federally related mortgage loan" even if the Loan does not qualify as a "federally related mortgage Joill!" 
under R:e:SPA. 
(Q) "Suceessor In hiternt of llorrower" means any party that has taken title to the Property, whether or 
not that ptlrty has assumed Borrower's obligatiOl'll> under the Note and/or this Security Instrument. 

TRANSFER Or RJGHTS IN THE PROPERTY 

Parcel ID Number: 
which currently has the address of 

287 EGRET A VE [Slrtct) 
N.\PLES (City) • Florida 34 l 08 [Zip Cod~] ("Property Addres.s"): 

TOOETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereaftll'!' erected on the property, and all 
c~crrx:rrlls, appurtenances, and fixtures now or h~eafter a part .of the propc:rfy, All replacements and 
additions shall also be covered by this S11:curity lnstnuncnt, All of the foregoing is rc:fen'ed to in this 
Security 1imn.imcn1 as the "Property." Borrow¢!" understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title 
to the interests ,gTfll'l1ed by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but, if necessary to comply with law or 
custom, MERS (u nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and a.ssigns) has the right: to exercise any 
or all of those interests, including, but not limited to, the right to foreclose and sell the Propc:rty; and to take 
any action T'equircd of Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and canceling this Security 
lni;trumcnt. 

FL()IUOA ·Single Family· fanuic Mae!Freddk Mac UNIFOll;M INSTRUMENT WITH l'rlERS 
l»i<'J of 18 
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BORROWER COVENANTS that BoTTower is lawfully se!sed of the estate hereby convc;;yed and 
has the right to mongage, grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered, e:xcept for 
encumbrances of record. Borrowirr warrants and will dc:fond generally the title 10 the Property against all 
claims and dcm1111d.s, subject to any encumbrances of record. 

THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non-uniform 
covenants with limited variatione by jurisdiction to constitute a L111iform security instrument eovcrirti real 
property. 

UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrowot 1111d Lender coveaant and agree as follows: 
1. P~ymeut of Principal, loterest, Escrow Jtems, Prepaymeut Charges, and Late 

Charges. Borrower shall pay when due the principal of, and interest oo, the debt evidenced by the Note 
and any prepayment charge$ and late <ih ea ... . .. e Note. BOJTi)W¢l' shall also pay funds for 
Escrow Items pursuant to Section 3. ; .. · <l,tc and this Security 1nstrument shall be 
made in U.S. cuITency. However - Qt ct: . · 'mflo.,,ceived by Lender as payment under 
the Note or this Security ln ~~d to Lender un 'l}r~<tet may require that JUJY or all 
sub$equent payments du.c: u · ote and tbii; Security 111 t'be made in one or more of the 
following forms, as S(!le<: a · ey ; (c~ertified check, bllllk check, 
tTeasUter's check oc cas.·hiet'' an h chec is dl'awrt ~ an institution whose deposits 
arc insured by federal ageit , ; J . t' Fun · TrBllsfer. 

Payments .;i:rc: d. . . . r ei ei;l' e Qcat on designated in the Note or 
at such other location as m ·.~. w1 th notice provision~ in S~ion 
l 5. Lender may return fo\rl pa al payments are msufficumt 
to bring the Loan current. . t: ent irisufficient to brirtg the 
Loan current, without Wlii.~ .· ti. to refuse such payment or 
partial payments in the fu. .. n l;h paymetds al the time such 
payments are accepted. If each · · . ed due date, then Lender need 
not pay lrcter¢st on unapplied f~ . maY nol 'pPlied funds until Borrower maim 
payment to bring the Loan current. [ . . ' .· _,0 It ~ • iln a reasonable paiod of time, Lender 
shall either apply such funds or return t9ml ~ · t>t applied earlier, such funds will be applied 
to the outstWidlng principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure. No offset or claim 
which Borrower might h11vc now or in the future against L<:nder shall rellc:ve Borrower ttom making 
payments due under the Note a~d this Security Instrument or pcrl'orming the covenants and agreemenU 
secured by this Security lnstrurrnmt. 

2. AppJlcatlon of Payments <1r Pr()((ledS. Except as otherwise described in this Section 2, all 
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following ordCT of priority: (a) intcre:;t 
due undet: the Note; (b) prln~ipal due 11n.der the Note; (cl amounts due under· Section 3. Such payments 
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order; in whiclt it became d.ue. Af}y l'lm1f.lining ltJi'lounts 
shall be appH~d fir.s.j t.o late chm:ges, $ccQnd to any other amo1.1nts,due under this Security fostrument, and 
then to reduce the prlncipttl bal11nce of µ1e N~te, · 

If Lender r11ceives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent l'eriodlc Payment which inchxdes a 
sufficic:nt ilmount to pay 1my late charge due:, thi; payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and 
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the late chllrge. If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding, Lender may apply any payrrient 
reeeived !Tom Sortower to the rep~}'rlicnt of the Periodic Payments if, and to the cidmt that, each payment 
can be paid in full. To the extent thllt any excess e~ists aftc:r the payment is applied to the: full payment of 
one or more Periodic Payments, such c11cess may be applied to a11y late: charges due. Voluntary 
prepayments shall be applied first to any prepayment charge& 11nd then as d¢.$eribed in the Note. 

Any appllcation of payments, insUTancc proceeds, or Miscellaneous h'~ds to principal due 
under the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date, or ohange the amount, of the fetiodic Payments. 

3. Funds ro.- Escrow Item1. Borrow~ shall pay to Lender on tlte day Periodic Payments are due: 
under the Note, until the Note is paid in full, a sum (the "Funds") to provide for paym6Tlt of amounts due 
for: (11) taxc:s and usessments and other Items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a 
lien or eneumb<ance on the Property; (b) l .· .. . or ground rents on the l"ropc:rty, if any; (c) 
premiums for any and. all insurance ... ~JU.. on S; and (d) Mortgage Irn;urance 
premiWN, if any, or any r.ums !TOW . ~-lieu of the payment of Mortgage 
Insurance premiums in acvor . . provi!rlons of ~c n • .These iten'I$ are i:alled "Escrow 

Items.'.' ~t origination O< a~t··· .. ·t1. dur;iil the term ... o·f.·th .. e. L·o... .··.L .... ·· . ma.· ··.y. nquire that Community Assoc1atu.m Dues, Fees, au . As, . Mied by o . er, mid sui:h dues, fees and 
assessment$ 5hall be an es . . w Ire s promp . fumiSh · Lender all notices of amounts to 
be paid und¢r ~is ~ection./Bo'if.; .. ctl),~ Items unless.Lendcr waivCG 
Borro~er's obhgat1on to ~.,Y , 11. ·• :. LdJder may waive Borrowc:r's 
obligation to pay to Lend ·Elm a f nm .. tin c;.. ~y such waiver may only be 
in writing. In the event o · o dire . ·. . . h, ;l;';;;:J where payable, the amounts 
due for any Escrow Jiemi; h payment of Punds h en w iv 1 1der and, if Lender rcqufres, 
s.hall furnish to Lender ~e1 "deneh1g such payment erlod w; Lender may n::quire. 
Borrower's obligation to m:;tk il!Thlt' .. ~ts and to provi for all purpose$ be deemed to 
be 11 covenant and a.g:reemen :'."rlor • ed bi this Security .. , as the phr.L$e "coven;mt and 
agr¢c;ment" js U$ed in Section 9. · . .. .. is <Sbll t Items directly, pursuant to 11 

waiver, and Borrower fails to pay tfo:: l~~i'}i .,,.. . Lender may exercise its rights wider 
Section 9 and pay such amount and Borr°'1ril · . llgDted 1J11der Section 9 to repay to Lcmder 
any sueh amount. L~der may revoke the waivlir as 'to any or all Escrow lt~ at any time by a notice 
g1vr:n in accordance with Section 15 and, upOtl web revocation, Borrower i>hall pay to Lcnder all Funds, 
and in such amounts, that are then required utlder this Section 3. 

Lender may, at any time, ~ollcct and hold Funds in a.n arnount (a) sufficient to J)crnlit Lender to 
apply the Funds at the time specified under RESPA, and (b) not to.exceed the rrwdmum amc:iµnt a lender 
can require utld¢r RESP A. Lender ~hl!Jl estimate the amount of Funds due on the b11Sis of cutnmt data and 
reasonable estimaies of expc:mlitures of future Escrow Items or otlmwise in ae¢0rdance with Applicable 
Law. 
. The Fundil shall .be held in 1t1 institution whose deposits 111'¢. ltisutqd l;ly a fl".d.imil <lgc:ncy, 
lnstl'l,lmentality, Of'. erntity (including Lender, if Lender is an in5titution wl\6se deposits are so insured) or itl 
any Fer:leilll Home. Loan. Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the IS8¢r0w Items.J1o latedhan t11e time 
~peclflcd .ul)der RESPA, L.cndcr shall not charge .SoiTower for holding and applying the Funds, annually 
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allal:y:ting the escrow 11.ccount, or verifying the Escrow Hem.i:1 unless Ltndl!I' pays Sonowermtetut on .. th~ 
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make such a Oh$rgc, Uni~ llt'I ~ent is made in writing 
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Punds1 Lcndw sltalT not b¢ r<;quired tQ pay Bor:i'QWCI'. 
any interest or earnings on the Funds. Borrower and Lendq can agrQe in wrltlng, however, that interest 
shall be paid on the Funds. Lender shall give to Borrower, Without charge, an ann1.1al a~ounting of the 
Fundns n:quired by RESPA. 

If there is a surplU$ of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA, Lender shall acoo11J1t to 
Sorrower for the ex.cess funds in accordance with R.ESPA. lfthere is a shortage ofFlmds held in escrow, 
as defined under RESPA, Lender shall notify .Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pity 10 
Lender the amount necessaty to make up the. shortage In. accordance with RESP A, but in no more than 12 
rnonthly payments. If there is a deficiency o ~ ¢tow. as defirtc:d under RESPA, Lender shall 
notify aortower as required by ROS!> ·· · cli ~l . Lender the amount nece$sary to make: 
up the deficiency in accordance Wit . · · . m no . . .. . onthly payments. 

Upoo payment in full . • ..... ·secured by this~. ?tnJment. Lcnder shall promptly 
refund to Borrowi:r any Fund$ el .end~. · • 

4. Charges~ Liens B . () Et .. ~!!.! ~ tllJ:Stjl$m n1$, 'larges, fines, and impositions 
attributable to the: PrQPOnY . :liiclf ... ·· can.·aaam. ·~ .. ·. · · • ... ·over i $eeurit n .frlent, leasehold payments or 
ground ri=nts on the Pro , iftfh~ , . . .· · ccs, ~d Assessment.$, if any. To 

the ex1ent that the$<! items c ·sl.·t·c ..... ~ .. 0 n. e ·. ·n. erprovidc:d in Section 3. 
Borrower shall p i.S(:: · '="· ;Ul o '(;..!/ ¢T this Secutity lnstnJment 

unless Borrower: (a) 11gre . o .. o · · ed by the lien in a manner 
acceptable to Lender, but o~):'. s lqng as Borrower is p in~ 1.1ch ~. .· ent;(h) oontests the Hen in 
good faith by, or defends a;1uq forcemeni of the lien 1 pr · .mrwhlch in Lmder's opinion 
operate to prevent the enf6r ' f the lien while tho · pending, but only until such 
proceedings arc ci;im:luded; or . $from the holder of th agreement satisfactory to Lender 
subordinating the lien to· this S~ • etiJ;. If . . that any part of the Ptopmy i$ 
subject lo a lien which can attain pri Qj& 1£t\t1 Lender may give Borrower a notice 
identifying the lien, Within 10 days oft . .. .. . notice i$ given, Borrower shalt $1ltisfy the 
lien or take one: OT more of the actions set forth above in this Sectiol'J 4. 

Lender may require Borrower to pay a one-time charge for a real e~te ta)( verification and/or 
reponing service used by Lmder in eonnection with this Loan. 

5, Property Insurance. Borrower shall keep thi:l iwprovernentS now c11;ilning or hereaf!er. erected 
on the Pro~ny insured t1iairillt loss by fire, h~ds lnctuded wlt~in tl1e term "e~teru:led covern&c,"andany 
other hazurd$ including, but. not limited lb, cilrthqui\kcs and flo0ds1 flJi which. Le~der rc:qulres i»Sl,lrance. 
Thill hu;urance i;hall be mainm!ned in the M'IOIJnl.$ (incliu;Ung dedtictibl11 leve1s) arid for the periods: that 
Lenderrequh:eio. What Lend¢r rvqufres pU~1'\l.lllnl ta the pr~c11ding scnt1:1:1ces CllJ1 change Ct.iringJhe term of 
the L()Un. Th~ insur<mce carrier providing the !1\sunmce shall li<: choS,tm: by Sorr:ower.subject to Lmder'.s 
right .to di~approve Borrower.,$ 9hoice1 which right shall not be exi:rcised unreasona~Jy •. L8Tldet may 
rtquil'Cf Borrower to pay, in conneoticm w(th !his 1:..o,an. ehhcr:. (a) a one•tlme char8e for fJ<>Pd z®c 
determination, certification and tracking services; or (b) a one-ihnc charge for .flood z&no;: dlitermlnl'ition 
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and ecrtifkation services and subsequent charges ach time remepplngs or similar changes occur which 
reasonably might affei;:t such detennination or cmification. Borrower shall also be responsible for the 
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in connection with the 
review of any flood zone detamination re$ultinJ from an objection by Borrower. 

If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above, L~nder may obtain insurance 
coverage, at Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lender is undc;r no obligation to purchase any 
particular t~ or amount of coverage. Therefore, sueh coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might 
not protect Borrower, :Sorrower's equity in the Property, or the contim!S of the Property, against any risk, 
hazard or liability and might provide gi-eat~ or lesser coveritge than was previously in effect. Borrower 
acknowledges that the cost of the Insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of 
insurance that Borrow~ could have ootaitt . burscd by Lender undc;r this Section S shall 
become additional debt of Borrowers dll >t. These amounts shall b<:ar interest 

at the Note rate ftom the dll. te of · . . ·· .. · · ~ .. . . . . '~. ·" wl •. th such interest, upon notice from 
Lender to Borrower rcquesting.p, .~ . 

All insurance polici re · lltl by Lend~ and r~wa . i>f ~ policies shall be subject to 
Lender's right to disapprov sue) p~~ ~llul de sum~ . m .. gll~ clause, and shall name: 
Lender as mortgagee and/ as · addffionm'\~ . den;hal ha the right to hold the policies 
and renewal ecrtilicates. r Len · 1 . Lender aJI receipts of pai<I 
premiums and renewal n+ecs I w r bt' i cc coverage, not otherwise 
required by Lender, for cti n o ii.\y shall include a standard 
mortgage clause and shall . Sil payee. 

In 1he event of I 111.lrlli'tce carrier and Lender, 
Lender may make proof of I der and Borrower oth!n'Wi.ie 
agree in Writing. any inslU<ln urance was required by Lender, 
shall be applied to restoration .· Qr repair is economically feuible 
and Lender's security is not lesSe . · ~ ~ .. · tfon period, Lender shall have the' 
right to hold such insurance procee ' . pl)«t1.mJzy to inspmrt such Property to 
ensure the work has been completed t n~ provided that such inspection shall be 
Wldi:rtaken promptly. Lender may disburSc proceeds for the repairs Md restoration in a single pllyment or 
in a series of progress P~Yments u the work. is completed. Unless an agreement is made: in writing or 
Appllcable Law n:quires Interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay 
BorTOwer any interest or earnin,gs on such proceeds. Fees for public adjusters, or other third parties, 
retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the i;ole obligation of 
Borrower, If the restoraticin or repair is not eeonQmically feasible OI' Lc:nder's security would be le!;l$enc:d, 
the iMurance proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured hy this Security Jnstnim~t, whether or not 
then due, with the excess, if any, paid to Borrower. Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order 
provided for in Section 2. 

If Borrower abandons the Property, Lc:nder may file, neg(ltiaie and settle any available im;urance 
claim and related mutters. If Borrower does not respo11d within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the 
ln.suranr;e c1rrier has offered to settle a c:laim, then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim. The 30-day 
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period will begin when the notice is given. In eith~ event. or if Lender aoquircs the Property under 
Section 22 or otherwise, Borrower hereby assigns to Lender (a) Borrower's rights to any irt$urance 
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument. and 
(b) any other of Sorrower's Tights (other than the right to any refi.md of unearned premiums paid by 
Borrower) under all in!llll'ance policies covering the Property, insofar as such rights are applicable to lhe 
coverage of the Property. Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repiir or restore the Property or 
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security fostrumr;:nt, whether or not then dul!. 

6, Occupancy. Bonower shall occupy, establish, and I.ISO the Property as Borrow1:r's prindpal 
residence within 60 d11ys after the execurion of !his Security Instrument ai>d shall continue to QCcupy the 
Property as Borrower's principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy, unless Lender 
otherwi3e agrees in writing, which tQn~ nreasonA!'Jl)' withheld, or unless extenuating 

circunwtanc~ axist which ar. c. bey. on .. d. . . . . . Cl\.·•.,:: 
7. Preservation, Mit,tlt " . p. !DJf· · 

not destroy, ~mage QT impairh . . . J:dlow the Pro · t 
Property. Whether or not Bo JN ·· s residing in tbe.Prdpcrty, 
order to prevent the Pr9~ .fro. d · g i.n vii 
detennlned pursuant to St!c ... l}l] ~ba · r.ltion 1.· not 
promptly repair the Pro · i .. . . ·~ 
cond¢1TDlation proceeds a ))iii .in on.Nr[<:ti~;n + 
shall be resportslblc for re ~ o tt!li ·.n 
purposes. Lender may dish~· · for-· tlll!r.efl•awWl.tlrs;l 
pr~gress payments as the w~tg).¢ornpleted, If the in$Uf' 
to repair or rcston: the Prop~'> o .. rrower is not rclill'V 
such repair or restoration. \'A' 

Lender or its agent ma i,. ma• l1$01ll1bl~ ¢1'1trii::s upon' I eetions of the l>roperty. ff it has 
reasonable: cause, Lender may in . · .. · .·· ofth¢.i p ... Y~ .. ·.· on the Property. Lender shall give 
Borrower notice at the time: of or prf 'M~~~~peeifyjni sui:h reasonable cause. 

8. Borrowtr's Loan Applicatio . a~ in default lf; during the Loan application 
proces&, Borrow¢!' or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrower's 
knowledge or con.sent gave ma1crially false, misleading, or inaccurate lnfonnation or statements to Lmder 
(or failed to provide Lender with material lnfo1TTU1tion) in connection with the Loan. Mati:rial 
representations include, but arc not limited to, roprescntations concem!ng; .Borrower's occupancy of the 
Property as aorrower'$ principal residence. 

9. Protection of Lender's l11terest In tile· Property and ,Rl~ts U.uihir tlds · Se~uril1 
1-.strument. If (a) Bort¢w¢1' fails to perform ti\(' ooywants and ~r::nts ~onta:Jneq in this Sec;ur:ity 
loi;m.iment, (b) there is a legal proceeding that might ~gnifir.~a:ntly a:ffecl1.~dc:r'£J lntett.St in the Property 
and/or rights under this Security lnstrumi;nt (such as a j:l(ocetd!ng in bankruptcy, probl!~i;. tor 
condemt1ation or forfeiture, for enforcement of a lim which mn.y attain priority oven' this Securhy 
Instrument or to enforce laws or regulations), or (c) Bortowcr bas apand:one9 'the Property, then Lendltr 
may c!o and pay for whatever is reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender's interest in the Property and 
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rights unde:r lhis Security Instrument, including protecting and/or asse.sslng tlie value of the Property, and 
securing and/or repairing the Property. Lender's actions can include; but are not limited to: (a) paying any 
sums secured by a lien which has priority over this Security Instn.uncnt; (b) appearing in court; and (c) 
paying reasonable attorneys' fees to ptotect its interest in the Property and/or rights under this Security 
Instrument, including its St.'ICured position in a bankruptcy proeecding. Securing the Property includes, but 
is not limited to, entering the Property to make repairs, change locks, replace or board up doors and 
windows, drain water from pipes, eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions~ Md 
have utilities turned on or off. Although Lendor may take action under this Section 9, Lender does not 
have to do so and is not under DJJY duty or obligation to do so. It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability 
for not taking imy or all aetiorts i11,1th4;11faed under this Sec:tion 9. 

Any amounts disbursed by l.imder ·<!: · ' . 9 shall become additional debt of Bo1Tower 
secured by this Security Instrument. . . 

1 
. illl'l.ri m~t. at the Note rate from the date of 

disbursement and shall be payabl ~1ti-. 1 el'.¢$1t:,.· :1lc}if~ · .. om Lender to BoJTOwa requesting 

payment.If this Security ln,strµ ~~n a leasehold, Borrower sna~omiy with all ?he provi.fions of the 
lease. If Borrower acquires .. 11.·•.tti}'i 6 . e Pro , JAAs~hold an the l.le title shall not mefge unless 
Lender agree& to the tnerglll' n "o/ting, \ 

JO, Mortgage hl utarn:~,1'·;1'.f:~l:,.d!lRl*11 '.l ce 'fiS a condition of making the 
Loan, Sorrower shall pay c pr.. '· • h\.f . ga e Jnlmram:e in effect. If, for any 

insurer that previously pro . ·~ · er ~u~ make separately designated 
reason, the Mortgage Inl'Ju ~c det Cias 1,vailable rrom the mortgage 

paymc:nts toward ·t·h·11·p·.re · .. or Mortgage Insurance. ~Y'!er .. ~ y the premiums required to 
obtain coverage St.I~ alimt to the Morie?-· s 'ously in effect, at a cost. 
sub$tantially equivalent 10 . .Borrower of the M . l e pt'eviously in effect, from an 
alternate mortgage insurer $e}¢ 9 · ... (.{Cl'; If substm;itially Mortgage Insurance coverage is 
not ava;lable, Borrower .shall con ........ ~. · L~d. Ute separately desi&nated p~yments 
that were due when the Jnsurance e · · , . . i:ler will aec:q;t. use and retam these 
payments as a non-refundable loss. rcscrYe . g e Insurance, Such loss reserve Shall tx; nDn-
refundable, notwith$tandin3 the fact that the Loan is ultim.atel:y paid in full, and I.1111der shall not be 
required to pay Borrower any lntere~ ot camingi; on 5Uch loss reserve. Lendet can no longer n:quire loi:s 
ieserve payments if Mortga"!l lnsunmce covm-age (IT! the ~moUtJt and for the period that Lender rcquin:s) 
pt9vide4 by iln i.nsurer seteeted b}f. L~nder agai:rt ~Corm.ls. available, Is Obtained, and Lender require$ 
·separately d¢:$ignattd payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance. If L~n<ler ri;quired 
Mortgage Insurance as a condition. of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately 
designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums 
n:quired to maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect, or to provide a non-refundable Joss reserve, until 
Lender's requirement for Mortgage [nsunmoc ends in accordance with any written agreement between 
Borrower and Lender provldine for such tmnination or until tenntnation is required by Appll~ble Law. 
Nothing in thli; Section l 0 aff<.:CVi Borrower's obligation to pay interest at the rate provided In 1he Note, 
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Mortgage Insurance reimburses Limder (or any entity that pllf(lhascs lhe Note) for ccnain lones lt 
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borrower is not a party to the Mortgage 
Insurance. 

Mongage insurers evaluate their toto1 riiik on all su~h insurance in force from time to time, and 
may enttr into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk, or reduce losses. The$C 
a~ments are on t~ wd oonditiol\S that ate satisfactory to the mortga~einsurer and the other p~ (or 
pmtles) to the$e '1gnl0ments, Thl:!Sc a,!µ'eements tnllY require the mot1wsge in.sum to.llJllk:e .~ts using 
any sou:n:e ofj\mds that the lllQttPge ln~urerTJ1lly have available (whfoh l'nay include t'Unds obtain~d from 
Mortsage Insurance prem!Utn$). 

As a result of these agreements, Lender, any purchas<ir of the Note, another inlltlrtr, anyreinsurcr, 
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of tb · - roccive (directly or indirectly) amounts that 
di:rivc from (w might be cba · · . 's paymc:nts for Mortgage lnslJ'l"ance, in 
exchange for sharing or Jmldifyin · educing losses. If such agreement 
provides that an affiliate of L . I{ a shaTe of the ins ... · .. .· . Jn ~'-'fiimge fot: a $hare of the 

premiums paid to the insurc:r, . .· .• g¢~ is often. termed. . . .· "cap. . ... ·e rei~ur. 11.n. ~·" Purther: 
(a) Auy suob a en. Mt -~~nts Ch BQrrower hll.$ 11greed to pay for 

Mortpge Insurance, or a.. .· . o. t.·. :er ~rm~: ~i '{I. e · ,n. ~11c¥ a;ree JI~~·. I• U not increase the amo'UDt 
Borrower wlll owe for Mo e . , . · l"r wer to any refund. 

(b) Any such ilg eme . . . ii r. . · 
1
ir aay - with l'c$pi:ct to tbe 

Mortgage lnsurlDJce 1uid r th ~ "' . A a y other law. tbcse ripts 
IJIRY 6uelude th* right .~ . . I) obtlda cancettatlon of the 
Mortgage Insurance, to h ~ e Mortg:ige lnsuraoce In iJ~ly, and/or to' receive a 
refund oraay Mortgage In .. · e prem. . iums that we ... · .·~·.· e. d.· · . .time ofsqC!b cancellation or 
termination. .'f:A::..· ~. ' r~ 

11. A.$Signmeot of lij m .. eo .. ·. illl Pro.c " .. ee.eedd.i; i;;; F F.o o~rr. ... · .. ·. ~ .. ~... •. . All Miscellaneous Proceeds 11re 
hereby assigned to and shall be pa1 · :;w~"\'.\~ 

If the Property Is dat'!Ulged, · .~ ~ff~~all be applfed to resloratioo or n:pair 
of the Property, if the restoration ~ repair ~~hie and Lender's security is not lessened. 
Dwfog suc:h repair and rt$loration period, Lender shall have the right to hi;,ld such Miseellam:ous Proceeds 
until !.,ender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to 
Lender's satisf11ction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly. Lender may pay for the 
repairs ill!d restoration in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is 
c:Qmpleted. Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires lnteJ~ to be paid on such 
Miscellaneou!ii Proceads, Lendef shall not be tequired to pay Borrower any intm-eSt or eamittgs on sueh 
Miscellaneous Proceeds. If the restoration or repair is not economically fcllSible or Lender's security 
would be lessened, the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums scoured by this Socurity 
Instrument, whether or not then due, with the: i::xcess, if any, paid to Boi:rower. Such Misee-Jlaneous 
Proceeds shall !,le applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 
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[n the event o( a total taldni:, destruction, or Joss in value of the Property, the Miscellaneous 
Pr<M:eeds shall be applied to the sums Sl:OUred by this Secwity Instruma1t, whether or not then due, with 
the excess, if any, paid to Borrower. 

In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in val1.1c of the Property in which th11 fair 
market value of the Property immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value Is equal to 
or greater than the amount of the sums 11ecurcd by this Security lnstnlment tmmedlately before tlur partial 
taking, dmruction, or lo" in value, unless Borrow1:ir 1111d Lender otherwise agrc:c in writing, the sums 
secured by this Security lnstrument shall be reduced by tl'le amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds 
multiplied by the following fraction: (a) the total amount of the sums secured immediately before the ' 
partial taking, destruction, or loss in value divided by (b) the fair market value Of the Property immediately 
before the partial takirig, do1tniction, or l<>ss. e shall be paid to Borrower. 

In the event of a partial 18. f ·· alue of the Property in which the fair 
market value of the Property i . . ~pa . •. · · ~l't, or loss in value is less than 
the amount of th¢ sums secui:ed . . . fore the pat:tial ~~tn_JP'!iO)'l, ot lot;$ i:" value, unless 
BorrowllT and Lender otb~1 iJI wntit'>g, lhi: M1scelh111ll0 Pro .ds shall be apphed to the sums 
secured by this Security In · on) · ~e then·.. e, ·. 

If the: Pfoperty is b11n .or 1f, • er nod by end¢r to Borrower that the: 
Oppo5ing Party (as defim~ il'l 11" d settle a claim ft:1r damages, 
Sorrower fails to respond t l.~er w • e ~FJllo ice i givc:n, Lender is authorized 
to collect and apply the '&eel ne us oc e" F" 1> r~I tion 'r of the Property or to the 
sums secured by this Socu~ t, r th • · g Party" means the third 
p11rty that owes BorTowerr!i Mi~I. emus Proceed$ or the p agai st w ~ ower has a right of action 
in regard to Miscellaneous e . 

Borrower shall be in . if any action or p 11 th civil or criminal, is begun that, 
in Lender's j11dgmcmt, could r ""lff1 eitun: of the Property mnl~aJ impairment of Lender's 
interest in the Property <Jr rights u ~Jti1 lns. . •• er can cure such 11 default 1111d. if 
ac:celttatlort has occurred, reinstate . · ro @; g the action or proceeding to be: 
dismissed with a ruling tha.t, in Lender's J · . . . . .~ forfci~ure of the J>roperty or other material 
impairment of Lender's interest in the PToperiy or rights under this Security lnsnument. The proceeds of 
llllY award or clail'l" for damages that are attrlbu\:ilblc to the impainnimt of Lender's interest in the Property 
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lc::ndcr. 

All Miscellaneous Procteds that are not applied to restoratlon or repair of the Property shall be 
applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 

12, Sor.rower Not ReJcas«S~ Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver. Extension of the time for 
payment or modification of itl»Qrtization of the SO\lW secured h)t this Security Instrumei1t granted by 
L~nd.er to Botr<.>\Vi.tr or any Sui«:Pi:~or .In Intlrist c>f&orrowet shall not operate to release the Ii.ability of 
0o.r:ruwcr or anr Suei;essors in Tntere$t <;i.f J3(1rroWer• Li~mder shall not be required to commetice 
proCei!dlngs against imy Successor fo Interest (lf Ilorrow11r or ta refuse to extend time for payment or 
otherwise modify amortization. of the: sums secured by this Security Instrumi:nt by reason of any dcTTlll.nd 
made by the oM~inal Sorrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower. Any forbearance: by Lender In 
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excrcisinS any right or nimridy including, without limitation, Lender's acceptance of paymc:nts from third 
p¢1'SOttS, entities or Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts le~ than the amount then due, shall 
not be a waiv« of or preclude th.e exerci$e of auy tight or remedy. 

13. Joint and Several LI.ability; Co-1igners; Successors and .Asslgt.u: Qouod. Borrower 
covenants and agreeg thar Borrower's obligations and liability shall be joint and several. However, any 
Borrower who co-signs this Security Instrument but does not execute rl\e Note (a "eo-signer''): (a) is co
sigriillg this Security lnmument only to mortgage, grant and convc:y the co-signer's interest in the Propeny 
under the terms of this Security Instrument; (b) fs not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this 
Sec:urity Instrument; and (c) agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend, modify, 
forbear or make any accorranodntions with regard to the terms of this Security histn1mcnt or the Note 
without the co-signer's con6Cllt. . .. 

Subject to the provisions (If .. ·~'£1 in Interest of 8otTower who assumes 
Borrower's obligations under this · l:)lent.llt is approved by Lender, shall obtain 
all of Borrower's right$ and ~··.. ·· . ct this S=ity I .. OW!ll" shall not be released from 
Bt:1ITQwer's obligations and l' llity . dcr this Security Instrument less der agrees to such ~lease in 
writing. The covenant& an j · · ' $trtll'tl iih'li. bind (except a.s provided in 
Seetion 20) and bencfit the: sr.· 1ece~1 

14. Loan Cham ; L .. c:;¥t!'f;fitttf Jitt'iji~~~rfltl~:\l' 
Borrower's defuult, for I1i p 
Security Jnstniment, lnclu ·n; 
In regard to any other fee$,· :~~~ 
fee to Borrower shall not 
fees that Me expressly p 

If the Loan is lill~j law which :sets ma~ arges, and that law i~ fin11lly 
intetpreted so that the interest or char~es coJJected or , ~ected in connection With the Lo1111 
cxcc:ed the permitted limits, then: ~Y- ~ uced by the amount necessary to 
reduce the c;:harge to thc; p<irn1i\tc:d iu.Jl"f .~ ady collected 1tom Borrower which 
exceeded pem1lt1ed limil& will be refimd~ cnder may choose to make this refund by 
reducing the principal owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower. If a refund 
reduces principal, the reduction will be treated as a panlal prepaymet1t without any prepayment charge 
(whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for under the Note). Borrower's acceptance ohny such 
tefund made by direct payment to Borrowerr will constitute a waiver of any right of actiOn Borrower might 
have arising out of such overcharge. 

1!5. Notices. All notices given by Borrower or Lender in ccmn<iction with this Security 
Jnstrument mL1St be in writing. Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be 
deemed to have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actlllllly delivered to 
Borrower's notlce address if sen1 by othr:r means. Notice to any one BoJ:TOWt:t i;hall i::onstitutc notice to all 
Borrowers unless Applicable Law expressly require11 otherwise. The notice address shall be the Pro~y 
Address unless Sorrower ha$ designated a substitute notice address by nolioe to LcndCT. Borrow!!!' shall 
promptly notify Lender of BOTTower's change of •ddrcss. If Lender specifies a procedur~ for reporting 
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Borrower's change of address, then BorTower shall only report a change of address through that specified 
procedure. There may be only one designated notice address under tliis Security Instrument at any ooe 
time. Any 11otice to Lendc:r shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by f'irst class mail kl L.cm:lcr's 
addtcss stated herein unless Lender has designated e.nother addtess by noti~ to Borrower. Any notice in 
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given lo Lertdet until actually 
received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable 
Law, the Applfoable Law requirement will satisfy the cOITesponding requirement under this Security 
Instrument. 

16. Go\'erning Law; Severabillty; Rules or Construction. This Secwity lJl$tt\.lment shall be 
governed by federal Jaw and the law of the jurisdlctlon In which the Property ls located. All rights and 
obligations contained in thilil Sucurity I. ·· · • ei.:t to any requirements and limitations of 
Applicable Law. Applicable Law • .'t . ow the parties to agree by contract or Ir 
might be silent, but such silence • . . . e . . · · · · ' . against agreement by contract. In 
th<? CVet\t th~ !lny provision or t!jl.s Sl'\:urlt,Y fn~ .··•· tJ.f.. . e Note confli~ with Applleable 

Law, such conflict shall. not. a .. oot eqmwlskms of·t.hi .. s S·.··ccun· . . . · .. ·•In. ·~· m .. ··en. t .. or the Note which can be given effect without the eonif 
As used in this Se · l rds o t e masm.1 'ne · · der shall mtml and include 

corresponding m:uter wo . of · ·~· , b1 ithe ~ngular shall mean and 

in.;;h.1de the plural and vi.·ce vers·· .. · ' '*.· ' .. ·.. ·.·• ii ...... ·.W··.· ®.· .ti .. n without any obligiltion 111 take any action. · r: ·. J 
J7. B(lrrower's . . · · .n o y ~ Note and of this Security 

Instrument. \\ ' .·. ~ 
18. Transfer of th~ .. rtY or a Beoeficiaqn · i .. B , ·.. r. As used in this Section 18, 

"Jntetcst in the Property" mem ·. ~.eg. ·«l ... or bene.fieial .in~ .· . . ' ·~· .. r· .. r:· .. •··. petty, including, but not limited 
to, tho$e beneficial interests ' fun'. a bond for deed, con .fb(, · installment sales conlnlct or 
escrow agreement, the intent ofwl{ '. sfCr oftitt , ~o at a future date to a purchaser. 

rr all or any part of the Pr ~:ll nt. l .. · Property Is sold or transferred (or if 
BorTower is not a natural p11:r1>on and a')] n Botrowcir is sold or transferred) without 
Lender's prior writtsn coment, Lender may rcq1,dtc immediate payment in full of all sums secl.ll'ed by this 
Security lnstrurnertt. l-lowc:vc:r, this option shall not be exerci.sed by Lc:ndcr if such exercise is prohibited 
by Applicable Law. 

If Lender exercises this option, Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice 
shall provide a 'Period of not less than 30 days from t}le date the t10tioe is given in accordance with Section 
15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured hy thl$ Security Instrument. If Borrower fails to pay 
these sums prior 10 the expiration of this period, Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by thii: 
Security lnstTUment without further notice or demand on Borrower. 

19, Borrower's, Right to Reinstate Afier Aeeeleratlon. If Borrower meets certain conditiOTis, 
Borrower shall have the right to have CTiforcemmt of this Security Instrume:rtl diS¢ontinued at any time 
prior to the earliest of: (a.) five days before sale of th~ Property pursuant to any power of sale eontamcd in 
this Scc11rity Instrument; (b) such other period 11$ Applicable Law might specify fot tlie termination of 
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Borrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judgment enforcing th.is Security Instrument. Those 
conditions arc that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums which then would· be due l.lll.dcr this Security 
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred: (b) cures any default of lilly other covenants or 
aareemettts; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument, including, but not limited 
10, r~onabJe attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees, and other fees incurred for the 
purpose of ?roteetin~ Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument; 11J1d (d) 
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to 9.$SUre that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security ln:rtrurnent. artd Borrow~'s obligation to pay the sums secul'<!ld by this Security 
lnSIJllment, shall continue unchanged. Lender ma.y requite that Borrower pay such relnst;uement sums 
and expenses In one or more of the following forms, as .s.electi::d by Lender: (a) 08$h; (b) money order: (c) 
ci::rtificd check, bank cheek, tri::11Surc:r's chtie ' ' ~k, provided any such check is drawn upon 
an institution wbose di::po:iits are .ln~ · ~trumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. lJpon reintitll~ . · '', , .. rn(!flt and obligations secured hereby 
shall ranain fully effective as i . ·. . ~·· .. , this right tcy reinstate shall not 
apply in the case ofaccelf.lt'lltiO un Seel.ion ts~ · 

20. Sale orN~tf; g ·. o oai.l ~auc .. The Note or a partial interest 
in the Note (together with t¥1s S urilY n · moi times without prior notice to 
Borrower, A sale might r u.Ir i . e ·"' wi Servicer") that collects 
Periodic Payments due un er t ote d Iii S a d rlbrms other mc:irtgage loan 
servicing obligations unde rhe thi Sr; • y :pp bl Law. There also mighl be 
one or more changes of th .G)a ' e of t ; cnt is a change oflhe Loan 
ServicO'I', Borrower will be i\i' ·hi h wi the name and address of the 
new L.oan Servicer, the a· · otber infonnation RESPA 
requires in connection with a ·sold and thereaft1;r the: Loan is 
serviced by a Loan Servicer g~ge loan servicing obligiltions 
to Borrower will remain with the uecessor Loan Servicer and arc not 
assumed by the Note purchaser uni¢~ e purchaser. 

Neither Borrower nor Lender · . ·. . ... . . . joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litigant or the member J>f a <:la.s!i) tha~ aris¢$ from the otheT party's actions pursuant to this 
Security lnstnament or that allege& that lhe other party has breached any provision of, or any duty owed by 
reason of, this Security Instrument, until such Borrower or Let'ider has notified the other party (with $Uch 
notice given in eotrtpliancc with the requirements of Section IS) of such alleged breac:h and afforded tlw 
other party h~eto a reuonable period after the giving of such notice to rake correciivc action. If 
Applicable Law provides a tiliic period which must elapse before certain action can be talceii, that time 
period will be deemed to be rea~onable for purposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleralion and 
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to 
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be doi:rned to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
action provisions of this Section 20. 

ll. Hazardous Substances. As \lsed in this Section 21: (a) "Hazardou~ Subsumces" are thos.e 
sub.stl!nccs defined as toxic Ot h~ardous substances, pollutant:;, or wastes by Environmental Law ~nd the 
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(ollo\Ving sUbstanc~ . ~1ine, kerosen~. ~Jlle,r flarrtrnable.or to>clc.~le1,1rt1 produc:ts1 toxic pemcides 
Wid hi:tb)citles, volatile 'li()1Ven1li; matefial11eontilfnlng ubcstos or formaldehyQ.e, and radiQlli;tiv~ materials;. 
(~) "Envinmmenml Law'' means federal l~tv~ .IU'Jd law$ of t)lejw:i$1;Jtetitm · Where·tbe Property is located that 
f¢1atc. to health, .safety Of enVironmental protection; (e) "Envirt>nttlfl!ltal CJe!IJ\Up" lnclu(jes any .rtsf>Pnsl;! 
action, T!=TTICdial actiJ:)n, or re®val action~ as tlefin\'id in Environfnel\talJ .. aw; and Jd) an "Bnvit.Otlrtieiital 
Condition" means a condition t~l can cause, ~ontribut~ to, or <Jth~ise trigget- an En:vin:>nmmtal Clleanup. 

$orrower shall not cause, or permit the presence, 1,1$e_ disposnl1 111or~s~. or n:h:a.w 9f lll\J 
H+11;anious ~ubstances, or threaten to.;rtjca5e any HaZ:ardous Supstanct$, <i» or i)1 the, P'roperty. 'Sorrower 
sbil!l not .do, nor allow anyone elae tQ do, attyt!tfug affecting the Prl)perty (a) that hdn violatio~ of any 
Environmental Law, (b) which 1;rC11Ctes ~ !4wlromntn1!ll C<mdition, or (c} which, due 10 the presence. U&l\ 
9r rclia:i¢ of a Hazilt'dous Substance, creat .ond~. at adv~ely a~ tile val tic or thi; Property, 
The l're¢edi11g tv,to sentC!lC¥S shalJ n6 .. . c, or lltQr11ge on th1: l'ropllrty of Srtlall 
~unntiti~ of Hazardous Substan .· ~·· ... · . . , · . .. . be .appropt:l11te to nor:mn.lresiderttial 
uses and to malnterti!J\Ol:I Qf the: .·• ' , neli.tdmg, but not I v~ azardous l!Ubstl!l\ec:un (;O~umer 
tm,ducts). \.:I ~ 

Borrower shall p .. ··11y · .. · n r e of ( mi.· •. inv¢$tigationt claim, demand, 
lawsuit or other action by.~ yg .. at~ Ii pcy or . ·vali party involving the f'roperty 
and ~y Hazardous Subst · ce o ... ~ .· . i ·· er h .. actual knowledge, (b) any 
Environmental Condition, i cl~ · i:ib'utlil tJ l • n), ischar~l!, release or threat of 
release of any Hazardous· StJ!J { ihrt• presence, use or release of 
Hazardous Substance whi<l · ~\.~ · · rrower learns, or iS ~otified 
by any governmental or reg ·~ «)val or other n::mcdiation of 
any Hazardous Substaricl!: . o ~l 1 promptly take all necessary 
remedial actions in 11ceor(t11n shall create any obligatir.m on 
Lender for an Environmental C ~· · · : · 

NON-UNIFORM COVE ·· .· .· · .• · · · coven.;1nt and agree as follows; 
22. A11celera«on; Re,1ne ~· · · to Borrower prior to acceleration 

foUowing Borrower's breach of auy . 11;1. tllis 5ecurity lustrument (but not 
prior to acceleratloll lrnder Sectio11 18 unless Appllruable Law ptovides otherwise). The notice shall 
speclfyi (a) the default! (b) the :ac:tion required to cure the default; (c) a date, uot JtsS than 30 day$ 
from the date the notlce is given to Borrower, by wblcb the default must be: cured; and (d) that 
failure to c11re the default OD or before tbe date specified in the notice may result in accel~atlon of 
the sums secured by tbls Security lnstrurueut. foreclosure by judidaJ proceeding aud sale or the 
Property. 'rbe notice shaU further lnf'onn Borrower oftbe ri~ht to reiostat• after :acceleration and 
tbe right to assert in tile foreclosure proceeding the non-existence or a default or ;u•y other defense: of 
Borrower to acceleratio1:1 and forecloS\ffe. Ir the default is oot cured on or b'fo.-e the d1ate specified 
in !he notin, Lender at its option m:ay requlre immediate payment io full of 1111 imms s11:cured by tbls 
Securlty Instrument without rurther demand and may forecl1>5le this Security Jnstrument by judlcJal 
proceeding. Lender shall be entitled to collec:t all expenses lncurre(f In punulng tbit remedies 
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provided io this Sectlon :u, lnch1dlng, but not limited to, reaso11ab•e anotney$• fees and coli!:s ortltle 
evidence. 

23. Release. Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security tnstrument, Lmder shall release 
this Security Instrument. Borrower shall pay any recordation costs. Lender may charge Borrower a fee for 
releasing thl$ Security lnslJ'Urnent, but only if the fee ii paid to a third party for services rendered and the 
charging of the fee is pemiltted under Applicable Ui.w. 

%4. Attorneys' Fees, As used in this Security lnstniment and the Note, attomeys' fees shall 
include those awarded by an appellate court and any attorneys' fees inc:un-ed in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

25. Jury Trial Waiver. The Borrower hereby waives any right to a trial by jury in any action, 
proceeding, claim, or eo1.1nterclaim1 whether in contract or tort, at law or in equity, arising out of or in any 
way related to this Security I~stn!nieut or 'h~ • . c· · . . .. 

.. "'{·. J.: .. '1R . Ou> ... 
o"V:v . . :i "~ ·. 

Q . .:P, 
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.BY SIONlNO BELOW, Borrower accepts and agree$ to the tenni; and ociv¢nMts eo11tained in this 
Si:curity Instrument and in 1111y Ridu executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 

Signed, i;eale.d and delivered in the pre·s·en.ce of: .. . .. ··· . . . . • ·~ 
d5'~pr{~ (Seal) 
riAJiiY~ · -Borrower 

217 EGRET A. VE 
NAPLES, FLORIDA 34108 

···~ 

(A~) 

(Seal) 
-Borrower 

(Add-) 
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Th_ e ro_rego~-s-tru.ment was ackn. owledg.edb_et.iorem_ e_ t.h. is 6/h 
day of . 011 · __ .. _._· ( _ _ ....... ·· ,2QO~by Berry Fritz Mack 
He is pe:rsonally known to rne or has pr9duceq .a . 
1:::£; ver Li oense ·as identification ana who did not 
take an oath. 
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Lot 36, Block S, of that certa.tn Sub<livlsion knC>wn ~s Conner's Vanderbilt Beach Estates, Unit No. 3, 
according to the plat thereof recorded In Plat Book 3~ Page 89, Public Records or Comer County, 
Florida. 
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INSTR 4333096 OR 4484 PG 13~· .·.\~ Rl!CORDl!tl 8/20/2009 3: 50 PM 
DWIGHT E. BROCK, COLLIER COUN\:°&)tLERK OF THE CIRCUII COURT 
REC $9.00 . 

• 

DEUTSCHE BANK 1"R.UST C~P 
AS TRUSTEE FOR RALi 2007.\v 

PLAINTIFF . ~\ 
vs. 7&: 

. . ... c 
BA. RR.Y· F. ;MA··· c ... K.AJW..( .. /j, .. JM.·.R.RY ........ ;· BERRYFRJ'ti.MACK(CHERYL M. 
C:HERYLMARO,R,.E'T~CKAIKJA·PHBR' . ~"'-•· ~......,-:· 
MAROA'RETMi\CK;.-1..NY AND ALL ~OWN 
PARTIES CLArMI.NG BY, THROUGH, UNDER, AND 
AGAINST THE HEREXN NAMED INDIVIDUAL 
DEFENDANT(S) WHO ARE NOT KNOWN TO BE 
DEAD OR ALIVE, WHETHER SAID UNKNOWN 
PAR'fm$ MAY CLAIM AN INTER.eST AS SPOUSES, 
HEIRS, DEVIS!!ES, OR,ANTEES OR 01'.HER 
CLAIMANTS; JOHN £\OE AND JANli'DOE AS 
UNKNOWN TENANTS IN POSSESSJON 

DBf&iPANT!Sl 
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS 

• 

t::l 
....,,: 

C' 
r-,..,, -· ..... 
;;JC 

fT!Sdin ¢0 
C!I 
"'Tl 

C, R.or1 PutelO 
b ~ 

~ -c v, 

f'l 

I. TO: The above: named Defendant$, AND ALL OTHERS WfiOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ 
c;;:, 
~ 

"° ;,,,. 
c::: 
c;;; 
f\.J 
Q 

::::.. 
:;;;i:; 

w 
c.n 
v::i 

2. YOU ARE NOTIFIED of the lnsthution of this action by the l'laintiffa_1J;11inst you :;(;¢king to foreclo$e the Note 
and Mortgage encumbering th!!: described property lln-1 the decr~ein~ of a sole of the property under the direcUon of 
the court in default of the p~yment of 1he amount found to be due the Plaintiff under the Note nnd Mortgage, and for 
other, fi:rthel' o.nd general relief set forth ill the Complaint. 

3. The property involved is thnt certain parcel, lot or unit situate, lying and being in COLLlER County, Florida, as 
$¢\ C'orth in the mortgage ri:corded in Official Recorcls Boole 41:!3, at Page 804, more particull!rly dC'Sorlbed as 

•' 
\~ ,. : 0 
r-
c 
Pl 
::;.) 
1-1 
C'.)..,, Sr 
~r11 
~<:O 
°'Tl r-mi-r 
61\) 
;b>o 

follows: ,,,__.,..~EX1111H1111IB1111rr ..... _• 

~ filOROUPllll'CDOCS'COMrLJllNIO'l'U).7S!>69.CMI' 

1 B 
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*** OR 4484 PG i344 *** 

LOT 36, SLOCK S, CONNOR'~ANDl!Rl3ILT BEACH ESTATES, UNITNO .. ACCOR.DlNG TO nJE PLAT 
THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 3, PAOE 891 OF THE PUBLIC RECOR.PS OF COLLIER COUNTY, 
fLORlDA. 

!lated ";l•ntatloo, Brow•ni Cowrty, FloridO. th!> i1 day of¥ 2009. 

09·7$969 GMAP 

~~(j-Bar#: 2?.554 . ·. . . 
· ~iriam M-c:pdi:eta Bar iii 03l>68SO. 

LaW.Qffice~ of DavidJ. S1ern1 P.A. 
Artomey for' Plaintiff 
9PO South P~".: Ii'lland Road surr;e 40U 
Plantlltlon.JtL ;13324~:3920 
{?54)23~8000 
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"· · 

qj 
I:tfJTlE ClRCIJITCOl1RT Q,FT~J:;\VENTIEJH. JlJI.?ltlAL ctR.Cttlt 

JN:AND-FORCOtLIERC.0UNTY, .FLORIDA 
' .·. GENERAL.JUR1srlrcffk)N:Dl\i:fsiON ·.··· .. 

:j, 
·~-.. 

J 

DEUTSCHE BANK:TRUST'CioM.PANY 
XM£R.rcJ.\§As~t-RLiSTEE .. F6R.RALI.2o_o7.Q.s3~ -

· Case No:: 09-7336~CA 

-~Att~·tf'.,~ck -~~A B~~,FRi~: .... . fWl!A~~ ~;.; ... 
JY!f\CK NKl.AJ3$.MY f;RIT.Z Ml\CK:. EJ ;AL~ ~~~;W){.J;~~,.,.~ . 

Defendants ~J .. -.,r ""~ ~. \~~ .. · . . .,.~~a.~ . 
. ...:...-~~~---'-"------'-~'---__-...;.-_~--"--'-'! 

F'INAL-'JlIDGMENT 

Tin$. G.i'\ll.SI!: h,:e:vlng ¢9IDe: l:?efOte tli.e ·C.otiif on J:Vfay . S~ :io.n a;:r 9.:Q_Qa.,w .. arici : u~9n 
testimony of witnesses. and argument•of.counseh rufd th.is dourt :befog othef'.Wise: advised fo ~he 

.. ~ 

pretj:lis~s, :th~Jc_iUowjn.£, fjndi.fig$ of faci ar¢.;W:~9,~; 

. L Defertdants~ BAJ~RYF. MAdK..art<l CHERYLM. :rvfACK. fii.ed ttiefr Answer to Com9i~int 

le.) for~cI.ds¢iM6ttgage, Affi.tfufltiye D~fe'i;\ses iirtel, Q6.Urit,~r¢lhlrn 0~1 Sepr¢Iliper 9: io,09;!, 

" 2. A Default was .. ~ntere:d 4g~fast . .Plafoti'f(: DEUts:crrE BANI( titUst ;COMP4.Y: 
A:MERJ(:AS AS TR,US;J'gE,'A~~1'R'(J$T~E-FQR; RA.L.I?QQ7QS) .. qn Oc;to~~f.21., 200~:~ 

. . . ~ 

3. On or ahoiit·Al.li:!listTi 20il, Plaifitlffifiied a Norlte"of'Lls P.enden·s whichwasrecordedfo 
~ .. . 1 

~h~ Public: Rafo:r~~ &f-C()lller;Counfy ·atQJ{ f?q()k . ·4484~ P~ges l~4~.-l3'.44 9n_A_ugµst ";2.0, 

2009. a:nd'corttem_poraneously fil:ed . a: Complai11t to Foreclose Mortgage~ 

·4 .. The.Mmigage . .soughf'to beforeclpseq w~l:Jetwecn I)efendank l?AMY"FJUTZ.MACKand 

CHERYL MARGRET MACk. andPrimaI}·R~sidenthii Mortgage. lfit,. which v.·aS recor~ed 
in the. Pul?1i~ Record:s of C-0llier: Coµnty:: Fl<'.'ri¢a opDdober 17. ~Q06:·~CQR Jfook4123 ~ Phge 

6864. There :is tJo assi¥illheht of tecord to .P'iaintiffi DEUTSCHE. BA.NK TRl:J~~T 

CQMPA,NY ANI~RlCAS'AS· TJ{USti;E· f':OR RA:U 1QQ7QS3. 

5. Defendants. BARRYF . .MAt.kandCHER.Y~M; -MAC:~_; 1i1~dbeacP, m·onthly paym'@,tas, 
requi.red10 GM.~C Mo11ga~~. L:LC,,were never notified of :a ·rransrer orthe Mortgage fr'Oli1 

1 

, / 
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... 

GM.AC ~r(gag¢t l:L(:;:1o :Plaintiff and .q~Iitinµe<;i t(,) lilake payrn~nUq:OMAC Mortd,~g~. 

~LLG. and were; not in default under the Mort~~ge.sued upon. 

·6, De'fendants, ~AR.RY f. ·MACK and CHERYL l\t ·MACK:, ent~red fr1to ~. U$ti~~ of 

~Residentiallrnpro\ted Property Exdusive Right artd ~ ttth9rhY to$. ~h Copttai;t {?ifNiar<:!i:2:6, 

:?.0~8' "'J.ith .(J.41lf Bret:ze Real Estate tor aJi$.ting prfo~ of${,9'69;oooX>b., 

7. 'fhe~ht~at~fpe.µ41ngfor~~Io:~u~e.~~~-t11~t{tle$1~nder~dbypl}1irtfiffsNo}iC:¢9fp~· r~tJ4e11s~ 
.Defendants MACK redlJced ihe MtSHsting prfo~ ofth~ir. proper.~yJo · .$lA99~0()(),_q¢: on 

8; bef'end:ants:. BAMY F'~ MA:CK and CHERYL M. MACK~ uhimatelir sold thefrprope~·fot 
. $1,J$6.,.?.00~99~ which c_IOsirig"top){ plfiC'¢ qnJa.I?:µ:ary ·4s"291<t 

9; The property ot:Ocfend;ui.ts; BA.RI{y·r. MACK &nd· ·CHERYL M. MACK. had: a. vaide-0f . ., . ~ 

:~1;27~.ooq; 00' as Of Japllil.cy2~~ 2QJO ~~6cbf{iihgJ9; tJ:i~ apptliisa;l 9ftti,fl.J e~p¢rt, aj\d' n¢~~.s~4 ., 

a~praiser; t~a"Jfofferber. 

JQ; Defendant~ J\1ACK ~tiffe~ed_ ·acfii,tl dM)age~'.:ig ttie :~a411t of$Jl8;$:0.0 .oo.~ th~;:di,ffei~n¢¢ 

between the sale pric~ and the appraised price o:f the property. 

11, pef¢.ndarik. 9HERYI~ ·l\t JVQ\CK~ ¢xp~ri~fr¢d great metal c!!stress, pain a:ri(;t $uff~ting 

1n.¢1 udingphysicat:symptoms, includi1"g hospitalization; resulting :therefrom as a re·stdt o~the 
. . . . . J 

: stfe~s dµiingJhe fore¢1osure actioh W;~ngfµJly fi:J,ed. -~g~in~t ·D.efep.O.ants .MAG'.K,. ··. 

li. Defendants .MACK have·suffered dam~ge to their ¢reditas a result of Plaintiffs actfol:tS. 
. •·. 

q .. .J~(Jth · ac1ua1·aai.:flage·s arta ~1Qtipn:Gll.distre~$'d.~ag~s are:awat<lable. tirioer 12,JJ:S.C.· §~pOL 

.I 4 .. .Due.to PlairiJiff S; filil!g of 5lc Nofipe of Lis Pelid.¢jis·: the title. to the propeftyqfDefend~nts, 

BARRY F: MACK and CHERYL M. MA(:K~ was slandered. Plaintiff6ommunkated]to. a 
. . . 

third party .. fr false statemept disparaging. title wh!ch ~aµsed Defendants MAC_K actµal 
\: 

damar.ie. incl udinu: ,$2 .5lib :b.b:Jn attome,;"-:s':f ees to sucoessfuliv def~ndthe t'oreclosure a:cl:iion: 
"":" · ~ - ... ...,. ;· 

by Plaintiff (('See Residqnlia( Cqnnns. V 'J:.~rcwid.fc/0Comn1. , 645 S0:~dJ4'9 (Fla.. 5111 bCA 

199.4 ))'. 

l3. Plahittff vi6lated the provisioi1s ·or 12 tJ.S.C. ·§:1601. et seq. (RE.SPA) iri the folTo.~ri.rig 

re&ards:. 

1 
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a" PlruntiffJ11ile.<i l0. prpyfyre notfo~ t9 J)¢fe.:11dam~ MA CJ< of any :~ssig:mn.e~t within 

f!ft~~n U5J"d~y$ of~!Jcb 'as$i~pll'i~nt p~fond~u1JsNA6K. wef1(i1(>.t riotifted .9f the 

transfer r-o<Plafrnift bElJfSCHE: 13-ANK TRUST .tOMP;bN)' AMERJCA.si AS 

TRYSJ:~~ FQR RAI::..l 2Q.O{QIS3f 

.b. Plalt1tlff.seeks ·to,impose~ iate . foes .onDef'emlants MACKin·vio:latfon of l2 u;s.c., . ' •. ! 

§2~05t~u. ·~ 
·. - ~~ 

16; Under 12:U.S)J; §26.0S{f) attornefsfees:'are awarrlable to a prevailing party. D-efendhnts: 
, .. . -· .. .. . . :r 

· :! 

MACK~.re .the. pr¢:yaHmg P.~l:tY~ ': 
~ . . . 

Ba§eg up5)i1 ilie: a~ove~statedfindh~¥.~of rac.t~ iris.herebf 

ORDERED1 . Al>JU:O.CJi~D· a11dJ)E¢REEU·that 

1 •. Judgmcntl.sher.eby:enteredin favor ofDefendru:is~ 13ARRYMACKancl CHERYLMA;~K, 
.·. -··· • .. ··· Pl ... .,;·ff DEUTSCLTE' BANK· ·'rR·u ·s1·· ·coMPA. xry· A.MERICAS A·s TRUST·. F.'E ~@lIJ.$l .•. ;:i.ml<J. .. ~ · .~ .. . ·.···:. fl; . . . · >-> ' > .. ys · · ·.· · · .·. ·. · ·. ·. '· :.., ·: 

FOR. jtl\Lr :26o~/QS3, Jor d~a:ges: 10 the value· 0f::the ·real estate in the amoµ~~· of 

$296.920;05'. ,. :f2f-¢rzj'ot~qhaj ariguish ~d: patn ajl:~::suffertrig Cifl)¢f~n(iant~ Cf:IERYi! 1\4. 
. ~ 

MACK, in the an;lount of $(50. bM.60 and _prejud~mMt il1te1:est from} anuary ·28:~ 2tnh to. 

Ma)i' s •... ;l()U :ort tli¢ r~ro ~St~~~: dfiln,ages Jt,r ·'fue ~oµnt 9f $2255022~ fo.r a ~qf~ of 

$469'.47027. which fil11ounr shall ·accrue interest at the le·~ru tate of6%i for all afwhlcp let 

~~e~µtio~ is~µe f6:rthwis~ 

2. Defendants MACK :ru-e "awarded tl1eit,attomef·s fees herein. Jurisdiction fa expre,ssly 

r~serv~d for d¢ten:pin~Wo.n ()fatti:n:ney's'fee~ an.4 cos# t9 be.ayv·a,r¢1~d_to Def endfl!lt§ MA1CK,, . 

... --~.._..-- .....,...__,..._,.. 

·' 

3 

'-.. 
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Ju~gtnehtDebtoi:.: · 

Debtor A ttorileY: 
_ .. __ . - .· - . - ·./// .. ·· 

:Judgment Creditor:· 

; .. 

Barry·andCheryJ'.Mack 

B~~~~!~!~~~;~·s·ois· .· 
pay{df. Qaj·~·~r~ ~~q; 

GARBtlt1ilbOt6Y&.H61LOWA.Y;LLP 
100Efov~nlb: :Stre~f$'qufh. 5uite:to2 ·· 
Na lcs. Flbnda'"'A102 ' p ' '' ' • ' ,;J , ' -

"; : 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWENTIETH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR COLLIER COUNTY, FLORIDA 

GENERAL JURISDICTION DIVISION 

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY 
AMERJCAS AS TRUSTEE FOR RALI 2007QS3, 

Plaintiff, 

v. Case No.: 09-7336-CA 

BARRY F. MACK AIKJA BARRY FRJTZ 
MACK NKJA BERRY FRITZ MACK, ET AL. 

Defendants. 

FINAL ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE FINAL JUDGMENT AND SET NEW TRIAL 

This cause having come before the Court ~n Plaintiff's Motion to· Set Aside Final Judgment 

and Set New Trial dated July 13, 2011, and the court having reviewed the submissions of the parties 

and ·having received and considered testimony and evidence, and being otherwise fully advised in the 

premises, finds as follows: 

1. Plaintiff filed Plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set New Trial on July 

13, 2011, seeking to set aside the default Final Judgment entered herein on May 5, 2011. 

2. Under Fla. R. Civ. P. l.540(b), Plaintiff was required to satisfy the burden of proof as to 

three prongs: due diligence, excusable neglect and meritorious defense. See Geer v. 

Jacobsen, 880-So.2d 717, 720 (Fla. 2d DCA 2004)-(citing Coquina Beach Club Condo 

Ass'n, Inc. v. Wag11er, 813 So.2d 1061, 1063 (Fla. 2d DCA 2002)). 

a. Due Diligence -

i. Evidence was adduced at hearing that t4e Final Judgment entered on May 

5, 2011 was received by Plaintiff on or about May 11, 2011, and that 

GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC (hereinafter GMAC) as agent for Plaintiff 

had the responsibility to· investigate the Final Judgment and appropriately 

respond. GMAC filed a Notice of Appearance on June 29, 2011, and 

Plaintiffs Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set New Trial on July 

13, 2011. Due to confusion at GMAC upon receipt of the Final 

Judgment, a delay in moving to set aside the Final Judgment of 45 days 

was reasonable. 
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b. Excusable Neglect -

1. Evidence was adduced at trial that the Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 

(hereinafter the Stern Firm) received a plethora of pleadings notices and 

orders sent not only by counsel for Defendants MACK, but also the court. 

The receipt of the documents by the Stern Firm, as corroborated by their 

representative, Forrest McSurdy, conclusively shows there was a 

complete breakdown of the system at the Stern Firm. Although Plaintiff's 

agent, GMAC, presented evidence they never received notice· of 

Defendants MACK's Counterclaim during one and a half years of 

litigation, nevertheless it is undeniable that the Stern Firm was guilty of 

gross negligence. The Stern Firm was repeatedly advised, on both the 

clerical and attorney level, of the ongoing nature of the proceedings, and 

still the Stem Firm did not take any action, did not protect rights of their 

client, GMAC and Plaintiff, DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMP ANY 

AMERICAS, TRUSTEE, and therefore their behavior did not amount to 

excusable neglect. Neither . Plaintiff nor GMAC is able to avoid the 

grossly negligent actions of the Stem Firm. 

c. Meritorious Defense -

1. As the element of Excusable Neglect is not met, a finding as to whether 

or not Plaintiff has a meritorious defense need not be considered. 

3. Plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment and Set New Trial also raises issues as to 

-y-oidability of the May 5, 2011 Final Judgment, which are addressed as follows: 

i. Defendants MACK were required to properly plead and prove the causes 

of action set forth in their Counterclaim. Defendants MACK brought 

their counterclaims based upon violations of the Real Estate Settlement 

Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. § 2601, et seq.) and slander of title. The 

RESPA count alleged that Defendants MACK were not notified of a 

change of ownership of the loan itself, and that the failure to notify of a 

change of ownership resulted in damages including emotional pain and 

suffering. While RESP A does allow for such damages, RESP A requires 

that the mortgagor be notified upon a change in servicer, but is not 

required to be notified on a change of ownership of the loan itself. 

Evidence presented by Plaintiff in its motion to vacate showed GMAC 

was the servicer of this loan, and remained so throughout the litigation. 
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Defendants MACK did not plead or prove a violation of RESP A in this 

regard, and therefore, having no other basis for an award of pain and 

suffering damages, the $150,000.00 in damages for pain and suffering 

cannot be allowed. 

ii. Defendants MACK did properly plead slander of title in that the 

publication of the lis pendens and the lawsuit alleging they had failed to 

pay their mortgage in accordance with its terms led to third parties being 

reluctant to deal with them in their efforts to sell the property and pay off 

their loan, and significantly depressed its value. The foreclosure was not 

warranted because Defendants MACK in fact made their payments timely 

and servicer GMAC conceded that it mistakenly filed the foreclosure 

action without justification. 

iii. Although the May 5, 2011 Final Judgment found that there was a 

difference in the price at sale in Jan 28, 2010, and the appraised price of 

the property of $118,500.00 by Ted Hofferber, certified appraiser, 

evidence was also presented that Defendants MACK initially had listed 

the property for sale at $1,969,000.00, but due to the pressure of the 

foreclosure reduced the listing price to $1,499,000.00 and ultimately sold 

the property while under foreclosure for $1,156,500.00. The Court is not 

in the position to reevaluate the factual findings in the Final Judgment of 

May 5, 2011 and finds the award of $296,920.05 representing real estate 

damages is not voidable. 

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED, pursuant to this Court's extensive oral pronouncement at a 

hearing held on October 12, 2012, as follows: 

1. The Final Judgment of May 5, 2011 is confirmed as to the amount ofreal estate damages 

in the amount of $296,920.05, plus prejudgment interest at 6% on the real estate damages 

of $22,550.22, plus $2,500.00 in pre-judgment attorney's fees, for a total of $321,970.77. 

2. The portion of the Final Judgment of May 5, 2011 awarding any amounts due to 

Defendant"s counterclaim based on RESPA (including the $150,000.00 in damages for 

emotional pain and suffering) is hereby vacated. 

3. The Order Granting Plaintiff Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas as Trustee for 

RALI2007QS3's Motion for Stay of Execution dated November 15, 2011 is hereby 

modified as follows; Plaintiff shall have 10 days from the entry of this Order to pay the 

judgment of $321,970.77. Defendants are permitted to seek payment of the awarded 
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amount through enforcement of the Stay Bond posted on November 21, 2011; the 

remainder of the bond shall remain in place pending a determination of the amount of 

attorney's fees and costs to be awarded. 

4. The Court expressly reserves jurisdiction to determine entitlement and amount of any 

post-judgment attorney's fees and costs as well as the amount of any post-judgment 

interest. Defendants are given thirty (30) days to submit a pleading and supporting 

· materials requesting post-judgment attorney's fees and costs. Plaintiff is permitted thirty 

(30) days to submit any response. The Court will schedule a hearing to consider any 

request for post-judgment attorney's fees. ft:. 
DONE AND ORDERED in Naples, Collier County, Florida this ~ day of 

Jibru~7 ,2on. ~ u~ 
~IR~1tll 

cc: David F. Garber, Esq. 
Garber & Hooley, LLP 
700 Eleventh Street South, Suite 202 
Naples, Florida 34102 

John Smith T, Esq. 
Bradley Arant Bault Cummings LLP 
One Federal Place 
1819 Fifth A venue North 
Birmingham, AL 35203-2104 

Stanley A. Bunner, Jr., Esq. 
Salvatori, Wood, & Buckel, P.L. 
9132 Strada Place, Fourth Floor 
Naples, FL 34108 

Robert E. Morris, Esq. 
Morris Law Firm 
245 East Washington Street 
Monticello, Florida 32344 

CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE 
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1 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 20TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR COLLIER COUNTY, FLORIDA 

2 GENERAL JURISDICTION DIVISION 

3 CASE NO. 09-7336 CA 

4 
DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY ) 

5 AMERICAS AS TRUSTEE FOR RALI ) 
2007QS3, ) 

6 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

7 ) 
vs. ) 

8 ) 
BARRY F. MACK A/K/A BARRY FRITZ ) 

9 MACK A/K/A BERRY FRITZ MACK, ) 
et al. , ) 

10 ) 
Defendants. ) 

11 --------------------------------x 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF FORREST G. McSURDY 

17 

18 taken before Cindy Hart, Court Reporter and 

19 Notary Public in and for the State of Florida at 

20 Large, at Suite 1500, 1441 Brickell Avenue, 

21 Miami, Florida, on Tuesday, April 17, 2012, 

22 commencing at 11:05 a.m., pursuant to Defendants 

23 Mack's Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of 

24 Corporate Representative of Law Offices of David J. 

25 Stern, P.A. 

PORTER, WALKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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1 APPEARANCES: 
2 BR.ADLEY, AR.ANT, BOULT, CUMMINGS, LLP. 

(BY MR. JOHN W. SMITH T) 
3 One Federal Place 

1819 Fifth Avenue North, 
4 Birmingham, Alabama 35203-2104 

On behalf of the Plaintiff. 
5 

GARBER, HOOLEY & HOLLOWAY, LLP. 
6 (BY MR. DAVID F. GARBER) 

Suite 202 
7 700 Eleventh Street South, 

Naples, Florida 34102 
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Page 3 

1 VIDEOGRAPHER: We're here today April 
2 17th, year 2012. Time is approximately 11:05 a.m. 
3 We're here for the videotaped deposition of Forrest 
4 G. McSurdy in the matter of Deutsche Bank Trust 
5 Company versus Barry F. Mack, et al. 
6 Court reporter today is Cindy Hart from 
7 Porter, Walker & Associates. Videographer is 
8 Sylvanus Holley with Legal Video Services, Inc. 
9 Would counsel please announce their 

10 appearance for the record. 
11 MR. GARBER: David Garber on behalf of the 
12 Defendants, Mr. and Mrs. Mack. 
13 MR. TEW: Jeffrey Tew on behalf of the 
14 witness. 
15 MR. SMITH T: My name is John Smith T. 
16 I'm here on behalf of the Plaintiff, as well as GMAC 
17 Mortgage. 
18 Just let me say for the record that this 
19 deposition is being made subject to the detective 
20 order which was approved by the parties and is being 
21 entered by the Court. 
22 And as a result of the hearing on April 
23 11th before Judge Manalich, the deposition also is 
24 subject to certain limitations as to scope. Thank 
25 you. 

Page 5 

1 Thereupon: 
2 FORREST G. McSURDY, 
3 after having been first duly sworn, was examined 
4 and testified as follows: 
5 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. GARBER: 
7 Q. Would you please tell us your full name, 
8 sir. 
9 A. Forrest, middle initial G. McSurdy. 

10 Q. And what year were you born? 
11 A. 1956. 
12 Q. Where do you live? 
13 A. I live in Miami. 
14 Q. Are you an attorney? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. When did you become licensed to practice 
17 law? 
18 A. 1981. 
19 Q. Where did you go to law school? 
20 A. University of Miami Law School. 
21 Q. What firm are you employed with now? 
22 A. Law Offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 
23 Q. How long have you been with David Stern? 
24 A. Since December of 1995. 
25 Q. What types of duties have you undertaken 
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Page 6 Page 8 
1 while working at the Offices of David Stern? 1 review this and I'll ask you a few questions. 
2 A. Initially I was hired as a litigation 2 A. Okay. 
3 attorney to handle contested foreclosure matters. 3 Q. Have you ever seen this contract before? 
4 The firm was approximately five attorneys at that 4 A. I have. 
5 point and maybe 10 paralegals. 5 Q. This is a contract that was produced to us 
6 As the firm grew, I became the head of the 6 by Deutsche Bank and it's numbered on the bottom 
7 litigation department and eventually I also took on 7 right hand corners double 01069 through double 01104. 
8 duties of general counsel and doing appellate work. 8 On the first page, which is 1069, is that 
9 Q. Were you working there in the summer of 9 the signature of David Stern? 

10 2009? 10 A. It looks like his signature, yes. 
11 A. Yes. 11 Q. If you'd be so kind as to turn to page 
12 Q. And you were head of the litigation 12 1071. Was it the understanding that either party can 
13 department at that time? 13 terminate the agreement by default of the other party 
14 A. Yes. Well, mostly general counsel but 14 which remains uncured for 30 days after being 
15 also head of the litigation department. 15 notified in writing of the default? 
16 Q. How many people were employed there at 16 A. Are you asking me is that what the 
17 that time? 17 agreement says? 
18 A. What time is that again? 18 Q. That's what it says. Is that the practice 
19 Q. In the summer of 2009. 19 that you understood would be employed? 
20 A. Oh, I would say about between 1,000 and 20 A. I didn't have an understanding with 
21 1200. 21 respect to that. 
22 Q. That worked at the Offices of David Stern? 22 Q. At the bottom of that page, paragraph 6.1, 
23 A. Yes. 23 it says that "Company represents and warrants that 
24 Q. How many were lawyers? 24 the Services will be performed in a diligent and 
25 A. 125, 130. 25 workmanlike manner" by David Stern's law office. Do 

Page 7 Page 9 
1 Q. The rest were support personnel? 1 you see that? 
2 A. Yes, of some fashion, paralegals, clerks, 2 A. Yes. 
3 accounting. 3 Q. And you would agree with me that you 
4 Q. We are involved in a lawsuit in which 4 performed your work in a diligent and workmanlike 
5 Deutsche Bank is the Plaintiff and my clients, 5 manner as the attorney for GMAC? 
6 Mr. and Mrs. Mack, are the Defendants. Deutsche 6 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
7 Bank's interests have been handled by General Motors 7 THE WITNESS: You mean in all matters that 
8 Acceptance Corporation mortgage division. 8 were handled by the ---
9 Did you handle any cases for General 9 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Yes, that was your 

10 Motors, GMAC, in the summer of 2009? 10 practice? 
11 A. If I did, it would have been an appeal. 11 A. That was the attempt, yes, to do that. 
12 It would not have been a litigation matter. That is 12 Q. Was that your practice? 
13 litigation, but I wouldn't have been involved in the 13 A. The practice? 
14 actual litigation of the case. 14 Q. Yes. 
15 Q. Have you ever seen the contract that the 15 A. I believe it was. We obviously are human 
16 Offices of David Stern entered into with GMAC? 16 and make mistakes, but that was the attempt to 
17 A. Yes, I have seen it. 17 practice. 
18 MR. GARBER: I have a couple of copies 18 Q. Okay. Please turn to the next page, 1072. 
19 here, and I would ask the court reporter if she would 19 Under 6.4 it says, "Company," that's David Stern, 
20 be so kind as to mark this as Exhibit A to our 20 "represents and warrants that Company's actions and 
21 deposition, and a copy for you Mr. Smith T. 21 performance of the Services are and will be in full 
22 (Thereupon, Master Services Agreement 22 compliance with all the applicable federal, state, 
23 was marked as Defendant's Exhibit A, for 23 and local requirements, the state laws and 
24 Identification.) 24 regulations; any valid and effective order, verdict, 
25 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Please take a minute to 25 judgment, consent decree or agreement." 
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Page 10 Page 12 

1 Was that the general practice also of 1 employee of David Stern? 
2 David Stern to uphold that paragraph 6.4 with respect 2 A. He was to facilitate the movement of 
3 to GMAC cases? 3 foreclosure cases. For example, if the law firm --
4 A. Yes, that was the goal. 4 if it were a contested case, a litigated case and the 
5 Q. In paragraph number seven on that same 5 law firm had asked for documents to comply with 
6 page, it says, "When Company is performing Services 6 production requests and the law firm had not gotten 
7 on Client's premises," clients is GMAC. Did the 7 them in a timely manner, he would get involved to try 
8 company ever perform services on client's premises? 8 to get GMAC to comply with the requests. 
9 A. The company did have at least one person 9 Q. Who was his immediate supervisor when he 

10 that I know of on site at the client's premises. 10 worked for David Stern? 
11 Q. And where was that? 11 A. I don't know. Other than David Stern, he 
12 A. Pardon me? 12 probably came under the jurisdiction of the office 
13 Q. Where was that? 13 manager, Cheryl Sammons. 
14 A. I don't know which of the main GMAC field 14 Q. Where is Ms. Sammons now? 
15 offices that was at. It might have been Horsham, PA 15 A. I have no idea. 
16 or it might have been in Iowa. They had many 16 Q. She was the office manager? 
17 different --- 17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Were you aware there's a litigation 18 Q. For how long? 
19 department responsible for foreclosures in Fort 19 A. She was office manager when I started in 
20 Washington, Pennsylvania? 20 '95 and I believe she was -- her employment stopped 
21 A. Fort Washington, that's near Horsham, yes, 21 sometime in September of 2010. 
22 that's the same area. I grew up in Philadelphia. 22 Q. When did Kevin Crecco stop being an 
23 Q. Okay. Do you know if that's where David 23 employee of David Stern? 
24 Stern maintained its client or its employee? 24 A. I don't know. 
25 A. No, I'm sorry. 25 Q. Now, under this paragraph seven of the 

Page 11 Page 13 
1 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. Asked and 1 contract, it says that the Company will maintain a 
2 answered. 2 log of the names of personnel and times when they 
3 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Do you know the name of 3 have possession of such keys or access devices. 
4 that employee? 4 Do you know if the company did maintain 
5 A. Kevin Crecco I believe was his name, 5 such a log, the company being David Stern? 
6 c-r-e-c-c-o. 6 A. No, I don't. Cheryl Sammons probably 
7 Q. Do you know when they first maintained him 7 would have noted that. 
8 as an employee in Pennsylvania? 8 Q. Under paragraph eight under "Place of 
9 A. No, I'm sorry, I don't. 9 Performance," it says that the services shall take 

10 Q. So he was working for the Law Office of 10 place in any of the 50 states of the United States. 
11 David Stern, but he was situated on site with GMAC; 11 Did David Stern represent GMAC in any 
12 is that correct? 12 other state other than Florida? 
13 A. Which period of time are you speaking of? 13 A. I do not believe so. 
14 Q. Well, the summer of 2009. 14 Q. On page 1073 it says, "Company," that's 
15 A. I don't know. Initially he -- to my 15 David Stern, "shall provide assurance satisfactory to 
16 knowledge, he started out as an employee of GMAC and 16 Client that Company's personnel meet the rules, 
17 at some point he became an employee of the Law 17 regulations of Client pertaining to work history and 
18 Offices of David Stern, on site. 18 qualifications." That's at the top under paragraph 
19 Q. Okay. When he became an employee of David 19 looks like 8.3. Do you see that? 
20 Stern, did he move down to Fort Lauderdale or Miami? 20 A. Yes. 
21 A. I don't believe so, but I don't know. 21 Q. Did David Stern provide assurances to GMAC 
22 Q. He just stayed up in wherever he was? 22 concerning the personnel that worked at David Stern? 
23 A. My understanding, he was physically at the 23 A. I have no knowledge of that, sorry. 
24 GMAC facility. 24 MR. SMITH T: I'll just say for the record 
25 Q. Okay. What were his functions as an 25 that Mr. McSurdy was not tendered today to interpret 
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Page 14 Page 16 
1 this document. I'm not objecting to his answering 1 Work product and attorney-client privilege. 
2 questions that may be within his personal knowledge, 2 I point out that there is pending 
3 but I do want that on the record. 3 litigation between GMAC and the law firm, the Stern 
4 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Under paragraph 8.4, 4 law firm pending here in the Southern District of 
5 "Company shall provide Client with the name of each 5 Florida. 
6 person assigned to work on Client's premises, and 6 MR. GARBER: I have a series of questions 
7 shall immediately update such information whenever 7 about indemnification and agreements, and can we just 
8 changes occur." 8 agree that you will make a continuing objection to 
9 Outside of Mr. Crecco, there was no other 9 all those and I won't have to ask him? 

10 personnel that worked on client's premises, correct? 10 MR. TEW: Yes. 
11 A. I know of no one else, but that doesn't 11 MR. GARBER: Okay, thank you, sir. 
12 mean that there was not someone before him or after 12 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Please turn to page 1081, 
13 him. Again, Cheryl Sammons would know that. I do 13 paragraph 3.1. It says that "All Confidential 
14 not know that. 14 Information, including copies thereof, shall be 
15 Q. If you would be so kind as to turn to page 15 promptly returned to Discloser upon request." 
16 1074, paragraph 13.1. "Company shall, at its own 16 Do you know if any confidential materials 
17 expense, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless GMAC 17 were returned to GMAC at the termination or during 
18 and its employees." Do you see that paragraph? 18 the pending Mack case with Deutsche Bank? 
19 A. Yes. 19 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
20 Q. Are you aware that a judgment was entered 20 THE WITNESS: No. 
21 against GMAC in the case of Deutsche -- or against 21 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) You don't know? 
22 Deutsche Bank in the case of Deutsche Bank versus 22 A. I do not know. 
23 Mack, which is the case I'm representing the Macks on 23 Q. Please turn to the next page, which is 
24 here? 24 1082. This is a Change Order to the contract. It's 
25 A. Yes. 25 dated April 18, 2007 and on the next page, which is 

Page 15 Page 17 

1 Q. Are you aware that that judgment was 1 1083, it appears to be signed by David Stern. Is 
2 entered while David Stern was still the attorney of 2 that his signature? 
3 record in the case? 3 A. That appears to be his signature, yes. 
4 A. Yes. 4 Q. Under the middle portion of the first 
5 Q. Has David Stern done anything to indemnify 5 paragraph on page 1082, the first indentation says 
6 GMAC with respect to the entry of that judgment? 6 that with regard to the client, "Notification of any 
7 MR. TEW: I'm gonna object and instruct 7 incident that impacts the confidentiality of Client 
8 him not to answer. It's beyond the scope of this 8 Information will be made no later than 24 hours after 
9 deposition, it has nothing to do with the case at 9 the identification of the incident." Do you see 

10 hand, and it would go into privileged and work 10 that, sir? 
11 product. 11 A. Yes, I do. 
12 MR. GARBER: So you're objecting on the 12 Q. Was GMAC notified of any matter that 
13 basis of attorney-client privilege? 13 impacted the confidentiality of GMAC with respect to 
14 MR. TEW: And work product. 14 the Mack case at any time during its conduct by 
15 MR. GARBER: And work product. 15 Stern? 
16 MR. TEW: And it's well outside the scope 16 A. I did not see any notification of that 
17 of the Mack case. 17 type. 
18 MR. GARBER: Okay. I'll be asking several 18 Q. Further down in the same paragraph it 
19 questions in that area, so please make your 19 says, "A representative of the Company will notify 
20 objections. 20 the Client security contact Becky Stoffel and 
21 MR. TEW: Okay. 21 relationship manager Linda Walton by phone and e-mail 
22 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Has David Stern made any 22 within 24 hours" of an incident. 
23 efforts to settle claims that Deutsche Bank or GMAC 23 Do you know if any phone calls were made 
24 may have with respect to the Macks? 24 to either of those employees of GMAC? 
25 MR. TEW: Same instruction not to answer. 25 A. No, I do not know. 
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Page 18 Page 20 

1 Q. Do you know if any e-mails went to them? 1 A. Fort Lauderdale. 
2 MR. SMITH T: You're limiting it to the 2 Q. Do you know his address? 
3 Mack case I'm assuming? 3 MR. TEW: I'm gonna instruct him not to 
4 MR. GARBER: Yes. 4 answer. I don't see any relevance to that. 
5 MR. SMITH T: I don't think that was clear 5 MR. GARBER: Well, it's possible we may 
6 from your question, but I assumed that. Just wanted 6 want to take his deposition. 
7 to be clear. 7 MR. TEW: Well, then you can contact me 
8 MR. GARBER: Yes, I mean, with respect to 8 and if you have an appropriate request to have his --
9 the Mack case. 9 I'll certainly accommodate it, but I don't want his 

. 10 THE WITNESS: I think he may have said 10 address on the record for obvious reasons . 
11 that, too. 11 MR. GARBER: I understand. 
12 No, I do not. In my review of the file, 12 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay, would you be so 
13 the records involving the Mack case, I did not see 13 kind as to turn to page 1086. And at the bottom of 
14 any e-mails, so I have no knowledge of any e-mails. 14 the page, paragraph number III, it talks about the 
15 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) What did you review prior 15 business requirements for foreclosures. Do you see 
16 to your deposition here today? 16 that, sir? 
17 A. At what time? 17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Within the last week or two. 18 Q. And was it the practice of the Offices of 
19 A. I reviewed all of the documents that have 19 David Stern to obtain all relevant and required 
20 been produced to the Macks pursuant to the subpoena 20 information and documentation for completing the 
21 that was issued. 21 first legal action in the foreclosure process with 
22 Q. Anything else? 22 respect to the Mack case? 
23 A. I reviewed the law firm litigation file 23 A. Yes. 
24 with respect to the ongoing collection action. 24 Q. Was it also the practice of David Stern 
25 Q. That's the lawsuit against GMAC? 25 and did they follow that practice with respect to the 

Page 19 Page 21 

1 A. The lawsuit against GMAC, yes. That would 1 Mack case at the bottom of the page where it says to 
2 beit. 2 "Update New Trak and Client's system of record 
3 Q. Did you talk to any employees of David 3 (MortgageServ 'MS') with all applicable events"? 
4 Stern in preparation for today? 4 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
5 A. There's only one other employee, and yes, 5 THE WITNESS: Again, are we talking about 
6 I spoke with her yesterday to let her know I'd be in 6 the Mack case or are we talking in general? 
7 deposition all day, my assistant. 7 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) The Mack case. 
8 Q. Did she tell you anything about this that 8 A. My review in the file is that it was 
9 would help you in this deposition? 9 not appropriately -- the New Trak was not 

10 A. No. She's my office administrator. She 10 appropriately updated. 
11 used to run the title department, so she really is 11 Q. It was not appropriately made? 
12 not familiar with this case. 12 A. No. 
13 Q. What is her name? 13 Q. At the bottom of the page, the last 
14 A. carol Whitlow, W-h-i-t-1-o. 14 sentence, it says, "All pending foreclosure matters 
15 Q. W-h-i-t --- 15 must be updated at least monthly with a current 
16 A. L-o-w, sorry. Whitlow, 1-o-w. 16 status of the applicable matter." 
17 Q. So you and Ms. Whitlow are the only 17 Did the Offices of David Stern do that 
18 employees of Stern, except for Mr. Stern, right now? 18 with respect to the Mack case? 
19 A. Mr. Stern is not an employee anymore. 19 A. Yes, up until the time the loan was -- the 
20 Q. He's not? 20 office was notified that the loan was current. 
21 A. No. He's the sole shareholder, but he is 21 Q. Okay, on page 1088 if you'd be so kind as 
22 not employed. 22 to turn to that. Under paragraph V, about the fifth 
23 Q. Do you know where he lives right now? 23 item down, "Report #5," it says, "Notice of Default 
24 A. I do. 24 requested before the 60th calendar day of 
25 Q. Where? 25 delinquency." can you tell us what that was 
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Page 22 Page 24 

1 referring to. 1 paragraph under IX, "If Company fails to meet any of 
2 A. I believe they are referring to the Notice 2 the committed SLAs, Client will take the following 
3 of Default with respect to a pre condition to 3 actions." Can you tell us what an SLA is. 
4 bringing the foreclosure action under the terms of 4 A. I'd have to look back in the agreement to 
5 the mortgage. 5 see where it was defined. 
6 Q. I see. Do you know if there was a Notice 6 Q. Now, it says, the "Client will take the 
7 of Default that was sent out in the Mack case? 7 following actions," but when you read them, it seems 
8 A. I don't remember seeing one in our file, 8 that it's actually company that takes the following 
9 but that doesn't mean that it was not sent out. 9 actions. Do you know if that's a typo, who was 

10 Sometimes the lenders, GMAC was one of them, would 10 supposed to take those actions? 
11 send it out without our office being given copies. 11 A. I do not know. 
12 Q. Would you turn now to page 1090, paragraph 12 Q. Okay. Well, let's look at the second one, 
13 number VIII, "Invoicing." "Company," that's David 13 "Report of failure to Client within 48 hours." Was 
14 Stern, "shall submit all invoices to Client using the 14 it the agreement of David Stern to report a failure 
15 electronic invoicing system Client presently uses." 15 to GMAC within 48 hours? 
16 Do you know what that invoicing system 16 A. In the Mack case? 
17 was? 17 Q. Yes. 
18 A. No, I don't know which one was their 18 A. I do not see any such reports. 
19 use -- which was the one that they used. 19 Q. Was it the practice of David Stern, and 
20 Q. Did David Stern send an invoice to GMAC 20 did they follow that practice, with respect to the 
21 for handling the Mack case? 21 Mack case, to promptly initiate an investigation to 
22 A. I did see an invoice in the file, yes. 22 identify the root cause of the failure? 
23 Q. Do you know when that was sent out? 23 A. My review of the file did not indicate 
24 A. No, I don't recall off the top of my head. 24 that there was any problem at the time it was being 
25 Q. Was there only one invoice sent out? 25 handled. 

Page 23 Page 25 

1 A. I believe there were at least two sent. 1 Q. So at no time while the Offices of David 
2 Q. Would they have been sent by regular mail? 2 Stern was handling the Mack case were they aware of 
3 A. This was in 2009. No, I believe it would 3 any problem with the case; is that true? 
4 have been sent electronically. 4 A. That's true. 
5 Q. What system would be used to send it 5 Q. Okay. So none of these actions would have 
6 electronically? 6 been taken? 
7 A. Again, there were several systems that 7 A. Not that I had saw in the file. 
8 different clients required us to use. One was called 8 Q. If you'd be so kind as to turn to page 
9 New Invoice, one was called I think, I want to say 9 1094. Please look at the bottom of the page, number 

10 iClear, but I just got an iPhone and it might not be 10 VI, "Supplier is required to install a hard drive and 
11 the right term, so I'm not sure which one GMAC 11 e-mail encryption on machines, computing equipment 
12 required, but whatever the electronic system was, we 12 which will be used to fulfill GMAC RFG contractual 
13 would have used it. 13 obligations." Now, I believe "Supplier" in this case 
14 Q. Would that be different than the New Trak 14 is David Stern. 
15 system that was referred to earlier in the contract? 15 Did David Stern supply encryption and hard 
16 A. Yes, that's separate. 16 drives on their machines in order to communicate with 
17 Q. Would it also be different than the MS 17 GMAC? 
18 system that was referred to earlier in the contract? 18 A. I don't know. I never had conversations 
19 A. I am not familiar with the MS system. If 19 with our IT people regarding that. I don't know. 
20 it goes by another name, I may know it, but MS, 20 Q. The last -- it's not a sentence but it's a 
21 Microsoft that means to me. 21 phrase on that page, it says, "All e-mails sent to 
22 Q. Towards the bottom of the page, paragraph 22 GMAC with any personal/confidential information on a 
23 number IX, if you'd look at that, please. 23 borrower." 
24 A. Okay. 24 Do you know if David Stern sent any 
25 Q. In the last sentence of the first 25 personal/confidential information on a borrower to 
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Page 26 Page 28 

1 GMAC with respect to the Macks? 1 there was an outstanding accounts receivable. 
2 A. I didn't see anything in the file in that 2 MR. GARBER: I have a copy of a Complaint 
3 regard. 3 here and if I could have the court reporter to please 
4 Q. Page number 1098, if you'd be so kind as 4 mark this copy of the Complaint as Exhibit A. 
5 to turn to that, paragraph number XIII. It says, 5 MR. TEW: Wouldn't this be B? 
6 "Neither Party shall, without the prior consent of 6 MR. GARBER: Yes, B, you're right. 
7 the other Party, intentionally solicit for employment 7 (Thereupon, Complaint was marked as 
8 any personnel of the other Party." Do you see that, 8 Defendant's Exhibit B, for Identification.) 
9 sir? 9 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Have you ever seen this 

10 A. Yes. 10 Complaint before? 
11 Q. Did David Stern solicit Kevin Crecco to 11 A. Yes. 
12 work for them without the permission of GMAC? 12 Q. Now, I believe there was an attachment to 
13 A. I don't know how he came to the employ of 13 it, which was the accounting. 
14 David Stern with respect to this sort of agreement. 14 A. I've also seen that. 
15 Q. When he was an employee of David Stern, 15 Q. And according to this suit, $6,161,483.70 
16 was he paid solely and directly by David Stern, by 16 was due from GMAC since February 11, 2011. That's 
17 the Office of David Stern? 17 found on the last page and also the second page. 
18 A. I don't know if he was paid solely and 18 A. Yes, I see that. 
19 directly by David Stern's office. 19 Q. To the best of your knowledge, was that 
20 Q. His principal duties, though, remained at 20 the amount of money that GMAC owed to the Office of 
21 the GMAC site that he had previously worked? 21 David Stern for handling foreclosures as of the time 
22 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 22 that date was given, which was February 11, 2011? 
23 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did not work in the 23 A. I believe that amount also represented --
24 Law Offices of David Stern physical building. 24 the law office represented evictions, bankruptcies, 
25 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Do you know if anybody 25 foreclosures, it was regarding legal services and 

Page 27 Page 29 

1 contacted him regarding the Mack case from David 1 costs advanced based on the records in the firm as of 
2 Stern's office? 2 this date. 
3 A. No, I do not know. 3 Q. And I have reviewed those exhibits. Would 
4 Q. Do you know if Cheryl Sammons had any 4 it be fair to say that there were approximately 
5 knowledge of the Mack case? 5 16,000 separate accounts on those exhibits? 
6 A. I did not see her involvement in the case 6 A. I know it's in excess of 10,000, so I 
7 at all. 7 would not be surprised if it were 16,000. 
8 Q. Do you know any employees that have any 8 Q. Do you know how many cases David Stern was 
9 knowledge of the Mack case that worked for David 9 handling for GMAC in the summer of 2009? 

10 Stern? 10 A. I do not know the exact number, no. 
11 A. The attorney of record, Elsa Shum, would 11 Q. Do you know an approximate number? 
12 have had knowledge. And my review of the New Trak 12 A. No, I never have seen a report on that 
13 notes and the comment case history indicated a few 13 number. 
14 dozen employees were involved in the file, clerks, 14 Q. To the best of your knowledge, all of the 
15 paralegals. So at some point they had some sort of 15 allegations that are contained in this Complaint are 
16 knowledge. 16 true and correct? 
17 Q. Now, as a result of the representation of 17 A. Today? 
18 GMAC Mortgage by the Law Offices of David Stern, a 18 Q. Well, when they were filed. 
19 bill accrued that has not yet been paid, didn't it? 19 A. When they were filed I believe it was 
20 A. I don't understand the question. 20 based on the firm's records as to what was owed, yes. 
21 Q. GMAC owed money to David Stern sometime in 21 Q. Were you the only attorney for David Stern 
22 2011, didn't they? 22 at the time this was filed? 
23 A. With respect to the Mack case? 23 A. No. This was filed, it looks like in July 
24 Q. No, with respect to many cases. 24 of 2011. Oh, yes, the last attorney was let go June 
25 A. Oh, you're talking about many cases. Yes, 25 30 of 2011 other than myself, so yes, I was the only 
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Page 30 Page 32 
1 attorney left. 1 D. 
2 Q. So you were aware of this Complaint when 2 (Thereupon, Answer and Affirmative 
3 it was filed? 3 Defenses To Counterclaim was marked as 
4 A. Yes. 4 Defendant's Exhibit D, for Identification.) 
5 Q. Now, in response to that Complaint, there 5 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Could you please review 
6 was an Answer filed and I'm going to hand you a copy 6 that when it's ready. 
7 of that and ask if you can identify that, and we'll 7 A. Did you mean to give me a highlighted 
8 call that Exhibit C. 8 copy? 
9 (Thereupon, Answer and Counterclaims of 9 Q. No. Actually I meant to keep it for 

10 Defendant was marked as Defendant's Exhibit 10 myself. 
11 C, for Identification.) 11 This particular Answer was filed in answer 
12 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Please take a look at 12 to the Counterclaims of GMAC and in this Answer many 
13 Exhibit C. Have you ever seen Exhibit C before? 13 allegations are admitted and denied. I would like if 
14 A. Yes. 14 you would be so kind as to turn to the second page in 
15 Q. One of the allegations in this Complaint 15 paragraph number 18 where GMAC said in their 
16 is found in the Counterclaim by Defendant GMAC, 16 paragraph 18, the sworn deposition testimony of 
17 paragraph number 25. Do you see that, sir? 17 witnesses contained accusations against David Stern 
18 A. Yes. 18 that included, among other things, the following, 
19 Q. I'm going to read it. It says, "GMACM has 19 causing and permitting David Stern's employees to 
20 since learned that DJSPA --" that's David Stern's 20 execute, witness, or notarize assignments of 
21 offices, right? 21 mortgage. 
22 A. Yes, that's the -- 22 Do you know if David Stern's office did 
23 Q. (Continuing) -- "committed gross 23 that? 
24 malpractice in handling the GMACM matters. For 24 MR. TEW: I'm going to instruct him not to 
25 example, in one foreclosure matter assigned to DJSPA 25 answer. We're here as a fact witness on the Mack 

Page 31 Page 33 
1 for handling, DJSPA failed to communicate to GMAC 1 case. I have not heard anything in the Mack case on 
2 that counterclaims had been brought. Indeed, DJSPA 2 that subject, so I'm gonna instruct him not to 
3 neglected to put forward any defense to such 3 answer. He's not subpoenaed as to those issues and 
4 counterclaims, with the result that a default 4 they're totally irrelevant. It's abusive. 
5 judgment was entered on or about May 5, 2011 for over 5 MR. GARBER: I don't believe that it's 
6 $450,000. DJSPA's conduct in this and other 6 irrelevant, I don't think it's abusive, and ---
7 instances has been wanton and reckless." 7 MR. TEW: Where is it in the Mack case? 
8 With respect to the Mack case in which a 8 Where is that fact at issue in the Mack case? 
9 judgment was entered on May 5, 2011 for over 9 MR. GARBER: I don't know that this 

10 $450,000, is that paragraph true? 10 witness has a right to object to relevancy in the 
11 MR. TEW: Let me object. He can answer 11 Mack case. 
12 any factual allegation about the Mack case, but he is 12 MR. TEW: Well, I have a right to object. 
13 not to answer as to any of the legal conclusions 13 You've called him here to testify. Your subpoena 
14 contained in that paragraph because he's here as a 14 requires him to testify about the Mack case. So, 
15 fact witness, not as a legal expert. 15 anything that isn't involved in the Mack case I don't 
16 So, for example, I'm not going to permit 16 think is covered by your subpoena. 
17 him to answer as to whether there was a, quote, 17 MR. GARBER: Okay, I think that he can 
18 "malpractice." And you can ask him about the Mack 18 answer he doesn't know if he doesn't know. 
19 case if you'd like factually, but he's not going to 19 MR. TEW: I'm not gonna permit him to 
20 respond to the conclusions in that Counterclaim. 20 answer. This is abusive and has nothing to do with 
21 MR. GARBER: Okay, I will get into that in 21 the Mack case. It's a fishing expedition, and it's 
22 detail in a few minutes. 22 not covered by your subpoena. 
23 I have also a copy of the Answer to the 23 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) With respect to paragraph 
24 Counterclaim which I would like to have marked as our 24 18 (i), did David Stern execute any notarized 
25 next numbered exhibit. I guess that would be Exhibit 25 statements or assignments of mortgage that were 
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Page 34 

1 backdated on the Mack case? 
2 MR. TEW: Same instruction on the grounds 
3 previously stated. 
4 MR. GARBER: I'm asking on the Mack case. 
5 MR. TEW: Oh, well, he can testify as to 
6 the record. 
7 THE WITNESS: David Stern did not, my 
8 review of the file, did not sign any documents in the 
9 Mack case. 

10 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. And paragraph 
11 number two with respect to the Mack case, David 
12 Stern's office did not witness or notarize any other 
13 documents without having an actual person witnessing 
14 the signature, did they? 
15 A. I did not see any example of that in the 
16 Mack case. 
17 Q. Did David Stern's office, with respect to 
18 the Mack case, cause or permit their employees to 
19 prepare and execute any affidavits of indebtedness? 
20 A. In the Mack case, no, the case did not 
21 proceed to that extent. It didn't get to the point 
22 where an affidavit would have been prepared or 
23 executed. 
24 Q. So at least with respect to the Mack case 
25 then, you would say that that paragraph should be 

Page 35 

1 denied? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Paragraph number 21, it says that on or 
4 about November 16th GMAC terminated its relationship 
5 with David Stern and sought to recover its files from 
6 David Stern. Do you see that, sir? 
7 A. Yes, I do. 
8 Q. Is that a true statement? 
9 A. To the best of my knowledge, that's about 

10 the date that they terminated their relationship. I 
11 don't know exactly the date, but that's what I 
12 recall. 
13 Q. It says that with respect to the 
14 relationship that's admitted in your Answer but the 
15 remainder of the allegations of 21 ar.e denied, so I 
16 guess that would refer to that GMAC sought to recover 
17 its files from David Stern on or about November 16th. 
18 A. Or possibly the date is not correct. It's 
19 admitted in the Answer that it was terminated, so the 
20 date may not be technically correct. 
21 Q. Do you know if GMAC sought to recover the 
22 Mack file from David Stern? 
23 A. I did not -- in my review of the file did 
24 not indicate that GMAC ever asked to review the Mack 
25 file. 

Page 36 

1 Q. They never sent a subpoena over to you for 
2 recovery of that file? 
3 A. No, not to my knowledge. I never received 
4 a subpoena. I was the records custodian. 
5 MR. SMITH T: David, let me make sure 
6 we're all clear on what you're asking because there's 
7 been subpoenas obviously served recently that I've 
8 been involved in and Mr. Tew's been involved in. Is 
9 that what you're asking about, or are you asking 

10 about previous to all that? Forrest may be confused 
11 and I'm kind of confused. 
12 THE WITNESS: Previous, right. 
13 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) We sent out a subpoena 
14 perhaps a month ago asking for the records. I'm not 
15 asking about that. 
16 A. Right, I received that. 
17 Q. Okay. But in 2010, did GMAC ask for a 
18 return of its records with respect to the Mack case? 
19 A. Not that I'm aware of and my review of the 
20 file did not indicate that they did. 
21 Q. Okay. And that's also true of 2011, GMAC 
22 did not ask for a return of the file in 2011; is that 
23 correct? 
24 MR. SMITH T: Well, I'm gonna object to 
25 the form because that does get into the period of 

Page 37 

1 time when I was in discussions with Mr. Tew about 
2 obtaining documents relating to this case, and 
3 Mr. McSurdy may or may not be aware of all that. I 
4 don't know, but anyway, I just want that on the 
5 record. 
6 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) But do you have any 
7 knowledge whether GMAC asked for a return of their 
8 file in 2011? 
9 A. For the actual return, no. As Mr. Smith 

10 has said, they requested certain documents during 
11 2011, but the actual file was requested sometime, but 
12 I don't know if it was 2011 or 2012. I don't know 
13 the time frame. 
14 Q. Do you know what documents they requested 
15 in 2011 from David Stern? 
16 A. They would have been file documents. 
17 Q. Did David Stern maintain a file on the 
18 Mack case? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Was that a paper file? 
21 A. It was a paper file and it was an 
22 electronic file. 
23 Q. Was it duplicative? 
24 A. No, it was not necessarily. 
25 Q. Is there a particular program the 
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Page 38 Page 40 

1 electronic file was maintained in? 1 status of the case was, for example, the loan was 
2 A. The system is called Case Management 2 current and the only reason the person at the law 
3 System. It's a tracking system for files. CMS for 3 firm would know that is if they spoke to someone at 
4 abbreviation. 4 GMAC. 
5 Q. Did David Stern keep track of any 5 Q. So would it be fair to say that not all 
6 telephone calls that they made to GMAC concerning the 6 communications were done by typing in, I would call 
7 Mack case? 7 them e-mails into the New Trak system? 
8 A. Not specifically. There were notes made 8 A. Mostly that's how the communication 
9 in this CMS system in the comment history regarding 9 occurred, but there were sporadic instances of -- it 

10 conversations that were held between GMAC and the law 10 looks to me as if there were a few conversations. 
11 firm, and also New Trak indicated communications back 11 Q. I have a copy of a document that was 
12 and forth. 12 submitted to me. I received it today. It's a 
13 Q. With respect to telephone calls, did you 13 response to our subpoena which asks for a copy of all 
14 just identify a program that there were telephone 14 the communications with David Stern or between David 
15 calls with GMAC on the Mack case? 15 Stern and GMAC. Have you ever seen this document 
16 A. My review of the comment history indicates 16 before? 
17 that there must -- I believe there must have been 17 A. I can't see it from here. 
18 telephone conversations because of the notes that 18 Q. Okay. I only have the one copy. 
19 were written in the comment history. 19 MR. SMITH T: David, here's another copy. 
20 Q. Would that have been with the foreclosure 20 THE WITNESS: I did see the draft of this 
21 division of GMAC? 21 response, yes. 
22 A. I have no idea. It doesn't indicate. 22 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Did you participate in 
23 Q. Do you know who David Stern would have 23 preparing this? 
24 dealt with at GMAC, which division? 24 A. To the extent of what's attached, I was 
25 MR. TEW: Are you talking about the law 25 the one who retrieved it from the system. 

Page 39 Page 41 

1 firm? 1 Q. Is this a list of all communications 
2 MR. GARBER: Pardon? 2 between the Office of David Stern and GMAC with 
3 MR. TEW: When you say "David Stern," 3 respect to the Mack case? 
4 you're talking about the law firm? 4 A. Again, I don't know because I haven't 
5 MR. GARBER: Yes, I am, I am talking about 5 looked at the hard file, but if there were other 
6 the law firm. 6 conversations, our practice had been on a sheet of 
7 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. What was the 7 paper it would have been noted the date and the 
8 question again? 8 initials of the person who spoke to whomever and 
9 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Do you know what division 9 there would be hand notes. I don't recall seeing 

10 the office would have been dealing with; would that 10 that in this case. 
11 have been the foreclosure division? 11 Also, New Trak would have, in addition to 
12 A. Right, or the default servicing division, 12 this, these two go together, New Trak and this report 
13 whatever they called it. 13 go together to indicate the history of the case. 
14 Q. Is the default servicing division 14 Q. Can you please tell us why they have these 
15 different from the foreclosure division? 15 different dates and entries on this response. What 
16 A. I don't know. Each client was different. 16 does this mean? 
17 They called it -- each client called it different 17 A. This, again, is from our Case Management 
18 things. 18 System called Tracker System and it has different 
19 Q. Would there have been a record of any of 19 dates because any time -- our policy was any time a 
20 those telephone calls? 20 person of the firm, paralegals, to the less extent 
21 A. If there were, it would have been in the 21 attorneys, should have gone into this computer system 
22 original file. There would have either been 22 and entered why they were in possession of the file, 
23 handwritten notes in the original file produced or, 23 what the status of the file was. 
24 as I said, in the comment history there would have 24 So at any time if I wanted a file or David 
25 been an indication. A note would be made that the 25 Stern wanted a file, he could go into the computer 
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Page 42 Page 44 

1 and he could see the latest date and see where the 1 Q. Did it go missing at a time that it was in 
2 file was and what was happening. 2 the custody and possession of David Stern? 
3 Q. So any time anybody took possession of the 3 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
4 Mack file, they would have made an entry that would 4 THE WITNESS: That would be my assumption, 
5 appear on this piece of paper? 5 yes, it would have been misplaced. 
6 A. That was how it was supposed to work, yes. 6 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) And you would agree with 
7 Q. Did it work that way in this case, the 7 me that David Stern, as the lawyer, was responsible 
8 Mack case? 8 for maintaining the files of his clients? 
9 A. To my knowledge, it seems to have worked 9 A. David Stern -- the Law Offices of David 

10 that way, but again, I don't -- I wasn't involved in 10 Stern is responsible for maintaining the file, yes. 
11 it, so I don't know. 11 Q. Now, if we wanted to find out what was 
12 Q. Let's please turn to Deutsche double 12 sent electronically on that date, is there any way to 
13 01366, which is the last page, but it has the 13 recover that now? 
14 earliest dates. Do you have the last page, that page 14 A. Possibly from GMAC. 
15 1366? 15 Q. Only from GMAC? 
16 A. Yes. 16 A. To my knowledge, yes. 
17 Q. The first entry is one from 7-29-2009. Do 17 Q. No way that you can think of that it could 
18 you see that, sir? 18 be recovered through the Law Office of David Stern? 
19 A. Yes. 19 A. You could look at the Complaint terms, you 
20 Q. It says, "File received 7-24-2009." Do 20 could look at the Title Information Sheet, and those 
21 you know what that means? 21 two documents were a compilation of what would have 
22 A. Yes. 22 been on the referral. 
23 Q. What does that mean? 23 Q. Do you know if a copy of the note was sent 
24 A. That means that Glen -- I don't know how 24 on July 24, 2009, the Mack note? 
25 to pronounce his last name. I always called him 25 A. My review of the file indicated the title 

1 
2 
3 

Page 43 

Glen. (Continuing) -- Glen Lewin on the 29th of July 
entered that comment that the file had been received. 
He was in the new files department, so he would have 

4 opened the file on the 24th and five days later 
5 posted to our tracking system that comment. 
6 Q. Now, when he received the file, would that 
7 be an electronic transmission? 
8 A. In this case it was. 
9 Q. And was a copy kept of everything that was 

10 received on that electronic transmission? 
11 A. No. Unfortunately, I did not see a copy 
12 of the electronic transmission. 
13 Q. Would it have been the ordinary procedure 
14 that, in fact, a copy of those documents would be 
15 scanned into your system or placed into your system 
16 electronically? 
17 A. No. It was kept in the hard copy in the 
18 file. It was printed by -- printed by Glen and put 
19 in the new file and then moved on to the next 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

department. 
Q. Did you look to see if there was a 

printing of what was received on the 24th? 
A. I did look and I couldn't find anything. 
Q. Does that mean it's missing from the file? 
A. That would be my assumption. 

Page 45 

1 examiner said that they did not have a copy of the 
2 note at the time they examined title a few days 
3 later. 
4 Q. Was it normal practice that when the file 
5 was sent out by GMAC, it would include a copy of the 
6 note? 
7 A. Sometimes it did; sometimes it didn't. 
8 Q. Do you know why a note was not here? 
9 A. No, I don't. 

10 Q. Would somebody at David Stern, in the 
11 ordinary course of events, have contacted GMAC about 
12 getting a copy of the note? 
13 A. Yes, if the original wasn't delivered a 
14 few days later, yeah, someone would have followed up 
15 to get a copy. 
16 Q. Okay. So when they got the electronic 
17 download of the documents and it didn't have the 
18 note, ordinarily David Stern would not follow up with 
19 a question at that time? 
20 A. No, not at that point. 
21 Q. It says on the 29th a title search was 
22 ordered? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 
25 

Q. That was a title search ordered by the 
Office of David Stern? 
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Page 46 Page 48 
1 A. Yes. 1 be -- or the next lettered exhibit which would be E, 
2 Q. On the 10th of August there's a note. I 2 and show it to you. 
3 guess Brittany Patullo, is that who entered that 3 THE WITNESS: What do you want me to do 
4 note? 4 with what we were looking at, this Response? Is that 
5 A. Yes. 5 an exhibit or not? 
6 Q. And it says "7/29 awaiting plaintiff info 6 MR. GARBER: Oh, yes, that should be an 
7 via NT," is that New Trak? 7 exhibit, too. We'll mark that ---
8 A. Yes. 8 MR. SMITH T: I don't think we marked 
9 Q. Do you know what that means? 9 that. 

10 A. Yes. 10 MR. GARBER: Let's mark that Exhibit F. 
11 Q. What does it mean? 11 (Thereupon, Deutsche 000979 - Deutsche 
12 A. It means that Brittany was waiting on July 12 001068 and Response of Law Offices of David J. 
13 29th to hear from GMAC as to the party that should be 13 Stern, P.A. To Defendants' Subpoena Duces Tecum 
14 the appropriate plaintiff. 14 Without Deposition, were marked as Defendant's 
15 Q. Why was she waiting from 7-29 if Glen 15 Exhibits E and F, respectively, for 
16 Lewin was the one that made the note on 7-29-2009? 16 Identification.) 
17 A. Glen was in the new files department. He 17 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) I'd like to refer your 
18 simply opened the file. 18 attention to the first two pages of Exhibit E. 
19 Q. What did Brittany Patullo do? 19 A. Before you say that, I need to retract my 
20 A. I don't know. I assume from the note that 20 testimony. I see the referral in this package of 
21 she was in the title department because they could 21 documents that was printed out. I did not see it 
22 not complete the title report without knowing who the 22 yesterday when I was reviewing the hard copy of the 
23 client wanted the plaintiff to be. 23 file. 
24 Q. The next entry is entered by Oral Walters. 24 Q. You see a referral? 
25 Do you see that? 25 A. The referral that was printed from New 

Page 47 Page 49 

1 A. Uh-huh. 1 Trak. 
2 Q. And that was on 8-10-2009? 2 Q. From 7-297 
3 A. Yes. 3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. It says, "File to cases UM;" is that 4 Q. And where is that located in here? 
5 correct? 5 A. It is Deutsche number 1050. It starts 
6 A. Case Um. 6 there. 
7 Q. What's that? 7 Q. That is the electronic ---
8 A. Case Um is a department where all the data 8 A. That's what would have been pulled from 
9 from the referral and from the title information 9 the New Trak system, the referral, and printed for 

10 sheet would be entered into a mergible document to 10 the new file to be opened in the office. 
11 create the Complaint, the lis pendens, and the 11 Q. This was what came in on 7-24-097 Because 
12 summonses. 12 at the top of 1050 it says, Received from New Trak 
13 Q. And that was done in this case? 13 7-24-09. 
14 A. Yes. 14 A. Yes, and the date is also printed on the 
15 Q. And is that maintained electronically 15 document. At the very bottom right hand side you 
16 somewhere? 16 can -- it's hard to see, but it is the 24th of July. 
17 A. Once it's merged, it becomes the 17 Q. Can you look at this document that looks 
18 Complaint, the lis pendens, and the summons. There 18 like it's Deutsche 1050 through 1055 and tell me if a 
19 would be a copy of the Case Um where the attorney 19 copy of the note was sent out? 
20 would review and there would be checkmarks in the 20 MR. SMITH T: You mean on that day? 
21 hard copy of the file. 21 MR. GARBER: Yes. 
22 MR. GARBER: I have a copy of documents 22 THE WITNESS: No, I can't tell from --
23 that we received from Deutsche Bank and it came 23 whether there was an attachment of a copy of the 
24 purportedly from the Office of David Stern. I'd like 24 note, in other words, what was printed by Glen on the 
25 to mark this as the next numbered exhibit which would 25 day that he printed the referral. 
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Page 50 Page 52 
1 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) So you can't tell if any 1 Collier County? 
2 documents were uploaded into New Trak and then 2 A. I don't know about the day it was filed. 
3 downloaded by David Stern on the 24th? 3 It would be indicative that the copy of the note was 
4 A. No, I can't tell from this printout. 4 not in the file the date the case Um was drafted. 
5 Q. Would there ordinarily be an electronic 5 Q. The Complaint was filed in a program you 
6 way of keeping a record of what documents were 6 have that merged documents that you received from 
7 downloaded? 7 GMAC to form a Complaint and the lis pendens, 
8 A. I did not have access to New Trak, so I 8 correct? 
9 don't know if once you downloaded something you could 9 A. Correct. 

10 go back in and see what was downloaded. I don't 10 Q. And since this document refers to the note 
11 know. 11 and mortgage, was it the ordinary practice of David 
12 Q. Turning to the first page of Exhibit E, 12 Stern to include the note and mortgage when they 
13 paragraph number five, it says, "Plaintiff owns and 13 filed a Complaint of foreclosure? 
14 holds the Note and Mortgage." Do you see that, sir? 14 A. Yes. If the mortgage were not in the 
15 A. Yes. 15 file, then the Complaint should have been revised, 
16 Q. However, in paragraph number four it says, 16 but apparently the attorney who signed this did not 
17 "A copy of the Mortgage AND NOTE ARE attached hereto 17 catch the fact that there was not a note attached. 
18 as 'Exhibit A."' Do you see that? 18 Q. Was Exhibit B placed in substitution for 
19 A. Yes. 19 the note? 
20 Q. Now, when we look at the exhibit, Exhibit 20 A. Exhibit B was commonly used when a lost 
21 A is only the mortgage. Do you see that, sir? 21 note count was a part of the Complaint, but in 
22 A. Yes, it only references the note on the 22 reviewing this Complaint, when it was filed, there 
23 first page. 23 was no lost note Count II, so at that point that 
24 Q. So the first page says that the note is 24 indicates to me that the law firm must have been in 
25 attached, but the note was not attached to that 25 possession -- someone must have seen before the 

Page 51 Page 53 

1 Complaint? 1 Complaint was filed that the law firm had the note 
2 A. Yes. 2 because no lost note was filed, but whoever saw that 
3 Q. That's true? 3 didn't take it a step further and get the original 
4 A. That's true, I do not see a copy of the 4 note copy and attach it to the Complaint before it 
5 note attached. 5 was filed. 
6 Q. Okay. There is, however, an Exhibit B. 6 Q. Do you have any actual knowledge on which 
7 Do you see that? 7 you base that, or is that just your supposition? 
8 A. Yes. 8 A. Looking at the comment history report that 
9 Q. Okay. can you tell us what Exhibit Bis? 9 is attached to the subpoena response, it indicates 

10 A. Exhibit Bis an outline of the relevant 10 the original note came in with the law firm. 

11 terms of the subject note. 11 MR. TEW: No, that's not the right one. 
12 Q. Do you know who prepared Exhibit B? 12 THE WITNESS: This is it. The original 
13 A. Whoever did the Case Um report. 13 note and mortgage and original title policy received 
14 Q. Would that have been somebody at David 14 by the law firm on August 10, 2009. The Case Um --
15 Stern? 15 the Complaint looks like it was completed on August 
16 A. Yes. 16 11th, so what that indicates to me is the original 

17 Q. So David Stern prepared this document? 17 note and mortgage were delivered to the document 

18 A. Yes. 18 team, but the document team did not advise the Case 
19 Q. Where would they have gotten this 19 Um department that they had the original note and 

20 information? 20 mortgage so that the Case Um department drafted the 
21 A. From the mortgage document and from the 21 Complaint thinking that there was no copy of the note 

22 referral. 22 available. 

23 Q. Okay. Would this be indicative of the 23 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Case Um would be a 

24 fact that David Stern did not have the note on the 24 department at the Office of David Stern? 

25 date that this document was filed with the Court in 25 A. Yes. 
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Page S4 Page S6 

1 Q. The program that produced the Complaint 1 associate attorneys. 
2 and also the lis pendens, they would have produced 2 Q. Now, at the time Misty Barnes signed this 
3 both those documents on the same date? 3 Complaint -- and by the way, I see the number of 3100 
4 A. Yes, they were a part of the same 4 it looks like beneath her name. Do you know what 
5 document. 5 that is? 
6 Q. I believe we have a copy of the lis 6 A. I believe that's her Bar number. I don't 
7 pendens in here. Let me see if I can find it. 7 think it's a complete number there. It looks like 
8 A. It's Deutsche number 1056. 8 3100 and then another digit, which I can't tell what 
9 Q. Okay. I have a copy at 1012. Let me just 9 it is. 

10 look and see if the 56 one is the same. 10 Q. At the time that Misty Barnes signed this, 
11 Could you please refer your attention to 11 would it have been her responsibility to review the 
12 1012. 1012 has a "Filed" stamp on Collier County 12 Complaint for completeness? 
13 Circuit Court of August 20, 2009. Do you see that, 13 A. She should have, yes. 
14 sir? 14 Q. And so if she signed it on August 17th but 
15 A. Yes. 15 the Office of David Stern had received the note by 
16 Q. But the one at 1056, it does not have a 16 August 10th, should she have caught that fact? 
17 "Filed" stamp. 17 A. She would have had to have gone into the 
18 A. Yes, correct. 18 electronic computer system and seen that the note was 
19 Q. Do you know why they would be different in 19 received, yes, but I don't know that associate 
20 that respect? 20 attorneys necessarily did that as a matter of course. 
21 A. The document lis pendens at 1012 is a copy 21 Q. Would it have been her responsibility, if 
22 provided by Provest, the process server, after the 22 she did know there was a note, to attach it as part 
23 Complaint was filed with the Court case number on it. 23 of Exhibit A as indicated in the Complaint? 
24 The other document, 1056, is simply a copy that was 24 A. Absolutely. 
25 signed by the attorney before it was filed with the 25 Q. Do you know how these documents that are 

Page SS Page S7 
1 Court. 1 Deutsche Bank 979 to 1068 came into the possession of 
2 Q. The lis pendens was -- it had the name of 2 Deutsche Bank? 
3 Elsa Hernandez Shum as an attorney, but it was 3 A. Are these copies from the hard file? 
4 actually signed by another attorney and that's the 4 Q. I've been told they were copies of the 
5 page at 1013. Could you please look at that. 5 hard file. 
6 A. Yes, I see that. 6 A. See, I've never seen the hard file. The 
7 Q. It says it was signed on August 17, 2009. 7 hard file was taken from our storage facility, so. 
8 What is the name of the attorney? 8 MR. SMITH T: I can represent that they 
9 A. Looks like Misty Barnes signed it. 9 were. This is the hard file. I haven't looked at 

10 Q. Is that B-a-r-n-e-s? 10 the exhibits. 
11 A. Yes, I believe so. 11 Excuse me, Forrest. I'm sorry to 
12 Q. Who is Misty Barnes? 12 interrupt you. 
13 A. She was an associate foreclosure attorney. 13 I have not looked at this entire exhibit, 
14 Q. Was she a supervisor of Elsa Shum? 14 but as we said, as we said in the response to the 
15 A. No. 15 subpoena, Deutsche 979 through 1068 were obtained 
16 Q. Why would she have signed it instead of 16 from Iron Mountain by subpoena. 
17 Ms. Shum? 17 MR. GARBER: And I appreciate that, but I 
18 A. At that time a lot of Complaints were 18 want to find out what the witness knows. 
19 being generated and there were more Complaints being 19 MR. SMITH T: I understand. 
20 generated for review and signature than we had 20 THE WITNESS: That's my knowledge, if it's 
21 necessarily attorneys on a particular team to sign. 21 the hard file, it was obtained from Iron Mountain 
22 Elsa was on the GMAC team, and for example, a batch 22 storage facility. The law firm did not have 
23 might have come in from GMAC where there were 200 23 possession of the hard file. 
24 Complaints to be filed, but she couldn't possibly 24 Q. . (BY MR. GARBER) Was the Iron Mountain 
25 have reviewed them all, so she had help from other 25 storage facility the facility that was maintained by 
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Page 58 Page 60 
1 David Stern for its old files? 1 Q. If you would please turn to Deutsche Bank 
2 A. It's a separate storage facility. It's 2 1061. Okay, this is a document that was prepared by 
3 not maintained by the Law Offices of David Stern. 3 David Stern? 
4 Q. Who pays for it? 4 A. No. 
5 A. Nobody pays for it. It's -- the law firm 5 Q. Who prepared this document? 
6 can't afford to pay storage fees anymore. 6 A. This was prepared by the title company. 
7 Q. Was anybody paying for it in 2009? 7 Q. The title company prepared this? 
8 A. Yes, the law firm was paying for storage 8 A. Yes. 
9 fees back then. 9 Q. It says down at the bottom, "Note not 

10 Q. Who would have had access to that file 10 available" and the date is 8-8-09. 
11 besides David Stern once it was placed in Iron 11 A. Okay. 
12 Mountain? 12 Q. That would have been the title company 
13 A. No one, other than Iron Mountain 13 that would have put that down? 
14 employees. 14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. GMAC would not be able to get information 15 Q. And again, on the next page, 1062, they 
16 out of that? 16 put "Note not available"? 
17 A. No. It was our office file. It was not 17 A. Is there a question? 
18 their file. 18 Q. Yes, that would have been true as of the 
19 Q. Do you have any knowledge of how it came 19 8th of August, 2009 that the note was not available? 
20 into the possession of GMAC? 20 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. Lack of 
21 A. Just as was stated before, through a 21 foundation. Go ahead. 
22 subpoena to Iron Mountain, and Iron Mountain, it's my 22 THE WITNESS: I'm confused. It looks like 
23 understanding, produced the hard file. 23 the title examiner did not have a copy of the note on 
24 Q. To the best of your knowledge, is the 24 the date that they did the title exam, which was 
25 original file still in Iron Mountain? 25 8-8-09. 

Page 59 Page 61 

1 A. I don't know where it is. 1 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) And looking at the 
2 Q. When you were preparing for this 2 response to the subpoena that we have, it says that 
3 deposition, did you review all the documents that are 3 the original note and mortgage and TP -- is that 
4 contained in this Exhibit E? 4 title policy? 
5 A. I reviewed them on the computer. A copy 5 A. Yes. 
6 was sent by Attorney Smith to me to look at what was 6 Q. (Continuing) -- received on 8-10-2009, 
7 produced. 7 correct? 
8 Q. Were they divided up into two parts, one 8 A. It's reflected received by the law firm. 
9 being this part that represents the hard copies from 9 This is the title examination report. Two different 

10 Iron Mountain? 10 entities. 
11 A. Yes. 11 Q. I see. What was the name of this title 
12 Q. So you have reviewed all these in 12 company? 
13 preparation for this deposition? 13 A. Professional Title & Abstract of Florida. 
14 A. I quickly went through them. Again, I 14 Q. Who would have sent information to them to 
15 didn't spend much time on any of them. I just looked 15 prepare that? 
16 to see what they were. 16 A. The law firm. 
17 Q. Do you know if there was a problem with 17 Q. So they were a private contractor used by 

18 the Mack referral when it was received by David 18 David Stern to facilitate the foreclosure process? 

19 Stern? 19 A. Yes. And if you look at the comment 

20 A. No, I didn't see anything regarding -- 20 history, the title search was ordered on the 29th of 

21 problem in transmission, is that what you mean? 21 July which pre-dated the receipt of the note. So 
22 Q. Some problem with handling the file. 22 what the title company got probably was not 

23 A. The handling of the file? 23 reflective of what the law firm had at the time the 
24 Q. Yes. 24 exam was done. 
25 A. No. 25 Q. The name of this company was Professional 
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Page 62 Page 64 

1 Title & Abstract; is that correct? 1 is the response of David Stern to the Counterclaim of 
2 A. Yes. 2 GMAC, all of it's true and correct? 
3 Q. Do you know where they're located? 3 A. Yes. 
4 A. I don't believe that they are doing 4 Q. Did you participate in its preparation? 
5 business any longer. 5 A. Not specifically. 
6 Q. Where were they located? 6 Q. Did you provide information for it? 
7 A. They were located at 900 South Pine Island 7 A. I may have. I don't specifically recall. 
8 Road, I believe the fifth floor. 8 Q. Do you know who did provide information 
9 Q. Is that the same building the Law Office 9 for it? 

10 of David Stern was in? 10 A. I would be guessing. Other than myself, 
11 A. Yes. 11 possibly David Stern. 
12 Q. Do you know if this was a business that 12 Q. Paragraph number two of the Affirmative 
13 was affiliated with David Stern by cross boards of 13 Defenses, that's found on page five of Exhibit D, in 
14 directors or ownerships? 14 paragraph number two the Office of David Stern is 
15 A. Yes, I do know. 15 saying GMAC is not entitled to relief because it 
16 Q. And it was an affiliated company? 16 breached the contract by, among other things, failing 
17 A. Yes. 17 to promptly obtain replacement counsel. 
18 Q. Do you know when they went out of 18 Do you know if GMAC made attempts to 
19 business? 19 promptly obtain replacement counsel with respect to 
20 A. No, I don't. It eventually became a 20 the Mack case? 
21 public company and I don't know when they stopped 21 A. That was really not relevant because the 
22 doing business. 22 case was closed on our system. 
23 MR. SMITH T: David, can we take just a 23 Q. So from David Stern's point of view, when 
24 short break -- 24 they were terminated in November of 2011, David Stern 
25 MR. GARBER: Sure. 25 didn't feel that replacement counsel was needed with 

Page 63 Page 65 
1 MR. SMITH T: (Continuing) -- when you get 1 respect to the Mack case? 
2 to a point? 2 A. That's correct. 
3 MR. GARBER: Can I just get to one point? 3 Q. In paragraph number three it says that 
4 MR. SMITH T: Yeah. 4 GMAC's claims are barred because of GMAC's own 
5 MR. GARBER: On this title note there is a 5 negligence caused all or part of its purported 
6 portion that has been redacted on the last, 1065, and 6 damages. Part of those damages are the judgment that 
7 Mr. Smith T has objected to that information being 7 they illuded to in their Complaint of $450,000 in the 
8 given. Would you also object to it here today, John? 8 Mack case. 
9 MR. SMITH T: Yes. I mean, the Judge has 9 Can you tell us if GMAC was guilty of any 

10 already ruled that it is not relevant, has nothing to 10 negligence in that case? 
11 do with this case, so I don't understand even why you 11 A. In the Mack case? 
12 would seek to revisit it at this time since the Judge 12 Q. Yes. 
13 has already seen what's behind that and ruled on 13 MR. TEW: I'm gonna instruct him not to 
14 this. 14 answer as to legal conclusion. He's here as a fact 
15 MR. GARBER: I understand. 15 witness, not to make a legal conclusion. 
16 Okay, we can take a break. 16 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Did GMAC breach any 
17 VIDEOGRAPHER: We're going off video 17 duties in the Mack case? 
18 record. 18 MR. TEW: Same instruction. 
19 (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 19 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Did GMAC do anything 
20 VIDEOGRAPHER: We're back on video record. 20 wrong in the Mack case? 
21 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Mr. McSurdy, would you 21 MR. TEW: Same instruction. In addition 
22 please turn your attention to Exhibit D that we've 22 to everything else, there's nothing in the subpoena 
23 already introduced. 23 relating to this and it's calling on the witness to 
24 A. Okay. 24 make conclusions of law. He's here as a fact witness 
25 Q. As far as you know, this Exhibit D, which 25 to testify about the Mack case in detail but not 
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Page 66 

1 conclusions as to GMAC's conduct. 1 
2 MR. GARBER: And It is my understanding 2 
3 that the subpoena that was sent out for a corporate 3 
4 representative notifies the corporate representative 4 
5 of those things specifically that he should try to be 5 
6 prepared on, but it does not preclude that other 6 
7 questions can be asked. 7 
8 MR. TEW: I know, but it doesn't turn him 8 
9 into an expert witness who can make a legal 9 

10 conclusion from facts. For one thing, you haven't 10 
11 asked him any hypotheticals. I wouldn't let him 11 
12 answer those anyway, but you're saying, did GMAC do 12 
13 something wrong? Those are all conclusions of fact 13 
14 and law, and he's not here as that type of witness. 14 
15 It's inappropriate to ask him. 15 
16 MR. GARBER: Okay. That might be 16 
17 important to our case. Most things I can let go, but 17 
18 that might be important to the case. 18 
19 MR. TEW: Well, that's for the Judge to 19 
20 decide, not for Forrest. He can't look at the facts 20 
21 and make conclusions. 21 
22 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) With respect to paragraph 22 
23 number nine, David Stern was saying that GMAC's 23 
24 claim should be barred by the doctrine of unclean 24 
25 hands for failure to retain replacement counsel. 25 

Page 67 
1 I've already asked you about that with 1 
2 respect to the Mack case, and you said that's not an 2 
3 issue, correct? 3 
4 A. That was not -- replacement counsel was 4 
5 not an issue in either GMAC nor the Law Office of -- 5 
6 to my knowledge, the Law Offices of David Stern did 6 
7 not tell GMAC that replacement counsel was necessary 7 
8 because the file was closed in our system. 8 
9 Q. It goes on to cite -- citing inaccurate 9 

10 affidavits. There were no inaccurate affidavits, 10 
11 were there, that was signed by GMAC on the Mack case? 11 
12 A. I don't know about inaccurate. I didn't 12 
13 see any affidavits in the Mack case at all, so I 13 
14 don't think that would be pertinent. 14 
15 Q. Not confirming whether loan and mortgage 15 
16 documents were properly endorsed. Was that true in 16 
17 the Mack case, that GMAC failed to see if loan and 17 
18 mortgage documents were properly endorsed? 18 
19 A. Could you repeat the question? I don't 19 
20 really understand what you're asking. 20 
21 Q. Okay. I'm asking, with respect to the 21 
22 Mack case, do you know whether or not any loan or 22 
23 mortgage documents that GMAC provided to the office 23 
24 of David Stern were not properly endorsed or assigned 24 
25 or in the possession of the appropriate party? 25 

Page 68 

A. My review of the file did not indicate 
that there was any inappropriate endorsement or loan 
documentation in the file. 

Q. Was there any problem with GMAC having the 
note? We saw earlier on the Title Sheet that they 
did not have the note as of the 8th of August. Was 
there some problem in getting the note from GMAC? 

A. I don't believe that it indicated GMAC 
didn't have the note as of the 8th of August. It 
indicated our law firm did not have the note until 
the 8th of August. 

Q. Right. 
A. Right. 
Q. But there was no problem in getting that 

note from GMAC? 
A. No. Actually, that was a quick delivery 

of an original note based on my experience with 
foreclosure cases. 

Q. This paragraph cites an order that was 
entered by the Board of Governors in the Federal 
Reserve System on April 13, 2011, which identified 
misconduct on behalf of GMAC. Do you have any 
knowledge of that order? 

A. I've never read that order. I've heard of 
it, but that's the extent of my knowledge. 

Page 69 

Q. So would it be fair to say that you also 
don't have any knowledge of any misconduct by GMAC 
with respect to the Mack case? 

A. Yes, I have no knowledge of that. 
Q. And by saying you have no knowledge, 

you're not denying misconduct, but you have no 
knowledge one way or the other? 

MR. SMITH T: I object to that. The 
witness can answer the question. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Is that a fair statement? 
MR. GARBER: Well, I just want to make 

sure it's not mischaracterized later on. 
MR. TEW: Well, his answer is crystal 

clear, he doesn't know. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
MR. GARBER: Okay, I have some other 

documents that I would like to go over with you, and 
these are the second half of the Stern file that was 
provided to us by Deutsche Bank. 

Can we please have them marked as our next 
numbered exhibit. 

(Thereupon, Deutsche 001176 - Deutsche 
001355 were marked as Defendant's Exhibit 
G, for Identification.) 
Q. (BY MR. GARBER) By the way, Mr. McSurdy, 
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Page 70 
1 I note that it's 20 minutes to 1:00. Are you okay 
2 to just go through lunch? 
3 A. Sure. 
4 Q. Okay, thank you. 
5 Do you have a copy of Exhibit G in front 
6 of you? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Q. The first one is a letter from my office 
to Ms. Shum dated February 2, 2011. Do you see this? 

A. I do. 
Q. Did David Stern receive this letter? 

MR. TEW: You mean the law firm? 
THE WITNESS: The law firm. 
MR. GARBER: Right. 
THE WITNESS: If this was one of the 

16 documents that was produced by GMAC, yes. I 
17 personally pulled these documents from the system, so 
18 if they -- if GMAC produces them, yes, it was 
19 received by the law firm. 
20 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) So in the second 
21 production by Deutsche Bank, based on a production 
22 request from my office, all those documents that 
23 Deutsche Bank sent to us or GMAC sent to us were 
24 ones you pulled from the system, correct? 
25 A. Yes, yes. 

Page 71 

1 Q. So I see there's a bar coding down here on 
2 the bottom right hand corner of the February 2nd 
3 letter. 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Was that put on there by David Stern's 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

office? 
A. Yes, that's when the mail room would have 

processed the letter. 
Q. So whatever mail comes in, the mail room 

would get it and put on the bar code? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And then what would they do with it? 
13 A. Well, what was supposed to happen was it 
14 was supposed to be scanned into the system for the 
15 particular file. They would look up what the file 
16 pertained to and then the hard copy should have been 
17 given to the paralegal handling the case and 
18 eventually an attorney would review the letter or the 
19 pleading. 
20 Q. This letter was addressed to Ms. Shum. 
21 Was she a lawyer at the Office of David Stern on 
22 February 2, 2011? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. It would not have ordinarily gone to her? 
25 A. Yes, it would have. It would have made 

Page 72 
1 its way. The process would have been mail room would 
2 have scanned it first into the system, the hard copy 
3 of the letter given to her paralegal on this 
4 particular file, and then the paralegal would have 
5 given that with other documents received that day to 
6 Ms. Shum for her review and instructions as to what 
7 to do. 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Q. Now, in this particular case David Stern 
filed a foreclosure against the Macks in August of 
2009, correct? 

A. Yes. 
12 Q. And there was a Counterclaim that was 
13 filed on this in September of 2009, wasn't there? 
14 A. My review of the file indicates that there 
15 was a Counterclaim filed, yes. 
16 Q. Would it have been the responsibility of 
17 David Stern to notify GMAC when they received the 
18 Counterclaim? 
19 A. Yes. What should have happened was when 
20 it came into the mail room, it should have been 
21 scanned -- the same process, it should have been 
22 scanned by the mail room, and then the hard copy 
23 given to the paralegal, the paralegal should have 
24 given it to the attorney handling the file, Ms. Shum. 
25 She then would have reviewed it. Because it was a 

Page 73 

1 contested pleading, she would have given it to a 
2 managing attorney with the file, who would -- the 
3 managing attorney would then have assigned it to a 
4 litigator in the litigation department and from that 
5 point, the litigator would have sent a copy to the 
6 client, GMAC in this case, along with a proposed 
7 budget how to defend that particular pleading. 
8 Q. That's what should have happened --
9 A. That's what should have happened. 

10 Q. (Continuing) -- when the Counterclaim came 
11 in? 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

A. Yes, in September of -
Q. 2009? 
A. (Continuing) -- 2009. I believe it 

actually wasn't posted to Tracker until October of 
2009. 

Q. So the Counterclaim then was posted to 
Tracker in October of 2009? 

A. Yes. The mail room was receiving 
approximately 10,000 pieces of mail a day and they 
were backlogged. 

Q. So was it assigned to a litigation 
attorney? 

A. No, it never was. 
Q. Was there any understanding that David 
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Page 74 Page 76 

1 Stern had with GMAC that they would only handle the 1 A. The GMAC team had -- it could have been 
2 foreclosure case and not handle a Counterclaim that 2 one of 12. 
3 was filed? 3 Q. Do you know the names of the people that 
4 A. No, there was no such understanding. 4 could have been doing it? 
5 Q. So it was the duty of David Stern to 5 A. No, I'm sorry. 
6 notify GMAC when they got the Counterclaim? 6 Q. Is there any record at David Stern of who 
7 A. That was the normal practice, yes. 7 those people are? 
8 Q. And that was their duty? 8 A. No longer, no. There's nothing, at least 
9 A. Yes, that was what was expected of them by 9 at this point. 

10 GMAC. 10 Q. Now, the Complaint itself was not signed 
11 Q. Was it also the duty of David Stern to 11 by Ms. Shum. It was signed by Ms. Barnes, do you 
12 have filed an appropriate Answer to the Counterclaim 12 remember that? 
13 in the suit of foreclosure they brought in the Mack 13 A. Yes, I remember that. 
14 case? 14 Q. Would this letter have been given to 
15 A. Not necessarily. It would have depended 15 Ms. Barnes because she was the one that actually 
16 on the response gotten -- received from GMAC after 16 signed the Complaint? 
17 the copy of the pleading had been sent to them with 17 A. Again, I don't know. I don't know what 
18 the proposed budget. 18 happened to the letter. From what I could tell, it 
19 Sometimes GMAC or another client would 19 didn't make it out of the mail room. The tracing of 
20 say, "We would prefer another firm to handle the 20 it stopped with the mail being scanned into the 
21 defense of the Counterclaim, please transfer the file 21 system. 
22 to this firm." 22 Q. Was Ms. Shum the individual attorney that 
23 Q. Would it be fair to say then that when 23 was assigned the Mack case? 
24 Counterclaims were filed on foreclosure suits, they 24 A. Yes. 
25 were handled on a case-by-case basis, depending on 25 Q. Was it transferred over to Ms. Barnes 

Page 75 Page 77 

1 the wishes of GMAC? 1 because she signed the Complaint? 
2 A. Yes. 2 MR. SMITH T: Let me object to the form. 
3 Q. Did David Stern submit a budget to GMAC 3 I know we looked at the lis pendens which was signed 
4 about handling the Counterclaim? 4 by Ms. Barnes. I'm not sure we saw who signed the 
5 A. No. 5 Complaint, but go ahead. 
6 Q. Do you know if this letter of February 2, 6 MR. GARBER: Actually, I don't know 
7 2011 ever reached Ms. Shum? 7 either. That's a good question. 
8 A. I do not know. I can say what the 8 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Let's look at Exhibit E 
9 practice would have been if I could tell if she had 9 and tell me, if you can, who signed it. 

10 received it. What she should have done, our 10 A. I cannot tell who signed the Complaint. 
11 attorneys are instructed to initial and date in the 11 Q. Can you tell me who signed that Complaint, 
12 lower corner of the letter if they had ever reviewed 12 the second page? 
13 the letter or the pleading. 13 A. It was not Misty Barnes, I can tell you 
14 Q. And the fact that we don't see an initial 14 that. 
15 and a date in the bottom right hand corner, does that 15 Q. Yeah, that's a good point. 
16 indicate she did not? 16 What is that first thing, L/H? 
17 A. Indicates to me that she did not see the 17 A. I can't make out anything. A name, I 
18 letter. 18 don't recognize a name, they didn't put their Bar 
19 Q. Do you know who the paralegal was that 19 number. 
20 should have handed it to her? 20 Q. It has a name of Miriam Mendieta. 
21 A. On this date, no. There was much 21 A. I know Miriam's signature and that's not 
22 turnover. 22 Miriam's signature. 
23 Q. How many paralegals did you have 23 Q. Is there any way we can find out who 
24 approximately that might have been assigned the Mack 24 signed this Complaint? 
25 responses? 25 A. Not at this point. I'm sorry. 
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Page 78 

1 Q. There are no records that David Stern has 
2 that would show that? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

A. No, we don't have an HR department 
anymore. We don't have anything. 

Q. Okay. Going beyond and in Exhibit G, the 
first entry, Exhibit G was received by David Stern, 
but as far as you can tell David Stern's office made 
no action with respect to the February 2nd letter, 
correct? 

A. Correct. 10 
11 
12 
13 

Q. The next thing we have is a letter to the 
clerk, it's also dated February 2, 2011, and it has 
enclosures. Motion to Compel Discovery. Did the 

14 Office of David Stern receive a copy of this letter 
15 dated February 2, 2011 to the clerk? 
16 A. I can -- I can tell you that any documents 
17 dated after the last date of the entry on the Tracker 
18 comment history, the same -- my testimony would be 
19 the same that if nothing is indicated after that 
20 date, when the last date of the comment history, then 
21 it indicates that nobody did anything with respect to 
22 any documents that were received by the mail room. 
23 Q. Right, but I just want to make sure that I 
24 have an acknowledgment that David Stern did receive a 
25 copy of this letter of February 2, 2011. 

Page 79 

1 A. I don't see the stamp on here from the 
2 mail room, but I assume that it was also delivered as 
3 part of the package that I sent to Mr. Smith, so yes, 
4 if that's the case. 
5 Q. Okay. It bears the Deutsche Bates stamp 
6 of double 01177. 
7 A. Okay, then that would have been pulled 
8 from our system electronically. 
9 Q. So as far as you know, that was received 

10 by David Stern? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. And then there was a copy of the 
13 Motion To Compel Discovery. That was attached to it. 
14 And that's also Deutsche Bates stamped. That would 
15 have been received as well? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And the next thing would be a copy of the 
18 request for production of documents that's found at 
19 Bates stamp 1180 and 1181 and 1182, correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And David Stern's office would have 
22 received that as well? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 MR. SMITH T: David, are you intending to 
25 go through each one of these? 
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1 MR. GARBER: Yeah, I just want to make 
2 sure they were all received by them. 
3 MR. SMITH T: And I appreciate that. I'm 
4 not trying to prevent you from handling your 
5 deposition, but I do want just to maybe save some 
6 time and state that we have -- there has been 
7 
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10 
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submitted in this response to the subpoena the 
statement that says Defendant's documents labeled 
Deutsche 1176 through 1355, these records were 
electronically stored and contained documents that 
had -- well, the rest of that doesn't matter. But we 
can say for the record that these are the documents 
that Mr. McSurdy provided to me, which I then 
produced in response to your document request. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. And let me do this 
since I want his knowledge on here to try and save 
some time. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) can you look at the rest 
of the packet and make sure these are the documents 
that David Stern had in their possession and 
provided to Deutsche -- to GMAC. 

A. Yes, these are all the documents that the 
law firm received on the Mack file. 

Q. And do you have any reason to believe that 
any of these documents, and they're numerous 

Page 81 

documents, that have dates on them were not received 
by the Office of David Stern at or near the date of 
the document? 

MR. SMITH T: Object to the form. Let me 
just say, I'm not preventing him from answering, but 
again, we have made it known that some of the 
documents have auto dating coding which change the 
day when they were printed. So the dates reflected 
on some of the documents themselves won't reflect the 
actual date or the contemporaneous receipt or 
generation of that document. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. And the question 
was: Do you have any reason to believe that any of 
these documents that bear a date on them as to when 
they were made were not received by the Office of 
David Stern at or about the time the document was 
made? 

MR. SMITH T: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: No, I have no reason to 

believe that they were not received within a 
reasonable time after the date shown, except in the 
exception that he stated for auto dating. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. And just to take 
an example, the first page of Exhibit G, that's a 
letter dated February 2, 2011, to the best of your 
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1 knowledge that was received by the Office of David 1 A. Yes, it should have. What should have 
2 Stern a few days, within a few days of February 2, 2 happened is the Case Um report should have been 
3 2011, correct? 3 updated to indicate that you had made an appearance 
4 A. Sometime between February 2nd and February 4 in the case and the system would have automatically 
5 11th, yes. 5 put you in there. 
6 Q. And February 11th, okay. And how do you 6 Q. Okay. Later on we're going to see some 
7 know February 11th? 7 New Trak notes and the New Trak notes indica.te that 
8 A. The mail stamp at the bottom there. 8 the Office of David Stern confirmed the file was 
9 Q. I see. Okay. Would you please turn to 9 closed on September 3, 2009. 

10 Deutsche 1205. This is an order setting the Deutsche 10 Do you know if the file, the Mack file was 
11 Bank versus Mack case for a docket sounding and it 11 closed on September 3, 2009? 
12 bears the David Stern bar coding in the top right 12 A. I have to look back at the comment 
13 hand corner. Do you see that? 13 history --
14 A. Yes. 14 Q. Okay. 
15 Q. Looks like it has a date of February 17, 15 A. (Continuing) -- which is Exhibit F 
16 2011. 16 attached to the response to the subpoena. 
17 A. Well, this is a proposed order. 17 The file was instructed to be closed by 
18 Q. Yes, but you're acknowledging that David 18 GMAC on September 2nd and it was physically closed on 
19 Stern received this, correct? 19 October 5, 2009. There was an entry "File clicked 
20 A. Yes. 20 closed." 
21 Q. And would this not have attracted some 21 Q. Okay. Can you tell by looking at this 
22 attention in the mail room that a trial was brewing 22 Exhibit F whether or not GMAC was notified that David 
23 on this case? 23 Stern's office had closed the file? 
24 A. Would it not have? 24 A. From looking at Exhibit F, no. They would 
25 Q. Yeah. 25 have known -- they would have received back the 

Page 83 Page 85 
1 A. Apparently it did not. 1 original note and mortgage. There was a note there 
2 Q. Would it be fair to say it should have? 2 on November 17, 2009 which is standard practice after 
3 A. It should have been delivered to the 3 a file is closed to send back the original documents 
4 paralegal and paralegal should have given it to the 4 to the client. So that would have been their 
5 attorney handling the file. 5 indication the file was closed. 
6 Q. Would you please turn to Deutsche Bates 6 Q. So based on Exhibit F, you believe that 
7 stamp double 01239 and 1240. Would you tell us what 7 David Stern closed the file on October 5, 2009? 
8 1239 is. 8 A. That's what is indicated, yes. 
9 A. It is a copy of the Notice of Voluntary 9 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 

10 Dismissal filed by the Law Offices of David Stern in 10 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. Now, this 
11 the Mack case, and it looks like it was filed on 11 particular Notice of Voluntary Dismissal that we see 
12 December 8, 2009. 12 in Deutsche Bank 1239 was signed on December 2, 
13 Q. And who was -- who signed this Notice of 13 2009, correct? 
14 Voluntary Dismissal? 14 A. Correct. 
15 A. It looks like Melissa Moros. 15 Q. Why would this have been generated if the 
16 Q. Okay. Was it the practice of David Stern 16 file had been closed in October? 
17 to give a service list of everybody they give a copy 17 A. It was not a correct procedure. The file 
18 to? 18 should not have been closed until the dismissal was 
19 A. Yes. 19 filed. 
20 Q. Any reason to believe that David Stern 20 Q. How did it come to be the file that was 
21 sent a copy of this Notice of Voluntary Dismissal to 21 closed and off the radar would suddenly be revived to 
22 the Macks' attorney, who was me, David Garber? 22 have work done on it? 
23 A. No. It looks like it went to the Macks. 23 A. Are you asking me to speculate what 
24 Q. Should it have gone to the Macks' 24 happened? 
25 attorney? 25 Q. I'm asking if you know. 
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1 A. From the file I can't tell what caused the 1 person that made this entry? 
2 dismissal to be filed. In the normal course of the 2 A. Yes. 
3 practice of the firm, dismissals at that time were 3 Q. Okay. She sent a voluntary dismissal to 
4 being filed within six to nine months after a file 4 the court on 12-7-2009? 
5 was closed. 5 A. Right. 
6 Once the file was clicked closed, it would 6 Q. Why did she make that notation a year 
7 be delivered to the dismissal department, and then we 7 later or almost a year later? 
8 had so many files that had to be dismissed at one 8 A. They were very backed up in what they had 
9 time in 2009 that it took six months to nine months 9 to do. That's what I was saying to you, six to nine 

10 for that department to generate dismissals and get 10 months. That's almost -- that's 10 months later she 
11 them filed. 11 updated the system as to what had been done. 
12 However, if during that period when the 12 Q. What would prompt her to update the system 
13 file was closed but the physical file was in the 13 after nine months after it had been closed? 
14 dismissal department to be dismissed, if an attorney 14 A. I have no idea. It drove us crazy. I 
15 or a party needed a dismissal filed in order to sell 15 don't know. We were constantly after them to do 
16 a piece of property or whatever reason they needed to 16 better, and obviously in this case they didn't do 
17 release the lis pendens, it would be pushed to the 17 better. 
18 head of the pile of dismissals. 18 VIDEOGRAPHER: Excuse me for interrupting, 
19 Q. Now, David Stern maintained an actual 19 but we have a tape change in five minutes. 
20 paper file for a portion of the Mack case, correct? 20 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. The first entry 
21 A. Yes. 21 that's on this page 1364 is a Jennifer Bragonier. 
22 Q. When it was closed, as indicated on 22 That's an employee of David Stern? 
23 October 5, 2009, would that paper file go somewhere? 23 A. She was, yes. 
24 A. It would go -- in this case it would have 24 Q. And on 9-22 it says "Updated without 
25 gone to the dismissal department to file the 25 file." What does that mean? 
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1 dismissal. 1 A. It means the file, as you see there, was 
2 Q. Okay. So they would keep it there semi 2 sent to storage it looks like the same day she 
3 active until they got the dismissal filed? 3 updated it but she didn't have the file. She went 
4 A. Correct. If you look at the comment 4 into the computer system without the file in front of 
5 history -- oh, I take that back. It looks like the 5 her. 
6 file was sent to storage before it went to the 6 Q. And she updated the file? 
7 dismissal department, which is not -- that's not the 7 A. Updated without file, but it doesn't look 
8 normal case. It should not have been sent to storage 8 like she said anything. She just updated without 
9 until the dismissal was filed. 9 file. 

10 Q. Okay. So I see what you're looking at, on 10 Q. How would she update it? 
11 9-22 "File to storage." 11 A. She also put comments lower there, "File 
12 A. Yes. 12 to storage, order recorded and scanned 9/22." 
13 Q. Is that what you're looking at? 13 Q. What order would she have been waiting? 
14 A. Yes. 14 A. The dismissal order. 
15 Q. And I see the dates are out of order 15 Q. Where would there be a dismissal order? 
16 because they start at 9-15, they go up to 11-17 and 16 A. The voluntary dismissal back from the 
17 12-7 and then they go back to 9-22. Do you know why 17 Court. She called it an order. It really 
18 that's out of chronological order? 18 technically wasn't an order. It might have been in a 
19 A. No, I don't know why the system recorded 19 stack of papers that she had had there for six months 
20 it that way. Oh, oh, it's by year. Look at the 20 that she finally got to import in the system. That's 
21 year. It's not out of chronological order. 21 how far back they were. 
22 Q. Oh, I see. Okay. 22 Q. It says under this first entry by Jennifer 
23 Well, let's look at the entry on Deutsche 23 Bragonier on page 1364, it says, "Historical comments 
24 Bank 1364, that's the third one down from the top, 24 (Secondary)." What does secondary mean? 
25 and it says Heather Smith on 9-22-2010. That's the 25 A. I don't know the distinction in the 
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1 computer software system there. 1 received this Counterclaim on or about the date that 
2 Q. If you'd be so kind as to turn to page 2 it was sent, which would have been 9 September, 2009, 
3 1240 of Exhibit Number G. That's the secondary 3 correct? 
4 production of materials from the Office of David 4 A. I can't attest to that because when I 
5 Stern. 5 pulled them from the system, it didn't say the date 
6 A. Yes. 6 of receipt and there was no mail stamp on this one, 
7 Q. This is a document dated December 2, 2009? 7 but it was at some point received by the law firm. 
8 A. Yes. 8 Q. Okay. You have no reason to doubt that it 
9 Q. And did it also go out with a Notice of 9 was received about that time? 

10 Voluntary Dismissal? 10 A. Sometime after that date, yes. 
11 A. It appears to have been filed at the same 11 Q. Okay. 
12 time as the dismissal. 12 MR. GARBER: Are we at the tape change 
13 Q. Do you recognize the name of the attorney? 13 portion? Do you want to do that now? We'll take a 
14 A. No, but the signature looks the same as 14 short break and I'll review my documents here. 
15 the -- almost the same as the person who signed the 15 VIDEOGRAPHER: Time is 1:06 p.m. End of 
16 Notice of Dismissal. 16 tape number one. 
17 Q. Okay. And the first one, can you read 17 (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 
18 that. Is that Melissa Moros? 18 VIDEOGRAPHER: Time is approximately 1:15. 
19 A. It looks like Moros. I'm not familiar 19 This is tape two of the videotaped deposition of 
20 with her last name. 20 Forrest G. McSurdy, Esquire. 
21 Q. But you do know a Melissa who was an 21 MR. GARBER: Mr. McSurdy, I'm going to 
22 attorney then? 22 hand you a document that has previously been used in 
23 A. I'm not familiar with her, no. Again, we 23 discovery and we've been calling it Exhibit 2 because 
24 had at that point 135 attorneys, or maybe even more 24 it was the second exhibit to Mr. Gary's deposition. 
25 at that point. 25 He was an employee of GMAC. I'd like to retain the 
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1 Q. Well, her Bar number is legible, so I 1 Exhibit 2 on this so that we can correspond with the 
2 guess we can look up who she is. 2 other deposition. 
3 A. Right. 3 So if the court reporter would please mark 
4 Q. She signed this "Prevailing Party." Does 4 this one as Exhibit 2. 
5 she believe -- I mean, would that indicate that she 5 (Thereupon, New Trak notes history was 
6 believes she was the prevailing party? 6 marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 2, for 
7 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 7 Identification.) 
8 THE WITNESS: It's a form. It's a 8 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) This is a history of the 
9 mergible form. 9 New Trak notes that were given to us by Deutsche 

10 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) So she wasn't required to 10 Bank, and it has been represented to be all of the 
11 check and see if they were or were not the 11 notes having to do that were put on New Trak by 
12 prevailing party? 12 either David Stern or by GMAC, and I would like, if 
13 A. Well, if I were signing it, I would not 13 you would be so kind, as to compare this Exhibit 2 
14 sign "Prevailing Party" if I were not the -- if the 14 with your Exhibit F here today. 
15 plaintiff were not the prevailing party, but she just 15 Turning to page 1364 of Exhibit F, I see 
16 signed it, it appears. 16 that there is three -- five entries on 9-22 at the 
17 Q. And I know this is somewhat redundant, but 17 top, 9-22-2010. Do you see that? 
18 the next pages that we have is 1241 through 1245. Do 18 A. Yes. 
19 you see them? 19 Q. None of those entries are made on this 
20 A. Yes. 20 Exhibit 2 to Mr. Gary's deposition, that is the New 
21 Q. Those are the Answers and the Counterclaim 21 Trak notes provided by Deutsche Bank. Do you know if 
22 that was filed in this case, right? 22 those entries on your Exhibit F were New Trak 
23 A. That appears to be the case, yes. 23 entries? 
24 Q. And by including them in this stack of 24 A. No, they were not. 
25 documents, David Stern is acknowledging that they 25 Q. Okay. Was it the duty of David Stern to 
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1 make annotations in the New Trak system every time 1 system. I don't know if you could edit as you can 
2 they touched the file or did something with the Mack 2 with an e-mail, pull it back after you've done it. I 
3 file? 3 don't know. 
4 A. Not once the file was closed. Again, this 4 Q. GMAC could make entries on that system? 
5 was just the administerial act of dismissing the 5 A. Yes, they could. 
6 case, these five entries represented on the history. 6 Q. Anybody else that could make entries on 
7 Q. Okay. When was the Mack case closed? 7 that system? 
8 MR. SMITH T: Object to form, asked and 8 A. Well, many clients use that system, but 
9 answered. 9 every client had different account. 

10 THE WITNESS: On our system it was clicked 10 Q. Do you know who maintains the system? 
11 closed on October 5, 2009. 11 A. No, I'm sorry, I don't know the 
12 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay, but as a matter of 12 particulars of that. 
13 fact, you kept working on it after that date? 13 Q. Is it some sort of computer program that's 
14 A. After that date it looked like the 14 maintained by a third party? 
15 dismissal occurred and the return of the original 15 A. I believe so, yes. 
16 documents to the client, yes, there was some work 16 Q. And by "third party," I mean not GMAC and 
17 done on the file. 17 not David Stern. 
18 Q. Would it have been David Stern's duty to 18 A. Yes, I believe both of them pay a user 
19 put on the New Trak system that they closed the file 19 fee. 
20 on October 5, 2009? 20 Q. Okay. Now, I note that on 9-15 on the New 
21 A. I don't -- I don't understand the word 21 Trak notes, Exhibit 2, there is an entry from David 
22 "duty." In what sense? 22 Stern's office, it's entry number three, that says 
23 Q. Well, the contract that we looked at today 23 that they were awaiting docs from doc team as of the 
24 that was Exhibit A to the deposition says that any 24 15th of September, 2009. Do you see that? 
25 time you doing something, you should put it in New 25 A. I do. 
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1 Trak. 1 Q. And I see a corresponding entry by a John 
2 MR. SMITH T: Object to the form. 2 Metz on 9-15-2009 that says, "Awaiting docs from doc 
3 Document speaks for itself. Go ahead. 3 team." Do you see that? 
4 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) So would it have been the 4 MR. SMITH T: Which entry is that? 
5 duty of David Stern to make an entry every time they 5 MR. GARBER: That's the third from the 
6 did something with the Mack case? 6 bottom on the 1364. 
7 MR. SMITH T: Same objection. 7 MR. SMITH T: Oh, I beg your pardon. 
8 THE WITNESS: I don't know if it would 8 You're back on that. 
9 have been a duty. Apparently it was not the practice 9 THE WITNESS: That's why I'm not following 

10 for that to occur once the file was closed. 10 either. 
11 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. So is it fair to 11 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) I was looking at 
12 say that David Stern did not follow the practice of 12 Exhibit --
13 making an entry into New Trak every time they did 13 A. I follow what you're saying now. 
14 something on the Mack case? 14 Q. (Continuing) -- F. And we have an entry 
15 A. That appears to be the case, yes. 15 from 9-15 by John Metz, "Awaiting docs from doc team" 

16 Q. Now, New Trak is a system that is 16 and an entry on Exhibit 2 saying, "Awaiting docs from 

17 maintained by GMAC, correct? 17 doc team." 
18 A. I don't believe it's maintained by GMAC. 18 A. Yes, I see that, both entries, uh-huh. 

19 I believe they use it. 19 Q. Are they the same entry, just recorded in 

20 Q. David Stern could make entries on that 20 two different places? 

21 system? 21 A. They're slightly different. 

22 A. Yes. 22 Q. Okay. Why would they be different? 

23 Q. If David Stern made an entry, could they 23 A. Because they don't say the same thing. 

24 then change that entry after they made it? 24 Q. Right, but wouldn't this be what was 

25 A. I'm not familiar with the mechanics of the 25 inputted in the system? 
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1 A. In which system? 1 that the file was reinstated? 
2 Q. Well, when they put it in the New Trak 2 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
3 system, wouldn't it automatically go over here? 3 THE WITNESS: I don't know how it could be 
4 A. Oh, no, no. You physically had to go to a 4 reinterpreted (sic). She may have looked at the New 
5 different part of the computer to enter New Trak and 5 Trak comment from 9-2-09 and simply written in the 
6 to enter Tracker. 6 same -- the reason it was closed is reinstated. 
7 Q. I see. So Exhibit F may or may not 7 That's what GMAC inputted. 
8 correspond with New Trak entries? 8 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) On the New Trak notes, if 
9 A. Correct. I can -- for example, I can 9 you would be so kind, that's the Exhibit 2 that 

10 enter on comment history but I cannot enter New Trak. 10 we've just introduced, and turn to page 913, there 
11 Q. Okay. Looking up to an entry that was 11 is an entry number 48 and it's entered by Nette 
12 made about the sixth from the bottom on Exhibit F by 12 Diaz. Was she an employee of David Stern? 
13 Christina Pareja -- is that how you pronounce her 13 A. Yes. 
14 name? 14 Q. And it says ---
15 A. Pareja, uh-huh, yes, I see it. 15 MR. SMITH T: David, not to quarrel, but I 
16 Q. It says, "Returned docs via UPS tracking 16 think we decided that the number above the entry is 
17 number." Would Ms. Pareja also put that into New 17 the corresponding number. Do you follow me? 
18 Trak? 18 MR. GARBER: Yeah. Isn't that what I 
19 A. Not necessarily. 19 said? 
20 Q. Wouldn't it be important that when 20 MR. SMITH T: I thought you said 49. I'm 
21 documents like originals of notes and so forth are 21 sorry. Go ahead. 
22 returned that the UPS tracking number be given to 22 MR. GARBER: Yes, I think we decided it 
23 GMAC? 23 was the one above. 
24 A. Not necessarily. If they needed it -- if 24 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. 48 is a note by 
25 for some reason the original note and mortgage did 25 Nette Diaz. That's an employee of David Stern? 
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1 not get back to GMAC, they would communicate with the 1 A. Yes. 
2 law firm and ask for the tracking number. 2 Q. But it doesn't appear on this Exhibit F, 
3 Q. Okay. Later on, maybe two entries up, 3 correct? 
4 Christina Pareja also made another entry on the 17th 4 A. What doesn't appear? 
5 of November on Exhibit F. It says, "File closed per 5 Q. The note of 7-28-2009 does not appear on 
6 client - 9/2/2009." Does that mean the file was 6 your Exhibit F. 
7 closed on 9-2-2009? 7 A. Well, it says the file was received 
8 A. I think she's referring to the 9-2-2009 8 7/24/09. First entry, "File received 7/24/09." 
9 New Trak comment. 9 Q. Maybe I'm not looking at the right thing. 

10 Q. Oh, okay. That you were --- 10 That's on Exhibit F you're looking at? 
11 A. Instructed to close the file. 11 A. Yes, the first entry there, you see it's 
12 Q. And then she has the word "reinstated." 12 dated 7-29-09? 
13 Do you know what that means? 13 Q. 7-24-09 file received. Oh, I see an entry 
14 A. Yes, I know what "reinstated" means. 14 "Created/Mod Date." What is that "Created/Mod Date"? 
15 Q. What does it mean in this context? 15 A. I don't know where you're looking. 
16 A. In this context? 16 Q. Well, looking at Exhibit F, there's the 
17 Q. Yes. 17 second column over and it has a date. 
18 A. In particular with respect to the Mack 18 A. Oh, that's the date of the entry. 
19 case? 19 Q. The date of the entry? 
20 Q. Yeah. 20 A. Yes. 
21 A. It means that the loan was current. 21 Q. So with looking at the last entry on page 
22 Q. Okay. So the loan was reinstated? 22 1366, Glen Lewin made an entry on 7-29 telling the 

23 A. That was what I believe she mimicked from 23 system that he had received the file on 7-24, 

24 the New Trak. 24 correct? 
25 Q. Okay. So this could also be interpreted 25 A. Yes. 
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Q. Okay. There was no mention of the New 
Trak upload on 7-28. 

MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: Why would there be? 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Well, wouldn't this 
document, Exhibit F, be a listing of all the 
contacts that you had with David Stern regarding the 
Mack case? 

MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: No. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Well, what is this? 
A. This is a Tracker system. This is when 

someone handles the file, they were supposed to put 
in comments as to why they had the file in order for 
us to locate the file if we ever needed the file. 
This is our internal tracking system. 

Q. I see. So there may be other 
communications other than our Complaint contained in 
Exhibit F that Stern had with GMAC about the Mack 
case? 

MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: Other than reflected in the 

New Trak? 
Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Other than as reflected 

in Exhibit F. 

Page 103 
MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: If the person didn't update 

Tracker as to why they had the file, yes, there could 
have been. 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. So just to make 
sure I'm clear, Exhibit F is not intended as a 
complete summary of all the communications that 
David Stern's office had with GMAC about the Mack 
case, is it? 

A. No. Remember I testified there's also --
there would have been a sheet where handwritten notes 
would have been written in. 

Q. Right. 
A. That possibly would have reflected 

communications also. 
Q. Which would have been in addition to all 

these entries? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. But you didn't find any of those? 
A. I didn't see that, no. 
Q. But I believe when you were testifying 

about that, you said something led you to believe 
there were such notes at one time. 

MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: No, I never saw any notes. 
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Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Oh, okay. Well, we were 
talking about phone calls and you said you believed 
there were some phone calls. 

A. From -- for example, if you look at 
Exhibit F --

Q. Right. 
A. (Continuing) -- Deutsche 1365. 
Q. Let me get to 1365. Okay. 
A. Entry dated 8/25/09 by C. Erhmann. 
Q. Yes. 
A. He says "Account current." 
Q. Yes. 
A. He didn't just pull that out of the air. 

He's a law firm employee. He must have spoken with 
someone, so I'm assuming that that reflects a 
communication with GMAC. Do you see what I'm saying? 

Q. Yeah. 
A. That's why I'm saying this reflects 

possible communications. 
Q. Okay. So let me go over to the New Trak 

notes to see if there is an entry for corresponding 
day 25. 

A. I would be surprised if there were. 
Q. Why? 
A. It didn't happen that quickly. I think 

Page 105 

your next entry would have been the 9-2 where GMAC 
said, "Reinstated Close File." And also that was 
around Labor Day. 

Q. Okay. So, you believe that on or about 
the 25th of August Mr. -- what was his name again, 
Erhmann? 

A. Yes. 
Q. (Continuing) -- Erhmann called GMAC --
A. Or he might have received a call from 

them. I don't know. It's not reflected. All he 
entered was "Account current." 

Q. Okay. But it would have been on or about 
August 25th? 

A. Right. So if you look on the 24th of 
August, there are several entries here by GMAC. For 
example, entry number 15, it says, "User has closed 
the file. Reason: Open in error." 

So maybe on the 24th someone called our 
office and said, "The account's current, close the 
file," but it wasn't reflected that the file was to 
be closed until 9-2. 

Q. Okay. And this is something that you 
don't have any knowledge about, but you're trying to 
come up with a reason? 

A. Piece it together, right, that's all I can 
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1 do. 1 Identification.) 
2 Q. So an entry that would have been made on 2 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Please take a minute and 
3 Exhibit F might not correspond in date with the one 3 look at them. 
4 on New Trak? 4 A. Okay. 
5 A. Correct. 5 Q. Have you ever seen those --
6 Q. Would New Trak have all the 6 A. Yes. 
7 communications, telephone and otherwise, that were 7 Q. (Continuing) -- e-mails before? 
8 made between David Stern and GMAC? 8 And by the way, what is the Deutsche Bates 
9 MR. SMITH T: Object to form, asked and 9 stamp on them? 

10 answered. 10 A. 1344 and 1345. 
11 THE WITNESS: I don't know. It would 11 Q. Let's take the first one, which is 1344. 
12 depend on whether every employee of GMAC imported New 12 Was that e-mail written by an employee of David 
13 Trak and whether every employee by ours did. 13 Stern? 
14 Not every employee in our firm had access 14 A. Yes. 
15 to New Trak, so I doubt that that would be a complete 15 Q. And what's the name of that employee? 
16 compilation of communications. 16 A. Ann Escobar. 
17 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. And still they 17 Q. And she wrote it to other employees of 
18 would be talking with GMAC if they did not have 18 David Stern? 
19 access to New Trak? 19 A. I'm not familiar with the name from the 
20 A. I believe so. If you compare the names 20 content of the e-mail. It looks like she wrote them 
21 that are in our comment history, they're probably not 21 to GMAC. 
22 all listed in New Trak. 22 Q. And I don't have my copy in front of me. 
23 Q. Okay. Okay, just to make sure that was 23 can I look at it? 
24 with respect to the Mack case because that's what I'm 24 A. Sure. 
25 here for. 25 Q. You don't know who Linda Cronrath is? 

Page 107 Page 109 

1 A. Yes, exactly. 1 A. No, I don't. 
2 Q. Thank you. 2 Q. Please provide judgment figures good 

3 Mr. McSurdy, I have some other documents. 3 through 9/24 with a breakdown. 
4 These are ones that I don't have copies of, but 4 A. Yes. 
5 they're Deutsche Bates stamp 1344 and 1345. 5 Q. Would that e-mail have shown up as an 

6 MR. GARBER: Do you have copies of those, 6 entry on New Trak? 
7 John? 7 A. I don't know. If I look, I could tell. 

8 MR. SMITH T: can you show them to me. 8 Q. Okay. Should it have shown up as an entry 

9 MR. GARBER: Yeah. 9 on New Trak? 

10 MR. SMITH T: I'll see what I may be able 10 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 

11 to dig out of my little pile of stuff. Yeah. Now, 11 THE WITNESS: Not necessarily. 

12 those are in -- I think those are in the electronic 12 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. And you can look. 

13 records, aren't they? 13 I don't remember that I saw it. 

14 MR. GARBER: I believe they came from the 14 A. 25th of ---
15 electronic records. 15 Q. When is it? 
16 MR. SMITH T: Yeah, so that's part of 16 A. 25th of August it was sent at 3:36 a.m. 

17 Exhibit G. 17 That doesn't make any sense. On the 25th of August 
18 MR. GARBER: I am going to hand you two 18 there was someone who entered a comment, it's comment 
19 e-mails that I have from 1344 and 1345 on the 19 number 13 on New Trak, "Await figures." 

20 Deutsche Bates stamp, and if we can have them marked 20 Q. Yes. 

21 as a composite exhibit which will be the next letter 21 A. So that might have been Ann saying that 

22 to this deposition. 22 she had requested figures. 

23 (Thereupon, Two pages e-mails dated 23 Q. Okay. Now, what is the name of that 
24 August 25, 2009 and August 18, 2010 were 24 e-mail? 

25 marked as Defendant's Exhibit H, for 25 A. It says it was sent at 3:36 a.m. 
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1 Q. Did people work at David Stern at 3:36 1 there, a number? 
2 a.m.? 2 A. By a scan reference. I can't tell just by 
3 A. No, no, they didn't. 3 looking at the scan reference. She must have -- he 
4 Q. Would those times be incorrect? 4 must have -- Evan must have scanned it and that was 
5 A. It might have been sent by the computer at 5 the code number that was ---
6 3:36 a.m. Sometimes our computer would send later 6 Q. Okay. Can I see, see if we can ---
7 than what -- when the person -- it didn't go out of 7 A. It's a PDF. 
8 the system until that time. 8 Q. It says that it's orders 081610. Is that 
9 Q. Okay. I know I used to have a VCR and it 9 the date? 

10 always said it was 12 o'clock. Would these times 10 A. Yes, that's the date, and then following 
11 sometimes be in error? 11 that would be the PDF number from the scan document. 
12 A. Only to the extent that if they weren't 12 Q. Okay. Now, Exhibit G contains all of the 
13 sent out of the system, our system at like the time 13 documents that were not produced in the first 
14 that the person actually pushed the send button, it 14 production from David Stern, that is, they didn't 
15 may have been delayed a few hours. 15 come from Iron Mountain. They came from the 
16 Q. Okay. You have a second e-mail there. 16 electronic scanning system of David Stern, correct? 
17 May I see that? It's a second part of the composite 17 A. Yes. 
18 exhibit. And this is one from Evan Kohn. Was he an 18 Q. Okay. Let's see if we can find those 
19 employee of David Stern? 19 documents that are referred to in here. And I think 
20 A. Yes. 20 we're going to see that they are orders having to do 
21 Q. And it was sent to Vegina? 21 with the scheduling of the trial, so they'd be around 
22 A. Well, I take that back. He was not an 22 August of 2010. 
23 employee of the law firm. He was an employee of -- 23 A. I see an order dated August 2, 2010, Order 
24 at that point the law firm and the -- the law firm 24 of Referral To General Magistrate. 
25 had split into law firm and processing. He was a 25 Q. Okay. And what's your Deutsche Bates 
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1 member of the processing company, the public company, 1 stamp on it? 
2 in 2010. You see that was 2010? 2 A. 1346. So it does follow directly the 
3 Q. Okay. So he was not a member of the David 3 e-mail, 1345. 
4 Stern law firm? Was that a subsidiary of David 4 Q. And do you think that 1346 and 1347 is a 
5 Stern? 5 copy of the order that was sent in that e-mail? 
6 A. No, it was a subsidiary of a public 6 A. I believe that is correct. 
7 company. 7 Q. Can you identify any other documents other 
8 Q. Any relationship from David Stern to that 8 than Deutsche 1346 and 1347 that was sent in that 
9 subsidiary or to that company? 9 e-mail? 

10 A. David Stern owned some stock in the public 10 A. It looks like a copy of the envelope to 
11 company. 11 Elsa Shum. 
12 Q. Okay. 12 Q. Okay. So those three things? 
13 A. And for awhile he was the CEO. 13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. So this is the law firm from Evan 14 Q. Why would it say "Orders," with a plural, 
15 Kohn to, it looks like Vegina Hawkins, with a copy to 15 of 8-16-10? Does that mean there was more than one 
16 Elizabeth Davila; is that correct? 16 order? 
17 A. Yes. 17 MR. SMITH T: Object to form, calls for 
18 Q. And who are Hawkins and Davila? 18 speculation. Go ahead. 
19 A. Hawkins was an associate foreclosure 19 THE WITNESS: It's been my experience that 
20 attorney with the law firm, and Elizabeth Davila was 20 even though only one order would be attached, that 
21 a paralegal with the processing company. 21 that was the system's way of letting you know -- IT 
22 Q. Okay. And there was an attachment with 22 broke the categorization down into orders, pleadings, 
23 that e-mail? 23 whatever it was, and the person that scanned it fit 
24 A. It references orders, yes. 24 it into that category that most likely fit that 
25 Q. Orders that are designated or coded on 25 attachment. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Okay. Now, Evan Kohn has 
2 a note here that says, "Please see attached." Is he 
3 asking for Ms. Hawkins to do something on this? 
4 MR. SMITH T: Object to form, calls for 
5 speculation. Go ahead. 
6 THE WITNESS: He was an assistant, 
7 administrative assistant helping to disburse 
8 pleadings and correspondence to attorneys and 
9 paralegals. 

10 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) And this e-mail was sent 
11 out on or about August 18, 2010, correct? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. So that would have been long after the 
14 file had been closed by David Stern? 
15 A. Yes. He was doing the correct thing. 
16 This was what should have been happening all along, 
17 except he didn't send it to the right person. 
18 Q. How did he know to send it to Ms. Hawkins? 
19 A. I looked at the file. I couldn't tell why 
20 he sent it to her. He should have sent it to Elsa 
21 Shum. 
22 Q. Why would he send a copy to Elizabeth 
23 Davila? 
24 
25 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

A. She was the attorney who was assigned to 
the file. 
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Q. Oh, she was an attorney, too? 
A. Not an attorney. The paralegal, I'm 

sorry. Elsa was the attorney. 
Q. Okay. And Vegina Hawkins was -- or 

Vegina, whatever her name is ---
A. It's Vegina . It's Hispanic. 
Q. Vegina. She is an attorney? 
A. Yes, she was an attorney with the firm. 
Q. As far as you know, did she have any 

responsibility for this Mack case? 
A. No, I saw no indication she was 

responsible at all for it. 
Q. Ms. Davila, was she a paralegal that was 

assigned to it? 
A. I believe -- I read the deposition of Elsa 

Shum, and I believe that she said she was working on 
the file with her. 

Q. Okay. You have no idea what happened 
after Mr. Kohn sent this e-mail to these folks, do 
you? 

A. No. 
Q. Was this the type of thing that David 

Stern should have notified GMAC about? 
MR. TEW: The law firm when you say "David 

Stern"? 

1 
2 
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MR. GARBER: Yeah, I mean the law firm. 
THE WITNESS: The order referring the case 

3 to ---
4 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Case management, yes. 
5 A. Yes, I believe that it's appropriate for 
6 when the firm gets that sort of an order that it 
7 should have sent it on to the client. 
8 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Would that have been in 
9 New Trak where it would appear? 

10 A. If it had been sent, yes, it would have 
11 been sent to New Trak or our comment history, one or 
12 the other. 
13 Q. Now, the New Trak documents that I have, 
14 the Exhibit 2, they actually only go up to 9-22-2009; 
15 have you noticed that? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 
18 

Q. So these New Trak documents, if they were 
only covering up to that period of time, they 

19 wouldn't have covered the time of this e-mail, would 
20 they? 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q. Have you been able to review New Trak to 
23 see what's in there? 
24 MR. SMITH T: Object to form. 
25 THE WITNESS: Other than the document you 
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gave me? 

Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Yeah. 
A. No, we don't have access to New Trak any 

longer. 
Q. Okay. We took the deposition of an 

individual who was an employee of GMAC and his name 
was Mr. Bennett. We took it on or about March 13, 
2012, and he was asked about what programs existed to 
communicate between GMAC and David Stern, and I have 
a copy of a portion of that. 

On page 21 this question was asked, "And 
if there was any other communication, you wouldn't 
know anything about it? 

Object to form. 
Answer: It's our business practice to --

if there ever is another form of communication with 
an outside counsel or our homeowners, that it still 
gets put in our daily system unless it's privileged, 
and it gets put into our litigation software. And 
it's -- I have not reviewed any records like that." 

Do you know if there was any privileged 
litigation software that was involved with respect to 
the Mack case? 

A. No, I do not know. 
Q. Okay. Do you know anything about the 
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1 privileged litigation software he referred to? 1 A. Yes. 
2 A. No, not with respect to the law firm's. 2 Q. Okay, yes, I see it. 
3 Q. With respect to David Stern? 3 MR. GARBER: Mr. McSurdy, I don't have any 
4 A. Right, we had no -- we had no dealings 4 further questions. Thank you very much for your ---
5 with any sort of privileged litigation software. 5 MR. TEW: Let me have one word with 
6 Q. Okay. On any case? 6 Forrest before we -- I may have a question or have 
7 A. Not to my knowledge, no. 7 him supplement an answer. 
8 Q. Okay. So you don't know what the name of 8 VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off video record. 
9 that litigation software is? 9 (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

10 A. No. It sounds like it's internal for 10 VIDEOGRAPHER: We're back on video record. 
11 GMAC. 11 CROSS EXAMINATION 
12 MR. GARBER: Okay. Okay. Let me take a 12 BY MR. TEW: 
13 few minutes. We'll take a short break, I'll go over 13 Q. Forrest, Plaintiffs counsel or actually 
14 my notes, and hopefully we can wind up and maybe you 14 Defendants' counsel asked you about your knowledge of 
15 can get a late lunch. 15 any indemnification discussions or the 
16 VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off video record. 16 indemnification provision in the contract between 
17 (Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 17 GMAC and the Law Firm of David J. Stern and I 
18 VIDEOGRAPHER: We're back on video record. 18 instructed you not to answer, but so that we don't 
19 Q. (BY MR. GARBER) Mr. McSurdy, I just want 19 spin our wheels here, I will let you talk about 
20 to make sure, you don't -- did you review the note 20 anything you know, except what you may have discussed 
21 that was actually sent to David Stern's office in 21 with the law firm's counsel or what you may have 
22 support of this foreclosure? 22 heard at any mediation --
23 A. Which note was that? 23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. There was a note, a note for the mortgage, 24 Q. (Continuing) -- on that subject. 
25 the mortgage note of the Macks. 25 A. Okay. My only involvement with the 
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1 A. Oh, did I review -- I saw that it was in 1 indemnification issue was receipt of a letter. It 
2 the file when I was transmitting a copy per your 2 may have been -- it was from someone at Mr. Smith's 
3 request to GMAC's counsel, but I did not actually 3 office following up the initial notification letter 
4 look at the terms of the note, no, I did not. 4 that there was a problem in this file and that a 
5 Q. Was that note in the electronic file or in 5 default judgment had been entered on the 
6 the paper file? 6 Counterclaim. 
7 A. It was definitely in the electronic file. 7 A second letter was sent to my attention, 
8 Q. So if it was in the electronic file, it 8 which I turned over to Mr. Tew, demanding 
9 would have been found in Exhibit G to this 9 indemnification with respect to the Mack matter, and 

10 deposition, correct? 10 that's the extent of my involvement. 
11 A. Yes, unless I'm -- unless I'm getting 11 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
12 confused in having looked at -- I'm pretty sure that 12 BY MR. GARBER: 
13 it was a separate part in the electronic file that I 13 Q. So as far as you know, there's been no 
14 sent, but maybe I'm mistaken. If you want me to look 14 settlement with GMAC over the Mack case? 
15 through it again, I'd be glad to look through it. 15 A. To my knowledge, no, there's been no 
16 Q. I'll take a brief look. You're probably 16 settlement. 
17 right. 17 MR. GARBER: Okay, I don't have any 

18 A. And the reason I say that, too, is the 18 further questions. 
19 practice is normally when the note's received, it's 19 COURT REPORTER: Does he want to read or 

20 scanned to Tracker. 20 waive? 
21 Q. So it would have been part of your 21 THE WITNESS: I don't want to read. 

22 electronic system, wouldn't it be? 22 VIDEOGRAPHER: Time is 1:55. This 

23 A. It should have been, yes. 23 concludes the deposition. 

24 I found it. 1269. 24 
25 Q. 1269? 25 
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(Whereupon, reading, signing and Notice 
of Filing were waived, and the 
deposition was concluded at 1:55 p.m.) 

6 
7 
8 
9 CERTIFICATE OF OATH 

10 STATE OF FLORIDA ) 
11 COUNTY OF DADE ) 
12 I, the undersigned authority, 
13 certify that FORREST G. McSURDY personally appeared 
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16 this 20th day of April, 2012. 
17 
18 

CINDY HART 
19 Court Reporter 
20 
21 My commission #EE 105726 

My commission expires: 
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7 Deposition of FORREST G. McSURDY, taken before me at 
8 the time and place stated in the caption thereof. 
9 I further certify that said witness was 

10 duly sworn according to law. 
11 I further certify that I am not of counsel 
12 to either of the parties to said cause or otherwise 
13 interested in the event thereof. 
14 IN WITNESS WHEREOF I hereunto set my hand 
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DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY 
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4 FORREST McSURDY 

5 Direct Examination by Mr. Bunner: 

6 Cross-Examination by Mr. Garber: 

7 Redirect Examination by Mr. Bunner: 

8 Recross-Examination by Mr. Garber: 

9 Court Reporter's Certification: 
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EXCERPT OF P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

* * * * * 

(4:06 p.m.) 

PAGE 

4 

28 

90 

93 

95 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

THE CLERK: Do you sole!TUlly swear or affirm 

that the testimony you are about to give shall be 

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 

truth? 

10 

11 THEREUPON, 

12 

MR. McSURDY: Yes, I do. 

THE CLERK: Thank you. 

FORREST McSURDY, 

13 called as a Witness, after having been first duly sworn, 

14 was examined and testified upon his oath as follows: 

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

16 BY MR. BUNNER: 

17 Q. Good afternoon, sir. 

18 A. Hi. 

19 Q. Would you please state your full name for the 

20 record? 

21 A. Forrest McSurdy. 

22 Q. And what, sir, is your occupation? 

23 A. I am an attorney. 

24 Q. And who is your employer? 

25 A. Law offices of David J. Stern, P.A. 
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1 Q. 

Page 

And how long have you worked at the Law 

2 Offices of David J. Stern, P.A.? 

Since December of 1995. 

5 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. Okay. And just for speed's sake, if I refer 

5 to the law offices of David J. Stern in the future simply 

6 as "the firm," will we understand one another that I am 

7 always referring to that firm? 

8 

9 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

All right. And as an attorney at the firm, 

10 what is your particular role? 

11 A. I am the general counsel and managing 

12 attorney for the firm. 

13 Q. All right. Have you ever had any other duty 

14 positions with the firm while you have worked there? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And what were they? 

17 A. I was the head of the litigation department 

18 from about 1996 until November of 2010. 

19 Q. Okay. Who at the moment, if anyone, is the 

20 records custodian for the firm? 

21 A. I am. 

22 Q. All right. To your knowledge, was the firm 

23 -- did the firm represent the Plaintiffs in the instant 

24 action? 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. Did it represent the Plaintiffs? 

The Plaintiff. I'm sorry. 

The Plaintiff, yes. 

The Plaintiff. 

The lender bank, yes. 

Page 

All right. Thank you. Sir, have you 

6 reviewed the records of the firm as it pertains to the 

7 firm's representation of the Plaintiff in the instant 

8 action? 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

All right. From the time you began working 

6 

11 there in 1995, did you notice any relative growth at the 

12 firm? 

13 

14 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

All right. And can you describe the growth 

15 at the firm while you were working there? 

16 A. When I joined, I was about the third attorney 

17 there, and we had about five or six paralegals in 1995. 

18 Through the years, we grew to become a firm of about 150 

19 to 160 attorneys in 2010, with a staff of 100 -- I'm 

20 sorry -- with a staff of 1, 400 people. 

21 Q. Okay. And during that time frame, did you 

22 notice any increase or decrease in the case load? 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

All right. And what did you notice? 

The case load increased dramatically, 

Page 7 

1 especially the years after 2008. 

2 Q. All right. Can you quantify that? Back in 

3 1995, approximately how many new cases might be opened in 

4 any given month? 

5 A. Generally, we were referred anyi;.;here -- per 

6 month, anywhere between 500 and 1,000 foreclosures per 

7 month in 1995 and 1996. 

8 

9 

Q. 

A. 

All right. 

And in 2009 and 2010, we were getting upwards 

10 of sometimes 10,000 a month. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q. So 10, 000. referrals a month --

A. Referrals, yes, to initiate foreclosures. 

THE COURT: And in what time frame was that 

latter one, sir? 

THE WITNESS: In 2010. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

17 BY MR. BUNNER: 

18 Q. Was there any increase or decrease in the 

19 client base at the firm while you worked there? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. Could you describe that, please? 

22 A. There was a significant increase from 1995 to 

23 2010. We went from representing initially just 

24 Citibank®, who sent the first 100 files, to representing 

25 every major lender -- or the top 20 lenders and probably 

Page 8 

1 90 out of the top 100 lenders in the country by 2010. 

2 Q. By, say, 2010, do you have any idea of how 

3 many open cases the firm might have handled for any 

4 individual clients? 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, I do. 

Okay. What would be an example? 

7 A. The one in particular that I have knoJ<ledge 

B of is I was required to do an audit for Citibank®. And 

9 at the time I did the audit in 2010, the summer of 2010, 

10 we were handling just over 11, 000 files for Citibank®. 

11 

12 

13 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

So 11,000 active files? 

Eleven thousand active files. 

All right. Did the firm have any process for 

14 handling papers when it represented plaintiffs in 

15 foreclosure actions? 

16 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

Please describe that process. 

When mail or pleadings came in to the mail 

19 room -- and, again, we are talking about the period of 

20 2009 and 2010, we had set up a staff of mail personnel to 

21 handle approximately 10,000 pieces of mail a day. 

22 When that mail came in, one of a dozen people 

23 would initially scan the letter on to our electronic case 

24 management system under the file, where they determined 

25 which file it should go into, and then they would 
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1 physically give the piece of mail or pleading to the 

2 paralegal who was designated to handle that particular 

3 file. 

9 

Q. All right. And how would the mail employees 

5 know who was designated to handle a particular file? 

6 A. Our case management system computer was set 

7 up so that they could -- once they determined what the 

8 case was, they could see who was handling it based on who 

9 had last touched the file. We were required to keep a 

10 running history of tracking the file, who had it. 

11 Q. Okay. And what was the name of that system? 

12 A. We called it the tracker system, but it's 

13 CMS, and that abbreviation was for Case Management 

14 System. 

15 Q. Okay. Sir, could you please turn to -- you 

16 should have a big binder there in front of you. 

Here? 

It's right there. (Indicating.) 

Okay. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. Could you please turn to Tab 22 in that large 

21 binder? 

(Complies.) Okay. 22 

23 

A. 

Q. And I would ask you to review those documents 

24 that are in Tab 22. 

25 

1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Uh-huh. 

There appears to be three pages. 

Uh-huh. 

Page 

And let me know when you've done that. 

4 A. Uh-huh. (Reviewing documents.) Okay. 

5 Q. All right, sir. Do you recognize what you 

10 

6 have before you, what has been marked as Tab 22 in your 

7 binder? 

A. I do recognize it. It is not set up the way 

9 our system prints it, but I do recognize it. 

10 Q. Okay. And what do you recognize that to be? 

11 A. It is the case management history for a 

12 particular file, 09-75969, which I have come to know to 

13 be the Mack file. 

14 Q. Okay. And what is reflected on these three 

15 pages? 

16 A. Starting from the third page and going 

1 7 forward, it starts with the referral being brought --

18 being received by the firm on July 24th, 2009. And then, 

19 through Page 3, it then goes through the history of how 

20 our firm handled the file. 

21 THE COURT: For clarification now, sir, this 

22 

23 

24 

25 

is then running backwards in terms of order. 

that correct? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

Is 

THE COURT: So this is the first receipt of 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Page 11 

anything being on Page 3, at the bottom, and then 

going backwards? 

THE WITNESS: Going up. Right. 

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

6 BY MR. BUNNER: 

7 Q. So this appears to be in reverse 

8 chronological order? 

9 A. Yes. Because when you open the systern 1 it 

10 would show you where you presently were. 

11 

12 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. 

And then you would have to go to the back of 

13 the system to see where everything was. 

14 Q. I understand. And beginning with the last 

15 page, do you recognize the name Glen Luen (phonetic 

16 spelling)? 

17 A. I do recognize Glen Luen. 

18 Q. Who is Glen Luen? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

He was in the department that opened files. 

Okay. And that was a department at the firm? 

Yes. 

All right. And -- well, I will ask you, 

23 could you look at the three pages of documents and tell 

24 me -- do you recognize any names there who are not 

25 employees of the firm? 

Page 12 

A. I don't know all of the names, but I do --

2 the ones that I do know, they were members of the firm. 

3 Q. Okay. And each of these individual entries, 

4 what do they represent? 

5 A. When the person who was doing something on 

6 the file made an entry with respect to the file. 

7 Q. Okay. And these entries that are made, are 

8 they made at or near the time of the occurrence by a 

9 person with personal knowledge or with information 

10 transmitted via a person with personal knowledge? 

11 A. They are supposed to be, yeah. Occasionally, 

12 there will be a -- sometimes there may be a few months' 

13 delay, but ultimately the person will say when it was 

14 that their action is referring to. For example, there 

15 may be an entry on January 1st referring back to October 

16 31st. 

17 Q. Okay. And are these entries kept in the 

18 regular course of the regularly conducted business 

19 activity of the firm? 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And is it the regular practice of the firm to 

22 make these entries? 

23 A. Well, was it? Our firm no longer is in 

24 business. Yes, it was. 

25 Q. Okay. But you still work there now. Right? 
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1 You still --

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

I still -- I am the only one left, yes. 

Correct. So the firm is technically still in 

4 business, is it not? 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

It's winding down, yes. 

Yes. 

7 A. But we don't do this anymore. 

8 Q. All right. Well, let's say from the period 

9 of July 29th, 2009, to the period of 9/22/2010, was it 

10 the regular practice of the firm to make these records? 

11 A. Absolutely. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Q. Okay. 

11R. BUNNER: Your Honor, at this time, we 

would proffer the item marked as Tab 22, which is 

Exhibit 22, into evidence. 

THE COURT: Any defense comment? 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I have no objection. 

THE COURT: All right. Counsel, the only 

question I have on this is, I am assuming you are 

asking this be admitted as a business record. Is 

that correct? 

MR. BUNNER: Yes. 

THE COURT: And there was testimony about it, 

that in some events there were several months' 

delay. Do you have any comment as to how that 

Page 

would still be appropriate to be admitted as a 

business record? 

HR. BUNNER: Only that there has been no 

objection to its admission, sir. 

THE COURT: Uh-huh. Admitted as -- what 

number is it? Number 22? 

HR. BUNNER: Yes, sir. 

THE COURT: All right. 

(Whereupon, GMAC Exhibit Number 22 was 

admitted into evidence as of this date.) 

14 

11 CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

12 BY MR. BUNNER: 

13 Q. 11r. HcSurdy, are you familiar with an entity 

14 commonly referred to as GMAC? 

15 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

What do you know GMAC to be? 

GMAC, from my perspective, was a mortgage 

18 servicing company. 

19 Q. All right. Do you know whether or not GMAC 

20 was involved with this loan, the Mack loan? 

21 

22 

23 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

All right. And what was GMAC' s involvement? 

It was the company that referred the 

24 foreclosure to our office. 

25 Q. To your knowledge, did the firm corrununicate 

Page 

1 with GMAC regarding the handing of this foreclosure? 

2 

3 

4 GMAC? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

In what ways did the firm communicate with 

15 

5 A. There were several ways. There were e-mails. 

6 There were telephone conversations. And there were --

7 there was an electronic communication system called New 

8 Track. 

Q. Okay. 9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

THE COURT: So -- I'm sorry -- you said New 

Track, e-mails, and what other method of 

corrununication? 

THE WITNESS: Telephone. 

THE COURT: Oh. 

THE WITNESS: The usual method. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

17 BY 11R. BUNNER: 

18 Q. And I believe, Hr. 11cSurdy, you stated that 

19 you reviewed the records of the firm in this matter, did 

20 you not? 

21 A. Extensively, yes. 

22 Q. Okay. Could you please turn to Tab 25 of 

23 your binder? 

24 A. (Complies.) 

25 Q. It is a rather lengthy document. I would ask 

Page 16 

1 you to just look through it. 

2 A. (Complies.) Uh-huh. Okay. 

3 Q. Do you recognize the documents that are in 

4 Tab 25? 

5 A. Yes. 

What do you recognize those to be? 6 

7 

Q. 

A. These are documents that would have been in 

8 the file, the foreclosure file, the main file. 

9 Q. And do you recognize these as documents you 

10 reviewed as part of your preparation for testimony? 

11 A. Yes. 

12 Q. And Exhibit 26, I would ask you to look at 

13 that. 

14 A. (Complies.) These appear to be the documents 

15 that I personally downloaded from the electronic system, 

16 the case management system. 

17 Q. All right. And --

18 A. Related to this file. 

19 Q. -- is it accurate to say that you reviewed 

20 those documents in preparation for your testimony? 

21 A. Yes. 

22 Q. All right. 11r. HcSurdy, in the review of the 

23 _records that you have looked through here, as well as 

24 Exhibit 22, did you find any indication whatsoever that 

25 the firm ever notified GMAC that there was a counterclaim 
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1 filed in the Mack case? 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

All right. Other than your review of 

17 

4 documents, did you conduct any other investigation with 

5 regard to the Mack case? 

6 A. No. 

7 Q. Okay. Foreclosures at the firm were handled 

8 by what particular department? 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

The foreclosure department. 

All right. Was it a policy of the 

11 foreclosure department to make any written record when 

12 there was a counterclaim pending in a case? 

13 A. Not a specific written record. What the --

14 the procedure that was set up was the following: If a --

15 again, just to reiterate what I said before, any pleading 

16 that came in would be received by the mail room. It 

17 would be stamped, date stamped. 

18 You can see several of the date stamps there 

19 on the documents. For example, the first document in Tab 

20 Number 26 has a date stamp there as to -- showing that 

21 our mail room received it. And that also means that they 

22 then scanned it into our electronic computer system from 

23 each -- for the particular file. 

24 Then the piece of mail or the pleading, 

25 whichever it is, is supposed to have been given to the 

Page 18 

1 paralegal working on the file. The paralegal would then, 

2 in turn, make sure that the attorney saw what needed to 

3 be seen in terms of pleadings or letters. The attorney, 

4 after they reviewed things, they were supposed to initial 

5 the pleading and put it in the file, if no further action 

6 was required. 

7 Q. With regard to the communications that you 

8 described in that answer, in your review of the files did 

9 you see any indication that there were any communications 

10 pertaining to the counterclaim that was filed in the Mack 

11 action? 

12 A. The counterclaim itself came in and it was 

13 scanned. I did see that it was scanned and it was saved 

14 to the system in Oct9ber of 2009, a few days after our 

15 file was administratively closed due to the loan being 

16 reinstated of record by GMAC telling us it was current. 

17 At that point, nothing was done with the 

18 counterclaim. It was not -- as far as I can tell, it was 

19 not delivered to the paralegal, it was not given to an 

20 attorney to review. 

21 Had it been given to the paralegal or to the 

22 attorney, the attorney would have reviewed it and would 

23 have turned the file over to the managing foreclosure 

24 attorney to have a litigator assigned to it. And the 

25 litigator would have reviewed it and a budget would have 

Page 19 

1 been determined as to what would have been required to 

2 defend the particular counterclaim. 

3 The counterclaim then would have been 

4 e-mailed or sent via this New Track system, and I'm not 

5 completely sure how that occurs, but they would attach it 

6 to a corrununication in the New Track system. 

7 And then the client would be advised that 

8 there was a counterclaim filed, and this would be the 

9 amount of hours that it would take for us to -- were 

10 anticipated to be necessary to be handling the defense of 

11 the counterclaim. The client would then advise us 

12 whether we were to proceed or if they were would bring in 

13 other counsel. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q. And that --

THE COURT: Can you clarify, sir, then, on 

your testimony what you answered is, does your view 

indicate that the counterclaim reached one of your 

attorneys or did not? I wasn't clear --

THE WITNESS: It --

THE COURT: -- on that. 

THE WITNESS: It did not, Judge. It -- from 

1·1hat I could tell, it -- it stopped after being 

scanned into the system and, from what I can 

surmise, is the reason it wasn't given to a 

paralegal or an attorney is because at that point 

Page 20 

the loan had been -- we were --

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I'm going to object. 

It's speculation. If he knows, but not if it 1 s 

speculation. 

THE COURT: Is this based on your review or 

are you assuming these things happened? 

THE WITNESS: It's based on my review of -

of the chronology of the -- of the filing and past 

history of similar circumstances, which we tried to 

avoid happening. 

THE COURT: Okay. So to clarify your answer 

is that, based on your review, you -- you do not 

believe that the -- there's any indication that the 

counterclaim reached the attorney or the paralegal? 

THE WITNESS: Correct. 

THE COURT: Thank you. Please, continue. 

MR. BUNNER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

19 BY MR. BUNNER: 

20 Q. I believe you answered this as part of your 

21 answer, but the -- did the litigation department have a 

22 policy as to whether or not it would notify the client in 

23 the event that a counterclaim was filed in a foreclosure 

24 action? 

25 A. Yes, absolutely. It was -- it was required. 
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Q. All right. And did you review the files to 

2 see if they had provided any indication that the firm 

3 provided any indication to GMAC that a counterclaim was 

4 filed? 

5 A. Not in this case. 

6 Q. Okay. Is there any indication in the records 

7 that the firm provided any indication to Deutsche Bank, 

8 the Plaintiff itself? And we use Deutsche Bank as a 

9 shorthand. I know it's a RALI Trust, but we'll call it 

10 Deutsche Bank. 

11 A. No. There was no corrununication at all 

12 regarding the counterclaim to the -- to either Deutsche 

13 Bank or GMAC. 

14 Q. Okay. Another thing I believe you touched on 

15 in your answer was that -- well, did the firm have a 

16 policy with regard to whether or not it charged clients 

17 extra money to defend counterclaims in a foreclosure 

18 action? 

19 A. Yes. That was with respect to the estimated 

20 budget that would be transmitted with a copy of the 

21 counterclaim. 

22 Q. And does your review of the records indicate 

23 that there is any -- there was any budget prepared to 

24 defend any counterclaim in this action? 

25 A. No. There was no budget prepared. 

Page 22 

1 Q. Was there any communications with GMAC, or 

2 any other outside party outside the firm, regarding 

3 payment to defend the counterclaim? 

4 A. No. 

5 Q. Okay. And, again, both the -- both the 

6 notification of the pending counterclaim, is that the 

7 kind of -- of matter that would result in a record being 

8 produced in the Stern file? 

9 A. Yes. There would be some sort of record as 

10 to the transmission to the client, either a -- an e-mail 

11 saved to the system or a copy of a letter sent to the 

12 client. 

13 Q. All right. And -- and would that record be 

14 regularly made and preserved in the regular course of 

15 business at the firm? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Yes. 

MR. BUNNER: All right. And I guess I've 

never done this, Your Honor, but that -- I would 

proffer the absence of that entry of the record 

under 806, Subsection 3, the absence of a record as 

an exception to the hearsay rule. 

THE COURT: As to? 

MR. BUNNER: The absence --

THE COURT: What's -- what's the request? 

What are you asking the Court to admit or 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Page 23 

recognize? 

MR. BUNNER: Well, the absence of a record 

technically could be arguably hearsay, but there is 

an exception under our evidence code in the event 

that -- that the testimony is there would be such a 

record, that it would be regularly made and 

preserved in the regular course of business and 

that is admissible. And so we're proffering the 

absence of the indication that there was a 

counterclaim as substantive evidence. 

THE COURT: Okay. That's Sub 7 --

MR. BUNNER: That's Sub 7, yes. 

THE COURT: All right. Any objection? 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I would. I'd wait 

until I've had a chance to cross-examine this 

person, that exception to the hearsay rule is 803, 

Subsection 7, as the Court pointed out. 

And I saw that Mr. Bunner brought his copy 

of Ehrhardt, who is recognized by me and I think 

most people, as a leading authority on it, and he 

discusses this point exactly, and he said, as 

Mr. Bunner did, that this is an exception to the 

hearsay rule, but it should be construed much more 

narrowly and much more vigilantly by a Court 

because there's really no record. 

Page 24 

It's an absence of a record. And so I'll 

make that argument more when I've had a chance to 

cross-examine him·. 

THE COURT: All right. I'll reserve. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

6 BY MR. BUNNER: 

7 Q. All right. And I'd ask the same question 

8 with regard to the absence of any paperwork pertaining to 

9 a budget on the counterclaim. Would that be something 

10 that was regularly prepared? 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Would it be regularly preserved in the 

13 ordinary course of business? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A. Yes, it would have been saved --

MR. BUNNER: I would make the same proffer, 

Your Honor, substantively. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

19 BY MR. BUNNER: 

20 Q. Mr. McSurdy, based on your review of the 

21 documents in this case and as head of litigation and the 

22 records custodian of this -- of the finn, have you been 

2 3 able to determine <vhy you believe the firm failed to 

24 reply to any paper filed in this case after the firm 

25 caused the notice of dismissal to be filed? 
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Yes. 

And what was your conclusion? 

1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. My conclusion was based on the history of the 

4 particular file. Please remind me, what number of the 

5 tab was the comment history from our firm? 

6 Q. Tab 22. 

MR. SMITH T: Tab 22. 7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

THE WITNESS: Twenty-two. (Reviewing 

document.) The comment history from our firm on 

the -- on the most recent page, which would be the 

first page of the -- of the tab, shows on date 

9/22 -- there is -- actually, there are several 

entries: 9/15, 9/22. The person handling the 

file, the paralegal entered, "The file is closed 

per client," and it said, "The loan was reinstated 

on 9/2/09." 

Then on 10/5/2009, there's an entry by a 

Kerry Cohen (phonetic spelling) in the middle of 

the page that indicates the file was clicked 

closed. 

CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

22 BY MR. BUNNER: 

23 Q. What is the significance of the file clicked 

24 closed? 

25 A. What that means is on our computer system, 

Page 26 

1 the file -- part of the initial screen when you brought 

2 up the -- the file to look at a particular file, on the 

3 top left corner it would tell you whether the file was 

4 open or closed. 

5 So when you brought up this particular file, 

6 this file was administratively closed, so that when the 

7 first person -- the first thing the person would see is 

8 this file was closed, when they opened it, as of this 

9 date, 10/5/2009. 

10 And the reason it was clicked closed was 

11 because we were advised by GMAC that the loan had 

12 reinstated or it was brought current for -- and that we 

13 were to dismiss the case. 

14 Unfortunately, because of our enormous amount 

15 of foreclosures that had to be dismissed during the 

16 period of time, we were six to nine months behind in 

17 dismissing cases. This particular case did not get 

18 dismissed right away. You'll see, if you go to the top 

19 of the comment history, that the dismissal for this 

20 particular file only occurred -- it went to the Court. 

21 There's an -- there 1 s an entry, the third 

22 entry from the top by Heather Smith. It went to the 

23 Court in December of 2009, about three months after the 

24 loan actually re -- we received notice of the loan 

25 reinstatement. 

Page 27 

So the reason I'm telling you this is because 

2 when I looked on the system, I saw when the counterclaim 

3 was saved to the system. The counterclaim was saved on 

4 the 7th of October, two days after the file was clicked 

5 closed. 

6 So anyone who looked at the -- the electronic 

7 file system when the counterclaim came in, they would 

8 have brought it up and it said, "Oh, this file's closed. 

9 There 1 s nothing we need to do with any further 

10 pleadings," which was contrary to the system that I had 

11 tried to set up with the foreclosure managers and the 

12 paralegals and the mailroom whenever some kind of 

13 pleading came in after a file was reinstated. 

14 Q. Okay. Was it accurate to say that what 

15 happened with the papers in this case was not consistent 

16 with the way the system was supposed to work? 

17 A. Yes. It was not consistent. 

18 Q. Once a file was closed, what physically was 

19 done with the file? 

20 A. In this particular instance, the -- the file 

21 physically went to the dismissal department to sit in a 

22 pile of literally hundreds of files waiting to be 

23 dismissed. 

24 Q. Okay. And were open files also kept with the 

25 dismissed files in the dismissal department? 

Page 28 

A. Well, technically they were still open until 

2 they were dismissed with the Court. 

3 Q. Let me rephrase. Were -- were files that the 

4 firm understood to still be open and active cases, were 

5 they stored with files that the firm considered to be 

6 closed? 

7 

8 

A.' 

Q. 

I don't -- I don't understand your question. 

If one went to the firm and wanted to look at 

9 a file that the firm believed was an open file, would 

10 they go to the same office to look at it as they would to 

11 go to a file that the firm believed was a closed file? 

12 A. No, no. They -- they would -- it would be in 

13 a -- in a storage cabiri.et with open -- other open files. 

14 It would not be in the dismissal department. 

15 MR. BUNNER: Okay. I have no further 

16 

17 

18 

19 

questions. 

THE COURT: Cross-examination. 

(4 :33 p.m.) 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

20 BY MR. GARBER: 

21 Q. Mr. McSurdy, good afternoon, sir. 

22 A. Hello. 

23 Q. Let me try to track the same order of 

24 examination that you received your questions on direct, 

25 and there was a copy of a complaint found in Tab 25 of 
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1 your -- of Plaintiff's notebook. Correct? 

2 A. Yes. 

3 Q. Okay. And that was a complaint prepared by 

4 your office, wasn't it, sir? 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

And this complaint says that a copy of a note 

7 and mortgage are attached as Exhibit A to the complaint. 

8 Correct? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Found in par -- in Paragraph 4? 

Uh-huh. 

And it says that there was a default for the 

13 note and mortgage from August 1st, 2009 on. Correct? 

14 A. Correct. 

15 Q. Was that information you got from GMAC? 

16 

17 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

You didn't attach a copy of the note to the 

18 complaint, did you, sir? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

MR. BUNNER: Your Honor, objection, 

relevance. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber. 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I -- I think it's 

relevant because we're trying to establish that 

this law firm was guilty of gross negligence. And 

if it was guilty of gross negligence, then it's not 

Page 30 

excusable neglect. 

THE COURT: Any other argument? 

MR. BUNNER: Yes, Your Honor. If the 

excusable neglect is that of the client, not of the 

lawyer, what he's asking about is whether or not 

apparently there was a mistake made and the claim 

that we established 60 minutes ago was voluntarily 

dismissed. It does not have anything to do with 

the counterclaim or the three prongs in this 

motion. 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

13 BY MR. GARBER: 

14 Q. Okay. So you did not have a copy of the note 

15 with the complaint that you served? 

16 A. Did -- is the question, did the firm have a 

1 7 copy of the note or was --

18 Q. No. 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

21 you, sir? 

22 A. 

23 Q. 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

-- it attached? 

You didn't attach a copy with the note, did 

The note was not attached. It was -

Okay. 

A mistake was made, yes. 

And you did have the note at that time, 

Page 31 

1 though, correct? 

2 A. According to the case history, yes, it looks 

3 like the note was received by the firm. 

4 Q. Okay. So would you say that was a mistake? 

5 A. The attorney who was revieHing the complaint 

6 should have caught that and should have changed that, 

7 yes. 

8 Q. Okay. Now, this particular attorney who was 

9 assigned this case was Elsa Shum, correct, sir? 

10 A. Yes. 

11 Q. And as a matter of fact, she didn't sign the 

12 complaint, did she? 

13 A. No, she did not. 

14 Q. Okay. Were you able, in reviewing these 

15 records -- and we have literally many hundreds of pages 

16 of records -- were you able to confirm that Elsa Shum 

17 refer -- reviewed a single page of this file? 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

20 point? 

21 A. 

22 Q. 

I never considered the issue. I'm sorry. 

Okay. So you have no information on that 

No. 

Okay. And it's fair to say, you actually 

23 have no personal knowledge of this entire case, do you, 

24 sir? 

25 A. Other than reviewing the -- the records. No. 

Page 32 

1 Q. Right. Okay. So you reviewed the records 

2 that have been submitted into evidence here today, 

3 together with your -- what was called Exhibit F in your 

4 deposition, but I think it was called another one here 

5 for this --

6 MR. GARBER: Do you know what the tab was? 

!1R. BUNNER: I don't know what exhibit you' re 7 

8 

9 

talking about. 

10 

11 

12 

THE WITNESS: Twenty-two. 

THE CLERK: Tab 22. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. Thank you. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

13 BY MR. GARBER: 

14 Q. Tab 22 was what you downloaded from your 

15 system. Correct, sir? 

16 A. The corrunent history, yes. 

17 Q. Okay. So you looked at Tab 22 and you looked 

18 at the documents? 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

21 today? 

22 A. 

Correct. 

And that's the basis of your knowledge here 

Yes. 

23 Q. Okay. And also would it not be fair to say, 

24 sir, before I get into some of these documents, actually, 

25 that, in fact, you have sued GMAC yourself and are 
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1 involved in a suit with them? Is that not true, sir? 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

No, I'm not. 

No. I mean, David Stern. The Office of 

4 David Stern, 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. We -- we are in litigation with GMAC. 

Okay. You filed a complaint against them 

7 because you 1·1ant to get paid about $6 million --

8 MR. SMITH T: Objection --

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

MR. GARBER: For --

MR. SMITH T: Judge, I'm here on behalf of 

GMAC, and I don't understand the relevancy of this. 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, it's relevant 

because of bias of this witness. 

MR. SMITH T:\ That, I think, goes in our 

favor, but I sti -- I don't think that's sufficient 

to admit that question. 

THE COURT: Objection is sustained. 

MR. GARBER: Well, the complaint itself was 

signed --

THE COURT: I will note, though, that 

objection came after the answer previously that the 

witness did admit there is litigation between GMAC 

and David Stern. 

MR. SMITH T: Yes, sir. 

MR. GARBER: And, Your Honor, I want to say, 

Page 34 

also, so I can put the Court on notice, this case, 

the Mack case, is a subject of that litigation and, 

there fore --

THE COURT: Is that either objected to or 

admitted, Counsel? 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, that's -- that's a 

matter of public record, that -- that there are 

counterclaims going back against the Stern firm by 

GMAC; yes, sir. 

THE COURT: All right. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

12 BY MR. GARBER: 

13 Q. So can you say -- do you know who did sign 

14 this particular complaint from your office? 

15 A. I don 1 t recognize the signature, no. 

16 Q. Okay. There's a name of Miriam Mendieta? 

17 A. That -- I know Miriam• s signature. That's 

18 not Miriam's signature. 

19 Q. Okay. But some la1·1yer signed it and you 

20 don't know their -- their name? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Right, sir? 

Correct. 

Okay. Now, there was a counterclaim that was 

25 filed ·in this matter, wasn't there, sir? 

Page 35 

1 A. Yes. 

2 Q. And the date of that counterclaim was 

3 actually September the 9th. Is -- I'm trying to look 

4 through your records here to see if I can find a copy of 

5 that counterclaim. {Reviewing documents.) Do you know 

6 where it is -- or would you know it when you get there 

7 if I --

8 A. It would have been in the second -- the one 

9 that I copied from the electronic system. 

10 the physical file. 

It was not in 

11 Q. Okay. 

Tab 26 somewhere it should be. 

In Tab 26 somewhere? 

{Nodding head.) 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. Okay. You had two files, actually. You had 

16 an electronic file and a paper file. Is that correct? 

17 A. Yes. 

18 Q. And 26 is your electronic file? 

19 A. Yes. 

20 Q. Okay. Now, the complaint itself was filed --

21 has a stamp of September 11th, 2009. Do you know when 

22 your office received it? 

23 A. If we can find the -- the pleading, it --

24 that may answer it -- your question may be answered just 

25 by the mailing stamp. 

Page 

Q. Okay. 

A. When it was received. 

MR. SMITH T: Are you looking for the 

counterclaim? 

MR. GARBER: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. SMITH T: Go to Deutsche 1241. 

36 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

THE COURT: And what tab are you at, Counsel? 

MR. SMITH T: Twenty-six. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

MR. BUNNER: Tab 26, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: And what's the number? 

MR. BUNNER: It's 1241, your Honor. That's 

the answer to the complaint and the counterclaim. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. Yes, 1241. 

THE WITNESS: (Complies.) Uh-huh. 

THE COURT: And what was the question, 

Mr. Garber? 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

19 BY MR. GARBER: 

20 Q. Okay. Do you know when you received a copy 

21 of this counterclaim? 

22 A. I do not know when the mail room received a 

23 copy of it. 

24 Q. Okay. The date of the counterclaim was 

25 September 9th, 2009. Do you have any reason to believe 
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1 that this counterclaim was not received by your office 

2 within a few days after that date? 

3 A. It -- no, I don't have any reason the mail 

4 room wouldn't have received it . 

37 

5 Q. Okay. Now, the Office of David Stern filed 

6 suit against the Macks and we've already looked at your 

7 complaint. You're not here to suggest that service or 

8 sending this counterclaim to you was not proper service, 

9 are you? 

10 

11 

A. 

Q. 

No. Not at all. 

Okay. And you being the attorney, that is 

12 David Stern being the attorney, you had a duty to respond 

13 to this counterclaim in a timely fashion, right, sir? 

14 A. Yes. 

15 Q. Okay. As a matter of fact, you were notified 

16 that there was a default that was requested in this 

17 particular case; were you not, sir? 

18 A. When I reviewed the electronic file, I saw 

19 that there was a default that the mail room had scanned 

20 to the file, but no one seems to have reviewed it. 

21 Q, Okay. Okay. So to try and speed this up, I 

22 want to go through the particular filings that your 

23 office received. I think I have a summary of them that 

24 we can go through very quickly. 

25 MR. SMITH T: We're not -- we're not 

Page 38 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

objecting that they were received, that they're in 

here, Judge. I don't know if that helps. 

MR. GARBER: Right. They're in here, but 

they 1 re all in different order; whereas I have them 

in chronological date. And I'm just looking at my 

complaint -- or my memorandum of law. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

8 BY MR. GARBER: 

9 Q. So you're admitting that you received the 

10 answer and the complaint a few days of September 9th, 

11 2009, right, sir? 

12 A. That 1 s when it was served, yes. 

13 Q. Okay. And you received a copy of the motion 

14 for default within a few days of October 16th, 2009, 

15 correct, sir? 

16 A. I have no knowledge when it was received. I 

17 can only tell, again, from when I look at the Tracker, 

18 when it was posted to the file by the mail room and there 

19 was -- in the case of the counterclaim, it was over a mo 

20 -- it was about a month later that it was posted to the 

21 file. 

22 Q. Okay. But you have no reason to doubt that 

23 these things were all timely sent on the days that they 

24 say they were. Right? 

25 A. No. I have no reason to doubt that. 

Page 39 

1 Q. Okay. So in the documents that you reviewed, 

2 you also got a copy of the motion for default dated 

3 October 16th, 2009. Correct? 

4 A. Again, I assume if it's in this package that 

5 I sent you, yes. 

6 Q. It is. 

7 

8 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. 

And I'm just going through it. And I want to 

9 make sure the Court knows them all. You got a copy of 

10 the default that was entered on October 1st, 2009. 

11 Correct? 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Clerk's default. You got a copy of 

14 Defendant's first request for production on November 2nd, 

15 2009. Correct, sir? 

16 A. Yes. 

17 Q. You got a copy of the request for designation 

18 of corporate representative. That was November 2nd, 

19 2009: Correct? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, again, -

THE WITNESS: Again --

MR. SMITH T: -- look, I -- I know Mr. Garber 

wants to make this appear overwhelming, how much 

paper was flowing into the Stern fir:m. We're not 

Page 40 

contesting if it's in here that it was received -

THE COURT: When you say nin here," you're 

referring to --

MR. SMITH T: The documents that have been 

produced. And he's asking Mr. McSurdy just blindly 

to say did you get this, did you get this, did you 

get this? Now, he can go through and find it and 

then confirm, yes, I got this; yes, we 1 re on the 

certificate of service; yes, the service dates say 

what it is --

THE COURT: Well, is there any way to 

streamline, --

MR. GARBER: That's what I'm --

THE COURT: -- Mr. Garber, by stipulation as 

to the litany of documents that would have been 

received in relation to this case by the David 

Stern firm? I -- I believe that Plaintiff's 

counsel is saying they are willing to stipulate 

that -- I guess I'm trying to find --

MR. SMITH T: Sure. The documents that are 

in Exhibits 25 and 26 were received by the Stern 

firm. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. And, Your Honor, I 

thought I was streamlining it. I can go through 

Exhibit 26 and I can look at each document and do 
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it, but I thought just going through a list would 

be much faster. 

MR. SMITH T: Well, this is even faster. 

THE COURT: Well, the --

MR. SMITH T: I'm just saying --

THE COURT: What the stipulation is, is that 

the documents are in Plaintiff's Tabs 25 and 26? 

MR. GARBER: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Does that cover all of the 

documents you believe are at issue, Mr. Garber? 

MR. GARBER: I believe that they do. I 

really haven't confirmed that 26 is all of the 

documents --

THE COURT: And is --

MR. GARBER: -- that we sent --

THE COURT: -- Plaintiff is stipulating that 

all of those documents that Mr. Garber can refer to 

in Plaintiff's Tabs 25 and 26, that it would be the 

witness' testimony that they were received 

around -- shortly after or around the time when 

they were sent? 

MR. SMITH T: Yes, sir. Of course, there 

are some documents in here that aren't service 

papers, internal things, and those documents 

speak for themselves. But as to anything sent 

Page 

by Mr. Garber's office to Mr. Stern or the Stern 

firm, if it's in here, we don't dispute that we 

received it and we don't dispute that it came in 

within a reasonable time after it was mailed. 

42 

THE COURT: All right. And, Mr. Garber, can 

you just basically summarize the nature of those 

documents, just read them off to see if there's any 

issue as to whether Plaintiff's stipulation 

includes them or any -- do you have a list of 

those? 

MR. GARBER: Yes, Your Honor; I do have a 

list of them. 

THE COURT: All right. And if you can just 

read that off and I can just clarify from Plaintiff 

whether they dispute that -- whether there's any 

questioning needed of the witness as to those being 

received by David Stern around the time they were 

sent. 

MR. SMITH T: Well, the problem is I don't -

I don't have cormnitted to memory every single 

pleading that he's probably going to read off if 

it's in here. I don't doubt that it is. 

But he's asking, you know, second motion to 

compel document requests, I presume it 1 s in here, 

but I haven't got that committed to memory. I'm 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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try -- what I'm trying to suggest is if -- if it's 

in here, we received it, and we received it on or 

about the time --

THE COURT: Do you know, Mr. Garber, if there 

are things not within those two tabs that you' re 

either seeking a stipulation or testimony about? 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I'm not sure. I -

I hope they put everything in there, but I have not 

compared that against my list. I have compared it 

against lists that they gave me. I'm going through 

documents that they gave me. All of these are 

marked with a Deutsche Bates stamp. 

MR. SMITH T: And that's a fair point. I'm 

not trying to sugg -- this -- these tabs should be 

exactly what was produced. And they're not, it 1 s a 

clerical mistake, but I have great confidence that 

they are. 

And we can re -- we can do it off the Bates 

number. That might be the easiest thing, just to 

say we stipulate that documents labeled Deutsche 

979 through 1068 and Deutsche 1176 through 1355 

make up the Stern files and anything in that tho -

that range, those ranges, were -- if they were 

pleadings from Mr. Garber, we do not dispute that 

we received them. We don't dispute that they were 

Page 44 

sent on or about the time of the certificate of 

service. 

THE COURT: And those Bates Numbers that you 

list are basically what constitute Plaintiff's Tabs 

25 and 26? 

MR. SMITH T: It's exactly what it is. And 

it should line up with what Mr. Garber' s got during 

discovery. 

MR. GARBER: And it probably does, and I -- I 

do want to streamline this, but these documents 

actually fall into two parts. One of them may have 

been bar-coded by David Stern. 

Somebody took and put a bar code on and then 

followed up with the computer -- you know, whatever 

the computer process that you do with bar codings. 

And some of them were not bar-coded. And the bar 

codings have dates and they have certain nwnbers on 

them. 

MR. SMITH T: I'm not -- I'm not saying that 

you can't ask those questions. I just thought we 

were trying to get through were all these documents 

actually received. That's all. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. 

THE COURT: That would seem helpful and maybe 

shorten things, but, you know, Mr. Garber, if you 
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2 

3 

4 

45 Page 

need to ask additional questions regarding bar 

coding or things, then obviously that's -- that's 

still available to you. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. Well, I'll try and do it 

5 as rapidly as I can, Your Honor. 

6 THE COURT: Thank you. 

7 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

8 BY l1R. GARBER: 

9 Q. Turning to the first page of Tab 26, that's 

10 1176, letter to Elsa Shum. That was bar-coded by your 

11 office. Correct? 

12 A. Correct. 

13 Q. Okay. The next thing that was bar-coded --

14 and by the way, what does that mean when it is 

15 bar-coded? 

16 A. It means that someone in the mail room 

17 received it and scanned it to our system. 

18 Q. Okay. There is an e-mail that was sent by 

19 the Court to Deutsche Bank. It's found at 1189. That 

20 was bar-coded by you, too? I'm sorry. Maybe that was an 

21 e-mail sent by my office. We were trying to set up a 

22 five-minute hearing. You bar-coded that? Do you see in 

23 the middle of the page? 

24 A. Yeah. Yes. That was bar-coded by us. 

25 Q. Okay. And then the next one after that, 

Page 46 

1 January 31st, 2011, you bar-coded that. Correct? 

2 A. Yes. Uh-huh. 

3 Q. And, again, trying to speed up. Anything 

4 that has a bar code that looked like those bar codes that 

5 I've just gone over, they indicated that they were 

6 bar-coded by your system, not some other system. 

7 Correct? 

8 A. Correct. 

9 Q. And scanned into your system? 

Yes. 10 A. 

11 Q. And processed according to the way that your 

12 bar coding is designated? 

13 A. Yes. 

14 Q. Okay. Now, the --

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. GARBER: And, Your Honor, I'm not sure of 

the Court's ruling. I know the Court has discussed 

this, but there is a lawsuit going on between David 

Stern and Gl1AC. And part of that lawsuit is that 

Gl1AC says that you messed up the Hack case, and I 

want to ask him about that. Is -- is that within 

your ruling? 

THE COURT: Counselor. 

l1R. SMITH T: Well, yeah, we did object to 

the nature and the particulars of that case because 

it has no relevancy on the motion to set aside. 
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23 
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10 
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12 
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And I think l1r. Bunner already pointed out, 

it's the excusable neglect of the client that is at 

issue, not the excusable neglect or the neglect or 

lack of neglect on -- from the attorney. I think 

that was the argument. 

l1R. GARBER: And, Your Honor, that is not the 

law and I have given several cases to the Court; 

that it is the client and the attorney's neglect 

that is at issue, both of them. 

THE COURT: l1r. Smith T and l1r. Bunner, it 

would seem as if -- if there's allegations specific 

to the Mack case in this litigation between 

Plaintiff and David J. Stern, it would seem that -

that might be relevant to the issue of excusable 

neglect as to how this counterclaim was handled. 

Why would it not be? 

MR. Sl1ITH T: Well, Judge, maybe I can 

short-circuit this. I think I said earlier, there 

is no disagreement that -- that there are 

counterclaims and that part of the bases for those 

counterclaims is that the Stern firm did not 

adequately defend Gl1AC in connection with this 

matter. That is part of the case. 

We're not making any secret that we're 

disappointed that we weren't notified about the 

Page 48 

counterclaims. That 1 s the basis for our excusable 

neglect. 

And I think Mr. l1cSurdy has already testified 

they didn't give notice and that that's something 

that they normally would have done. So I don't see 

what point is served by further examination into 

those areas. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber. 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, we have to establish 

a record. This may or may not be appealed. And 

although I -- the comments of l1r. Smith T are very 

fair, they are not the record. 

The record is the witness 1 testimony, and, 

therefore, I think it is imperative to get it on 

the record that they were involved in litigation, 

each with the other, that that would show not only 

prejudice, but bias, and I will bring that out as 

exactly how that will show both of them. 

!1R. SMITH T: I do believe the Court's 

already ruled on bias. It's not -- it's -- it's -

he -- he -- Your Honor sustained my objection on 

that. And on relevancy, I think Mr. McSurdy's 

already testified. As I said, I'm not trying to 

testify, but I think Mr. McSurdy has, so I think 

it's clear. So I think we're going beyond the 
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scope of what we're here about today. 

MR. GARBER: And, Your Honor, maybe I will 

make it more clear what I am trying to do. The 

Stern law firm had a --

THE COURT: Go ahead and ask your question 

and then I '11 --

MR. GARBER: Okay. 

THE COURT: -- hear the objection. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 
I 

49 

11 BY MR. GARBER: 

12 Q. Isn't it true, sir, that after you filed 

13 suit, your company -- that is, the Stern office -- filed 

14 suit against GMAC, that they responded to that and they 

15 cited this particular case? Isn 1 t that true, sir? 

16 

17 
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24 
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MR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor. And I 

would object on a number of bases, the first being 

this witness is not competent to testify as to what 

GMAC did. He's not a GMAC witness. 

Second of all, it violates the best evidence 

rule. I guess what Mr. Garber 1 s asking about is 

what is in pleadings in another case. Those 

pleadings are not in evidence. We don 1 t have 

copies of them. And so the witness may not testify 

as to the substance of those pleadings without them 
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being here in evidence. 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I have those 

pleadings and I am prepared to introduce them into 

evidence. 

THE COURT: Well, can you -

MR. BUNNER: If counsel can --

THE COURT: -- proffer to me,. Hr. Garber -

MR. BUNNER: -- authenticate them --

THE COURT: -- or explain to me, Mr. Garber, 

where are you going with this line of questioning? 

What is it that you seek to establish as a proffer 

on this? 

MR. GARBER: What I am going to be -- what I 

proffer, Your Honor, is that these pleadings will 

show that GMAC had a contract with David Stern to 

represent them. And as part of that contract, they 

had an indemnity agreement; that if, in fact, there 

was any third-party damage that would come out of 

this, that David Stern would be the one that would 

pay for that. 

And these pleadings show that GMAC is 

claiming damages of over $450,000.00 for this case, 

this is the Mack case, that they want David Stern 

to pay. And my argument that I am going to make is 

that if, in fact, this Court rules in favor of the 
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motion to vacate, they are ruling in favor of David 

Stern. 

They will be rewarding David Stern for his 

incompetence because they will not have to 

indemnify GMAC $450,000.00 as they're now 

litigating. 

THE COURT: What probative value do any of 

these so far unproven allegations in this other 

litigation have, Mr. Garber, as to whether there 

was excusable neglect or failure of due diligence? 

MR. GARBER: Well, I think it -- it goes to 

excusable neglect on what did -- did the Stern law 

office, did they do anything -- were they excused 

in their neglect? The excusable neglect cases that 

we have are ones that say a secretary miscalendered 

something and the attorney didn't go there. 

But we have a situation in which this was a 

shower of pleadings that occurred. And if this 

Court rules in favor of GMAC, then Stern's law 

office is going to be off the hook. So they want 

to come in here and testify in such a way that they 

will win this motion to vacate, which I think 

clearly shows bias on their part. 

MR. Bill,NER: Your Honor, a couple of 

different bases. First of all, counsel will not be 

52 Page 

able to find any case where such a tangential 

theory was ever deemed to be relevant to a motion 

to vacate. 

Second of all, the pleadings themselves -

let's assume even that these pleadings were between 

these innocent parties. Pleadings are not 

evidence. You can't take them as evidence. 

They're allegations. 

So, certainly, third-party pleadings in a 

case that's not before the Court can't be 

substantive evidence of anything. They -- they're 

of absolutely no probative value. They -- they're 

-- they're not even of probative value within a 

case. 

Evidence is a probative value, not pleadings. 

Pleadings define what the material facts in 

evidence -- what the material facts are so that 

evidence can be provided. So they're of no 

probative value. They're simply argumentative 

value. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber, any other argument on 

that point --

MR. GARBER: No, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Well, I think if we were talking 

about admissions of some type, that it might be 
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different, but these are allegations in a pending 

case. 

At this point, I -- I don't believe it is 

relevant and it does have probative value. At this 

point, the objection is sustained. And, I believe, 

Mr. Garber, you 1 ve been allowed to make a proffer 

for any appellate record 1 if necessary, of the 

parameters of what you wanted to ask about. But I 

am sustaining the objection on that line of 

questioning. 

MR. GARBER: Yes,·Your Honor. And there is a 

related question. I don't believe it's directly 

under your ruling, but in this suit, GMAC has 

included a copy of their contract with David Stern 

and it has the indemniva [sic) -- indemnification 

agreement. They have also provided me with a copy 

of that contract, and I can introduce that entire 

contract into evidence. 

But I thought if I could just get to the 

indemnification agreement, we could probably save a 

great deal of time and -- and paper. 

THE COURT: All right. Is there an objection 

to Mr. Garber inquiring about an indenmification 

agreement between Plaintiff and the firm? 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, we did produce the 
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contracts between the Stern finn and GMAC because 

they asked. It's discovery. 

We -- we will acknowledge the paper says what 

it says. Mr. McSurdy's not here to interpret those 

documents. But we will certainly -- if -- if -- if 

-- if they are our contract, Judge, I 1 ll look at 

them and we will acknowledge that they are our 

contract. 

THE COURT: Okay. Are you agreeing to the 

admission of the contract in evidence in this case? 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, if I could have a minute 

just to look at what he wants me to admit. 

MR. GARBER: Well, it's going to be 

this. (Indicating. ) Let me show it to you. 

THE COURT: While he's looking at that, Madam 

Clerk, is your staff able to continue -

THE CLERK: Yes. 

THE COURT: -- past five? 

THE CLERK: Yes. 

THE COURT: Until they finish with this 

witness? 

THE CLERK: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. GARBER: John, if you have no objection 

to me admitting the contract with David Stern, 
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we'll just do it that way and it can be brought up 

in argument. 

THE COURT: Well, Mr. Garber, I was not 

intending to necessarily limit your ability to 

question this witness if you did want to question 

about some inderrmification subject to some 

objection, but just to save time as a -- kind of a 

precursor to that, I wanted to know if the 

Plaintiff had any objection to this contract being 

admitted into evidence. Apparently they've been 

shared and produced between the parties. 

MR. GARBER: Yes, Your Honor, in discovery. 

MR. BUNNER: Is it on your exhibit list? 

MR. GARBER: All of the Deutsche Bank things 

were not on the exhibit list. 

MR. BUNNER: Again, on behalf of Deutsche 

Bank, I would argue yet again that this is another 

example where the exhibit list said all documents 

of -- of GMAC or something or Deutsche Bank. 

Again, this is surprise. We had no notice that 

this was intended to be offered into evidence. 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, it's not on their 

exhibit list. 

MR. GARBER: Can I see our exhibit list? 

(Speaking to Colleen.) 

Page 

MR. SMITH T: So I object on that basis. 

56 

MR. GARBER: I have all documents produced in 

discovery by Plaintiff, Deutsche Bank. 

MR. SMITH T: Judge, that's not --

MR. GARBER: All documents produced in 

discovery by GMAC Mortgage. 

MR. SMITH T: -- no. Judge, we wrote 

Mr. Garber after vie received this and said that was 

unfair. Please give us a more specific detailed 

listing and we did not get an identification of 

this document on the exhibit list, so I -- I don't 

think that's within the letter or the spirit of 

what you --

THE COURT: And again, Mr. Garber, how does 

this indemnification contract or any questions 

about that have probative value regarding the 

motion to vacate? 

MR. GARBER: Because it established bias on 

this part of this witness. It is impeachment of 

this witness. 

THE COURT: Wouldn't it establish bias, 

frankly, in -- in the reverse direction here, 

that --

MR. GARBER: It could be argued both ways. 

Yes, Your Honor. It could be. I hope that my 
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argument would prevail, but it may not. 

MR. BUNNER: And -- and, Your Honor, it's not 

technically actually impeachment because he didn't 

offer any testimony to the contrary, and it seems 

to me that under Mr. Garber's logic, Nith or 

without this contract or with or without this 

indemnification clause, the bias would be the same. 

The -- a lawyer vmuld always want to have the 

judgment vacated, regardless of whether that 

paragraph existed or not, so it -- I -- I just -

when you put all of these things together, the lack 

of notice that it would be an exhibit, the 

extremely, if any, tangential relevance of it, we 

would, again, renew that objection. 

THE COURT: Any other·comment, Mr. Garber? 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, I intended to use it 

as a cross-examination tool. I did not intend to 

produce this entire document as a thing of 

evidence, so I saved it for cross-examination if 

this issue came up, and it did come up, and, 

therefore, I -- I think I 1 ve given them fair 

notice. They certainly have fair notice of their 

own documents. 

THE COURT: Objection is sustained. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. So where is our McSurdy 

Page 

file? 

MS. KELLERHOUSE: He has it. 

MR. GARBER: Oh, you have my file. 

MR. BUNNER: I do. That's it, I believe. 

(Handing document to Mr. Garber.) Sorry. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

58 

7 BY MR. GARBER: 

8 Q. Mr. McSurdy, you actually had some e-mails 

9 that went between your office concerning certain aspects 

10 of this lawsuit, did you not? 

11 MR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor, vague. 

12 MR. GARBER: Okay. 

13 

14 

THE COURT: Sustained as to form. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

15 BY MR. GARBER: 

16 Q. Okay. You have an individual named Evan 

17 Cohen (phonetic spelling) that works in your office? 

18 A. He -- he did work in the law firm's office, 

19 yes. 

20 Q. Okay. And Evan Cohen sent a letter to Vagina 

21 [sic] -- Vegina Hawkins on or about August 18th, 2010, 

22 concerning this lawsuit, didn't he? 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Remind me of the Bates stamp nwnber again? 

Of the what? 

What's the Bates stamp number? Which 
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1 document you're referring to? 

2 

3 

Q. 

A. 

It's --

And that individual, it's Vegina. I keep 

4 telling you, it's VA-heena. Vegina. She's Hispanic. 

5 Q. Oh, okay. Vegina Hawkins. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A. He has a hard time with her name. 

THE COURT: What's the last name? 

THE WITNESS: It's Ha11kins. 

THE COURT: Then say Ms. Hawkins. We'll 

pref er to use that --

MR. GARBER: Okay. 

THE COURT: -- reference. 

MR. GARBER: And, Your Honor, in my defense, 

it's V-E-G-I-N-A. 

MR. SMITH T: We -- we don't -- we don't need 

an explanation. 

THE COURT: Well, the -- the record captures 

your spelling, it does not capture your 

pronunciations, so we' 11 just refer to her as 

Ms. Hawkins. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXA!1INATION 

22 BY MR. GARBER: 

23 Q. Okay. So you had a -- did Ms. Hawkins work 

24 for you? 

25 
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A. She was an attorney with trye firm, yes. 
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THE COURT: I do think that it does remind me 

of a scene in Austin Powers, if you ever saw that 

movie. 

(Laughter. ) 

MR. BUNNER: 

THE COURT: 

Oh, my. 

All right. It's late in the day, 

but we' 11 refer to her as Ms. Hawkins. 

!1R. GARBER: I have a copy of that e-mail in 

front of me. Do we have copies we can give to 

everyone? 

THE CLERK: Yes, sir. 

MR. SMITH T: That's in Tab 26, Judge. 

MR. BUNNER: It's 1345. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

15 BY MR. GARBER: 

16 Q. And this is an e-mail from one of your 

17 employees to another employee? 

18 A. Yes. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Correct? Ms. Hawkins being the attorney? 

Correct. 

And it had a copy of an order attached to it? 

Yes. 

As far as you know, was that the order for 

24 the case management conference regarding this case in 

25 August of 2010? 
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A. Yes. This is an example showing you what 

2 should have happened from the beginning of when the 

3 complaint -- the -- the counterclaim was received. 
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THE COURT: Let me just ask: Do we have the 

clerk switch at this time --

THE CLERK: Yes. 

THE COURT: -- since it's after five. If you 

want to go ahead and do that. 

THE CLERK: Thank you. 

THE COURT REPORTER: Your Honor, could you 

please get a.n idea of how late you think we're 

going to go? 

THE COURT: Counsel, how long -- how long 

would you estimate for this witness? 

MR. GARBER: I think this witness will go 

another five or ten minutes and I'm going to 

suggest, Your Honor, that we not do arguments 

today, that we do them in writing or come back or 

something like that. 

THE COURT: Well, I'll certainly try to 

accommodate you in terms of finishing this case on 

another date, in whatever fonnat you can agree to, 

whether it's some present, some on the phone or 

everybody present on another date. We can try to 

work on that. 
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I do have -- I'm not suppos.ed to go very late 

because of budgetary constraints. I'm going to -

I do want to finish with this witness, obviously. 

And after we finish with the witness, we can talk 

about the further scheduling. So I would think we 

would be out of here tonight by no later than 6:00 

p.m. 

MR. GARBER: Oh, yes, certainly, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. GARBER; No objection from this side, 

Your Honor. 

MR. BUNNER: No objection. 

THE COURT: All right. Please continue. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

15 BY MR. GARBER: 

16 Q. Okay. So this e-mail was referring to the 

17 case management order that was -- that 1 s attached to the 

18 e-mail, correct, sir? 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Okay. If you would be so kind as to look at 

21 another document that I have. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. GARBER: This is a document produced in 

discovery? 

MS. KELLERHOUSE: I believe it was produced 

in deposition. 
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MR. GARBER: Okay. 

THE COURT: Are you seeking to admit any of 

these in evidence, Mr. Garber, or just show them to 

the witness? 

MR. GARBER: Yeah. I would like to introduce 

the other one in -- the one I just did into 

evidence. That is the e-mail concerning the case 

management order, and that is -- it would be 

Exhibit 6 for identification? 

MR. BUNNER: No. It's in evidence already. 

It's part of -- it's part of Exhibit 26, which -

MR. GARBER: Okay. If it's in already, 

then --

MR. BUNNER: Yeah. It's in evidence. 

THE COURT: Is there a page number on -

MR. BUNNER: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: -- 26 --

MR. BUNNER: 1 -- 1345. 

THE COURT: Page 1345? 

MR. BUNNER: Deutsche Bank 1345 -

THE COURT: All right. So, --

MR. BUNNER: -- of 26. 

THE COURT: -- Madam Clerk, you don't have to 

concern yourself because it's already in evidence. 

w·e're just identifying it for the record. 

Page 64 

MR. GARBER: Okay. And can we get that to 

the witness? Actually, give me that one and you'll 

get this. (Indicating.) 

(Whereupon, Exhibit Number 6 was marked for 

identification as of this date.) 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

7 BY MR. GARBER: 

8 Q. Okay. Have you ever seen a copy of what I 

9 have just handed to you, and I think I have marked it as 

10 Exhibit Number 6? 

11 MR. GARBER: Is that right? We've marked 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

that? 

THE CLERK: Yes. 

MR. GARBER: And it's Exhibit Number 6, for 

identification. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber, excuse me for 

interrupting. Before you continue on that, 

Mr. McSurdy, back to that previous case management 

conference e-mail. If you could just clarify for 

me if you know, that involved Ms. Hawkins and Evan 

Cohen. And --

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE COURT: -- Hawkins is with your firm? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, she's -- she's an attorney 

not on this case, but an a~torney with the finn. 
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1 
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3 
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And Mr. Evan Cohen was an administrative assistant 

in the mail room, who was responsible for 

dispersing pleadings to paralegals and attorneys. 

And you see the cc there was to Elizabeth Davia 

(phonetic spelling). She was the paralegal on this 

file. 

7 THE COURT: Thank you for clarifying that. 

8 All right. Please continue, Mr. Garber. 

9 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

10 BY MR. GARBER: 

11 Q. I have just handed you a document for 

12 identification, it is Defendant's Exhibit Number 6, and 

13 ask if you can identify that? 

14 A. I can't tell what it is. No. 

15 Q. Okay. Was this a document that was sent to 

16 you by GMAC, along with the foreclosure of the Macks? 

17 MR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor. I 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

believe the testimony was, "I don't know what it 

is." 

THE COURT: Objection is overruled. You may 

inquire --

THE WITNESS: I -- I -

THE COURT: -- further. 

THE WITNESS: I -- I don't recognize it. I 

am sorry. I don't remember seeing this in our 

1 

2 

file. 

3 BY MR. GARBER: 

Page 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

4 Q. Okay. You see it's your name on the top 

5 right-hand corner, David Stern? 

66 

6 A. Well, I see somebody wrote David J. Stern at 

7 the top there, but this is the first time I've seen this 

8 document. 

9 Q. Okay. 

10 A. I'm sorry. It looks like a transmittal of 

11 the original note and mortgage is what it looks like to 

12 me. 

13 Q. Okay. But you don't have a copy of that in 

14 your file? 

15 A. No. I only have the note in our comment 

16 history that says the original note and mortgage were 

1 7 received. 

18 Q. Okay. Would it surprise you if some 

19 documents were missing from your file? 

20 A. This -- this is not even dated. I don't 

21 know -- I don't know what this is. I don't know where it 

22 came from, to whom it was --

23 Q. Okay. And my question was: Would it be 

2 4 surprising if some documents were missing? Not directed 

25 at that --

1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 
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This --

-- one document, but --

From -- between the electronic file and the 

4 physical file, there sh -- you should have close to a 

5 hundred percent of the file. 

6 Q. Okay. 

7 A. But, of course, you know, we're human. 

8 Something might be missing. 

9 Q. The judgment --

10 THE COURT: Mr. Garber, for housekeeping 

11 purposes, are you seeking to admit this document? 

12 MR. GARBER: Not if he cannot identify it, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

THE CLERK: Is Number 5 admitted? 

THE COURT: The previous -- the one previous 

to this one? 

THE CLERK: Yes. 

THE COURT: We did not need to ident -- have 

anything entered by the clerk. It's already 

contained in a prior admitted exhibit. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. GARBER: 

24 Q. Mr. McSurdy, this particular judgment that 

25 we're here --
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THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Garber. I 1 m sorry 

to interrupt again. Just for housekeeping 

purposes. 

And I would like to ask the Plaintiff also, 

and that is, it may be helpful if in the I'm sure 

extremely unlikely event there would to be an 

appeal of this matter by either side, do you wish 

for this to be a court exhibit since the witness 

was asked about it? It would not be admitted. It 

would just simply be for purposes of any appellate 

record and --

MR. SMITH T: No, not from our standpoint, 

Judge. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber, do you want me -- it 

to be kept as a separate court exhibit for the 

record for any reason? 

MR. GARBER: I -- I think, yes, that would be 

a good idea to keep it as --

THE COURT: All right. It's not admitted in 

evidence, but it has been referred to. And then if 

it ever became an issue, the appellate court 

wouldn't know what we were referring to. 

MR. BUNNER: No objection, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: This would be, I guess, Number 1, 

Court's Exhibit Number 1, but it is not admitted 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

into evidence. 

THE CLERK: It's a court's exhibit. 

THE COURT: All right. 

THE CLERK: Uh-huh. 

Page 

THE COURT: But it's not ad -- admitted in 

evidence. 

THE CLERK: Right. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

69 

9 BY MR. GARBER: 

10 Q. Hr. !1cSurdy, David Stern was -- had not 

11 withdrawn from the Hack case at the time that the 

12 judgment was entered against Deutsche Bank on Hay 5th, 

13 2011, had it? 

14 A. The loss -- the Law Firm of David Stern had 

15 not withdrawn because the -- it had dismissed the 

16 foreclosure case. It saw no need to withdraw. It 

17 thought the case was closed. 

18 Q. Okay. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, we had not withdrawn. 

You made no effort to withdraw from the case? 

No. We just dismissed it. 

Has the Office of David Stern done anything 

23 to indemnify GMAC with respect to this judgment? 

24 HR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor, 

25 relevance. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Page 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber, haven't we touched 

upon this previously? 

70 

MR. GARBER: No. That was the agreement to 

indemnify. Now is the actual indemnification. If 

there is some agreement to settle this case between 

them, I want to know about that because I think 

that does show bias on behalf of the \·dtness, and 

-- and I think many appellate courts have ruled 

that agreements between parties are admissible. 

MR. BUNNER: I think that's true, that there 

are appellate cases that say agreements between 

parties are admissible. I don't think in this 

context, and I haven't seen any case proffered by 

counsel to support that idea. 

(Whereupon, there was a brief discussion 

between Mr. Bunner and Mr. Smith T out of hearing 

of the court reporter.) 

MR. GARBER: Okay. And I would give the 

Court an example of a Mary Carter agreement or two 

defendants enter into an agreement and one 

defendant is --

THE COURT: Are you asking to inquire about 

the contents of any such agreement or just whether 

or not there is an agreement? 

THE WITNESS: I'm going to ask about whether 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

71 Page 

there is an agreement. And if there is no 

agreement, if there have been discussions about an 

agreement. And --

THE COURT: My understanding, Mr. Garber, 

from the previous discussion was that there's 

litigation ongoing, which would leave me at first 

blush to assume that there is no indemnification 

and no agreement at this time, but I'll overrule 

the objection. You can begin with the basic 

question about whether there has been 

indemnification. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

13 BY HR. GARBER: 

14 Q. Okay. Has there been any indemnification of 

15 GMAC by David Stern's office regarding the Mack case? 

16 A. No. 

17 Q. Okay. And no agreement to do that. Correct? 

18 A. No. 

19 Q. David Stern largely made the entries on the 

20 New Track exhibit, that is Exhibit Number 7 to this 

21 deposition? You've looked at Exhibit 7? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Not yet, no. 

Q. Okay. 

THE COURT: We're referring to Plaintiff's 

Tab Number 7, l1r. Garber? 

Page 

1 MR. GARBER: Yes, Your Honor. 

72 

2 MR. SMITH T: This is the one -- th1s is the 

3 one that is reserved. 

4 THE WITNE:SS: Okay. I'm sorry. Your 

5 question is have I seen this before? 

6 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

7 BY MR. GARBER: 

8 Q. Yes. 

9 A. I have seen this before at my deposition, 

10 yes. 

11 Q. Okay. And this exhibit is largely the 

12 entries that are made by the Office of David Stern. 

13 Correct? 

14 A. I didn't count --

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Grounds? 

MR. BUNNER: Largely ambiguous. 

MR. GARBER: Your Honor, we can go through 

this. There are perhaps 35 notes, five of them are 

GMAC and -- and 30 of them are Stern, and I'm just 

trying to shorten this up. I could go over each 

one. 

MR. BUNNER: Perhaps we could shorten it up. 

I believe that the law of Florida is an agent of a 

principal's acts taken on behalf of the principal 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Page 73 

are, as a matter of law, the acts of the principal, 

and I think what counsel is trying to do here is 

create some idea that this is not the principal's 

record because the agent made some entries, and I 

think, as a matter of law, the argument fails. But 

if we want to go down this road, then -- you know, 

that's my objection. 

THE COURT: Objection is overruled. If you 

would repeat the question, Mr. Garber. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

11 BY MR. GARBER: 

12 Q. Okay. This Tab 7 is largely notes that are 

13 made by the Office of David Stern, correct, sir? 

14 A. Again, I would have to go through -- I -- I 

15 don't know. I -- I'd have to look and see --

16 

17 

18 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. 

-- who wrote what. 

Let's try and do it briefly. Deutsche 905. 

19 That's the first page of Tab 7. 

20 A. Okay. 

21 Q. And the first one is 9/22/09, upload David 

22 Stern. That's David Stern's entry. Right? 

23 A. Yes. 

24 Q. Next one, that's the -- I guess Note 2. 

25 That's David Stern. Correct? 

1 

2 

A. 

Q. 

Page 74 

It's designated as Note 5, yes. 

Okay. And as a matter of fact, looking at 

3 all of Page 905, those are all David Stern's notes. 

4 Correct? 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. That's correct. 

Okay. Let's turn the page. And notes -- it 

7 looks like Notes 6, 7, 8 and 8 were all David Stern. Is 

8 that correct? 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

Six, 7 and 8, yes, were all David Stern. 

Okay. And on 907, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, 

11 they were all David Stern. Correct? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Yes. 

MR. GARBER: And by the way, just as an 

aside, Mr. Smith T and I have -- I think we've 

reached an agreement that the numbers applied to 

the note below it, but it looks to me, looking at 

this, probably the numbers applied to the one above 

it. What do you think, John? 

MR. SMITH T: I thought -- no. I thought 

they go down. 

MR. GARBER: They go down? 

MR. SMITH T: Yeah. That -- if you go to the 

very first page, there's an entry above number 2. 

That can 1 t be --

MR. GARBER: Okay 

Page 75 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

MR. SMITH T: That's my recollection, David, 

but, you know, it's been a while since we've talked 

about that. 

MR. GARBER: Okay. Well, as long as we're 

clear on it. That's all that I care about. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

7 BY MR. GARBER: 

8 Q. Go to the next page. This is Note 18, 19, 

9 20, 21, 22 and 23. They're all David Stern. Correct? 

10 A. Yes. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

MR. BUNNER: Your Honor, if I -- if I may 

interject? Perhaps we could just stipulate that if 

it -- if the written by line says David J. Stern, 

Law Offices of, then that was entered by David J. 

Stern and we could avoid going number by number by 

number. 

THE COURT: Mr. Garber, does that meet your 

purposes? 

MR. GARBER: Yes, Your Honor, that would meet 

iny purposes. 

THE COURT: All right. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR. GARBER: 

24 Q. Now, David Stern, then, made a substantial 

25 contribution to this Exhibit 7. Correct, sir? 

Page 76 

Yes. 1 

2 

A. 

Q. And could David Stern make alterations after 

3 they made an entry? 

4 A. I don't believe so, but I don't -- I never 

5 personally entered anything on the system, so I can't 

6 tell you that I -- that it could or could not be done. 

7 Q. Okay. And do you know, sir, whether or not 

8 David Stern could remove i terns from New Track? 

9 A. I -- again, same -- same answer. I don't 

10 know. 

11 Q. Okay. So you don't know 11hether or not David 

12 Stern could do it for their own entry. Could David Stern 

13 do it for the entries by GMAC? 

14 A. If -- I would -- I don't know. I -- I would 

15 guess not. 

16 

17 

18 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. 

I -- if I had to guess. 

Now, New Track was supposed to be updated 

19 every time there was an event that occurred on the Mack 

20 case, wasn't it? 

21 A. Theoretically, yes. 

22 Q. Okay. Now, in this particular case, the 

23 Office of David Stern, not you, but the Office of David 

24 Stern did not make appropriate entries to New Track, did 

25 they, sir? 
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No, they did not. 1 

2 

A. 

Q. Okay. You had several systems that you used 

3 to corrununicate with GMAC concerning the Mack case. 

4 Correct? 

That's correct. 5 

6 

A. 

Q. And I believe on direct testimony you said 

7 you used the telephone? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q. You used faxes? 

No. I don't think faxes. 

Did you use faxes? 

10 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

A. I -- I -- maybe. I don't think so. At this 

13 point, it was mostly e-mails. 

14 Q. Okay. E-mails, telephone. 

15 A. And New Track. 

16 Q. Was there another system other than New Track 

1 7 that you would electronically communicate with GMAC? 

18 A. No. Just New Track. 

19 Q. Okay. And, sir, I'm going to refer you now 

20 to your deposition. You recall I took your deposition in 

21 this case, do you not, about three weeks ago, I guess? 

22 A. Yes. 

23 Q. Okay. And do you recall that was in your 

24 office over in Miami? 

25 A. (Nodding head.) 

Page 78 

Q. And I asked you the question on Page 23. And 

2 at Line 5 this was the question: "What system would be 

3 used to send it electronically?" 

4 

5 

And your answer, sir: 

"Again, there were several systems that 

6 different clients required us to use. One was called New 

7 Invoice. One was called, I think, I want to say iClear, 

8 but I just got an iPhone and it might not be the right 

9 term, so I 'rn not sure which one GMAC required, but 

10 whatever the electronic system was, we would have used 

11 it. If 

12 QUESTION: "Would that be different than the 

13 New Track system that was referred to earlier in the 

14 contract? 11 

15 11 Yes. That's separate." 

16 "Would it also be different than the MS 

17 system that was referred to early in the contract? 11 

18 ANSWER: "I'm not familiar with the MS 

19 system." 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. That testimony is correct, sir? 

22 A. Yes. Again, that testimony relates to 

23 billing systems, the I -- the -- the I system, the New 

24 Invoice, that's billing. 

25 Q. Right. 

1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

4 categories. 

This is cormnunications. The New -

Right. 

Page 

-- Track, the VendorScape. Two different 

Right. 

Apples and oranges, yes. 

79 

5 

6 

7 

Q. 

A. 

Q. Okay. And I believe that you said that you 

8 were -- how many cases were you handling for GMAC in 

9 2009? 

10 A. I didn't say. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

You didn't say? 

I don't believe so. 

Well, how many do you think you were? 

I've -- (holding up hands). I only know 

15 Citibank® because that's the one where I actually did an 

·16 audit for them. 

17 Q. Okay. Would it be fair to say that you were 

18 handing a large number of cases for GMAC? 

19 A. ·Yes. Several thousand. Yes. 

20 Q. Many thousands? 

21 A. Many thousands. 

22 Q. Do you know if GMAC ever sought to recover 

23 the Mack file from you? 

24 A. I do know. 

25 Q. And what is your answer, sir? Did they? 

Page 80 

A. They -- they did ask us for a copy of the 

2 file and it was in storage, and I believe they obtained 

3 it directly from our storage company. 

4 Q. Okay. And do you recall, sir, I asked you 

5 that question in your deposition? 

6 A. Yes. 

7 Q. Okay. That was at Page 35 and Line 21. My 

8 question to you was this: "Do you know if GMAC sought to 

9 recover the Mack file from David Stern?" 

10 And your answer: 11 I did not -- in my review 

11 of the file, did not indicate that GMAC ever asked to 

12 review the Mack file." 

13 I've got it here. I'll show it to you if 

14 you'd like. 

15 A. Well, when I reviewed the electronic file, 

16 it -- that was different than them asking for the file 

17 through this litigation. Is that what -- is that what 

18 you mean? 

19 Q. No. My question was: Did GMAC ever try to 

20 recover the Mack file from David Stern's office? 

21 MR. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor. That 

22 question is -- is vague, and I -- I believe counsel 

23 should quantify the time period he's talking 

about and --24 

25 THE COURT: The objection is sustained as to 
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form. 

11R. GARBER: Okay. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

THE COURT: If you could be more precise, 

Mr. Garber? 

MR. GARBER: Okay. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

7 BY 11R. GARBER: 

8 Q. After January 1st -- well, let's make it 

9 after September 2nd, 2009, did GMAC ask to review the 

10 11ack file from your office? 

11 A. Yes. 

12 Q. Okay. And do you recall the question was 

81 

13 asked of you: "Do you know if GMAC sought to recover the 

14 Mack file from David Stern?" 

15 And your answer was: "I did not -- in my 

16 review of the file, did not indicate that GMAC ever asked 

17 to review the Mack file. " 

Yes. 18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Would you like to explain your discrepancy? 

Yes. It was -- I -- I misunderstood your 

21 question in the deposition. I thought you were asking me 

22 during the pendency of the foreclosure did they ask us to 

23 give them a copy of the file. They did not. They only 

24 asked us for a copy of the file after the litigation with 

25 the Hacks, when they moved to vacate the -- the 

Page 82 

1 counterclaim. 

2 Q. Okay. And --

3 A. I apologize that I was not clear in my 

4 deposition. 

5 Q. No. I understand. Did they send a subpoena 

6 over to you for recovery of the Hack file? 

7 A. Not to my recollection. I believe it was 

8 through our counsel. 

9 Q. Okay. And you were the records custodian? 

10 A. I was, but I didn't have physical control of 

11 the file at that point. It was in a warehouse. 

12 Q. Right. But you would have known if they sent 

13 a subpoena to you. 

14 A. Do you know how many subpoenas I've gotten 

15 since the downfall of the law firm? I -- I really don't 

16 remember specifically, so I don't want to go on the 

17 record and say I did or didn't. I don't remember. 

18 Q. Okay. In 2010, did GMAC ask for a return of 

19 its records with respect to the Mack case? 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, I believe so. 

Okay. I 'rn going to refer you now to Page 36, 

22 Line 17. Question --

23 A. Oh, I'm sorry. I'm getting -- 2010. It was 

24 2011. It was July 2011 I received a letter from them 

25 notifying us of the -- of the problem. 

Q. 

Page 83 

Okay. But in 2010, GMAC did not ask for 

2 those --

3 A. No. 

Q. -- records? 

5 A. No, not to my review of the file. I can't 

6 remember what I watched on TV last night. I'm sorry. I 

7 can't remember back that far. 

Q. Okay. Now, with respect to 2011, do you have 

9 any knowledge whether GMAC asked for a return of their 

10 file in 2011? 

11 A. I believe that's when they did ask, yes. 

12 Q. Okay. And do you recall I asked you that 

13 question in the deposition? 

14 A. I wouldn't be surprised if you did. 

15 Q. Okay. Page 37, Line 6. Question: "But do 

16 you have any knowledge whether GMAC asked for a return of 

17 their file in 2011 ?" 

18 ANSWER: "For the actual return, no. As 

19 11r. Smith has said, they requested certain documents 

20 during 2011, but the actual file was requested sometime, 

21 but I don't know if it was in 2011 or 2012. I don't know 

2 2 the time frame. 11 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. I believe it was 2011, but -

Okay. 

-- that answer is still true. 

Page 84 

Q. Did David Stern keep track of telephone calls 

2 that were made to GMAC? 

3 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

In this particular file? 

Yeah. 

I did not see evidence of any phone calls 

6 being logged or -- in the file. 

7 Q. Okay. And -- and my question was: Did they 

8 keep track of telephone calls? Not if you saw them. 

9 

10 

A. The practice --

!1R. BUNNER: Objection, Your Honor. That's 

11 ambiguous. If he's asking for was it -- was it the 

12 policy to do it or is it in the file, and I think 

13 

14 

15 

that's the problem we're having here with a lot of 

the questions. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXA!1INATION 

16 BY HR. GARBER: 

17 Q. Okay. And -- and that -- my question is, did 

18 they make a record of telephone calls? Did they make a 

19 record --

20 

21 

THE COURT: Objection overruled. 

CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

22 BY MR. GARBER: 

23 Q. Did they make a record of telephone calls to 

24 GMAC? 

25 A. Was that the policy of the firm? 
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Yeah. 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. That was the policy of the finn. 

Okay. And did they do it in the Mac!< case? 

I did not see a record of a telephone log. 

Okay. Do you recall whether or not Stern's 

6 office received an electronic transmission of the Mack 

7 case in July of 2009 before the paper file was sent over? 

8 A. I don't know that a paper file was ever sent 

9 over. Usually referrals were received electronically in 

10 2009. 

11 Q. Okay. But you got a copy of the note, didn't 

12 you? 

13 A. I believe we received the original note and 

14 mortgage. 

15 Q. So that wouldn't be electronic? 

16 A. Right. That would be a -- usually a Federal 

17 Express or a UPS delivery. 

18 Q. Okay. So did you get an electronic copy of 

19 the note in 2009? 

20 A. I -- I couldn't -- I couldn't tell from my 

21 examination of the file when the copy of the note was 

22 received, other than what the comment history said. 

23 Tab Number 22. 

24 Q. Okay. Did you -- can you tell if any 

25 documents were uploaded into New Track and then 

Page 86 

1 downloaded by David Stern on the 24th of July, 2009? 

2 A. I believe you asked me that in my deposition 

3 and I don't --

4 

5 

Q. 

A. 

Yes. 

-- remember· being able to tell from New Track 

6 whether there were any documents downloaded. 

7 Q. Okay. So can.I refer you to Page 50, Line 1 

8 where I asked that question? 

9 A. Okay. 

1 O Q. "So you can 1 t tell if any documents were 

.11 uploaded in New Track and then downloaded by David Stern 

12 on the 24th?" 

13 

14 

"No, I can't tell from this printout. 11 

QUESTION: "Would there ordinarily be an 

15 electronic way of keeping a record of what documents were 

16 downloaded?" 

17 ANSWER: 11 I did not have access to New Track, 

18 so I don't know if once you downloaded something you 

19 could go back in and see what was downloaded. I don't 

20 know." 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

Correct. 

Was there any understanding that the Office 

23 of David Stern had with GMAC that they would not handle a 

24 counterclaim should one have been filed in a case such as 

25 the Macks? 

1 

2 

A. 

Q. 

Page 87 

There was no such understanding. 

Okay. And it would be true, would it not, 

3 that, in fact, you did handle counterclaims from time to 

4 time for GMAC? 

5 A. Pursuant to the procedure I explained before, 

6 yes. 

7 Q. Your office sent out a voluntary dismissal on 

8 this case on December 7th, 2009. Correct? 

Yes. 9 

10 

A. 

Q. And in your notation that -- I want to make 

11 sure I have the right one. It was Exhibit F in your 

12 deposition, and I can't recall what tab it was in. 

13 

14 

15 

THE CLERK: Twenty-two. 

MR. BUNNER: Twenty-two. 

MR. GARBER: Twenty-two. It's today. 

16 22. Yeah. 

17 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. GARBER: 

Okay, 

19 Q. Do you have in Tab 22 an entry as to the 

20 dismissal that was prepared by your office and filed in 

21 this case dismissing the claim in chief; that is, the 

22 foreclosure claim? 

23 A. Yes. There were -- yes, there was a --

24 Q. And where on this Tab 22 is the entry that 

25 you did that? 

A. 

Page 88 

It's Page 1364, the third from the top on 

2 that page, Heather Smith on the 22nd of September, 2010 

3 entered voluntary dismissal to Court on 12/7/2009. 

4 Q. Okay. So that -- that entry was made nine or 

5 ten months after the fact that it was done. Right? 

6 

7 

A. 

Q. 

Correct. 

Why, if you closed your file on October 5th, 

8 as -- as your notes indicate 1 of 2009, why would you 

9 suddenly file a voluntary dismissal on the 9th of 

10 December of 2009? 

11 

12 

A. 

Q. 

Suddenly? 

Yeah. 

13 A. I would expect it to be done sooner and we 

14 tried to accomplish that, but because of the thousands of 

15 files that were being dismissed, it took six to nine 

16 months from the dismissal department to dismiss a case. 

17 In this case, it only took three months because somebody, 

18 I suspect you, probably called and said, "This case has 

19 not been dismissed yet," so it was pushed to the head of 

20 the pack. 

21 Q. Okay. So you think somebody called up to 

22 trigger this event? 

23 A. Yes. It was out of the norm of -- of -- of 

24 the dismissals for that period of time. 

25 Q. Okay. And you can't say whether it was my 
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1 office Gr GMAC or anybody else? 

2 A. No, I -- I couldn't. Somebody -- somebody --

3 the squeaky wheel gets attention. I'm sure that's what 

4 happened. 

5 Q. Okay. Okay.. And I believe when you 

6 falled -- filed the voluntary dismissal, the attorney 

7 that signed that said that she was the prevailing party. 

8 Do you recall that, sir? 

9 A. That's part of the form, yes. 

10 Q. Okay. You -- and you are not trying to say 

11 that GMAC was the prevailing party in that lawsuit, were 

12 you? 

13 A. Technically that should have been deleted 

14 from the file. 

15 Q. Okay. Okay. Was the New Track -- is that a 

16 system that was maintained by GMAC? 

17 A. I do not believe so. 

18 Q. Okay. Do you know who does maintain it? 

19 A. Not for certain. 

20 Q. Okay. Okay. Is -- is it maintained by a 

21 third party, not GMAC and not David Stern? 

22 A. Yes, I believe so. 

23 MR. GARBER: Mr. McSurdy, I don't think I 

24 have any further questions at this time. 

25 Thank you very much and I'm sorry if I have 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

been pointed about anything. 

THE WITNESS: I understand. 

THE COURT:. Redirect? 

Page 

MR. BUNNER: Very briefly, Your Honor. 

(5:36p.m.) 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

7 BY !1R. BUNNER: 

90 

8 Q. !1r. McSurdy, I'd ask you to please turn again 

9 to Exhibit 22. 

10 A. (Complies.) 

11 Q. And I'll ask you to direct your attention to 

12 the entry on October 5, 2009, that you testified about 

13 earlier regarding the file clicked closed. 

14 A. Okay. 

15 Q. And based on your understanding of the system 

16 there at the firm and the processing -- receipt of papers 

17 in an action and how they were processed, what would have 

18 happened to any paper that would come in on a file after 

19 it was clicked closed? 

20 A. Well, what should have happened is it should 

21 have been given to the paralegal for the attorney to 

22 review. In this particular case, that did not happen. 

23 The system did not work. 

24 Q. Okay. And then, based on your review, what 

25 do you believe happened to the documents that were 

Page 91 

1 received after the file was clicked closed on October 5th 

2 of 2009? 

3 A. A lot of them were saved to the electronic 

4 system for the file and except for one, which, again, 

5 goes back to Tab 26, the Vegina Hawkins e-mail. 

6 Q. Right, 1345. 

7 A. 1345. That shows what should have happened 

8 in the case. The mail room properly routed -- now, this 

9 was in 2010, so this was almost a year after the loan was 

10 clicked closed. 

11 It was routed to the what they thought was 

12 the attorney of record, but they made a mistake there, 

13 and also the paralegal, for them to review in case any 

14 action was needed to send on to the client. 

15 Q. So based on your review, were there any other 

16 papers that came in after the file was clicked closed 

17 that were routed properly, ironically? 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

No. The majority were not routed properly. 

So -- so even if -- so as far as you know, 

20 even if there was something that could be categorized as 

21 a cascade of papers received by the Stern firm, in fact, 

22 only one of them was ever treated in a manner that the 

23 system was designed to process the form. Is that 

24 accurate? 

25 A. That's correct. Based on the -- the people 

Page 

1 looking at the screen that showed the file was closed, 

2 they ignored the fact that the paper still had to be 

3 looked at. 

4 Q. So your -- your -- based on your 

92 

5 understanding, your review, I believe, is it accurate you 

6 just said that your belief is that the -- the employees 

7 of the firm simply ignored any other papers that came in 

8 after the file was clicked closed because they saw that 

9 the file was clicked closed? 

10 A. Correct. 

11 Q. All right. Now, so Ms. Hawkins -- was 

12 !1s. Hawkins ever the attorney at the firm who was 

13 responsible for this action? 

14 A. No, she was not. 

15 Q. Okay. And yet --

16 A. That does not excuse what -- excuse that she 

17 didn't do anything, but she apparently did not take any 

18 action. 

19 Q. Right. Right. But I'm just trying to 

20 establish, was she the attorney responsible for this --

21 A. No, she was not. 

22 Q. -- particular file? 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

All right. 

!1R. BUNNER: I have nothing further, Your 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Honor. 

Page 

THE COURT: Anything else, Mr. Garber? 

MR. GARBER: Yes, just brief -- briefly. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

(5: 39 p.m.) 

RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

93 

7 BY MR. GARBER: 

Q. Mr. McSurdy, would it be fair to say that you 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 trusted your mail room clerks to make decisions about who 9 

10 got mail? 10 

11 A. No. A system was set up specifically. 

12 You'll -- you'll see in the Bates -- in the stamps from 

11 

12 

13 the mail room, categories were set up and we taught them 13 

14 when mail would come in, it would be under certain 14 

15 categories, and they would -- they would scan it to those 15 

16 categories and it would be posted to the file and then 16 

17 the hard copy would be given to the paralegal. 1 7 

18 Q. So in this particular case, the Mack case, we 18 

19 have numerous letters directly to Ms. Shµrn. She was a -- 19 

20 an attorney at your firm back then. Correct? 

A. Correct. 21 

22 Q. Wasn't it the duty of your mail room people 

23 to give Ms. Shum letters that were sent to her? 

24 A. The process was to go to her paralegal and 

25 then her paralegal should have given it to her, yes. 

Page 94 

1 Somewhere along the line that didn't happen .. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Page 

MR. SMITH T: Thank you, Hr. McSurdy. 

THE WITNESS: Thank you. Bye. 

(Whereupon, Forrest McSurdy was excused at 

5:41 p.m. and this excerpt concludes.) 

* * * * * 

Page 

2 Q. Okay. And that happened numerous times; 40 2 STATE OF FLORIDA 

3 or 50 times in the Mack case. Correct? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

A. I -- I --

MR. BUNN~R: Objection, Your Honor -

THE WITNESS: -- couldn't --

MR. BUNNER: -- as to the number. 

CONTINUED RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

9 BY MR. GARBER: 

10 Q. Okay. Whatever the number is, that's 

3 COUNTY OF COLLIER ) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

COURT REPORTER'S HEARING CERTIFICATION 

I, Sabrina C. Beauvais, CCR, FPR, CLR, 

8 Certified Court Reporter and Notary Public, in and for 

9 the State of Florida, do hereby certify that I wa.s 

10 authorized to and did stenographically report the 

95 

96 

11 complain -- contained in the --

12 

13 

14 

A. Whatever is in -- in the exhibits --

11 foregoing proceedings and that this transcript is a true 

12 and complete record of my stenographic notes of the 

Q. 

A. 

15 routed, yes. 

-- Exhibit 26 --

-- except for that one order that did get 

MR. GARBER: Okay. Thank you. 

THE WITNESS: Uh-huh. 

THE COURT: All right. Are we done with this 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

witness? 

MR. BUNNER: Yes. 

THE COURT: Is he excused to leave? 

13 proceedings held. 

14 I further certify that I am not a relative, 

15 employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties, nor 

16 am I a relative or employee of any of the parties' 

17 attorneys or counsel connected with this action, nor am I 

18 financially interested in the action. 

19 

20 

Dated this 22nd day of March, 2015. 

22 

23 

MR. BUNNER: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. Thank you, sir. Have 

a good day. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Sabrina C. Beauvais, CCR, FPR, CLR 
Certified Court Reporter 

24 

25 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 

Notary Public 
State of Florida at Large 
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56:21, 68:22, 83:14, 
85:15 

writing 61: 18 
written [3J 17:11, 

17;13, 75:13 
wrote [3J 56:7, 66:6, 

73:17 

Pages 1 to 96 
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y 

yeah [10] 12:11, 45:24, 
46:23, 63:5, 63:14, 
74:22, 8'1:4, 85:1, 
87:16, 88:12 

yet [4] 55:17, 71:22, 
88:19, 92:15 

you'd 80:14 
you'll [4] 26:18, 64:2, 

93:12, 93:12 
yourself [2) 32:25, 

63:24 

12 0516 McSurdy exc 

Testimony of FORREST McSURDY on May 16, 2012 

www. SouthwestFlorida Reporting. com 

Page: 106 

yeah - yourself 

Pages 1 to 96 
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Exhibit 3

Proof of Claim No. 5275

Copies of the Proof of Claim will be Provided to Chambers and to Claimant

12-12020-mg    Doc 8531-42    Filed 04/27/15    Entered 04/27/15 16:52:56     Exhibit 3 -
 Proof of Claim    Pg 1 of 1
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